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1

ART . I. - THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

INTRODUCTION .

1

In commencing a work like the present, designed to promote

a spirit of ardent and judicious inquiry in the wide field of Bib

lical literature, the Editor supposes he cannot render a more ac

ceptable service to the great body of his readers, than to lay be

fore them some information on the subject of theological educa

tion and the general character of the clergy in Germany . The

history of that country for several centuries is an object of in

tense interest to the theologian, as well as to the politician. That

assemblage of nations comprised under the general name ofGer

many, has long been, what it still is, a people of comparatively

little practical energy, but of vast intellectual exertion. Brok

en up into a multitude of larger or of petty states, without a

capital to serve as a centre of laws or of religious effort, and

living under governments essentially despotic, their moral and

mental energies have had no outlet in the ordinary channels

of civil life and practical utility, which exist under free gov

ernments ; and have therefore been able to display themselves

only in the walks of literature and theoretical science. But in

all that regards intellectual labour and intellectual excitement,

and in all that serves as sustenance to these, the Germans fall at

least behind no other people ; in many things they have been far

in advance of all other nations. The art of printing, with all its

mighty results, owes its birth to Germany. ' Here too was en

gendered thatspark, which kindled and spread with the rapidity

1



2 ( JAN .Theological Education in Germany.

of lightning over northern Europe, and produced at length the

clear and steady light of the Reformation.
It is singular to remark , however, that in all the fierce discus

sions of the time relative to religious liberty , which formed the very

basis of the Reformation, and in the violent rejection of the papal

authority in matters of faith and religious practice, there was no

direct or at least no efficient application of the same principles to

civil rights. The governments continued as despotic as before ;

and the question ofany possible political reform does not seem to

have been seriously agitated . But in England, the more practi

cal tendency of the people produced , in time, the natural results

of a struggle for liberty of any kind . The same principles and

reasonings that led men to burst the shackles which ecclesiasti

cal tyranny had imposed on them for ages , led them also to call

in question the validity of that civil tyranny, by which they were

deprived of their natural rights . It is thus that the Reformation

in Germany, operating also upon England, and there extended

to the kindred question of political liberty , may be regardedas

the great ultimate cause , which led to the settlement of this

western world . It is the great principle of liberty of thought,

suggested to the mind of the Monk of Wittemberg, and by him

spread out before the world,—and in England coupled with the

great kindred principle of liberty of action , that has lain at

the foundation of all the mighty movements of succeeding cen

turies. If it were right to refer to a single individual thatwhich

was but the expression of the spirit of an age, we might thus as

cribe to Luther not only the Reformation in Germany and Eng

land , but also regard his exertions as the germ , from which have

sprung all the great political events that have since astonished

and convulsed the world ; the revolutions of England and of

France; and with happier results, the foundation of a new em

pire in a new hemisphere ; with the revolution by which this last

threw off the pressure of a foreign yoke , and founded, on a basis

unknown in history, institutions of freedom which will bear the

test of experience, so long as virtue and intelligence shall be the

characteristics of the people ; but which , it requires not the pow

er of prophetic vision to foresee, will be surely swept away, when

ever ignorance and irreligion shall become predominant in the

land .

The light of the Reformation has not yet departed from Ger

many ; although its glory has been obscured in these latter days,

by urging to an extreme the fundamental principles on which it
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proceeded. The Reformers, with all their zeal for liberty of

thinking and freedom of investigation, never had a thought of

subjecting the form and matter of revelation to the decisions of

human reason . With them the Bible was THE ONLY AND SUF

FICIENT RULE OF FAITH AND PRACTICE. Their reason acknow

ledged its authority as paramount to all other, and yielded with

reverent submission to the guidance of its holy precepts. In

modern times, men whose hearts have been opposed to the

truths of revelation , have carried their freedom of investigation

to the extreme of calling in question and denying, not only the

fact of an actual revelation, but also the possibility of one at

any time and in any circumstances . The reason of man has

been proclaimed the source and the interpreter of all relig

ion ; the Scriptures declared to be the production of merely hu

man wisdom ; and all systems of faith and practice deduced

from their pages, denounced as the imposition of a crafty priest

hood upon the ignorant and credulous. All this however is no

thing more than had already taken place, and with still greater

virulence, in other nations; especially in England and France.

The difference is, that in the latter countries these enemies of re

velation werenot enrolled under the banners of the church ; they

attacked her as open adversaries ; while in Germany the poison

has spread through the body of the church itself ; and those who

have solemnly bound themselves to make the Bible their only

rule of faith and practice, have been among the first to discard

its authority and contest its doctrines. The rationalism of Ger

many is the deism of England . The latter was professed by a

few ; the former bas spread among the many ; and its advocates,

by pressing their consistency to its ultimate results, have already

produced a reaction , which promises, by the blessing of God, in

time to bring back the German churches to the faith and prac

tice of the Gospel, as exhibited in the principles of the Re

formation .

To an American who goes to reside for a time in Germany,

the object of the greatest interest is not to study human nature

in a different hemisphere, for that is every where much the

same. It is not to observe manners and customs unlike those of

his own land , for the novelty of these soon wears away, and they

cease to make an impression on his mind . But it is rather to

trace the developments of national character and feeling, as act

ing upon, or as affected by, their forms of religious faith and

practice ; it is especially the fact, that he is treading on histori
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cal ground. We as a nation have no antiquity, and no history,

except of recent date ; and our very spirit of change and im

provement prevents us from preserving that which is old , merely

for the sake of its antiquity. But inGermany all is different.

There a love of antiquity predominates in external things, although

discarded in regard to intellectual matters ; and centuries seem

there to be less remote from one another, than we have here been

accustomed to conceive them . The period of the Reformation

seems hardly separated from the present time . The names of Lu

ther and Melancthon are as familiar in the mouths of the people,

as with us those ofWashington and Franklin ; and the great Relor

mer is regarded with the same sort of filial veneration, as is our

great champion of civilliberty. You pass through the small city

of Eisleben, and visit bis father's house . An inscription above

the door announces that this was the birth place of Luther. A

school for children is now kept in the house, the master of

which shews you around, and explains to you the relics they

have collected in the room where the Reformer was born , At

Wittemberg you visit his cell in the old convent, now the loca

tion of a theological seminary ; you see there the table , the huge

stove, the seat in the window, just as when occupied by Luther

in the beginning of his career ; and it requires no great stretch

of imagination to behold him and Melancthon , engaged in discus

sions which they little expected were to agitate the world . You

enter the ancient church by the door on which Luther posted up

his celebrated theses ; within , the two friends lie entombed over

against each other in front of the pulpit, and their portraits hang

upon the walls . You go to the spot where Luther publicly

burned the pope's bull, and thus cut off all hope of reconcilia

tion ; you walk the streets of the city ; and all now remains as

it was then . The persons and the generation are gone ; but

their place, and their houses, and their streets , and all the ob

jects by which they were surrounded, are still before you, and

are now presented to your eyes, just as once they met their

view. In such circumstances it is almost with a painful feeling,

that you wake as it were from a dream , and call to mind, that

all this reſers back to a hundred years before the earliest settle

ment ofyour native land . The ruined castles and massy church

es which one every where sees, are monuments of still earlier

ages ; and are associated with the history and the legends of a

thousand years. The past and the present here take hold of

each other ; and the ages that lie between them seem annihilat

poor
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ed. This feeling, it is true , is carried to a still higher degree of

solemnity and sublimity at Rome ; where the monuments ofan
cient grandeur seem like the relics of another world .

The Germans, in their love of antiquity, are also eminently

lovers of history. They require for every opinion and every

doctrine, not only the proofs of reason and Scripture, but also

the historical proof. They thus make history what it really is ,

the record of the experience of past ages ; and they are slow to

give credit to that which has not been tested by this experience.

In this way the history of the Church has become to them one

of the prime elements of the study of theology ; and without this,

one would no more be accounted an accomplished theologian ,

than he would be without a knowledge of the original languages

of the Bible. One part of this history, viz. Dogmengeschichte,

the history of doctrinal theology, or of the rise and development

of the doctrines which are and have been current within the pale

of the church, is almost peculiar to Germany. It cannot be de

nied that this is a department of very great importance ; or that

a doctrine or systemof doctrines will ordinarily be better under

stood, if we know the occasion of their rise, the circumstances

and character of those by whom they were first advanced , the

discussions and contests they have undergone, the various modi

fications they may have received ,-in short, all the histori

cal facts and events connected with them , through the influence

of which they have assumed the shape in which they are now

presented to us. This subject has usually been treated of in

Germany as a branch of ecclesiastical history in general ; though

several works of merit have appeared , devoted to the separate

and more detailed consideration of it .*

As a suitable transition to the more immediate object of the

present article , it may be observed , that the universities of Ger

many are also intimately connected with the history and antiqui

ties of the country . Or those which still exist, the following

were founded before the Reformation, viz. Prague in 1348, Vi

enna 1365, Heidelberg 1386, Leipsic 1409, Rostock 1419,

* Thebest history of doctrinal theology is found in NEANDER, Allgemeine

Geschichte der christl. Religion u . Kirche, Hamb. 1826 ff. — The best separate

works are , Manscher , Handbuch der christl. Dogmengeschichte, 4 vols. 8vo.

Marborg 1804–18 . outline of this work for the use of lectures

(Marb. 1812), has been translated by Dr Murdock, NewHaven , 1830.-Au.

GOSTI, Lehrbuch der christl. Dogmengesch. Leipz.1820. 3d . ed .-BERTHOLDT,

Handbuch der Dogmengesch . 2vols.Erlangen, 1822 .
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Grieſswalde 1456, Freiburg 1457, Tübingen 1447, Wittemberg

1502. This last, which in the first twenty years of its existence

became to its immortal honour the cradle of the Reformation,

was in 1815 transferred to Halle and united with the younger

university of thatplace. Thiswas done by the Prussian govern
ment on very sufficient grounds, after the union of that part of

Saxony with Prussia ; but it was done greatly against the wishes

and the will of the people at large, to whom that spot had be

come consecrated in history. To quiet the people of Wittem

berg, a theological seminarywasestablished there in place of the

university , in which young men who have finished their univer

sity course, may still pursue their studies. There is here free

provision for twenty-two pupils ; and the number of those who

support themselves is not limited . Two of the old Professors of

the university, Schleusner and Nitzsch, were left here to sleep

out the remainder of their lives ; while the general superinten

dence and instruction is entrusted to Heubner, a learned and

pious man . The seminary however is little frequented .- In all

the universities above-mentioned, the rights and privileges, the

organization , the modes of teaching , indeed the whole external

character of the institutions, have come down from a period an

terior to the Reformation, except so far as they were necessari

ly modified by the changes which then took place . Throughout

protestant Germany, the system of university education is in its

leading features one and the same. It is the result of the experi

ence of several centuries, and is now so interwoven with the

character and principles, with the affections and prejudices of the

people, that a change would be in a measure impossible.

In preparing an article on the state of theological education in

Germany, it was the first intention of the writer to incorporate in

it a cursory notice of the universities of that country , so far only

as they have a direct influence on this branch of education . As

however these institutions constitute in themselves a subject of

great importance, and also of great interest to the literary men

and students of our own country, and have moreover so much

connexion with and bearing upon theological learning and litera

ture ; it has been thought best to treat of them ander a distinct

head ; and thus divide the article into two parts , one ofwhich

may serve as a species of introduction to the other. Our atten

tion will be chiefly confined to the universities of protestant

Germany.
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Part I. GermAN UNIVERSITIES .

It is natural and it has been customary for us, to compare the

universities of foreign countries with the seminaries which bear

that name and with the colleges of our own land ; and to derive

our notions of the former in a great measure from our acquain

tance with the latter. In regard to the universities of Gerinany,

however, such a course must lead to false conclusions ; since

there is scarcely a point of resemblance between those institu

tions and the universities or colleges of the United States. A

German university is essentially a professional school, or rather

an assemblage ofsuch schools, comprising the four faculties of

theology, law, medicine, and philosophy ; the latter of which

corresponds to what is elsewhere called the faculty of letters and

science, and embraces every thing not strictly comprehended

in some one of the other three. Those students who attend

lectures in the first three faculties, do it merely as a course of

professional study, and with direct reference to the professional

occupations of their future lives . Those who attend in the phi

losophical faculty, are mostly such as are preparing themselves

to become professors in the universities, or teachers in the clas

sical or other schools; or they are qualifying themselves for the

general pursuits of literature and science; or they are such as are

chiefly attending to professional studies in one of the first three fac

ulties, but wish at the same time to make themselves acquainted

with other branches of learning. Hence the different faculties

correspond precisely to our professional seminaries and schools ;

so that could we consent to bring together into one place one of

our theological seminaries, a law school, and a medical school ;

unite the libraries and the advantages of all; and add a faculty

of letters and science ; the result would be a university entirely

on the German plan . Whether such a course would be advisa

ble or practicable in the present state of our country, is a ques

tion often asked in this time of excitement on the subject of ed

ucation ; but to answer it properly is a matter of no little difficul

ty . In the course of these remarks, we hope to lay before the

reader some facts and suggestions which may enable him , in

some degree, to form his own judgment on this question . At

present, the only advances towards such a plan in our country

are exhibited at Cambridge and New Haven ; where however

not more than two of the faculties, in the proper sense of that

word, have gone into complete operation .
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The universities of Germany were all founded by the govern

ments of the countries in which they are respectively situated ;

but up to the time of the Reformation all such foundations, with

their rights and privileges, had to receive the confirmation of the

popes. That of Wittemberg in 1502 was the first that was con

firmed by the emperor of Germany, and not by thepope ; al

though the assent of the latter was afterwards applied for. That

of Marburg in 1525 was at first confirmed by neither pope nor

emperor ; but received afterwards the sanction of the latter. Af

ter the Reformation, all new universities were confirmed by the

emperors in the rights and privileges granted to them bytheir

own sovereigns. The last which received this sanction, was

that of Göttingen in 1734. Erlangen, founded in 1743, ap

pears not to have received it. From that time till the dissolu

tion of the German empire in 1806, no new university was

established . Those which have been since founded, as Ber

lin , Bonn, and Munich, exist of course only by the will of

their own sovereigns ; than which there is at present no higher

authority.

At the present day , all the universities are immediately and en

tirely dependent on the respective governments within whose

bounds they fall. All the professors and instructors of every kind

are appointed , and generally speaking their salaries paid , direct

ly by the government ; which supports also or directs the whole

expense of the university, of the erection and repair of buildings,*

of the increase of the library and scientific collections, etc. The

writer has not sufficient information to enable him to state with

precision , whatsums are annually appropriated to the support of

ihe several universities, nor even of the larger ones .

knows that the Prussian government pays annually, on account of

each of the universities of Halle and Bonn, the sum of 80,000

rix dollars, which is equal to about $56,000. The government

of Würtemburg appropriates annually to the university of Tü

bingen the sum of 80,000 forins, or about $33,600 . This is

exclusive of the expense of a particular institution in the univer

sity (to be described hereafter ), for the support of protestant and

He only

* It has been often said that German universities have no buildings . This

is true in one sense, and not in another . All have a building for a library

and for scientific collections ; some have one with lecture rooms ; others

have hospitals ; and all have a riding school . But it is universally true

that there are no buildings for the accommodation of students, who every

where live in hired rooms, and mostly in private houses .
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catholic theological students ; the annual cost of which is from

90,000 to 100,000 florins, or from $ 37,800 to $ 42,000.-- The

universities do not exist as independent associations under charters

granted by the governments ; but stand immediately under their

control; are regulated by them ; and may at any moment be

abolished by a decree of the same power, which called them in

to existence.

The professors are of two kinds, ordinary and extraordinary.

They are all appointed alike, but differ in rank. The ordina

ry professors, strictly speaking, constitute the faculty ; they

are members of the academical senate, and thus have a voice

in the government of the university ; they have a dean of the

faculty , who is always chosen by and from themselves. When

appointed, the ordinary professors may enter immediately on their

duties without inauguration ; but in order to enjoy all the rights

and immunities of their office, and especially to be eligible as

dean of the faculty , they must first bold a public disputation in

Latin pro loco obtinendo. The professors extraordinary are

simply teachers, and have no further duties nor privileges.' Be

sides these there is another class of private instructors , priva

tim docentes, composed of young men who have taken the de

gree of Doctor of Philosophy, (equivalent to our Master of Arts, )

and have then permission to read lectures and give private in

struction in the universities. — The regular salaries of the ordi

nary professorsvary according to circumstances from 500 to 2000

rix dollars ( $350 to $ 1400 ), and rarely exceed the latter sum .

The professors extraordinary seldom receive more than 500 rix

dollars ; often not more than 100 ; and the instances are not

rare, where a man is at first glad to receive merely the title, with

out any salary whatever. The private teachers also have no

salary. All the professors and instructors receive fees from the

students for their private courses of lectures ; which however,

except in extraordinary cases , do not amount to any considerable

sum .

This class of private teachers is the nursery in which all fu

ture professors are trained ; where they are seen just budding

into life ; and whence, if they flourish with a vigorous and

healthy growth, they are soon transplanted to a maturer soil. If

a young man distinguishes himself in this situation, he is very

soon promoted to be a professor extraordinary. The govern

ments have here an opportunity to judge of the qualifications

of candidates for literary stations; and of selecting and secur

2
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ing the services of the best men ; and to a young man of real

promise, they are usually not slow in holding out a reward. A

young man of talent and promise came to Halle in 1827 as a

private instructor in the departmentofhistory ; in 1828 he was

made professor extraordinary ; and in 1829 advanced to the

rank of ordinary professor ; and such instances are not uncom

mon. The extraordinary professorship again is regarded as a

stepping stone to the ordinary one. It gives young man a

certain rank and standing in the university ; he no longer reads

lectures merely on sufferance ; he has at least a permanent

place ; has enjoyed the notice ofgovernment ; and is sure, if he

continues to distinguish himself, of being further promoted. This

however does notalways take place of course. It is not unfre

quent that a young man starts well in the beginning , who after

wards sits down satisfied with his present attainments, and makes

no further progress. In such a case , his promotion is at an end,

so far as the merits of the individual are concerned ; for here,

as elsewhere, importunity and favouritism often produce results,

at which the public , who judge the question on its merits, are

astonished. At Halle were two extraordinary professors of the

ology of about seventy years of age, who had held that station

during the greater part of their lives ; in 1829 one of them was

madeordinarius ; while the other remains as before. Private

teachers are also sometimes found of the age of forty or fifty

years ; but they are usually such as have not had interest en

ough with the government to rise in spite of mediocrity.-In

some instances literary men, with the permission of the govern

ment, give courses of lectures at the universities, and receive

ſees, without being attached to the institution in any otherway,

than as privatim docentes . Thus the historian Niebuhr, in his

character of member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, reads

lectures at Bonn ; and at Halle a former major general was lec

turing on military history and tactics.

From this arrangement of the instructors into different classes,

and the practice of admitting young men of the requisite quali

ficationsto teach at pleasure in the universities,arise two impor

tant benefits, which are as yet unknown in the institutions of our

own country. The first is, that a number of persons are thus

always in training, either as private teachers or as professors ex

traordinary, in the different departments of literature and science,

out of whom the higher professorships, when they become va

cant, may be at once supplied . When therefore an ordinary
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professor dies, or removes to another sphere, the question is not,

as with us, where a successor may be found ; but the difficulty

lies in selecting the best out of the many candidates, who are al

ready well qualified for the office. In this country we are com

pelled to choose, not the man who is already qualified, but him

who, under all the circumstances, will probably be best able to

qualify himself for the office , after he shall have been appointed .

The consequence is , that a man of eminence in some public call

ing is for that reason often chosen to a professorship, with the

duties of which he is wholly unacquainted . He must therefore

first spend some years in obtaining himselfthat knowledge, which

as a professor he is required to teach to others. In this respect

the evil is entirely remedied in Germany ; but neither there nor

any where is it possible to supply at once, and in all respects, the

places of the more distinguished teachers . Many a man in the

course of a long and active life acquires a stock of information

and of influence, the loss of which can never be supplied. A

younger man may indeed have all the learning and talent that is

requisite to render him as good a lecturer and instructor ; but

he cannot as yet have the experience nor the reputation of his

predecessor ; and very probably may never be able to reach an

equal standing. None of the successors of Newton have ever

enjoyed the same reputation ; although, as teachers,they may

perhaps have been superior to him . As a Hebrew scholar the

place of Gesenius could not well be supplied ; while as instruc

tórs, there are many whose teaching might be equally valuable.

The other benefit of this arrangement is , that it holds out the

strongest incitements to diligence on the part of the instructors.

To a young man just entering upon his career, it is obviously

important to bring his whole strength to the work, in order to

acquire a reputation which may authorize the expectation of pro

motion. He has the direct motive of profit, and the not much

less direct one of hope, to stimulate his exertions. He knows

besides that there are others before him in the race , actuated

by the same motives, and also by the fear of being outstripped.

The extraordinary professor stands in a similar predicament;

he has the same motives to exertion ; the same goal before

bim ; and has moreover ardent competitors behind him. The

ordinary professor bas indeed reached the summit of his ambition ;

but he knows that if he relaxes his efforts, the fruits of all his

labour will be carried off by others, and he thus lose in a measure

his influence and emoluments. This system has now been long
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in operation ; and the general effect of it has been highly bene

ficial. It is not to be denied , however, that the spirit of rivalry

which in this way is so liable to be awakened , has often led to

deplorable results in respect to the harmony and mutual good feel

ing among the instructors of a university , and that the desire of

distinction, which the system doubtless tends to foster, has some

times taken a wrong direction , and sought its object in novelty and

strangeness, rather than in the powerof tracing and developing

the character and relations of truths already known, and thus ex

tending the boundaries of science in a sure and legitimate meth

od . But these are the incidental results of the system , and

not the system itself, nor its proposed consequences. They are

the friction of the machine, and if you please inevitable to it ;

they tend to weaken its power, but do not destroy its value. In

the most powerful of all machines , the steam engine, there is a

constant tendency to occasion the most disastrous results ; and

such accidents are in our day by no means uncommon ; yet no

one ever had a thought of abandoning , on this account, the use

of this important invention . It is even so in regard to moral

power. It is impossible to adopt any system , which shall ope

rate uponthe minds ofmen and urge them on to persevering ef

fort, in which there will not be room and opportunity, and even

inducement, for the passions and prejudices of worldly men to

display themselves. — In passing it may be remarked , thatin the

various theological faculties with which the writer has been ac

quainted , there has been no interruption of harmony and friend

ly intercourse, in consequence of any thing arising out of the

system of things above referred to. On the contrary, it is not at

all unfrequent in this and in the other faculties, for the elder pro

fessors to patronize younger men in the same department, and
even to exert the own influence with the government, in order

to bring about their more speedy promotion.

The lectures delivered by the instructors are of three kinds,

and are given publice, privatim, et privatissime. The first or

public lectures are given only by professors; and constitute nom

inally that course of instruction , for which they receive salaries

from government. Originally this was actually the case, and all

regular instruction at the universities was free ; as it still is in the

College de France and other public schools of Paris. In pro

cess of time, however, it wasfound more profitable to give pri

vate courses, for which a small fee was charged ; and ithasnow

come to the point, that no professor reads more than one public
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course, and that usually consisting of only one lecture in each

week. The object is, to give as little free instruction as will
comport with the tenor of their appointments. The second

class, or private lectures, are those which have thus been intro

duced . They are precisely similar in their nature to the public

ones, and delivered in the same place, and often to the same

hearers. The only difference is, that for these each student

pays a small fee ; and the professor consequently endeavours 'to

make these courses more interesting and instructive. The cours

es continue nominally six months; the year being divided into two

terms or semesters, with a vacation of five or six weeks in the

spring and autumn. Most of the professors give two courses ofpri

vate lectures in each term , and sometimes three. In some of the

courses lectures are delivered six times a week ; in others four ;

and sometimes, though rarely , only twice . The fees paid by the

students are small; for a course of theological lectures never

more than one Frederic d'or, or about four dollars. In some

instances a professor of law receives double fees ; and even

much more than this is paid for some courses of medical lec

tures . In the larger universities, as Berlin and Göttingen , where

things are done moregenteelly, these payments must always be

made in gold . In Halle they may be made in any species of

money ; and the price of a course is graduated according to the

number of lectures in a week. The private teachers receive

the same fees as the professors ; and for the sake of popularity

usually give also a courseof public lectures, although this is not

a necessary part of their duties. — The instruction which is given

privatissime, consists simply in private lessons.

The number of hearers whom a lecturer can draw together,

depends upon the nature of his subject and his reputation. It

depends also upon the general number of the students who fre

quent that particular university ; although this again is in some

degree dependentupon the celebrity of the professor, or rather

the professors. If these have a high reputation, the university

will generally not want for students. Sometimes also an indi

vidual professor makes an important improvement in some

branch of science or literature, and creates a new era in regard

to it . In such cases a new impulse is given to that particular

study ; students are attracted to his university ; and his lecture

room is crowded . Gesenius may be quoted as an instance of

this in respect to Hebrew literature . In the winter of 1829-30

the writer attended his course on Genesis, which he reads every
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two years . At the opening of the course he took occasion to

remark, that he was then about to read it for the tenth time ;

and adverted to the very great progress made in this branch of

study , and the very great interest taken in it now, compared

with twenty years ago. At that time he coinmenced the same

course with fourteen hearers ; he was now addressing five hun

dred . He added, that he had then felt quite satisfied even with

that comparatively small number ; inasmuch as a previous course

on the same book, by Professor Vater , had been attended by on

ly three . The great influx of theological students to Halle had
thus been occasioned by the influence of his name . In like

manner the reputation of a particular faculty often draws to a

university a larger number of students in that department. Thus

the faculty of law at Göttingen has enjoyed a high reputation ,

and has attracted young menfrom every part ofGermany . At
present all the faculties in the university of Berlin are filled

with some of the most distinguished men of Germany ; and the

consequence is a larger concourse of students, than has ever

been known at any other protestant institution. The lecture

room of Gesenius is probably better filled than any other in Ger

many . Neander in Berlin had usually from three to four hun

dred in his exegetical course on the New Testatment; in his

other courses fewer. The younger Eichhorn , the jurist, in Göt

tingen , had about three hundred ; and was considered the most

popular lecturer on law in the country. He has since retired .

His father, the orientalist , bad ordinarily from ninety to a hun

dred hearers. Wegscheider and Thilo of Halle have each about

three hundred . These are some of the more popular lecturers ;

with others the number varies according to circumstances, and

is not unfrequently less than ten . *

As a general fact, the professors deliver their lectures at

their own houses. The recent universities of Berlin and Bonn oc

cupy former palaces, and have ample room for all necessary lec

ture rooms, as well as for the public collections . In Halle also

the university has one large lecture room , which is occupied

by the theological professors in succession. But in Göttingen

and at most of the other universities, each professor has to pro

vide his own auditorium , and the accommodations for sitting

and writing are commonly of the rudest kind . It is not unusu

* In the College de France and the Ecole des langues orientales at Paris,

De Sacyand the other professors of languages rarely,if ever, have more
than from ten to fifteen pupils.
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al for the students to have to hurry from one lecture to anoth

er, at the distance perhaps of half a mile . To accommodate

them in this respect, the professor does not commence until five

or ten minutes, as the case may be, after the hour has struck.

In Berlin , although this reason does not exist, the lectures uni

formly do not commence until quarter after the hour, and are

broken off punctually at the striking of the clock . They thus

actually occupy only three quarters of an hour ; although a full

hour is the legitimate and usual time .

The students, before entering the university, are required to

have passed through a regular course ofpreparatory study at the

gymnasia or public classical schools. At these schools, boys are

taken at the age of from eight to twelve ; and are trained in a

thorough course of classical study. They are taught, not only to

read the Greek and Latin with fluency, but also to write them .

They are moreover accustomed to speak the latter language

with ease, and in the latter part of their course to hold all their

exercises in it . This is one of the great secrets of the advantage

of classical study as the foundation of a liberal education ; and

this circumstance goes far to account for the fact, why the earyl

study of these languages is so much more highly prized in Eu

rope, than with us. Here they are but partially studied ; they

are learned solely by the eye, and not bythe ear. The Amer

ican student is taught merely to connect the idea with the word

which he sees before him, and not to connect the word with the

idea. For example, if a boy be asked what is the Greek word

for water , it is at least an even chance that he will not be able

to answer the question ; but if at another time you place before

his eyes the word üdwo, he immediately recals the idea of water,

because this idea has been already associated in his mind with

this word . He could not answer in the first case, because the

word was not in the same manner associated with the idea .

Now this double power is necessary, in order to the thorough

or even tolerable acquisition of any language. The one partof

it we learn from reading ; the other part alone enables us to

write and speak another tongue with fluency and ease. It is

obvious that in regard to the discipline of the youthful mind , the

latter part of the process is far more important than the former.

But in our own country, this part is comparatively speaking, en

tirely neglected ; and the student is taught only to recal the

meaning of words as he sees them on paper. In the public

schools of the old world , both parts of the process are carried on
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together, and in the most thorough manner ; and the result is a

deep and solid foundation, on which to raise the future super

structure of education.

The consequence of all this is , that the German students on

leaving the gymnasia for the universities are, as to philology and

classical literature, far in advance of American students at the end

of their college course. But in acquaintance with mathematics,

the belleslettres, and in general practical information, the former

are inferior to the latter . But they have acquired a method and

habit of study , and a discipline of the mind, which enable them

to enter upon the university course with well directed ardour

and a sure prospect of success. Here they can spread out their

inquiries to any extent ; and besides their regular professional

studies , may and often do attend courses of lectures on classical

or modern literature, history, the natural sciences, etc.

general fact, however, both with regard to students and literary

men , there is a much greater division of labour among them than

with us . Every one endeavours to make himself master of his

own particular department ; but has in other departments and

on other subjects less general knowledge than is common with us .

One grand result of the whole process of education is , that what

they learn, they learn thoroughly, and have always at command.

In matters of learning they are ready men, as well as profound

scholars.

The students on entering the university from the gymnasia ,

pass from a state of discipline and close supervision to a state of

entire freedom . Having once chosen their profession, they may

attend what lectures they please, and as few as they please ;

they may live where they please, and do what they please. The

university exercises no authority over them whatever, so long

as they are not guilty ofopen misconduct. These are circum

stances which may serve io account forthat wild spirit of insub

ordination and visionary liberty , which has been represented as
so prevalent among the students of Germany. Prevalent it un

doubtedly has been and is still ; but probably in a much less de

gree than has generally been supposed. The riots , and du

els, and renowning, all the noise and folly and crime, are con

fined to a few in comparison with the great body of the students,

who are engaged in a course of silent, persevering study. The
noise and bustle of these few have struck foreigners as a pe

culiar feature of the German students, and have therefore

been fully and frequently described ; while the more noiseless
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course of the many has escaped their observation . The circum

stances above mentioned have operated more conspicuously in

the sinaller university cities, such as Jena , Göttingen, etc. where

the students , feeling their importance in respect to the inbab

itants , have assumed a greater license, and have been at the

same time unrestrained by the force of public opinion. The ·

modern plan of locating universities in large cities, has been em

inently successful in abolishing this spirit. The students in

Berlin , for instance, are lost in the crowd of population ; and

could not as a body indulge in any of the freaks which are com

mon at other universities, without being borne down by the ridi

cule of the surrounding multitudes .

The students, as bas been already said , attend what courses

of lectures they please . There are however certain professional

courses which they must have attended, in order to be after

wards admitted to an examination. In theology for instance a

man must have heard lectures in all the four departments of ex

egesis, Dogmatik or doctrinal theology , ecclesiastical history,

and Homiletik or practical theology. These are significantly

called Brodcollegia; because a man's future bread depends on

his having heard them . ln Berlin there is also a regulation, that

the students in theology shall attend the courses in a certain or

der ; inasmuch as it was found, that they often attended the

practical lectures , before they were acquainted with either ex

egetical or systematic theology. Very often too the students in

general attend the lecturesof a particular professor from fash

ion, rather than from any choice . Not unfrequently there are

lecturers in the philosophical department, who draw crowded
audiences out of all the other faculties. This is the case with

Ritter of Berlin , the celebrated geographer, a man of piety and

genuine simplicity of character , as well as of profound learning

in his depariment. The lectures of Böckh on Greek antiquities

are also attended by all classes of hearers. In like manner it is

fashionable to attend the courses of Blumenbach at Göttingen.

The fashion however often varies from year to year, and in re

gard to the different courses of the same professors.

As a general rule, all the students not only take notes of the

lectures, but mostly write them out in full . The professor often

spends a part of the time in regular dictation, which is written

down by all ; while between the paragraphs he gives extempore

illustrations,which are also seized and written down by many.

It is exceedingly rare to see a student in the lecture room with

3
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out his writing materials in busy use. These are very simple ;

consisting of a small portfolio or Mappe in which he carrieshis
pens and paper , and a small turned inkstand of born , with a

cover that screws on, and a small sharp spike on the bottom

by which it is stuck fast upon the bench or writing table before

him. They are exceedingly punctual ; and the few minutes

previous to the entrance ofthe professor, are usually devoted to

mending their pens and putting their papers in order. This is

accompanied by a general whistling and buz of conversation.

The moment the professor enters all is hushed ; he begins im

mediately to read , and they to write ; sometimes without inter

ruption till the striking of the clock. In this way they hurry

from one lecture to another, and it is not uncommon for them to

attend five or six every day. There are not wanting instances

where a student has in thismanner been present at ten different

courses ; but this is quite rare . They very generally review at

home the lectures thus written down ; and read or consult the

books referred to by the professor. This is sometimes done in

companies of five or six , who by their mutual remarks serve to

imprint the subjects more deeply on the minds of each other.

They ibus obtain, generally speaking, a clear view and receive a

deep impression of so much information , as the professor has

chosen to give them . There are others, although their number

is comparatively small , who merely make the lectures what they

are in fact, a clue for the guidance of their studies, and go into

extensive and profound investigation for themselves. These

are the men who love knowledge for its own sake, as well as be

cause it is power ; and while the multitude are ready to take up

with the reportsof others, they wish to trace for themselves the

stream of knowledge to its source, and drink of its pure waters
at the crystal fountain.

It is a question often agitated in Germany itsell, whether this

habit of writing in the lecture -room is on the whole beneficial ;

and whether it would notbe better, if the attention of the pupil

were left free and undivided to follow the train of the professor's

thoughts. Undoubtedly in this latter way the pupil would be

better able to seize and trace the relations of the thoughts thrown

out by the lecturer, to analyze and compare them ; and would

thus be more immediately led to independent habits of thinking.
On the other hand it is urged, that it is absolutely necessary to

collect and treasure up for the whole life much of the knowledge

imparted by the instructor; that the process of writing leads to
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a closer and more accurate attention , and to greater interest in

the lectures themselves ; and that if the noles be properly review

ed , a far deeper and more precise impression is received . It

is however recommended in all systems of methodology, that

the instructor should enable the pupils to combine the advanta

ges of both these methods , by devoting a part of each lecture to

regular dictation, in which he may laydown his propositions and

give the general illustration of them ; while the remaining part

should be composed of free and often extemporaneous discussion

and illustration. This is in fact the plan followed by the most

distinguished and popular lecturers ; and their bearers make a

point of writing all that is dictated, and listen to the rest ; though

some, by means of a species of stenography, are able to seize

the whole . So far as this, if the writer may judge by his own

experience, the system of writing down after the professor is

eminently beneficial.

The regular time necessary to be spent at the German uni

versities in professional studies, is for medical students four years ;

for all others three years. As a general rule young men are re

quired to be principally educated at the universities of their own

state ; but are allowed to spend one year of their course at any

foreign university. Thus natives of Prussia who study theology,

mustremain at least two years at some Prussian university ; in

the other year they may go wherever they please . Those states

which have no university of their own, usually adopt a neigh

bouring one. Thus Göttingen, which belongs to Hanover, is at

the same time adopted by Brunswick and Nassau as their uni

versity ; and the young theologians of these states are obliged to

spend at least two years on the classic, though somewhat naked

banks of the Leine.

After these remarks on the general character of the German

universities, it may not be uninteresting to the reader to give an

alphabetical list of them, accompanied by notices of their gen

eral history ; of the more distinguished professors, especially in

the theological faculties; of the number and general division of

the students, so far as known ; of their libraries, etc.

I. Berlin. This university, although it went into operation

only in 1810, has already taken the first rank among the litera

ry institutionsof Germany. Situated in the midst ofa large and

splendid capital, amid a population of 220,000 souls, and sup

ported by the whole influence of a powerful court and govern

ment, it has of course had comparatively few obstacles to strug
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gle with. It is located in an immense building, formerly the pal

ace of Prince Henry, the brother of the great Frederic , in the

midst of the most fashionable and splendid part of the city . The

building is sufficiently large to accommodate the collections in

anatoiny , natural history , etc. besides furnishing lecture rooms

for the use of all the professors in their turn . This edifice gives

a strong impression of convenience and utility ; and it was a

thought of thrilling interest, when sitting among three or four

hundred pupils, who were drinking in the instructions and the

pure spirit of the gospel from the lips of Neander, to compare

its present destination with its former character, when the voice

of mirth and revelry resounded through its halls, “ and the

harp and the viol , the tabret and pipe ,and wine were in their

feasts ; but they regarded not the work of the Lord ."

It has ever been a favourite endeavour of the King of Prussia,

to collect in his university at Berlin the ablest men of the whole

country. In this he has not been unsuccessful. The faculties

of law and of medicine at present decidedly take rank of all

others in Germany ; while the philosophical one is in no degree

inferior to any other . The theological faculty is abler and more

fully attended than any other, except at Halle . This arises in

general not from the greater ability of the professors at Halle ;

except so far as Hebrew literature is concerned, where Gesenius

incontrovertibly takes the first rank ; but from two other causes,

viz . first, that a very great proportion of the theological students

are poor, and Halle is in itself a cheaper place than Berlin , be

sides having a multitude of stipends and free tables ; and se

condly , that Halle is the favourite resort of almost all the follow

ers of rationalism , who at the present day constitute a very large

class among the theological students. Berlin, both as a city

and a university, has a decided preponderance to evangelical re

ligion , and may be regarded as one of the strong holds of faith

and true piety in Germany.

The theological department contains the names of Strauss,

the most popular and eloquent of the court preachers, who lec

tures on Homiletik or practical theology ; Marheinecke, who

teaches Dogmatik or systematic theology, and who is a disciple

of Hegel and verges towards pantheism ; Schleiermacher, a

man of great simplicity of manners and one of the deepest think

ers of the day, who wanders at will over the whole field of the

ology. He has a system of his own, and has many followers.

He seems to stand between the rationalists and the evangelical
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party, being however more distant from the former than from

the latter . It was related to the writer by Harms of Kiel , that

he himself and several of his acquaintances, had been brought off

from rationalism by the logic of Schleiermacher ; but not be

ing able to rest in the position which he had taken, they had

gone forward to embrace the evangelical doctrines. Neander is

the first ecclesiastical historian of the age, and one of the best , if

not quite the best, exegetical lecturer on the New Testament in

Germany. His great work on the history of the church is ad

vancing , but with slow progress . Hengstenberg is still quite a

young man, and early distinguished himself as an Arabic scholar

at Bonn, where he was the editor of the Moallakat of Amrulkeis .

At present he is engaged in a work entitled “ Christology of the

Old Testament, " which treats of the predictions respecting the

Messiah under the ancient dispensation. The first volume was

published in 1829. He is also the editor of the Evangelische

Kirchenzeitung , a work which has done good, although it is ge

nerally regarded as too intolerant in its spirit . De Wette was

formerly a member of this faculty, but was cut off in 1819

by the king, on the ground of his having written a letter of con

dolence to the mother of Sands, the murderer of Kotzebue.

The general opinion however is , that this only served as a pre

text for his dismission ; and so little weight did there seem to be

in the charge , under the existing circumstances, that the whole

university as a body petitioned , but in vain , for a recal of the

decree .—As a jurist , the name of von Savigny stands preemi

nent in Germany ; in the medical faculty are the names of von

Graefe, Hufeland, Busch, and others. In the various depart

ments of the philosophical faculty are Hegel, the present prince

of metaphysical philosophers in the north of Germany ; Encke

the astronomer, who reads lectures as a member of the Acad

emy of Sciences ; von Raumer, the historian ; Charles Ritter,

the celebrated geographer, a pious and most amiable man ;

Bekker, the indefatigable editor of Greek and Roman classics ;

Böckh, the Greek philologist and editor of Pindar ; Zumpt,

the Latio grammarian ; Bopp, the Sanscrit scholar ; and a host

of others. The whole number of the instructors is usually more

than a hundred .

The number of students at Berlin in the winter of 1829–30

was somewhat over 1800. In the winter of 1826–27 the num

ber was 1732 ; in the summer following it was 1594. These

last were divided as follows ; in theology 479 ; in law 577 ; in
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medicine 333 ; and in the philosophical faculty 206. The rela

tive numbers at present probably do not vary much from the

same proportion . The cost to a student of living here may
be

estimated at 300 ris dollars ($210) a year ; varying of course

according to the habits of economy or expense of each individu

al . The students of Berlin , as has been above remarked, do

not form a distinct and separate body as in the smaller cities , but

are lost in the crowd ; and the consequence is, that there is about

them little or nothing of that peculiar character, which Ger

man students are usually represented as possessing. Generally

speaking too, they may be regarded as a higher class of young

men, than those who frequent most of the other universities, with

the exception of Göttingen . Their dress and appearance is cer

tainly more respectable.

The university, as such, has no separate library ; but has the

full use of the royal library, which occupies a splendid building

of its own across the street from the university. It contains

180,000 volumes, and 7,000 manuscripts, and ranks in Germa

ny next after the libraries of Munich, Göttingen , Vienna , and

Dresden. It is open for consultation everyweek day, two hours

in winter, and three hours in summer. Books may be taken

out twice a week. All the students have the privilege of taking

out books under the cavet of a professor.— There is also an ex

tensive botanical garden , formerly under the care of the cele
brated Willdenow .

In all the six universities of Prussia , viz. Berlin , Bonn, Bres

lau , Greifswalde, Halle, and Königsberg, the government have

established what are called a theologicaland a philological sem

inary, or societies among the students, under the guidance of a

professor, for the more extensive study of these branches. There

are usually from ten to fifteen ordinary members, who are ad

mitted on examination, after having been a year at the universi

ty , and are bound to attend the meetings and take part in the

exercises; these enjoy some slight privileges and stipends, and

are in the way of favourable notice from the government. In

Berlin, during the last winter, there were exercises of this kind

in the exegesis of the Old Testament under Hengstenberg, and

in the history ofthe church and of doctrines under Neander and

Marheinecke. The philological seminary is under the care of

Böckh. Similar institutionsexist also in most of the universities

of other states.*

* The story related in Russell's Tour in Germany, (Chap . X.) about
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II. Bonn. The university at this place , though founded only

in 1818 , is fast rising to a high rank among its elder sisters . It

is called the Rhine university, and is located in the midst of the

most delightful scenery , just where the splendid banks of the

Rhine change their character of precipitous crags and vine-clad

bills, and sink down into a rich and cultivated plain . The rug

ged cliff of Drachenfels with its ruined castle, su celebrated by

Byron, is in full view , and nearer at hand the still more pictur

esque ruin of Godesberg . This university is also established in

a palace, viz. that of the former electors of Cologne, who resid

ed in Bonn . In extent and convenience, it is not inferior to that

of the Berlin university .

In the Rhine provinces of Prussia , a considerable proportion

of the population is catholic ; and on this account theuniversity

of Bonn (as also of Breslau) has both a protestant and catholic

faculty of theology. In the protestant part, the most important

pames are Augusti, the author of numerous works ; Nitzsch ;

Sack ; Gieseler, a spirited investigator in ecclesiastical history,

and the author of the best manual on this subject; Bleek, for

merly at Berlin, a learned and candid man, author of an intro

duction to the epistle to the Hebrews, and the reviewer of Pro

fessor Stuart's commentary on that book in the Literatur - Zei

tung of Halle, for Jan. 1830. A part at least, if not the greater

part of this faculty, are decidedly evangelical ; and in this re

gion of country , particularly at Elberfeld and Barmen , there is

a very general prevalence of pure religious faith and practice.

In the catholic faculty are Gratz, formerly at Tübingen, a proli

fic writer, and Scholz, the editor of a new recension of the

Greek Testament, for which object he has travelled over Eu

rope, Western Asia , and Egypt. In the philosophical faculty,

we find the well known names of A. W. von Schlegel , Niebuhr,

Welcker, and Freytag the orientalist , now engaged in the publica

tion of an Arablic lexicon . This is not a secondedition ofGolius,

as was at first intended , but a new and much fuller work.

The number of students in 1822 was 571 ; in the winter of

1829–30 it was over 1000 ; having thus nearly doubled in

seven years . The proportion in which these are at present di

1

theagency and influence of Wolf in the foundation of the Berlin universi

ty , is generally pronounced in Germany to be false. It was told by Wolf to

Russell, either for the purpose of imposing on his credulity , more proba

bly , in the dreams of his own extravagant vanity .
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vided among the several faculties, is not now known to the writ

er ; but in 1826 about one third were theological students, of

whom the catholics were the most numerous ; one third law

students ; and the remainder about equally divided between the

medical and philosophical faculties.

The library contains already 66,000 volumes and 200 val

uable manuscripts. There is a fine botanical garden , and also

good collections in all the departments. The theological and

philological seminaries also flourish .

III. BRESLAU. This university , located in the capital of

Prussian Silesia , was originally founded by the Jesuits in 1702 ,

for the education of catholic theologians . In 1810, the univer

sity of Frankfort on the Oder was transferred to Breslau, and in

corporated with the former one. Since that time it has greatly

flourished. There is both a catholic and protestant theological

faculty ; in the latter of which are von Cölln ; David Schulz, the

new editor of Griesbach, and a commentator on the epistle to

the Hebrews ; Bernstein the orientalist ; and Middeldorpf. In

the philosophical faculty are Wachler, the historian ; Passow,

the Greek lexicographer ; and Habicht, the editor of the

• Thousand and one Nights' in Arabic .

The number of students has been for several years on the in

crease . In 1826 it was less than 900 ; in 1829 it was over

1200. The most of these are in the faculties of theology and

law . The seminaries of theology and philology are flourishing,

under the guidance of Schulz, von Cölln , Middeldorpf, and

Passow. The library is an important one ; but the number of

volumes is not specified .

IV . ERLANGEN is the protestant university of Bavaria . It

was founded in 1743 , by the Margrave of Baireuth , to whom

Erlangen then belonged ; and passed with his dominions under

the sceptre of Prussia, and then under that of Bavaria. In 1807

the university of Altdorf was broken up , and incorporated with

Erlangen . The university has a fine building, erected within a

few years out of its own funds, which amount to more than

60,000 rix dollars (or $42,000 ) a year, administered under the

direction of the government. ' It stands on the site of a palace

of the former Margraves, which had been assigned to the uni

versity, but was wholly burnt down in 1814 .

The principal members of the theological faculty are Vogel,

Kaiser , Winer the author of the New Testament grammar, En

gelhardt , and the younger Ammon . In the philosophical is
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Rückert, a fine oriental scholar and poet. The number of stu

dents is rather on the decline ; in 1825 the whole number was

500 ; in 1828-9 it was only 431 ; of whom 272 were theolo

gians, 64 students of law, 41 of medicine, and 54 in other stu

dies. The library contains 100,000 volumes ; and the other

collections are very respectable.

V. Freiburg in theBreisgau, as it is called , is the catholic

university of Baden. The city contains about 10,000 inhabi

tants, and is beautifully situated on the east side of the great val

ley or plain of the Rhine, at the foot of the hills of the Black

Forest, where the valley of the Treisam issues from their dark

precincts. The university was founded in 1457 ; and has a

large and important library, rich especially in old books collect

ed from the many disbanded monasteries. The only professor

of general celebrity is Hug, the author of the Introduction to the

New Testament. It has been said that he is engaged on a sim

ilar work on the Old Testament ; he reads at least a course of

lectures on that subject . The number of students in 1825–6

was 600.

VI. Giessen is the university of Hesse Darmstadt, and is sit

uated on the great road from Frankfort on the Maine to Cassel .

It was founded in 1607 ; and has a yearly income of 60,000

fiorins, or $ 25,200, principally from funds of its own and those

of the former university ofMayence. The professors of theolo

gy most known are Kuinoel, the author of the Commentary on

the Gospels ; Schmidt, author of an esteemed ecclesiastical his

tory ; and Pfannkuche. The number of students at present is

not specified ; but it has not usually exceeded 500. The library

contains nearly 30,000 volumes .

VII . Göttingen was founded by George II. of England in

1734 ; and is indebted for the liberal plan on which it was es

tablished, and for the extraordinary aid which it received from

the government, to the celebrated minister von Münchhausen.

The services of the ablest men were secured ; and the names

of the illustrious Haller, Mosheim , J. D. Michaelis, and their co

adjutors and successors, Heyne, Blumenbach, and Eichhorn, are

some of the brightest in the annals of German literature and

science . Thousands of young men from all parts of Germany

and of the world , have here received their education . Indeed

Göttingen has heretofore been better adapted to attract students

from foreign countries, than most of the other German universi

ties, not only through the celebrity of its professors and its libra

4
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ry , but also through the free and liberal spirit which pervaded

the lectures, exhibiting less of a local and exclusively national

character, than was common in other places. The extensive cul

tivation of classical literature, and also of politics and history,

which are subjects of universal interest, have been the chief

characteristics of Göttingen . The gentlemanly tone which pre

vailed among the professors and in society , has operated also on

the students , who are generally speaking of a higher class than

are to be found at most of the other universities, with the ex

ception of Berlin .

At present , the general characteristics of the society at Got

tingen are etiquette and formality . The university is also re

garded as reposing upon its laurels ,—as sustaining itself upon its

former stock of reputation , rather than as making new acces

sions. The giants of former days in all the faculties are gone,

and their mantles have descended on comparatively few of their

successors. They have passed away, and are well nigh for

gotten in the place of their fame. Few, if any , can tell where

Michaelis is entombed. Heyne lies buried in the corner of a

churchyard just out of the city, where his grave is marked by a

solitary tree ; but neither the lives, nor of the graves , of most

of the celebrated men who have lived and died here , are there

now any memorials . This however is not peculiar to Götting

en , but is a national feature.

The names now most prominent in the theological faculty are

the two Plancks, father and son ; of whom the elder bas sustain

ed a high rank as a historian of the church ; while the younger,

after a youth of the highest promise in the department of New

Testament philology, is now entirely broken down and lost to

science through the effects of epilepsy; Pott ; Lücke, the com

mentator on the writings of John ; Reiche, a young man of pro

mise . The faculty of law lost its chief ornament in the retire

ment of the younger Eichhorn . The medical faculty is cele

brated . In that of philosophy the venerable Blumenbach still

lives, the ornament of science and the patron of Americans ;

Heeren the political historian, the son -in -law and biographer of

Heyne, is there ; as also Dissen ; Mitscherlich the editor of

Horace, who sleeps on his former name; Benecke ; Gauss,

• le plus grand des mathematiciens;' Otto Müller, a young man,

and a first rate investigator of classical antiquities ; Ewald, a

still younger man, the author of a Hebrew Grammar and various

other works on oriental and biblical literature ; a man of extra
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ordinary attainments for his years, but hasty and not always sol

id in bis judgments. The university has recently made a great

acquisition in obtaining Jacob Grimm , formerly at Cassel , the au

thor of the German Grammar, as professor and librarian.

Göttingen is rather on the decline as to the number of students.

The improvements in the Prussian universities, and the founda

tion particularly of those of Berlin and Bonn, draw away many

who would otherwise have come to Georgia Augusta. In the

summer of 1825 there were 1545 studenis ; in that of 1826

there were 1452 ; of whom there were pursuing theology 309,

law 700, medicine 258, philology and other branches 185. In

the winter of 1829–30 there were less than 1300. The aver

age expense is usually estimated at 300 rix dollars .

The library of Göttingen is one of the largest , and for practi

cal uses the best , on the continent. It is indebted for its pres

ent arrangement and high value principally to Heyne, who went

upon the principle of purchasing useful books, rather than splen

did ones ; so that with any given sum of money, he very proba

bly purchased twice as many books as an Englishman 'would

have done, and those of equal value in themselves to the student .

The number of books is often said to be near 300,000 ; but

from minutes made on the spot in 1826 , it appears to be 230,000.

The arrangement of the manuscript alphabetical catalogue is such,

that it occupies 150 folio volumes. For the increase of the li

brary the government appropriates 3000 rix dollars ($2100) an

nually; though in particular cases they are permitted to exceed

that sum . The library is open every day for reading and consul

tation ; and the students are allowed to take out books on the

usual terms. The interior of the library in Göttingen, particu

larly the hall of history, is one of the most interesting spots for a

scholar, that the old world presents . Other libraries have a

more splendid location ; but there is here so much neatness and

simplicity, such perfect orderand utility of arrangement, such

an adaptation of the meansof learning to facilitate the acquisition

of it, that the mind of the beholder receives a deep impression,

and loves to recur in idea to these ancient and venerable halls,

long after the traces left by literary pomp or princely grandeur

have faded from the memory .

The religious character and influence of the university of

Göttingen, may be summed up in a few words. Orthodoxy is

acknowledged here, but not evangelical piety, with a very few

exceptions . In 1827, one of the privatim docentes who had
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been in England , attempted to institute private religious meet

ings or conferences, but was put down by the university , backed

by the government. He was obliged to abandon his place, and

is now a missionary in the Ionian islands. It is not, however,

to be denied, that he proceeded incautiously, and thereby awak

ened an opposition, which, perhaps , would otherwise have słum

bered . Still , the practical influence of the university is against

evangelical piety, and goes thus far directly to favour the spread
of rationalism .

VIII. GRIEFSWALDE is the smallest of the Prussian universi

ties , situated near the shore of the Baltic, in a region where

there is little to attract students from other quarters. It was

founded in 1456, and is the only one in Prussia , which is in

some small degree independent of the government in its admin

istration . There is a very fine building for the library, collec

tions, and lecture rooms. The library contains about 50,000

volumes . The most known professors of theology are Kose

garten, a pupil of De Sacy and one of the first, if not the first,

of the oriental scholars of Germany ; Pelt formerly of Berlin ;

and Böhmer, author of an “ Isagoge in Ep. ad Coloss .” These

are all young men . The number of students in 1827 was 160.

IX. HALLE has claims of peculiar interest in the history of

theology, from the circumstance that it was founded in part, at

least , through the influence of the pious Spener in 1694. The

first occasion of its foundation was the secession of the jurist

Thomasius from Leipsic, with a great number of his pupils, to

whom he continued to deliver lectures at Halle . Spener's in

fluence occasioned the appointment of Breithaupt, Anton, and

that man of God , Francke, as the first theological professors.

Halle therefore became the seat of all Francke's exertions, and

of that school of piety and deep religious feeling, which forms

an era in the history of the German churches. Nor was there
any want of learning, strictly so called . Francke, with all his

active duties , was a distinguished biblical scholar for his day ;

while the name of Thomasius ranks high in the history of Ger

man jurisprudence ; and the two brothers I. H. and Č. B. Mi

chaelis, as also Cellarius, were certainly not inferior men. The

tone of piety, however, began to give way with Baumgarten ;

and at length the foundations of faith in a divine revelation were

undermined by Semler. Nösselt and some others still regarded

themselves as orthodox ; and within these few years (1825)

their contemporary, the venerable Knapp, has closed a long life
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of unobtrusive, but consistent piety. He stood however alone ;

while rationalism , through the exertions of Wegscheider, the

countenance of Gesenius, and the indifference of Niemeyer,

had obtained firm footing, and seduced the understandings of

the great body of the students.

The translation of Professor Tholuck from Berlin to Halle,

as the successor of Knapp, gave the first occasion for open

hostilities. The theological faculty, or at least, the principal

members of it , protested against his coming, as being notorious

ly of different views and feelings from themselves, and as hav

ing already pronounced sentence against them before a public

assembly in London . Hecamenevertheless ; and the amiable

ness of his manners, combined with his uncommon and unques

tioned talents and learning, served in no long time to wear away

the violent prejudices which had existed against him . The

year from the spring of 1828 to that of 1829 , he spent in

Rome; and then returned to his duties with increased vigour

and influence. The difficulties which occured in Halle the

last winter, although neither occasioned nor promoted by him

self, turned again for a time the popular current against him ;

but the excitement has, probably , ere this time subsided , and we

may securely trust that God will here, as every where, overrule

all apparent evil for good . In person , Professor Tholuck is

slender and feeble ; his conversation is uncommonly engaging

and full of thought; and although not yet 32 years old , he

possesses a greater personal infuence and reputation than any

other theologian of Germany. To an American Christian , who

travels on this part of the continent, Tholuck is undoubtedly the

most interesting person whose acquaintance he will make.

Gesenius is already so well known in this country, that a

short notice of himn may suffice here. He is also an instance

of great precocity of learning ; the first edition of his Hebrew

Lexicon having been published before the age of twenty -four,

his larger Hebrew Grammar at twenty -seven , and his Commen

tary on Isaiah , which placed him in the first rank of biblical

critics , before thirty-two . His manners have more of the gen

tleman and man of the world , than is usual with German pro

fessors ; and a stranger who should meet him in society, would

never suspect that he was a laborious and eminently distinguish

ed philologist ; much less the first Hebrew scholar of the age .

He has now been several years employed upon his Thesaurus

of the Hebrew language, and has in the meantime published
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three editions of his Manual Hebrew Lexicon, the first of which

was translated several years since by Mr Gibbs. He is now

occupied with an edition of the manual lexicon in Latin , which

is to be completed in the coming spring ; and is at the same

time making preparations for the more rapid completion of the

Thesaurus, the first part of which is already published . Thilo

the son in law of Knapp, is highly esteemed as a lecturer on

ecclesiastical history and exegesis ofthe New Testament . Weg

scheider is sufficiently known, as the standard bearer of rational

ism in its lowest forins. Ullmann , formerly at Heidelberg , has

a good reputation in ecclesiastical history, and is one of the

editors of the “ Theologische Studien .” Rödiger, a private

teacher, is a fine oriental scholar, and superintends the publica

tion of Freytag's Arabic lexicon. He has also recently pub

lished an edition of Lockman's fables with a corrected Arabic

text and glossary , for the use of beginners in that difficult lan

guage.

In the faculty of law, the names of Mühlenbruch and Blume

are advantageously known ; and as a comparative anatomist,

Meckel takes rank of all others in Germany. His collection ,

founded by his father and augmented by himself, is the best

private collection in that country, if not in the world. In the

philosophical faculty the aged Schütz, Gruber, Leo, Bernhardy,

and others, have a high reputation .

The number of students has been increasing for several

years. In 1829, there were 1330 ; among whom were 944

students of theology, 239 of law , 58 of medicine, and 89 in

the philosophical faculty . The average cost of residence here

is from 200 to 250 rix dollars per annum . The library con

tains over 40,000 volumes, and occupies a building by itself.

The king has also granted 40,000 rix dollars ($28,000) for the

erection of an edifice for the university ; but the foundations of

it are not yet laid .

The theological seminary in this university has five classes,

viz. in the Old Testament with Gesenius ; in the New with

Wegscheider ; in systematic theology with Tholuck or Weber ;

in ecclesiastical history with Thilo ; and in Homiletik with Marks.

The philological seminary, formerly under Reisig, is now direct

ed by Schütz and Meier. *

* Halle is also the seat of Francke's celebrated orphan house.

This stands in no connexion whatever with the university ; except
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X. HEIDELBERG is the protestant university of Baden (comp.

Freiburg) , and is the oldest university of protestant Germany,

that the directors of the former are , and always have been , profes

sors in the latter. Francke commenced his exertions in behalf of

orphans in 1694 with two children , to whom a third was added , be

fore he had a thought of any largerestablishment. From this small

beginning it grew up in a few years to an immense institution , or

cluster of institutions , not only for orphans, but for the education

of all classes of children and youth . The establishment now con

sists of the following schools. 1. The orphanhouse, in which

nearly 5000 children of both sexes have been educated . Boys of

bright parts are prepared for the university ; the others mostly

learn trades. The number formerly admitted at once was 200 ;

but the diminished revenues do not suffice at present to main

tain more than 100. 2. The royal paedagogium , in which boys

of the middle and higher classes are received as in a family, and

regularly educated. 3. The Latin school , intended by Francke as

a classical school for the children of the poor. It receives board

ers, and also city scholars. In 1809 the two city gymnasia were

united with it ; so that at present the schools of the orphanhouse

are the only classical schools in Halle . 4. The German school,

originally established for the children of the poor ; but now con

sisting of four divisions, two of which are for boys and girls who

pay for their tuition ; while the other two are free schools for the

poorest class .-All these schools serve also as a sort of seminary

for teachers ; indeed, the greater part of the instructors are stu

dents of the university, who spend an hour or two every day in

giving lessons at the orphanhouse . As an appendage to the or

phanhouse may also be regarded the Canstein Bible Institute,

founded in 1712 by the Baron von Canstein , an intimate friend of

Francke's . The object of it was and is , by means of standing

types, to furnish Bibles in different forms at the very lowest rates.

More than two millions of Bibles, and one million of Testaments,

have thus been put in circulation .

The revenues of the orphanhouse establishment come from the

following sources. 1. Various large farms and other real estate,

2. Several secret medicines, bequeathed by the inventor , which

had formerly an immense sale of more than $ 20,000 annually ;

but are now unimportant. 3. An extensive apothecary's shop.

4. The book and printing establishment, commenced by a young

man who printed a sermon of Francke's, and afterwards sustained

and advanced by the sagacity of the latter , until it has become one

of the most important in Germany. 5. The money paid for tuition

and board. 6. The royal bounty. The present king of Prussia
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having been founded in 1386. The city is small and inelegant ;

but most charmingly situated at the point where the Neckar is

was the first to aid the diminished funds of the establishment by

an annual appropriation . 7. Charitable contributions . These

were formerly very great ; indeed the whole establishment sprung

from charity ; but of late years, they have almost entirely ceased .

There is one principal building of very large dimensions, front

ing on a large square or place ; from each end of this , other build

ings extend back, forming a court 800 feet long, which is closed

at the other end by the buildings of the paedagogium . These

were all erected in the life time of Francke, and through his agen

cy ; and the holy faith and energy of this remarkable man were in

nothing more fully displayed , than in the manner of their erection .

They were built literally in faith ; having been undertaken by

him without resources , except in his dependence, under God, on

charitable contributions; and these not only not yet realized , but

not yet even promised. Not unfrequently was it the case, in mo

ments of despondency , when not a groschen more remained to pay

the workmen , and the good man had poured out his soul in prayer

to God for help, that he received, often by the post, from persons

known and unknown , sums sufficient not only to pay off the debts

already incurred , but to carry on the work for a time without furn

ther difficulty or risk .

On the rising ground at the east end of the long court above

mentioned , there was erected last winter a bronze statue by Rauch ,

representing Francke supported by two orphans . This monu

ment is in the first style of art ; but one beholds it with less plea

sure , because it is so much at variance with the whole character

of the man , whom it was intended to honour. The buildings which

surround the court , and the thousands of pupils who have gone out

from them upon the theatre of life, are the strongest evidence of

Francke's pious charities and unwearied energies, and constitute

his best and most enduring monument. These institutions were

all founded in prayer , and for a long time nurtured in piety and

a pure and living faith ; but in proportion as the spirit of Francke

has disappeared in the German churches, so also it has ceased to

direct even the work of his own hands ; and that “ Holiness to the

Lord" which was once inscribed on all these walls, exists no more

except in name. Indeed the state of all the orphanhouse schools

was generally supposed to be such as to require a thorough exam

ination and many reforms. Commissioners for this purpose were

appointed by the government in April last ; one of whom , on the

religious state of the establishment, was Heubner of Wittemberg ;

but no intelligence has yet been received of the results of their in

quiries.
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sues from its mountain gorge upon the great plain of the Rhine.

It would be difficult to select a spot of more loveliness,crowned

as it is by the majestic ruins of the ancient castle , the finest and

most picturesque object of the kind to be found out of Italy.

The university suffered much at the plundering of the city by

Tilly in 1620, when its celebrated library was carried off and

transferred to the Vatican ; whence nearly a thousand manu

scripts relating to German history were recovered , at the general

settling off of nationalaccounts in 1814. Since the place came

under the dominion of Baden in 1802, the university has been

flourishing .

Among its theological professors are the venerable Schwarz,

the author of a valuable work on education ; Paulus, a man of

taste and genius, but one of the leading rationalists of the day ;

who, at the age of threescore years and ten, seems daily more

zealous to destroy the faith of Christian believers ; Umbreit, the

author of commentaries on Job and the Proverbs, and joint ed

itor with Ullmann at Halle of the Theologische Studien .' Daub

as a philosopher, Creuzer as a classical antiquarian, and Schlos

ser as a historian, are distinguished ; the latter in particular de

servedly enjoys a high reputation.

The number of students in the summer of 1829 , was 602 ; of

whom 55 were pursuing theology ; 290 law ; 168 medicine ;
and 89 other studies. The library contains about 45,000 vol

umes.

XI. Jena is a small city of 5000 inhabitants, situated in the

deep valley of the Saale, in one ofthe pleasantest parts of

Thuringia , about nine miles east of Weimar. The university

was founded in 1558. Its reputation has suffered much in re

cent times, from the spirit of insubordination and licentiousness

prevalent among the students; who, aware of their importance

to the inhabitants, and unrestrained in this little city by any voice

of public censure , readily gave into all the extravagance of

imaginations heated by the excitement of the day, and neither

under the regulation of sound judgment, nor controlled by the

advice of wise and prudent instructors. It was also unfavoura

ble for Jena, that Sands the insane murderer of Kotzebue was

one of her students ; as this action , which was no doubt the ef

fect of a disordered intellect, was held to be an index of the

views and feelings, supposed to prevail among the students in

general. At present, however, these prejudices have, in a great

5
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measure died away ; and the students of Jena are not regarded

as greater demnagogues, than many of their brethren .

The theological faculty has had a succession of eminent

men ; the Walchs, Griesbach , and others spent their lives here,

and Eichhorn and Paulus commenced here their careers. It

now possesses Baumgarten-Crusius, H. Schott, and Hoffmann,

the author of the Syriac Grammar. Luden , the successor of

Schiller in the chair of history, is one of the brightest names

among the many historians of the country . The number of stu

dents of late years has been from 500 to 600. Of the size of

the library there is no recent specification.

XII. Kiel is mentioned here, because it is strictly a German

university, belonging properly to the province of Holstein , the

possession of which now gives to the king of Denmark a seat

and voice in the Germanic confederation . The university was

founded in 1665 , and has a library of 100,000 volumes. In the

summer of 1828 there were 380 students ; in the winter follow

ing 333 ; of whom 152 were in theology, 105 in law, 57 in

medicine, and 19 in other studies. The only professors gene

rally known, are the theologian Twesten , and J. Olshausen , who

is now engaged in publishing the original of the Zendavesta .

XIII . KOENIGSBERG lies on the Baltic , in the remote north

eastern part ofthe Prussian territories ; and its university, found

ed in 1541 , is therefore at present frequented only by students

from the vicinity . The whole number in the autumn of 1829

was 441, viz . 221 theologians, 134 jurists, 23 students ofmed

icine , and 63 in other branches. The library contains 60,000

volumes. The university is not wanting in able proſessors ; as

is proved by the names of Olshausen, von Bohlen, Gebser, Din

ter the rationalist, in the theologicalfaculty ; and in the philo

sophical , those of Lobeck, Graff, Herbart, and others . " The

latter now occupies the former chair of the philosopher Kant.

XIV . LEIPSIC was founded in 1409 , by an emigration of

teachers and scholars out of Prague, and has always taken rank

among the most distinguished of the schools of Germany. Its

annals are graced by the names of Gellert, Ernesti, Platner, Mo

rus, Dathe, Keil, Tzschirner, and many others of like distinc
tion . Among its present professors are , in theology , J. A. H.

Tittmann, the editor of the Greek Testament, and author of va

rious works on exegesis and systematic divinity ; Goldhorn,

Winzer, and Hahn, of whom some account is given in a subse

quent article of this work. In the philosophical department are
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Beck and Schaefer, the editors of various classical authors ;

Hermann, the coryphaeus of Greek philologians ; Lindner, and

the younger Rosenmüller, so prolific in commentary, but whose

works advance so slowly as to exhaust the patience of those who

wait for them . The medical faculty possesses Heinroth, dis

tinguished as a medical and philosophical writer, and known for

his skilful treatment of the insane.

The number of students in the summer of 1829 was nearly

1400, of whom those pursuing theology were by far the small

est class . In the other three faculties the numbers were nearly

equal . There are here two philological seminaries, under the
direction of Beck and Hermann . The library contains 60,000

volumes and 1600 manuscripts.

XV . MARBURG is the oldest protestant university, having been

founded in 1527, soon after the lightof the Reformation had be

gun to dawn . Its yearly income from funds under its own man

agement is about 20,000 ris dollars , to which a like sum is add

ed by the government of Hesse Cassel , to which Marburg be

longs; making, in all , an annual income of $28,000. The li
brary bas rising of 100,000 volumes. The number of students

in the summer of 1829 was 351. The most known of the theo

logical professors are Justi, the author of several works on the

poetical writings of the Hebrews, and Hupfeld, a young and
promising oriental scholar.

XVI. MUNICH. The university at this place was first founded

in 1826, or rather was then established by the removal thither of

the former university at Landshut. Theproject was a favourite

ove with the present king of Bavaria, who was himself educated

at Göttingen (where also his eldest son is at present residing) ,

and wished to establish in the south of Germany a university

which might vie with those of the north. The institution seems

already to be very flourishing; the number of students has been

stated at 1600. The writer has no accounts, from which he can

ascertain the numbers in the different faculties; nor does he know

any distinguished names among the professors, except Schelling

the philosopher, Oken the natural historian , and Mannert the ge

ographer. The theological faculty is of course catholic . It has

indeed been rumoured , that a protestant faculty was to be estab

lished ; but this has not yet been done. The royal library at

Munich is the largest in Germany or on the continent, except

those of Paris and Copenhagen . It contains 400,000 volumes,

and 8,500 manuscripts, many of which are very valuable.
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XVII. Rostock is the university of Mecklenburg . It was

founded in 1419 , was transferred from 1437 to 1443 to Greifs

walde, and again from 1760 to 1789 to Bützow . It has a li

brary of 80,000 volumes, including the very rare collection of

oriental books and manuscripts made by the late O. G. Tychsen,

its most distinguished professor. Among the present professors

are Hartmann, the author of the Linguistiche Einleitung ins

A. T. and other works on biblical literature ; and Fritzsche,

the commentator on the Gospels. This is the smallest of the

German universities, having only about 150 students, of whom

nearly the half are usually theologians .

XVIII . TÜBINGEN. This university has the reputation of be

ing the only one, which has not departed from the principles and

doctrines of the Reformation ; while the names of Siorr, the

Flatts, Süskind , and Bengel, have given it a peculiar lustre and

influence among the friends of religion. It was founded in 1477 ,

and early took a high rank among the literary institutions of the

country . At present, the only names of note are Steudel in the

ology , Bohnenberger in physics, and Uhland the poet. There

is also a catholic faculty of theology. The number of students

in the suinmer of 1829 was 876, divided as follows ; in theolo

gy, 226 protestants and 182 catholics ; in law , 97 ; in medicine ,

145 ; other studies, 229. The library contains over 130,000

volumes. In this university there is a peculiar institute or semi

nary for the education of theological students, to which we shall

again advert in the second part of this article .

XIX . WÜRZBURG was founded in 1403 , and after various vi

cissitudes has fallen at length under the dominion of Bavaria .

It is a catholic university , and is most known abroad as a school

of medicine ; but it numbers arnong its professors no names

which are celebrated in the north of Germany. It has a libra

ry of 100,000 volumes ; and had in 1827 not less than 676 stu

dents, of whom 144 were theologians, 243 jurists, 158 students

of medicine, and 131 in other studies .

Such is the list of the universities at present existing in Ger

many, exclusive of the Austrian states. In these there are four

universities, catholic of course, viz . Vienna, Prague, Pesth, and

Innsbruck in the Tyrol. The following notice, written immedi

ately after a visit to Vienna in 1827 , describes the character ofthe

Austrian institutions. “ The university of VIENNA , (founded in

1365 , ) like all those of the Austrian dominions, differs essential
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ly from those of the other German states. It is merely a con

tinuation or an extension of the gymnasium . Instead of a

freedom of choice among the courses of lectures and profes

-sors, the youth must pursue a prescribed course and hear cer

tain professors. On first entering the university , they must pursue

a specified course in the philosophical department for two

years ; this all must bear. Afterwards they divide off into pro

fessions; the theologian pursues a specified course of four

years ; the jurist, one of four years ; and the student of medi

cine, one of five years . All these courses are accompanied by

strict examinations ; and no one can hope to obtain a place in

any shape dependent on the government, ( and all places are

so,) without a certificate of good behaviourand diligent study.

There is no ostensible prohibition (since 1825) against studying

at a foreign university ; but one who does it , cannot hope after

wards to earn bis bread at home ; for every place, civil, judi

cial , medical , every place as an instructor of youth, and all the

catholic ecclesiastical situations, are in the hands of the govern

ment, and are never bestowed without this testimony from a do

mestic university. The study of all history, except that of

Austria , has recently been excluded from the course ; and the

young men are kept so busy as to allow them no time to pursue

it in private . All this I heard in Vienna ; and had previously

beentold the same in Prague, in relation to the university there."

At that time there were in the theological faculty at Vienna 35

students ; in the law faculty 172 ; in the medical 283 ; and in

the philosophical 25 ; in all 515. The medical school of Vi

enna has been and is still highly celebrated . Among the theo

logical professors are Ackermann, who has given new editions

of Jahn's Archaeology and his smaller Introduction to the Bible ;

and Oberleitner, the pupil and successor of Jahn, and the au

thor of several works on oriental literature . He is a monk of

the Benedictine order, and lives in a convent of the Scottish

Benedictines . The library of the university contains 80,000

volumes. Besides this there is also the royal library, containing

near 300,000 volumes, and a collection of manuscripts. It is

arranged in an iminense and splendid room , which however is

too small for the number of books. The manuscripts and incu

nabula , in which the library is rich, are kept in separate apartments.

The university of Prague is the oldest in Germany, having
been founded in 1348 on the model of that of Paris . It flour

ished so much, that in 1409 it numbered 20,000 students. At
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that time discontents arose, and secessions took place, both of

teachers and pupils, which gave occasion for founding the uni

versities of Leipsic, Rostock, Ingoldstadt, and Cracow. Of

the particulars of its present state , the writer bas no information,

except that it possesses a library of 100,000 volumes. The

sameis the case in regard to the university at INNSBRUCK, which

was founded in 1672, disbanded in 1810, and again reorganized

in 1814. That of Pesth was first established as a university at

Buda in 1780 , and in 1784 transferred to its present site. In

1829 there were no less than 1710 students, viz. 1243 Catho

lics, 142 Greeks, 172 Protestants, and 153 Jews. Among these

73 were pursuing theology, 381 law, 401 medicine, and 609 the

studies of the philosophical department. It may be here re

marked , that the Hungarians are active and eager in the pur

suit of knowledge ; and many protestant students of theology

visit especially the universities of Leipsic and Halle . In this

latter, there are many stipends appropriated exclusively to stu
dents of this character.

Besides the nineteen universities of protestant Germany pro

per, above specified, there have formerly existed many others,

which have been broken up in the vicissitudes and violence to

which that country has been exposed . The following list con

tains their names, the date of their foundation, and the year of

their dissolution so far as known : Cologne, founded 1388,

now a gymnasium ; Erfurt 1392, suppressed 1816 ; Trèves

1472 ; its library of 70,000 volumes still remains attached to

the gymnasium ; Ingoldstadt 1472 , removed in 1802 to Lands

hut, and in 1826 to Munich ; Mayence 1477 , suppressed in

1798 ; its revenues now belong to Giessen ; Wittemberg 1502,

broken up during the wars , and afterwards united with Halle in

1815 ; Frankfort on the Oder 1506, united with Breslau in

1810 ; Dillingen 1549, now a gymnasium ; Helmstadt 1576,

suppressed in 1809 under the Wesphalian government,and some

of its professors transferred to Halle ; Altdorf 1578 , incorpo

rated with Erlangen in 1807; Rinteln 1621, suppressed like

Helmstädt in 1809 , and Wegscheider transferred to Halle ;

Salzburg 1623, suppressed in 1810 ; Bamberg 1648, suppress

ed in 1804 .

After this notice of the German universities, it may not be

uninteresting to the reader , to know the present state of four

other universities, which are either in themselves essentially

German, or on the German plan ; and from their position may
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also be properly included in an article on the institutions of that

country. They are the universities of Bâle, Strasburg, Dorpat,

and Copenbagen.

Bâle was founded in 1459, and has the names of Erasmus

and the three Buxtorfs to boast of among its professors . In

1826, a Buxtorf, a descendant of the former family, still held

the chair of Hebrew literature,-an old man who had reached

the years, but not the fame of his fathers. At present, De

Wette and Hagenbach are the only theological professors. The

former is living here in a sort of exile ; but attracts more stu

dents than all the other proſessors together. The whole num

ber, however, is less than 100, exclusive of the students of the

Missionary Seminary under Mr Blumhardt, who are all enrolled

as members of the university , in order to enter the ministry by

the regular door. Their number is usually from 40 to 50.

The library has about 36,000 volumes, and contains some valu

able manuscripts, autograph letters of the reformers, etc.

The university of STRASBURG was founded in 1621. Hav

ing been broken up during the French revolution, it was rein

stated in 1803, by connecting faculties of law and philosophy

with a protestant faculty of theology. The study of medicine

is pursued in a separate Ecole de medicine. Among the theo

logical professors are Dahler and Matter ; and to the philosoph

ical faculty belonged the two Schweighäusers, of whom the

elder, the celebrated classical editor, is recently deceased . The

number of students is unknown .

The city of Dorpat lies on the great road between St. Pe

tersburg and Germany, and although in the Russian territory,

is yet mostly inhabited by Germans, and its university is in all

respects on the German plan, is furnished with German profes

sors, and was founded for the German students of the country.

It bas of late years been distinguished for its activity in natural

science, and several of its professors have made extensive sci

entific journeys in the interior of the Russian empire, as well

as to its south - eastern borders. The names of Ebers and the Par

rots are distinguished . It has ordinarily about 400 students ; and

has a library of 40,000 volumes. Its observatory is celebrated.

The university of Copenhagen was founded in 1475 ; and

bas now about forty instructors,of whom sixteen are ordinary

professors, and from 600 to 700 students. The general plan is

the same as that of the German universities, but the usual cour

ses are longer, and the whole system more rigorous .
Stu
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dents are admitted only after an examen artium ; the first

year is spent by all in the study of a prescribed course of phi

losophy, mathematics, physics, and astronomy; and it is only in

the second year that the regular Brodstudium or professional

study is commenced , which usually continues three or four years.

Before leaving the university they are subjected toa severe ex

amination of several days, and reported as laudabiles, haud

illaudabiles, et non contemnendi. This university examination

is unknown in Germany, except in the case of conferring de

grees. Copenhagen and the literary world have lately sustain

ed a great loss in the death of Bishop Münter. Among the

present professors of theology are Möller, Müller, and Hohlen

berg, the latter a former pupil of Gesenius . In the philosophi

cal faculty, the ornament of the university and of Denmark is
the indefatigable Professor Rask , who though still a young man

has resided several years in Iceland , and penetrated by land to

India, for the purpose of tracing out the affinities of the lan

guages of Western Europe and Eastern Asia . The library of

the university contains 80,000 volumes , and a collection of Ice

landic manuscripts brought home by Rask, which the writer

had the pleasure of seeing under the guidance of the professor

himself. The royal library is one of the finest in Europe ; the

number of volumes is sometimes specified at 130,000 ; but in

the writer's notes, made on the spot in 1827, and on the author

ity of the librarian , the number is stated at 400,000, and it cer

tainly cannot be less than four or five times as large as the uni

versity library . It is the only library on the continent or per

haps in the world , of which there exists a complete scientific

catalogue , comprised in 132 folio volumes in manuscript. Here

are deposited the oriental manuscripts collected by Niebuhr.

From the preceding statements it appears, that in the nineteen

universities of Germany proper, there are on an average con

stantly more than 15,000 students, in a population of about thirty

millions. These are taught by more than 1000 professors and

instructors . On the other hand, in a portion of the Austrian

dominions containing a population of eighteen millions, there

are four universities , in which we cannot estimate the number of

students at more than 3600. If now we inquire into the causes of

this success in the German protestant universities, - for only three

out of the nineteen, Freiburg, Munich , and Würzburg, are cath
olic , and these are now conformed to the protestant model,-we
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shall probably be able to find them without difficulty, and be

led atthe same time to other interesting results.

The first reason, and a very obvious one ,is the small number

of universities in comparison with the whole population ; there

being only nineteen for thirty millions . Prussia with a popula

tion of tbirteen millions has six universities with nearly 6000

students ; the United States with about the same population

have more than forty colleges. This, however, is no fair com

parison, since it should lie rather with our professional schools .

Even then it would not hold good, unless the numbers engaged

in professional study here, were as great as there, which isby

no means the case . Assuming that the average course in the

universities continues three years, there are then 5000 annu

ally , who complete their professional studies ; and the like num

ber who enter upon thein . Of course , the fewer universities,

the greater the concourse at each of them . If the same pro

portion between the population and the students were found in

Austria as in protestant Germany, her universities ought to con

tain no less than 9000 students ; or rather, taking into account

that the usual course in Austria is four years, instead of three,

there ought to be 12000 students at her universities, instead of

3600 . This fact serves to show the different spirit of these

different portions of the great German family.

A second reason is the circumstance to which allusion has

already been made, that in Germany the intellectual energies

have no outlet in the ordinary channels of an active, practical ,

business life . Since therefore the means of acquiring external in

fluence are in a great measure cut off ; men of aspiring minds

are driven to the cultivation of literature and science, as the

only remaining means of acquiring fame and influence and profit.

Indeed, for such as wish to obtain posts of trust and emolument,

the regulation is compulsory, as we shall see more fully below.

But in regard to all those who are not aiming at offices under

government, if any such there be, the same necessity is laid

upon them . In the whole of Germany there exists, for in

stance, no opportunity whatever of addressing a public assem

bly, except from the pulpit . The proceedings of all the courts

of justice are private,and are mostly conducted in writing. De

liberative assemblies exist only in the few states which have the

semblance of a constitution, and their sittings are never public.

Popular eloquence, the eloquence of the bar, the eloquence of

the senate, these mighty engines in kindling the spirit and arous
6
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ing the energies of a nation, are to a German inaccessible and

unknown. He has no opportunity of thus acting upon others,

nor of being himself thus acted upon. He can come before

the public only through the medium of the press ; and hence it

probably in a great measure arises, that the German press is so

prolific ; inasmuch as the ten thousand visionary schemes and
projects, which in this country are thrown out in the ardour of

public speaking or in the ephemeral columns of a newspaper,

must there assume the morepermanent form of magazines and
books.

A third and more efficient reason than all others for the con

course of students at the universities of Germany , arises from the

nature of the governments, and the relation which the univer

sities sustain to them . It has been already remarked , that the

various governments of Germany are in all their essential lea

tures despotic. They are, indeed, for the most part, mild and

parental ; but this must be attributed to the personal character

of the rulers, whose actions are amenable at the tribunal of pub

lic opinion, and who yield to its decisions . This parental charac

ter certainly does not belong to the system ; and it needs only a

sovereign so lost to integrity and regardless of public sentiment,

as to set at nought the bounds which custom has prescribed , to

shew that there exists no higher power than his own will des

potically exercised , and no legal or constitutionalrestraint whatev

er upon that will . The recent examples of Brunswick and of

Hesse Cassel are in point ; and it is only the revolutionary spirit

of the moment, which has operated as a check upon the exercise

of the fullest despotism . The sovereigns of Germany universal

ly hold the whole power in their hands ; and there is not a place

of honour or profit, from the minister of state down to the petty

schoolmaster of a village , which is not directly or indirectly de

pendent on the government. Every lawyer is one, only so far

as he is connected with the courts ofjustice,as an officer of low

er or higher rank and name ; every physician is one , only so far

as he has the license and the sanction of the proper deparıment ;

the church itself is but the slave of the civil power, and must do

all its bidding . No man can devote himself to the service of

his divine Master, and proclaim salvation to the perishing souls of

his fellow men, but in the way which the government directs.

Were he to attempt it , without having yielded obedience to all the

prescribed formalities, there is not a spot in Germany where impri

sonment or banishment would not be bis lot. The government
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mixes itself in every thing, prescribes every thing, will know ev

ery thing, and probibits every thing, which does not strictly coin

cide with its own interests and will.

In this system of things, the universities act a conspicuous

and necessary part . They have been established , and are sup

ported by the governments, as seminaries to train up and qual

ify young men for the offices of church and state,-ihose offices

which the governments alone can give, and which, as a universal

rule, they give only to such as have received a university

education . No one is perinitted even to ask for an office in the

state , or a station in the church , or for employment in the courts,

or for practice as a physician, unless he has been at a university .

This is a sine qua non, a previous question, which, if answered

in the negative, precludes all other questions. The only excep

tions are in the case of village schoolmasters and the depart

ment of mines ; for both of which, there are special seminaries,

which take the place of a university course. The universities

then are interwoven with the very system of government ; they

from an essential feature in its policy ; and from the very nature

of their relation to it , they must forever remain under its imme

diate control. They are not independent literary institutions, at

which only those who please may drink of the waters of know

ledge at the fountain ; but they are the creatures of the govern

ment, to which all those who will get their bread in a profes

sional calling must resort.

It is easy to see, however, that this state of things must have a

prodigious influence on the character of society ; that while the

governments thus act directly in augmenting the number of

those who frequent the universities, they afford in this way an

opportunity for the universities to react upon the governments

and upon the people, by exerting and cherishing a love of lit

erature and science, and a spirit of liberal inquiry and deep

vestigation , in those who are to be the future servants of the

church and nation,-who are to be the guardians of the health ,

the protectors and interpreters of the rights, and the shepherds

and bishops of the souls , of millions of their fellow men. Such

was once Wittemberg ; and it produced the Reformation . Im

pressed with the magnitude of these considerations , how should

Christians be constrained to pray without ceasing, that these

fountains may again be cleansed ; that pure and undefiled reli

gion and morality may again prevail and abound there ; and

thus these institutions become once more, what they once have

been, a rich blessing to the church and to the world .
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In this connexion , we may also discover the ground of another

feature in the German universities, which has often struck the

literary men of other countries with surprise, and for which no

satisfactory reason has usually been assigned. This is , the gen

eral character for diligence and unremitted study, which belongs
to the students of Germany as a body. In all the universities,

it is true, there are those who seem to regard it as the chief ob

ject of a residence there, to set at defiance all authority and all

law, to escape as much as possible from the thraldon of all dis

cipline, and to make it the great end of all their exertions

to counteract, so far as they may be able, the purpose for

which they were sent thither by their friends, and lay a broad

foundation, not of future usefulness, but of future depravily .

Such characters however are not confined to the universities of

Germany ; nor do they even there, as has been already remark

ed , constitute the greatest, nor even a great proportion of the

whole number of students. To the great body must certainly

be assigned the praise of diligent and patient study. Many of

these, no doubt, are actuated by the love of study in itself; their

thirst for knowledge spurs them on , and they make acquisitions,

which render them objects of admiration to their companions,

and to the learned world . But men like these are compara

tively few ; and they are chiefly those who afterwards devote

their lives to the pursuits of literature and science, as professors

in the universities or in other similar stations. And even among

these, among the thousand teachers of Germany, how few , com

paratively, can be regarded as eminently distinguished. In pro

portion to the number of students, it may be safely averred, that

fewer rise to distinguished eminence in Germany than in our

own country. But on the other hand, the great body of stu
dents are there carried forward far beyond our ordinary stand

ard, and study with a perseverance that is with us rare .

What then is the cause of all this diligence ? is a question often

asked. Is it because the German youth have more solidity, more

seriousness of character, than our own ? This assuredly is not

the case ; for Americans, and the American youth , possess a

character of serious earnest, which is unknown in Europe.

Is it then the effect of example, a sort of hereditary or tradition

al diligence, which has been handed down for ages, and become

so habitual at the universities that none can escape its influence ?

Something of this, indeed, there may be ; but its effects are

comparatively small ; for the annals of former days tell of scenes
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of idleness and dissipation, which would not be tolerated at the

present time . But the chief secret lies here, as before, in the

direct power of the governments over all places of honour and

profit; in the general requisition of a university education as a

sine qua non preparation for every public station ; and lastly

and principally in the fact, that no one is even then admitted

into any profession, nor to hold any office whatever, without be

ing first subjected to two, and sometimes three, severe examina

tions . Here is the strong hold of the governments upon the

students, and the main secret of the good behaviour and dili

gence of the latter.

Of all who enter the universities, there are probably not so

many as one in ten , who are not looking forward to an employ

ment under government ; that is to say, there are not so many

who are expecting to subsist merely upon
their own

They all know moreover full well, that the government not only

keeps a watchful eye over their conduct while they are students,

but that when they have passed through the regular time, they

must undergo examinations, not in name alone, but in rigorous

earnest, and before men of tried ability . If they fail here, they

are indeed permitted to make onemore trial ; but if they fail

again , the fruits of their years of toil, and their hopes of future

subsistence , are gone forever. They can never again be admit
ted to an examination, either under their own government, nor

under any other in Germany. It is here that the governments

press with their whole weight upon the students , and compel a

diligence which can know neither remission nor rest, until its

great object be accomplished .* — It is in these circumstances

resources.

*

The number of hours which German students spend each day

in study, is of course different in different individuals . General

ly speaking, their literary men do not push their studies far into

the night , but pass their evenings with their families or in society .

The same is also the case with the learned men of Paris ; they do

little or nothing after 5 or 6 o'clock , the usual dinner hour. When

we hear of a professor's studying 16 or 17 hours a day, we may

usually set it down as an exaggeration . The most that can be

made of the assertion is, that his whole day is taken up with

literary pursuits, without any intervals devoted to exercise or

society. But this time is not spent in laborious study, properly

so called ; unless lecturing, the reading of newspapers and jour

nals, the writing of letters, and any conversation which passes at

his room , comes under that denomination . A general feature of
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too, that a check is found upon that entire liberty of study,

which is represented as the characteristic of the German sys

the German scholars is , that they live a very sedentary , and in some

respects secluded life ; and this serves perhaps to account for the

fact, that their literature hasmore learning, but less of elasticity

and nerve , than that of English scholars. The modern fine wri

ters of Germany, on the other hand, who have established and cul

tivated a national literature , have mostly been men of social habits,

and have mingled much with the world .

Connected with this subject is that of the health of the conti

nental students . It is often asked , how they are able to pass long

lives in a regular course of hard study ; while American literary

men so often break down with dyspeptic and other complaints.

The former do not escape the ‘ ills that flesh is heir to ; ' but it is

true, that the fashionable disease of the day with us, is unknown ,

or at least is not fashionable , on the continent. This however

cannot be set down to the score of diet ; for the continental schol

ars eat and drink and sleep like other men . They love their glass

of wine too ; and Germanscholars moreover love a warm sup

per before going to bed. They also drink coffee twice a day , in

the morning and after dinner; and take comparatively little exer

cise. Yet with all this, they generally enjoy good health ; or at

least suffer only from those complaints, which arise out of a seden

tary habit. The cause of this difference in the two hemispheres,

it is not the province of the writer to inquire into, nor is this the

place for such an investigation. Suffice it to say , that there schol

ars are trained to study from childhood ; and do not, as is often

the case here, after a youth of labour and habits of great activity,

change at once and adopt a sedentary life .

In respect to the article of food, there are three things which

strike an American, and may probably have some influence in re

gard to complaints of the stomach, viz. that the inhabitants of the

continent eat , as a general rule , less meat than we do ; that in

both the German and French style of cookery , the food of all kinds

is much more thoroughly done than with us ; and that the conti

nental custom of serving the dishes in succession at meals , instead

of placing all on the table at once, obliges them to eat much more

slowly than we are accustomed to do. A dinner or supper table

is there a place of animated conversation ; which of course occa

sions many interruptions, and affords opportunity for the appetite to

become satisfied , before the stomach is overloaded .

There is also a moral cause , which seems to have no little in

fluence on the general health and spirits of their scholars ; and
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tem. A student who has made choice of his profession, is in

deed left to select his instructors and arrange the course of his

studies at will ; he may also hear as many lectures in other de

partments as he pleases ; but still the certainty of future exami

nations does not permit him to neglect the studies of his proper

course ; he must first and at all events make hinself acquainted

with those branches, on which he is to be examined . * Nor can

he do this by mere memory, or by studying the answers to a set

of questions. The day has gone by , when a young man could

be ground into a state of preparation for an examination made

under the authority of government ; whatever may still be the

case at some of the universities, in regard to an examination mere

ly for a degree.

If we look now for a moment at the actual state and charac

ter of the German universities, we shall find , along with all their

· vast and acknowledged advantages, several great and prominent

evils, some of which have crept in gradually in practice and are

susceptible of correction ; while others are inherent in the sys

tem itself. Of the former kind , is the want of personal inter

course between the professors and students. As a general fact,

most of the professors have no intercourse whatever with their pu

this is , that in their hours of relaxation they unbend the mind

much more than is usual here . While they are in their studies

and lecture rooms, their minds work with intense effort; but when

they come out , and especially in society, they are like children let

loose from school; their labours and studies are for the time for

gotten ,and they meet each other not as professors or learned men,

but as familiar friends and every day acquaintances. This is con

nected , no doubt , with the great feature of European character,

which at once strikes Americans, that all ranks and classes there

have a far greater enjoyment of the present , than ourselves. Our

national character , so far as we have one, consists in a spirit of

enterprise , excited by the desire of improving our condition . It

may be shortly styled a love of gain ,-gain not only of wealth, but

also of reputation, of comfort, of happiness,-gain of all that we

suppose to be desirable. Our enjoyment consists more in the striv

ing after this gain ,-in anticipation, and in the very act of acquir

ing ; theirs, in possession and quiet fruition .

* It is not uncommon for a student to spend the first year of his

course in idleness, and afterwards give up all amusement and de

vote himself to severe study. In this case he is said, in their pe

culiar jargon , to ochsen, i . e . work like an ox .

}
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pils except in the lecture rooms. They take no interest in them

any further than to induce them , if possible, to attend their own

lectures , and thus obtain the fee ; but do not take the trouble to

inquire whether a young man properly improves his time, nor

whether he has chosen the best course of study , or the best

means to help him forward in his progress . Any parental in

terest in a young man , or watch over his moral development, is

a thing, generally speaking, entirely unknown. Individual pro

fessors do indeed occasionally invite a few of their own particu

lar pupils to their houses, but rather as a matter of ceremony ,

than out of any regard to their moral or intellectual culture.

This evil has doubtless arisen , partly in consequence of the la

borious and secluded lives of the professors, and partly from

the great number of the students, which renders it impossible to

be upon an intimate footing with all . Still the evil might easily

be corrected , could the professors become imbued with the

proper spirit . A few, like Strauss and Neander at Berlin , and

especially Tholuck at Halle , have begun a different course ; and

in the latter instance , particularly, the results have been highly

beneficial.

Another evil of the same class, is undoubtedly the present

character and conduct of a portion of the students. Left to

themselves, without any direct moral or civil restraints, and with

out inspection on the part of their instructors, it is no wonder

that young men should choose an errant course ; but it must
be borne in mind, that the character which is now attached to

the life of a German student, is the inheritance of other days,

and was acquired when the indirect restraints were far less than
they now are . Until within the last few years, the requisitions

of the governments were much less strict than at present; and

a mere residence at a university was assumed as a sufficient
qualification for office, without further or with slight examina

tion. Under such circumstances, of course, those who entered

the universities without any love of study, and merely to while

away the requisite number of years, plunged at once into all the

temptations and snares to which every assemblage of youth are

exposed ; and the whole burden of reproaches which the stu

dent of the present day must bear, thefeats of drinking, smok

ing , duelling, etc. may be referred back to those earlier periods.

But this evil belongs not to the system , any more than it is inhe

rent in our own schools of law and medicine, where the students

are in like manner leſt wholly to themselves . It is in fact di
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minishing ; and in the universities of Berlin and Munich, situat

ed in large cities, duelling and the other peculiar characteristics

of a university life are comparatively unknown ; and the stu

dents have becorne, in a great measure, assimilated to the ordi

pary forms of social life .

On the other hand , we may also remark two evils, which seem

to result from the system itself, and which cannot be corrected

without a change in the whole form of education . The first

arises from the plan of oral lectures, as at present conducted,

where the student writes down the words of the professor. Now

where such lectures are treated , as is often the case , simply as

a clue to guide the learner's own reading and investigation, there

no plan of study more interesting or profitable ; none which

excites to greater ardour, or prompts to more persevering effort.

But the mass of young men engaged in study are not of this

class ; they receive what is given them , and rest satisfied with

believing it all on the authority of the professor. It cannot be

denied , that the tendency of such a state of things is to fill the

mind with superficial knowledge, without exciting it to the culti

vation of its own energies ; and it would not perhaps be too

much to say, that while the real scholars of Germany are in

advance of any thing that we can boast, the great mass of her

clergy and civilians, while they know accurately that which they

have learned, are less trained to habits of independent thought

and the application of their knowledge to practical purposes, than
the corresponding classes in our own land .

Another and more serious evil arises from the exclusive devo

tion to particular studies, which constitutes one prominent trait

of the German plan of education. Indeed, the system of a di

vision of labour is here carried to as high a point in regard to in

tellectual employment, as it is in England in respect to manual

occupations. One theological professor devotes himself exclu

sively to the literature of the Old Testament ; another to that of

the New ; a third , to systematic theology ; a fourth , to the histo

ry of the church ; a fifth, to practical theology . The same holds

true in all other departments ; and the consequence is, that
while they become radically acquainted with all that relates to

their particular branch of study, they cultivate less thoroughly

the other departments connected with it ; and leave entirely un

touched many kinds of knowledge, which belong still more to the

practical and ordinary course of human life. The result of all

this is a want of general practical information, which is a mark

7
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ed characteristic of the educated men of Germany. They will

overwhelm you with stores of argument and illustration on all to

pics of religion , morals, philosophy, and classical or oriental phi

lology ; but if asked a question relative to the ordinary affairs of

life, or in general history, or in geography, they are often com

pelled to be silent. It may probably be truly said of the charac

ier of the German mind, that, as a nation, they delight more

than any other in abstraction, in pushing their reasonings to the

utmost limits, regardless of consequences ; and hence have spe

culated oftener and wider beyond the limits of the human facul

ties, than any other people . Nothing is more true than that, in

the words of their own Jean Paul, they hold the empire of the

air, ' and have had more strange conceits and fancies than any

other nation . The general causes of this state of things seem to

have been , in part at least, the condition of society and the sys

tem of education among them , by which so many are trained up

remote from the active duties of life, and thus lose all relish for

practical objects. Of the 15,000 pupils at the universities, the

greater part can never have the opportunity of becoming practi

cal men ; while they yet are taught to think, and their intellec

tual powers areurgedto a high state of cultivation. In this way

they are compelled to build their speculations, without any found

ation of experience and practical common sense . Whatwonder,

then , that these speculations should often prove baseless ; the

mere dreams of busy intellect, without the guidance of practical
wisdom .

In closing this first part of the present article, we may proper

ly recur again for a moment to the question alluded to in the

early part of it : Whether it would be practicable or advisable ,

in our country, to establish institutions on the German plan. Af

ter the facts already spread before him , the reader will be able

to form a judgment on this question for bimself. Institutions of

a similar kind might no doubt be established here ; but could

they be expected to flourish, with any degree of success corres

ponding to those of Germany ? Where are our preparatory

schools, which shall furnish students for such institutions ? We

have none but our colleges ; and will our young men , after hav

ing spent four years at one of these , and received its honours, as

a general rule, repair voluntarily to an university ? The avenues

to influence and reputation and emolument are , with us , too

many and too easy of access, to permit us to indulge this expec

tation. Where then is the power, either in our states or in our
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general government, that can compel them to such a step that

can make the tenor of office, or of professional employınent, de

pend on a residence at any university ? Where too is the indi

vidual, or the state, or the congress, that will annually appropri

ate fifty thousand dollars, or the moiety of that sum , for the sup

port of such an institution ? In this land of civil freedom , we can

use no legal force to compel young men to obtain an education .

We can bring only a moral influence to bear ; and when this

shall have been long enough employed ;when the moral wants

of community shall demand other institutions; they will no

doubt spring into existence, of a rank and nature adapted to the

exigencies of the case. In the mean time , the safety of our na

tion, the security of our civil rights and the duration of our free

government, depend upon the exertions which shall be made, to

diffuse the blessings of knowledge and religion among the peo

ple. It is here that the duties of the Christian and the patriot

meet together; and the momentous question is thus brought

home to the business and bosoms' of the present generation of

the American churches, Whether they will gird themselves for

the work of the Lord, and by their exertions secure the perma

Dence of our free institutions ; or whether , by their inactivity,

they will suffer vice and irreligion to become triumphant ; know

ing that when that time shall come, the light of liberty, which

has so long beamed upon us and scattered its rays on distant

climes, must, in all probability, go down in darkness and be

quenched in blood.

Art. II. INTERPRETATION OF PSALM XVI.

By M. Stuart, Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theological Seminary at Andover.

It has been said , as characteristic of the commentaries on

the Scriptures of the Old Testament by Cocceius and Grotius,

that the former found Christ everywhere in them, and the lat

ter nowhere. This is not, indeed , literally true ; nor was it in

tended to be so understood. But the substance of what is as

serted in this often repeated declaration , is correct. Cocceius

was a strenuous advocate of the double sense of Scripture . In

other words, he believed that a multitude of texts and passages

in the Old Testament were intended to convey a literal sense,

as their primary and obvious meaning ; while at the same time
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the sacred writers designed, or at least the Spirit of God who

guided them designed , also to convey amystical,allegorical, spi

ritual, or secondary sense , which usually has relation to Christ

or to his church . Thus, according to him , many a Psalm has

relation primarily to the literal David, the ancient king of Israel ,

and should be so interpreted throughout, when our object is

merely to develope the primary and literal sense of it . But

such a meaning is nothing more than the shell. The nut itself

is concealed beneath this envelope, and can be truly discovered

by those only, who know how to strip off the shell with dexterity .

But such as understand the true secret of this, have the key to

unlock boundless treasures of spiritual wealth in the ancient He

brew Scriptures. “ All Scripture ( in this way ) becomes truly

profitable for doctrine, for correction, for reproof, and for in

struction in righteousness. In this way only can the man of

God be perfected, and thoroughly furnished unto every good

work . '

The friends of such a method of interpretation aver, more

over, that it is in this way only, very much which is contained

in the Old Testament, can be made profitable to readers

under the Gospel dispensation . They plead also the exam

ple of nearly all the ancient commentators, back even to the

very age of the apostles . They are careful to suggest, that

such a method of interpretation, existing at so early a period ,

and being so general in the Christian church, must in all proba

bility have been derived from the apostles themselves ; who, of

course , would follow the method of their divine Master. Nay,

they assert directly, that such is plainly the method of the New

Testament writers ; that we have numerous examples where

they have given another and secondary sense , such as conveys

a spiritual and Christian meaning, to words which, as they stand

in the Old Testament, can never be made to have such a mean

ing, provided we confine ourselves merely to a literal interpre

tation or a primary sense . In their estimation, therefore, the

Jewish Scriptures are inade truly Christian by giving them very

frequently, if not throughout, what they would call an evangelical

sense ; and in so doing, we only walk in the steps of apostles

and ancient saints, who evidently admitted a double sense, and

commended the practice of giving it by their own example.

My present object will not permit me to examine at length

the correctness of these allegations . Some excellent thoughts

respecting the subject of mystical and allegorical interpretation
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in general , the reader will find in the essay of Professor Hahn,

which is contained in the present number of this work . My

design in the above remarks, is merely to give a general sketch

of the state of feeling and opinion in the church , in past times,

with reference to many parts of the Old Testament Scriptures ;

and particularly, in regard to such parts as have been supposed

to contain a reference to the Messiah .

So long as such a method of interpretation prevailed , we

need not wonder that little or no difficulty was found in the ex

planation of the sixteenth Psalm . David was the person , who

was regarded as being primarily and literally meant, throughout
most of the Psalm . Now and then , indeed , the writer looked

beyond his immediate theme, and cast a prophetic glance on

him of whom David was held to be a distinguished type, i . e .

the Messiah . In this way it was easy to proceed with the inter

pretation of the whole Psalm . Whatever might seem to fit

David better than Christ, was referred to David ; and whatever

could not be well applied to him , e . g. more or less of vs. 9—

11 , was applied to the Messiah . So, for instance, Calvin does ;

from whom one might expect better things, since he stands so

pre-eminent above all the other commentators of his day, as to

accuteness, sound judgment, and nice logical discrimination .

But in respect to the sixteenth Psalm , he gives the contents
thus : “ Initio David se Dei tutelae commendat ; deinde ex

meditatione beneficiorum ad gratias agendas se accendit . Et

tanquam suo cultu nibil Deo commodet, se tamen unice addicit,

et a superstitionibus alienum fore testatur . Causam quoque ad

dicit, quia plena et solida sit felicitas, in uno Deo acquiescere,

qui nibil suis deesse patitur.” In other words, ' It is David who
speaks in Ps. XVI , who commends himself to God , declares

his firm adherence to him only in distinction from all idol gods,

expresses his thanks for mercies received , and his confidence

that it will still be well with bim . In this way, the last three

verses of the Psalm , which doubtless presented a difficulty to

the mind of the great reformer, are passed by with a simple in

uno Deo acquiescere, qui nihil suis deesse patitur.

But let us see how he manages vs.9–11 , when he comes to

particulars in his commentary. Vs. 10 he applies wholly to

David . “ Because," says he, “ God protects our souls , and al

so our bodies, David had good reason to represent his flesh as

participating in the favour of dwelling in security.” Vs. 11 he

applies literally to David also , representing its author as declar

=
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ing by it, that he confidently expected to be redeemed from

the grave , and not to remain always there in a state of corrup

tion . '

So then, the sentiment of the writer is not that the body should

not putrefy in the grave, but that it should not always remain

there in a state of putrefaction ; directly in the very face of Pe

ter, in Acts 2 : 29–32, and of Paul, Acts 13 : 34–37. But

after proceeding thus far, he seems to call to mind that Peter

and Paul have commented upon this passage, and to feel his ob

ligation to pay a deference to their opinion . “ Unless Christ,”

says he, " had coine forth from the grave, the first fruits of those

who rise from the dead, mankind would have always remained

in a state of corruption . Hence Peter with good reason draws

the inference ( Acts 2 : 30) , that David could not thus have glo

ried , unless by a prophetic spirit, and in consequence of having

respect to the author of life promised to him , who alone was to

be endowed with such a privilege,” viz. of bringing dead bodies

from the grave . Still we see David only , in the text of the

Psalm ; David expressing a hope , which indeed relies upon the

expected victory of the Messiah over the powers of death , but

which refers to this tacitly or by implication merely , and not in

express words . The difficulty, however, still presses upon the

mind of Calvin . He is not prepared to overlook it wholly, or to

pass it by without another effort to dispose of it . “ That Peter,”

says he, “ in Acts 2 : 30, and Paul in Acts 13 : 33, contend that

this prophecy was fulfilled only in the person of Christ, you must

construe thus ; he ( Christ) was entirely and altogether exempt

from the corruption of the sepulchre, that gradually ( gradatim)

and in a manner accommodated to the condition ofeach, hé

might call his members (Christians) to be associated with him

self . ” He then goes on to say, that “ as all men go down to the

grave, and there are subject to corruption, fulness of life ( i. e .

full exemption from the corruption of the grave) belongs exclu

sively to Christ the head ; and flows only guttatim et per partes,

by drops and limited portions, to the members," i . e. to Chris

tians .

So then , after all , we come to a double sense . Entire free

dom from corruption , was never had, or to be had , except by

Christ alone. Therefore Peter and Paul could apply v. 10 to

him . ' But if they could rightly do this, then v. 10 must desig

nate entire freedom from corruption ; otherwise it belongs only

to David, or at most, to all the pious who have the like hopes with

6
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David. If Calvin's real opinion can be gathered, from such

confused and dark expressions as those which have now been

cited , I should think it must be this : That the whole Psalm,

so far as the words are concerned , really and truly applies to

David ; that at the same time, David could not have thus spok

en , unless he had entertained a hope of a resurrection from the

grave, through Christ , whom in prophetic vision he anticipated ,

and foresaw that bis resurrection would procure that of his fol

lowers. In a bigh and full sense, (ev inoooel, ¿v to ninow

Anvar , ) the Psalmist must have intended his words in v . 10 to

be applicable only to the Messiah ; but in a modified sense,

guttatim et per partes, they may be construed of David or any

other saint, and David intended them for himself.

This then is a double sense ; although it is indeed teaching

it by innuendo, or, as the Jewish Rabbins say, 71272 or 1977 ,

by hint, allusion , in a kind of allegorical or enigmatical way.

That Calvin himself had formed any clear and definite idea of

the principle of interpretation to be applied here, no one, I

think, can well believe, who examines the tenor of bis exegesis.

That he should have had any difficulty, however, in coming out

fully with a mystical interpretation , i. e. with a double sense, I

cannot well understand ; for in his commentary on the second

Psalm, and on the twenty - second, he fully recognizes such a

sense , making the literal application to David, and the spiritual

one to Christ.

Verse 11 he applies to the resurrection of the Psalmist and

of the pious to everlasting life, through Christ their head , in

the like manner as v. 10 is explained .

How convenient such a method of interpretation is, too

many critics have long since discovered . Whatever one cannot

well apply to David the type, may of course be referred to

Christ the antitype . Where it wouldWhere it would cost much study and

trouble, and demand an extensive and accurate knowledge of

the Hebrew language and idiom , in order to determine the pre

cise nature and value of an expression in the Old Testament,

the interpreter, who is hastening his work , or shrinks from pro

tracted labour and minute investigation , or is wanting in that

knowledge of the Hebrew which will enable him to pursue an

investigation to its ultimate sources , makes use of the very sim

ple expedient of applying one part of a passage to some indi

vidual' in a literal sense, and another part to Christ, in a high

and spiritual sense . The commentator is the more contented
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with all this ; because he can plead the example of ancient

days, and of a great multitude of expositors in every age of

the church. He is insensible, perhaps, at the same time, that

the difficulty of making out another exegesis, which would refer

a Psalm wholly to David, or wholly to Christ, has in reality

been with bim the most persuasive and powerful argument.

Can we believe that Grotius, who has been accused of fiod

ing Christ no where in the Old Testament, adopts more fully

than Calvin, the double sense of the sixteenth Psalm ? Read

a part of his note on v . 10. “ Sensus historicus ( latet enim

mysticus, sublimior, ut in plerisque Psalmis, ) est bic : Quan

quam undique opprimor a Saule, tamen certus sum , ex pro

missione regni mihi facta, non fore ei potestatem me interficien

di. ” That is, the historic or literal and primary sense of the

verse is , not that the Psalmist should be raised from the grave,

or that he should not be suffered to putrefy there , but that he

should not be permitted at all to be brought there ; in other

words, that although he might be in great danger, yet he should
certainly be preserved from death . At the same time , this dis

tinguished commentator says, that " a mystical and more sub

lime sense lies hid under the words” of this Psalm ; and adds,

that “ such is the case with most of the Psalms.”

It does appear to me, that this last declaration of Grotius de

velopes something which is not altogether ingenuous, an accom

modation to the prevailing opinions of bis day, which ill be

came such a man. If most of the Psalms have a ' mystical

and more sublime sense than what appears by the letter of

them , then why has not Grotius intimated this, in his notes upon

them? And why has he generally interpreted the Old Testa

ment, and of course the Psalms along with the rest, in such a

way as to leave no small room for the saying so often repeated ,

that · he found Christ no where ? '

The hint of Grotius , that the historical sense of vs. 9-11 ,

applies only to the exemptionof David from imminent danger,

and the bestowing on him subsequent peace and happiness in

the present world , has been taken up by others, and has now

become the predominant exegesis of neological commentators.

Le Clerc, as one might expect , treads in the steps of Grotius

his predecessor and favourite model . “ Hæc (says he ) de Da

vide intellecta, hoc tantum sibi volunt, non passurum fuisse

Deum ut occideretur, ac proinde in sepulchrum conjectus illic

relinqueretur, ita ut caro ejus in eo jaceret ;" i.e. preservation

from danger merely, not a resurrection from the dead, is meant .
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But the secondary sense, what says Le Clerc to this ? He

says, “ that it is evident the ancient Jews so interpreted the pro

phecies, that when they were fulfilled only in certo sensu eoque

dilutiore, and contained something which might be applied in a

higher sense to Christ, they were accustomed to make this latter

application. This usage the apostles followed , as in Acts 1. and

XII . Inasmuch as the words of this Psalm are xuqatıxo'tE001,

and something greater than the literal sense is intended, Peter

( in Acts 11. ) applies them to the resurrection of Christ." He

then refers to other interpreters, in order that the reader may

satisfy himself about this point ; and adds at the close, “ de

primo sensu potissimum agere aggressi sumus ."

There is then , even according to this very
liberal commenta

tor, a secundus sensus, which he (pro pace cum eruditis ?) ad

mits in a cursory way, but on which he cannot spend time to

dwell ; all which is rather less ceremonious than the demeanour

of Grotius, and I fear about equally sincere .

In Grotius and Le Clerc's first and historical sense, one finds,

as has already been intimated, the kernel of all that the later
commentators of the liberal school, have avowed and maintained

respecting the Psalm in question . For substance, Ruperti,

Rosenmüller, De Wette, and Gesenius, with a multitude of

less distinguished writers, have embraced and maintained the

same sentiment. It is a matter of some curiosity and interest,

to see how these critics dispose of the commentary of Peter

and Paul, in Acts 11. and xiii .

Ruperti, in an exegesis published in the Commentationes

Theologica by Velthusen , Kuinöl and Ruperti, (Vol. I. 104

seq. Vol . II . 199 seq.) speaking of referring Ps. XVI. to the

Messiah, says : “Quae interpretatio non modo ab orationis poet

icae, Ebraeorum in primis, indole et natura abhorret, sed ne

notioni quidem Messiae, qualem Judaei ab omni tempore sibi

informabant, respondet. Hi enim Messiam sibi heroem , victo

rem , regemque potentissimum , non sacerdotem vel hominem,

cum adversa fortuna multisque aerumnis conflictantem , finge

bant." He then goes on to say, that “ if any one without preju

dice, and who is endowed with a relish for Hebrew poetry, and

unacquainted with what the New Testament teaches, and what

ancieot and modern commentators have inculcated , should read

the sixteenth Psalm, he would venture to bet any thing, (quo

vis pignore contendere ausim, ) that such an one would scarcely
find any ground of persuasion in it that the Messiah could be

8
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meant ; much less could be be compelled to believe that he is

actually meant.” He then proceeds to describe " quam misere

se torserint the interpreters, who have given it an interpreta

tion referring to the Messiah.

In the sequel he states , that no one probably would have

thought of such an explanation, if the apostles Peter and Paul

had not led the way in it . He then adds : “ That this is not

sufficient to weaken the sentiment which we have advanced res

pecting the object of the Psalm , needs not now to be proved by

a multitude of words. " He then refers to Eichhorn, Biblioth .

II . 947 seq . III . 920 seq . Eckermann, Theol. Beiträge Fasc.

I. II . Paulus, Memorabilien , IV . 96. Behn , Lehrart Jesu ,

and others, as having rendered it unnecessary to lay out any

more strength in order to shew, that the exegisis of Peter and

Paul is no guide for critics of the present day.

After adverting to Grotius , LeClerc, Dathe , and others, as

holding to the double sense of this Psalm , and requesting the

reader who wishes to see trifling of this sort in abundance, to

read commentaries on the Canticles, he proceeds thus : “ Quis

enim non sentit , his argutiis, quibus ad mysticam allegoriam seu

dihozlav (double sense ) omnia revocantur, pulcherrima poeta

rum phantasmata deleri , omnem eorum suavitatem , elegantiam ,

ac vim infringi, et perspicuum saepe sensum obscurari ? ....

Cur caecutire malumus in incertis, quam in certis et perspicuis

adquiescere ? "

Having briefly, but (as he supposes) thoroughly, prepared his

way, he advances to the exegesis of the Psalm , agreeably to the

above principles, in which he displays a good degree of learning

and acuteness .

If now one inquires, whether Is . Lui. Ps . XXII . and xl . were

not adapted to give the Jews some expectation of a suffering

Messiah ; and whether Ps. cx . was not intended to represent

him as a priest as well as a king ; the answer to all this is, that

none but mystical commentators could so explain these portions

of the Old Testament; and that when Christ and the apostles

seem to adopt the exegesis in question, they must be regarded

as doing so , merely in the way of accommodation to the preju

dices of the Jews in their day , who were accustomed to refer a

multitude of passages in the Scriptures to the Messiah, which

were never designed by their original author to have relation to

this subject.

Such is, for substance, the argument of those writers , to whom
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Ruperti appeals, as having shewn that the interpretations of the

apostles are not binding upon us. They are not so , because

they were made xarà ouyxatáßaoiv, or merely by way of ac

commodation to the prejudices of their Jewish brethren , and not

et animo, or agreeably to their own real opinions with respect to

the meaning of the Hebrew Scriptures. Consequently, so of

ten as we find any interpretation by the New Testament writers,

which seems to be at variance with the reasonable principles of her

meneutics, ( i . e. such as we deein to be reasonable,) so often

we may understand them to be merely κατα συγκατάβασιν..

Rosenmüller, in his Commentary on Ps. XVI . merely quotes

from Ruperti a part of what has already been exhibited above,

expresses his concurrence, and adds in a marginal note a quo

tation from Maimonides, a Jewish Rabbi of the twelfth century,

to shew that it was not expected by the Jews, that the Messiah

would rise from the dead . The passage runs thus : “ The Mes

siah will die, and his son and grandsons will reign after him ; for

that he will die, is predicted in Is . 42 : 4.”

I intentionally pass by an examination into the grounds of

these and the like assertions and views, for the present. I shall

have something to say respecting them in the sequel . I only re

mark here, that it is indeed somewhat singular, that the testimo

py of a bigoted Jew, so late as the very last part of the twelfth

century, living in the midst of Christians, and violently contend

ing at every opportunity against them ; of a Jew as little skilled

in the opinions of the New Testament times as many a com

mentator is, who explains away the declarations of Peter and

Paul, because he thinks he understands the disputes and theolo

of their times better then these apostles did ;-I say it is pas

sing strange that such a sentence as that quoted , from such a

Jew, should sweep away the whole fabric erected by him who

was that rock on which the church was to be built, and of him

who sat at the feet of Gamaliel , and was a most perfect adept in

all the rabbinical lore of the day .

In respect to Gesenius, I have no other index of his opinions,

excepting the notes of a friend , who has been a hearer of his

lectures, and has an abstract of his course on the Psalms. By

this abstract, it appears that he construes the Psalm as relat

ing to a pious man in danger, who casts himself on God, with

a grateful sense of past mercies, and a confident hope of future

protection ; especially in v . 10) does he express a hope not to

be given up to his eneinies, so as to suffer a premature and vio
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lent death . Verse 11 , thou shewest me the path of life,means, thou

disclosest to me the way out of danger.
The remainder means,

* Near thee is great joy, thou dispensest blessings with thy
hand .'

To the like purpose De Wette speaks, in the third edition of

bis Commentary on the Psalms, published in 1829. “ That the

apostles Peter and Paul,” he remarks, " explain the four last

verses of our Psalm not merely by way of accommodation, but

from real conviction , —since they aver directly that this passage

cannot be understood of David ,-cannot influence us , who stand

on the ground of historical exegesis, to alter our views.”

So then, here is at least a departure from Eichhorn, Ecker

mann , Paulus, Ruperti, and others of the older school of neolo

gists, who would fain have it , that the apostles explained Ps . XVI .

in reference to the Messiah , merely by virtue of accommoda

tion , xora ovyxardpaoiv. But De Wette, (with whom Rosen

müller agrees , as appears by a note in his Commentary,) comes

out very honestly ,and avers, (what indeed one wouldvery nat

urally think to be true of such men as Peter and Paul ,) that

the apostles really believed what they said . At the same time,

this, he thinks, is no reason why we should change our views,

and believe the apostles to be in right.

The mystery in all this, if there be any mystery to the reader

not conversant with the rationalist critics, is merely, how it can

be reconciled with the acknowledgment of the divine veracity

and integrity and correctness of the Scriptures. The fact is

simply , that none of these writers believe in this. If the reader

needs proof of such an assertion , I refer him to declarations

of Dr. Röhr, in the essay of Prof. Habn contained in the pres

ent number of this work, and to the Institutiones of Wegschei

der, which have been so popular that the sixth edition has al

ready been printed, during the author's life time . Wegschei

der and Röhr, each in a different way , may be considered as

the present Coryphaei of the neological party in Germany.

Little prepared, as we in general are in this country , for such

avowals with regard to the sacred writers, still , I deem them

far preferable to the fashionable accommodation doctrine of the

generation now passing off the stage in Germany. We know

where to meet those who openly make such avowals ; and al

though we cannot agree with them in opinion , we may commend
their frankness and honesty.

De Wette, however, seems after all to have some relentings
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in respect to the position which he has taken . In the sequel he
goes on to say, that “ the writer of this Psalm looked indeed no

farther than to the danger of an early and violent death , and to

deliverance from it ; and so the hopes of the pious, in ancient

days, were in general of a mere earthly nature. ButChristiani

ty has taught us to look to eternal ' things, and cherish correspon

dent hopes . Now all hopes are fulfilled in Christ. And as

earthly hopes comprehend heavenly ones, inasmuch as they are

an index to them and the image of them ; so theapostles under

stood and explained the hopes expressed in this Psalm . Their

explanation of it amounts to this: the full, entire , deep truth or

reality of the Psalmist's hope, is fulfilled and rendered sure , only

in Christ. This, he adds, is not accommodation, but ideal in

terpretation ; which the apostles every where follow , when they

apply to the Messiab passages of the Old Testament.”

After all , then , we are virtually brought back to the double

sense of ancient times, the very one admitted by Grotius and Le

Clerc. What a strange mixture of scepticism and mysticism

De Wette often exhibits !

Turn we now from this view of commentary in modern times,

to the ancient critics. Eusebius of Caesarea , the celebrated

church -historian, is the first to whom I would direct the atten

tion of the reader, because he evidently gives the usual exegesis

of the day, and also that whichwas current in the church among

writers of preceding times . His Commentary on the Psalms,

which has become a rare book, may be found in Vol. 1. of Mont

faucon's Nova collectio Patrum et Scriptorum Graecorum , Par.

1706, the editio princeps of the work in question .

Eusebius observes, that if the inquiry be made, to whom the

things said in Ps. xvi. are to be referred, Peter the apostle is a

teacher worthy of our confidence.' He then cites the words of

Peter in Acts 2 :29–32 ; after which he proceeds to say , that

“ it would be superfluous to inquire any further to whom this

Psalın is to be applied , since we have the testimony inhizoúrov

μάρτυρος.. The Seventy, he adds, have entitled this Psalm

ornaoyoagio , inscriptio, monumental inscription, because it con

tains the victory over death obtained by Christ when he rose

from the dead .”

In accordance with this, he appropriates the whole Psalm to

the Messiah, without admitting any mystical or secondary sense

in the ordinary way. However,he admits a kind of qualified

sense , when he expounds vs. 3 and 4. He supposes the Mes
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siah to speak here of the saints, as comprehended in his own

person ; δύναται ιδιοποιούμενος τα πάθη της εκκλησίας αυτού,

τα προκείμενα εξ αυτής λέγειν.. To these verses he gives the

following turn : " The saints formerly multiplied their idols ; but

after they were taught the truth by my wonderful deeds among

them, they hasted away from all their abominations, etc. This

if it be not very solid exposition , may at least put in some claim

to the praise of ingenuity.

To the same purpose almost exactly, does Jerome explain

the Psalm before us . “ The Psalm pertains to Christ , who

speaks in it..... It is the voice of our King, which he utters in

the human nature that he had assumed, but without detracting

from bis divine nature. David means Christ. The Psalm per

tains to bis passion.” The third and fourth verses, he explains

in the same way as Eusebius . We see nothing at all of David

in the whole Psalm . Vox Christi, vox Christi ad Patrem , is

often repeated by Jerome, throughout his commentary . Brev .

in Psalterium , p. 151 .

In the like manner does Augustine also explain the Psalm .
“ Rex noster," says he in quoting the title , “ in hoc Psalmo lo

quitur ex persona susceptionis humanae, de quo titulus regalis

(he refers to on a which the Seventy render oinaoyoacia) tem

pore passionis inscriptus eminuit.” In the explanation of vs. 3

and 4, he also agrees for substance with Eusebius.

We see then, that there is no foundation for charging the an

cient commentators, at any rate the most distinguished and con

spicuousamong them , with giving a double sense to the Psalm un

der consideration . They do notapply it atall to David . He does

not seem to have even entered their minds as the object of the

Psalm, but merely as the author of it. Of course, thosemod

ern interpreters, who, like Calvin , Grotius, Le Clerc , Dathe,

and many others, find a primary and secondary , or a historic

and spiritual or ideal meaning in the sixteenth Psalm , cannot

make their appeal for support to the distinguished commentators

of the ancient church. Mistake on this subject, however, has

been so common , that I hope the true exhibition of the ancient

exegesis, as made above, will not be regarded as superfluous.

If now we must declare, which of the various views that

have been presented respecting the design and meaning of this

Psalm we should choose , for one I should answer, that I agree

with none of them ; I mean , that there is no one among the

whole, which I could adopt as my own, and be satisfied with
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it throughout on critical and hermeneutical grounds ; although

for substance, I should agree with the ancient commentators.

I cannot admit the double sense . There is a host of diffi

culties which rise up against this, too numerous to be particular

ly recounted on the present occasion . I can merely hint at

some of the leading ones. If there be an occult sense to the

words of Scripture, not conveyed by the language itself, to be at

tained in some way independent of the laws of language ; then

it would follow , that he who reads the Scriptures, and applies

to them the laws of interpretation common to all other books,

can have no security, that he has arrived at the principal and

most important meaning which they were designed to convey.

If there be an occult meaning, couched under the words of

Scripture, a second inspiration is needed for the readers, in

order to determine it with any good degree of satisfaction ; for

when the laws of language cease to be the guide, (as of course

they most in the case before us, then some substitute worthy

of equal or greater confidence, must come in their place.

But a substitute must be either conjecture, or inspiration . The

first surely cannot lay claim to much certainty ; it is subject to

no laws ; it has no bounds. A second inspiration then is need

ed, in order to understand a second or occult revelation , i . e .

a second sense of words.

When God speaks to men, he speaks in a language which

they understand. Otherwise a revelation so called , would not

in fact be one . Nothing is revealed , which is not understood ,

or at least which is not intelligible. And when a communication

is made by the use of language , how can it be understood, un

less language is employed in the same way as men are accus

tomed to employ it ? For example, how could one who under

stands only the English language in its ordinary use, be able to

expound a communication in which English words should be

employed, but a sense given to them by the writer entirely for

eign to the usus loquendi of the language ? It would manifest

ly be as impossible, in such a case, for a writer to be under

stood, as it would be if he were to make his communication in

Sanscrit or Chinese .

It follows of necessity, that a revelation, in the true and pro

per sense of this term, which is made by the use of words,

must be made by employing those words in a manner that ac

cords with the usus loquendi of the language employed . And

if this be true, it seemsto decide the whole question ; for there
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is no other book on earth, ( if you except books of riddles, and

some of the old heathen oracles, where language has, or can

have, a double sense . All men, who do not design to deceive

or mislead , attach but one meaning to words, i.e. but one

meaning to the same words in the same place . Even a book

of riddles in reality does this ; the enigmas have but one true

meaning, and were not designed to have any more ; although

from the manner in which words are employed , it may be diffi

cult to decipher it .

If I admit a double sense , then, in the Old Testament Scrip

tures, I admit that they are not to be interpreted according to

the laws of human language. What should we think of a

man, who should construe the classics, ancient or modern , in this

way ? What should we think of the sobriety and integrity of

a speaker, who should design to attach morethan one meaning

to his words ? And if I must come to the conclusion , that the

Old Testament is not to be construed according to the laws of

human language, then I must come to the conclusion that a

second inspiration is necessary in order to understand it . If so ,

how did the first inspiration communicate a revelation ?

I have only to add , at present, that whenever any interpreter

will give me satisfactory proof of his being inspired , I will bow

with implicit submission to bis exegesis ; but until he does this,

I must believe that we are to come at the meaning of the He

brew Scriptures, through the instrumentality of language em

ployed in its ordinary way, according to its usages among men .

There are no limits to this second sense of the Scriptures.

The man who adopts it , is cast at once upon a boundless ocean,

without rudder or compass . He must himself be inspired, in

order to know with any security, whether his interpretation is

correct . But as I find no promise of such inspiration to writers

of the present day, I must hold to the laws of language, as one

of the indispensable means of investigating the true and only

sense of the Scriptures .

That a doubleor mystic sense is unnecessary , the reader may

see illustrated in the remarks of Prof. Hahn , to which I have

already referred. Of course it seems, on all these grounds,

to be inadmissible. The appeal to the writers of the New
Testament in order to sanction it , I must think to be entirely

without any good grounds. Consequently I cannot hold with

Calvin , Grotius, Le Clerc, Dathe, Bishop Lowth, and many

others, that the sixteenth Psalm has a historic sense applicable
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to David, and a spiritual sense applicable to the Messiah . One
greater than David is here.

Nor, in thesecond place, can I hold with the rationalist inter

preters, that David only is meant in this Psalm . I have too

much respect for the opinion of Peter and Paul to do so. I can

not receive the accommodation exegesis, which represents them

as taking advantage of the erroneous and ungrounded no

tions of the Jews, in regard to the meaning of the Psalm in ques

tion, in order to persuade them that Christ had actually risen from

the dead ; a persuasion, by the way, which not a few of the ration

alists believe to be as ungrounded as the interpretation itself.

Neither can I admit, with Rosenmüller and De Wette, that

Peter and Paul, although, very sincere in the opinion that the

Psalm under consideration did apply to Christ, yet were alto

gether mistaken as to their views of the sense of the writer .

When I am prepared toadmit this, then must I be prepared to

place the theology of Hesiod, the dreams of the Vedas, the

wild conceits of the Zendavesta , and the hypocrisy and lofty

pretensions of the Koran, side by side with the Jewish Scrip

tures ; and 10 say of the latter what Dr Röhr has in effect

once and again said , “ There is no difference in point of author

ity ; all is the work of fallible men ; all the distinction that can

be made is, that the Jewish Scriptures are less replete with ab

surdities, than any other pretended revelation . '

I quit the modern schools then , and go back to the ancients .

I cannot, indeed , accord with all the particulars of their exege

sis . Far from this ; for how could they explain the very diffi

cult passages in the Psalm under consideration , while they held

principally to the version of the Seventy ? Indeed they hung en

tirely upon this ; with the exception of Jerome, who, however,

does not appear to have availed himself here of his Hebrew

knowledge. But it is one thing to give a skilſul explanation of

minute parts, or particular words and phrases only, where no

thing but a nice observation of the laws of language , and accu

rate acquaintance with the minutiæ of grammatical forms, can

impart ability to satisfy a well informed inquirer. It is another

thing to see and well explain the general scope and intention of

a piece , and to point out its connexion and symmetry.

In regard to this last object, I should choose my lot among

the interpreters of ancient days. All the distinguished men

among them agree , that the Psalm relates to Christ, in his pas

sion and his victory over death and the grave, including hissub

9
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sequent eraltation at the right hand of God. This strikes me

as the best , and only sure interpretation. I can find difficulties

enough in making the application to David alone, to deter me

from it. Peter and Paul long ago found them. And in mak

ing the application to the Messiah, I can select no portion of his

life, in which what he is here represented as saying seems so ap

plicable , as some period not long before his passion and death,

when he may be supposed to have been meditating on these, and

on the consequences which were to ensue. The first instinctive

feeling of bis corporeal nature, was an involuntary sbrinking from

the prospect of suffering ; and a cry to God ( as in v . 1 ), that

he might be preserved or supported under his sorrows, would be

the natural consequence. In like manner the Saviour did actu

ally pour out his sorrows and bis supplications, in the garden of

Gethsemane and on the cross . His devotedness to God, his

love of his own disciples, his abhorrence of all wickedness, the

joy that would be consequent on the work of redemption which

he was about to accomplish, the goodly heritage' that would

be given him ,—all these pass in review before his mind , and

serve to cheer him under the prospect of the agonies to be en

dured . Even death itself, the result of these agonies, was to be

no bar to his triumph . He would burst the gates of the grave,

even before it hadany power to dissolve his body committed to

it . He would rise to a glorious, endless liſe, and be exalted at

the right hand of God, where is full and everlasting joy and

happiness.

Such seems to me to be the general course of thought in Ps.

xvi . One may compare it with Is . LIII ; to which, in some re

spects , it has a great resemblance. There the sufferer, after he

has made expiation by his death, is represented as “ dividing a

portion with the great , and the spoil with the strong," as " see
ing the travail of his soul and being satisfied ," as “ seeing a

seed who should prolong their days, while the pleasure of

the Lord prospers in bis hand.” How much like to the “ lines

falling in pleasant places, and having a goodly heritage” (Ps . 16 :

6) this is, the reader scarcely needs to be informed . The gen

eral course of thought is alike in both . Suffering precedes vic

tory, and reward follows. The reward is the heritage bestowed

upon hin ; and this is no less , than having " the heathen for his

inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for his posses

sion,” Ps. 2 : 8 .

Exactly the same course of thought , also, is presented in Ps.
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XXII ; where, after a description of great sufferings, follow de

clarations respecting the future triumph of the sufferer, in

" the seed that shall serve bim , in the generation to be account

ed to the Lord, in the ends of the earth rememberiug and turn

ing unto God , and all nations worshipping before hiin .”

If we compare Ps. Xl. also, it will be seen there, that in the

midst of complaints and supplications for help, there are strong

expressions of gratitude and joy,resembling those in Ps. xvi .

The course of thought, therefore, in the Psalm before us , is

not singular nor without example . Other Psalms pertaining to

the Messiah, (at least I deem them to be such, and on the like

grounds as Ps. xvi . ) express the like sentiments ; with the ex

ception that they are not equally minute and explicit in regard to

the resurrection of Christ, and his victory over the grave .

Having thus given the views which I entertain of the contents

of Ps. xvi. I shall proceed to assign , more definitely and partic
ularly, the reasons why I feel compelled to refer it to the Mes

siah , and to him alone.

My principal reason , but not my only one, is , that the apostles

Peter and Paul have done the same ; and done it in such a way

as does not seem to be compatible with any other mode of in

terpretation, unless we renounce all deference to the apostles as

the interpreters of Scripture .

Peter, in addressing the Jews on the memorable day of Pen

tecost, adverts to the subject of Christ's crucifixion and death ,

and his consequent resurrection. He then adds (Acts 2: 25) :

" David speaketb concerning bim (Christ) , I foresaw the Lord

always before my face, for he is on my right hand, that I should

not be moved . Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue

was glad ; moreover also, my flesh shallrest in hope ; because

thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, (sixm , cis ödnv, to the

world of the dead ,) neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to

see corruption. Thou hastmade known to me the ways of life,

thou wilt make me full of joy with thy countenance.” This is

a quotation from Ps. 16 : 8–11, in the words employed by the

Seventy in their version .

Having made the quotation, the apostle proceeds to com
ment upon the passage. “ Men and brethren ," says he, “ let .

me freely speak unto you of the patriarch David .” He was

aware that what he was going to say, would be counter to the

prejudices and the interpretation of his hearers ; and so he begs

permission to speak meta naponcias, withfreedom , so as to con
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ciliate their attention . The apostle continues : “ He (David ) is

both dead and buried, and his sepulchre is with us unto this

day ; " i . e . David died , and was buried, and remains still bu

ried, for his sepulchre remains to the present time ; he has never

risen from the dead. All this his Jewish hearers could not de

ny ; and iſ all this was true , how could the sixteenth Psalm re

fer to David ? The apostle evidently maintains that it did not,

and could not ; for he goes on to say, that David “ being a pro

phet, and knowing thatGod had sworn with an oath to him , to

raise up Christ, from the fruit of his loins according to the flesh ,

to sit on his throne ; he (David ) seeing this, spukeof the resur

rection of Christ , that his soul was not left in hell, neither his

flesh did see corruption .” Accordingly the apostle adds, “ This

Jesus hath God raised up , whereof we all are witnesses."

then proceeds to say , that Christ is exalted to the right hand of

God , but that David is not ascended into the heavens.

It has been remarked by Michaelis, that the writers of the

New Testament very seldom undertake by argument to defend

their interpretation of the Jewish Scriptures . This is true ; and

the reason of it seems to be , that this interpretation was usually

such an one as would not be called in question. But in the case

before us , there is evidently an effort on the part of Peter, to de

fend his interpretation, by shewing the absurdity of the common

one, which applied the words of the sixteenth Psalm to David .

· David , ' says he, died, and was buried, and remains so, ' i . e.

he has never risen from the dead. But the Psalm in question

speaks of a resurrection ; and this has been accomplished on

ly in the person of Jesus, whom David, by revelation of the

Spirit, foresaw would rise from the dead , and predicted it in

the words which I have repeated . '

Two things, then , seem to be clear from all this : ( 1 ) That

both Peter and the Jews explained this Psalm as having refer

ence to a resurrection ; or at least to the body being preserved

entire from all the influence of the grave ; and (2 ) That the Jews,

in Peter's time, were accustomed to refer Ps . 16 : 9-11 to Da

vid ; which is the reason why the apostle takes so much pains

to shew the incorrectness of the then usual interpretation . It does

not appear, therefore, that the Jews of that day, although they

applied the Psalm to David, once thought of the exegesis which

their modern descendants have invented, and which, having

been sanctioned by Le Clerc, is now wide spread among ra

tionalist interpreters, viz . that deliverance from great danger and

6
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The apostle Peter's quotaiton .

violent death , is all which the words under consideration mean .

There are traces somewhat plain and striking , of the difficulty

which the ancient Jews found in the interpretation of Ps. 16 : 9

-11 as applied to David , in an ancient traditional saying of

theirs , preserved in Jalkut Shimoni fol. 95. Frankf . edit. " Our

Rabbins," says this Tract, " aver that there are seven persons

over whom the (grave) worms have nopower.” After mentioning

these , viz . Abraham , Isaac , Jacob, Moses, Aaron , Miriam , and

Benjamin, it proceeds : " Some add David to these, because

it stands written of him , My flesh shall rest in safety .”

Here then we see , in this singular tradition , an effort of the

early Jewish Rabbins to get rid of the difficulty which the six

teenth Psalm forced upon them , when interpreted of David. They

never once seem to have thought of the facile expedient of their

successors, and of Christian commentators, to get rid of all this

difficulty by the simple expedient of calling the language figu

rative, and applying it to designate merely deliverance from

danger and sudden death .

It must be too, that Peter's auditors thought as little of this

expedient, as the older Jewish Rabbins who devised the fable

above related . If it had been otherwise , if they had supposed

that the words of the Psalm applied merely to deliverance from

extreme danger, and that Peter might have known this to be so ,

how obvious would have been the reply to his reasoning or ar

gumentation, which Michaelis says they might well havemade :

“ With all your pretended sincerity, you are a mere hypo
crite , and are aiming to blind the unlearned multitude. You

pretend that the Psalm has reference to a resurrection , and is

capable of no other meaning ; whereas it plainly means nothing

more than deliverance from great danger ; which David , its au

thor, very often experienced .” What Peter could have replied

to this, it is difficult, assuming the ground of recent interpreters,

for me to imagine.

We have sufficiently seen , how far Peter and his contemporaries

were , from the modern exegesis of this Psalm . But is Peter

the only one of all the apostles who entertained such an opinion ?

We may be reminded , that there are things related of this apos

tle, which shew that he was capable of error. Once he denied

his master ; once he dissembled, and was reproved openly by

Paul for so doing, Gal . 2 : 11–14. Did Paul agree with bim ,

in the explanation of the passage under examination ?

The answer to this question is found in Acts 13 : 29—37.
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Paul here speaks to the Jews, as Peter did , concerning the re

surrection of Christ . He appeals to the same text , vs. 34, 35 .

He is even more explicit, if this can be supposed, than Peter, in

shewing the impossibility of applying that Psalm to David . “ Da

vid ,” says he, “ after he had served his own generation , by the will

of God fell asleep, and was laid unto his fathers, and saw corrup

tion ; but he whom God raised up saw no corruption .”

What then is the inference ? Why plainly, that the Psalm

cannot possibly be applied to David, but is capable of being

referred only to the Messiah , over whom the grave had no

power.

Here also, as in the former case , the apostle has clearly to con

tend against the interpretation of his hearers ; for he produces

reasons to show the impossibility of such an interpretation as they

maintained . Here, moreover, all double sense of the Psalm is

entirely excluded . Otherwise the apostle need not have oppos

ed the interpretation of his kinnsmen after the flesh . He might

have said : True, brethren, the first and obvious meaning of

the Psalm , has reference to David ; but there is a higher and

spiritual sense which can reſer only to the Messiah, and was ful

filled only in him . This is the one on which I depend for ar
gument.

Nor could the Jews of that day have objected to his giving a

double sense to the words ; for this was a practice so common

among them , in many cases , that one cannot well imagine they

could have objected to it in the reasoning of Paul .

The double sense of Ps. xvi . then, is as much out of ques

tion , if Peter and Paul are to be our guides, as the literal

application of it to David is. They admit neither the one nor

the other. And indeed, both appear to be equally foreign from

the meaning of the Psalmist and bis inspired expositors. The

latter see only a greater than David , in all that is said .

We may find some good reason to believe, also, that the

apostles, at least Peter, derived their interpretation directly from

the Saviour himself. After the resurrection of Jesus, he appeared

to two of bis disciples, as they were going from Jerusalem to

Emmaus, and explained to them the Scriptures which have

reference to bis death and resurrection . “ Beginning at Moses

and all the prophets ," says the evangelist, “ he expounded unto

them, in all the Scriptures, the things concerning himself , " Luke

24 : 27. Afterwards Jesus appeared in the midst of his disci
ples, and said : “ These are the words which I spake unto you,
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while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled,which

were written in the law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the

Psalms, concerning me. Then opened he their understand

ings, that they might understand the Scriptures, and said unto

them , thus it is written , and thus it behoved Christ to suffer

and to rise from the dead on the third day ,” Luke 24 : 44–46 .

Now in what part of the Psalms, or indeed of the Old Tes

tament, is there any passage which has so explicit a reference

to the resurrection of Christ, as Ps. 16 : 9–11 ? I know of

none ; and as Peter and Paul apply this directly to his resur

rection, and Peter does this only a few days after the exposi

tion of the Sriptures given by Christ as above related , and re

lies wholly upon it as establishing his point, may we not well

suppose, that in the interpretation of the apostle we have that

of his Master ? I cannot help thinking this to be a very probable

and reasonable conclusion .

The matter comes then to this ; either we are to give up the

apostles and their Master, as guides in expounding the word of

God , or we must renounce the interpretation which applies the

sixteenth Psalm to David . In other words, we must renounce

their inspiration and infallibility in matters of religion , or re

nounce the old Jewish exegesis , which they have directly con

troverted . If Le Clerc , Rosenmüller , Eichhorn, Ruperti, De

Wette, Gesenius, and others, have chosen , and do choose, the

ſormer ; I may be permitted to choose the latter .

Let us suppose now for argument's sake, that the words

of the Psalm are in themselves capable of either interpreta

tion , of being applied to David or to Christ,—a supposition

which may be admitted without any violent improbability, that

can be urged against either part of the alternative,-and the

question is, What interpretation shall be given to it ? In what

way are we to come at the decision of this question ? Is

no weight to be attributed to the opinion of Peter and Paul ?

I cannot see why we should not pay some deference to it ;

even if we set aside the inspiration of the apostles, as most of

the neological interpreters in fact do . For whatever may be

said of the learning of Peter, it will not be contended that Paul,

brought up at the feet of Gamaliel , and most thoroughly versed

in all the rabbinical lore of the day, did not understand Hebrew

well enough to know what the idiom of the Psalm would bear.

I can see no reason why, as a mere Rabbi, as much deference

is not due to him, as to Maimonides, and Aben Ezra, and Kim
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chi . On this ground , therefore, there would seem to be no

very solid reason for confidence in the interpretation , which re
fers the Psalm to David .

But I would go further, and say that the words of Ps. 16 :

9–11 do more naturally and easily relate to a resurrection ,

than to preservation from danger . In the latter case , we are

obliged to make them figurative; I will not say beyond example

figurative, for there are examples which approach somewhat

near . But in the former case , there is a plain , easy , and natu

ral explanation of the whole, when applied, after the mannerof

the apostles, to the resurrection of Jesus. This can never be

denied. Whatever difficulties may be found in the application

to the Messiah, they lie not in the words of the Psalm ; they

lie in doubts about the actual existence of the spirit of prophe

cy ; they lie in doubts as to the authority of the apostles , to

bind us in any case of interpretation which thwarts our own

particular views.

But I will even suppose, that there are difficulties belonging

to the words of Ps. xvi . difficulties which I find myself wholly

unable to remove, either bymy own efforts, or by the aid of

critics and commentators. What is to be done in this case ?

Am I to set myself in opposition to the opinion of Paul and

Peter, because I cannot see clearly how they came to maintain

such an opinion ? In answer to this , the reader will permit me

to introduce a paragraph from Michaelis' Collegium * on this

Psalm . It is as follows.

“ I believe that one may rely with full confidence on the au

thorized interpreters, Peter and Paul . Their divine mission is

confirmed bymiracles, which are great and incapable of being

contradicted ; and therefore all suspicion of mere imagination

or deceit falls away. But supposing now that I could not see

the internal evidence, on the ground of which the Psalm is to

be appropriated to Christ ; I should then be disposed to accuse

my ignorance of a language that had long been dead . I should

say to myself, “ There are so many things in this dead lan

guage, which thou knowest not, that it must be an easy mat
ter for thee to be deceived . There may be many a phrase,

and many a word , which thou knowest only by an etymology

that leaves the meaning doubtful, or gives diverse meanings,

$

* Critisches Collegium über die drey wichtigsten Psalmen von Christo ,

Franckf. u . Gött. 1759,
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which by the usus loquendi of the living language, signified per

haps the very thing that the apostles understood it as meaning.

It is better, therefore, for thee to follow these unerring guides.

In the very first verses of the Psalm , yea , in the title itself,

occur many dark words ; perhaps in these very words, a more

perfect knowledge of the language would find an easy solution
of all doubts . "

Michaelis pursues the subject still farther ; but I have quoted

enough for my present purpose. I cannot refrain , however,

from adding what he says of Le Clerc , and of his interpretation .

" I believe I could show the advantage of such an exegetical

modesty, (a duty which I prescribe to myself,) to as good ad

vantage here, as in almost any part of the Scriptures. Le

Clerc ... has not practised it , but set his own exegesis in array

against that of the apostles. He had no good reason to do so.
His knowledge of the Hebrew is so slight, and of the other

oriental languages, necessary to illustrate the Hebrew, such a

mere nothing ( so gar nichts ) , that he must in truth have been

inspired , if he could discover the true sense of half the passa

ges which the apostles quote out of the Old Testament.”

After mentioning that various readings are to be found of

the text in Ps . XVI. and saying that Le Clerc ought at least to

have had some reference to these, before he decided against the

interpretation of the apostles, he proceeds : “ Since however

the unlearned Le Clerc — for so I hold him to be in matters of

oriental philology - supposes nothing of all this, but understands

the Psalm better than the unerring interpreters of it, who , par

ticularly Paul , must have understood the original of the Psalm

( if we consider the thing merely more humano) much better

than himself ; he seems to melike a pupil of Gesner's, who

should express his astonishment, that a passage in Cicero should
be explained by his master in a different way from that in which

he himself had explained it . .... I hold Le Clerc, compared

with Paul, whether in a natural or supernatural way, as not

quite a match for Gesner's pupil , and that this comparison is

honourable and flattering to this commentator. ” Collegium

p . 7 seq .

I am the more willing to introduce this passage from Michae

lis , because it may serve to correct, or at least modify, in some

good measure, the extravagant opinion that has spread far and

wide, about the attainments of Le Clerc as a biblical scholar.

His classical learning was indeed fine. His Ars Critica exhib

-10
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its also, what fine taste and powers of mind he possessed. But

as to a deep and radical knowledge ofHebrew idiom, and of the

kindred languages, Michaelis, it must be owned , is nearly if not

altogether in the right. Indeed , Michaelis is not apt to condemn

with severity ; never, when extensive erudition is manifested . But

the severity in the case now presented, consists mainly in the

fact that what is said has its basis in the truth . Men who do

not understand Hebrew well , may contradict this ; men who do,
will be the last to call it in question .

I will add only, that if Michaelis himself had always exhibit

ed the modesty' which he here so justly commends, as to

going beyond Peter and Paul, or counter to them , it had been

been happy for the church , and for his own reputation.

But strength of imagination , and the love of paradox, have

sometimes carried him into regions, where, if a disciple of Le

Clerc were to meet hirn; he might express his astonishment, and

apply his reproof, in language as strong as Michaelis has used

in respect to the Dutch critic.

Bui to return . My second reason for applying the Psalm

under consideration to the Messiah is, that I find the exegesis

more easy and natural throughout, when interpreted in this way,

than in any other. I have already made a remark of the same

tenor, in regard to vs. 9–11 . What I now would say , is , that

the same thing is true of the tout ensemble of the Psalm, which

is one consistent whole, and applies only to one person .

How Dr. Steudel could find, (as he does in Progr. Disquis. in

Ps. 16 : 8-11 , ) that the writer , in v . 8 , exchanges his own per

son for that of the Messiah, I do not well see. What is this ,

but to give a double sense in one of its most objectionable

forms ? It is , indeed , very convenient to apply one part of a

Psalm literally, and another spiritually, to different persons,

where a different interpretation would cost trouble ; but the ex

pediency of doing so, is a matter of very serious question.

There is most evidently but one person throughout the Psalm.

It either relates to David only , or to the Messiah only. It is

joined indissolubly together ; and what God has thus joined ,

man ought not to put asunder. I can never doubt, that from

beginning to end , one and the same person speaks ; and this

person I believe to be the Messiah .

With this view of the subject, I proceed to the particular ver

bal exegesis of the Psalm under consideration ; a portion of

Scripture truly replete, at least the first part of it, with verbal
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difficulties, as all well informed interpreters of every class fully

acknowledge. As my design is to give in some good measure a

complete, and not a mere cursory, exhibition of the philology

of the Psalm, I would hope that the reader, who desires to be

more fully informed and satisfied, than he can be by mere short

hints, will not be impatient with the minuteness and particularity
of my investigation. What is worth doing, is worth doing well,

provided one has the power to do so . I do not vindicate to my

self this power ; but I fully acknowledge the obligation to make

what efforts I can , to accomplish the end in view . General

notes and general hints impart general knowledge only ; and

this is not sufficient for any one who desires to be either a solid

interpreter or theologian

My plan for the remainder of the present dissertation is , first to

exhibit a translation of the Psalm ; next to explain the Hebrew

words and phrases of it,and vindicate the rendering given to them ;

and lastly , to examine the principal objections made in modern

times, against the interpretation which applies the whole to the
Messiah .

PSALM XVI.

Michtam . A Psalm of David .

1. Preserve me, O God !

For in there do I seek a refuge .

2. (My soul,) thou hast said to Jehovah, Thou art the Lord ;

Source of my happiness ! There is none beside thee.

3. In respect to the saints who are on the earth ,

The excellent, all my delight is in them .

4. They shall multiply their sorrows,

Who have hastened another way ;

I will not pour out their libations of blood,

Nor will I take their names upon my lips.

5. Jehovah is my allotted portion and my cup,

Thou wilt render my
lot secure.

6. A heritage in goodly places has fallen to me,

Yea, (my) inheritance is well-pleasing to me.
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Yea, my

7. I will bless Jehovah who careih for me,

Yea, by night my reins admonish me (to bless him ).

8. I set Jehovah continually before me ;

Because he is at my right hand, I am not moved .

9. Therefore my heart rejoiceth , and my soul exulteth ,

flesh shall rest with confidence.

10. For thou wilt not leave me to the grave,

Nor suffer thine Holy One to see corruption .

11. Thou wilt shew me the path of life,

In thy presence is fulness of joy ,

At thy right hand are pleasures for evermore .

Verse 1. In the title of this Psalm a word occurs (Erze),

which has given occasion to almost boundless speculation, ety

mology , and conjecture. It is not my design, here or elsewhere

in my notes on the Hebrew text, to give a particular history of

what has been said respecting each word and phrase, by com

mentators of all ages and nations, and to refute the manifest er

rors into which some of them may have fallen. I shall , in gen

eral , mention such opinions only as have a claim to be examin

ed , and which are entitled at least to our consideration , if not to

our approbation .

In tracing the etymology of sman , we look of course either to

the verb ona, or the noun enz.Unfortunately, neither of these

give us any good satisfaction. The verb occurs but once ; and

this is in Niphal Jer . 2 : 22 , where it evidently means to be

spotted , i . e . to have a mark or spot on one's self; as we say

in English, he has a black mark. The same verb has the same

meaning in Chaldee and Syriac ; where also the noun ona means
spot, mark, macula .

In Arabic,wefare no better as to etymology. The verb mais
means to hide or conceal. This helps us, indeed , to explain' the

poetic onz , rendered gold, choice gold ; because it points to that

treasure which was carefully hidden or concealed, viz . gold ; as

it still is in the East, unto this very day , in pits, in unsuspected

places, etc. ?

Notsatisfactorily, we may answer. Still Aben Ezra (by a

hint ) , Kimchi , Solomon Ben Melek, Luther, Geier, Le Clerc,

and others have rendered onza , golden , golden jewel, gold,

منک

Butםָּתכמ? how does this explain
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Verse 1 .

etc. after the analogy of onz ; and this sense of one has been

compared to the zovoašnn, the golden verses, of Pythagoras, or

to the movoai yvõuai of Democritus. But why the six Psalms

(xvi . LVI.—LX.) having the title in question should be golden

rather than many others in the book of Psalons, one would find it

difficult to say . Most evidently they are not superior to others

in the excellence of their composition, or in the nature of their

subjects. Some of them , indeed, ( as Ps. xvi . ) have a most

exalted theme, the triumph of Christ over death and hell ; but

some other Psalms also have kindred themes ; and many of

them are more attractive , considered merely in a rhetorical point

of view , than Psalms lvi.—LX.

Inviting therefore as the version golden is, at first view, and

especially so because of its analogy to one , we caynot see any

good reason why this title should have been given , with design

ed significancy, to all the Psalms which bear it .

As to the opinion of some ancient Rabbins and of Aquila

and Symmachus who divided upon into two words, and made

of it je and on , humble and upright, or humble and blameless ;

it does not deserve refutation. If we may first make the text

into what we please, and then transpose its order, it is true

enough that any critical difficulties whatever can be managed

without much trouble. These critics have done both ; for 72

and on are not onza ; and if they were adjectives (as they

make them to be) , they must of course stand after 777' , which

these writers make them qualify, and not before it, as they now

do ; see Heb. Grammar $ 452 .

There remains, however, three other suppositions in respect

to ena ?, which must be briefly examined.

Among the ancients, there is a remarkable union in respect

to the sense of it . The Seventy and Theodotion translate it

oinaoyoagia, inscription on a monument, epitaph, Grabschrift,

as Michaelis renders it , without being, however, entirely author

ised to do so by the word onioyoaqla. The Vulgate and Je

rome (Jerome did not translate anew the book of Psalms) , ren
der it titulus, or inscriptio tituli, which mean the same as the

Greek ornioyoagia . Jerome bas commented on this meaning :

" Tres sunt tituli , qui scribuntur : Unus super tumulos mortuo

rum ; alius , in liminibus civitatum , vel domorum ; tertius , in vic

toria regis.” In respect to this last, which was an inscription

on some durable monument, celebrating the victory of a king,

Jerome adds : “ Hic ergo ( in titulo Ps. xvi.) de titulo victoriae
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inscriptio rectd , or,אָציִרתאָפיִלְגhaving rendered it,םָּתְכִמ

any at

regis dicit ;" i.e. the Psalmist speaks of the victory of the king

Messiah, and bro ? is designed to show that such is the subject
matter of the Psalm .

Even the Chaldee interpreter seems to have so understood

, , ,
inscriptio erecta , as Michaelis and ' Rosenmüller translate it ,

with some latitude indeed, but possibly ad sensum .

Could now all these interpreters, each having a knowledge

of the original Hebrew, have so much mistaken the meaning of

oran ? Could they, in merely guessing, have all guessed so

much alike ? I must confess, with Michaelis, that I do not well

see how to get away from the evidence that onze does mean

inscriptio, or titulus ; nor from the opinion of Jerome, that it is

here a titulus victoriae. I am the more embarrassed in

tempt to throw away this interpretation , because the other

Psalms which have enor in their title , are all énuvinia, Psalms

of victory, in one form or another ; as the reader may easily see,

by turning to them . Certainly , this is a circumstance which de

serves notice .

To all this we may add , that the opinion of recent critics,

viz . that area is equivalent to anza writing (Is. 38 : 9 ) , and

especially song, would nearly coincide with the above ornaoyua

qia. The ground of this last opinion, held by Rosenmüller,

Gesenius, Winer, and others, is, that the letters 5 and 22 are fre

quently exchanged in words of the same import; e. g . 713??

, ; , ;

727 Chald. time, etc. If it apply to ona, it would make but a

small departure from the version of the ancient translators in

question. Rosenmüller, indeed, objects to the meaning oin

hoyoagia, because he thinks that it is not probable so long com

positions as Psalms xvi. LVI.—Lx. were inscribed on brass or

stone ; Comm . in Psalm . I. p . LI. But is it necessary to suppose

them actually to be inscribed ? I take the title to mean, what

might be inscribed, a triumphal song, an črevixiov. And even

if the title means an actual inscription, ( would it not be strange,

however, to put omara insuch a sense , on an actual orñãos ? ) yet I

do not feel the force of his objection. Look at the inscriptions

on the monuments of ancient Egypt, e . g. the one found at Ro

setta , which gave rise to the discovery of a hieroglyphic alpha

bet ; and it is easy to decide, that the objection of Rosenmüller

cannot havemuch weight.

I must subscribe , then , on the whole, to the ornioyoagia of
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the Seventy, as the proper translation of onan . But whether it

was placed here by the author of the Psalm , in order to desig

nate the matter of the Psalm ; or whether it was designed as a
name of the measure of his verse , or of the music to which it

was set , or of the musical instrument by which the singing of it

was to be accompanied, (many Psalms have such inscriptions )

it would be difficult to say. Jarchi, Aben Ezra , and others have

regarded the last supposition as the most probable. So thought

Calvin . I do not see any imperious reason for dissent ; at least,

no certain and well-grounded reason can be given . Even if we

translate ΕΞn by στηλογραφία or επινίκιον, as I am inclined to

do, it does not stand in the way of this supposition.

may conclude, then , that the most probable sense of the

word onan, is orndoygaqia or inscriptio ; but whether it is in

tended to designate the condition of the writing, the character or

subject of it, or the measure or music of it -- who can tell ? No

one with certainty ; yel from the fact that all the Psalms which

bear this title, are, in one form or another, inuvixia or triumphal

songs, it does seem most probable that Jerome has hit the mark

in bis titulus victoriae.

77 , genitivus auctoris, asgrammarians say. So authorship

is denoted throughout the Psalms. On this ground , we may as

sign Ps. LXXII . to Solomon as its author, because it has a

prefixed to it . The Hebrew often employed before a geni

tive, i . e . to indicate that a noun held the relation of a genitive

case, either after some noun expressed , or some one understood .

When he wished to avoid a repetition of the status constructus

too often , he put in a genitive designated by . The most com

mon use of in such a relation , is to prefix it to nouns where

possession or belonging to is indicated, as67705697 , the

tents of the robbers ; 12 , son of Jesse ; or where time is

designated, as in the 600th year of Noah's life ; or

where another word intervenes after a construct form , which is

, ? ,

the Chronicles of the kings of Israel . Thereareotherniceties

of construction in regard to this use of , which are well exbib

ited by Ewald, in his Hebrew grammar. The idea that a geni

tive case in Hebrew, can be made only by the status constructus,

is altogether groundless. This is the dependent genitive, so to

speak ; while that formed by ş is a kind of independent geni

tive ; as in the case before us, which is a genitive, without a

previous construct state . As to be, it may be construed in

moreלֵאָרְׂשִייֵכְלַמְלםיִמָּיַהיֵרְבִּד, intimately connected with it ,as
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dependently of 777 , and probably it should be so construed

here, i . e . it should be regarded as the title of the Psalm per se ,

for in Psalms LVI .—LIX. inclusively, bnar stands after 777 ,

thus showing plainly that it has no definite relation to it . So

here, the probable word implied before 1777 is 727za.

For the sake of the young student, who is anxious to extend

his acquaintance with the grammatical niceties of the Hebrew, it

may be remarked here, that the genitive with is a kind of free

or upshackled one . Thus the Hebrew could say , either 27

0979 , loving slumber, or 093 0.7 . Such a choice in poetry ,

was doubtless a matter of great convenience. So he could

make a genitive independently of any preceding noun, as in our

text, and say simply 777 of David, when 777 would have

meant nothing more than David. In the same way the Arabi

ans use a auctoris. In the last edition of Gesenius' Hebrew

Lexicon ,however, all these cases are solved by giving to the

sense of through, by, when it stands before the efficient cause of

any thing ; a solution , which if well grounded, commends itself

to all by its simplicity.

72 .... ?720 , preserve me, O God ! for in thee do I seek a

refuge. The verb ??? * , is in the imperative here, notwith

standing the Methegh after the Qamets, and is to be read shỏm

rē-ni (not shā -měré -ni); Heb. Gramm . $ 66 note .
Such a re

mark inay be deemed superfluous ; but as an apology for it, I

observe , that no less a critic than Michaelis here reads shā-marē

ni, and makes a new conjugation (1983 ) , like the third conju

gation in Arabic , in order to get at this form in the perfect tense.

He could not have noted the cases of Qamets with Methegh ,

where it is clearly to be read as short 0 ; see the note referred
to above .

As to the meaning of 772 , it may, with equal fidelity to the

Hebrew, be rendered preserve me, or watch over me, keep me

in remembrance. Either of these senses will fit the passage. We

may suppose the Saviour, in prospect of the agonies before him ,

to be filled , for the moment, with distressing anxiety, like to that

which he endured in the garden of Gethsemane, and to utter his

earnest supplication that God would regard him, or remember

him , or watch over him, i . e . so regard him as to be a very

present help in time of need .' It matters little which of these

versions we choose. The supplication goes to the simple point

of being so watched over as to be sustained , and kept from sink

ing, when the hour of trial should come. And surely nothing
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can be more appropriate than such a prayer in the mouth of the

Saviour, under circumstances such as have been noted .

To render 72 mont , I have trusted in thee , does not give the

full force of the Hebrew original. 709 means to seek a refuge,

to seek protection in any one, by resorting to him . The colour

ing of the Hebrew , therefore, is here of anicer shade, it is more

appropriate to the circumstances of the speaker, than what is rep

resented by our general word trust .

If the reader feels any objection to such a prayer being utter

ed by the Saviour, he is desired to answer the question , Wheth

er the Saviour did actually pray at all ? And if he did , was his

prayer a request that God would grant any thing ? And if so,

was this acknowledging his dependence for the thing ? In other

words, and in order to remove all difficulty, had Jesus truly and

properly a human nature ? If so , then so far as this was con

cerned, he was dependent; he prayed , he suffered, he lived , he

died , as human nature must. He did not die as God over all,

but as ó a man of sorrows. ' He did not pray as God over all,

but as one “ poor and needy, ' although possessing all things ; as

one who, having truly taken our nature upon him , felt its wants,

was agitated with its fears , and truly suffered its sorrows . And

if any one could ever sincerely aver, that he went to God for

protection, or looked to him for refuge, Jesus above all others

could do this.

Verse 2. 28, an offendiculum criticorum to past and pres

ent interpreters. The sum of all that need to be said , may be

briefly said . We may read it as it stands , in the 2 pers. fem . of

the praeter tense, and suppose up my soul to be understood ;

or we may point it m7z2x , as of the first pers. sing. and translate

it, I have said.

Most of the recent critics incline to the latter ; and so almost

all the ancients have translated it , as the Seventy, Jerome, the

Syriac, the Arabic , the Vulgate, etc. The Chaldee alone has

preserved the second person. Twenty of Kennicott's manu

scripts also read mrs. But with all this evidence before us ,

it seems to methat may must be retained , by the sound laws

of criticism . It is, as Schnurrer has justly observed, a sound

law, that of two readings, the one is to be preferred which

might most easily originate the other, but from which the other

could not well be derived . ' So here, it is very easy to see , bow

the ancient translators could render I have said, and how modern

transcribers could write m2 ; because it is so obviously ad

11
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intoָּתְעַדָי:

sensum. But when moza , is so perfectly plain and facile, how

could any one ever think of putting 772 in its room , " lectio

difficilior et valde rara ; ' one indeed , in some respects , almost if

not quite without an example ?

On these grounds, and because the Chaldee translator most

certainly foundme in his text , and the great body of Hebrew

manuscripts exhibit it, it must be preferred. I acknowledge, that

the pointing 1272x is a possible one; for cases we have, where

the final Yodb is actually omitted in the first person singular;

e. g . Ps. 140: 13. Job 42: 2 mois . Ezek. 16 : 59 mW . But

the first two of these three examples, may be of the very same

nature as the one before us , in case the punctuation be changed

:

But if we read 72 , how shall we defend or support the

reading ? I answer, the only difficulty is , the ellipsis of up .

That the Hebrew was accustomed to address his soul i . e . him

sell, there can be no doubt ; e . g. O my soul, come not thou into

their secret , Gen. 49 : 6 . O my soul , thou hast trodden down

strength, Judg . 5 : 21 . Why art thou cast down, O mysoul,

Ps . 42 : 5 , 11. Ps. 43 : 5. Ps. 103 : 1. So elsewhere often .

That the Hebrew often used soul, in the same manner as we

do self, need not be shewn ; as one cannot escape knowing it,
who merely opens an English concordance on the word soul.

But the Hebrew nation was not the only one which employs, or

have employed, this word in the like manner. So Homer, speak

ing of Ulysses, Od . v. 17 .

Στήθος δε πλήξας, κραδίην ηνίπαπε μύθω,

Τέτλαθι δη, κραδίη, και κύντερον άλλο ποτ' έτλης .

Striking his breast , he chided his heart with these words : Bear

it , heart, for thou hast endured worse things than these .' So

also Pindar, Olymp. I. 5 .

Ει δ ' άεθλα γαρύειν

" Ελδεαί, φίλον ήτορ .

If , my dear soul, thou desirest to celebrate the rewards obtain

ed by contest . '

The only difficulty that remains, then, as to the much con

tested 9728, is, whether the word nie my soul can be omitted,
in addresses of this nature ?

That the omission is exceedingly rare , all concede ; so much

so , that inany are led entirely to deny it . But others believe

6

6
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that examples of it do occur ; and these must be suggested, in

order to remove our difficulty .

In 2 Sam . 13 : 39 we find 777, son and David ceased or

omitted , where the verb is the 3 pers. fem . apoc . fut. Piel of

a, while 777 of course is a noun of the masculine gender.

Michaelis proposes to cut the knot, by introducing a new He

brew verb into the lexicon , viz.bon , like the Arabic jus, he
desisted ; an expedient to which he is exceedingly prone. That

this is a possible solution, must be admitted ; that it is a proba

ble one, can hardly be maintained. The idea of omitting or

desisting, is one of so frequent occurrence in the Scriptures ,

that it would be almost marvellous, in case the Hebrews did use

a verb son, that neither this verb, nor any derived form of it

whatever, should any where be found in the whole compass of

the Hebrew Bible . We must then , (which seems more proba

ble. ) admit that pa is to be supplied as the nominative to sam!;

and if so , it is a case in point, and affords an analogy for the one

before us.

Schnurrer also appeals to Ps. 137 : 5 ???? 72'n , which he

would render, obliviscatur (anima mea , nupe) dextrae meae.

But this is too doubtful a phrase to be much insisted on .
It is

more simple here, to change the punctuation , and read han

, letmy right hand be forgotten.

The Arabic affords some better examples of the omission of

ver . Like the Hebrews, the Arabians use this word in number

less cases for self, selves, person, etc. So they say, when they

wish to express the idea that a person is very dear to them :

“ Letmy soul be thy ransom ," or " " Let my soul redeem thee, ”

i.e. Let me die in your stead , or I am willing to die in your stead . '

There does not seem, as Rossenmüller has remarked, to be

any good reason why a word so often and familiarly used, can

not, like other words of a similar nature , be occasionally omit

ted. Accordingly, he produces an example from Atnabites, an

ancient Arabian poet, preserved by Abulfeda in his Annales

Moslem . I. p . 306, which runs thus : Dico , quoties pavida

trepidat, Acquiesce ! celebraberis, aut requiesceris; where

ve, his soul, is plainly addressed in the second person fem .( so

it is in Arabic ), although the word itself is omitted. This then

seems to be a case of usage exactly in point . And although we

must concede, that the ellipsis of uns in such a case is exceeding

ly rare, yet that it does exist, seems probable from the case un

der examination , and from the other cases produced to confirm it .

יִניִמְי,
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by making aלַכְּתַודִוָּד,and solves ,as we have seen,ְּתְרַמָא

Michaelis himself , who contends earnestly against reading

, , a

new verb 328, unconsciously affords , almost on the very pages

where he is exclaiming against the possibility of such an ellipsis

in any language, an example of exactly the same nature , in bis

own composition. He is speaking of the modesty and diffidence

with which a man ought to write and speak , when his opinion

would thwart the exegesis of the New Testament writers. “ I

should think thus, ” says he, “ There are so many things in this

dead language (the Heb .) which thou knowest not— how easy it

must be for thee to err here .” This is a clear case of ellipsis in

regard to the very word in question, soul, self; for who means

either. This only shews, that system and theory may be one

thing , while practice is another .

1972, the Lord, i . e . Jehovah, the only true God . Instead

of this, the ancientChaldee version , the Syriac, the Septuagint,

the Vulgate, and Jerome, read or 1978 , my Lord. This

is easily accounted for, inasmuch as the text of the earliest of

these translators was unpointed, and the rest followed the Septu

agint. The distinction between 7 which is exclusively ap

propriated to designate Jehovah, and 1378 or 9278 which desig

nates a master, lord, or possessor, must be familiar to every He

brew student. That is the appropriate word here, there

can scarcely be room to doubt. The true God is placed in op

position to all idols, comp. v . 4. Ilis bigliest supremacy the speak

er here intends to acknowledge. It is no valid objection to 37 ,

that it makes a repetition, viz. I have said to Jehovah thou art

Jehovah ; for ( 1 ) in the Hebrew , this repetition does not occur

in form , the two words being 77793 and 27 ; and ( 2) the idea ,
that Jehovah is here asserted to be is, supreme Lord, only

living and true God, needs no gloss and no amendinent to ren

der it perfectly proper, and harmonious with the sequel .

.

It would weary the patience of writer and reader, to detail one

half of the speculations upon them . He who wishes to see these

drawn out somewhat at length , may consult Rosenmüller on

the passage. I shall notice but one interpretation, besides those

which I think may be tolerably well supported. This is an an

cient one, and has been adopted by many modern critics. My
goodness extendeth not to thee. So in effect the Seventy ;

ότι των αγαθών μου ου χρείαν έχεις , which Eusebius , Augus
tine, and Jerome (in Breviaro in Psalmos) have followed. The

.lhavebeen a real cruz interpretemָךיֶלָעלַּביִתָבֹוטThe words
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meaning of this is explained to be, either that God stands in no

need of our services, or that our happiness is bestowed by bim

without any merit on our part, which lays him under obligation ;

all of which is sufficiently foreign to the connexion of the piece,

and the design of the writer. Jerome has even ventured to sug

gest, that the incarnation, passion , resurrection , etc. of Christ

may be meant by 'naio ; all which were designed for the church ,

Dep?, and not for God the Father.

It is a sufficient answer to all this, that it is out of place .

The speaker is expressing his entire subjection and devotedness

to God . A clause on merit , or rather want of merit , in respect

to good works , interrupts the whole course of thought.

Most commentators, therefore, have inclined to interpret

mais as having respect to the goodness or happiness bestowed

on the speaker , not of the good conduct or deeds which he has

exhibited .

Passing by various expositions of the phrase, where anaio

is thus passively understood, I propose only those of them

which seem to me capable of being supported. The first is
suggested by the version of Symmachus, αγαθόν μοι ουκ έστιν

ärev gov, Ihave no happiness without thee . So Jerome in his

version, Bene mihi non est sine te . So the Chaldee interpreter,

,

thee ; and to the same purpose, the Syriac. To the same pur

pose also, Schnurrer, Rosenmüller, De Wette, Gesenius, Winer,

and others ; mea felicitas nil sine te, or nihil quidquam prae

ter te , my happiness is nothing without thee , or besides thee.

In support of this rendering, instances are produced in which

by means praeter, besides, i . e. beyond , over, or (exactly as we

say in English) over and above. The instances directly in

point for this signification , are Gen. 31 : 50. Deut. 19 : 9. But

other cases may be produced in which 3y means over and

above in the sense of more than , e. g . Gen. 48: 22. Deut . 28 : 1 .

Ecc . 1:16 . Job 23: 2 ; exactly as the Greek tréo and nagu

with the accusative. So also Sy is employed, in denoting the

idea of accession or adjunction ; e . g. “ I fear lest he (Esau )

....will smite box, the mother with the children , or the
mother besides the children , i . e . both mother and children,

Gen. 32 : 12. See the like usage in Ex. 35 : 22. Judg. 15 : 8.
Ezek . 16 : 37. Amos 3 : 15. In all these cases , by signifies ac

cession, i . e . something over and above , more than, besides, the
thing first mentioned .

my happiness is not given eccept by,ְךָּכִמרַבאָביִהְיְתִמאליִתָביִט
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1

We come, then , virtually to the meaning ävev oov , as given

by Symmachus, for me , and render the whole phrase ihus,

My happiness is nothing without thee , i . e . Thou art the su

preme source of all my good ,' or · All my happiness is compara

tively nothing without thee.'

These words, in the mouth of Jesus, would certainly be very

appropriate. Who ever trusted in God as he did ? Who ever

loved God ,and rejoiced in him , to such a degree ? Who then

could ever so appropriately say, ' God is my chief or supreme
delight ?

But although I can easily acquiesce in such a version , espe

cially as the sense is good and congruous, still another transla

tion seems to me altogether possible , which I have seen in no

critic , ancient or modern . One may divide the Hebrew text

so as to translate thus ; and in perfect accordance, too , with the

accents as they now stand :

Thou hast said to Jehovah, the Lord art thou,

Source ofmyjoy ! there is none above thee .

That is , there is no Lord above or besides thee, and no source

of happiness above or besides thee ; thus making 757 re

late to both of the preceding clauses , instead of making it relate

only to the latter. " In regard to the sense here given to 'nais ,

the reader has only to compare Ps. 18 : 3 (2 ) “ The Lord is

my rock , my fortress .. my strength , my buckler...my high

tower.” Só Ps. 27 : 1 " The Lord is my light ... the strength

of my life,” etc. He may also compare the declaration of the

Saviour, " I am the way, the truth , and the life,” John 14 : 6 ;

which plainly means, “ I am he who points out the way, the

teacher of truth, the author of life .' So 'naio , author of my

joy or happiness.

The meaning thus given , is , Jehovah is supreme Lord, and

the chief source of all my happiness. There is none above

him ; I acknowledge none to compare with him ;' a sentiment

which accords well with the sequel in v . 4 , where the speaker

disclaims all subjection to false gods, and expresses his thorough

detestation of them . It accords, also, with vs. 5 , 6 seq . so

that one may almost say , that v. 2 contains the text or theme,

of which the rest of the Psalm is only an illustration or enlarge

ment. I do not observe that any of the critics have noted this

internal arrangement of the composition.

Verse 3. bpip , either to ihe saints, rois dylois, or as to

the saints. In the latter case, bruin would be regarded and
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rendered as in the nominative absolute, or as equivalent to that ;

or, if one should prefer it , as equivalent to an accusative used

after the manner of the Greek accusative preceded by nará.

As I prefer the latter of the two versions, I shall endeavour to

illustrate and support it, before I proceed to exhibit other views

respecting the word in question.

It is a well known fact, in Hebrew grammar, that cases occur

in the Old Testament , in which the usual sign of the dative

case , or of the genitive, sometimes stands before the nomina

tive ; e. g. 1 Chron . 3 : 2 bibeag . , the third (was)

Absalom ; comp. 2 Sam . 3 : 3 , where the same phrase occurs

without the before the noun Absalom . See the like case,

also, in 1 Chron. 7 : 1. 24 : 20–23 several times .

A case exactly in point for our purpose, is Is. 32 : 1 “ Behold

a king shall reign righteously, and princes ( 77 ) shall rule

uprightly.” This we may translate thus: As to princes, they

shall rule uprightly. The case in Ecc. 9 : 4 27.72

nay 72787-19 sin , in which is made a nominative by

Gesenius (Lehrgeb. § 177. Anm . 1.) andby Schnurrer (Comm.

in Ps. xvi.) is by no ineansone of necessity . These critics and

others render this passage thus : For a living dog is better than

a dead lion . This is ad sensum , no doubt ; but it may

dered in another way, without making an anomaly in grammar,

viz. for there is more happiness to a living dog than a dead lion ;

or ad literam , to a living dog there is good in comparison with

a dead lion .

But omitting this, there is enough in the cases already cited ,

to shew that does sometimes stand before a nominative case ;

and of course it may stand , and probably does here stand , be
fore the nominative case absolute. The whole phrase, then ,

may be thus rendered : As to the saints who are in the land.

-23 yox , , who are in the land ; for 172.7 ... means

who are; see Heb: Gr. 469. 1783 means here, aselsewhere

very often, the land of Palestine, the promised land, if taken in

its confined and literal sense ; but understood with more latitude,

it means on earth , in distinction from in heaven or in the world

above. That this latter sense is the probable one, would seem

not unnatural ; buig would of itsell most naturally denote the

angels, the holy ones in the presence of God ; but y buip?

means, ofcourse, holy oneson earth , i . e . the saints in this lower
world .

. , ,

be ren

andtheexcellent.ץֶרָאָהיֵריִּדַאְו,orץֶרָאָּביֵריִּדַאְוי ,i .e,יֵריִּדַאְו
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supplying yng from the preceding oriyos ; as in a vast number

of cases, words are thus mentally carried forward in poetry .

All is facile, with this construction . But even without this,

cases can be produced, where the form of the status constructus

exists , without any word in the text which can regularly make

it . The truth is , no doubt , that the construct state has been

considered by grammarians, as too exclusively connected with a

following genitive. But this is by no means a necessary condi
tion of it. It denotes not merely such a case, but in general ,

an intimate connexion with what follows. That this is the es

sence of a status constructus, seems clear from the fact, that a

great number of cases in which it is employed, have no genitive

after them , but admit pronouns, prepositions, and even verbs af

ter themn , provided there is an intimate connexion between them

and the previous noun in such a state.

As this is a principle of great importance to the student, in or

der to liberate him from apparent grammatical difficulties, I will

illustrate it as briefly as possible. The Hebrew could say , nani

ope, joy in harvest, Is . 9 : 3 ; 67 : 6 , lorers to 'slumber,

Is. 56: 10 ; nia 22 ?? , descenders to the stones of the

pit, Is . 14 : 9 ; 7 , serversofme, Is . 8 : 6 ; aip ,

a God near by , Jer. 23: 23 ; 777-21, the goers by the way,

Judg. 5 : 10 ; all with prepositions following a construct state,

but which cannot be duly exhibited to the eye in any English

translation . So before the relative all, as menip ?,Num .

4 : 24 ; and even before the copulative where a very intimate

connexion is designed to be expressed, as 7 ? n , Is. 33:

6. So before adjectives, specially 779 , as 777178 , 2 K.

12 : 10. All these illustrate the assertion made above,that the

construct form is not confined to cases , where a noun in the

genitive follows.

But the principle extends still further . The construct state

may be followed even by verbs or parts of sentences, when the

sense of these is equivalent to the genitive of a youn of the

like meaning. E.g. 1 Sam. 25:15 onan 12, all the

days of our walking with them, where is in the con

struct before the verb which follows . So Job 18 : 21 cipa

38 y7 ; 13 , the place of him who knows not God ; Is. 29 : 1

777,777 ???? , the city of David's dwelling, or where David

dwelt; Lev . 14 : 46. Is . 30 : 29 , Hos. 1 : 2. The same is the

case, doubtless , in Ex. 6 : 28. Lev. 7:35 . Num . 3 : 1. Zech .

8 : 9. Jer. 36 : 2 ; although as bin is the noun which precedes

the verbs, there is no visible sign of regimen .
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In accordance with this principle, which so far as I know

has never been fully developed , Ewald proposes (Gramm. p .

577) to render Ps . 16: 3 , the excellent of all my delight . None

of the above cases , however, go to such an extent; and the

rendering is somewhat repulsive. On the whole, I very much

prefer the solution by ellipsis, which supposes that y787 is

implied.

But even if this be rejected, that the construct form is some

times used, where the absolute is required, seems to be proved

by such cases as 2 K. 9 : 17 now , a multitude I see ;

Ps. 74: 19 “ Give not the soulof thy turtle-dove 0917?, to the

wild beast.” If these are truly construct forms, and not the

fem . form in n- , which though very uncommon yet does occur,

(Grainm . $ 319. vote 1. ) then they are examples directly to

our purpose. And if they are to be solved by ellipsis, i . e .

by supposing wis to be implied after the first and 770 or

y after the second example , still they are directly in point.

We come then to the conclusion, that we may translate with

out any change of the Hebrew text, and render the whole verse

thus : As to the saints in the earth , even the excellent (of the

earth ) , all my delight is in them . The ? before 778 I take

to be a explicativum vel affirmans, like the Latin imo, immo,
and the Greek xai.

We deduce from the verse thus explained, the sentiment, that

the speaker took great pleasure in , or cherished a high regard

for, the saints in the land or on earth . And who could ever say

this with as much truth, as he who laid down his own life for

them , who died that they might live, who bought them with his

own precious blood ? '

The sentiment of vs. 2, 3 seems then to be, that the Messiah

loved God as the supreme object of adoration and source of all

good,and loved those who are redeemed by his obedience and
sufferings. And did he not love them ? Yea , was it not with

an everlasting love , an affection stronger than death , which many

waters could notquench, nor floods drown ? '

Were I to recount the conjectural expositions which have

been made of v. 3 , it would occupy much time and patience.

The great difficulty of the verse, from the uncommon and

anomalous constructions in it, will be readily acknowledged by

every one who has even a slight knowledge of the Hebrew .

This difficulty has occasioned almost endless conjecture, and a

multitude of proposed alterations of the text itself. All I can

12
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do, in respect to these, is merely to present a few of them to

the reader ; leaving him , if he prefers them to an explanation

of the text as it stands, to choose for himself.

1. My goodness extendeth not to thee (to God ) , but to the

saints, who oan be profited by it , etc. So J. Kimchi and others.

2. Say to the Lord , my Lord art thou ; and to the saints, all

my delight are ye . D. Kimchi .

3. The good which thou bestowest, thou art not under any

obligation to bestow on me, but thou givest it on account of the

saints, who lie buried in the earth , etc. Jarchi.

4. Thou art my happiness ; there is nothing superior to thee,
for the saints who are in the land , etc. Teller.

5. To the saints who are in his land , he hath made wonder

ful all his pleasure in them . So the Sept. and Vulgate , making

a verb out of 78, i.e. either 7787 according to Ferran

dus ; or 7272 according to Michaelis, who translates, In his

saints , who areburied in the earth , he shews his miraculous

deeds, ( viz . by raising them from the dead ,) for he greatly de

lights in them ; or 5749 according to Köhler, who renders,

In his saints , who are in his land, Jehovah hath shewed mira

cles ; all his delight is in them .

6. In the saints, who lie buried in the earth, how magnificent

does he (Jehovah) exhibit limself (19781 772) for he delights

in them . Dr. Knapp.

7. I call the saints happy who are in the land ; yea, I dwell

with them (9978 from 17-7), and I delight in them . Doederlein.

These are only a part of the sylva critica , which has grown

up from the verse before us. Late critics, Schnurrer, Rosen

müller, Gesenius, De Wette, and others, agree for substance in

the version which I have given above, and consent to take the

text as it stands , instead of transforming it into something which

we may conjecture it ought to be . I would that all whomeddle

with sacred criticism , might imitate their caution in this respect .

Eichhorn long ago made the remark , in his Bibliothek , that

those who understand Hebrew the least, will most feel the need

of changing the Masoretic text , or textus receptus , because it

presents difficultieswhich they cannot solve ; but those who un

derstand it well, will seldom find any reason to depart from the

reading given by the Masorites.

A bare inspection of the above discrepancies and variations of

critics, I would hope, will be a sufficient apology for my having
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endeavoured to illustrate and confirm the version I have given,

and the exegesis which I have attached to it .

Verse 4. dnia 137 , they shall multiply their sorrows .
My reason for this version (instead of idols) is, ( 1) That bay

is the proper word for idols, as any one may see by consulting

1 Sam , 31 : 9 . 2 Sam. 5 : 21. Hos. 4 : 17, etc. This comes

from 37, and has a Pilel formation, ( i . e. belongs to Dec. VIII.

of nouns,) as one would naturally suppose, in order to distinguish

it from niaxy , which is the plural of the fem . Segholate nay.

(2) The sense of the passage seems to me in this way preferable.

I observe however, that Gesenius, and after him Winer, has

given to nisay the sense of idols. But as Ps. 16 : 4 is the on

ly passage to which they bave appealed , or can appeal, in con

firmation of it , I cannot accede to this criticism . It is a safe and

good rule, that a new sense of a word ought never to be intro

duced , when it is unnecessary . That in this instance there is

no necessity , I appeal to the judgment of the reader. Nay, not

only does this appear to be so, but that even a better meaning

is given to the passage, by following the sense which nisxy has

in all other cases . Then as the Hebrewshad their baxs , al

ways and only appropriated to designate idols, there is no good

degree of probability that nisxy was used in like manner.

The Chaldee Targum , Symmachus, Fischer and others, in

like manner translate nizxy idols ; but Aquila, the Seventy, the

Vulgate, the Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic versions, Ruperti,

Rosenmüller, De Wette, and most modern versions, render the

word sorrows .

97792, (who) have hastened another way. So I feel

compelled , on the whole, to render this locus vexatissimus.'

The word ng is often used to designate another god , i . e . an

idol or fasle god . But then , in such cases , the word or

1975 is either actually written, or else obviously and necessa

rily implied by contrast, as in Is. 42 : 8. 48: 11. Unmindful

of this idiom , many critics have here rendered one another god,

e. an idol god . So Jarchi, Michaelis , and others. But the

Septuagint, Vulgate, and Chaldee Targum read it and (not

978 ), and translate it meta taūta postea, nna 77?, i . e. af

terwards. Others, as Schnurrer, point the word thus, he

( for sing) , and translate it backwards. To this last rendering

we may object, that the Hebrews used 910 , 97, 90 , (not

,) , when they meant to designate revolt from,רֹוחָאbefore(,ּורֲהַמ
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Jehovah . To the preceding one it may be objected, that if it

make any sense, it is at least very difficult to see what it is.

We come back then to h8 , leaving the text unchanged, and

render it abverbially, viz . aliorsum , another way, a different way .

So Gesenius , Rosenmüller, De Wette , and other recent critics .

But what means 1770 ? It appears no where else in Kal in

the sense of hastening. It is found twice in this conjugation, in

the sense of giving dowry, or rather,giving money of espousals,
or paying the price of a wiſe, viz . in Ex. 22: 15. But else

where the forms in Piel only appear, and these mean to hasten,

etc. The Chaldee translator appears to have taken the verb

here in the sense of presenting offerings. But as the word is

used in the sense of giving, only when itmeans to give a dow

ry-present , so this rendering cannot be defended .

We come then, by a kind of necessity, to the meaning hasien ;

although we have no other example of the like nature in Kal.

But the kindred languages do not lead us here to a different

meaning ; and we must acquiesce in this, as Rosenmüller, Ge

senius, De Wette, and others have done. I render the two

words 77.728, then, in this manner, who hasten another

way, aliorsum . The meaning I take to be, Who leave the

true God , the supreme object of the speaker's worship and de

light, and eagerly seek after idols, who forsake the way of

truth and salvation , and go in another way , that of idol-worship

and of destruction . '

? ,

blood. Libations of wine were a part of the daily offerings made

to the true God , Num . 15 : 5 , 7 , 10 . But libations of blood,

frequently of human blood, as is well known , were and still are

made by very many of the idolatrous heathen . The speaker

expresses in this Psalm bis borror or detestation , with respect to

offerings of this nature . He loathes those sacrifices or libations,

which the worshippers of idols regarded as the most efficacious.

Others understand the passage figuratively , in this manner :

• I will not present offerings to idols ; for this would be like pre

senting blood instead of wine, for a libation to Jehovah .' I pre
fer the former sense.

It has been frequently remarked by commentators , that the

action of presenting an offering to God, belongs to a priest only ;

and consequently , that the Messiah is here speaking of himself

as a priest. But I do not feel the force of this reasoning. The

people, who present offerings or libations by a priest , do them

I will not pour out their libations of,סְּבִמםֶהיֵּכְסִנדיִפַאלַּב
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atque p. 132.

selves present them in the most important sense . So here, the

speaker may be expressing the offering which he himself is un

willing to make ; not those which he would decline to make for

others. In other words , and taking off the costume, the Messi

ah expresses his abhorrence of idol and false worship .

But how can this be ? At the time when Jesus made his ap

pearance, the Jews had no idol-worship. They had abandoned

idolatry for centuries .

True; but did the Messiah come only to reform the Jews ?

Were three millions of people the only objects of his pity, among

the seven hundred millions then living ? Is he the Saviour of

the Jews only ? Is he not also the Saviour of the Gentiles ?

Yea, of the Gentiles also . '

Why may he not then be represented as expressing his ab

horrence of idols and idol-worship ? Ruperti himself beingjudge

this might well be : “ Quid enim ,” says he, pio Judaeo, vel

etiam Messiae magis convenit , quam cultum idolorum damnare

detestari? "

If any difficulty remains, the subject may be viewed in anoth

er light still. The Psalmist undertakes to represent to the men

of his time a suffering, triumphing Messiah , who also is " holy,

harmless, undefiled , and separate from sinners. ” Now in order to

make his picture striking in this last respect, he must present him

as opposed to the prevailing vices of the times . And what were

these ? Affinity with the heathen and idol-worship . But the

Messiah would abhor all conduct of this nature . His character

would be wholly the opposite of that, which the wicked and

apostatizing of that day sustained. It is costume , then, and this

only, which makes any difficulty in this case. But who will

refuse to allow a writer of David's time, to employ the costume

of the day ? Surely no difficulty can be madehere, to one con

versant with the style of theHebrew prophets, who every where

employ the drapery of the times then present, to designate the

objects of future and distant periods. In what other way can

men write, so as to be understood by their contemporaries ?

"A?? .... 527 , nor will I take their names upon my lips, i . e .

I will not even utter their names, in such abhorrence do I hold

them . The suffix in bnisw may reſer either to the libations of

blood mentioned in the preceding clause , or to the persons who

present them . The latter seems to be the most congruous.

Verse 5. Dis ?.....72 , lit. Jehovah is the part of my por

tion, and my cup , or Jehovah is my part and portion , etc.
The
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or it;אֵצֹומforףֶסֹוי,איצומforףיסויof the present tense ,like

word na is the fem . form with immutable Qamets, like not,

no , nib, etc. Hence the Qamets is not changed by the con

struct state, in which the word here stands. The sentiment of

the passage seems plainly to be, 6 Jehovah is the author of all

my good. The image of good is represented by "237 nin and

pois, the first signifying the portion of goods or estate which

falls to one, and the second , the supply of his food and com

forts. The speaker then means, · Jehovah is my portion , in dis

tinction from the worldly inheritance which others seek.'

In this point of view , the pain of v . 2 gives and receives
light from the present passage.

gia 7ain ng , thou sustainest my lot, i . e . thou main

tainest or defendest the lot, inheritance, or portion , which has

fallen to me, or which is mine . The sense is, • Thou dost es

tablish, render stable, keep in safety, preserve, the portion or in

heritance, which thou hast given me, i . e. thou art mine, and

ever will be ; I have an unfailing portion . ' Comp. vs. 7 , 8 .

As to 7in , iſ from 7an , it may be an irregular participle

, ", ;

may be the 2 pers. masc. fut . Hipbil from 727 , a root not put

down in our lexicons, but one altogether probable , and having

the same sense as 720 ; or perhaps the same as the Arabic

słog, to enlarge,to amplify. Schultens adopts this last sup
position. I prefer the former.

Verse 6. The idea of portion or inheritance being thus intro

duced , the image is continued;bye....ban ,my heritage

has fallen to me in a goodly place. The word bent in its first

sense means line, then measuring -line, by which land, an inher

itance, was marked out or apportioned . Here it is the sameas

ping and dip and 3 pia above, i . e . it stands (as frequently) for

the inheritance or possession itself, that has been apportioned.

The word abp , have fallen, I take to refer to the custom of di

viding heritages by lot ; comp. Josh . 17 : 5 . Amos 7 : 17 .

.... 98 , yea , my inheritance is pleasant to me, or, yea, I

have a delightful inheritance ; a repetition of the thought in the

preceding oriyos. The word night is another example of the
feminine ending with Quamets immutable. 7w is a verb in the

3 pers. fem . of the praeter tense , agreeing with non .

The meaning of vs. 6, 7 is , · Jehovah is my chief good ; he

has made this good a sure heritage to me ; it is like a heritage

in a pleasant place ; it is delightful to me. '
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Who among the sons of men could ever say this, with as much

emphasis and truth as he, who came to do the will of God ,

and in whose heart the law of Jehovah was written ?'

But if vs. 5–7 be understood not simply of God himself, as

being the portion and joy of the Holy Saviour, but also of all else

which God bestows, (so that God is here called portion and lot

as the author of these, ) then we have a more widely extended

meaning still of the paragraph in question . When we consider

the circumstances, in which the Saviour is represented as utter

ing the words of this Psalm, viz , in prospective view of suffering,

is it not natural to suppose that his mind looked beyond the sea

son of distress and humiliation, to that of consequent happiness

and glorification ? We know, from the close of this Psalm , that

such was the case. But may we not suppose, that the dark hours

of trembling anticipation were cheered by the prospect of that

heritage, which was to be won by his struggles and triumph among

the sons of men — the glorious heritage of redeemed sinners ?

I think we may . “For the joy set before him , he endured the

cross, despising the shame.” What was this joy ? His own re
surrectionfrom the dead and glorification in heaven, doubtless

made a part of it . But was this all ? Was this what most deep

ly affected the heart of him , who left a throne of glory to suffer

and die for sinners ? It would seem that such was not the case .

The glorious heritage of the saints then, given to him by

God the Father, his portion and his lot , may have been the ob

jects of contemplation by him , when in the state represented by

this Psalm ; and in accordance with this, I have considered the

tenor of the Psalm on p. 66 above . This will more fully still

explain the triumph and exultation of the Holy Sufferer, in the

remainder of the Psalm .

Verse 7. What now is the consequence of having such a de

lightful portion, one which is confirmed or made sure to bim ?

... 772 , I will bless Jehovah who careth for me. So

ya; means in Psalm 32 : 8 , and so the participial noun from it

in Is.9 : 5 ; and so Gesenius renders it here ; yy , consulere

alicui, für jemanden sorgen .

Dionis 94 , yea , by night my reins admonish me,
viz . to bless or praise Jehovah. In this simple and easy way,

suggested by Gesenius, the unnumbered speculations about the

passage are rendered useless . The Hebrews used ning , reins,

to denote the interior man, the part which meditates or thinks

deeply or intensely in retirement. And surely, he who retired
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from the wondering multitudes that surrounded him , to a lonely

mountain, where he might spend the night in prayer ; he who

rejoiced in spirit, and thanked his Father, the Lord of heaven

and earth , for the spiritual success which he had given him ; he

who was to have a spiritual seed more numerous than the stars

of heaven ; he may well be supposed to say, that he will ever

bless the Lord, and that his soul admonishes him to do so , in

the secret hour of meditation by night.'

Another turn may be given to the verse , viz . I will bless Je

hovah , who hath instructed or counselled me, viz. to choose the

goodly heritage which I have chosen ; my inmost affections and

desires warn me also not to abandon this choice .' So Rosen

müller and others ; but the former method is more simple, and

more congruous with the context .

Verse 8. 77an ... " ??? 0 , I set Jehovah constantly before me ;

i . e . I keep biin constantly in view ; I look to him as being con
tinually present, and ready with his aid to protect me. So the

sequel.

wizar ... "?, because he is at my righthand, I am not mov

ed ; i . e . because he is in very deed always present as my help

er, and I do always look to him as being with me, or being my

helper ; therefore I am not agitated , or driven hither and thither,

by any perplexity or fearful anticipation. To be at one's right

hand, is to be present with him in such a manner as most effec

tually to give him aid . Thus we have a kind of proverbial ex

pression in English , to designate an auxiliary on whom we

place great reliance : He is my right-hand man . In the

.

is the fut. Niph. of 1972 .

If the reader finds any difficulty in attributing such expres

sions of confidence to Jesus , when meditating on the sufferings

and death which awaited him , because he finds , in the history

given by the evangelists, that Jesus was in great agony at the

prospect of them , when he prayed in the garden of Gethsemane ;

he has only to call to mind, that the agony of the garden was

a part of the consummation of Jesus' sufferings,-a part of the

bitter cup itself which he was to drink , ' who bore our sins, and

carried our sorrows ; who was wounded for our transgressions,

and bruised for our iniquities . ' But it was not always thus with

the Son of God . Nothing can be more certain , than that pre

vious to this period , he had looked forward to his sorrows, with

the firmest calmness, and themostunwavering resolution. And

Theטֹומָא verb.יִניִמיִמlike sense does the Psalmist employ
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why ? Because God was in all his thoughts,' because he

set the Lord always before his face, and therefore could not be

moved . ' • For the joy set before him , ' he could look with

entire calmness on the agonies of the cross, and all the shame

with which that would be accompanied. He did so ; for he

knew that although the powers of darkness must triumph as it

were, for an hour, yet that he himself should speedily triumph

over death and him that had the power of death , and rise to

eternal blessedness , majesty, and glory, in the upper world.

How is it possible to doubt, that he who knew all this, could

exult , and did exult , even in prospect of the cross ? Such an

exultation our Psalm expresses. To what extent David saw all

this in his own mind, when he wrote it , I do not pretend to de

termine ; but that the Spirit of God who moved and aided the

sacred writer, clearly saw and knew it all , who can reasonably

venture to call in question ?

Accordingly, we need not deem it strange, that the sequel of

the Psalm presents us with a theme of joyful anticipation .

Jesus in view of his sufferings , is represented in the first verse

as exclaiming : “ Preserve me, O God, for to thee do I betake

myself for refuge !" But the agitation of the man of sor

rows' is calmed , in reflecting on what God has done for him ,

and what he has promised to do . Before his mediation is at an

end , his heart even exults in the prospect of the future .

Verse 9. nizing 72 , therefore my heart rejoices; i.e. Ire

joice . The Hebrews were accustomed to employ every distin

guished part of the external or internalman , as a representative

of the whole person , or as the pronoun I, myself, etc. So we of

ten do in English, without being sensible of it ; e . g . every soul

present perished ; the vessel had forty hands ; wise heads do

not think so ; hearts of steel will not finch, etc. see Heb . Gr.

$ 475 . 2. The sentiment of the passage is : Because God

will always be a very present help in time of trouble, I

not agitated at the prospect of it ; and considering " the joy

that is set before me, " I can exult in the prospect of the future.'

712D 57 ?, my soul exults . Literally giaz means honour,

fame, majesty, splendour, etc. It is in a figurative or secondary
way, that it is employed by the Hebrew poets in the room of

ez; but this latter sense, in all probability , comes from 729 in

the sense of liver, which the Hebrews regarded as the seat of the

passions and affections, as well as the heart; and which , there

fore, might very naturally be taken by them as the representative

am

13
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of the person, I, myself, etc. The idiom would be the same to

them , that heart is to us when employed in the like way ;

although to us, the expression seems very strange , my liver ex

ults. But physically or literally considered , it is no more strange

than that the heart exults ; and as to the figurative sense , this

depends entirely on the usus loquendi . In the view of the He

brews, they had as much ground to make the liver represent

the whole man, as we have to employ the heart in the same

office. The Arabians also use the word is for liver. For

the sense 7152, as given above, compare Gen. 49 : 6. Ps.

57 : 9. 108 : 2 .

no ... 678 , yea , my flesh shall repose in confidence ; i . e.

my body will I commit to the grave with confident expectation

as to the future, viz. expectation that thou will not suffer it to re
main and dissolve there ; as the sequel expresses.

So Peter and Paul interpret this passage, as we have already

seen ; and so all commentators, who fully acknowledge their

authority in matters of interpretation . But let us hear the other

side . Ruperti says, “ My body shall sleep securely by night ,

and no evil befall me.'' Kimchi, and after him Rosenmüller,

De Wette, Gesenius , and others : While I live, I shall live se

curely , relying on thine aid : for thou wilt defend me from

That the words are in themselves susceptible of such an inter

pretation, no one well versed in the idiom of the books of

Psalms, Proverbs, and Job, will undertake to deny. That they

are capable of the interpretation which Peter and Paul give

them , is equally plain and certain . The verb 2 means , to lie

down to rest, to encamp for the sake of rest, to rest , to dwell
with or in, etc. Now as no accusative case is supplied in our

text , who shall decide whether you must be added , or ??

sepulchre, or ? 02 place or house of the grave ? The

context must decide this point ; and what does the next verse say ?

“ Thou wilt not leave me to 37 , i . e . the grave, thou wilt not

suffer me to corrupt or consume there . ” Why should we doubt,

then , that the writer has in view a resting of his flesh in the

grave ,' in this case, as the apostles understood him to have ?

Verse 10. 318 ... , for thou wilt not leave me to the

grave , or thou wilt not abandon or give me over to the grave ;

viz . thou will not suffer the grave, or 379, to have power over

me, so as to retain me in it.

every evil.

+
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For the meaning of the word binw, I must refer the reader

to the “Exegetical Dissertations” which I have recently pub

lisbed , on this and other kindred words . Peter and Paul both

understood biew of the grave or region of the dead . And so

the following ariyos leads us almost necessarily to explain it .

That the world of misery, yɛévva, is here meant, there isno good

ground to suppose. At any rate , philology cannot make this

out ; and whether you construe the passage of David or of

Christ, it would be very difficult for theology to maintain such

a position . The soul of neither went to yɛévva, neither expect

ed to go there . • To day shalt thou be with me in Paradise, '

intimates something very different from this, in the case of the
Messiah.

As to un , it is the usual Hebrew periphrasis of me, my

self, etc. according to the idiom just explained in commenting

on the preceding verse. That the Hebrews used this word to

denote soul in distinction from body, the immortal in distinction

from the mortal part, remains to be shewn . That they some

times designate the animus of man by it, I feel no disposition to
doubt.

Our translation, Thou will not leave my soul in hell, in two

respects varies from the Hebrew original . Soul, as here em

ployed , naturally misleads the mere English reader,who takes it

for the immortal part. In this way, the Romish church has

made out the descent of Christ's soul into hell , in order to de

liver souls from purgatory ; a doctrine which , if it has any

foundation , surely has none in this passage . Then to render

S180 , IN hell, does not seem to be accurate ; for although

sometimes may be rendered in , as non in confidence, is in

separation, yet before a noun of place it does not signify in,

but at, as ning at the door, etc. The truth is, that in the pres

ent case, the belongs to the verb ty , and » 319 means to

give over to, to abandon to, to give up or leave to ; see Heb.

Gr. § 506. The word bixw is here personified, or represented

as a rapacious monster ready to destroy ; comp. Is . 5 : 14 .

The simple meaning, then , of the passage before us is :

• Thou will not give me over to the power of death, por aban
don me to the region of the dead . ' So the next clause indi

cates .

Oh.... jen 3, Thou wilt not permit thy Holy One to see

corruption. In this sense did Peter and Paul understand this

Grigos. But Rosenmüller derives nhi from 1790 , to sink down ,
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.ofour textתַחָׁשתֹואְרִלwith the

and renders it foveam , pii , ditch, grave .
The whole passage

he renders thus : “ Non permittes ut pius tuus cultor sepulcbro

committatur . ” So for substance, Ruperti, Gesenius, De Wette,

and others. But although it is true , that the form ou may be

derived from 11w , like nn: from 7777 yet it is equally true, that

it may be derived , as a regular guttural Segholate, from no, to
corrupt, to destroy. So Gesenius himself admits in his lexicon ;

and he gives to one , as coming from now, the sense of cor

ruption, destruction, Verderbniss. We may be permitted then

to follow Peter and Paul , as philology allows us to do.

To see corruption, is to experience it , to be made a partaker

of it . So to see death , to see the kingdom of God, to see good

etc. are familiarly used,and in a way that entirely corresponds

.

But what meansyon ? In the margin, wehave a Masoretic

note , " 70", i. e. Youh superfluous. Accordingly, the vowel

points are adapted to 7017 the singular, and not to 770n the

plural form , which stands in the Kethibh or text .

With the Qcri or marginal reading , to which the vowel points

are adapted, i. e . the singular number, agree Peter, Paul, and

the Seventy, all of whom have tov öoióv dov , the Chaldee, Syr

iac, Vulgate,Arabic, Ethiopic, Jerome , Talmud of Babylon, the

ancient Rabbins, (see Kennicott, Diss. II . pp. 108. 563.) also

156 Codd . of Kennicott and 85 of De Rossi, and 44 editions of

the Hebrew Scriptures. Seldom is a reading as wellvouched for

by external witnesses, which stands unquestioned in the text . And

in addition to all this, it may be justly said , that the tenor of the

770 .

But after all , Rosenmüller, Gesenius, Stange, Brons, Fischer,

De Wette , and others, have declared for the Kethibh, 77907,

principally on the ground, that the more difficult reading is to be

preferred. This indeed, in a case caeteris paribus, must be re

garded as a correct rule ; but if a more difficult reading has

great weight of versions, manuscripts, and internal connexion

and probability against it , it would be stretching the rule very
far, to extend it to such a case . In fact, one might in this way

prove that a reading which makes no sense , or an incongruous

one, is preferable to a reading which makes a good and congru

ous sense ; which seems to be proving quite too much.

The Masoretic reading, in the case before us, is 970n , as

the vowel points themselves, and the note in the margin fully

prove. How then can any one indulge, as some have done, in
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violent declamation against the Jews , for having corrupted the text

bere ? The ancient Jews did it not. Modern Rabbins, indeed,

have laid hold of the plural form of the word here, in order to

shew that the Psalmist is speaking of all the righteous or saints ;

and therefore that Peter and Paul have mistaken his words,

when they applied them solely to Christ . Rabbi Ben Chaim

was the first who published the plural reading 777301 , in his
Rabbinical Bible (Venet . 1520) , all preceding editions having

omitted the Yodh which is the index pluralitatis. Fischer,

whom Rosenmüller quotes at length , and with great approbation,
urgesthe difficulty of finding any adequate reason for introducing

this Yodh, unless the ancient manuscripts had read thus. And

this is the sum of all his arguinent respecting it . But whether

a speculative reason of this nature is to weigh against the testi

mony of the New Testament , of every ancient version , of the

Masora, of all the older Hebrew manuscripts and editions, and

agaiost the internal necessity of the passage, is indeed a serious

question in criticism .

In other cases of the like nature, such critics as Gesenius,

Rosenmüller, and De Wette , do not hesitate to receive the Ma

soretic marginal reading or Qeri, instead of the Kethibh or read

ing of the text, because it makes a more facile sense ; Is.

9 :2.Thou hast multiplied the nation , thou hast increased its

joy,' summa ? 3. Literally translated,as the text stands,

it reads, Thou hast not increased its joy. But here Gesenius

appeals to the ancient versions, to the Qeri, and to the connexion

of the passage, in order to justify the exchanging of x for 15 ,

which latter he adopts, because he is supported by these vouch- ·

ers. We hear nothing here about the more difficult and im

probable reading (83), in preference to 13. How is all this to

be accounted for ? is is surely not so well supported , or so

necessary to congruity, in Is . 9 : 2, as 770 is in Ps. 16 : 10 .

But alas ! the cases are very different. In the latter, 770

would help to support apostolic claims to correctness of inter

pretation , and would favour the reference of the Psalm to the

Messiah . • Away with it then from the earth . ' " The more diffi

cult reading is to be preferred , ' i . e . one which will not thwart the

opposite interpretation . But in Is . 9 : 2 , there is nothing de

pendent on the criticism , which can favour rationalism . The rigid

rule of criticism , then , inay lie by undisturbed. Truly if there

be bigotry among those interpreters who refer the Psalm to

Christ, they are not the only examples of it among the sons of
men !

e . g.
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neous.

I have only to add , that the meaning of 7'on seems primarily

to be affectionate ; then , in reference to God, it designates one

who is affectionately and piously devoted to him or to his ser

vice ; a characteristic which belongs by way of eminence to the

holy Saviour. I have retained the translation thy Holy One,

tóv color oov, because it is sufficiently near to the Hebrew ,

which means thy pious one, and our ears have been too long ac

customed to it 10 dismiss it , unless it were substantially erro

Verse 11. 67 774 7in , thou wilt shew me the path of

life. Life, in Hebrew , like con in the New Testament, very ol

ten means happiness. The meaning of the present phrase,

then , may be : Thou wilt make known to me the way of hap

piness, or shew me the way of safety and joy ; thou wilt instruct

me as to the best method of being happy. If verses 10, 11 be

rightly divided , this is, on the whole, the most probable sense ;

inasmuch as the clause under consideration seems to stand con

nected with the two oriyou that follow, and to contain the like

matter. But if it be viewed as a summary of the preceding

verse, ( a thing which often happens in Hebrew parallelism ),

then the meaning would be : • Thou wilt restoremeto life ; or,

thou wilt disclose to me the way of life, after I have been laid

in the grave. This sense Michaelis and others adopt; but the

objection seems to be, the probability that the sense of this clause

has a special relation to the matter of the succeeding or you.

70 -nx ninzi yav, fulness ofjoys is with thee, i . e . in thy

presence, or thou being present , there is the highest joy, this is

the completion of joy ,supreme delight. 72-nx, lit. with thy

face. But by very often stands for person, I, thou , he , or for

presence. Our English version well renders the phrase, In

thy presence is fulness of joy .

But where is this presence ? In the temple, says Ruperti ;

or at least, in living piously and religiously, the good man en

joys this presence . This is in itself all true ; i . e . God is pre

sent with the good man ; he was present in his temple ; the He

brew could speak of seeking his face ( ) ; and of enjoying

his presence, in either respect. But could he speak of no high
er enjoyment still ? Did he acknowledge no other presence ;

Did he not know that God dwelt in heaven , and that his presence

was there ?

• Yes, he did , ' it will be said ; but then he had no expecta

tion of seeing God there, or of enjoying his presence there . At

least David had no idea of the soul's immortality .'
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So Ruperti, Rosenmüller, De Wette , and others of the same

school . Yet De Wette allows, that Ps. 17 : 15 , I shall see thy

face in righteousness, contains a clear intimation that the writer

expected eternal felicity in beholding the face of God in heaven :

s Offenbar ist von dem Anschauen Gottes in der ewigen Seligkeit

die Rede.” He concludes, therefore, that the inscription to this

Psalm, 777 on , cannot be correct , and that the Psalm must

be set down to some period after the Babylonish exile ; because

it was not until then , that the Jews had any hopes of future ex
istence and happiness.

Fortunate people , we may exclaim then , fortunate indeed

that you were carried away to a distant heathen land, and a sev

enty years exile ! For there, among the gross idolators of the

Euphrates and Tigris' plains , you learned what all the patriarchs

and prophets of the living God had never taught you - you

learned that you were made in the image of God, and destined

to live forever ! Happy people, who came to such instruction

by exile—instruction more important than all which they had ev

er before received ! But seriously , are we then to believe, that

when Paul says, (or if not he, at least a writer of his age, and

one of high authority in the church ,) that . Abraham looked for

a city whose builder and maker is God ;' that when he asserts

that the ancient patriarchs . all died in faith, having seen the

promises afar off, and embraced them , and desired a better

country even a heavenly' ( Heb. 11 : 10, 13—16 ) ; are we to be

lieve that such men had no hope of immortality ? Who does not

know, moreover, that the Egyptians of the most ancient times,

had , of all the heathen world, the most distinct and palpable

hopes of immortality and belief in it ? So the immortal monu

ments erected in the times of the patriarchs and of Moses, do

testily abundantly at the present moment ; as Champollion has

shewn in the most convincing manner. Herodotus and Diodo

rus Siculus help to confirm all this , in their account of the an

cient Egyptians. Now was not Moses, the great leader and

lawgiver of the Hebrew nation , “ learned in all the wisdom of

the Egyptians ” (Acts 7 : 22) ; and was he not therefore acquaint

ed with the doctrine of immortality which lay on the very face

of their religion ? And if the patriarchs and Moses knew all

this, (to speak of no more, ) was ihis knowledge all lost before

the time of David ? Was the king of Israel , the man after God's

own heart , the anointed of the Lord, more ignorant than the

tyrants of a heathen throne, the worshippers of oxen and blocks
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of wood and stone ? Believe this who will ; but when the op

posers of credulity, the rationalists of our times, lay such a tax

as this upon our understandings, for one I must decline to pay

it . I revolt, if it be at the expense of being regarded as super

stitious . I am yet, and for aught that I can find, am still likely

to be, a great way off from believing that the people of God were

so much inferior to their idolatrous and heathen neighbours, that

they did not even indulge the expectation of immortality.

It is to be hoped, after all the severe remarks we have heard

and read about dogmatic prejudice,thatthe Christian public will

sooner or later see, that prejudice is not confined to one party,

nor to those who believe in the reality of a divine revelation .

Fulness of joy, then, the holy Redeemer expected, when he

should " ascend to his Father and our Father, to his God and

our God.” There he has gone, “ far above all heavens ;" there

he expériences “ the joy that was set before him ; " there “ he
ever liveth to make intercession for us ; " there, crowned with

everlasting glory, and highly exalted on account of his merits

and sufferings, he experiences “ fulness of joy, ” which no heart

can conceive, no tongue describe.

12? 77922 minya , at thy right hand are pleasures everlast
ing, or in thy righi hand . The latter rendering is adopted by

Ruperti, Rosenmüller, Gesenius, and even admitted by Michae

lis . That it is a possible one , need not be said even to a tyro in

Hebrew . The often indicates such a relation as the rendering

in thy right hand would shew . The meaning of this would be,

• Thou hast power to bestow lasting favours, or thou art ready to

bestow unceasing happiness,' i . e . unceasing so long as the pre

sent life endures ; for so the recent commentators are obliged to

qualify 17 *

But the other rendering is equally possible, At thy right hand ;

for what is more common than before the nouns which indicate

place where ? It is one of itsleading significations , and is so ar

ranged by Gesenius himself, in his lexicon ; e . g . “ The Philis

tines enamped by the fountain , at the fountain of Jezreel,

not in it surely, 1 Sam . 29 : 1. So 1 Kings 5 : 13 , “ The hyssop

which shooteth up 772 , by the wall. So z signifies coram , in

conspectu , before, in presence of, in view of ; and accordingly the

Hebrews said , ?? , ??? , ???, before or in presence of the

eyes, ears, face. In just the same way would they say , 73,

at the right hand, by the right hand. The only question

then in the present case, is, what method of interpretation is
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most congruous with the context ? To this I must answer, the

latter ; for in this case, 7722 will correspond to 7 - n , both

designating place where . . This seems to me the most natural,

facile, and congruous construction .

If, moreover, the Psalm does truly predict the resurrection of

Jesus, his triumph over hell and the grave, then what morenat
ural than to suppose, that it also predicts the ascension of the

Prince of life to heaven, and his being placed there on the

right hand of the Majesty on high ?" Michaelis rejects this

meaning ; but if the interpretation which refers the Psalm to the

Messiah be retained , I see no good reason why we should reject

it . Certainly we are not compelled by philology to do so .

Thus have I gone through this difficult Psalm , in a manner

more copious , perhaps, than myreaders will approve. It is only

when one has before him all the difficulties that have been made

in respect to its interpretation , that he can know how much is

necessary to be said in order to meet them all . On the candour

of those who are able to judge in such a way, I would cast my

self without any fears.

If I have rightly interpreted the Psalm , it contains an exhibi

tion of the Messiah, in view of his approaching sufferings and

death , rejoicing in God, as his portion and supporter, expressing

his deepabhorrence of all departure from him , his love io those

who are devoted to his service , his joyful hope of a triumph over

death and hell , and of a glorious, blessed, and everlasting state of

happiness at the right hand of the Majesty on high .' So Peter

and Paul seem plainly to have viewed and interpreted the

Psalm. I would 'fain inquire how they have led the way, and

follow on in their steps , not doubting that they conduct to truth

and happiness.

It remains only that I should, agreeably to the plan proposed,

briefly canvass the principal objections made against suchan in

terpretation .

Obj . 1. Verse 3 seems to indicate that the writer was in a

foreign land , and expresses his longing after the society of the

pious. Were not these words of David, respecting his own

feelings, when he was banished from Judea by the persecuting

zeal of Saul ?

This objection depends entirely on the mode of translating

and interpreting v . 3. The method of translating which Ihave

adopted , and which agrees with that of Gesenius , De Wette,

and Rosenmüller, removes all difficulty in applying the words to

14
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the Messiah, and renders the interpretation just proposed alto

gether needless .

OBJ. 2. The reading in v. 10 , T75017 in the plural number,

shews that the Psalmist is speaking, in this verse, of the saints in

general, and not of the Messiah in particular.

The answer to this has already been given . Overwhelming

evidence speaks against the plural form of this word. Even

Fischer and Stange, who strenuously contend for it , make it no

thing more than a pluralis intensivus, a plural of intensity, which

has reference only to the Saviour. Not so , however, those in

terpreters, who find here no allusion to a Messiah. They, with

the modern Jews, contend that David is speaking in the whole

verse, merely of deliverance from danger and sudden death, and

that the word 7701 (for so they point and read it , ) refers to

all the pious, who enjoy the promises of special favour from God .

But it may well be asked , supposing the reading in question

had been 17on , and Peter, Paul, all the ancient versions, 236

manuscripts, the sense of the passage itself, i . e . its congruity

with the rest of the Psalm , had exhibited and required 777017 ,

whether they would have hesitated to receive it ? Such is the

mighty difference which is made in a question of criticism , by

previous views and wishes, even among those who believe them

selves of all men to be most free from prejudice !

Obj. 3. The Psalm agrees with others, viz . Ps . LVI . LVJI. LIX .

which have the same title , omas , and which were written dur

ing David's exile from his country. It is probable,therefore,

that Ps . xvi . was written during the same period , and has reſe

rence to the dangers and distresses of David during that period ,

and his hope of deliverance.

So Rosenmüller. But De Wette acknowledges that he does

not perceive the resemblance alleged, between the Psalms in

question ; and it would be difficult, I believe, to inake out any

greater resemblance in this case , than exists between Ps. LVI.

LVII. Lix . and many other Psalms where complaints are uttered .

An allegation of this nature should have strong support, to ren

der it worthy of very serious regard .

OBJ. 4. In v, 10, bip ...517 3 means, Thou wilt not
deliver me to Sheol or the grave , i . e . Thou wilt not suffer me

to go there or to be at all within its power ; so that bind is the
terminus ad quem, the boundary to which the writer of the
Psalm was not to come.

So Hufnagel , in his dissertation on this Psalm . But the dif
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ficulty here is, that philology will not support the criticism . The

verb 275 , followed by , 38, 39 , means to give over to , to

abandon to , to give up to, the power or disposal of another ;

e . g . Ps . 49 : 11. Their wealth 782 1513 they give over

to others , i . e . they leave it to their disposal ; for the Psalmist is

here speaking of those who die , and leave their property to their

children. So Ps . 10 : 14 , The wretched 315 ... 7 , leaves

himself to thee, or gives himself over to thee . Surely the termi

nus ad quem is out of question here. So in Ps. 16 : 10, 579

...318 means, to give up to the power of, to abandon to the

disposal or dominion of ; all which is explained by the succeed

ing ouijos, “ Thou wilt not suffer thy Holy One to see corrup

tion ," i. e. to putrefy or consume in the grave .

OBJ . 5. In v. 10, non comes from niw , and means grave,

pit. So Rosenmüller, Gesenius, De Wette, Ruperti, and oth

ers , after the Jewish commentators. I have already examined

this, in my remarks on the verse in question . I only add here,

that now , in the sense of wasting or destruction, has a clear

parallelism in Job 17 : 14 , as Gesenius and Winer both acknow

ledge ; and the case is almost equally clear in Ps. 55: 24,

Thou wilt bring them (inen of blood) down nie , to the

pit of destruction, not the pit of the pit; although this last form

of expression is not an impossible one in Hebrew . Rosenmül

ler himself, with an inconsistency rather to be wondered at, here

makesare to mean destruction . “ Si naturam furcâ expellas,
usque recurret .'

OBJ. 6. In v. 4 , the writer expresses his abhorrence of idola

try . This shews that he was surrounded by it ; and how can

this be put into the mouth of the Messiah, in whose times there

was not a vestige of idolatry among the Jews.

So Knapp and Jahn . The answer has already been given in

the commentary above . Nothing could be more appropriate, in

order to present a picture of perfect devotedness to God, to the

men of David's times, than to present the pattern of such devot
edness as abhorring every thing connected with idols and idola

try . Such a picture v. 4 presents. And did not he, who came

to redeem almost the whole of the human race from the service

of idols, abbor idolatry ?

OBJ. 7. But the Jews expected a victorious conqueror, a

mighty bero , in their Messiah ; not a persecuted, despised , suf
fering, and dying man.

True ; the Jews of Christ's time had such an expectation .
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But was it well grounded ? Is there any good reason in their

Scriptures, in favour of such an opinion ? So Jesus did not

think ; for, from the first to the last of his ministry among the

Jews, he contended against their erroneous views relative to this

very point. He often rebuked his disciples for the same extra

vagant and ungrounded expectations. Let us hear him , when

addressing them , after they had expressed their disappointment

on account of his death , by saying, “ We trusted this had been

he who would have redeemed Ísrael ,” i . e . from the yoke of the

Romans. “ O fools,” said be, " and slow of heart to believe all

that the prophets have spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffer

ed these things, and to enter into his glory ?" . Mark the sequel :

“ Then beginning at Moses, and all the prophets, he expounded

unto them , in all the Scriptures , the things concerning himself.”

And again, when addressing all his apostles: " Thus it is writ

ten , and thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the

dead on the third day. ” Luke 24 : 25—27 , 46.

So Paul also thought and reasoned . “ Paul .... reasoned

with them (the Jews) out of the Scriptures ; opening and alleg

ing that Christ must needs have suffered, and risen again from

the dead , ” Acts 17 : 2 , 3. So thought all the apostles, after

they had become truly enlightened. But it would be useless to

accumulate evidence, in regard to a point so perfectly plain.

The question now is , not what bigoted and misled Jews,

groaning under a foreign bondage, puffed up with pride on ac

count of their descent and privileges, and filled with darkness,

thought and believed . The true question is , What did the sa

cred writers of the Old Testament Scriptures teach ; and how

did Christ and the apostles understand and explain them ? If a

candid Jew could read Ps . XXII . and Is . Lili , and not find in

it a suffering Messiah, it would seem strange indeed. In fact,

so generally has this been acknowledged among the Jewish

Rabbins, that in modern times the fiction of two Messiahs has

been invented ; the one the son of David , who is the reign

ing and conquering prince ; the other, the son of Joseph, who

is the suffering and dying Messiah .

Such a fiction as this arose, no doubt, from deference to the

opinion of the ancient Rabbins, who so clearly held to a suffering

Messiah, that their opinion could not be overlooked or fairly

set aside . Such for example are the following views : “ In

tres partes divisae sunt omnes castigationes et poenae ; unam

sustinuerunt David et patriarchae ; alteram , generatio nostra ;
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tertiam , Rex Messias,” Mechilta in Jalkut Rubeni II . fol. 90.

1 , 2. So in the Zohar, Genes. fol. 29. col . 113 , “ Supremus

inter illos qui in hoc mundo castigationes et dolores sustinuerunt,

est Messias. ” Midrash Mishle, fol. 52. 2 , “ ... a tribus cas

tigationibus et poenis liberamini, a die Gog et Magog, a dolore

Messiae, ( i . e. such sorrows as the Messiah would suffer,) et a

die judicii magni.” Zohar, Numer. fol. 69. col . 274, " Ille

dominabitur et occidet multos, et ipsum, quoque Messiam .” Ille

is the tyrant king of the Persians, of whom the writer is speak

ing .

But enough of these ancient Jewish traditions . Whoever

wants to see overwhelming proof, in regard to the point of a

suffering Messiab , may read Schoettgen's ample collection of

rabbinic testimonies, in his Messias, Lib. VI. cap. 3. I add

only , that the Targum of Jonathan exhibits the most indubitable

evidences that he referred Is . Lin . to the Messiah ; see the

Targum , and especially in chap. 52: 13. 53 : 10. Indeed the

whole of the paraphrase evidently refers chap. LIII. to the Mes

siah , although most of the expressions that regard his sufferings,

are construed away in soine good measure .

If then the blinded , darkened, unbelieving, worldly-minded

Jews expected a triumphant and splendid conqueror and king

in their Messiah , it proves nothing more than that such men

may pervert the Scriptures, and cherish expectations entirely

different from those which they are designed to support. Is not

this done every day, amid all the light and knowledge diffused

among the present generation of men ?

OBJ. 8. But the Jews did not expect their Messiah to rise

from the dead. Of course they could not have understood Ps.

xvi. aspredicting such an event .

So Rosenmüller. But what is the evidence ? We have al

ready seen . The evidence is an obiter dictum of Maimonides,

at the close of the twelfth century, a mortal enemy to the

Christian religion , and gladly seizing on every occasion to tra

duce it . But why did not this celebrated critic examine fur

ther ? In the Zohar, (now conceded to be one of the most

ancient of all the rabbinical writings ) he might have founda

different opinion ; e . g . “ Morietur his Messias, et occisus in

statu mortis ad tempus permanebit .” Does ad tempus mean

always ?

So Bereshith Rabba ad Gen. 44 : 8 . “ Quando ? Cum as

cendent captivi ex inferno, et Schechina (Messias) in capite
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illorum , q . d . Mic. 2 : 13. ” Zohar, Genes. fol. 73. col . 290, in

Esai . 60: 22, “ Quidnam vult vox nnya ? Idem est, ac tem

pore He ( ) ; illius, inquam , He ( ) quod ex pulvere resurget.

He ( 57) is the last letter in 1717 ), and stands among the Rab
bios for the mystical designation of the Messiah . Bereshith

Rabba ad Gen. xxii . “ Multae sunt in sacra Scriptura dies ter

nae ; quarum una est profecto resurrectio Messiae. ” So Finus

( in Flagello Judaeorum , VI . 79 ) quotes this passage; although

it has been ejected from the later copies of the Bereshith

Rabba.

Why now should the dictum of a Jew in the twelfth century,

be produced as evidence of so important a matter as the creed

of the ancient Jews respecting the resurrection of the Messiah ,

while all these testimonies are not even adverted to ? Had they

been confined to the rabbinic treatises, and lurking only there,

the question would have been very different. But they lie be

fore the whole world , in the laborious, and in many respects

excellent, work of Schoettgen, Horae Hebraicae, Vol. II .

Truly there is reason to complain, that impartiality is more

limited than professions of liberality and fairness .

• Sed .... manum de tabella . If the Psalm in question is

to be wrested from the hands of Peter and Paul , it must be

done by more strength and fairer combatants than have yet at

tempted to do it . That Imay not have committed errors my

self, in such a protracted investigation , I do not even pretend.

If so, let them be exposed ; truth will be a gainer by it; and I

shall surely rejoice. I only offer my humble contribution to il

lustrate and to vindicate a much abused, and ( as I believe , ) a

much misunderstood portion of the Scriptures, to which every

Christian ought to attach a high interest, who acknowledges the

authority of Jesus and of his apostles. If I have succeeded in

my aim , and my contribution should be so fortunate as to meet

the approbation of the Christian public, I may, if Providence

permit, resume at a future period the subject of the predictions

respecting the Messiah, and endeavour to explain other portions

of the Old Testament, which have relation to this deeply inter

esting subject.
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ART. III. ON THE GRAMMATICO-HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION

OF THE SCRIPTURES.

By Augustus Haho, Professor of Theology in the University of Leipsic . Translated from

the German by the Editor ,*

INTRODUCTORY Notices .

The following article from the pen of Professor Hahn of the

University of Leipsic , will be interesting to the lovers of biblical

literature, as giving a clear and practical view of the proper me

thod in which the Holy Scriptures are to be interpreted ; and as

pointing out the reasons, why other modes prevalent in some

countries , are not to be adopted . With many readers also , the

article will have an interest from the circumstance, that it so ful

ly developes the manner in which the Scriptures are regarded

and treated by the rationalists of Germany.

Professor Hahn was born in Thuringia in 1792 , and is now

therefore in the vigour of life. In 1819 he became professor

extraordinary in the university of Königsberg : and was after

wards ordinary professor in the same institution , and superin

tendent of the churches in and around that city . Of course, he

must have been a stated preacher in one of them . In 1826 he

was called to Leipsic , as ordinary professor of theology in that

university, where he has ever since delivered lectures on syste

matic theology and the exegesis of the New Testament, and

still occasionally preaches. While at Königsberg, he had ac

quired a bigh character as a man of learning and an oriental

scholar, particularly by several publications on thesubject of the

Syriac language and literature ; of which he was the first to dis

cover the metrical principles. An occurrence which very un

expectedly took place not long after bis removal to Leipsic, gave

a new turn to his efforts, and called him forth as a prominent

champion of the cause of revelation and of evangelical princi

ples.

In most, if not all , of the German universities, a professor

when he enters upon his office, is immediately eligible to all the

duties and privileges of it , with the exception of being decana

bilis, or dean of the faculty to which he belongs. In order to

* From the Theologische Studien und Kritiken , for April 1830.
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enjoy this privilege in the theological faculty, he must first hold

a public disputation in Latin pro loco in ordine theologorum
olin obtinendo . For this purpose he usually prepares a print

ed dissertation , -10 which sometimes theses are appended ,

which he undertakes to defend at a stated time in public . In

ordinary cases there are generally three opponents, selected by

the disputant himself; in a case like the present the whole fac

ulty to which he belongs seem to be ex officio opponents, and

thus have an opportunity of testing the qualifications of their new

associate . After the stated opponents have finished , the lists

are thrown open to all who may choose to enter.

For the subject of his disputation, Proſessor Hahn had pre

pared a dissertation entitled Commentatio hist . theol. de ration

alismi, qui dicitur, vera indole ; the object of which was to shew

the identity of modern rationalism with the earlier naturalism .

He gives the following, as the results of an accurate historical

examination : That the term naturalism arose in the sixteenth

century , and in the seventeenth had become general; it was ap

plied to those who admitted no other religious knowledge than

such as is natural , which every man can acquire for himself with

his own powers. As to the different forms of naturalism , the

ologians distinguished three ; the refined, which they also called

Pelagianism , which holds the heart of man to be in itself purer

than it really is , and therefore also bis religious knowledge to

be clearer ; the low naturalism , which directly denies a special

revelation ; and the lowest of all , which holds the world itself to

be God. The term rationalism was already used in the sev

enteenth and eighteenth centuries, of those who declared reason

to be the only source and standard of faith . It seems first to

have been employed by Amos Comenius in 1661 ; and was

never used in a good sense. In the eighteenth century, it was

customary to give the name of rationalists to those wbo had for

merly been called low naturalists. From these facts the disser

tation derives the following conclusions : 1. That rationalism

has ever been regarded as hostile to Christianity . 2. That the

name is not modern ; but was given to those who were before

called naturalists. 3. That this unholy name, as well as the

thing itself, was introduced into Germany from England, France,
Italy, and Holland.

Although the contents of this pamphlet were merely historical,

they afforded matter enough to excite the opposition of the

friends of rationalism . So long as the dispute was confined to
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the members of the theological faculty , who are mostly orthodox,

though not evangelical men , it was conducted with dignity and
calmness. But so soon as the lists were thrown opei , an eager

and zealous champion of rationalism pressed forward to the con

test , in the person of Professor Krug, a member of the faculty

of letters, and a teacher of philosophy ; who has written more

or less on almost all subjects, and therefore been often slighting

ly called the Abbé de Pradt of Germany. With him the bounds

of dignity and decorum were soon overleaped ; and the dispute

degenerated on his part into a conflict, in which neither the

“ untimely jest ” nor the “ fearfully bitter earnest” were wanting,

to attest the unballowed zeal of the defender of rationalism .

The excitement produced by this occurrence was not con

fined to Leipsic, but spread throughout Germany, and gave rise ,

as usual , to a host of pamphlets. Among others, Krug publish

ed also a further exposition of his views; and Hahn wrote a

pamphlet addressed “ To the Evangelical Church, especially in

Saxony and Prussia . " His object in this work was to shew ,

that rationalism stands in such direct opposition to biblical Chris

tianity , that the friends of this anti-biblical doctrine can have no

claim to be members of the evangelical church ; and he there

fore repeatedly calls upon the rationalists at length to come for

ward openly , do homage to the truth , and separate themselves

from the Christian church . * This little work displays the de

voted character of Habn's piety in a very striking manner, and

produced a powerful effect on the minds of the friends of evan

gelical religion throughout Germany. Indeed , many of us may

yet live to see the day, when the effects of it shall become vis

ible, in an open and general purification of the German churches.

I have dwelt at more length on the subject of the Leip

sic disputation ,t because it will hereafter form an important

epoch in the history of the revival of true religion in Germany ;

and because also it serves to explain several allusions in the fol

It should be borne in mind, that in the Lutheran and Reform

ed churches, members are admitted by confirmation, and not by

profession ; and it is very rare to meet a person who has not been

confirmed .

# For a review of this dispute and of the writings occasioned by

it , see an article by Prof. holuck in the Evangelische Kirchen

zeitung for July and August 1827 .

15
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lowing article. Since that time , Hahn has published a Manual

of Systematic Theology,* and is now engaged in superintending

a beautiful edition of the Hebrew Bible from the press of Tauch

niz, for which he furnishes a revision of the text.

Emanuel Kant, the extraordinary man whose labours have

caused an entire revolution in the philosophical systems and

speculations of Germany, and whose name occurs so often in

the following pages, was the son of a saddler, and born at Kö

nigsberg in 1724. In 1740 he entered upon the study of theol

ogy, which he abandoned for classical and polite literature ; and

after spending several years as a tutor in private families, he be

came in 1755 a private teacher in the university of his native

place . In this station he remained fifteen years without salary,

receiving only fees from his hearers, until 1770, when he was

appointed to the chair of Logic and Metaphysics in the same

university . In this capacity he remained active until 1794, dur

ing which period he composed and published most of his philoso

phical works. The decays of age compelled him afterwards to

retire from his more active duties ; and he died in 1804, at the

age of 80 years, having never in his life been out of Königsberg

farther than to Pillau, a distance of about thirty -three English

miles.

His person and character are thus described by Reichart

(Urania, Taschenbuch für 1812 ) . “ Kant was both in body

and soul a perfectly dry man . Leaner and thinner than his di

minutive body, had perhaps none ever existed ; colder and

more shut up in himself, a sage bad never lived . A high and

serene forehead, fine nose , and clear sparkling eyes , were very

advantageous features in his countenance. But ihe lower part

of the face, on the contrary, was the most perfect expression of

gross sensuality ; which manifested itself in bim immoderately,

especially in eating and drinking .-- He loved a good table in

cheerful society ; and was bimself a pleasing companion, who

knew how to put every company in the best humour by his gen

uine wit, exhibited in the happiest retorts and remarks, and

through his vast reading and exbaustless store of entertaining

anecdotes, which he related in the driest possible manner, with

out himself ever joining in the laugh. Kant's society was so

much the more welcome in the best houses and most respecta

ble families , because, through his perfect integrity and that genuine

* Lehrbuch des christlichen Glaubens, Leips. 1828 .
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dignity which became him , not only as the most intellectual man

of the city , but also as one of the deepest thinkers of the human

race, he knew how to secure every where to himself the most

entire respect and esteem. In his external appearance he was

not only always neat , but elegant . Kant was also the better suit

ed both for large and small parties , in that he was fond of cards,

and rarely passed an evening without a party at ombre. He re

garded this as the only entirely sure means of relieving and qui

eting his head, after severe thinking. The fine arts he neither

practised, nor particularly admired. It seemed rather as if he

was all deep intellect; along with which , it is rare to find so

boundless a memory as Kant possessed . His lectures were, on

this account, in the highest degree interesting and instructive.

He read the greater part of the forenoon ; seldom in the after

noon ; and left himself twenty minutes between the lectures, to

prepare for the following one. Logic and metaphysics he com

monly read publicly ; and then alternately natural law ,morals,

anthropology, physics, and physical geography. This last was

a particularly pleasing and instructive course for young people,

through his immeasurable reading in history, travels, biography,

romances, and in every branch, which can in any way furnish

materials for enriching or illustrating that science. His memo

ry shewed itself here in its full strength ; for although he bad

his papers before him , he yet seldom looked at them , and often

repeated long rows of names and dates, entirely from recollec

tion. His lectures also on abstract philosopby, received great

clearness and perspicuity from the treasure of illustrations and

examples which bis memory presented ; and his writings have

probably so long remained difficult and obscure to many, mere

ly because he thought it unnecessary to subjoin to them those

illustrations, which he was accustomed to give in the lecture

room .”

This is not the place to give a view of the philosophical prin

ciples of Kant . His system lies in ruins in the land which gave

it birth ; other systems have rolled onward over it , and crushed

it into comparative oblivion . These again have yielded in their

turn ; and of those that are now predominant, who shall say

that they are founded on principles more consonant to truth , or

will endure longer than that of Kant ; who supposed that his

own system was, like truth , indestructible and everlasting ; and

who was blasphemously compared, by some of his disciples, to

Jesus Christ ? At present there would scarcely be found an
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intelligent man in Germany, who would call himself a follower

of Kant; and the highest praise now assigned to him as a think

er is , that he was scharfsinnig, aber nicht tiefsinnig, sagacious,

but not profound.

The principal works of Kant, in which his system and the va

rious applications of it are developed, are the Critique of pure

Reason , Riga 1781. Leips. 1799. 5th ed . Critique of prac

tical Reason , Riga 1787. Critique of Judgment, Berlin 1790.

3d ed . 1799. Religion within the bounds of Reason, Kö

nigsb . 1792. 2d ed . 1794. etc. The English reader who wish

es to obtain a view of Kant's philosophy, may be referredto an

article of Sir James Macintosh in the first volume of the Edin

burgh Review ; to the articles Kant and Kantism in the several

Encyclopædias, especially to that of the forthcoming Encyclo

pedia Americana ; and to a biographical account of Kant by

Prof. Stapfer of Paris, translated from the “ Biographie univer

selle” by Prof. Hodge, and published in the Biblical Repertory

for July 1828. The best German works on the biography and

philosophy of Kant, are given in the note below . *

It is somewhat singular that the system of Kant should have

been regarded , both by friends and foes, as tending to establish

the orthodox faith . In this respect the view given by Prof.

Stapfer is too favourable. The developements of the following

article shew , that whatever sentiments Kant may have intended

ostensibly to convey , his heart at least knew nothing of a revela

tion . This is confirmed too by the accounts of Hasse, the ori

entalist , referred to in the note below . About a year before

Kant's death, Hasse asked him what he promised bimself in re

gard to a future life ? after reflecting, he replied : Nothing cer

tain .' In answer to a previous question of the same kind he

said : ' I have no conception of a future state. ' See Hasse, p .

28 f. and comp. Borowski, p . 195—202, who is also positive as

to his repugnance to admit the supernatural origin of Chris

tianity.

* Hasse, Letzte Aeusserungen Kants , von einem seiner Tisch

genossen , Königsb. 1804. - Borowski, Darstellung des Lebens und

Characters Kants, ib . 1805.— Wasianski, Imm . Kant in seinem

letzten Lebensjahre, ib. 1805. – Jachmann, Imm . Kant, geschil

dert in Briefen, etc. ib . 1805.- Kiesewetter, Darstellung der wich

tigsten Wahrheiten der kritischen Philosophie, 4te . Aufl. von Flitt

ner, Berlin 1824 .
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The name of John Frederick Röhr occurs also in the follow

ing pages. He was born in 1777 , studied theology at the uni

versity of Leipsic, was then settled as a pastor near Zeitz, and
since 1820 occupies the former station of the celebrated Her

der , as general superintendant and first court- preacher at Wei

mar. He is regarded as one of the boldest and most tolerant

leaders of the rationalists. His · Letters on Rationalism ' were

published in 1913 ; and for many years he has conducted a

Preacher's Journal ,' which is of course the organ of his ration

alist views. He has also published a small popular Geography

of Palestine, which is necessarily superficial . ED.

Hahn on INTERPRETATION.

The assertion has often been made within the last ten years,

and especially in the latter part of this period , that the modern

rationalism , which may be referred to Emanuel Kant as its foun

der, bas a character entirely different from the earlier rational

ism . It has been asserted to be decidedly evangelical, or at least

far more evangelical than the older system , which is also called

naturalism , inasmuch as it declares the belief in a divine revela

tion to be an illusion , and rejects the Holy Scriptures , because it

esteems them merely as human productions. Kant himself also

wished to establish this distinction between rationalism and natur

alism . * But history affords no ground for such a separation of

In his treatise entitled Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der

blossen Vernunft , 2nd ed . Königsb . 1794 p . 230 ff. “ That

(religion ) in which I must know that any thing is a divinecom

mand , in order to acknowledge it as my duty, is a revealed religion

(or one which needs a revelation) . On the contrary, that in which

I must first know that any thing is my duty , before I can ac

knowledge it a divine command, is natural religion . He who

holds only natural religion to be morally necessary, i . e . to be du

ty, may be also called a rationalist. If he denies the reality of

all supernatural divine revelation , he is called a naturalist. If

now be admits the possibility of a revelation , but asserts , that to

be acquainted with it and to adopt it as real , is not necessary to

religion , he may be called a pure rationalist . If , however, he

holds a belief in a revelation tobe necessary to religion in general,

he may be termed a pure supernaturalist. The rationalist , by

virtue of his very name, must of course confine himself within the

limits of human knowledge. Hence, he will never as naturalist de
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the two ,—as is now conceded even by opposers , who respect

her frequent testimonies for near two hundred years ,—and just

as little would there seem to be room for such a distinction , if

we regard the declarations of the founder of modern rationalism

himself.

In Pt. III . Sect. 5 of his work entitled “ Religion within the

bounds of Reason," where he is endeavouring to show “ that the

constitution of every church always arises out of some historical

( revealed) system of belief, which may be called the ecclesias

tical faith ; and that this is best founded upon sacred records ;"

he goes on among other things to say :* " Since then it is not

now to be avoided , that an authoritative ecclesiastical faith

should thus be connected with a pure religious belief, as the ve

hicle and means of publicly uniting men for the advancement of

the latter ; it must also be conceded, that the permanent support

of this ecclesiastical faith , the gradual and general spread of it,

and even the proper respect for the revelation incorporated in it,

can hardly be sufficiently provided for by tradition , but only by

written documents ; and these again must, as a revelation , be an

object of reverence both to contemporaries and to posterity.

This is necessary for mankind, in order that they may have some

certainty in regard to their religious duties . A holy book ac

quires for itself the highest respect with those — and with such

indeed most of all - who cannot read it , or at least cannot gain

from it any connected idea of religion ( ! ) ; and no reasoning

ny , nor call in question , either the intrinsic possibility of revela

tion in general , nor the necessity of a revelation as a divine means
for the introduction of true religion ; for on such points no one

can decide any thing by reason. Consequently, the question in

dispute can only be as to the mutual claims of the pure rationalist

and the supernaturalist ; or , it can concern only that, which the

one looksupon as necessary and sufficient for the only truereli
gion , while the other regards it as only accidental. ” That Kant

himself doubted the reality of any actual revelation , and held that

of the Bible to be only professed and imaginary, (poetic fiction ,

Dichtung,) is wholly undeniable from many declarations, some of

which will be given in the sequel. See e. g. p. 150 ff. 160 ff. of the

work above cited .

* This and the other pas ges are here quoted in extenso, part

ly in order to refer to them afterwards, and partly for the sake of

avoiding the reproach of misconception.
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can effect any thing against the decisive reply, which vanquishes

all objection , It is thus written .”

In the next section, where a pure religious belief ( i . e . natu

ral religion ) is said to be the highest interpreter of the ecclesias

tical faith ( i . e . of revelation ), we read :* “ In order now to

connect with such an empirical faith, which, as it would seem ,

accident has played into our hands ( ! ) , the basis of a moral

belief, (either asobject , or as auxiliary , ) it is necessary that the

revelation which bas thus come into our hands, should receive

a particular interpretation, i. e . be explained throughout in a

sense , which shall coincide with the general practical rules of a

religion of pure reason . For that which is theoretical in the

ecclesiastical faith, cannot interest us in a moral view, unless it

influence to the fulfilment of all human duties , as being divine

commands ; which indeed constitutes the essential part of all

religion . This mode ofinterpretation may often appear ,even

to ourselves, to be forced as it regards the mere text ; often it

may really be so ; but still , if the text can possibly be made to

bear it , f ihis interpretation must be preferred to such a literal

one, as either contains in itself nothing favourable to morality ,

or even goes so far as to operate against it. It will also be
found, that the same course has been adopted in regard to all

ancient and modern forms of belief, which have been in part

consigned to sacred books ; and that judicious and reflecting

teachers have interpreted these books, until they brought them

by degrees to coincide, as to their essential contents, with the

principles of a moral belief. The moral philosophers among

the Greeks, and afterwards among the Romans, did the same

thing with their fabulous systemsof mythology . They at last

found out a mode of explaining the grossest polytheism , as

being the mere symbolical representation of the attributes of

the one divine Being ; and of imparting a mystical sense to

many a profligate action, and even to the wild but beautiful

dreams oftheir poets ; and thus they converted , in a measure, a

mass of popular superstition - which it would have been unwise

to have subverted, because it might bave been succeeded by an

* P. 157-160.

† How many such interpretations , however, will the text not

bear, if they are not supported by usage , by the connexion , and by

history ?
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atheism , still more dangerous to the state - into a system of

moral precepts, intelligible and profitable to all men . The

later Judaism , and even Christianity, is made up of similar

interpretations, some of which are exceedingly forced ; but in

both, this is done for purposes unquestionably good and essen

tial to all mankind. The Mahometans (as Reland shews)

know how to give to the description of their sensual paradise a

spiritual sense ; and the same is done by the Hindus in the in

terpretation of their Vedas ; at least for the enlightened part of

the people.”

By way of justification he adds :* “ Nor can this mode

of interpretation be charged with any want of honesty or good

faith ; provided we do not assert, that the sense which we

thus give to the symbols of popular belief, or to the sacred books,

is precisely that which they were originally intended to con

vey ; but leave this undetermined, and assume only the possi

bility of understanding the authors of them in this manner .”

This possibility is afforded us in the germs of true reason, or

the doctrines coincident with reason , which are found in all

sacred records, and especially in our own . 6. That this can be

done,” says the founder of modern rationalism ,t " without ever

offending too much the literal sense of popular belief, arises

from the circumstance, that long before the existence of this

latter , the tendency to a moral religion lay hid in the reason of

man ; of which tendency, however, the first rude manifesta

tions had reference only to external religious observances ; and,

for the furtherance of these, gave occasion also to those pro

fessed revelations : so that in this way, they imparted even to

these fictitious productions (Dichtungen ), although unintention

ally ( ! ) something of the character of their own spiritual ori

gin .

The part which Kant thus assigned to theologians, as interpre

ters, by this proposal of an arbitrary interpretation in any sense

which they might choose, under the pretence of interpreting

according to pure reason, was certainly very difficult and

hazardous; notwithstanding his assurance, that in undertaking

it they need not fear to bring upon themselves any well ground

ed reproach of dishonesty. Nevertheless, Kant expressed also
the hope, that this forced moral exegesis would no longer be

necessary, when once the pure religion of reason should have

* P. 161 . † P. 160 f.
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become generally diffused, and thus the kingdom of God, of

which at least the principle is given us in Christianity , * should

have come to us in a fuller sense . “ It is a necessary conse

quence,” he says, " both of the physical and moral tendencies

of our nature,—which last are the foundation as well as the

interpreter of all religion ,—that religion should at last be gradu

ally freed from all empirical motives, from all ordinances which

rest merely upon bistory for their support, and which, by means

of an ecclesiastical faith, unite men for the time for the promo

tion of good ; and that thus the religion of pure reason should

come at last to rule over all, that so God may be all in all.

The envelopes in which the embryo is first formed into man ,

must be thrown off, when he is now about to enter upon the

light of day . The leading-strings of holy tradition, with their

appendages of statues and observances, which did good service

in their time, become by degrees no longer indispensable ; yea ,

they become at length shackles, when the infant grows op into

youth . So long as he (mankind ) was a child, he was wise as a

child ; and was able to connect with ordinances, which were

laid upon him without his knowledge or assent, a degree of

learning and even of philosophy, that was useful to the church;

but now that he is a man , he puts away childish things. The

degrading distinction between laity and clergy ceases , and equal

ity springs up out of true liberty . Yet all this takes place with

out anarchy ; for every one yields obedience to the (not pre

scribed ) law which he imposes on himself ; a law which he must

nevertheless regard as a revelation to him , through his reason ,

of the will of the Ruler of the universe, who in this way unites,

in an invisible manner , all those under a common government

into one community, which before was but meagerly represent

ed and introduced by the visible church .”

Kant could hardly have expressed more clearly the fact, that

to himself all that is called revelation was so only in name ;

something unreal and imaginary, the result of fortunate accident ;

and that he considered human reason as the exclusive source

of all religion , just as much as the most decided rationalists of

an earlier age. It follows naturally, that to him the Holy

Scriptures were holy in no other sense than were the Koran and

the sacred books of other oriental nations ; and that he could

assign to the Scriptures a rank above these, only so far as the

* P. 181 . + P. 179 f.

16
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former coincide more with the supposed precepts of a pure

moral religion , than the latter . * He censured in former natu

ralists ( few of whoin however are more affected by this re

proach than bimself) only the injudicious rejection of the Holy

Scriptures, the offensive public opposition io a belief founded
on revelation , and the unseasonable subversion of the whole

some institutions of the church. In so far as they exposed
themselves to these charges, he would distinguish them , as nat

uralists , from the rationalists ; who indeed hold essentially the

same views, but seek to promote the higher developement of

man, and the universal prevalence of natural religion , through a

skilful use of sacred precepts, narratives, and institutes, which

have come down through a course of venerated tradition .

The currency which these views and proposals obtained, is

well known ; although many even among the theologians were

not inclined to adopt Kant's moderation, nor bis distinction be

tween naturalism and rationalism ; which indeed related merely

to the form . Dr Röbr in particular, in his “ Letters on Ration

alism , ” rejected this distinction as arbitrary and groundless ;

and declared plainly, that as the advocate of rationalism , he

acknowledged Herbert of Cherbury and his friends and fol

Jowers as his own predecessors.t in accordance with this, he

also says: f “ With the rationalist it is reason alone that decides

in matters of faith, and in the adoption of religious doctrines .

-The SCRIPTURES ARE TO HIM NOTAING MORE THAN ANY

OTHER HUMAN BOOK . He allows their authority, only where

they coincide with his own convictions ; and that not as the de

termining ground of those convictions, for these he regards as

true on their own grounds of reason ; but simply as an illustra

tion , that others also , wise men of former times, have thought

and believed in the same manner.— The rationalist considers

the assumption of a direct and supernatural revelation as INAD

MISSIBLE AND GROUNDLESS. - He sees in the Scriptures noth

ing more than a human book, in which noble and wise men of

former times have laid up , entirely in the ordinary manner, the

results of their reflection and investigation upon the truths of

religion .”

These and other views, more or less kindred to those of

Kant, which occasioned an essential change in the modes of re

* Comp. p. 153 f.

+ E. g. p . 12, 13 , 39 and often . | Ibid . p. 15 and often .
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ligious thinking and in theological pursuits, naturally exercised

also an influence upon exegesis ; and indeed an influence of

different kinds. With some of our theologians, through a want

of the requisite interest in the doctrinal precepts of the Bible ,

the interpretation of the Scriptures assumed a character almost

entirely historical and archaeological ; with others, it became al

together grammatical ; others still, who were swayed by a philo

sophic- dogmatical interest , allowed themselves an incredible arbi

trariness , in order to explain away unpleasant doctrines out of

the text . On the other hand , however, exegesis became less

constrained ; because a holy awe, which had circumscribed former

interpreters and critics more than was necessary, no longer hin

dered them from departing from the received interpretations of

particular passages, or from adopting different views in respect
to whole books.

But for some time past , the natural and necessary effects and

consequences of rationalsm , as long ago foreseen by evangelical

theologians, have manifested themselves in such a way, that

many, even of the most decided friends of that system , have

proved more or less unfaithful to its fundamental maxim , that

human reason is the first and last principle of all true religion ;

and have again recognized the principle of the evangelical

church , viz. 1) That Christianity is really derived from an ex

traordinary divine revelation ; and 2 ) That this revelation , pre

sented to us in authentic sacred records,is the source of all our

knowledge respecting our religion ; and is such, by means of

free investigation and interpretation .*

Even Dr Röhr has several times recently, at least in words,

declared again for the evangelical principle ; and has thus far giv

en up his former opinions. E. g. in a Gegenerklärung in the

Allg. K. Zeitung No. 39, for March 8, 1829, he requests M. Jus

tus, and all those who judge like him , to observe, that Christian

rationalism (a ) does not deny the fact of an ertraordinary revela

tion from God in the Holy Scriptures; but only the irregular, i . e .

miraculous mode (by inspiration ) in which it was effected ; that

(6 ) it does not , in respect to finding and pursuing the way to eter

nal bliss , refer man to his own reason, as the source of the highest

ideas and truths ; but only claims for him the right , and imposes

on him the duty, of sifting and proving that which the Christian

revelation makes known on this subject, by comparison with the

religious ideas and principles of human reason ; in order that in

the concerns of his eternal salvation , he may shew himself to be
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AUTHENTIC RECORDS .

If now it be one of the chief problems of a scientific , evangel

ical theologian, to ascertain for bimself, and to prove to others,

that the primitive, and consequently scriptural form of Christian

ity corresponds to the laws and to the wants of the human

mind, and is therefore true and a source of good ; it is then ,

consequently, and will ever remain his first object, to become

acquainted with the original and simple form and character of

Christianity, unadulterated by foreign additions, and not dis

guised by arbitrary alterations and corruptions. This object

can only be attained by THE RIGHT INTERIRETATION OF THE

Hence the question becomes so impor

tant : Which of the different modes of interpretation that are fol

lowed , and which of the hermeneutical theories that have been

set up , is the right one ? Accordingly, this question has of

late , when so many are returning to the principle of the evan

gelical church, been brought forward in various quarters ; but

has nevertheless, contrary to what one would expect, been an

swered in several different ways.

The writer of this essay does not suppose, that in the follow

ing pages he has deeply enough weighed this important question

in all its bearings, nor that he has satisfactorily answered it in its

full extent . He. entreats the reader rather to consider these

thoughts, in which he hopes very many will again recognize

their own, only as a preliminary attempt to answer this question .

If now we ask , among all the modes of interpretation that have

been proposed and practised, which is the right one ? the gen

eral answer can surely be no other than this : That the right in

terpretation is that one, which deduces froin the Holy Scriptures

the very sense which the writers of them intended to convey.t

neither blind nor — credulous.” — The evangelical church , in oppo

sition to the Roman catholic, has always required fidem explici

tam , and not fidem implicitam et coecam . This requisition, there

fore, does not originate with rationalism ; but it is an old evangcli

cal one , as well as in itself rational.

* The principal thoughts in the following pages, and the litera

ture that belongs here, may also be found in the author's Lehr

buch der christl. Glaubens, § 28. p. 146—152.

+ This definition is expressed in the original with a peculiar fe

licity , which cannot be given in English : Dass diejenige Erklä

rung die richtige sey , durch welche der von ihren Verfassern in

die heiligen Schriften gelegten Sinn ausgelegt wird ."

66
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But the sense is the thought, or the sum of the thoughts , which

one will express by his words . To understand a writing , there

fore, is to connect with the words of it , the thoughts which the

writer wished to designate by them ; and to interpret a writing,

is to exhibit, in a perspicuous manner, the thoughts which the

author connected with his words, and intended to express by

them.

1. Characteristics of a correct Theory of Interpretation .

1. Such an interpretation as that above described, can only

take place, when we understand the language of the writer, i . e .

not only the language generally in which his work is composed,

e . g . the Greek, but especially the dialect in which he wrote,

e . g . the Hellenistic ; and if possiblealso the style peculiar to

him, e . g . that of Paul, John , etc. We must also have refe

rence to the internal and external circumstances and relations , in

which he was placed ; to his mental character and education, as

known from his history or deducible from circumstances ; to the

manners and customs, and to the opinions of the people or com

munity to which he belonged . In this way we arrive at the

grammatico -historical sense . This is what we must look for, in

explaining the Holy Scriptures , as well as other books ; and the

more certain and perfect our knowledge of the language and of

the particular idiom , and the more full the historical accounts,

an acquaintance with which is presupposed by the writings

or passages to be explained , so much the more sure is the in

terpretation .

2. These general remarks serve to render apparent the im

portance and necessity of another hermeneutical canon, for de

termining the true sense in each particular passage , viz . the

canon which is founded on the assumption, that every writer best

explains himself, and that no intelligent writer will, as such, be

inconsistent with himself. This canon , in the hermeneutics of

the New Testament, has often been called the analogy of faith ;

more correctly, the analogy of the Holy Scriptures. It is the

relations of the various declarations of the Holy Scriptures to one

another ; according to which, no real and essential contradiction

can have place in them ; while, on the contrary, they illustrate

and supply each other. Thus the more obscure passages re

ceive light from those that are clearer and generally intelligible ;

the metaphorical from those that are literal and without meta

phor. It is also said : Scriptura Scripturae interpres.
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3. Since the writings of whose interpretation we are here

speaking, are holy writings , i . e. composed by men of holy minds

and lives ; and since they profess to contain a divine revelation,

respecting truth and the means of becoming truly good and hap

py ; we must, in order to be or to becomecapable of fully un

derstanding them , come to the reading of the Holy Scriptures

with a holy feeling, or with a heart open and longing for all that

is good and true and divine. Then will the true sense and

meaning of the Scriptures reveal themselves to us . In the con

trary case , or if we are already prejudiced against them , although
they contain the word of God, they will yet address us in lan

guage to us unintelligible and without effect. Indeed it cannot

be otherwise, even considered philologically. In order to un

derstand and fully to enjoy the poets , and consequently in order

to explain them , a poetical feeling is requisite, which shall be

capable of following out the vast variety of the poet's creations,

and of accompanying the flights of his fancy . Whoever will un

derstand the works of a profound philosopher, must have incli

nation and capacity to trace the course of his ideas, and pene

trate the depths of his investigations. In like manner , there is

every where required for the understanding of a writer a kin

dred spirit , qualified by preparation. Just so a holy feeling is

requisite for the understanding of the Holy Scriptures. In ac

knowledgement of this truth, therefore , our older interpreters re

quired , in an entirely correct sense , that the Scriptures should

be explained in or cum Spiritu sancto, and that no one should

enter upon the reading of them without prayer. *

This theory of interpretation is ( 1 ) in its principles applied to

all writings in the world ; they must be explained in accordance

with the usage of language, with the history of their time, and

with their internal connexion and spirit ; and ( 2 ) this theory

alone affords a certainty of rightly understanding a work, be

cause it is exercised according to certain rules , that are clear

and of easy application. This holds true of no other mode of

interpretation .

* Even Origen , in his time , wrote to his pupil Gregory , that in

addition to other learned helps , prayer was the most necessary :

αναγκαιοτάτη γαο και η περί του νοείν τα θεία ευχή. Decla

rations of later evangelical divines, see in the Lehrbuch des christl.

Glaubens p. 146 f.
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II. Other modes of Interpretation .

All modes of interpretation besides the grammatico -histori

cal , are either exercised in a spirit foreign to the Scriptures; or

under the influence of a material principle, * in like manner

more or less foreign to them .

In the first case, when the interpretation of the Holy Scrip

tures takes place in a spirit foreign to them ,—a spirit therefore

pot holy, and consequently profane,—the Scriptures are not ex

plained nor interpreted , but travestied ; and the result of such

an interpretation of the Gospels is , e. g . a life of Jesus, such as

has lately been given to the world by Dr. Paulus.

In the other case, when the interpretation takes place under

the influence of a material principle foreign to the Scriptures,

their true sense is distorted or corrupted.

This material principle may be of different kinds, viz .

a ) An historical or traditional element ; e . g . some symboli

cal or dogmatic system ,-a circle of doctrines, definite and ex

clusive as to both matter and form , which are alone regarded as

the pure biblical doctrines - consequently a traditio dogmatica,

which now becomes a criterion for the possible results of inter

pretation, and is therefore at the same time hermeneutica. Or

this element may be a subjective partial mode of conceiving the

biblical doctrines, which one already brings with him to the read

ing and interpretation of Scripture, and according to which the

sense of the Scriptures must be modified, abridged , or enlarged.

Now instead of this, if it be an object to obtain a pure and evan

gelical system of doctrines, corresponding to the principle of the

church , the opposite course ought to be pursued ; and the sys

tem or the tradition purified, and its deficiencies supplied, by

means of the true original sense of revelation, to be ascertained

by free and impartial interpretation, in the manner above pointe

out .—This historical, ecclesiastical, or dogmatical interpretation
can also assume a critical character, viz. when all that does

not coincide with the regula fidei, (the material principle,) and

yet is undeniably contained in the holy records by the fair rules

of grammatico-hostorical exegesis , is nevertheless, according to

certain assumed principles, set aside as not essential , and is

thrown out as being e . g . something local , temporary, symboli

cal , or mythological; as something, in short, merely accessory

* This term is here employed simply in opposition to spirit.
Ep.
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and external.*_The historico -dognatical interpretation in its

strict and narrower sense, proceeds upon the assumption, that

certain individuals or bodies of men (e . g . the Fathers at

Trent, or Luther and Calvin with their assistants, or the

authors of creeds and confessions, when they, as such, are

held to be infallible ) have already fully and completely un

derstood and explained the contents of the Holy Scriptures.

And now tbis received mode of understanding and interpret

ing Scripture, which must ever be partial, and certainly does not

exhaust the subject, is employed to determine what the Scrip

tures in general can mean , traditio s . regula fidei Scripturae in

terpres. — The friends of the historico - critical interpretation in

the proper sense, also, do not admit all that the Holy Scrip

tures contain according to grammatico -historical exegesis ; but

the Scriptures serve to confirm to them so much only as they

please , i. e . so much as can be united with their subjective

conceptions of the essence of Christianity. In general, these

interpreters are guided by some philosophical system or other,

according to which they have more or less altered their regula

fidei. Nevertheless, the material principle by which they are

directed , is at least still made up of biblical elements; although

a wide departure may already have taken place, through the in

fluence of some system of contemporary philosophy.

b ) On the other hand , the material principle thus brought to

the interpretation of the Scriptures, may be also a purely philo

sophical one, either subjective or objective , i . e . it may be either

a philosophical system of one's own, or adopted from another ;

philosophia sacrae Scripturae interpres . The character of this

interpretation is , as to form , the same with that above describ

ed ;f except that here the Holy Scriptures are not made to con

form to a received dogmatical or symbolic system, but to some

philosophical schemeor to the ideas of some thinker,—to some

subjective ratio or other,—which schemes or ideas are by pre

ference held to be the true ones , and which therefore can alone

* See Bretschneider, Die historisch -dogmatische Auslegung des

N. T. Leipz . 1806. — De Wette prefers to call it historico -critical,

and declares himself a follower of it in his Biblische Theologie,

$ 57 f .

+ It is often difficult to determine, whether such an interpreta

tion is more historical or philosophical.
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be contained in Scripture, provided the Scripture contains the

truth . This philosophical, or, as it is also called, rational

interpretation , which was already practised in the schools of the

Socinians and Cartesians,* has been often termed , since the

middle of the last century , the liberal interpretation ; because in

homage to the philosophy of the time, it has relaxed so much

from ihe strictness of the biblical doctrines, as the spirit of the

age demanded. This so-called philosophical exegesis has made

its appearance in the greatest variety of shapes and modifica

tions, according to the change of systems and of the spirit of the

age. Its most striking form wasthat of moral interpretation .

This was recommended by Kant, in the passages quoted at the

beginning of this essay , and in various other parts of his “ Relig

ion within the bounds of Reason . " His fundamental idea was

the following : So long as mankind shall not be ripe enough to

receive the precepts of a purely moral religion, which Kant de

duced from the mere postulates of practical reason ; so long as

they cannot do without the authority of a supposed divine re

velation , and of a church regarded as holy by the multitude ;

so long must the doctrines of the Scriptures and of the church,

and the facts of sacred history, not be contested as untrue and

unfounded , not even so far as they are so in reality ; but they

must be so explained away, without reference to the real mean

ing of the sacred writers, or of the ancient teachers of the church,

as to have the sense of them coincide, in the greatest possible

degree, with the religion of pure reason . In this manner inter

preters deduced from the Scriptures, not the sense of the sa

cred writers , but the ideas of Kant; which, indeed, they first

had to put into, or, to speak more correctly, to connect in some

way or other with the biblical text-to imply and to apply.

And so it is with every so -called philosophical interpretation.

They all extract from the Scriptures, or rather they imply in the

words of Scripture, those opinions or ideas which the interpre

ter already brings with him to the work . Cartesians , the fol

lowers of Spinoza, Kant, Schelling, Fichte, Hegel, -or whatever

they are called , or whatever they may be ,--all found and find in

the Scriptures the sense of their masters, but not the sense of

• See J. F. Buddeus, Isagoge ad Theologiam universam , 1727 .

p. 1794 sqq. J. Jac. Rambach, Erläuterungen üb. s. eigenen In

stitutt . herm . 1733. p . 323 ff. See also the author's Commentatio

hist . theol . de Rationalismi vera indole, p. 47 seqq. 56 seqq.

17
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Christ and his apostles . Such interpretation can therefore not

properly be called explication.

c ) Kindred to these modes of interpretation, and often not at

all distinguished from them in its form , as well as in its results ,

is the allegorical interpretation . As this mode of exegesis has

been again revived in our day, and employed by some very

learned and intelligent men , I may be permitted to make here

some remarks on the nature and origin of it , and assign some

reasons why it ought not to be adopted in practice. *

( 1 ) As io its nature . The allegorical interpretation adopts,

as its fundamental principle, the idea, that certain words, besides

their natural (grammatico -historical) sense, have also another

meaning , άλλα αγορεύειν=έτερα , ών λέγουσι, σημαίνειν. Those

interpreters who have applied this method to the Holy Scrip

tures, have either assumed, that every passage besides the literal

( grammatico -historical) sense, contains alsoa hidden ( spiritual ,

bigher, deeper) sense, or even several senses ; or they assumed ,

—which however is not essentially different, — " that the Scrip

tures have indeed no other sense besides the simple literal mean

ing , but they have another deeper sense under the literal one ;

j . e . an obvious and literal sense of the words, and a deeper

significancy of this literal sense, novoua ,” — according to Ols

bausen . Both these classes of allegorical interpreters, who

may be again subdivided into very many under -classes accord

ing to the various modifications of their opinions, accord in the

belief that the Holy Spirit, which filled the sacred writers, so

guided their words or representations, as that these should have

two or even more senses.t

* For the literature of this subject, see the author's Lehrbuch

des christl. Glaubens, p. 148 ff.

+ In this respect , the allegorical class of interpreters are dis

tinguished essentially from the philosophical or rationalist class ;

since the latter do not inquire after the meaning of the sacred

writers, but only after what their own system recognizes as valid ;

and thus with little or no regard for the grammatico -historical

sense, they only seek to attach their own opinions to the words of

Scripture. These two methods, however, have often been con

founded . And it is true, that allegorical interpreters among the

Greeks and Romans, as also among the orientals, with the excep

tion of the ancient Jewish and Christian expositors, ( who deduced

the double sense from inspiration ,) were nothing else than philo
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(2 ) As to its origin , the allegorical interpretation is the off

spring of a mental departure from the faith of one's ancestors,

and of the community to which one belongs ; arising sometimes

from a really higher cultivation of mind, as in the case of Plato

and other Greek philosophers, and sometimes from wrong edu

cation and prejudice; but occasioning a difference, which one

wishes either to conceal, or to excuse and render venerated .

This is obvious in regard to the allegorical interpreters, both

among the heathen and the Jews . The Greek philosophers

explained their mythological and other fables, in which the people

believed , but to which they themselves could at least no longer

attach entire credit, allegorically or spiritually ; in order that

while they thus retained their own really or supposed better

views and opinions, they might avoid offending too harshly and

publicly the popular belief. Just so the Jewish philosophers,

theosophists, and Pharisees, who had an interest in finding and

pointing out in the Scriptures their own opinions , imaginations,

and ordinances, which according to the grammatico-historical

interpretation were not to be found there. In others, of whom

we know that they had the most implicit faith in the simple con

tents of the Bible, there is not a trace of allegorical por spiritual

interpretation to be found.

With some, moreover, the want of proper insight into the

nature and connexion of divine revelation , compelled them to

take refuge in this method of explanation, especially in disputes

with the adversaries of revelation ; inasmuch as this method

renders it easy, particularly for adroit, sagacious, and fanciful

minds, under the appearance of truth and right, to remove from

the Scriptures every thing offensive, as well as to understand in

them all that one pleases. So especially the Alexandrine Jew

Philo. * The very same thing we find again in the Christian

church. Catholics, theosophists, and mystics in general , the scho

lastic orthodox, secret rationalists,-in one word all those follow

by preference the allegorical method, who wish to find and

sophical interpreters. Hence also Kant, in justification of his

so called moral interpretation , appeals to them as precedents.

See his work above quoted , p. 158. See also above, p . 119 , " It

will also be found, ” etc.

• Compare H. Planck, Commentatio de principiis et causis

interpretationis Philonianae allegoricae. Goett. 1806.
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point out in the Bible their own extra -biblical or contra -biblical

opinions. Besides, among Christian interpreters of this species,

there is also another and nobler motive for seeking allegories in

the Old Testament at least, viz . the opinion that the New Tes

tament is already contained in the Old , but under a veil . And

although this idea is repelled by the Old Testament (e . g . Jer.

31 : 3 ] ff.) as well as by the New ; yet because so much is true ,

that the former announced and prepared the way for the latter,

these interpreters do not scruple to employ the allegorical inter

pretation, by means of which they are able to find their own

preconceived notions in the writings of the ancient covenant. *

( 3) That the allegorical is not an admissible method of inter

pretation may be gathered from the preceding remarks. It is,

however, also to be rejected on other grounds.

* This too favourable view of the Old Testament is doubtless

the motive, which has reconciled the writer's learned and respect

ed friend Olshausen with the allegorical interpretation. Many,

however, go still farther than he, and suppose that the doctrines,

which are usually regarded as peculiar to Christianity, e . g. the

mysterious doctrine of the Trinity, are to be found in the Old

Testament ( if we can only seize its spiritual sense ) far more clear

ly and extensively , than even in the New . — But this is essentially

the same thing that was censured by Isidorus of Pelusium in

many of his contemporaries ; who, believing that they must find

Christ every where in the Old Testament, rendered in this way

the real prophecies concerning him suspicious to the heathen and

to heretics ; only , that they did not always do this by allegorical

interpretation, but often by other arbitrary explanations. In his

Lipp. lib .II . cap. 195, he says: Ci nãour 7vnoharan diul ninnu

εις τον Χριστον μεταφέρεινπειρώμενοι, ουκ έξω αιτιάσεως εισιν ,

επείπερ και "Ελλησι και τους μη έγκρίνουσιν αυτήν Αιρετικούς

ισχύς εν τη καθ' ημων διδόασι μάχη. Τα γαρ μη εις αυτόν εί
ρημένα εκβιαζομενοικαιτα αβιάστως ειρημένα υποπτεύεσθαι

παρασκευάζουσι. Δι' ών γαρ εκείνοι αυτους ανατρέπουσι ως

παραποιούντας , δια τούτων και εν τοις διαρρήδην περί αυτού

ειρημένοις νικάν νομίζονται . “ Those who attempt to refer the

whole Old Testament to Christ, deserve censure ; since they give

to the Greeks and to the heretics , who do not admit it , an advan

tage in the contest against us. For by straining those things

which are not said of him , they render suspected those things

which really do refer to him . And thus the adversaries, having

vanquished them as perverters of Scripture, suppose themselves

victorious also in respect to what is clearly spoken of Christ.
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(a ) It is not recommended in the Scriptures themselves. In the

Homologoumena of the New Testament, there is to be found only

one instance of this method of interpretation , viz . Gal . 4 : 22 ff.

and here, according to the previous intimation of the apostle

himself, it is a formal accommodation ; in which shape it often

is and may be applied in popular writing and discourse. In v.

19 f . he says : Τεκνία μου, ήθελον δε παρείναι προς υμας άρτι

και αλλάξαι την φωνήν μου ότι απορούμαι εν υμίν.

Λέγετε μοι , οι υπο νόμον θέλοντες είναι, τον νόμον ουκ ακούετε;

Gladly were I now with you, my children, and would speak with

each one of you in particular, according to his special wants,

consequently, with each one differently, in order to convince

each of you after bis own opinions and prejudices , that this un
ion of Judaism with Christianity is to be rejected, and to retain

him in the confession of pure Christianity, which alone makes

free ; comp. 9 : 19 ff. For I am hesitating in respect to you ;

i . e . doubtful how I shall rightly address you . — But ye now ,

who would gladly retain the yoke of Judaism , ( and how the Ju

daizing teachers and their Rabbins allegorised is well known )

tell me, do ye not then understand the law ? I will explain it

then to you - anášas inv qovýv — in your own way ; in order

thus to convince you, that the emancipated Christian should no
longer bear the yoke of the Mosaic law ; yeypantai yao- '

and now follows a rabbinical interpretation in their own taste.

According to this mode of viewing the connexion of the passage,

and after the express intimation of the apostle , that he was about

to speak ünlws otherwise than he had been accustomed to do ,

and that he would gladly enter into their views and wants, in

order to convince them ai all events of the correctness of his

teaching, this passage can surely not be brought forward to ex

hibit or to justify the application of allegorical interpretation to

the whole of the Scriptures, as being of apostolical authority.

In all the other passages, which the friends of allegorical in

terpretation bave cited in favour of it , ( leaving here the Antile

gomena ont of view, on the ground that they alone could not de

cide the question ,) we find either simply metaphorical or symbo

lical applications of earlier biblical passages, doctrines, ordinan

ces , and narratives ; or disclosures and explanations in the

New Testament of the revelations and events of the Old Testa

ment, according to their true and proper sense, ground, essence,

and object. E. g . I Cor. x . where we are taught , that the

Jehovah, who according to the Old Testament led the people of
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Israel in the desert, and gave them food and water, was the Son

of God ; an explanation which also accords well with the gen

eral contents of the Old Testament , and especially with Jer. 23:

5 f. 33 : 15 f. comp. Mich. 5 : 1 f. Is . 9 : 5 f. and other passages.

It is often the case, moreover, that the so-called spiritual ,

deeper, or higher sense of the allegorical interpreters, is no

thing more than the real and proper sense, and the assumption
of a double or threefold sense rests entirely on misapprehension.

The true and proper sense is that which God intended in his re

velation ; and this sense can then be first and fully under

stood, when the higher communications which the sacred

writers have expressed in words, whether they be doctrines, or

commandments, or external ceremonial ordinances, are compre

hended in their grounds and objects. If, for instance, the world

ly minded are required to obey certain laws , with the promise

that in so doing, it shall go well with them on earth ; they sure

ly would think merely of a physical and civil prosperity, and

would perhaps for the sake of it, at least for a tine, yield the

required obedience. But this is by no means half the meaning

of that requisition and promise ; which referred at the same

time, and chiefly, to an internal spiritual well being. In the

commands, Thou shalt not kill , Thou shalt not commit adultery,

persons in a low stage of moral and spiritual attajoment, think

only of a destruction of physical life and gross breaches of chas

tity ; although the divine command in its full sense , forbids in

the one case every disturbance of the internal spiritual life of

love ; and in the other, all unchaste desires of the heart,although

never uttered and never perceptible to man ; comp . Matt. 4 : 21

_33. To understand, then, ihe true and proper sense of the

words, is to think of all that God intended in them ; and this

proper and complete understanding of the revelations and insti

tutions of the Old Testament, it was the object of Christ to make

known ; as well as fully to establish the kingdom of God ,

the foundation and plan of which are contained in the Old Tes

tament ; see Matt. 5 : 17-19 . — But from all this it is clear,

that a double or manifold sense , a literal ( grammatico - bistorical)

and spiritual meaning at the same time, is out of the question ;

and that there can be only one, true, proper sense, which be

comes the more fully and clearly manifest, the farther we ad

vance in the higher spiritual life. Hence also , many of the pi

ous and distinguished men under the old dispensation , approach

ed in some degree the more perfect comprehension which ex

1

4
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ists under the new, although no one reached it fully ; see Luke

7 : 26–28. comp. Matt. 11 : 9—13.*

* The question here, as has been already remarked , does not

refer simply to verbal revelations of the Old Testament, whose full

and proper import was for the most part first rightly apprehended

under the New Testament dispensation , and was in part intended

to be then first understood ; but it reſers also to Old Testament in

stitutions and appearances, which in like manner first attained

their proper object and full significancy under the New Testa

ment , with which they ceased , or were to cease . This leads to

the proper conception of types, which are no doubt found in the

Old Testament.

In the stricter sense , types were institutions and appearances

intended to deepen, expand, and ennoble the circle of thoughts

and desires , and thus to heighten the moral and spiritual wants, as

well as the intelligence and susceptibility , of the chosen people .

This was done in order that there might ultimately be formed out

of this particular nation , separated from all others by peculiar

bounds , a people which should serve as a model for other nations,

and who, after the future removal of the restraints in which they

were trained,-which were to preserve them , till the time of ful

ness and ripeness , from the seductive intercourse of heathen

tribes ,-should be in the great family of nations as the first born

son of God , (Ex . 4 : 22. Hos. 11 : 1.) already grown up and ed

ucated , a light to their heathen brethren , who yet stood and stand

upon the various steps of pupilage, though some higher than oth

ers . Thus the temple with its sanctuaries and halls was a type,

as being an image of the universe ; and its arrangement served to

declare to those who thought and reflected , that the whole world

should be and become a temple of God ;' comp . Eph. 2 : 17—22.
Col. 2: 16–21. Matt. 27: 51. and Heb . 9: 11 f . 10 : 20. Its dif

ferent courts for the reception of those who were more or less or

not at all consecrated, pointed still more directly to this sentiment.

So all the sacrifices, which at first were permitted, and then order

ed and accurately assigned by God himself, were the expression

and sustenance of the deep desire and necessity felt by the hu

man heart, partly to thank the invisible Giver in some expressive

manner for his benefits, and partly and especially , in the conscious

ness and excited feeling of his lost favour, to become again recon

ciled to him . Nevertheless, such sacrifices in their very nature

can have such significancy only for an unripe age ; since the blood

of beasts cannot really purifyand pacify the conscience, nor re
concile it with God. These sacrifices, then , led and pointed to

the time of the New Testament, where the certainty of the divine
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Most of the passages which the supporters of the allegorical

method of interpretation cite in its favour, contain metaphorical

favour would be attained through the sacrificial death of the Messi

ah , ( Is . 53: 4.) and where the true and reasonable worship of God

would consist in the right knowledge of God, and in the devotion
of the heart to him , -in the sacrifice of humanity, penitence, and

holy, undivided love ; Jer. 31. 31–34. Hos. 6 : 6 . Ps . 51 : 19 .

comp. Rom . 12 : 1. Heb . 9 : 8—14. Above all , the great thank

offering of Israel for the deliverance out of Egyptian bondage, -

without which the chosen race must have failed of its destination ,

-pointed to that sacrifice of the New Testament, which made an

end of all external sacrifices to those who believe, and opened a

way of approach to the holiest sanctuary of God's paternal heart,

not only to the children of Israel , but to all his children of the

whole human race . And thus we see the spotless paschal lamb, as

a type of the spotless suffering Redeemer, the Lamb of God which

takoth away the sin of the world ; Is . 53: 7. John 1 : 29. ( 19: 36. )

1 Cor. 5: 7. f. 1 Pet. 1 : 19. — As a similar type, we are taught by

Christ himself to consider the brazen serpent ( John 3 : 14.) which
Moses raised up in the wilderness at the command of God , with

the immediate object of delivering the Israelites from the danger

of physical death ; in order thereby to excite to the offering up of

the heart to God, in sincere faith and more willing and perfect
obedience ; Num . 21 : 8 f.

In a broader sense, persons of the Old Testament are also said

to be types and figures of Christ or of his church, on account of

some certain similarity or relation which subsists between them .

Thus Adam is called, Rom . 5 : 14 , 1úros toŬ Mehhovios, the fig

ure of him that was to come, the second Adam , i . e . the Messiah,

( comp. 1 Cor . 15 : 45 f. with v. 21 ff.) inasmuch as from the

one , destined of God to be the father of blissful life to his poster

ity , there spread over all a moral corruption and a train of phys

ical evils, whose end is death ; while through the other, destined

of God to be the deliverer of the fallen race , there has been ac

quired for all his spiritual posterity, i . e . all who believe on him ,

redemption and a life of eternal bliss. --The resemblance is less

striking, on account of which some have held Isaac to be a type

of Christ, ( because of Heb. 11 : 19, where the exegesis is still

doubtful ,) in so far as by the purposed sacrifice of him (Gen. xxi .)

and his subsequent deliverance, the real sacrificial death and res

urrection of Christ were prefigured, through which the promise

given to Isaac and his father Abraham , was to be fulfilled ; Gen.

XVII . XVII. - So Melchisedek , as a type of Christ, is regarded as

king of righteousness and peace; Ps. 110: 4. comp. Heb. 5: 6. 6:

.

.
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or symbolical applications of earlier biblical declarations, institu

tions, and narratives. We find the same thing also, in almost all

works in every language. Every man thinks in the forms of his

own peculiar mode of observation, education, history, and occu

pation ; these become to him types and symbols to designate his

other thoughts. Warriors, shepherds, fishermen - all choose the

pictures of their thoughts out of the circle of their experience.

It was then natural, that the sacred writers also should express

their thoughts, their hopes, their fears, their joy and sorrow, in

forms of language borrowed from the circle of their experience

-in the words and figures of earlier holy writ . The rite of

circumcision consecrated the male children and all adults whom

the Israelites wished to incorporate with themselves, to God, and

separated them from the nations that were unclean . It was nat

ural , therefore , that those who acknowledged, that this external

rite could not in itself and by itself make any one a real mem

ber of the people ofGod , should call the true inward consecration ,

circumcision of the heart, or of the foreskin of the heart ; Deut .

10 : 16. 30 : 6. Jer. 4 : 4. Rom . 2 : 28. Col. 2 : 11. Similar met

aphors occur very often ; e. g. Ez. 11 : 19. Jer. 31 : 33. Is. 1 :

10. comp. Matt. 24 : 38 ff. Luke 17:26 ff. — Matt. 13 : 35.comp.

Ps. 78 : 2, 3. - Mark 9 : 49. John 6: 49 ff. Eph . 5 : 29 ff. 1 Pet .

2: 9. - Of the same general class, although of a different species,

are the passages where peculiarities in the bistory of Israel , con

ceived as an individual person , or also of particular persons in

the Old Testament, are applied to Christ, or to persons or events

in the New Testament ; e. g . Matt. 2 : 15 Out of Egypt have I

called my Son, compared with Ex. 4 : 22. Hos. 11: 1. - Matt.

20.7: 1 ff. and often . And because David was the most distin

guished champion and statesman of God in the Old Testament

kingdom ; so therefore Christ — who was to descend from him,

and should , as king of truth and peace extend God's kingdom on

earth even to its remotest bounds ( Is . 9 : 1–6. 11 : 1 ff. and else

where)—is often called of God my servant David, and is repre
sented as sitting on David's throne ; comp. Hos. 3 : 5. Ez . 34:

23 ff. 37 : 24 f. Luke 1 : 32 f. In like manner in this broader

(metaphorical) sense, all pious persons of the Old Testament , so

far as single traits of the character of the true children of God

were observable in them , may be called figures or types of the

Son of God, in whom alone the divine life was manifested in all

its fulness and glory .

18
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2 : 18. comp. Jer. 31 : 15. (Gen. 37 : 35.).— Matt. 2 : 23. comp.

Gen. 49:26. (Is . 11 : 1 . comp . Jer . 23 : 5. 33:15 .) - Matt. 12:39 f.

16 : 4. (John 2: 18 ff.) comp. Jonah 2 : 1 ; and so a multitude of

other passages. - Such appearances, the like of which are found

in the writings of every nation, cannot surely justify the assump

tion of a double or manifold sense, intended by the Holy Spirit

at the moment of inspiration.

(1 ) The allegorical interpretation, which grounds itself on such

an assumption , is further not to be admitted, because there are

no clear and certain laws by which it must be practised. The

Holy Scriptures must, in this manner, become a prey to the sub

jective caprice of interpreters, who, being as they suppose at a

higher stage of attainment, do not hold themselves bound to ren

der any other account for their often fanciful and ingenious in

terpretations, than to adroonish their opposers, that they must

make further advances in the divine life, until they become able

to look into the deeper sense and connexion of the revealed

word . And since such admonitions may be expressed in words

which have a very good sense, and one which all would approve,

viz . that he, to whom the inner, deeper, holy life of the men of

God is unknown, is also of course incapable of rightly under

standing their language and writings; it is therefore very diffi

cult effectually to come at those, who favour this mode of pro
ceeding.

( y ) This method moreover is entirely superfluous ; which alone

is reason enough against it . It can give throughout no new and

tenable results, which the grammatico -historical method, when

exercised in a pious spirit , does not give . For since the Scrip

tures themselves authorize us to hold the Christian revelation as

closed, ( Gal . 1 : 8 f. Rom . 16:17 . 1 Tim . 6 : 3 ff. 2 Tim . 1 : 13 f.

and elsewhere, the apprehension must ever remain , that every

thing professedly new, which an allegorical interpretation may

derive from the Scriptures, and which is not clearly contained

in the words and in the connexion ,—and consequently known

or knowable by grammatico -historical exposition , -inust be

merely human imagination, be it ever so well meant. And this

just apprehension should restrain every judicious evangelical

Christian and theologian , from adopting any such results as

doctrines of divine revelation ; Rom . 16 : 17. Col. 2:18 . 1 Tim.

6 : 4 ff. comp. 2 Thess. 2 : 2 .
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ART. IV . REMARKS ON HAHN'S DEFINITION OF INTERPRETA

TION, AND SOME TOPICS CONNECTED WITH IT.

By M. Stuart , Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theological Seminary at Andover.

It would be difficult, within the same space, to express in a

plainer and better manner than Prof. Hahn has done, the cor

rect , and only correct idea of genuine interpretation . * To in

terpret an author must mean , to give that sense to his words which

he himself gave . To connect those ideas with an author's lan

guage which he himself connected, is the first step toward a real

interpretation of himn ; the second is , to express the result of this

in language that is intelligible to others. Whoever does both of

these, may be considered as a true and adequate interpreter.

Whoever does either of them in a defective manner, has come

short of the real design of all genuine interpretation.

From this simple and intelligible statement it follows, that all

accommodation of the Scriptures to our own preconceived no

tions of truth and propriety , unless indeed these entirely agree

with those of the sacred writers , is foreign to the business of true

interpretation. This concerns itself exclusively and solely with

the sentiment of the writer to be interpreted. All the principles

of language and criticism which it applies to exegesis, are only

means which common sense has pointed out, as necessary and

proper to be used in the explanation of any written or spoken

language. Mankind have universally been interpreters, to a

great extent, ever since our first progenitors commenced the use

of language in paradise. Allmen interpret, every day, what is

addressed to them by their fellow men . ' The laws of interpre

tation are a consequence of the practical , exegetical instinct (I

had almost said ) of the human race . I mean , that the interpre

tation of language is as natural to man, as the use of it is ; and

that this is natural, is sufficiently proved by a possession of the

facully of speaking and by the universality of its use. The laws

of interpretation are neither more nor less, as to all their substan

tial and most important parts, than the practical principles by

which men have always been guided, in interpreting each oth

er's language. Language was not formed by the rules of gram

marians and critics ; but grammarians and critics, by study and

observation , obtained a correct view of the phenomena of lan

guage , and then delineated this view in writing . It was thus

that grammars and lexicons originated. And it is in the like

124 above .See p .
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manner, that systems of hermeneutics, or systems in which the

principles of interpretation are developed, have arisen . Men

interpreted for thousands of years, before they began to form

systems and written rules, in order to aid in the business of in

terpretation . When this was done, it was done by first observ

ing the phenomena of interpretation, the facts that respected the

manner in wbich men were accustomed to interpret language.

These facts being ascertained, the principles on which they were

grounded , or from which they resulted , were made out by con

sideration and reasoning, and then presented in words. Re

peated experience and long continued observation corrected , en

larged, amended, and reduced to more perfect order these rules ;

so that at last , like regular systems of science in other depart

ments of learning, hermeneutics claim a place among the sci

ences of the learned .

The whole thing may be illustrated by an appeal to natural

philosophy. The philosopher did not create or arrangeormod

ily the laws of nature ; nor was the world created, nor is it sus

tained, by any system of philosophy ; but philosophers by ob

serving phenomena, have deduced from them certain laws or

principles which accord with these phenomena, and help us to

comprehend and explain them . In this way, the systems of na

tural philosophy arose, which have at last come to a scientific

form that is almost complete, in its essential parts .

It is so with the science of interpretation. It is, indeed , com

paratively a new science, ( not a new practical thing,) and is yet

far from being perfected in all its minuter parts. Every ten

years , however, is making some sensible progress towards a

completion of the science, so far as its theory can be reduced to

writing ; and the hope may be rationally indulged , that at some

futureday, hermeneuties will be a science as definite and as well

bounded and discriminated , as most other sciences which have

long been taught as completed .

The design of these remarks is , to shew that the science of

interpretation is not one which has its basis in imagination, or

that it depends, as to its most important principles, on farfetched

illustrations or recondite and obscure facts . The great excel

lence and certainty of this science is , that it is grounded in the

experience of all nations and of all ages . In other words, it fol

lows the laws which our very nature has prescribed, in the ex

planation of language ; it does not make new ones.

If now principles such as nature prescribes, be regarded in
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the interpretation ofthe sacred writers ; iſ our sole aim be, ( as

surely it ought to be,) to find out and to develope the very same

meaning which the writers themselves attached to their own
words, and we endeavour to do this in the natural way already

described ; then we may act as bona fide interpreters. But

this we cannot do, if we interpret in any other manner. If I

bring along with me my philosophical creed, or my party the

ological creed , or my rationalist creed, or my convictions as an

enthusiast, and in the explanation of Scripture permit either of

these to influence or guide me, instead of the plain principles of

exegesis which nature has taught all men in regard to the inter

pretation of language ; then I do not make an explication of the

sacred text , but an implication , (non explicatio sed implicatio, )

i . e . I do not unfold to others what the sacred writers meant to

say , and have actually said , but what I believed before I under

took 10 interpret them ; I do not deduce from their words the

sense which the writers gave to them ; but I superinduce a sense

which these writers never designed to convey. This is not to

bring a sense out of the words of Scripture , i . e . it is not expli

cation , but it is to bring in one upon it , or to add one to it,

which is implication , in the Latin sense of this word .

On this subject Prof. Hahn himself has made remarks, in the

course of bis essay . I would call the attention of the reader,

therefore, to some other important considerations, which con

nect themselves with the definition that this excellent writer has

so truly given, of the sense of a writing and of the interpretation

of it .

It would seem to be a necessary deduction from his defini

tion , that the Scripture can never mean any more than what the

writer of it meant to convey ; that is, the words of Scripture

convey the idea which the writer attached to them , and neither

more nor less . If you deny this, you set aside the definition it

self of the meaning of any writing. But as this definition is , one

might almost say , self-evident; or at least , if it be questioned, a

better one surely cannot be substituted in its place; so I must

abide by it , and take the consequences which necessarily flow

from it.

And what are these ? One is, that the writer must have had

some meaning in all that he uttered , i.e. he did not utter sounds

without attaching ideas to them . Another is , that in interpret

ing his words, we must have reference simply to the times in

which he lived and the views which he entertained, and not de
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duce our explanation from the present times, and the more per

fect knowledge which may now exist .

I. The sacred writers attached some ideas to every word

and phrase which they employed .

What are words ? ' They are the signs of ideas . But of

whose ideas ? Surely of his who employs the words . If then

words are the signs of ideas, and every word mustbe the sign of

some idea in the mind of him who employs it, ( 1 speak now,

of course, of the rational, intelligent, sober use of language,

and such must be that of the sacred writers,) then every word

employed by a sacred writer, is the sign of some idea that was

in his mind when he employed it , and is meant to designate that
idea .

There is no avoiding this conclusion , except in one way only,

viz . by denying that the sacred writers were themselves authors,

in the usual sense of that word,or that they always understood,

i . e . attached an intelligible idea to what they uttered. If we

consider them as mere instruments in the hands of the Spirit of

God , as a musical instrument is in the hands of him who plays

upon it , and that they responded to the impulses of the Spirit

in like manner as the musical instrument does to him who

strikes its strings , then indeed it will not follow , that the sacred

writers did attach ideas to all the words which they uttered .

But shall we so consider them ? I am aware that this has

often, perhaps I may say generally , been done. Nay, the ad

vocates of this opinion may say , that they are pleading only for

a most ancient tradition or belief ; that even before the days of

the apostles such an opinion was current among the Jews ; that

the apostles themselves have helped to confirm it; and that the

early fathers , who received opinions from them, have in like

manner taught it .

In all this there is some show of truth ; and in fact some part

of the allegations is strictly true. It is a clear case , that Philo

Judaeus, for example, previous to the days in which the apos

tles wrote , fully declared a belief like that which has just been

stated. “ The prophets," says he, “ are the interpreters (of

God] whom he uses as instruments in disclosing what he

pleases,” Opp. I. p. 222 edit. Mangey. And again : “ A

prophet utters nothing at all of his own, but is an interpreter,

merely uttering what another suggests; and so long as he is un

der the influence of inspiration, he has no proper consciousness

of his own, for the power of thought departs and quits the
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dwelling-place of the soul, and the divine Spirit comes into it

and sojourns there, and influences all the organic powers of the

voice, so that they will utter sounds which plainly reveal what

soever he desires to foretell, ” Tom . II. p . 343. So in Tom . I.

p . 510, “ A prophet utters nothing of his own , but wholly that

which belongs to another, and which he merely echoes from

within ; " and also in Tom. II . p. 417, " A prophet is an inter
preter, echoing from within the words of God . '

It must be acknowledged, that Philo's idea of inspiration

goes so far as to destroy all the self- consciousness of the inspir

ed writers, while they were under the special influence of the

Spirit ; and allowing this to be true , they are not to be reputed

as the authors ( in any proper sense of this word ) of the Scrip

tures, but only as the amanuenses of the Spirit ; which appella

tion, indeed , has very commonly been given to them .

It is unnecessary to adduce passages here from the early

Christian fathers, in order to shew that many of them agreed,

for substance, with this view of Philo respecting inspiration . I

concede the point to those who insist on it ; and turn to the

New Testament, and ask whether the same view is there given

also.

This is strongly affirmed by multitudes. It has been main

tained almost in every age of the church , by many conspicuous

and enlightened men . It is averred that such passages as the

following fully support it ; viz . 2 Tim . 3 : 16 , “ All Scripture is

given by inspiration ofGod ;" 2 Pet . 1:21 , “ For the prophecy

came not in old time by the will ofman , but holy men of God

spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.”

All this, however, proves nothing more, than that the sacred

writers were under the influence of the Spirit of God ; which

they truly might be, and yet lose neither their own consciousness

nor voluntary rational agency.

This has been conceded by the more argumentative part of

the advocates for the Philonic idea of inspiration. But then

they allege, that this does not reach the whole length of the

case. They adduce another passage of Scripture, which

serves , as they think, fully to shew that the inspired penten did ,

at least sometimes, utter that which they did not understand ;

and consequently their words, in such cases, cannot be taken

as the signs of ideas in their own minds, since by the very
statement it appears, that they had no ideas which correspond

ed with the words. The passage alluded to is in 1 Pet. 1 :
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10—12, “ Ofwhich salvation the prophets have inquired and

searched diligently, who prophesied of the grace that should

come unto you ; searching what, or what manner of time, the

Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify , when it testified

beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should

follow ; unto whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves,

but unto us, they did minister the things which are now reported

unto you by them that have preached the gospel unto you."

This passage , it is alleged , declares that the prophets themselves

were ignorant of the real import of what they uttered respect

ing the Saviourand the gospel-day, and that they made inquiry

in order to understand it ; just as others have done and must

do, to whom their words appear dark or unintelligible.

I cannot turn aside from my present object, so far as to go

into a detailed examination of this interpretation. I am fully

satisfied that it is without foundation , and altogether incapable

of being supported. I must content myself, however, with

brief bints as to the ground of such a conviction . I observe,

first, that no assertion is here made, that the prophets did not

understand what they actually uttered ; nor can any such de

duction be fairly made from the test . It is asserted, that the

prophets εξεζήτησαν και εξηρεύνησαν, sought after and inquir

ed into — what ? The next clause tells us, iis riva ñ zolov

mulgov, at what time or what manner of season, the sufferings

of Christ, and the glory that should follow , would be exhibited ;

these sufferings and glory themselves being revealed by the

Spirit that testified in the prophets. That is, the Spirit of God

discloses to them the future sufferings and glory of Christ.

These they saw and believed ; and being exceedingly affected

by them , they were highly solicitous to know when or during

what kind of times, these things should take place. It was,

then, the time when, and the manner of this time, i . e . as we

say familiarly in English, the kind of times , which they sought

to know , and inquired after. So Peter expressly declares ;

έρευνώντες εις τίνα ή ποιον καιρόν..

Now if we compare the Old Testament prophecies respecting

the Messiah with this, we find an entire correspondence. Most

of them testify of the sufferings of Christ, or of the glory that

should follow ; yet few indeed speak with any definiteness of

the time ; or rather , I might say , few speak at all of the time, ex

cept that from their very nature the implication is , that it is future.

The prophets, then , in testifying with respect to the sufferings
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and glory of Christ, did not necessarily testify or know any thing

respecting the time , when the events predicted should happen.

“ The times and seasons the Father keeps in his own power.”

But how can it be deduced from this , that they did not under

stand what they did testify , viz . what respected the sufferings

and glory themselves ? I see not how such a deduction can

be made.

But further ; even these inguiries of the prophets after the

time and the manner of it , were in some degree answered.

Let us hear Peter : “ Searching at what time, or what manner

of time ... to whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves,

but for us did they act the part of ministers in regard to those

things which are now preached to you ; ” i . e . when the prophets

solicitously inquired respecting the time of the Messiah's ap

pearance, sufferings, and glory, it was disclosed to them , that

these things could not be exhibited in their day, but at a much

later period of the world , viz . the times in which Peter lived

and those whom he addressed.

What then is the sum of this whole contested, and (I had

almost said ) abused passage ? Simply this ; that the prophets,

when prophesying with respect to the sufferings and glory of

Christ, were so wrought upon by the subject , that they inquired,

with deep interest, when the things they predicted would hap

pen ; and that, in answer to these inquiries, it was revealed io

them , that these things would not take place until a remote pe

riod, and of course not in their day .

But how this can prove , that the prophets did notunderstand

what they had already predicted respecting the sufferings and

glory of Christ, I do not see . Indeed , why should their holy

curiosity have been so highly excited, if they did not under

stand it? How could they inquire about the time when these

things should bappen, if they knew not what the things them

selves were ? These are questions which the advocates of Phi

lonic inspiration are fairly bound to answer ; but which do not,

of course , lie in the way that I have chosen.

Then again ; when the time and manner of it were revealed

to the prophets, did they not understand what was revealed ?

If they did not, how was it revealed ? If they did, how could

it be, unless they attached definite ideas to the words in which

it was revealed ?

We find nothing here then, to shew that the prophets have

uttered what they did not themselves understand. But we are

19
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not ;

reminded , that Daniel did not understand the matter of his

prophecy; for he says, “ I heard, but understood not ; then

said I , O my Lord, what shall be the end of these things ? And

he said , Go thy way, Daniel ; for the words are closed and

sealed up, till the time of the end ;" Dan . 12 : 8 , 9. From this

the conclusion is drawn, that Daniel was the instrument of ut

tering declarations which he did not comprehend .

But how this can be inferred from the words in question, I

do not see . Whose are the words which Daniel understood

his own , or those of the angel ? Surely of the latter.

Now that Daniel might not understand all which the angel said

to him , may be just as well supposed, as that we do not under

stand all which he has said to us. But would this latter fact

prove , that Daniel did not himself understand what he conceiv

ed in his own mind ? Admitting then , that the words of the

angel addressed to Daniel, which were to be closed up and

sealed until the time of the end,” are to be construed as mean

ing that they are to remain unexplained until the time of the

end, (which exegesis is itself a doubtful matter, comp. Is. 8:

16 ), yet this proves merely, that certain words were addressed

to him by an angel, which he heard and recorded , but did not

understand their import. And what were these words ? They

were, that the final accomplishment of the predictions which

Daniel had been uttering, should take place only after “ a time,

and times, and half a time. ” This designation of time the

prophet did not understand ; and many of his commentators

have not succeeded any better, in doing what he found himself

unable to do . This is the very thing, too, which Peter says

was at first left undisclosed to the ancient prophets. But when

the time of the end shall come, i.e. when the events which

Daniel had himself predicted, shall have come to pass , then of

course the time will be fully disclosed . The angel declined

making a definite disclosure of this, in order to gratify the curi

osity of the prophet.

Thus we find as little here as in Peter, to justify the idea

that the prophets have uttered what they did not understand.

All of this nature that exists in the Bible, of which I have any

knowledge, is the solitary declaration of the angel which has
just been considered.

But it is said , once more , that in Paul's time , the gift of

tongues was common ; and that persons oſten spoke in a fo

reign language, by the miraculous aid of the Holy Spirit.
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This is true ; but how this can prove that the Spirit did not

enable them to understand a foreign language, as well as to

speak it, I am not aware. Is there any thing in the gift of

tongues, which implies that this giſt was a perfectly mechanical

one, and that those who had it understood nothing which they

uttered ? I trust no one will venture on such a hazardous and

utterly improbable assertion . It would be indeed a singular gift

of tongues, to be exercised in this way - exactly like that of

a man who learns to pronounce Latin words, but does not know

the meaning of a single one which he utters . In such a case,

how could the apostles converse and hold intercourse with those,

who spoke in a foreign language ? If they had no power of

attaching ideas to the words that were uttered in it , they could

not do this. If they had this power, then the reasoning is ut

terly destitute of force.

These, if I mistake not, are the principal and most specious

arguments of those who advocate the Philonic theory of inspi

ration . We have seen that they will not abide the test of criti

cal scrutiny. We must not quit the subject, however, without

suggesting some things, which make directly against the theory

in question. I should not do this, did I not believe that the sub

ject under discussion is one , which has a very important bear

ing on theprinciples of interpretation .

1. My first argument to shew that the prophets, while inspir

ed , were voluntary, conscious, rational agents , shall be taken

from Paul himself, who must have known their condition while

under divine influence. He is treating of the same miraculous

giſt that has been mentioned , viz . that of speaking with tongues,
i. e . of speaking in a foreign language. He ascribes the power

to do this directly to the Spirit of God ; but throughout a whole

chapter ( 1 Cor. xiv. ) he labours to persuade the Corinthians

that they should not abuse the power in question ; he cautions

them strongly against such abuse ; he rebukes them sharply for

it . And why ? If they are the mere unconscious instruments

of an influence which supersedes all their own voluntary pow

ers, what concern has exhortation, or praise, or blame, with

them ? None at all ; no more than it has with the growth of a

vegetable , or the functions of a magnet. But not so the apos
tle . Why ? Because, as he says, the spirits of the prophets,

are subject to the prophets, 1 Cor. 14:32. Indeed ! Then

they are not mere involuntary, unconscious instruments . They

still remain , while under the influence of the Spirit, rational ,
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moral, accountable beings, and free voluntary agents . The ve

ry fact, that the apostle severely chides them for the abuse of

their miraculous gifts, necessarily implies all this. But if this

be true, then the Philonic theory of inspiration is not true.

2. Men inspired are so far from being divested of rationality ,
and understanding, and free agency, that, I may truly say , they

possess all these in a higher degree than ever. Inspiration does

not supersede the use of men's rational powers ; it exalts their ,

reason , it purifies their understandings ; it scatters the darkness

that rested upon them , and brings them into regions of pure

light. For the truth of this, I appeal to the apprehensions of

every reflecting man concerning the nature of the subject ; and

to the developement which inspired writers every where make

of their own sentiments and actions. Why should the Scrip

tures be the better, for being derived from men deprived of their

rational and intellectual powers, and made mere involuntary in

struments in the hands of an all controlling power ? Is not light

let in from heaven upon the understanding and reason , and the

persuasion and clear conception which ensue, of as much value

as words uttered mechanically, and without any knowledge of

their meaning ?

3. If the prophets did not understand themselves, who can

understand them ? A question difficult indeed to be answered.

The prophets did not understand their own words ! Then sure

ly, if those inspired by heaven did not understand what they

themselves uttered, and this too with all their aid of divine

teaching, it could not be expected, that others who are uninspir

ed and unenlightened, would understand their words. And yet

we are told , that the Scripture is all a revelation ! A revelation

to whom ? Not to the prophet who utters it , for he understood

not what he said ; of course not to others, who are still less able

to understand it . Here is then no revelation ; for a revelation

must be understood, or at least it must be intelligible.

• But it is to be understood in after ages." Indeed ? But

how ? Not by the interpretation of language, surely ; for if the

prophet could not interpret his own vernacular tongue, not even

when under the influence of inspiration ; nor the men whom

he addressed interpret their own vernacular tongue, with all the

advantages which they possessed ; then bow can after ages ,

strangers and foreigners, interpret it by rules of language ? It

is plainly out of question .

How then is the Scripture to be understood ? “ The event,"

1
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it is replied, “ will shew how obscure prophecy is to be explain

ed.” But here is a Üotepov npótepov in reasoning; or rather,

there is a mere arguing in a circle . The event is to explain a

prophecy that was before unintelligible ! But how can we know

ihat the event is a fulfilment of the prophecy ? To know wheth

er any event corresponds with a prophecy, we must of course

first know what the prophecy is , i . e. what it means or signifies ;

for if the words of it are unintelligible, then it means nothing to

us, and we have of course no prediction with which we can

compare the event . It follows, that it is impossible for us to

know whether the event is a fulfilment or not .

It must therefore be true, that we do commit the votepov npó

Tepov of transferring the language of an event to the prophecy

itself; that is , from the event itself we make out a meaning ;

then we apply that meaning to the prediction, and thus make out

a sense for it, when to us it had none before ; and then we say ,

that the prophecy had such or such a meaning, because the

event shews it to be so . But after all , we reason in a mere cir

cle . The prophecy is fulblled by the event, because the event

has created a meaning for the prophecy ; and the event corres

ponds to the prophecy, because the prophecy means what the

event shews it to mean, i . e. the event corresponds to itself ; a

notable species of logic indeed ! How much the Scripture has

been exposed to the significant shrugs of sceptical men, by such

interpretation, need not be said . Give me such a liberty of in

terpretation as this, and I can take a wider range than the inter

preters of Delphos, or Cumae. I can never be wanting in an ex

tempore power of explaining any prophecy of the Scriptures,

however apparently dark or mysterious ; for it is perfectly easy

quodlibet deducere ex quolibet.

On the other hand, nothing can be more certain , than that

true exegesis is obliged first to make out the meaning of a pro

phecy from the usual laws of language ; and then to compare

an event or events with the meaning thus made out, and see if

there be a harmony between them . In other words , a prophe

cy must have a meaning per se , like any other writing, and

must be explained in the like manner.

Why not ? Of what possible use could a prediction be, which

neither the prophet himself nor any one else understood , or could

understand ? It would answer no purpose of warning, reproof,

encouragement, consolation, or instruction. Paul says, that " all

Scripture is profitable for doctrine, correction , reproof, or in
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struction in righteousness ;" but on the ground of those whose

opinion I am opposing , here is Scripture which subserves peith

er of these purposes, unless you say, that a mere form of words

which conveys no sense intelligible to us, is profitable for them .

But this would be idle ; a mere trifling with a serious matter.

Cui bono then ? I ask once more. We have a right to ask

this, and to insist on an answer, in a case like the present, when

the question between two methods of interpretation is , which is

most consonant with the nature , design , and object of the sacred

Scriptures ? The Philonists answer this question by saying,

that when the event comes to pass which the prophecy foretells,

then this event will serve to confirm the predictions of Scripture ,

and to illustrate the power and providence of almighty God.

When the event comes to pass ! What event ? Surely none that

the prophecy in question foretells to us ; because by the very

supposition, the prophecy is unintelligible to us , and to all men .

Nomeaning then can be given to the prophecy ; and of course,

we can never tell whether it is fulfilled or not. As to putting a

meaning upon it , drawn from occurrences that take place in af

ter-times, and then calling this a fulfilment — I have already ex

amined this in the paragraphs above.

But further ; are the wisdom , and goodness, and condescen

sion of the Spirit who guided the prophets, more conspicuous in

uttering what is plain and intelligible to the people of God, or

in dictating what is dark and unintelligible ? When God speaks, I

must take it that it is in order to be understood ; when he reveals,

he does not cover his revelation with impenetrable darkness .

The heathen oracles and religion could boast of their púoral,

and uvorngia ; but thy word, O Lord, is light, it giveth light

to the understanding, was said by David , and ought to be

echoed by every disciple of him who is “ the Light of the

world ."

And when it is asked , with a confidence which seems to feel that

overwhelming argument is contained in the question , · Whether

we do not understand the prophecies of the Old Testament, in

respect to the Messiah , better since the fulfilment of them , than

the Jewsof ancient times did ?" I answer at once , We do so ;

or at least, we ought to do so . But how this confutes the view

which I have taken , I am not able to perceive. I have read

many a description of Constantinople, and seen many a represen

tation of its edifices and scenery, delineated by excellent en

gravings . I read the words of a writer on this subject, who has
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never been at Constantinople ; he has merely studied his sub

ject as I have . I understand him . The language which he

employs, suggests to my mind the very same train of ideas in

general, and the same images in particular, which existed in his

mind . I can therefore interpret him , i . e . I can convey to oth

ers the exact meaning of this writer. But if I pay a visit to .

Constantinople, see it all with my own eyes , and sojourn in it so

as to become well acquainted with all that is passing there, then

indeed I have a much more complete and satisfactory view of

the city in question , than I could gain from any description .

Then, when I read the description of the writer above mention

ed , I can have a better view of all its several parts, a more per

fect idea of the things suggested and described, than the writer

himself had . But how this can make his language mean any

more, than he himself meant to convey by it , I cannot see. The

information which enables me to have amore lively perception

of the object described than the author had, I obtained not from

him , but from being present in the place described. I stand in a

more advantageous position than he did . His words awaken in

me trains of thought, the result of my experience, which never

existed in his mind. I understand the objects described better

than the author himself,because of my superior sources of in

formation . But must I attribute all the meaning which I can

now give to his words , actually to him , i . e . to his production ? I

trow not ; clearly not, if Prof. Hahn's definition of right inter

pretation be true, viz : that it is an exposition of the meaning

which an author attached to his own words .

Let me produce another example for illustration. An illit

erate man says, “ Thesun is rising . ' An astronomer hears this de

claration ; and in making out an interpretation of it , he connects

with the words sun and rising, all the ideas which astronomy has

taught him respecting the one and the other. Is this an inter

pretation now of the peasant's words ? Truly not ; for they

mean neither more nor less than what he intended to convey

by them .

Such is the case too with the words of the ancient prophets.

They mean just what they designed to convey by them, and no

more . If we now, after all that has taken place, understand,

better than the Jews of ancient times did , the true nature of gos

pel subjects, ( which surely ought to be the case, this is due to

the full day which the meridian Sun of righteousness has spread

around us. But ancient prophets saw only bis twilight. Could
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they describe more than they saw or knew ? “ No man,” says

the Saviour, “ hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son,

who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath revealed him ;" i . e .

neither Moses nor any other prophet has ever given a full view

of God and his purposes in the gospel ; this was reserved for his

Son to do , and this he has accomplished.

Why can we not believe this, and expound the prophets ac

cordingly ? And if wedo so , then we shall not attribute to them

a knowledge which they did not possess ; nor shall we find any

difficulty in them because they did not disclose all that we now

know ; for all was not revealed to them . We shall interpret

them as they spoke, i . e . we shall assign to their words the

meaning which they assigned, and no more ; for this is to give a

true interpretation .

It is plainly an error , then, to say that a prophecy is interpret

ed by the event. It is perfectly clear, that events may help us to

understand the subject of a particular prophecy much better than

we otherwise could have done ; as the cases of illustration al

ready suggested clearly shew . It is equally plain , that when we

do thus understand the subject, we are in a better condition to

avoid errors in interpretation, than we should otherwise be.

More complete knowledge of any thing, always helps to secure

against errors in speaking of it. But our superior knowledge of

the Messiah and his work, for example, does not bestow that

knowledge on the ancient prophets who foretold him ; and of

course it cannot make their words mean any more, than they

themselves meant by them . Events , by giving us a better

knowledge of the subject of a prophecy, may aidus in its inter

pretation by virtue of that better knowledge which they commu

nicate ; but these events can never make the words of ancient

prophets mean any more than the prophets themselves meant.

Later events may place us in a condition, where the words of

an ancient prophet will excite in us whole trains of thought,

which perhaps he never had at all ; but, as in the case of the

astronomer, who hears the words sun rising from the peasant,

although the train of thought may be exceedingly diverse, and

even far superior in some respects, this can never make the

original words mean any more than the author of them meant to

convey .

What an extended influence this plain principle would have,

if duly reduced to practice, over the wide and difficult field of

prophetic interpretation , it is easy to perceive. What a multi
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tude of errors have been committed, for want of attention to it ,

every one must know, who is at all conversant with the history

of interpretation. But I must quit this theme, as not falling

within my present object, and return to my immediate purpose.

We may now venture to believe that the prophets understood

their own words, i . e. that they did assign to them somemean

ing ; and therefore, if this be the case, that meaning is the one

which is the true sense of their words. In all this there is no

thing which contradicts, or is inconsistent with , the idea that the

prophets were inspired , or wrote under the influence of the di

vine Spirit. Peter and the other apostles often preached under

such an influence ; but the words which they used were under

stood by themselves, and were intelligible to others. If not , of

what use was their preaching ?

Nothing can be farther from what is reasonable , at least so it

seems to me, than the idea that men cease to be rational and

free agents , when they become the subjects of inspiration . The

contrary must be true, viz . that they are more rational, more in

telligent, more free, i . e. more truly so , than ever before ; in oth

er words , all the faculties of their nature , that are capable of in

tellectual and moral elevation , become more elevated in conse
quence of divine influence .

We may consider the proposition then as well grounded, that

the sacred writers did attach somemeaning to every word which

they uttered . God speaks to us through and by them . When

God speaks to men, he speaks in language such as men em

ploy in speaking to each other ; in language, therefore , which is

intelligible. If he does not so, then he does not speak to men

at all ; for him to speak to them , implies, that he addresses them

in such a way as to be understood . The language of his pro

phets , then, is to be interpreted in accordance with the laws of

language , i. e . with those laws which apply to the interpretation

of all other communications by the use of language . If you de

ny this, then you deny to men the power of understanding and

interpreting the Scriptures ; for this must be done, and can be

done, only by virtue of the principles of interpretation which

usage has established . At least, there is but one other way in

which this can be done, and that is , by a second inspiration , I

mean , by the inspiration of the interpreter . Now as we do not

lay claim to this favour, nor expect it, so the only method of in

terpretation that remains, is the one which conforms to the usual

laws of language.

20
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But an interpretation of this sort must go on the ground , that

the prophets did , in their own minds, attach some meaning to the

words which they employed ; and if this be true, the duty of

the interpreter is fulfilled, whenever he has fully developed that

meaning.

If any one is still disposed to say , that the Spirit of God who

influenced the prophets , intended to convey a meaning , by the

words which he suggested to the prophets, different from that

which they may have had in their own minds ;' he takes for

granted two things here, which it would be found exceedingly

difficult to prove; viz . ( 1 ) That the Spirit of God suggested

the words which the prophet used, rather than influenced the

state of his mind which would give birth to proper words; and

(2 ) That men in a state of inspiration, were Jeſt in ignorance of

what they themselves uttered, while this was uttered for the ve

ry purpose of being understood by others. Now as neither of

these are capable of proof, and as both are quite improbable, I

do not feel that they throw any obstacle in the way of that prin

ciple of exegesis, which I have been endeavouring to illustrate

and to defend .

We return , then , after the extensive range that we have taken

in canvassing various objections, to the simple and obvious prin

ciple, that the sacred writers did , in their own minds, attach

some idea to every thing which they uttered . So far as I know,

there is but one declaration in the Scriptures, which stands on

a different footing ; and this is not a declaration of a prophet ,

but of an angel . The prophet is merely the narrator . I refer

to the instance in Dan . 12 : 8 , 9 , where the angel declares, that

the final accomplishment of the visions which Daniel had seen ,

should not fully take place until a time, and times, and half a

time were past . This new mode of designating time , Daniel

tells us he did not understand : “ I heard, but I understood pot."

The angel declined explaining it to him , and it was left to be

definitely marked out by the fulfilment of events which had

been predicted in other prophecies . But where there is another

instance of the like kind in the Scripture, I know not. I find,
indeed , that certain symbols are presented to the eye of a pro

phet, and he is asked what they mean ? He answers that he

cannot tell ; and then the explanation is immediately subjoined.

Thus in Zech. 4 : 2—7, the angel shews to the prophet a golden

candlestick , with a bowl, sevenlamps, and seven pipes, and two

olive- trees standing by it . He then inquires of the prophet,
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whether he knows what these are ; and on receiving a negative

answer, he goes on to explain their symbolic use . But all cases

of this nature are entirely irrelevant to the subject in question .

The symbolic use of things exhibited to the natural eye, or to

the eye of the mind , can never be anticipated , becauseit is not

language, and no rules of language therefore can have a bear

ingupon it. The meaning of a symbol must depend entirely on

the explanation of him who constitutes it ; and therefore it is not

submitted to the interpretation of another. A symbol is a thing,

not words; and consequently no instance of this nature can

have any bearing on our subject. But if it could have, it would

be very far from favouring those principles, which are opposed
to what has been above advocated . In all the cases of such

symbolic representations as I have described , the explanation of

them is made immediately to the prophet ; which does not look

like calling him to utter things in prophecy which he does not
understand .

It may be thought a needless task , perhaps, to have occupied

so much time in establishing a principle, that at first view is so

exceedingly plain and reasonable , viz. that the sacred writers at

tached somemeaning to every word which they uttered. But

the objections which I have canvassed , shew that while this

principle would scarcely ever be directly contradicted by any

man in words , yet it has been virtually denied by great num

bers of Christians, and some of very high consideration too, in

the theory of inspiration which they have maintained .

The importance of baving our minds fully enlightened and

settled on the points that have been discussed, is much greater

than an inexperienced interpreter can well imagine . For if it

be true, that there are parts of the Bible which are uttered in

language that was unintelligible to the sacred writers themselves,

and of course unintelligible to their readers ; then it must be

true , that such parts ofthe Bible are incapable of being inter

preted by any aid which exegesis can offer ; and indeed, that

they are placed out of the pale of interpretation by any human

effort. For all such effort must be regulated by the laws of in

terpretation , derived from the habitual usages of men in explain

ing words; and these can never reach the mystical passages in

question, nor can such passages besubjected in any measure to

their influence in explanation. Of course ,nothing but a second

miracle, i . e . an inspiration of the interpreter, can ever be ad

equate to open the meaning of all such passages of Scripture to
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the world . And if it be indeed the case, that there are parts of

the Bible in this condition , it behoves us well to know it ; and

not to attempt an explanation of them by any efforts which we

can make, lest, like Uzziah, we be smitten by the hand of God

for sacrilegiously intermeddling with holy things . I would that

those who advocate the mystic revelations in question, would

tell us where we must stop in our investigations, and exactly

where the veil is spread, that separates the DP2.2, the holy

of holies, from our view.

Our blessed Saviour exhorted the Jews to search the Scrip

tures; and Paul urges Christians to study and search them ;

and Peter strenuously insists on it that we should give heed to

them as to a light shining in a dark place ;' and no sacred wri

ter intimates that there is any part of the Bible which is unin

telligible to the sincere and humble inquirer. How can all this

be irue, and yet there be many considerable portions of it , to

which none of the usual principles of interpretation are appli

cable ?

II. It is time to quit this subject, and advance to the consider

ation of the second deduction which was made above ( p . 141 )

from Prof. Hahn's definition of the true meaning of interpreta

tion . This is, that in discovering the sense which an author at

tached to his own words , we must have reference simply to the

times in which he lived , and the circumstance in which he act

ed and spoke . Prof. Hahn himself notices this in a part of

his essay, subsequent to that on which I am commenting. But

his notice is very brief , and he has not unfolded the reasons for

the opinion which he gives, although the opinion itself is alto

gether correct . I have also brought the subject distinctly into

view above ; but as I have not there attempted a particular ex

amination of the reasons of it , I shall therefore now only en

deavour briefly to state the grounds of the principle under con
sideration .

Language, I repeat again , is the expression of ideas . Words

are the signs of ideas, exhibited to the eye or ear. As we are

now considering written language , we may call them signs of
ideas exhibited to the eye. Ideas are formed in the minds of

men by the natural objects which surround them , and with

which they are conversant ; by the things to which their
attention is called ; by the relations which they sustain ; by

the customs, manners, modes of thinking, and reasoning

which are prevalent ; by religious rites and doctrines, civil
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usages and government intercourse with foreign nations, etc.

in a word by all the circumstances, external or internal, in

which they live. Every nation has words peculiar to itself,

just so far as it has objects peculiar to itself. I do not refer at

all now to the different sounds of words which stand as the signs

of ideas, such as avšywnos and homo, and which designate the

same object; but I refer to words that cannot by any possibility

be translated out of one language into another, because the other

language has no corresponding termswhich will answer to them ,

and this, because the nation which speaks this other language

never having been conversant with the same objects as the first

nation , of course never had occasion to invent terms adapted to

express ideas of them . For example ; how can we translate

the Athenian uozov, or the Latin tribunus, or consul ? We do

not, for we cannot; all we can do, is to transfer the words them

selves into our own language, and leave them to be explained

in the lexicons by much periphrasis or historical description .

Vice versâ , how will any one translate cannon , mariner's com

pass, electricity, galvanism , steam-boat, man -of-war, etc. into

Latin or Greek ? And so of thousands of words in the En

glish language. What is the ground of all the difficulty ? One

very simple and intelligible thing, viz . that the Romans and

Greeks, never having been acquainted with the objects which

these words designate, had no ideas of them in their minds ;

and therefore they never formed any terms to express them.

Consequently, wecannot translate such English words into Latin

and Greek .

The same thing, and for the same reasons, is true, andmust

be so , of every nation on earth . Each has something peculiar to

itself , which is found no where else ; and of course , each has

some words which can never be literally translated into any

other language. They can only be transferred, and described

by periphrasis, or perbaps exhibited to the eye in pictorial de
lineations.

We must observe, in the next place, that no one man makes

a language, or controls the use of it . He may have some in

fluence upon it ; he may help to introduce , or to change the

meaning of a few words. Every writer intends and expects to

be understood , when he writes for others. But to accomplish

this, he must of course conform to the usus loquendi of his na
tion. Otherwise he composes in a language foreign to them ,

and therefore will not be understood .
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But what is this usus loquendi ? It is modes of expression

which a nation have adopted , under the influence of all the ob

jects with which they are conversant, both natural and artificial;

of all the circumstances and relations in which they are placed,

whether social , civil , or religious. Authors take language as

they find it ; they do not make a new one . They may, indeed,

help to introduce now and then a new word , because they want

it to express a new idea ; but the great body of their words

must be conformed to the usus loquendi, in order to be intel

ligible.

Now iſ when God speaks to any particular men , he uses the

language of these men, in order to be understood ; it follows,

when he spoke to the ancient Jews , through the prophets,

he employed the language of the times and of the nation . But

in order to interpret this, one must be acquainted with the cir

cumstances and relations of the Hebrew nation at that time ;

because the language , as it then was, was entirely conformed to

these.

From these very plain and obvious principles it results, that

in order to interpret rightly, we must have respect to all these

circumstances and relations . It follows with equal certainty,

that to carry back our recent notions of philosophy, theology,

morals, government, or any thing else , and attach them to the

words of the ancient Hebrews, would be doing a violence to the

laws of interpretation which every one must spontaneously dis

approve. The simple question for an interpreter, always and

without variation , is, What idea did the writer mean to convey ?

When this is discovered and developed , the interpreter's work is

done ; and so far as the simple office of an interpreter is con

cerned, it is all done . Whether this author agrees or disagrees

with our present notions, yea , whether he inculcates truth or er

ror, is nothing to him as interpreter. With this he may be deep

ly concerned as a man and a theologian ; he is so ; but as an

interpreter, his work is done, when the true meaning of his au

thor is unfolded.

One cannot belp exclaiming here, when he looks on many of

the glosses which have been forced upon the Scriptures by phi

losophy and sectarianism , by superstition and by ignorance,

Would to God that the Bible , at last, might come to be consid

ered as the sufficient and only rule of faith and practice ! When

will men cease to be wiser than God, in their own estimation ?

And when will the simple meaning of the inspired writers, that
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and no more nor less , be the great object of inquiry andinvesti

gation among all interpreters of the divine word ? May that

time speedily come, and the whole earth be filled with the

knowledge of the Lord , as the waters fill the sea !

Let me add a few considerations by way of caution , to every

conscientious interpreter, and I have done. Is it not our only

true interest , so far as revelation is concerned , to know just what

has been actually revealed , and to attach neither more nor less

to the Scriptures than the inspired writers did themselves attach

to them ? This cannot be denied . How then can we strive for

a party explanation of a text, in case we are onscious to our

selves that we have never investigated it by the usus loquendi,

nor the idioms of the language in which it was written ? I speak

to interpreters, professed and authorized interpreters of the di

vine word . What would they say of an ambassador of our

government, who, being furnished with his instructions , should

go to a foreign country, and give an interpretation to them agree

able to the notions or wishes of the people there ? And if we

neglect to overlook the obvious means by which we are to in

vestigate the sense of the Scriptures, and in order to save toil

and application, put a gloss on them suggested by our own phi

losophy , or superstition, or ignorance, or party prejudice ; then

we are accountable for whatwe do, to theAuthor of the Scrip

tures. His word is truth - everlasting truth ; what is more or

less, may be truth , or error, or a mixture of both : but it is what

lays us under no obligation of faith or practice ; it is often what

may mislead us, and plunge us into danger , if not into perdition.

Let the interpreter of the divine word , then, feel that his office

is high and holy ; that he can never be at liberty to pervert it

or to abuse it . Nor can he fulfil its functions, in all respects as

he ought to do, without such a knowledge of the Scriptures and

the principles of their interpretation, as will enable him to pursue

his inquiries independently of human authority , and to cast him

self only on the guidance of those who were inspired.
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T. V. THE GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY OF THE WRITERS

OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By J. A. H. Tittmann , Professor of Theology in the University of Leipsic . Translated from

the Latin by the Editor.

INTRODUCTORY Notice.

J. A. H. Tittmann, the author of the following article , is the

son of C. C. Tittmann , formerly Superintendent of the churches

in Dresden, and author of the Meletemata Sacra and other

works. He was born in 1773 at Langensalza, where his father

was then sub - pastor ; became professor extraordinary in the fac

ulty of philosophy at Leifsic in 1796 ; was transferred in the

same capacity to the theological faculty in 1799 ; and was aſter

wards made an ordinary professor in the same, of which he has

since risen by degrees, and particularly since the death of

Tzschirner, to be the senior professor. He is accounted a man

of profound and various erudition. He has published no large

work, but many smaller ones both in exegetical and systematic

theology, which are characterized by learning and sound good

sense ; though they do not always exbibit the warm and evangel

ical spirit of a living faith. The principal one is his work on the

Synonymesof the New Testament, first printed in four Pro

gramms, and recently republished with his opuscula, Leips. 1829 .

These opuscula consist of several essays relative to the principles

on which the New Testament is to be interpreted . The following

article is the first of these essays ; and the others will probably

be given in future numbers of this work . He is also the Editor

of the small edition of the New Testament published by Tauch

nitz. ED .

ON THE GRAMMATICAL ACCURACY OF THE WRITERS OF THE

New TESTAMENT.

Among the imperishable merits of Luther in relation to the

church of Christ,it must no doubt be reckoned the greatest , that

he again laid open the fountains of divine truth , which had been

for many ages concealed or corrupted ; and vindicated the use

of them , not only to teachers and to the learned, but also to all

Christians. But as in many other things, in which he could on

ly make a beginning, so also here, he left to posterity the duty of

becoming more thoroughly acquainted with the sources thus re
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stored to them , and of freeing more and more the doctrines

drawn from these fountains from the inventions of human opin

ions. That this was not done by Luther himself, no one can

wonder ; although such was his genius, that had he not been de

prived, by the multitude of his other severe and pressing labours,

of that leisure which the study of ancient literature particularly

demands, he would probably have been superior to all bis con

temporaries in the true interpretation of the New Testament.

But that after three centuries, and after the labours of so

many distinguished men, the interpretation of the New Testa

ment should not yet have been regulated by any certain laws ;

must surely be matter of wonder to all , and would seem hardly

credible, unless one were acquainted with the difficulties of the

subject, and the causes of the errors under which it still labours.

The number and magnitude of these difficulties become incre

known , the longer and more diligently the sacred writings are stu

died . The nature of the errors and faults to be avoided is such ,

that the more experience one seems to have in interpreting the

writings of the New Testament , the more difficult does it be

come to avoid these errors. They grow indeed by practice,

and are so impressed by daily habit, that unless the inter

preter shall have been prepared in the best manner , he is con

stantly more or less influenced by them . Those therefore who in

youth , have become imbued by severe study with a deep know

ledge of the ancient languages ; and the labours of whose fu

ture lives have left them leisure and strength to fulfil the proper

duties of an interpreter of the New Testament, enjoy a rare feli

city. The lot of very many,however, is widely different ; they

have been able formerly to read but few of the Greek authors ;

and having acquired no insight into the genius of the Greek lan

guage, are compelled to acquiesce in the decisions of the lexi

cons, however unsatisfactory and worthless ; and are thus una

ble , through want of leisure and books, to make good in after

life that which they have neglected in youth . On the other

band , those philologians who would seem to be the best qualifi

ed for the interpretation of the New Testament , have often such

a distaste for the reading of the Scriptures, that they most gladly

abandon it to the theologians . But although it may be doubted ,

with Valckenaer, * whether those who have acquired their

knowledge only in the monuments of the profane writers, should

* Valcknerii Orationes, Lugd . Bat . 1784. p . 288 sq .

21
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on that account be prohibited from the emendation and explana

tion of the sacred books ; still , it is greatly to be wished, that all

theologians, who are in a manner regarded as the only legitimate

interpreters of the New Testament, should be able to sustain a

comparison with those great men, who have been so much dis

tinguished by their zeal for the study of languages, by learning ,

sagacity, and sound judgment.

A principal reason why the science of interpreting the New

Testament, is not yet firmly settled on its proper foundations,

seems to lie in the fact, that many regard the interpreter of the

New Testament as having nothing to do with the niceties of

grammar. Hence it happens, that even those who have best

understood the genius of the Greek language , have in explain

ing the sacred books paid no proper regard to the lawsof gram

mar or to the analogy of language ; and the same thing has

therefore happened to them , that has usually deterred mere phi

lologians from treating of the Scriptures. They have taken it

for granted , that the sacred writers were far removed from that

granımatical accuracy , the laws of which are founded in the na

ture of language and the use of the best writers ; and there

fore in explaining their writings, they have supposed there was

little or no use in applying those laws . Indeed it has even been

imagined, that in seeking the true sense of the sacred writers, he

was exposed to err the most widely, who should endeavour to

subject their words and phrases to the ordinary rules of the

Greek language . Hence the direction , now to take refuge in

Hebraisin ; or again , where there is no place for Hebraism , we

are referred to the barbarous dialect of Alexandria ; or at last ,

if there is nothing similar to be found in this dialect, we are told

that the words of the sacred writers , so incongruously composed,

and construed in a manner so contrary to the laws of language,

must be explained from the connexion, and by reference to the

object of the writer. Inasmuch now as this mode of proceeding

is most pernicious, and not only renders the whole interpretation

of the New Testament uncertain , but delivers over the Scrip

tures to the caprice of every interpreter, it may be worth while

to spend a few moments, in endeavouring to form a proper esti

mate of the grammatical accuracy of the sacred writers .

Our first object will be, to explain in what we suppose this

grammatical accuracy to consist. This seems the more neces

sary,
because there is here more than one error to be avoided .

It is therefore first of all to be remarked , that we are not to treat
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here of that elegance of style, which we admire in poets and

orators. This quality, which consists partly in the choice of

words and phrases, and partly in their proper connexion and ar

rangement in sentences, it will be easily understood , is not to be

sought for in the sacred writers, any more than it is required in

the discourse of unlearned men . An elegant selection of words,

indeed , demands, in the first place, that there should always be

at hand a copiousness of words, sufficient to express all the

thoughts : so that we may not only comprehend what the writer

thought, but also the very manner in which he thought it , and

in which he wished to present it. This however is a thing so

difficult, and that too from such a variety of causes, that al

though it is properly expected from an author who professes to

be a masterof the art of writing ; yet it cannot be required of

an unlearned man, who utters without preparation what sudden

ly arises in his mind , or who is compelled to write for others who

are destitute of all cultivation . That the sacred writers are of

this character, no one will deny .

In the next place, it is also requisite for an elegant selection of

words, that the words of the language einployed, should suffice

to express with perspicuity the things in which others are to be

instructed ; so that the writer may not be compelled , either to

employ improper words in an unusual sense , nor to choose ex

pressions which have only a cognate meaning. That the sacred

writers were compelled to do both , needs not here to be demon

strated.

Lastly, that elegance which lies in the choice of words, re

quires that the mind of the writer should neither be excited by

the novelty of his subject, nor agitated by the magnitude of his

purpose, but composed , tranquil, and never forgetful of himsell ;

especially at the moment of committing to writing the thoughts

which he has excogitated. But the sacred writers, regard

less of applause and unmindful of popular favour, always striv

ing for this end alone, that all things should be προς οικοδομής ,

neglected so much the more this elegance of words, because

their minds were aroused and inflamed by the magnitude of the

things either done by others , and especially by their divine Mas

ter, or yet to be transacted by themselves.

In regard also to that elegance of style, which consists in the

proper construction and arrangement of sentences, there is pro

bably no one who would demand an elegance of this sort in the

sacred writers. It is only in authors whose chief object is to
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give delight, or who wish to please while they instruct their

readers, that this species of elegance must not be wanting. In

those writers who desire only to instruct, and to impel to the

practice of that which is honest and good , nothing inore is re

quired , than that they shall speak with perspicuity and in a

manner adapted to persuade ; for the power of persuasion lies

not in those allurements of words, but in the weight of thought,

and in the force of a mind imbued with a sense of important

things, and filled as it were with a divine spirit . So Paul has
truly judged, 1 Cor. 2 : 4 .

I do not here fear that any should charge me with doing in

justice to the sacred writers. That occasionally the most ele

gant expressions and forms of speech are found in them , is ap

parent to all ; and these have been sought out with the greatest

avidity by those defenders of their style, who have been more

sedulous than judicious. These single forms of elegance, how

ever, cannot constitute an elegant style. But as is the case

with many who bestrew a bad Latin style with elegant plırases ,

like flowers, and still are as far as possible from the true ele

gance of that language; so here, the use of well -turned phras

es and elegant forms of expression , can never cause the writer

to be regarded as exhibiting that elegance of style, for which

poets and orators are celebrated . Indeed , if there be in the

writers of the New Testament any elegance of style, it is that

which consists not in art, but springs from the simplicity and

greatness of the thoughts themselves ; and the less it is sought

for, the more certainly and deeply does it affect those to whom

it is addressed . That this species of elegance exists in the sa

cred writers in the highest degree , is well known to those who

have examined the subject.

From all this it will be easily understood, that while we take

a liberal estimate of the grammatical accuracy of the writers of

the New Testament, we by no means assent to the opinion of

those, who have attempted with more zeal than success to shew ,

that these writers have employed a pure Greek idiom . But

would that all those, who have complained of the impure Greek

of the New Testament writers, had either themselves under

stood , or at least explained more perspicuously than has com

monly been done, in what this purity of the Greek language

consists ! Had this been done, there would have been no ground

for many and long disputes. At present, however, we will not

enter upon this subject; but rather express our general acqui
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escence in the cautious directions of Ernesti : * To inquire res

pecting words and phrases, expressing things about which the

Greeks were accustomed to speak ; and first, whether such single

words are spoken in the same sense in which the Greeks used

them ; and then , whether such phrases have not only the syntax

of the Greek, but also the same sense which Greek usages at

tributed to them . As to the mention of syntax here, Ernesti

does not seem to have so understood it , as if purity of style

were to be principally estimated in reference to the legitimate

construction of words and phrases. It is one thing to observe

the grammatical laws of syntax ; and it is a different thing to

follow the practice of approved writers and men of cultivated

minds, so as to express the same things in the same words

that they have used , or in the same way , or at least in a similar

and congruous manner .

Whether this is actually done , is not so easy to be determined

as is generally supposed. For a habit of speaking or writing with

purity and correctness , although it may appear to be unrestrain

ed, is nevertheless limited by necessary laws ; the reason of

which is often so obscured by usage, and so changed in

the progress of language , that it cannot in every case be entirely

ascertained. Hence it happens, that words and phrases used

by the most approved writers, appear to many to have been at

first received without ground, and as it were by accident ; than

which opinion, none can be farther from the truth . But syntax,

· properly so called , consists in the mode of correctly joining to

gether all the parts of style , and depends on other grounds than

purity of style ; although there are some things common to both .

Thus the principal laws of both are deduced from reason , the

common source of all languages. We wish it therefore to be

distinctly understood , that the question about the purity of style

in the writers of the New Testament, is entirely foreign to our

present discussion ; so that no one may suppose, that we rashly

desire to renew this ancient controversy . We are to speak only

of the grammatical correctness of the writers of the New Tes

tament, and we can now more easily explain in what this accu

racy consists .

It is obvious here at the first view, that the grammatical ac

curacy of any writer must consist in the observance of the gram

* Institutio Interp. N. T. Part. I. Sect . II . c. 3. 96. Stuart's

Translation , 117.
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matical laws of the language which he uses . What these laws

are , and on what causes they depend , seems to be less obvious ;

inasmuch as those who attempt to expound the grammatical laws

of a language, often expend all their labour, either in explaining

single forms and parts of style, or in shewing how these may
properly be joined together in order to make out a whole sen

tence . But why this should be done in this particular way , and

in no other , they leave unexplained , and rest satisfied with hav

ing proved by a multitude of examples, that it is often so in clas

sic writers . And although the assiduous perusal of many writers

is necessary, in order correctly to observe the laws of syntax in

a language ; yet the causes of those laws are not to be discern

ed , except by a diligent comparison of the genius of the lan

guage in question , with the necessary modes of thinking and

speaking commion to all languages . He , however , wbo is igno

rant of the causes of these laws, cannot properly understand their

use ; much less can he teach with clearness the mode in which

they are to be applied, nor to what extent they may be changed

by usage. Such is the case with many interpreters ; they know

sufficiently well , how a word or construction usually is , but not

why it is and ought to be so ; and consequently, when they some

times find it otherwise, they are troubled by the uncommonness

of it, and cannot explain why it ought not to be so ; or they take

refuge in a farrago of exceptions, as they are called .

account, it is proper here to treat, in a few words, of the causes

and sources of all grammatical laws , before we proceed to shew ,

how far we suppose the writers of the New Testament have ob

served them .

There are in every language two kinds of laws . The first

kind are in their very nature necessary, so that they are and must

be found of the same or of a similar character in all languages .

The other kind consists of those laws which spring from the pe

culiar genius of any particular language. The former kind are

necessary, because they arise out of the very nature of all hu

man language, that is from reason itself, and can therefore nev

er be violated , but must always be observed. So that if any one

should speak in a manner different from what these laws require,

he would compel his hearers to connect in thought things which

cannot be so joined even in thought; as if a father should say ,

{yévvnoa oo ; or if any one should call him who is the son of Phil

ip , Oihintov naida. Here it is not possible, that he who has be

gotten another, should at the same time be conceived of as hav
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ing the cause of generation in that other, which is the force of

the genitive ; or that he who is to be represented as the son

of Philip, should really be conceived of as a son, when no rela

tion to a father is indicated . The reason of these laws is par

ticularly conspicuous in the Greek prepositions ; where their

own peculiar force demonstrates the cause, why they are to be

necessarily joined with one, two , or three cases . Thus if we

accurately consider the proper signification of each preposition ,

it will not be difficult to see, why dno, čs, and zzpó can only be

joined with the genitive, and eis only with the accusative; as

also why diá and xará not only may be , but also ought to be

construed , sometimes with the genitive and sometimes with the

accusative .

But there are also other laws, which, as springing from the

nature of a particular language, and being in a manner peculiar

to it, are not in the same degree necessary ; so that it is possible

to conceive of a sufficient reason, why a style may be complete

and perfect, although these laws are neglected. Hence it arises,

that idioms, which are introduced by usage contrary to the gen

eral laws of a language ,* are not to be regarded as faulty ; and

that what may appear as solecisms to the unlearned , are some

times in fact the most elegant figures ( ornuata ) of style.f The

reason of these grammatical laws then , although in itself perhaps

obvious, is often greatly obscured by opposite usage ; so that it

is not wonderful , that the precepts of grammarians respecting this

part of syntax , should either not have been understood by those

who judge of the nature of language only by number and case ;

or should not have been sufficient to enable us in all instances cer

tainly to determine, whether one has written correctly or incor

rectly . It is obvious, however, that in estimating the grammati

cal accuracy of any writer, these different species of grammatical

laws must be distinguished. If a writer violate those laws, of

which reason and the nature of things always require the obser

vance, he cannot be said to use the language of man ; but if he

neglect the other species of laws, we must first examine , wheth

er there is not some probable cause for this neglect . On this

account it will be well to treat of the two species of laws sepa

rately .

• See Hermann ad Vigerum , Leips. 1822, p . 865 .

+ Compare Apollonius Aler . De Constructione Orationis , L. III . p . 197 .
ed . Bekker.
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In the first place then , although it may be taken for granted

that the sacred writers have observed the necessary laws of the

Greek language, -otherwise they would hardly seem to have

spoken like men endowed with reason ,-yet it may be worth

while to look more closely at the subject , than has usually

been done. There are those who in interpreting the New Tes

tament, care very little for the observance of any laws ; and

if the words of any writer interpreted grammatically, that is,

according to the laws of language, express a sentiment foreign

to their system or to their private opinions, they do not hesitate

to disregard entirely those laws , and , neglecting the proper force

of the words, contend, that the writer has said what no one in

his senses ever could have said by means of such words. And

we could show by a multitude of examples, how many false in

terpretations which have sprung up out of a hatred of ortho

doxy, rest solely upon the opinions of men , who, because they

have taken it for granted, that the sacred writers did not observe

even the necessary laws of language, have supposed that their

words might be made to signify just what they themselves pleas

ed . Inasmuch, however, as the interpretation of the New Tes

tament would be destitute of all certain rule and method , unless

we observe at least those laws of language, the neglect of which

implies also incorrectness of thought, we will endeavour to

show by some examples, that the sacred writers have observed

even those laws in which few require accuracy or can judge

of it .

To begin with the prepositions ; for there is no signification ,

however repugnant, which has not been assigned to each of the

prepositions in the New Testament ; and moreover we shall

learn to estimate more correctly the accuracy of the sacred

writers in a grammatical view , if we find them paying a strict

regard even to those laws, which, although necessary, are yet

by few regarded as necessary . The nature of the prepositions,
as I have remarked above , is such, that they can either govern

only one case, or they admit two or more cases; in such a way,

however, that according to the variety of their signification, they

require necessarily some one particular case . I do not however

ſear, in asserting that this nature of the prepositions has been

accurately observed by the sacred writers, that any one will

consider me as on this account attributing a refinement to the

style of unlearned men. It is necessary rather to be on our

guard , lest in denying to the sacred writers those things which
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are regarded as peculiar to men of more cultivated minds , we

should seem to approach them with faults which are scarcely

to be excused in persons even of the lowest class .

The force of the prepositions, as Hermann has justly re

marked, * does not depend upon the cases which they govern ;

but it is to be explained from the verbs on which the prepo

sitions themselves depend. It follows from this, that a prepo

sition , even if it retain the same signification as to the general

notion of the thing expressed, may yet require a different case,

provided the verb on which that preposition depends , changes

in any way the mode of conceiving the relation of that thing.

For if prepositions serve to indicate the relations of ideas, the

cause is apparent , both why they govern cases at all , and why

they govern only one case , or why they govern different cases,

if the verb on which they depend changes the mode of con

ceiving that relation . Some govern but a single case, because

the idea expressed by the verb on which they depend, neces

sarily demands that case ; for the force of these prepositions is

such , that if other cases were joined to them , the very idea of

the verb would be contradicted. Others again govern more

cases, because the idea contained in them is such, that it may

be conceived of in various relations, though in a different man

ner ; and hence they may be joined with verbs of different spe

cies, which govern different cases .

By verbs of different species, I mean those which indicate the

different modes in which the relation of two things may be con

ceived . Thus cival and 0 % E0fui are different species of verbs ;

for when we couple the notion of any two things by means of

sivat, we signify nothing more, than that these two notions are

in some way connected ; but 307809ur properly indicates mo

tion , by which the relation of place is changed . Now motion

may be conceived of in a threefold view , as either in , or from,

or io a place ; and therefore the verb foyecilai governs also

three cases , and calls to its aid those prepositions, which serve

to express those different relations. A person is , therefore, cor

rectly said uno Miov civar, and úno nio, when he is under ( at,

near) lium ; but if he is to be represented as coming to Ilium ,

so as to be under it , he is said úró " Talov čoyeojai. The rea

Son therefore why Homer says : αίσχιστος δε ανηρ υπο "Ιλιον

198, is to be sought in the verb 19. “ Had he said tonio

1

Hermann , De emendenda ratione Graecae Grammat. p . 162.
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119€ , it would have signified that he came to Ilium , but that

being under llium , he had come to some particular place there.

For the same reason we find Luke 7 : 6 iva Úno tnv oréynu čio

ions. In the following passages the reason of the construction

is different : Mark 4: 32 úno trv oxid v avtoŨ TO Tetsivà tou

ουρανού κατασκηνούν, John 1:49 όντα υπό την συκήν. 1 Cor.

10: 1 υπο την νεφέλην ήσαν . In these instances the verbs κατα

Oxnvoūv and civot, seem to require not the accusative, but the

genitive or dative ; so that at first view one is tempted to sup

pose , that the writers have erred against the necessary laws of

language. But there is either a probable reason why uno should

be joined with the accusative in a relation of this sort, or else the

best writers have erred in like manner. So Xenophon, Anab.

III. 4 vg' ºv v zarußuois ñv eis to rediov. Herodotus II . 137

ούτε γαρ υπεστι οικήματα υπό γην. Ιn Homer also and other

writers , unó is very often construed with the accusative, when the

verb from which it depends seems rather to require the dative.

But if we carefully look at all the examples of this sort, it will

easily be seen , that the accusative is used in order to make more

conspicuous the fact, that a thing or person is so connected with

another thing, that the latter is to be conceived of and regarded

as an adjunct or accident of the former. The noun , therefore,

which is put in the accusative, is such as denotes either the place

in which any thing is or happens, or the time at which it bap

pens ; for time and place are necessary adjuncts in all things:

So when it is said ( i Cor. 10 : 1 ) that the fathers were all uno

triv vegeanv, we are to bear in mind, that while they were jour

neying, the cloud was always with them ; but had it been und

Vecins, it would have expressed nothing more, than that they

had been once under a cloud ; which was not the intention of

the writer.

Should any one be disposed to regard this distinction as more

subtle than true, let him reflect why all good Greek writers say

υπό νύκτα, υφ' ήμέραν, and not υπο νυκτός, υφ' ημέρας, when

they wish to express that any thing was done by night or in the

day time. Not unfrequently we are able to see why a thing

ought to be said in a certain way, when we perceive that the

same could not have been said in
any

other
way.

The principle is also the same, in regard to the preposition
dia. When drá governs the genitive , it denotes the cause by or

through which a thing is or exists, or the manner in which a
thing is done or becomes such as we would represent it .

With

1
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the accusative, on the other hand , diá marks the cause on account

of which a thing is done or conceived to be done . Thus in

Heb. 9: 12 it is properly said : Xoloto's dia toù idiou aïllatos

εισήλθεν εις τα άγια , forit is the mode in which he entered

that is here spoken of. So also it is correctly said in Rev. 12 :

11 ενίκησαν τον κατήγορον δια το αίμα του αρνίου και δια τον

λογον της μαρτυρίας αυτών. Here we are to conceive of them

as overcoming out of regard to το αίμα και τον λόγον, as if these

were the cause on account of which they were impelled to con

quer ; for they did not regard their own lives, as is immediately

subjoined : ουκ ηγάπησαν την ψυχήν αυτών, άχρι θανάτου.

And although the cause which impelled them to conquer, also

gave them strength and power for the victory, yet the mode of

conceiving of it in this first relation is different. Here therefore

we are to think not only of the efficient cause, which enabled

them to overcome, but also of the impelling cause, which induc

ed them to undertake the contest. The case is similar in 1 John

2 : 12 ότι αφέωνται υμίν αι αμαρτίαι δια το όνομα αυτού . For

if John had written δια του ονομάτος, we must have supposed το

ovoua avtoū to be the efficient cause of the remission of sins ;

which however is not the meaning of the apostle ; and we are

to regard them as having obtained remission on account of, for

the sake of, bis name. And when it is said John 6 : 57 x yo

ζω δια τον πατέρα, και ο τρώγων με, κακείνος ζήσεται δι εμέ,
we cannot doubt that diá denotes not so much the efficient

cause, ( certainly not that alone, ) as the end or object in which

the reason of living is to be sought; for as the reason why Christ

lived on earth was in the Father who sent him, (since it was

the object of his life to fulfil the commands of the Father,) so

those live because of or on account of Christ, who yield obedience

to his doctrines .

The same holds true also when dia seems to denote the im

pulsive cause, as it is called : as dia goóvov, dia onháyxva iné

OUS 980Ū ; very similar to which is also John 10 : 32 drá nomov

έργον λιθάζετέ με . It is obvious, if he had here said δια ποίου

šgyov, we must have thought, not on the deed on account of

which, but on the manner in which , they wished to stone bim;
just as if one should say dia aitwv legáselv. Here also, then ,

dic denotes not per, but propter ; and is correctly joined with
the accusative . On the other hand, in Acts 3 : 16'n rioris vi di

αυτού is not πίστις εις αυτόν, but the πίστις of which he is the

author and cause. In 2 Pet . 1 : 3 καλέσαντος ημάς δια δόξης και

αρετής , it is not he who calls us to δόξαν και αρετήν, that is
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meant ; but he who calls us through δόξαν και αρετήν αυτού,

ένα διά τούτων της θείας κοινωνοί φύσεως γενώμεθα, V. 4 .

comp. 1 Ρet. 2 : 9. For the highest δόξα και αρετή of God are

exbibited in this vocation. Had it been the purpose to direct

our attention to the object or end to which they are called , it

must have been written δια την δόξαν και αρετήν . But the

meaning of the formula δια δόξης in 2 Cor. 3 : 11 , is the same

as is found in many other instances, where diá either denotes the

mode in which a thing is done, as did vnouovñs Rom . 8 : 23.

Ηeb. 12: 1 , and δια νόμου κριθήσονται Rom. 2 : 12 ; or it indi

cates the cause through or by which a thing is done, as dia 175

σαρκός Rom. 5 : 19. 8 : 3 , and δι' ου και την προσαγωγην έσχή

xapev Rom . 5 : 2. comp. v . 1 , 11. Hence we understand

why Peter could say correctly in 2 Pet . 3 : 5 , γη εξ ύδατος και

δι' ύδατος συνεστωσα τω του θεού λόγω . Here εξ ύδατος signi

fies that the earth arose out of the water, as if water were the

material . This was done di üdaros, through the efficacy of the

water itself, in the omnipotent will of God . What is subjoined in

ν . 6, δι' ών ο τότε κόσμος ύδατι κατακλυσθείς απώλετο, has been

rightly interpreted by Markland (ad Lysiam p . 329 ed. Reisk . )

in the same manner as a thing is said to be done diá rivos, i . e.

during the existence of something else ; as in the passage itself

of Lysias, γνώριμος γενόμενος δια της εκείνου δυναστείας, i . e .

durante ejus potestate. So also in Rom. 2: 27 τον δια γράμ

ματος και περιτομής , and 4 : 11 των πιστευόντων δι' ακροβυστί

as. Lastly in the celebrated passage Rom . 3 : 25 , Paul has

correctly said , that God constituted Christ ελαστήριον δια της

πίστεως, (for the ιλασμός comes through faith,) and hasthereby

manifested την δικαιοσύνην αυτού δια την πάρεσιν των αμαρτη

udrov, i. e . on account of (propter) the pardon of sins; plainly

as in Rom. 4 : 25 δς παρεδόθη δια τα παραπτώματα μας και

ηγέρθη διατην δικαίωσιν ημών , on account of pardon and salva

tion, or that we might obtain pardon and salvation. As the apostle

says in 1 Cor. 8 : 2 , δια τας πορνείας έκαστος την εαυτου γυναι

κα εχέτω, (i . e. on account of, or in order to avoid, fornication, )

so also in the above passage he has correctly said : o Osos 100

έθετο αυτον ιλαστήριον διά της πίστεως, εις , ένδειξιν της δικαιο

σύνης αυτού δια την παρέσιν των αμαρτημάτων ; for this is the

end of της δικαιοσύνης , that we may obtain pardon.

These examples suffice to shew , that the sacred writers have

observed at least the necessary laws of language with more

fidelity than is generally supposed. We pass therefore to the
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other species of laws, or those peculiar to the Greek tongue.

This topic is a very ample one, and covers, so to speak , the

whole usus loquendi of that language ; and it cannot therefore

be expected, that we should here explain every thing in which

the interpreters of the New Testament have found a departure

from Greek usage. The subjectof Greek idioms, for instance,

has not yet been so clearly explained and settled , that every

idiom may be at once referred to a certain rule ; nor so

that the causes can every where be assigned , in consequence of

which usage has correctly introduced forms and modes of speak

ing , which are contrary to the grammatical laws . In general ,

the genius of the Greeks was so active and rapid , that their lan

guage abounds in forms and figures of this sort, more than any

other ; and as these do not rest on the authority of law, and

seem often to depend on mere taste or caprice, they render this

part of Greekgrammar exceedingly difficult, and are regarded

by the unskilful as faults. Hence, even the ancient grammarians

bave sometimes named those forms of speaking solecisms, which,

when occurring in the best writers, they have called figures, cyn

pata , of the Greek language. And since those who have formed

their estimate of that language from the jejune precepts of these

grammarians, have of course not understood the nature of these

oynuara ; they have often regarded the sacred penmen as writing

incorrectly, when they have only used the same license which

is found in the best Greek authors. The sacred writers duly

observe the laws of grammar ; but not always the laws of the

grammarians. And it is truly said by Apollonius Alexandrinus,

De Constructione Orationis, III. 2 , ou dń ye façonosi ris adó

γους τας τοιαύτας συντάξεις φάναι, των ελλoγιμωτάτων ανδρών

χρησαμένων, και του λόγου ουκ εμποδίζοντος δήλον ούν ως η

κατα πολυ γενομένη σύνταξις απηνέχκατο την ονομασίαν ώ λόγω

και άλλα κατα πλέον επεκράτησε. « No one indeed will under

take to call such constructions improper, since they are employ

ed by the most approved writers, and are not contrary to reason .

It is manifest, therefore, that the predominant construction bas

borne off the name, just as other things also prevail by numbers. "

Thus, for example, when it is said in the Apocalypse (1: 5 , 6 )

απο ' Ιησού Χριστού, ο μάρτυς ο πιστός, -και ο άρχων τωνβα

σιλέων της γης" τω αγαπήσαντι ήμας και λούσαντι ήμας και εποί

ησεν ημας βασιλείς αυτή η δόξα κ. τ. λ. there seems , at first

view, to be almost as many solecisrns as there are words. Sed

1
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salva res est. We grant, indeed, that this form of apposition is

somewhat unusual ; and if it had stood os udotus, no objection
could have been made. As to the solecism which is commonly

found in the following words, as if the dative to uyanngarti

were to be referred to anó , this comes not from the apostle, but

from the transcribers. The full sentence is completed with

yns, and the datives are to be referred to the following avro in

doča ; for nothing is more common than the insertion of this

pronoun, referring back to the article at some distance before it .

There remains then nothing to give offence, except the consecu

tion of the indicative after participles; and there are probably

those who hold this to be an error of the apostle. But even

this is not without some probable grounds . For since the par

ticiple partakes of the nature of an adjective, it is easy to see,

that he who says ó dyuanoas, means nothing more than he who

loved ; wbich is the same as if he had said ös nyárnoev. There

is, therefore, no incongruity, in referring an indicative joined

with a participle in the same period, to the same subject ; be

cause in botli, there is the designation ofan adjective orpredi
cate . Nor was it necessary that the ös which is implied in

the participle, should be repeated before inoinos ; since it is

necessarily understood. The omission of a word does not render

the style incomplete or incongruous , provided it be plainly im

plied in what is said ; neither does a change of case produce

this effect, unless there should be no word expressed or implied,

which may properly govern one or the other of the cases .

But if there be any thing faulty in figures of this kind , then the

writings of the prince of poets swarm with errors ; for in Homer

such constructions are very frequent. So II . VI. 509, 510 .

υψού δε κάρη έχει, αμφί δε χαίται

ώμους αίσσονται οδ' αγλαΐφι πεποιθώς ,

ρίμφα η γούνα φέρει

" He bears bis head aloſt, bis mane floats around his shoulders ;

but he, trusting in his beauty, his limbs lightly bear him , " etc.

So also 513, 514.

εβεβήκει

καγχαλόων, ταχέες δε πόδες φέρον

“ He advanced exulting, and his swift feet bore him ."

But here follows a passage, in which all the constructions oc

cur, that have given so much offence in the Apocalypse ; II . VI.
479 ff.
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και ποτέ τις είπησε' πατρος δ' όγε πολλον αμείνων !

εκ πολέμου ανιόντα φέροι δ ' έναρα βροτόεντα,

κτείνας δήίον άνδρα..

“ And then may some one say, He is far braver than his father,

him returning from battle ; and may he bring back bloody spoils,

having slain a foe ."

In truth, it is the very nature of such figures as these, to ren

der the style , wbich would otherwise be encumbered by too

many words, more adapted to express the ideas. The power

of language does not consist alone in this , that the same idea

should be excited in the mind of the hearer, which existed in

that of the speaker ; but also that it should be perceived, and , as

it were , felt in the same manner and degree by the former, as it

presented itself to the mind of the latter. If now any one

will reduce those words of Hector to the rules of syntax , he will

at once see , that they express indeed the same ideas, but in a

manner far different from that in which those images affected

the miod of Hector himself.

Should it now be said , that figures of this sort , in orators and

poets, are artificial and objects of research , but are in the

apostles undesigned and accidental ; it may be replied , that the

question is, not what is said with art and study, but what is

said correctly . The best writers, whether poets, or orators , or

historians , are applauded , not because they have studiously

sought for single words and forms; but because they have, as

it were naturally and instinctively , written or spoken in the man

ner which the subject required , and not necessarily in that pre

scribed by the syntax of the grammarians.

It has also been objected to the sacred penmen , that while dif

ſerent classes of authors usually have characteristics peculiar to

themselves, the style of the writers of the New Testament is

mixed up from every kind of writing ; that wbile the peculiarities

of tragic authors, for instance , are foreign to the style of the ora

tor and historian, in the New Testament all is found mingled to

geiber. This representation is not without the appearance of truth ;

but the objection may be easily removed. For first, the nature of

the style of the sacred writers is such , as to approach as near as

possible to the common usus loquendi of ordinary liſe. But

this usus, which governs alike the learned and the unlearned ,

is of such a nature, that it submits with difficulty to the felters

of syntax, so far as the laws of this latter are not necessary and

essential; either because the thoughts are uttered in an unpre
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meditated manner and as rapidly as possible ; or because the

mutual interchange of thought does not require or bear, either

a multitude of words, nor fulness of construction ; or because ,

when speaking in the presence of one another, men do not need

to express every idea fully in words, since tone, and expression ,

and gesture can then afford their aid for the full understanding

of what is uttered . It is therefore not surprising, that this mix

ed kind of writing should be found in the New Testament; and

of him who bestunderstands the causes of this style , we should

not hesitate to say , that he is the best interpreter ofthe sacred

writers. It is also to be borne in mind , that those peculiar

modes of speaking ,asthey are called , are not so exclusively

appropriated to particular classes of writers, but that they may

be employed by all those whose minds are affected in the same

manner . Themodes of expression found in poets, are not pe

culiar to them merely because their language is regulated by

numbers ; but because their thoughts are of such a kind as to

require, or best to bear, these modes of expression ; and there

fore he who should think the same things in the same manner,

might properly apply the same species of language. The sa

cred writers therefore are not to be censured , because they have

promiscuously employed every species of expression , provided

only their style has sufficientsymmetry and congruity. On this

point , it is more difficult to form a judgment than many sup

pose, who declare that the sacred writers paid no regard to

grammatical accuracy, because they appear sometimes to have

used middle verbs for passives, or to have erred in some other

manner . This last question, however, refers not to the obser

vance of grammatical laws , but to purity of language ; as has
been remarked above.

Such then being the result of ourinquiries, it follows, that in

order that the interpretation of the New Testament may not be

left in a state of entire uncertainty, every interpreter should pre

scribe it as a rule to himself, to pay a strict regard to the nature

of the grammatical laws ; and never in any case to depart from

thern , nor have recourse to Hebraisms, until he clearly sees, that

a passage interpreted according to those laws alone, must be

despaired of.
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ART. VI. PRESENT STATE OF THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE AND

EDUCATION IN ITALY.*

By Augustus Tholuck, Professor of Theology intheUniversity of Halle . Translated from
the German by the Editor.

It is seldom that any theological intelligence, or theological

production, comes over to us from Italy ; and this is the less to

be wondered at, because in that country itself, there is very lit

tle heard or known of new theological publications. The theo

logical works which appear, are usually ascetic writings , homi

lies, prayerbooks, and the like ; sometimes a translation in

rhymeofsingle poetic books of the Old Testament, as e. g.
Pacchi's Version of Malachi and the Book of Wisdom ; the Mar

quis Nicolo Grillo Cattaneo's Proverbii de Salomone, Genoa

1827 ; or a confutation of heretics ; t or a biblical history ; f or

finally small antiquarian treatises. But whoever would form an

estimate of the catholic church generally, from the freshness,

freedom , and spirituality, which she exhibits in some of the Ger

man states, would be led into great error. The German depth

has there penetrated also the catholic religion and the catholic

theology ; and the latter has here and there received another
and nobler form , than it exhibits in other lands . For the ardent

and profound catholicism of a Sailer or Stolberg , the Italians ap

pear to have no perception. The Marquis Carlo Antici at

Rome has taken the pains to translate into Italian Stolberg's Ec

clesiastical History, Sailer's Hornilies, and Sailer's Life of Sam

buga ; but these works have excited little attention . The trans

* The following article appeared originally in the Literarische

Anzeiger für christliche Theologie, etc. of which Prof. Tholuck

is editor, and contains some of the results of his personal obser

vation in Italy during the year of his residence at Rome. It is ,

of course , more particularly adapted to the German reader ; but

the information contained in it, is of general interest. En.

† Difesa contro la falsa dottrina che si contiene nella vita di Sci

pionede Ricci, data in luce dal Signor de Potter, opera del sacer
dote Bartolomeo Giudetti , uno dei curati della cattedrale di Li

vorno, Lucca 1826 .

| Dell' Istoria del vecchio e nuovo Testamento , libri dieci di

Pellegrino Farini , Ravenna 1827. - Rudone Jesu Christi ne' due

Testamenti, Lodi 1827.

23
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lation of Stolberg moreover was not brought to a close ; although

the Italians pride themselves on Stolberg's conversion to the

Roman church.

The Italians, and at the same time their judgement respect

ing the Germans, cannot better be described than in the words

of the merry Abbate in Göthe (Dichtung und Wabrheit, II .

1. S. 279) : " Che pensa ! non deve mai pensar l' uomo, pen

sando s'invecchia.- Non deve mai fermarsi l'uomo in una so

la cosa , perche allora divien matto ; bisogna aver mille cose,

una confusione nella testa ." What, think ! a man must never

think, he grows old by thinking . – A man must never stand still

in any one thing, for ibis makes him a fool; he must have a

thousand things, a confusion , in bis head !" The Englishman

and the Frenchman have so often heard of the abstract pro

fundity of the Germans, that they take it for granted. The Ital

ian theologians know something of it also by hearsay ; and since

the papacy does not like to see its followers go too deep or too
far in any thing, there exists always a certain sort of distrust in

regard to the works of German catholics; e . g . in reference to

the works of Hug, whose learning is moreover well known .
Even the works of the French ultra , de la Mennais, and of his

Italian representative and enthusiastic admirer , the Theatin

Pater Ventura, who in his book on ecclesiastical law , and in sev

eral pamphlets contends most zealously for the cause of Ultra

Romanism , have by no means received the unconditional appro

bation of the papal court and higher priesthood. One work of

the latter was even prohibited. “ Mi pare esser una testa calda,"

“ he seems to be a hot head ” _was the remark ; in short en

thusiasm , show itself where it will , excites suspicion.

The most approbation with the heads of the church is found

by a standing formal theology, which moves, without specula

tion and without mysticism , within the ordinary bounds of the

human understanding, and whose highest ideal is the catechis

mus Romanus, which certainly in many respects is truly excel

lent. The deeper theology of an Augustine, or of the school

men , is little known . Augustine is even dreaded , as the father

of Jansenism . Yet this deeper speculative dogmatic theology

has still its friends among the members of the Augustin and Do

minican orders, who are chiefly out of good families, and are

even now distinguished for their morality and learning. When

one beholds on Corpus-Christi day the cohorts of the different

orders of monks— the true milites ecclesiae Romanaepass along
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in procession , he is ready to say, that even the external appear

ance of the Augustins recals to mind that Augustin , who has

broken the way for the gospel in its purity. The Dominicans
study Thomas Aquinas, and fight his battles , because he was a

brother of their order. Others in the mean time, and even pi

ous men among the Italian clergy , speak of this study of Thom

as Aquinas and of the schoolmen generally , as of a useless rum

maging after hairsplitting subtleties. A theologian of learning,

as it seems, and of deep thought and warm piety, who under

took some years ago to demonstrate in a speculative manner, that

the doctrine of the tripity is consonant with reason , fell on that

account into the odour of heresy, or, as others said , of a disor

dered intellect. So little is the peculiar character and object of

the scholastic theology now acknowledged in that church , which

owes to the schoolmen in particular, the most plausible defence
of her errors, as well as of her truths.

But although theological literature excites in general so little

interest , the Italians are nevertheless not wanting in theological

journals ; of which however only a very small part have the

character of reviews. In Alexandria in Piedmont there ap

pears the • Ecclesiastical Journal ,' Giornale ecclesiastico ; in

Florence , the Journal of the Apologists of the Catholic Reli

gion ,' il Giornale degli Apologisti della religione cattolica ; in

Milan , if the writer does not err, · The Friend of Italy, ' l’Ami

co d'Italia , in imitation of the French ultramontanist* journal

l'Ami de la religion et du roi . This journal, l'Amico d'Ital

ia , had the bonour in 1827 of a papal Breve, conceived in high

terms of praise. In Imola a Societade' Calobibliofili publishes

since 1825 a journal in numbers, which contains the best writ

ten ultramontanist essays out of other works. Further, in the

arcb- bigoted Modena also ,-whose sovereign, as was mention

ed in the public papers, was not long since graciously pleased

to require of his subjects the Christian exchange ,that they should

deliver up all books printed out of Modena, and receive in return

the same number of prayerbooks printed in Modena — there ap

pears an ultramontanist journal: Memorie di religione, di morale

The terms ultramontanist and altramontanism refer here to

the efforts made by the catholics, to establish the authority of the

church and pope above that of temporal sovereigns. The name

comes from the circumstance, that Rome is ultramontane to the

rest of Europe. ED.
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e di letteratura, which is not badly written , and alsocontains re

views . These Memorie had also received a Breve from the late

pope , in which it was said , he had not indeed been able to read

much in them , but from report, he could not doubt the devotion

of the editor in personam suam et in hanc sanctam sedem.

But how little interest the Italians have in such literary under

takings, is shown by the case of the Giornale di Roma , publish

ed several years ago by Pater Ventura, which , although it de

fended ultramontanism not without skill and with the greatest

zeal, found very few readers, even in Rome itself, out of the

diplomatic corps , and was given up after two years. Of the

other journals also above mentioned, almost nothing is known in

Rome, except of that in Modena. No bookseller had ever

heard of the journal at Imola , and no one would write for it,

there was no trade to Imola. To the question, how then it

could be obtained , it was replied : “ Aye, if you have not a

friend there who can send it to you -- " As the writer

once expressed his astonishment to an intelligent Italian clergy

man, that no more interest was taken in such periodical works,

the answer was : “ We Italians have no need of defending our

religion ; with us no man doubts ; but the French must write

in behalf of the Christian religion, because with them there are

unbelievers. " Not even in regard to the great missionary en

terprises of the Roman church, is any information to be found

in any Italian journal. When surprise was once expressed on

this subject to a scholar of the Propaganda, bis näive reply

was : “ Eh Signore , noi cattolici non parliamo mai da' nostri

meriti ," " O , my dear Sir , we catholics never speak of our

merits . " There was here a glance at the many reports re

specting protestant missions in English publications. But

whether humility is the true ground of this silence on the cath

olic missions, may well be doubted . Although this silence

may in part spring from a certain mental sluggishness, yet, on

the other hand, the chief cause would seem to lie in the policy

of the Roman church , which has never been friendly to pub

licity , because its means were not always pure .

The life which still exists in the theology of Italy, is a dim
reflection of the French school of Count le Maistre and the

Abbé de la Mennais. The best essays in the abovementioned

journals, are translations and imitations of French works . So

e. g. a well written essay of Ventura in the eighth number of

the above mentioned Memorie : “ On the actualsituation of the
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publicmind in Europe in respect to religion , and on theneces

sity of propagating good principles by means of the press."

The author here attempts to show , in entire accordance with

those French zealots, that protestantism leads directly in politi

cal matters to anarchy , and in matters of religion to absolute

infidelity.

There is however a very small number of Italian theologians,

who have struck out another and new course. They have be

gun to study German, and have made themselves acquainted

with German theology ; and that too, rather more from protest

ant , than from catholic writers. It is particularly the philo

logico -theological works which interest them . In this class Ge

senius, Bretschneider, and especially Winer, are well known

names. A specimen of this theological tendency lies before us

in the learned work : Horae Syriacae, seue commentationes et

anecdota res vel litteras Syriacasspectantia . Auctore Nicolao

Wiseman S. T. D. T. I. Romae 1828. This work clearly

shews a thorough acquaintance of the author with the writings

of Hug, Bertholdt, Kuinoel , Paulus, Eichhorn, etc. which the

papal library Minerva willingly offers to all who have received

ihe " licenza. It cannot indeed be said , that the learning of

the author has been here applied in the most important way,

nor that his contributions from unprinted sources are adapted to

attract attention in any high degree. * In the mean time, the

second part of this work (of which only Part I. is yet publish

ed) will contain , it is said , subjects of much greater interest,
an astrological document of the Sabians or Christians of St.

John, extracts from the Palestine-Syriac version in the Vati

can Codex used by Adler, etc. Mr. Wiseman was born in

Spain of English parents, and is now rector of the English

college at Rome, where from twenty to thirty young English

men are preparing for the service of the English catholic

church . He is also agent for the whole catholic church in Eng

land and North America. He is still a young man , between

thirty and forty years of age , distinguished for his modesty,

*

* The author, among other things , gives himself the 'thankless

trouble of circumstantially refuting Horne, the author of the Eng

lish Introduction to the New Testament, who probably did not

himself understand Syriac, and had asserted that the Redeemer,

at the institution of the last supper, said this is my body etc. only

because it could not be said in Syriac, this signifies etc.
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civility , and tolerance ; and has inspired his pupils with such

interest for the study of the German , that the greater part of

them learn it . German is also studied in the Scotch and Irish

colleges. Even the names of Kant, Herder, Jacobi , Fichte,

Herbart, are familiar to some of these young men. One of

them once mentioned, in conversation with the writer, the

schoolman Occam. As the writer knew how little the school

men are studied in Italy, he asked with surprise, if he had read

Occam . No,' he replied, ' I know him only through Tenne

mann . A catholic theologian in Italy , who knows Occam from

our good Tennemann , is truly a rare phenomenon ! Some of

the native Italians have also followed this example of the

Britons . In a theological work belonging to an Italian clergy

man , the writer found a written motto out of Göthe's Faust !

The study of scriptural interpretation is that among all other

theological studies, which most lies fallow among the catholic

theologians of Italy and France. The notes to the Italian ver

sion of the Bible by Martini , some translations of earlier French

commentaries , and at most Calmet , constitute the usual appara

tus. Those theologians who are now acquainted with the Ger

man exegesis, especially the English, to whom also English com

mentaries are accessible, exert themselves likewise to promote

the study of interpretation. While formerly in the theological

schools of Italy, exegesis occurred only by way of explana

tion of the dicta probantia or proof-texts, to which the dogmatic

manuals referred ; we now find here and there books of the

Holy Scriptures explained in course . Kuinoel and Rosenmüller

are the best known and approved among the commentators.

The advancement of the study of theology , is connected with

the advancement of the sciences generally ; and in regard to

these, the late pope Leo XII . unquestionably deserves great

praise. He took a great and real interest in the sciences ; and

proved this in his celebrated Regolamento degli studj of Aug. 28,

1824. His merits in the reorganization of the Roman univer

sity, are also so generally acknowledged by the Romans, that

the proud canopy which arose to his honour in St. Peter's, with

the glimmer of thousands of tapers, while it showed him on the

one side as he opened the closed door of St. Peter in the

year of jubilee, exhibited him on the other as he opened and

established the Roman university. Inasmuch as little is known

in foreign countries, in regard to the new system of education

in the papal states, and especially respecting the Roman univer
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sity, it may be worth while here to describe the arrangements,

as they exist since the regulation of 1824. It will thence ap

pear, that iſ in that country the administration of the universi

iies corresponded fully to their constitution , the state of litera

ture and the sciences would not indeed be equal to that in Ger

many, but still would not remain so far behind it , as is now the

case ; when the power of custom and of long established usage,

either does not suffer new and better arrangements to be intro

duced, or else renders them , when introduced, immediately in

effectual.

There exists a Congregazione degli studj, by which all mat

ters relative tostudy are directed. To this congregation belong

the Cardinal , Secretary of State , the Camerlengo orChamberlain

of the Roman church , the Vicar of Rome, the Prefetto dell'in

dice, who makes out the catalogue of prohibited books, and se

veral other cardinals. A legate from this congregation visits

now and then the literary establishments . The ecclesiastical

states have two principal universities, the archigymnasium at

Rome, and the university of Bologna. In each of these there

are said to be not less than thirty -eight professorships . Univer

sities of the second rank are at Ferrara, Perugia, Camerino,

Macerata , and Fermo ;-in each of them at least seventeen pro

fessorships. These universities cannot bestow degrees , without

a previous visitation on the part of the sacra congregazione . '

The number of chairs , and the subjects which are to be lectur

ed upon , are printed by each university , and cannot be altered .

The office of archchancellor is held at Rome by the cardi

nal chamberlain ; in Bologna , by the archbishop . These

archchancellors have jurisdiction over all offences, which occur

within the bounds of the universities . Only crimes of a higher

nature, are referred to the ordinary courts. Each university

has a rector, whose duty it is to watch over the discipline, reli

gion , and morals of the professors and students . The rector

makes out the catalogue of lectures . He reinains in the univer

sity so long as the lectures continue , and notes every professor

who does not fulfil his duty. In each university are four col

leges, corresponding to the four faculties , which have functions

in examinibus, in the choice of professors, and in the bestow

ment of degrees. They are, as it were, the mediators between

the universities and the sacred congregation , to which they make

report when required . To the theological college (or faculty )

in Rome, belong regularly, among others, the commissary of
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the Holy Office (Inquisition ), the general procurators of the Do

minicans, Augustins, Carmelites, etc.

It was formerly the case , that professors received their places

regularly through favoritism ; and sometiines the professorships

were even regarded as an honorable provision for invalids of

merit. That in this respect the late pope introduced a new or

der of things, deserves particular acknowledgement; although

the trial of the professors, established by him , is by far too much

after the school-boy fashion ; and besides, it must be remarked ,

that according to report, even in spite of this mode of proceeding,

notwithstanding it was directed particularly against the system of

favoritism , the old and established usage has at length triumph

ed , and favoritism has again assumed ils sway. The new ar

rangement consists only in this, that henceforth every professor

ship shall be open to competitors. The candidates shall coine

together in the chambers of the library, and here, with closed

doors and within six hours, write a Latin composition on one of

thirty themes laid before them . Then follows an oral examina

tion in Latin ; and afterwards the archchanceller, rector, and

college proceed to the choice. This competition , however,

doesnot take place for the theological professorships in the

university at Rome. And generally speaking, an exception is

made from such a trial, when a candidate has distinguished him

self in some other way, and particularly by any learned work.

But in such cases the pope chooses alone.

Every professor must use a printed synopsis, which he ex

plains during the first half hour ; the other half hour is spent in

questioning and exercising the students. In reference io reli

gion and morals, he receives prescripts from the sacred congre

gation , which he may not exceed . In case of sickness he must

give the rector notice , and send his deputy in his place . Each

faculty, namely, has an extraordinary professor, who in cases of

sickness takes the place of the ordinary ones ; he has the same

privileges as the others, but 110 salary . Each university has a

library, an observatory, a museum , and a botanic garden.
Each has also its beadles. The revenues are managed by the

rector. The university year is divided into three terms

or trimesters. Each professor keeps a book, in which all his

pupils inscribe their names. In banishing students from the

university, the rector cannot act alone ; but others must also

give their votes. No student is permitted to loiter up and down

in the university building, either before or after the lectures ;
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nor to attend any other lectures than those which he has regu

larly commenced . Each university has its church or oratory.

Every trimester is begun and closed with public worship. They

sing : “ Veni creator spiritibus — deus qui corda fidelium - deus

omnium fidelium pastor.” It would be well , were this cus

tom imitated in protestant universities . Mass is read every day.

On Sundays and festival days, the students meet in the oratory,

listen first for half an hour to the reading of some pious book,

and afterwards to a sermon . During the last of Lent, the stu

dents subject themselves annually to certain exercises,-soli

tude, fasting, prayer, and corporeal penance . Whoever with

draws himself from these religious exercises , or exhibits an ha

bitual want of a devotional spirit, is cut off.

Io respect to the conferring of degrees, the student, after

the completion of the first year, and after examination, re

ceives the first or Bachelor's degree ; and after a course

of three years , and regular examination, that of Licentiate .

Whoever will obtain the degree of Doctor in Theology,

must for two years at least have heard lectures on the Holy

Scriptures and ecclesiastical history. This degree of Doc

tor of Theology is conferred publicly and with the greatest

solemnity ; sometimes even the pope himself is present , in order

to increase the splendor. This took place in 1827 at the pro

motion of a young Irishman , Cullen , a member of the Propagan

da . The young doctorandus had given out no less than 224

theses, of wbich the following are specimens : Thesis 165. Re

ligio Christiana, ubi primum praedicari coepit, singulari prorsus

celeritate propagata est. 166. Hujus autem propagationis adjuncta

fuerunt ejusmodi , ut inique et ignorantur faciant , qui Moham

medaoismi et Lutheranismi progressus cum ea comparant. 182 .

Gravissime falluntur illi (Basnage, Mosheim , Voltaire) qui ne

gant , Constantinum bellum Maxentio inferentem crucis signum

coelitus objectum vidisse. 183.Quae vero J. A. Fabricius (Es

ercitatio crit . de hac re, Hamb. 1704. Biblioth . Graecae Vol.

VI . 1 , 5. ) protulit argumenta, minime probant visionem illam

naturalibus causis esse adscribendam . 224. Est etiam falsa

Villersii sententia , qua statuitur , progressus, quos proxime elapsis

saeculis scientiae et literae humaniores in Europa habuerunt,Lu-

theri, quam vocant, reformatione acceptos referri oportere. The

first theses defended the genuineness of the Pentateuch, Daniel,

the first chapter of Matthew, the Apocalypse, as also the divine

24
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origin and authority of the Apocrypha. Reference was also

had to works written in German , as Lessing, Eichhorn, etc.

ART. VII . LITERARY NOTICES.

By the Editor.

It is not the intention of the Editor in the present article, nor

in future articles of the same character, to give a complete view

either of literary intelligence in general, or even of that which re

lates more particularly to Theology. His plan embraces only noti

ces of the inore important works which shall from time to time ap

pear ; soas to keep the theological scholar well informed (so

far as it lies in the Editor's power ) not only as to the actual state

of literature and science, but also in regard to works which may

hereafter be expected. Of course, works on biblical literature

will constitute the first and chief object of attention .

I. Literature of the Old Testament.

1. Hebrew Bibles . Among the great variety of Hebrew Bi

bles, the student is often perplexed wbich to choose ; and while

he wishes to obtain one which shall combine excellence with

cheapness, he is most commonly obliged to sacrifice one of these

points , and either gratify his taste at the expense of his purse,

or , if compelled to be economical, he must put up with an edition

which he would not otherwise have chosen . The most beauti

ful edition of the Hebrew Bible yet published, though not the

most correct, is that of Van der Hooght, Amsterd . 1705. It

is now rare, and bears in proportion a very high price . That

of Michaelis, Halle 1720, is the most correct edition , and at

present the cheapestof all , the price having been reduced not

many years since. But the type is bad and unpleasant to the

eye ; and it is moreover encumbered by marginal notes and re

ferences to such a degree, as to make it inconvenient for com

mon use. Jahn's edition is valuable, because it gives the books

of Kings and Chronicles in a sort of Harmony, and exhibits the

Psalms divided into oriyou according to the parallelism ; but for

this very reason it should not be the scholar's only Hebrew Bi

ble. It is moreover, now out of print. The reprint of Van der
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Hooght in London has no special value, except that of compar

ative cheapness. The saine may be said of the edition of si

monis, several times reprinted at Halle, and recently under the

superintendence of Rosenmüller. This is now the cheapest

Hebrew Bible, with the exception of that of Michaelis ; but the

type, and especially the points, are bad .

Under these circumstances it may interest Hebrew schol

ars to know, that Mr. Tauchpitz, the celebrated printer in Leip

sic , has a new edition in the press, which he intends to make

superior to all others, so far as correctnessand beauty are con

cerned. It is a stereotype edition ; and the utmost pains are

taken , both by the ordinary proof-readers, and by a Jewish

Rabbiemployed for this very purpose, to make it perfectly cor

rect. The type is beautiful ; being almost entirely of the same

character and form as that in Professor Stuart's Chrestomathy,

though of a larger size. The work is superintended by Prof.

Hahn , who gives a revision of the text, with the necessary va

rious readings. Mr. Tauchnitz informed the writer , that the

retail price of the work would not exceed 41 rix dollars in

sheets, or about $ 3,25. From this price a large discount is

usually made. The edition is expected to appear at the great

Leipsic fair in April next. — The writer also learned at the Or

phan -house in Halle, that a new edition of Simonis' Bible would .

soon be necessary , which would be printed with a new and
beautiful type.

2. Hebrew Lexicons of Gesenius. The first Hebrew Lex

icon of this author appeared in Hebrew and German, in two

volumes octavo, in 1810–12. This was intended at the time

to be a complete critical dictionary of the Hebrew tongue. An

abstract of ihis work by the author was afterwards published ,

under the title of a Manual Hebrew Lexicon, of which three

editions have appeared, the last in 1828. · For several years

past , as is generally known, Gesenius has been making pre

parations for a full and complete Thesaurus of the Hebrew

language, in Hebrew and Latin , to be published in quarto, and

intended to go down to posterity as the chief labour and memo

rial of his life. The first three letters of the alphabet were com

pleted and printed so long ago as in April 1827 ; since which

time various other avocations, and perhaps a modification of

some of his views through the labours of Ewald and Winer,

have caused a suspension of the work . In the interval, howev

er , he has brought out the third edition of his Manual Lexicon ,
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and is now occupied with a fourth edition of it in Hebrew and

Latin , the printing of which is already far advanced . This may

be regarded as an abstract of the yet unprinted Thesaurus ; in

asmuch as he collects materials for the latter, from which ma

terials the article for the former are made out. That is to say,

the Manual contains the results of his investigations, wbile the

larger work will contain sometimes the investigations themselves,

at other times the results in a more extended form . The Manual

is expected to be ready at the next Leipsic fair. The retail price

of the German one is about $3 bound ; that in Latin will pro

bably not cost much more .

The Thesaurus , so far asprinted , after lying in the printer's

loft for three years, was at length published as the first number

in January last. In a notice on the cover the following points

are specified by the author, as forming the chief characteristics

of the work : ( 1 ) That being intended for scholars and not for

beginners, the work is arranged in the etymological order, while

the manuals are in alphabetical order. (2) That all the proper

names are included and illustrated . ( 3 ) That in quoting the

passages in which a word is found , in general all such pas

sages are given , unless where the number is great and the cita

tion of them would be unimportant. (4) That where the au

thor differs from the received opinion, or sometimes from him

self, the reasons are given at length, in order to avoid the charge

of rashness, which is often made, e . g . against J. D. Michaelis.

( 5 ) That in the citation of authorities reference is more frequent

ly had to the older interpreters, and every where, as much as

possible, to the ultimate sources .

The number published comprises, as is said above, the first

three letters of the alphabet. There are to be three more num

bers . The work is printed on paper of two kinds; the one at three

rix dollars the number, and the other at four. The retail price

of the whole work therefore will be about $ 8,50 and $ 11,50.

This work is of so much importance to all lovers of Hebrew lit

erature, that it seems not improper to insert here a specimen of

it ; and the article 72 to weep is selected for that purpose on

account of its brevity, rather than because of any particular

merit. It is here printed line for line, verbatim et literatim .

fut. -za? convers . 7722 flevit. (Ita in

omnibus linguis dialectisque cognatis, ut chald. syr. sam .

nasor. arab . aethiop . melit. ) . Usurpatur tam de puero
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-deploraboaetatem meam air37:יַחַלּותְּב־לַעהֶּכְבֶא,XI

vagiente Exod . II, 6, quam de viro lacrimas fundente Gen.

XLIII, 31. 2 Sam. XIX , 2, saepissime de populo in publi

cis calamitatibus lamentante Num . XI, 10. XXV, 6. 2 Sam.

XV, 23. Jes. XXX, 19, spec . de poenitentibus, suppli

cantibus et publico luctu Esr. X, 1. Zach. VII, 3 ( coll . 5 ) .

ludd . XX , 26. Constr. c . acc . et valet deflevit, luxit ali

quem, maxime mortuum . Gen. XXIII, 2. XXXVII, 35 .

L, 3. Lev . X, 6. Deut. XXI, 13, it . sepu . by personae

vel rei , quam deploramus, lugemus Thren . I, 16. ludd.

, :

gineam sc.tam mature devovendam ; sequ . 3p 2 Sam . I, 24.

Ezech . XXVII. 31 et ; Jer. XXII, 10. Iob . XXX, 25.

1727 sequ. By praeterea valet : lamentatus est adversus

aliquem, lamentando adüt eum Num . XI, 13. Iudd . XIV ,

16 ; et flevit super aliquo i . e . in amplexu eius, lacrimis

eum rigans . Gen. XLV, 15 : osculatus est fratres suos

6.73 :17 ! et lacrimis eos rigavit.L, 1 .

Pi. deflevit, lurit mortuum Jer. XXXI, 15. Ezech .

VIII, 14 .

12 m. fletus Esr. X, 1 .

2 in Pausa 99 , c. Suff. m . 1 ) id . ( Syr .

Izo ) Gen. XLV , 2. Jes.XV, 3. XXII, 4 cet . Spec . de

luctu Deut. XXXIV, 8. 517 52 - eiulatum magnum

edidit 2 Sam . XIII, 36. Jes . XXXVIII, 3. 69777797 ?

fletus acerbissimus Jer . XXXI, 15. — 2 ) stillatio,

lacrimario aquae in metalliſodiois Iob . XXVIII, 11. Ita

flere pro rorare, stillare ap . Lucret. 1 , 350, dozovov

lacrima de guttis, quae ex plantis emanant ( cf. 7 ????).

Cf. Na et j 9 puteus flens i.e . rorans, tenui aqua
praeditus (Schult. ad h . 1. ) .

DD (Alentes) n . pr . loci prope Gilgal . Iudd . II, 1.5.

972 f. fletus, luctus . Gen.XXXV, 8 : 09 708

quercus luctûs. Cod. Sam . ANT49, cf. L, 4 .

1952 f. id . Gen. L, 4 .

1
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3. The Prophet Isaiah, translated by W. Gesenius, Ed . 2.

Leips. 1829. This is a new edition of the translation alone,

without the commentary ; the sale of the former having been

more rapid than that of the latter . The version every where

bears marks of the file ; and the author has bestowed particu

lar attention upon the rendering of the particles , and of the

frequent instances of Paronomasia. A few notes are appended

at the end , explaining the reasons of some changes in this
edition .

4. A Translation of the Psalms, with a Commentary, by W.

M. L. De Wette, Ed. 3. Heidelb. 1829. De Wette may be

justly regarded as possessing more taste , than any of the Ger

man scholars of the day ; and his version of the Psalms stands

preeminent above all others. The commentary is brief, but

valuable for its taste and philology . The third edition has every

where received the improvements, which suggested themselves

to the author's mind in the progress of his studies.

5. Rosenmuelleri Scholia in Vetus Testamentum , Pars IX .

Scripta Salomonis complectens. Vol. I. Proverbia . Leips. 1829.

The commentary on the book of Proverbs is at length publish

ed , and is to be followed by the books of Ecclesiastes and

Canticles . This part is of the same general character as the

preceding parts. When Part IX . shall have been completed,

ihe commentaries of this author will cover the whole of the Old

Testament, excepting the bistorical books which follow the Pen

tateuch , and the book of Daniel.

It is already perhaps generally known that a young scholar,

under the supervision of Rosenmüller himself , is making a Com

pendium of his multitudinous volumes. Thus the Scholia on

the Pentateuch, which fill three volumes, are here reduced to

one ; which is all that is yet published. This compendium will

of course be much better adapted to American students than

the original ; since it contains all the results , without the dis

cussions and interminable prolixity of the larger work .

II . Literature of the New Testament.

1. Novum Testamentum Graece. Textum ad fidem testium

criticorum recensuit, lectionum familias subjecit , e Graecis codi

cibus manuscriptis, qui in Europae et Asiae bibliothecis reperi

untur fere omnibus, e versionibus antiquis, conciliis, sunctis

Patribus et Scriptoribus ecclesiasticis quibuscunque vel primo

vel iterum collatis copias criticas addidit,atqueconditionem horum
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testium criticorum historiamque textus Novi Testamenti in pro

legomenis fusius exposuit, praeterea Synaxaria codicum KM

262 , 274 typis exscribenda curavit Dr J. Mart. Augustinus

Scholz. Vol. I. IV Evangelia complectens.

The whole of this long title is here given , because it exhibits

the whole of Dr Scholz's plan in regard to his edition of the

New Testament. The work is finely printed in quarto , on

good paper ; and the first volume contains 172 pages of Pro

legomena, and 496 pages of text . Dr S. has now been twelve

years occupied with this great work. His first object was to

obtain materials ; and for this purpose he visited in person the

libraries of Paris , Vienna , Munich, Landshut, Berlin, Trèves,

London, Geneva, Turin, Florence, Venice , Parma, Rome,

Naples, of the Greek monasteries at Jerusalem , of St. Saba ,

and the isle of Patmos ; and collated , either wholly or in great

part , all the manuscripts of the New Testament which are to be

found in all those libraries in Greek, Latin, Arabic, etc. com

paring them with the text of Griesbach . He professes also to

have gone through most of the ancient versions anew, and to

have subjected to a new examination all the passages quoted

in the fathers and in the acts of councils. Besides these he has

also employed the collations, made public by others, of manu

scripts in the libraries of England , Ireland , the Escurial, Copen

hagen, Franckfort, Dresden , Leipsic, Moscow, St. Petersburg,

Hungary, etc.

The Prolegomena contain a history of the text, and a de

scription and critical estimation of all the various sources of au

thority. The text is accompanied, in the inner margin , by the

families of readings, as he calls them , that is , the general read

ings found in the three great families or classes of manuscripts,

the Constantinopolitan, Alexandrine, and Occidental or the

textus receptus. The outer margin gives the more detailed

specifications.

Such is the general plan of this immense work, which, it is easy

to see, transcends the powers of any one man , let him be even

Griesbach himself, and live to twice the number of his years .

It is also obvious that the collations mentioned above, must have

been exceedingly rapid and cursory ; and probably no future

critics will be disposed to place much reliance upon them . In

deed , it was the general impression of the protestant critics in

Germany, such as Neander and Wegscheider, and all those who

lie between these two extremes, that little solid advance in bib
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lical criticism was to be expected from this work. Since the

publication of it, however, no notice of it has reached us from

that land of critics .

2. Novum Testamentum Graece , recognovit G. C. Knapp.

Editio IV. Halae 1829. This new edition of Knapp's Greek

Testament is probably more correct than the third ; as it was

revised with very great care, by the same scholar who corrected

the sheets of the new edition of Griesbach. The additions at

the end are also arranged in a more convenient form .

3. Commentaries on the New Testament. The commentary

of Kuinoel remains still the best on the historical books ; al

though even Wegscheider reproaches him for his indecision and

hesitancy between orthodoxy and rationalism . The work con

tains a treasure of philological and historical illustration.
Fritzsche of Rostock has published a second volume , compris

ing the Gospel of Mark. He has adopted the grammatical

method, which he urges to an extreme. - A commentary on the

whole of the New Testament is in progress by Olshausen of

Königsberg, who is mentioned by Professor Hahn on p . 132 of

this work . The friends of religion in Germany are looking for

ward to it with interest .—A commentary on the Epistles and

Apocalypse, intended as a continuation of Kuinoel, is announc

ed by Schott of Jena and Winzer of Leipsic, but no portion of

it has yet appeared .---- A selection of commentaries on particular

books, is more easy . Kuinoel is about to publish on "Corinthi

Mr Tauchnitz informed the writer that he was to print

the work , and expected the manuscript shortly. This was in

April last. Heydenreich , an evangelical man, has also publish

ed on these, and on the pastoral Epistles. The latter work ,

especially, is highly spoken of in Prof. Tholuck's Journal. Winer

on Galatians is popular and valuable for its philology. From

evangelical men we have the commentary of Lücke on the wri

tings of John, the two last volumes of which are in a different

and better style and spirit than the first ; Tholuck on the

Gospel of John and the Epistle to the Romans, the last of

which was described to the writer by De Wette as the best ex

tant , while the former is more adapted to the wants of younger

students ; Rheinwald on Philippians, with a preface by Nean

der ; and Pelt on Thessalonians; not to mention the various

works of Flatt, which bave been published from his manu

scripts, and which are judicious rather than profound. Boeh

mer of Griefswalde has also recently published an Introduction

ans .
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to the Epistle to the Colossians ; as also Bleek of Bonn an In

troduction to the Epistle to the Hebrews, which is to be followed

by a Commentary . On this epistle , however, we do not need

to look to foreign lands. The Epistle of James has found a

commentator in Gebser of Königsberg, whose present work is

to be followed by a general Introduction .

4. Hermeneutics of the writers of the New Testament.

“ Hermeneutik der neutestamentlichen Schriftsteller, von Dr.

J. C. C. Döpke, Ir Th. Leipz . 1829. ” Such is the title of a

work, in which the author's object is to investigate and present

the external form of the quotations from the Old Testament, as

well as the mode of applying and interpreting these quotations,

in the writings of the New Testament. The present part treats

of the point of view from which Christ and the apostles have

considered the Old Testament; of the usual formulae of quo

tation both in the New Testament and in Jewish writers ; of the

Jewish mode of interpretation , the nature, origin , and applica

tion of allegorical interpretation ; and at last, of the charac

ter of the Old Testament quotations in the particular books of the

New Testament. The second part is intended to treat of the

mode of interpretation adopted by the writers of the New Tes

tament, so far as it regards the Messiah, types, and the practical

application of religious truth . The work is distinguished by

learning and talent.

III . Systematic Theology .

1. System of Christian Faith according to the principles

of the Evangelical Church . “ Der christliche Glauben nach

den Grundsätzen der evanglischen Kirche, von F. Schleierma

cher, Berl . 1830.” The first edition of this work had been

long out of print, when the piratical press at Rutlingen in

Würtemberg sent out a reprint, and thus in a manner compelled

the author to set about a new edition. In the • Theologische

Studien' for 1829 are two long letters from him , explanatory of

his views in regard to the undertaking. The work itself, in

the new edition, has not yet been received in this country.

2. System of Christian Faith . “ Lehrbuch des christlichen

Glaubens, von A.Hahn, Leipz . 1828.” This is a plain and

simple statement of the general system of doctrines of the evan

gelical church , with the grounds of them . It is particularly

valuable from the fact, that it gives under each topic a full view

25
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of the literature , historical, illustrative, etc. It is needless to

say, that it is written in a spirit of candour and piety .

3. Eramination of the Plan projected by the Founder of

Christianity for the good of mankind, by F. V. Reinhard ;

a new edition by Prof. Teubner of Wittemberg, Wittemb. 1830.

“ Versuch über den Plan , den der Stifter der christlichen Reli

gion zum Besten der Menschheit entwarf.” We rejoice to see a

new edition of this work ( the fifth ) with additions from the pen

of Heubper a worthy successor of Luther. The object of the

work is to shew that the plan projected by Jesus, surpasses in

benevolence and extent every thing else of the kind ever pro

jected ; and that it bears the impress of the superiority and

dignity of the greatest mind, that ever thought and acted upon

earth . It is divided into three parts, the first of which gives a

short sketch of the plan of Jesus ; the second shows that none

of the sages of antiquity had ever before projected a similar

plan ; and the third draws the conclusion, that Jesusmust have

been an extraordinary person and a teacher sent from God .

To this edition are appended several notes found among the
posthumous papers of the author ; and Professor Heubner him

self has also enriched it with notes of a historical, exegetical , and

explanatory character, and added an appendix of nearly two

hundred pages ; all of which much enbance the value of the

work . Reinhard, the author, was court-preacher at Dresden,

and is well known as one of the most popular and eloquent

divines that Germany has produced. This work has been

already translated into several languages, and it affords us plea

ure to hear , that it is now in the course of translation in this

country, and will be published by Messrs. Carvill of New York.

IV. Oriental Literature,

1. Oriental Translation Committee. It is already known to

most of the readers of this work, that a fund was established a

few years since in London, and a committee appointed, whose

special object it is to procure and publish translations of works

written in the various oriental languages. The extent of the

plan is best stated in the Prospectus, from which we here quote

the part which relates particularly to theology.

" The advantages likely to be derived from a more extensive

cultivation of Oriental literature in this country , may be consider

ed as applicable to Biblical Criticism , Ecclesiastical and General
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History, Biography, Belles-Letters, the Arts and Sciences, and
Geography.

“ With reference to Biblical Criticism and Ecclesiastical Iis

tory , we know that the sacred Scriptures, particularly those of the

Old Testament, abound in modes of expression, and allusions to

customs, in many cases imperfectly understood in Europe, but

still prevailing in the East . That light confessedly derived from

the Arabic and other sister dialects of the Hebrew , has been

thrown on the text of Scripture, by the rabbinical and other com

mentators , few will deny ; yet volumes of Arabic Grammar, Rhet

oric and the more ancient productions of the Arabian poets ,

which approach most nearly in style and sentiments to some parts

of the Hebrew Bible, still lie in MS. in our libraries , either entire

ly neglected, or at best accessible to few.

" In the Syriac language, which approximates still nearer than

the Arabic to the Hebrew in its form and modes of expression ,

there are in our libraries unpublished Grammars and Dictionaries,

and eren Commentaries on the Scriptures, written by the Bishops

and other learned members of the Oriental Churches, together

with MS. works of the greatest value to Divines, on Ecclesiastical

History and Divinity , composed by the fathers of the Syrian and

Arabian Churches. The collection also of the late Mr. Rich,

now placed in the British Museum by the liberality of Parlia

ment , contains perhaps the most valuable MSS. of the Syriac

Scriptures now in existence ; and it is of the greatest importance

to Biblical criticism that a collation of them should be made and

published.

“ Perhaps no people possess more extensive stores of History,

Biography, and Polite Literature , than the Arabs and Persians .

The accounts which their historical and biographical works con

tain of their own and the surrounding countries , are necessarily the

principal sources from which information can be obtained relative

to the history of those regions, and of the extraordinary persons to

whom they have given birth . Their histories of the Crusades in

particular , which furnish the most authentic details on this inter

esting subject , will always amuse and instruct the general reader,

while they furnish materials of the greatest importance to the his

torian . In Polite Literature , and especially in works of fiction ,

they have perhaps never been excelled , and in studying such of

their works in Belles-Letters as have been already printed in any

European language, regret must be felt that but few of these

books, which are so well calculated to afford us pleasure , have

been translated.”

The Committee have already caused to be published several

works of value . Ainong these are the following.
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Travels of Ibn Batuta , translated by Prof. Lee of Cam

bridge, which, “ though only an abridgement of the travels of

the Mohammedan Marco Polo of the fourteenth century , gives

an accurate idea of the extent and interest of the complete work ,

which is not to be found in any library in Europe.”

Travels of Macarius, Patriarch of Antioch, written by bis

attendant Archdeacon , Paul of Aleppo, in Arabic , translated by

F. C. Belfour, Esq. This work “ furnishes many curious de

tails relating to the ceremonies of the Greek Church ."

History of the Afghans, translated from the Persian by Dr

Dorn , which “ not only gives the history of the mountain tribes of

Afghanistan, whose conquests have spread far east and west of

that region, but also contains very curious traditions connected

with Scripture history. "

The following works, among many others, are also announced

as preparing for publication.

The great Geographical work of Edrisi, translated by the

Rev. G.C. Renouard . This Arabic work was written A. D.

1153, to illustrate a large silver globe made for Roger, King of

Sicily, and is divided into the seven climates described by the

Greek geographers.

A Collation of all the Syriac Manuscripts of the New Testament,

both Nestorean and Jacobite, that are accessible in England, by

Professor Lee .

The Annals of Elias , Metropolitan of Nisibis ; translated by

the Rev. Josiah Forshall, A. M. This Syriac work contains

chronological tables of the principal dynasties of the world , brief

memoirsof the patriarchs of the Nestorian Church , and notices

of the most remarkable events of the east , from the birth of our

Saviour to the beginning of the eleventh century.

A History of Georgia , translated by J. de Klaproth. This

will be preceded by Vakhtang's cbronicle of events that occur

red in Georgia , prior to the introduction of Christianity into that

country.

A Description of Thibet ; translated by J. de Klaproth. This

will consist of extracts from various Chinese and Mandchu

works, forming a complete account of Thibet, and of the Bud

dha religion , of which it is the principal seat .

Ibn Khaldun's History of the Berbers, translated by Prof.

Lee. This is a rare and valuable Arabic work , containing an

account of the origin , progress, and decline of the dynasties

which governed the northern coast of Africa . The Berbers are
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supposed to be the direct descendants of the ancient Numi

dians.

The History of Vartan, King of Armenia, translated by Prof.

Neumann . This work contains an account of the religious wars

between the Persians and Armenians in the sixth century, and

many important documents relating to the religion of Zoroaster.

It is written in the purest classical Armenian by Elisaeus , who

was an eye-witness of many of the events be relates .

A writer in the Literatur-Zeitung of Halle , in giving an ac

count of the labours of this society , urges strongly upon the

committee the propriety of publishing also the original text of

the works translated ; and more particularly the text of original

Syriac grammars and lexicons , as also Syriac commentaries on
the Bible .

2. Study of Oriental Literature at St. Petersburg. The

savans of Russia are beginning to awake to the importance of

these studies ; and the close connexion of the Russian empire

with Turkey and Persia gives thern facilities which are unknown

to other countries. A plan was recently on foot to annex a

Faculty or Section of Oriental languages to the university of

St. Petersburg , to consist of eleven professors, who were to

teach twelve different oriental tongues, and be assisted by the

requisite number of native teachers. It is not known whether

this plan has yet been carried into effect.

During the last campaign against Persia also, the Russians

were not unmindſul of the treasures of oriental literature which

fell in their way. Having got possession of Ardebil, theymade

no scruple to carry away the celebrated library of the Mauso

leum of Sheikh Sefy at that place ; and leaving to the mosque

only the theological works which it contained, they transferred

the rest , as good booty , to the royal library at St. Petersburg.

ofthese there are 96 different manuscript works, all in Persian,

and generally speaking highly valuable. Eighteen of these

works are historical; the remainder consist principally of poet

ry. They are all distinguished for the beauty of the writing ,

and are most splendidly bound, with borders , vignettes, paint

ings, etc. The greater part of them are bequests of Shah

Abbas the Great , A. D. 1608. Professors Frähn and Char

moy, and Mirza Jafar are preparing a splendid catalogue of

the whole collection .

3.G. W. Freytagii Lexicon Arabico-Latinum , praesertim

er Djeuharii, Firuzabadiique et aliorum Arabum operibus,
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خ

adhibitis Golii quoque et aliorum libris, confectum . Accedit

Index Vocum Latinarum locupletissimus . Tomus Primus, i

Hal . Sax . MDCCCXXX . A truly welcome present this, to all

who interest themselves for Arabic literature ! So all will ac

knowledge, who have themselves experienced the difficulty of

obtaining books for the study of this noble language. A Golius

was very rarely to be met with even in Europe, and if found

could usually not be bought under from $ 50 to $ 80 ; Meninsky

and Castell cost nearly as much ; besides the inconvenience of

arrangement which characterizes them , and renders it so labo

rious to consult them ; Willmet and Scheid are both very rare,

and cover only a few particular books ; and besides these there

are only the meagre Glossaries appended to different Chres

tomathies, the best of which are those of Oberleitner and Kose

garten . But here we have a work , which places the Arabic

language in this respect almost on a level with the Greek and

Latin . The author's first plan was to give a new edition of

Golius, with corrections and additions ; but he soon found rea

son to make a new work of his own , founded on the celebrated

Arabic lexicons of Djeuhari and Firuzabad, the last of which is
more commonly known as the Camous or Ocean . The work is

most beautifully printed in quarto , on good paper ; and the

retail price of Vol. I. containing 544 pages, is 20 rix-dollars, or

between $ 14 and $ 15 . The whole work is expected to be

completed in two volumes.
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Art. 1. - THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

By the Editor.

Part II . Course of Study at the Universities .

We have seen in the former part of this article, that teachers

in the universities and all those who engage in the practice of

the various professions in Germany, are directly or indirectly

dependent on the governments of the respective states, not only

for actual employment, but also even for the previous license or

permission to enter upon any profession or course of life. So

far as it regards our present subject, all those who desire to be

come teachers of theology in the universities, or pastors of

churches, have to submit themselves to various examinations re

quired by the government, before they can make any applica

tion for employment in either of these capacities. Those who

are preparing to become preachers, have also to pay attention to

the subject of Pädagogik,orthe science of school-keeping; inas

much as every pastor is ex officio required to inspectand super

intend the school or schools within his jurisdiction. To enable

the reader the better to understand the several steps and grada

tions of this ministerial preparation in Germany, it will be pro

per bere to exhibit a brief outlineofthe constitution of the Ger

man churches, and thus shew the manner in which the civil

power directs and controls all the internal as well as external

regulations, and all the movements, of the ecclesiastical commu

nity. In doing this, we shall chiefly advert to the present system

No. Il
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of the Prussian government, as the most extensive and complete ;

premising only that the description will apply mutatis mutandis

to all the other states of protestant Germany.

In Prussia (as also in France) the whole subject of ecclesi

astical affairs, public instruction , and the profession of medicine,

is assigned to a particular department of the government, called

the Ministerium der geistlichen, Unterrichts-und Medicinal

Angelegenheiten, the head ofwhich takes rank with the other

ministers of the crown. This ministry, or rather department of

the ministry, has the direct and entire charge of all ecclesiasti

cal matters; controls the consistories in the several provinces and

appoints all the members of them ; and, either immediately or

through the consistories and other subordinate branches of the

government, appoints or confirms to all vacant ecclesiastical

places or parishes. It has also the entire charge and control of

all the universities, gymnasia, and other seminaries of learning of

every species ; appoints all the professors and instructors of ev

ery kind ; and if it does not itself appoint the village school

masters, it fixes at least the necessary qualifications, without

which no one can be permitted to become a candidate even for

that humble office. The minister, of course, represents the

king, and acts only in the king's name ; and it is therefore

through him and his department, that all rewards are bestowed

in these several branches of the body politic ; whether consist

ing in an increase of salary, or in promotion, or what is more

frequently the case, in the bestowment of some title or appella

tion of honour, a strong love for which is a predominating
characteristic among all classes of the German community.

For the purposes of its civil administration, Prussia is divided

into ten provinces. These again are subdivided into districts,

varying in number according to the size of the provinces. In

each province there is a government, having in some respects

jurisdiction over the whole province. In each district there is

also a government, in some respects subordinate to that of the

province ; but in most instances standing in direct communica

tion with the several departments of the royal ministry in Ber

lin. In each province there is also a consistory, which has

charge of all ecclesiastical affairs throughout the province. It

is intimately connected with the provincial civil government;

the president of the latter being always president of the former.

To the consistories belongs exclusively the examination of candi

dates for the ministerial office ; except that sometimes, in order
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to alleviate the burden which comes upon them from this source,

a commission is established at a university, before which the

first examination may be held . The consistory has also in

many, if not most instances, the disposal of vacant livings with

in its jurisdiction. The location of the consistory is usually in

the capital of the province. In the several districts, a clerical

member of the consistory is attached to the local government;

and this is then chargedwith the various questions of local ec

clesiastical policy , which occur within its bounds ; or, at least,

it has concurrent jurisdiction ; and it would seem that questions

relating to practical points arereferred at will, either to the gov

ernment of thedistrict, or to the consistory of the province . In

case of doubt, however, the district government does not refer

the subject either to the consistory , or to the government of

the province, but goes directly to the ministry of the king.

Between these consistories and governments and the pastors

of the churches, there is still another intervening class oroffice,

viz. that of Superintendent. To the office of pastor in a par

ticular church, is associated the duty of superintending the

neighbouring pastors and churches and the schools contained

within a certain district. These districts are usually small , and

the number of churches, various. In one sense these Superin

tendents are therefore bishops, in as much as they have an over

sight over the churches ; but then this oversight seems intend

ed only to enable them to make report to the higher powers ;

for they have themselves no power of introducing improvements,

nor of correcting abuses. In Saxony, indeed, they can exam

ine and license the teachers of common schools ; but this is not

the case in Prussia. They have nothing to do with the confirma

tion either of adults or children, except in their own church ;

for this is every where the office of the pastor. They seem in

deed, in Prussia at least, to be merely the organs of communica

tion between the government and the lower clergy . The gov

ernment seems never to communicate directly with a pastor ;

although the opposite is not true. A pastor may apply directly

to the government of his district, or to the consistory ; but the

answer always comes to him through his Superintendent. The

extent to which the power of the lower clergy is limited , will

hardly be credited in this country ; but it is illustrated by the

following circumstance. In 1829 there was in Halle a great

musical festival ; in which the most distinguished singers and

musical performers of northern Germany took part, to the num
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ber of more than five hundred . It was desirable to obtain for

their accommodation the use of the largest church in Halle ;

but this could not be granted , either by the vestry of the church

itself, nor by the Superintendent, nor by the magistracy of the

city ; nor indeed by any authority less than that of the district

government at Merseberg. The use of the church on such an

occasion for the performance of secular music , was indeed a

great departure from the ordinary practice in regard to churches,

and impinged so much upon the prejudices of the people, that
a complaint was afterwards lodged with the ministry in Berlin

against the government at Merseberg, for having thus abandon

ed the church to an unholy use . This complaint was made by

orthodox and conscientious men, although the feeling which

prompted it was common to many others along with them ; but

coming at that particular juncture, when it could not fail to be

mixed up with the difficulties which were already in embryo at

Halle, itcannot appear to our American feelings in any other

light, than as highly injudicious .

In some of the states there is also the title of General Super

intendent, or onewho has the general oversight throughout a

province. His duties, however, are chiefly nominal ; or they

consist at most in visiting occasionally the jurisdictions of the

other Superintendents. Thus in the Grand-Duchy of Saxe

Weimar, there is a General Superintendent at Weimar, (former

ly Herder, now Röhr, ) and another at Eisenach , who are also

the heads of the consistories in those places. In Prussia the

title does not exist, except in the instance of a single person ,

who was appointed to that station a year or two since, with a

jurisdiction over several of the Superintendents in the vicinity of

Berlin . As a substitute for these officers, it would seem , and

in consequence of his known preference for the English episco

pal system , the king of Prussia has within a few years nominally

appointed three bishops; but he bas assigned them no general

episcopal duties, and no episcopal jurisdiction. They seem to

be merely a species of General Superintendents, with a more

dignified title .

This then is the general system of arrangements in Prussia.

The king's ministry retains the charge of all the universities in its

own hands; it appoints all the professors and instructors, and

prescribes the requisitions which shall be made on all those who

will enter upon the sacred office, or become theological teachers .

It appoints also the consistories, and commits to them the charge
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of examining the candidates, and often of nominating them to

vacant places. To aid them in their duties it also establishes in

the universities, when necessary, standing commissions for hold

ing the first theological examinations. These are the several

bodies to which a young man hasto look, in order to enterthe

ministry, after he has completed his university course . The

cases of doubt and difficulty which arise in the practice of the

ministerial profession , may be referred, either to the consistory

of the province, or to the government of the district.

Similar also are the regulations of Prussia in regard to those

who will become teachers in the gymnasia , or other public

schools . Inevery province there exists, along with the consis

tory , a school commission, whose duty it is to examine in like

manner those who are candidates for places as teachers. For this

object also there are similar commissions in the several universi

ties. All these are under the same department of the general

government, or ministry ; and bear the same relation to it in

this branch of education, as the consistories and theological ex

aminers do in the division of ecclesiastical affairs.

So it is in Prussia . In the other German states there is not

always a special department of the ministry devoted to this ob

ject ; but the affairs of the church are sometimes managed by

an upper consistory , as in Saxony ; or sometimes by two, as in

Weimar ; and these stand in direct communication with the

sovereign and his privy council . In the kingdom of Hanover

there are no less than six consistories ; which would appear to

possess the highest power in ecclesiastical matters, after the

king in council. But the system of Superintendents goes

through the whole land ; and the lower clergy in general, as

well as the course of theological education , are every where on

the same footing as in the Prussian states.

We have already seen in the former part of this article ( p.

15) that students ofevery kind before coming to the university,

must have gone through a course of preparatory study, usually

at a gymnasium . It may not be useless , perhaps, nor uninter

esting, to add here a few remarks supplementary to what was

theresaid on this subject.

In all the gymnasia there are two semi-annual examinations,

for those who are about to leave those institutions and enter the

universities . These occur at Easter and Michaelmas, in April

and September, at the time when the semesters of the universi

ties are usually brought to a close . Thesc examinations cover
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the whole ground of study during the course pursued at the

gymnasia, and embrace the Latinand Greek languages, history

and geography both ancient and modern, and the mathematics.

They consist not only in oral questions and replies ; but tasks

are assigned in eachof these branches, which the scholar is re

quired to work out in writing, in a solitary chamber into which

he is locked up . In order to judge of his proficiency in Latin ,

extracts from Horace, Cicero, Livy, Tacitus, or Virgil, are laid

before him, upon which he is required to give a regular interpre

tation and commentary ; and he is also obliged to make out a

written exercise in Latin , while under lock and key . The same

takes place likewise in regard to the Greek ; in which, besides the

task of the closet, passages from the Iliad or Odyssey, or from

the tragedies of Sophocles, or from other writers, are assigned

him for interpretation. In all the branches of history and geo

graphy the process is the same, viz . oral examination , and exerci

ses written on the spot without the aid of books. In mathe

matics, equations and problems as far as Spherical Trigonome

try are given , which must in like manner be solved without aid .

Besides these subjects, on which all are examined alike, those

who intend to pursue at the university the study of theology, are

examined in Hebrew ; for which purpose, passages from Genesis

and the Psalms are laid before them to be regularly interpreted.

This system of closet labour, or the imposing of exercises to

be performed in solitude and without the aid of books, though

not a peculiar feature * of German discipline, is yet a favourite

one, and is carried through all their examinations, even those

appointed by the state. To perform well an exercise of this

sort, presupposes,no doubt, if not a much wider range of study,

yet at leasta much more thorough acquaintance with the sub

jects of study, than is for the most part to be found in our coun

try. The known necessity of sustaining such an examination,

together with the consequences which flow from it, must also

unquestionably exert a powerful influence on the mind of the

scholar, and render him studious not only to lay up in his mind

the outlines of knowledge, but also to fill up these outlines as he

goes along ; not only to ascertain the various sources from which

he may draw , but actually to derive from them and treasure up
that information for which he looks to them ; not only to fill up

1

* It is employed also in some instancesin the English universities ; ooo

Cumberland's Memoirs, p . 73. N. Y. edition .
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the store -house of his mind , but also to have his stores always at

command, and become a ready, as well as a learned man. In

deed it may be said , that the German system of examination

aims toexclude partiality and personal favour, and to ascertain

the real amount and value of the acquisitions which every

scholar has made .

Those who have thus sustained an examination at the gym

nasia, receive a certificate of their progress and standing, which,

according to their degree of merit, is the testimonial No. 1 , or

No. 2. There are also instances of those who receive No. 3.

These are such as are adjudged, after trial, notyet to be fully

qualified to enter upon a university course .
With this testimo

nial, however, they are permitted to go to the university, but

are excluded from all participation in the foundations for the as

sistance of indigent students ; and are moreover required , at ev

ery future examination, to exhibit evidence that they have made

up for all previous deficiencies. It follows of course that No.

3 can be no very desirable species of testimonial, inasmuch as

it subjects a student to inconvenience and to an inferiority of

standing throughout his whole university course ; and the mo

tives are therefore very powerful, which serve to impel a scholar

to rise to a good standing, if not to eminence, in his preparatory

studies.

Furnished with these credentials, the former scholars of the

gymnasia repair to the universities of their respective states, and

on presenting their testimonials, are admitted as students of the

university, after receiving matriculation. All those who enter

at the commencement of each semester, are usually matricula

ted at once, soon after the opening of the lectures. The cere

mony consists merely in meeting the Prorector, who usually

makes a short address, and reads to them the form of matricu

lation, by which they promise to obey the laws and honour the

instructors. To this they give their assent, and confirm it by

the Handschlag, or shaking hands with the Prorector, which

constitutes a species of oath . - Those who have not gone through

a course of preparationat a gymnasium , or who have left the

gymnasium without undergoing an examination, are obliged to

present themselves before a commission appointed for that pur
pose by the government in each university, and there sustain

a trial similar to that above described . Students from the other

states of Germany, or from foreign countries, are not required
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to be examined at all , unless it be their purpose to remain in

the state where the university is situated , and enter its service.

This provision in respect to foreign students, is certainly a

very liberal one . It admits them to make use of all the privi

leges of the universities, without laying upon them any restraint

whatever. They are subjected to no examination on entering

upon their course , and to none on leaving it, and are entirely

free as to their choice of lectures and instructors. It is this

which renders a German university so desirable a resort for an

American student ; because it presents to him all the advantag

es which a nation of the most systematic scholars on earth can

afford, without requiring of him any thing in return , either in the

shape of antecedent preparation or subsequent examination. If

indeed he wishes to take his degree, hemust of course receive

it in the regular way of examination and disputation ; unless, as

has been the case with most of our countrymen, it be bestowed

as a matter of favour. This however is but a name ; while the

substance may be obtained without restriction .

It might perhaps, at first view, be supposed, that this system

of entire freedom in regard to the students of other states, would

enable young men to evade the strict regulations of the different

governments in regard to examinations, and obtain a university

education and subsequent employment in different states, without

subjecting themselves to the usual rigorous trials . It might

seem , perhaps, that a native of Saxony, for instance, could pur

sue his studies at the university of Göttingen in the kingdom of
Hanover, and afterwards enter the service of Prussia. This

however is by no means the case . He could indeed enter the

university of Göttingen and reside there as long as he pleased,

without examination, provided he disclaimed anyintention of re

maining in Hanover as a professional man ; but he could not af

terwards establish himself in any profession in Prussia, without

first undergoing there all the examinations regularly required by

the Prussian government, or producing evidence that he had al

ready sustained equivalent ones in another state. He could not

even go back to his native Saxony, and enter upon a profession

al course ; because Saxony, like all the other states, requires

that, for this purpose, he shall have spent two years at the uni

versity of his native state. So that instead of any evasion, in

stead of deriving any advantage from thus studying at a foreign

university, he suffers a positive disadvantage. Of course, cases

of this kind never occur. Indeed, the different governments
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have their own systems so nicely arranged , and there is such a

perfect understanding among them all in regard to the universi

ties, that any erratic course of education is impossible.

We might also suppose, that the practice ofreceiving scholars

into the universities , simply on the testimonials which they bring

with them from the gymnasia, would lead to great irregularity

and confusion ; that the students would come in every stage of

preparation ; and would therefore be, in a great measure, inca

pable of proceeding together in a common path of discipline and

study. Indeed, as applied to our own country, such a system

would be fraught with insurmountable evils. Did our colleges,

for example, receive students from the various academies on the

simple testimonials of their former instructors, the door would be

open for irregularities of every sort ; and that for the plain rea

son , that in our academies there is no uniform system running

through the whole ; not even through all those of a single state.

But in Germany the case is directly the contrary ; the govern

ments of the respective states have established a uniform sys

tem throughout all their own gymnasia ; the course of studies in

all is the same, or is every where equivalent; the mode of ex

amination in all is the same ; and of course the testimonials

from the different gymnasia of any state have all an equal value.

As there is in each university a commission or board , established

by the government, to examine those for admission who have

been prepared by a private course and not at a gymnasium ; so

the officers of each gymnasium constitute a similar board, ap

pointed in the same manner, to examine for admission to the

university those who have been prepared under their care.

Moreover, the parallel in our country would probably lie, not

with our colleges, but with our professional seminaries. These

might even now , without much danger, admit young men from

the different colleges without furtherexamination, on their mere

ly exhibiting evidence of having honourably completed the reg

ular college course. The course and system of instruction in

all these institutions of ours, are in most respects so very similar,

that an examination by the officers of a college might, so far as

intellectual acquirements are concerned , be safely adopted as

the ground of admission to a professional seminary ; or at least

to those which make in this respect no greater requisitions, than

are implied in a college examination.

The remarks thus far made are applicable to all the students

who enter the universities, without respect to their future distri
No. II. 27
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bution among the various faculties . The only point of differ

ence in regard to future theological students is, that they have

also to sustain an examination in the Hebrew language. If now

we look for a moment at the subjects, or the extent of the ground,

on which the previous examinations are thus held, they might

seem to a casual observer to be very limited, and to imply nothing

of that depth and thoroughness, which are usually assigned as the

characteristics of the German schools . It should however be

remembered, that this thoroughness depends much more on the

mode of instruction and study, than on the quantity gone over ;

and that, after a certain point , the greater the amount nominally

acquired , the less radical and real will be the progress of the pu

pil. The examinations above referred to, although apparently

less extensive and various than those of most of our colleges, are

to be viewed in connexion with the fact, that they are mostly

held in Latin , in which also the exercises of the higher classes

of the gymnasia are usually performed ; that the required inter

pretation of a Latin or Greek author implies a regular commen

tary, including both the lower and higher criticism , to be given

upon the spot without previous study ; that written exercises,

both in Latin and Greek, are also to be given in , the former of

which is to serve as a specimen of their Latin style ; and that

these are to be made on subjects given out at the moment, and

written without the aid of books,while locked up in a solitary

apartment. It is circumstances like these, that serve to test the

radical and accurate scholarship of the pupil ; far more indeed

than to have gone over twice the quantity of ground in the same

period of time.

Turn we now more particularly and exclusively to the students

of theology, already matriculated, and thus become regular mem

bers of the university . They have now chosen their future ca

reer ; they are entering upon a course of professional study,

which is to give a character and colouring to their whole future

lives ; for the instances are in Germany exceedingly rare , where

a young man passes from the study of one of the professions to

that of another . The chief reason of this is , the long and labo

rious preparation required to enter upon any professional career ;

and the fact, that in changing one's profession, all preparatory

study is in a great measure rendered useless, while he has to

begin de novo a course of three years' labour. But in thus en

tering upon a course of theological professional study, in order

to become the teachers of the Christian religion , there is this ob
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vious and striking deficiency running through the whole system

of the German universities and churches, that the students are

never questioned in regard to their motives in thus devoting

themselves to the sacred office, nor in any shape examined as

to their personal piety, nor in respect to their belief in a revela

tion, or even in the existence of a God . It is enough that they

have been baptized and confirmed, and that they are free from

the imputation of crime or open immorality. That they drink

to excess, or gamble,or fight duels, or renown in every shape, is

never broughtup against them, unless such things have become

the subject of open and scandalous notoriety. That extreme

cases like these are rare , is matter of gratitude ; that they can

exist at all, or that the great body of theological students may be,

and often are, men destitute of any personal religion , and of any

regard to the sacred profession which they have assumed , fur

ther than as it affords a means of reputation and honourable sub

sistence, is greatly to be deplored . This state of things, howev

er, is not peculiar to Germany. Indeed , it is almost a necessa

ryconsequence of the so called union of church and state ; an

union which in protestant countries has ever consisted in the en

tire subserviency of the church to the state ; and in its depen

dence upon worldly-minded rulers for its support, and by con
sequence for its internal arrangement and constitution . While

professing to establish religion and the church of Christ on a

sure andpermanent basis, the civil power has always taken care

to assume the direction and control over the church ; and to

make that to be the true religion, and that to be the constitution

of the church, which should best comport with its own views of

expediency, and with its own safety and permanency. This is

anobvious and necessary conclusion from the history of every

protestant state , which has undertaken to support the church by

the arm of civil power. That the Romish church forms any
exception to this remark, arises from the fact that it has itself a

head, who claims preeminence and sovereignty above all other

sovereigns ; and even in countries where this claim is not ac

knowledged, as heretofore in France , the church has yet formed

a body separate from the body politic, and by its wealth and in

fluence and power has contrived, when not resisted and over

thrown by the interposition of the people, to render the govern

ment subservient to its designs. The princes of this world , alas !

and its less princely rulers too, are most frequently men without

religion themselves, and therefore have respect to it only in re
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ference to its general influence on the welfare of their states, or the

security of their own power. Woe to the church that is subject to

such a head ; that must receive its constitution and its ordinances

and its ministers by the appointment of such an authority ! The

churches of Germany are mostly in this predicament, and teach

ers of religion are trained up for them , of whom it is not even

asked , whether they believe in that religion which they profess to

teach. Thechurch of England is in this predicament, modified

only by the linited authority ofthe English monarch ; and how

many of her clergy aremen of a mere worldly spirit and even

dissipated character ! Let then American Christians rejoice,

that the churches are here thrown back upon their primitive

foundation, the hearts and affections of the followers of Christ ;

that they neither receive nor claim support from the civil power ,

any further than it becomes the government of every Christian

country to provide against open violations of public order and

religion . So much as this is demanded of every government

bearing the name of Christian ; not by any church , nor in sup

port of any particular church, but in order that it may correspond

with the very elements of Christian society.

In regard to the studies pursued by theological students at the

universities,* they not only have the privilege of attending lec

tures on such other branches as theymay choose, but are also

expected and required to continue their attention to, and make

further progress in, the studies of the philosophical department

or faculty of letters. Every student of theology, therefore, is

also inscribed in this faculty ; and in addition to his theological

studies , is required to attend lectures on logic , metaphysics, eth

ics or moral philosophy, and the philosophy of religion ; by

which last is understood, the philosophical exhibition of the eter

nal and universal ideas which lie at the foundation of every par

ticular religion , and the examination of the religious tendencies

and propensities of our nature. In addition to these, it is not

unusualfor the students of theology to pursue classical philology

and literature to a very considerable extent ; or to attend lec

tures on history, or on one or more of the natural sciences. In

deed, the means are furnished, and young men are invited, to

extend their researches into the whole field of ancient and mod

* In the remarks which follow , the writer has reference principally to the

universities of Prussia . The same may be applied however, in most re

spocts, to all the other protestant universities of Germany.
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ern literature, and to wander at will throughout the wide king

doms of science and nature .

The regular Brodcollegia , or courses of lectures necessary to

be heard in order to sustain the future examinations, and to be

regarded as qualified to enter upon the sacred office, are usually

classed under three heads, viz . such as are propaedeutical or in

troductory, such as are theoretical, and such as arepractical .

The propaedeutical lectures comprise the so called theologi

cal encyclopaedia, introductions to the Old and New Testament,

and hermeneutics. These, of course , are all preparatory stu

dies. The course on encyclopaedia professes to present to the

student, a survey of the whole circle of theological learning. It

is also called Hodegetik, from odnyéw to lead the way , and then

includes under it, ( 1) Encyclopaedia in the stricter sense, or an

objective exhibition of the nature, character, and condition of the

science to be taught (in this case theology) ; of the subdivis

ions of the science into different departments or disciplines, and

the character of each of these ; and of the relation which each

particular discipline bears to the whole. (2) It includes also

Methodik or the proper method ofstudy, which is the subjective

part of this introductory course , and presupposes the encyclopae

dia or objective part. Its business is, first, to shew what are the

necessary qualifications in those who devote themselves to the

study of a science, and to point out the hindrances which lie in

their path ; secondly, to shew in what particular way the different

branches or departments of the science may best be studied ;

and this is shewn from the nature of the science itself. The

utility of an introductory course like this, in the study of theolo

gy , cannot be called in question. The student thereby obtains

a clear idea of the object of his studies ; and by knowing defi

nitely the relations which the different departments bear to each

other, and to the science considered as a whole, he is enabled to

pursue them in a proper order, and thus acquire a knowledge of

them with greater ease to himself. How few are the students of

theology, who, on first entering upon their career, have any

adequate conceptions of the wide field that lies before them!

The object of such a course of lectures is, to spread before them

a map or plan of this field ; to mark out its subdivisions with all

their metes and bounds ; and to accompany this map with a de

scription of the various roads and paths, by which they are to

arrive at the different parts of the field ; of the obstacles to be

avoided or encountered, and the best means of overcoming
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them ; and of the preparations and the implements which the

traveller must take along with him . This is a topic to which ,

no doubt, more attentionmight profitably be paid in the theolog

ical seminaries of our own country. Indeed, this introductory

study is in Germany considered so important in theology, that

provision is made in every university for such a course in each

semester ; and it is always the first object of the student's atten

tion . With this course of lectures is also usually connected a

synopsis of the literature of theology ; or a list of the best books

in the several departments, with a brief account and character

of each .

The other propaedeutical courses, viz . introductions to the

Old and New Testament, and hermeneutics, are also necessari

ly preparatory in their nature. In order properly to understand,

in their full force and extent, the truths of the Bible, which are

the foundation of all theology, we ought to be acquainted with

the history and character and condition of the sacred books in

which they are contained ; we must know not only the general

principles on which they, like all other books, are to be inter

preted, but also the peculiar circumstances and characteristics

which serve in any way to throw light upon and affect their par

ticular interpretation. These are therefore subjects to which an

early attention is always given ; although there is less regularity

in this respect, than in regard to the general subject of encyclo

paedia. One of the most celebrated introductory courses, is

that of Gesenius on the Old Testament, which never fails to

draw a crowd of hearers sufficient to fill his large auditorium al

most to suffocation .

The regular courses of theoretical lectures are those on the

exegesis of the Old and New Testament, and archaeology of

the Scriptures ; systematic and symbolic theology, and ethics ;

the history of doctrines, ecclesiastical history and antiquities.

In some of the universities, as at Halle, there are given regular

courses of exegetical lectures on the whole of the New Testa

ment, which extend through two years . Such were formerly

the lectures of Knapp, of which the substance is said to have

been published in the Exegetisches Handbuch , Leips . 1799 ff.

The same course is also pursued by Wegscheider and Thilo,

who always read at the same hour, but on different parts of
the New Testament . Tholuck has likewise recently com

menced upon the same plan . The first semester is usually oc

cupied with the Gospels of Matthew , Mark, and Luke, which
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are read according to a harmony ; the second semester is filled

out with the Gospel of John and the Acts of the Apostles ;

while the Epistles and the Apocalypse are divided between the

semesters of the second year. Specimens of the general mode

of lecturing on the New Testament may be seen in the Hand

buch above mentioned ; and also in the Commentaries of Flatt on

the Epistles, which were published without alteration from his

manuscript lectures . In other universities, as at Berlin , the

courses on the New Testament are less regular and general, and

include only particular books . Each professor, who chooses to

read on the New Testament, selects such books as he prefers,

and reads upon them in a regular order, or not, as he pleases.

Neander, for instance, lectures upon the Gospels of Matthew

and of John, and has at times taken up most or all of the Epis

tles ; but of late years, he confines himself to these Gospels and

to the larger Epistles of Paul.

The same is true in regard to the exegesis of the Old Testa

ment. It would here beobviously impossible to deliver lectures

on the whole of this part of the Bible ; and therefore every pro

fessor selects the particular ground which he willoccupy. Some

make for themselves a stated course ; while others vary their

lectures at will . Gesenius has adopted the former method,

and his course covers two years . It consists oflectures on the

books of Genesis , Isaiah , Psalms, and Job . The lectures on

Isaiah are mostly nothing but an abstract of his printed com

mentary , condensed into a much narrower compass, and with

little or no illustration from the cognate dialects. It may seem

strange thatthese lectures should be fully attended , when it is

so easy to obtain the book , and thus possess a complete com

mentary ; but the poverty of many ofthe students, the desire of

possessing an epitome including the results of the professor's

newest investigations, the preference which is felt for instruction

viva voce, and perhaps fashion too in some degree, conspire to ren

der the lecture-room not less crowded at these, than at the other

lectures of the same professor. His course on the Psalmsbears

a very general resemblance to the Commentary of De Wette; ex

hibiting, however, somewhat less of taste and more of philology.

The difficulties of the book of Genesis vanish with him entirely ;

inasmuch as he considers this book merely as a collection of uur

906, compiled , as well as the rest of the Pentateuch , at a period

not earlier than the time of the Jewish kings, and on a level, as

to authority, with the fables of other oriental nations in regard to
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the creation and early history of our race.
In Halle there is no or

thodox evangelical lecturer on any part of the Old Testament. In

Berlin , Hengstenberg reads upon the prophecies respecting the

Messiah, and some other portions ; but his lectures are thinly at

tended. Indeed the study of Hebrew and oriental literature in

general , excites little comparative attention at Berlin . In Halle

much more time and attention are devoted to both. Gesenius

gives occasionally lectures on the elements of Chaldee, Syriac,

and Arabic ; and there are also private teachers in these and

the other oriental tongues.

7 The lectures on systematic theology are exceedingly various

in their character, according to the point of view under which the

professor chooses to consider his subject. Sometimes it is simply a

scientific theology, whose principles are deduced from , and found

ed upon, reason alone. At other times it is only biblical theology,

or the doctrines of the Bible arranged in a systematic form.

Sometimes again both of these modes are combined, and the re

ligion of reason and nature is extended or modified by the pre

cepts of the Scriptures ; or the truths of the Bible are supported
and illustrated by the principles of reason . At one time the

doctrines are exhibited and discussed only in their present form ;

at another, the history of them is interwoven with the discussion .

The greater part of the works on systematic theology published

in Germany, have first been read as lectures in the universities ;

and afford therefore a fair specimen of the mode of lecturing on

these subjects. Such are the works of Twesten, Hahn, Nitzsch,

Schleiermacher, De Wette, Marheinecke, Wegscheider, etc. to

mention only those of living authors . The excellent work of

Knapp , also , which is now in the progress of translation in this

country, was published without alteration from his manuscript

All these lectures properly regard the general system

of theological doctrines, without reference to them as held by

any particular church . The lectures on Symbolik , on the con

trary, or on the symbols or confessions of the various churches,

are devoted to the exhibition of the doctrines as held by these

churches ; and as the history of creeds and confessions is of

course brought into view, it is obvious that the whole subject is

thus thrown open for discussion .

The Dogmengeschichte or history of doctrines, as has been

before remarked ,very commonly also forms a part of the regu

lar lectures on ecclesiastical history. Indeed, both this and the

history of creeds and confessions form such an integral part of

course .
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this general history, that they cannot be passed over in treating

of the latter without some notice ; although it depends altogeth

er on the plan of the lecturer, to what extent they shall be ren

dered prominent. The courses of lectures on ecclesiastical his

tory itself commonly occupy at least two semesters, and are given

six times a week. This is usually a very popular subject, and

is treated fully, and generally in an interesting manner. În Halle,

there are no less than four courses given , viz. by Gesenius, Thilo,

Ullmann , and Guerike ; and also another course on antiquities

by the younger Niemeyer. These are so arranged, as that no

two professors read at thesametime on the same part of the

course ; and Gesenius and Thilo take the alternate years. In

Berlin ,Neander has no one to compete with him in a general

course ; although courses on particular periods or subjects are oc

casionally given by other instructors. The same is the case

with Gieseler at Bonn. The text of the published Manual of

the latter professor, is a specimen ofhis own manner of lecturing,

and also of that of Gesenius. * The manner of Neander cor

responds to that of his great work now in the course of publica

tion ; though his lectures, of course, are much less copious.

The system of lecturing which is common to all, is to divide the

whole ground of ecclesiastical history into epochs or periods ;

and then under each to give separately, first, the external history of

the church, or a general narrative of events, with reference to its

external relations ; and then the internal history, or the events

occurring within the church, such as its internal regulations,

disputes, councils, the history of doctrine, and ecclesiastical

antiquities properly so called, or views of the manners and cus

toms of the early Christians, their modes of worship, literature,

etc. - Not unfrequently also, separate courses of lectures are

given on some one of these particular subjects.

The lectures on the practical part of theology comprise pas

toral theology, orthe proper mode of exercising the pastoral

office ; Katechetik, or the method of imparting religious instruc

tion to children , as by catechisms; Homiletik, or the art of

preaching ; and Liturgik, or the mode of conducting public wor

ship. All these departments are taught scientifically and theo

retically; and also practically so far as opportunity is afforded.

The first however obviously admits of little or no practical illus

* Prof. Gieseler was formerly the pupil and fiscal of Gesenius ; and the

text of the earlier part of his Manual, bcars a strong resemblance to the lec
tures of the latter .

No. II. 28
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tration at a university ; although the professors who teach these

branches, are at the same time usually pastors. At any rate ,

pastoral theology in its proper sense, as consisting in the exer

cise of the pastoral office out of the church , is less understood ,

or at least far less practised, than in this country . In catechet

ics and homiletics, both the theory and practice are illustrated,

and accompanied by the requisite historical notices. The sub

ject of liturgies is rather historical than otherwise ; and has as

sumed of late, at least in Prussia, a high degree of interest, in

consequence of the introduction of a new liturgy by the govern

ment, in doing which the king himself took avery active part.

Such are in general the regular courses of instruction at the

German universities, in the several departments of theological

study. Besides these there are also the seminaries mentioned

above (p . 22 ) , in which the professors meet the students on a

more familiar footing, and the exercises are conducted more in

the manner of conversation. The theological Seminarium in the

university of Halle, which may be taken as a sample of the rest,

consists of five divisions, viz . in the exegesis of the Old Testa

ment under the guidance of Gesenius ; that of the New Testa

ment under Wegscheider ; in church history under Thilo ; in

systematic theology under Tholuck ; and in homiletics under

Marks ; with which last are connected catechetical exercises un

der Wagoitz. The exercises in the division under Gese

nius consist sometimes in writing Hebrew, which the pro

fessor corrects ; at other times in discussions upon Hebrew

grammar and kindred topics, in which all may take part ; and

again in the interpretation of particular books of the Old Testa

ment, in which the pupils are also called upon. These meet

ings are held once a week , and are interesting and instructive.

You have here the first Hebrew scholar of the day, just as in

Paris at the recitations of De Sacy you have the first Arabic

scholar of the age, placing himself ina manner atyour disposal,

and ready to answer your questions and resolve all your difficul

ties. This is a very pleasing feature in the arrangements for

public instruction, both in Germany and France. The same re

marks hold true , mutatis mutandis, in regard to the other divis

ions of the Seminarium . Besides these, the students often unite

among themselves in companies of five or six, to review togeth

er the leetures which they have written down ; and individual

professors also hold private recitations and exercises, in the sev

eral branches to which the students have already attended.
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These last are sometimes partly in the nature of private exam

inations ; at others, they are repetitions of preceding lectures ;

and sometimes also they consist of regular private instruction on

the same or kindred topics.
*

• The following abstract of the Lectionsblatt or Catalogue of

Lectures of the University ofHalle for the summer semester from

May 3 to Sept. 18, 1830 , will shew the nature of the studies pur

sued . It should however be borne in mind , that as several of the

professors read stated courses of two years' continuance , the cata

logue of any other semester would present , in many respects, a dif

ferent list of subjects in all the departments. This abstract in

cludes only the faculty of theology and a part of that of philoso

phy .
Theology.

Theological Encyclopaedia and Methodology, Niemeyer.- Ency

clopaedia and theological literature, Guerike. Hermeneutics, Wc

ber and Niemeyer.

Biblical Archaeology ofthe Old and New Testament, Gesenius.

Historical and critical Introduction to the Old Testament, Guerike.

-Books of the Old Testament to be explained : The first chapters

of Genesis by Stange. — Job, Wahl.— The Psalms grammatically,

Schott, Priv. Teacher.—Isaiah , Gesenius.—Minor Prophets, Rö

diger. - Biblical Theology of the Old Testament, Rödiger.-Pro

phecies respecting the Messiah, Fritzsche. — Historical critical In

troduction to the New Testament, Ullmann. - In the New Testa

ment to be explained :The Gospels of Matthew ,Mark, andLuke,

Tholuck . The same Gospels, Wegscheider.- Epistles to Timo

thy and Titus, and also those to the Romans and Hebrews, Thilo .

-Exegetical and homiletical Lectures on the Epistle to the Phil

ippians by Marks. - History of Christ's Passion and Resurrection,

Tholuckand Wegscheider.

General History of Doctrines , Wegscheider and Ullmann.

Systematic Theology, Weber . The same in connexion with the

History of particular Doctrines, Wegscheider, after his Institutio

nes etc. — The same in connexion with a view of the History

ofDoctrines, Tholuck . — On the symbolical Books of the Evangeli

cal Church ,beginning with the Augsburg Confession, Guerike.

General History of Religion and the Church to the time of Gre

gory VII, Thilo . — The same from Gregory VII to the present

time, Guerike. - Lives and Writings of the Apostolical Fathers,

Ullmann .-- History of the Reformation ,Lorentz P. T.

Practical Theology , Franke P. T.-Homiletics and their Histo

ry , Marks. The Preaching of distinguished Pulpit Orators of our

own and other times, Wagnitz. - Catechetics, Wagnitz and
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Such is the general outline of the course of theological studies

pursued in the German universities ; varying indeed in all ac

Franke P. T. – Catechetical Exercises by Weber. — Popular Dog

matics, Fritzsche.

In the royal theological Seminarium , the exercises in the Exe

gesis of the Old Testament to be directed by Gesenius, and to

consist in the Interpretation of the Proverbs of Solomon ; those

in the Exegesis of the New Testament, by Wegscheider ; those

in the division of Ecclesiastical History by Thilo ; in the di

vision of Dogmatics, by Tholuck ; in that of Homiletics and

Liturgics, by Marks ; Wagnitz to direct the catechetical exerci

ses of the latter division ,

Examinations on Systematic Theology to be held by Weber

and Fritzsche ; and in the History of Religion and the Church ,

by Guerike. - A Repetitorium on the Introduction to the Old

and New Testament offered by Rödiger.-- Exercises in the Inter

pretation of the New Testament offered by Fritzsche.

Omitting here the faculties of jurisprudence and medicine,

and passing over in that of philosophy the departments of philoso

phy proper and pedagogics, ( in which eleven courses of lectures

are announced , ) mathematics, the natural sciences, ( in which

botanical lectures and excursions are announced by the celebrat

ed Sprengel,) and political economy, we adduce only the divisions

of history and philology .

Historical Sciences .

Universal History , Lco.-Ancient Universal History, Voigtel.

- Geography of the Ancients, and their writings on this subject,

Lange.--General Mythology, Rosenkranz P. T.-The religious

and domestic Life of the Greeks , Meier. - History of the middle

ages, and of modern times,Pfaff P. T.--Historyof the Carolin

gian race , Lorentz P. T. - History of the Crusades, Pfaff . - His

tory of the Reformation, Lorentz .-History of the Seven years'

war , von Hoyer, P.T. - Modern History , from 1786 to 1818 , Leo .

-Prussian Statistics , Voigtel.

Exercises in the Historical Society to be directed by Prof.

Voigtel.

Philology .

1. CLASSICAL. History of Eloquence among the Greeks and

Romans, Raabe.-- History of Greek Poetry , Ritschl P. T.-Greek

writers to be explained : Pindar's Olympic Odes, Lange. - Philoc

tetus of Sophocles , Förtsch P. T.- Antigone of Sophocles or He

cuba of Euripides, Stäger P. T.- Hymn of Cleanthes, Lange.
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cording to the taste and character and convenience of the dif

ferent professors, but yet coming in all the universities to the

Plato's Symposium and Phaedon , Bernhardy .-- Aristotle's Poet

ics, Schütz . - Theophrastus’ Characteristics, Meier.

History of Roman Literature , Bernhardy - Works of Roman

writers to be explained : Plautus' Miles gloriosus by Ritschl P. T.

-Odes of Horace , Raabe and Bernhardy . - Cicero de Oratore

by Schütz. - Cicero's Orations on private rights, with an introduc

tion on the civil process of the Romans in the time of the Repub

lic , Meier. — Cicero de Natura Deorum by Förtsch P. T.-Sen

eca's Physical Investigations, Schweigger.

In the royal philological Seminarium , the members to

structed in Interpretation, Disputation, and the writing of Latin,

by Professors Schütz, Meier, and Bernhardy. - Exercises in the

speaking and writing of Latin, offered by Prof. Lange and by
Förtschand Ritschl.

2. ORIENTAL. History of Oriental Literature , Wahl.

Oriental Palaeography, Gesenius.-- Hebrew Grammar , Schott,

P. T. - Arabic Grammar, with interpretation of selections from

De Sacy's Chrestomathy, Schott. — Lectures on the Shemitish Dia

lects , or on the Persian, Coptic, and Sanscrit Languages, offered

by Wahl. ( This offer is rarely accepted.) -- Sanscrit Grammar,

with interpretation of the Episode of the Mahâ Bhârata , Rödiger.

-Elements of the Chinese Language, Schott.

Instruction in the modern European languages is also offered .

In Berlin during the same summer ( 1830) the principal lec

lures announced by the theological faculty were the following.

Theological Encyclopaedia , Marheinecke .-- Introduction to the

Old Testament, Hengstenberg . - Sections of Genesis , Bellermann .

-The Psalms, Hengstenberg . — Isaiah, as also Hebrew Grammar

and the minor Prophets, Uhlemann, P. T.-Job , Benary, P.T.

Gospel of Matthew , Neander. - Gospels of Matthew , Mark ,and

Luke , in De Wette's and Lücke's Harmony, von Gerlach, P.T.

Epistle to the Romans, Hengstenberg.-- Ecclesiastical History

till Gregory I , Rheinwald . - Later History of the Church, Nean

der. - Life, theological character, and writings of the distinguish

ed teachers of the ancient church , Neander. - Systematic Theolo

gy , after his work : 'Der christliche Glaube,' Schleiermacher.

Theological Moral, Marheinecke. — Catechetics and Pastoral The

ology, Strauss; as also the History of Homiletics, and homiletical

exercises .

Under the head of History and Geography, the following are

a few of the lectures announced . Chronology of the Egyptians,

Greeks, Romans, Hebrews, Christians , Arabs, and Persians, Ide
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grand result of propaedeutical, theoretical, and practical lectures,

on all the various departments of theology. The orderin which

these lectures are to be attended , has hitherto been left entirely

to the discretion of the pupil ; the necessity of attending them

at all lies not in any requisition of the university, but in the cir

cumstance that such an attendance is demanded by the govern

ment in order for admission to a future examination . For this

end, each student is required to have his Anmeldungsbogen, or

sheet on which the different courses that he attends are entered

and signed by the different professors, with a note also of the

degree of attendance. In regard to the order of study too,

some arrangements have of late been introduced, especially at

the university of Berlin , by which it is in some degree regula

ted , and the students prevented from commencing, as was some

times done, with the practical part of theology, before they had

paid any attention to the preparatory and theoretical parts. In

Halle, there is also something of the same kind ; but it exists

there only in the shape of a recommendation from the theologi

cal faculty. As a general rule, encyclopaedia is every where

the first course ; asto the other courses there can be no definite

arrangement, inasmuch as the times at which they are read are

irregular, and depend solely on the convenience of the professor.

Further than the obligations which necessarily spring out of

the requisitions hitherto enumerated, the universities have, or

appear to have, no direct control over the time of the students,

nor over the apportionment of that time, nor over their conduct and

ler. - Ethnography and Geography of Asia, C. Ritter. - Geography

of ancient Latium , C. Ritter.

In Philology are the following among manyothers. History of

Greek Literature, Böckh.-- Elements of Latin and Greek , Bekker.

-Hebrew and Arabic Grammar, Benary . — Elements of Arabic

Grammar, Hengstenberg .-- Comparative Grammar of the Sanscrit

Greek , Latin , and Gothic Languages, Bopp.-Antigone and

Oedipus Colon. of Sophocles, Böckh . — Isocrates, Bekker. - Satires

of Horace, Zumpt. - Ardshuna's Journey, and Hidimba's Death,
Episodes of the Maha-Bhârata , Bopp.

In Berlin the royal theological Seminarium has only the divis

ions of Exegesis under Hengstenberg, and of the History of the

Church and of Doctrines under Neander and Marheinecke. That

the Seminarium at Halle is more frequented, arises probably chief

ly from the fact, that there are usually twice as many theological

students at Halle, as at Berlin .
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actions, so long as they commit no gross violations of law or

public decorum . This is true in general, in regard to students

of every class. The only furtherrequisition made in Prussia

on students of theology, as such, has reference to their future

employment as teachers and ministers of God's word , and is

simply this, that they shall attend public worship, and go to the

communion a certain number of times every year. This is a

new regulation ; and it may be regarded as an indication of the

state of feelingamong the great body of theological students,

that this requisition was generally viewed by them as an arbitra
ry infringement on their liberty of action, and as imposing upon

them an additional burden ' grievous to be borne. As a proof

of the improving state of morals and discipline among the theo

Jogical students of Halle, it is mentioned in a recent public report

onthe state of that university, that the theologians are more re
gular in their attendance on the public religious services. In

this neglect of public worship, however, the students do but fol

low out the example of most of the professors, as well those of

theology as others, who, generally speaking, are rarely seen
within the walls of a church . And it is no wonder, when

these, the teachers and the future preachers of the word , thus

fail in the performance of the public duties of religion, that the

practice of frequenting the house of God should have fallen in

to desuetude among the people at large . But to this topic we

shall probably return, at a future opportunity.

These remarks refer, of course ,to the great body of theolo

gical students ; and more particularly to those of Halle, which

after all is the great theological school of Germany. There are

however many exceptions, and manypersons to whom remarks

like the foregoing cannot apply. There are not unfrequently

pious and gifted individuals among the students, who pursue the

course of theological studies with the purest ardour, in order to

become faithful and able and devoted ministers of the word of

God. Their object is not, as in most cases, merely to study a

profession with a view to future subsistence ; but they take eve

ry opportunity to improve themselves in all that may the better

qualify them to fill the sacred office . It is this class of students

mostly, who make use of the privilege of preaching, which is

permitted to regular theological students atthe university. This

however can take place only with the special license of the Su

perintendent of the place , on each and every occasion ; and the

sermon to be delivered must also have been examined and ap
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proved by him . The preaching of the students is usually, of

course , confined to the neighbouring villages, or to the less fre

quented services in the city churches, as in the afternoon of

Sunday, or the early service of that day at 6 o'clock in the

morning.

In regard to the intercourse between the students of theology

and theprofessors,the same evil exists that was alluded to in

p. 47 of the preceding number, in respect to all students. The

professors, generally speaking, know nothing of their pupils ex

cept in the lecture room ; they take no personal interest in their

general character, or deportment, or progress in their studies ,

nor in their mental and moral developement. Whether they

improve their time or waste it; whether they are pious men, or

dissipated; whether they are likely to prove • burning and shin

ing lights in the church ,' or to become wolves in sheep's cloth

ing , ' and vex and desolate the community of Christians ; are all

questions of entire indifference in the eyes, or at least in the

practice, of most theological professors. A few in Berlin and

Halle , and in otheruniversities, have adopted a different course ;

and the result has hitherto been auspicious. This however is

no official duty ; and indeed , so far as this is concerned, the moral

and religious cultivation of the students is left wholly unprovided

for. They unite sometimes, indeed , for this purpose among

themselves ; but these unions are for the most part regarded

with an evil eye by those in authority ; and even those profes

sors who draw around them a little cluster of students for the

purpose of religious improvement, and especially of private de
votion, have not always escaped notice and censure. An allu

sion has already been made to a case of this sort, in the account

formerly given of Göttingen . It is to the honour of the Prus

siangovernment, that it rather encourages this course of proceed

ing in the university of Berlin ; though its example has not been

sufficient to restrain the magistracy of some other cities, from

wishing to adopt an oppositepolicy.

There remains nothing further to remark in reference to the

residence of theological students at the universities , but that in

Prussia they have been required for some years past to attend

lectures also on Pädagogik, or the science of education and

instruction ; inasmuch as the superintendence of the common

schools is connected with the exercise of the pastoral office.

For this object there exists also a pedagogical Seminarium in
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each of the Prussian universities ; in which appropriate exercises

are practised by the students.

The required term of residence at a university for ordinary

students of theology, is three years. One of these, however,

may be spent at the university of any other German state ; the

requisite testimonials being produced of regular attendance and

ofgood conduct. But in Prussia it is not uncommon for the

students of other universities, whose means will afford it, to pre

fer spending a year at Berlin. Indeed , other things being equal,

this would be matter of preference with students of all classes ;

since it seems to be generally understood , that the choice of
Berlin is rather viewed with favour by the government, and a

residence there gives a young man a greater chance of being no

ticed by those in authority , and thus affords him a better pros

pect of future employment.*

Thus far our attention has been occupied with the course

* In Würtemburg there is a certain class of theological students

who are required to reside five years at the university. This how

ever arises from a peculiar institution in that kingdom , which

takes the pupils at the age of about 12 years, and educates them

throughout at the expense of the government. The boys of the

greatest promise in the gymnasia are selected , and have the offer

of being thus supported , if they will adopt the clerical profession .

They are then sent to the primary theological schools ; of which

there are four in the kingdom , three protestant and one catholic.

Here they remain four years , and go through a regular and fixed

course of study . They are then transferred to the university of

Tübingen , where they remain five years more ; two of which, how

ever, it is believed, are mostly devoted to a preparatory course, as

in the university of Copenhagen. This seminary, as it is called,

provides for one hundred protestants, and as many catholics: The

government furnishes them with board and lodging; and thus gives

them their whole support and instruction for nine years in all;but

in return for this the pupils yield their personal liberty and wishes,
and becomeentirely subservient to the will of the government, and

must do all its bidding , whatever their own tastes or circumstan

ces maybe. In 1829, out of 222 protestant theological students at

Tübingen, 97 were in the seminary and lived in commons, and

125 in the city . Of catholics there were 117 in commons, and 54

in the city ; in all 171. The whole annual expense of these in

stitutions is between 90,000 and 100,000 forins, or more than
838,000.

No. II . 29
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of studies pursued by theological students during their re

sidence at a university. It is a course fully and completely

professional ; as entirely so as the course at any of our the

ological seminaries ; and these therefore, and not our col

leges, are the institutions of our own country , between which

and the German universities a comparison can in any way be in

stituted. The object of both is the same, viz. professional study.

The subjects of study are more or less the same; the great dif

ference in this respect being only in the mode and extent of in

struction. But in another respect the difference is deep and

fundamental. There, to use the common distinction, the whole

system of obligation and discipline regards only the head ; here

it refers also to the heart. There, if a student avoid open im

moralities, he may become by mere study a distinguished theo

logian ; here , in order to be regarded as a theologian, he must,

as yet, be also regarded as a sincere Christian ; asone who con

siders his profession not as a means of subsistence, but has em

braced it from high and holy motives of duty towards God and

towards his fellow men. This is an association of ideas so utterly

unknown in Germany, that when it was at several times men

tioned to pious and distinguished men there , that in this country

the term theologian had hitherto always implied the exhibition of

personal religion and vital piety, they expressed the utmost sur

prise and delight at a state of things so congenial to their feel

ings, and yet so different from any thing in their own country,

or, as they had supposed , in any other part of the world. May
God

preserve our churches and our schools from such a state of

things, as shall ever give occasion for a separation of these ideas,

either in language or in practice !

A

di

ART. II . THE CREED OF ARMINIUS,

WITH A BRIEF SKETCH OF HIS LIFE AND TIMES.

By M. Stuart , Prof. of Sac . Lit. in the Theol. Sem . at Andover .

The sentiments of any particular man excite but little curiosi

ty , and create but a slight interest, unless soinething definite and

• When I began the study of the subjects comprised in the fol

lowing article, it was my intention and expectation to bring the

exhibition of them within the compass of 33 or 40 pages .
Subse
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particular is known respecting him. It is true, indeed , that near

ly allof our religious public have somegeneral knowledge re

specting the subject of the following brief memoir. They

know that such a man as Arminius lived in modern times;

that he was a Hollander ; that he was the founder of a party or

sect among the Reformed Churches, which still continues toex

ist, and to be called by his name ; and according to their re

spective feelings and sentiments with regard to theology, they

look upon him with respect and reverence, or with disapproba

tion and aversion .

In the mean time, what was the manner of life and the fortune

of Arminius ; what were his talents and labours ; or how far the

sentirnents of those who are now called after his name, are to

be attributed to him ; few among us seem very well to under

stand . It is desirable , however, that our religious public should

become more particularly acquainted with these matters. The

weak or erroneous conceits and sentiments of schismatics, in

days that are past, which have become obsolete by length of

time, and are no longer known except to antiquarians in church

matters, may be suffered to sleep on, for endless ages, without

disturbing their repose or summoning them to the stage of life,

and no harm , but rather advantage, will accrue thereby to relig

ion . Antiquarians and critics mayindeed be called upon to

trace the history of such errors, for the sake of illustrating some

thing which belongs to the complete history of the church ; but

Christians in general have little or no interest in matters of this

kind .

quent reading and attention shewed the utter impossibility of do

ing any justice to my theme, in this way, and made it evident to

me, that I should onlymock the hopes of the reader, if I should

attempt such an abridgement. As it is , I have left out a vast

number of facts, whichhave more or less interest ; but which,

nevertheless, I did not deem essential . When I saw the length to

which I must of necessity go, it was then my wish to divide the

piece between two numbers of the present work. There is gene

rally something repulsive in long pieces, when they appear in a

periodical; for the reader does not usually expect them, and he is

apt to be wearied with them . But the public , I would hope, will,

in reading this, duly consider the nature of the case ; and if so , they

will see that, in dividing it , there would be some hazard ofmak

ing incorrect impressions ; since the reader needs to have the
tout ensemble before him , in order to judge correctly.
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Not so , however, in respect to such sects and parties as still

exist and divide the church. Men , in order to examine and

pass a sound judgement on these, should be enlightened both as

to their principles and their history. If they are not, how can

they judge with candour and discernment? Or how can their

judgement, even in their own eyes, be entitled to much respect?

From my youth up to the present hour, I have heard much

said for and against Arminianism and Arminius. It has so hap

pened , that, until recently , I have never had it in my power to

make a thorough examination into the merits and demerits of

this applauded and reprobated man. But as I have now ob
tained most of the materials for such an examination which I

could desire, I have thought it a matter of interest, to know

something more definite on the subject than I have hitherto
done. The result of my investigation for this purpose , the read

er will find in the following pages. In some respects, may

venture to believe , he will be surprized ; in others, gratified ; in

some, disappointed. This will probably hold true, in regard

both to the friends and the opponents of what is now called Ar

minianism . Arminius was a very different man , as to his own

theology, from what either of them suspect ; unless indeed they

have been at the pains of instituting a particular and extended
examination .

My reason for publishing the following contribution to the his
tory of doctrine in the Reformed Churches, is , that at the pres

ent time there is great sensitiveness and interest in the public

mind as to the doctrines of Arminianism so called . What now

passes under this name, among us, I do not undertake, in this

place, particularly to describe . I begin , where we ought in all

cases of this nature to commence , with the supposed original au

thor of the system in question , and make it my object to deve

lope who he was, and what he believed and taught. It will then

be seen , by allwho enlist under the present banners of Armin

ianism , and by all their opponents, how far the Leyden profes

sor is entitled to their approbation or their disapprobation . It is

just that things should be called by their right names ; or if not,

that it should be known that they are not so called . The dead

should have impartial justice distributed to them , as well as

the living. But this cannot be done while they are unknown, or

misrepresented.

I do not say these things by way of apology for the present

article. Apology is not needed for an effort to throw some light
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on a subject imperfectly, and in some respects erroneously , ap

prehended by the religious community of our country . Those

who have not the means of pursuing an investigation like the pre

sent, will probably welcome this effort to give them the results of

a labour which their circumstances do not permit them to per

form ; and those who have such means, may, if they please,

retrace the whole ground , and see for themselves whether I

have made correct delineations and statements.

I. BRIEF SKETCH OF ARMINIUS AND OF HIS TIMES.

James Arminius, (called in Latin, Jacobus Arminius , and in

Dutch , Jacob Hermanni or Van Harmine, ) was born in 1560,

at Oudewater, a small but pleasant and thriving village in South

Holland. While an infant his father died. It happened, how

ever, at that time, that there was at Oudewater a priest by the

name of Theodore Emilius, * who was distinguished for erudition

and piety, and who had forsaken the Romish church , and had

emigrated from place to place, in order to avoid its persecution .

Moved by compassion for the indigent condition of Arminius , he

took him under his care, instructed him in the learned language

es, and inculcated on him frequent lessons of practical piety. He

became so interested in the distinguished talents and rapid im

provement of his young pupil , that he continued his education

until he was sufficiently advanced, or nearly so , in his studies, to

be sent to a university. It appears , that some time before his

death , Emilius had removed to Utrecht with his pupil ; and

there he died , leaving the young Arminius without any means of

support. Soon after this event, however, the bereaved youth

obtained a second patron in Rodolph Snell, a native of Holland,

who had been obliged to quit Marburg, where he had resided ,

on account of the incursions of the Spaniards, and had recently

come from Hesse. Snell was himself distinguished for a knowl

edge of the mathematics . He soon returned to Hesse , accom

panied by his young pupil ; but he had scarcely arrived there,

before news came that the Spaniards had taken Oudewater,

burnt it, and massacred all its inhabitants. Arminius, being ex

ceedingly distressed at this news, set out immediately for his na

tive place ; and arriving there, he found it a heap of entire

ruins, every house being burnt, and his mother, sister, brother,

* So Bertius, De Vitâ , etc. Schröckh writes Petrus Emilius ; I know

not on what authority.
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near relatives, and nearly all his fellow townsmen, murdered .

He returned immediately to Hesse, performing the whole jour

ney on foot. Here however he did not stay long. News reach

ed him, that the university of Leyden had been founded by the

prince of Orange. He soon set out once more for Holland, and

betook himself to Rotterdam , which was then the asylum for

such of the sufferers at Oudewater as survived , and also for

many refugees from Amsterdam . Here Peter Bertius, (the

father of P. Bertius who wrote the funeral eulogy of Arminius,)

was persuaded to receive him into his own family , and he af

terwards sent him , with his son P. Bertius, to the university of

Leyden. Here young Bertius was the constant companion of

his studiesand of his person. He describes Arminius as ex

ceedingly devoted to literary pursuits. He cultivated much the

study of poetry, mathematics, and philosophy, and became the

ornament and example of the whole class of students to which he

belonged. He was greatly beloved and extolled by his instruc

tors. His principal instructor in theology here was Lambert

Danaeus, who had taught theology at Geneva, and was distin

guished for his knowledge of the Christian fathers and of the

scholastic divines.

After remaining at Leyden about six years, the Senate of

Amsterdam , being moved by the peculiar reputation for brilliant

talents and distinguished application which' Arminius had ac

quired, sent him , in 1582, at their own expense, to Geneva,

which was then regarded as the head -quarters of the Reformed

Calvinistic churches. Here he enjoyed the instructions of the

celebrated Beza, the friend and successor of Calvin , in the fa

mous theological school at Geneva. But here he soon created

a prejudice against himself , among the leading men in this

school, on account of his enthusiastic attachment to the philoso

phy of Ramus, which he taught to his fellow students by private

lectures, and which he boldly and zealously defended inpublic.

The philosophy of Aristotle was at that time considered as the

summit of perfection in this branch of science, not only at Ge

neva, but in all the schools and universities of Europe. The

views of Ramus were opposed to this philosophy ; and of course ,

Arminius, who appeared as a zealous and contentious advocate

for the opinions of Ramus, (magnâ contentione pro illâ conten

debat, says his friend Bertius,)could not expect to meet with

the approbation of the instructors at Geneva. “ Accordingly, he

was soon obliged to quit Geneva . He immediately repaired
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to Basle, where Jacob Grynaeus was a distinguished teacher.

Here he won so much applause and admiration by his attain

ments and devotedness to study, that he was speedily offered

a doctorate in theology by the theological faculty at Basle,

he being at that time only 22 years of age . This, however,

he declined ; justly deeming himself too young to be made the

subject of such an honour.

The commotion excited at Geneva, by his opposition to

the philosophy of Aristotle, in his absence soon began to sub

side. In 1583 he returned to Geneva. His own feelings

were now greatly moderated on the subject of Ramus' phi

losophy, and he appears to have lived in quietude, during his
second residence at Geneva.

As a characteristic of the times in which Arminius lived

and Beza taught, it may be proper to stop the course of our

narration for a moment, to make a little inquiry about Ramus

and his philosophy, to which Arminius was so strongly attach

ed. Peter Ramus was born in 1515, at Vermandois in Pic

ardy. He was in indigent circumstances; but , from his love

of learning, he procured himself a place in the university of
Navarre at Paris, first in the capacity of a servant , then of a

scholar. When a candidate for his master's degree, he boldly

attacked the philosophy of Aristotle, assuming as his thesis,
that all which Aristotle had written was false. This made

great disturbance. He was forbidden to teach ; he was accus

ed of sapping the foundations of religion ; and his sentence of

degradation was posted up in every street of Paris. Gradually

all this died away ; and in 1531 he was made royal professor

of Philosophy and Eloquence in the university . All his diffi

culties, however, were renewed afresh , when he attempted, as

he did , to make an innovation in the pronunciation of a Latin

word, and taught the students to sound the qu in uttering quis

quis, instead of saying, as before, kiskis. Matters ran so high

that the court of justice was obliged to interfere ; who decid

ed, that every one might pronounce Latin as he judged best.

Ramus soon after deserted the catholic religion , and was ex

pelled from his professorship ; but after a while he was re

stored to favour, then attacked by new injuries, and finally

massacred, with a vast multitude of other Protestants, on the

horrible St. Bartholemew's day , in 1572 . His body was

thrown out of a window, his bowels torn out and scattered

around the streets , and his corpse dragged by his Aristotelian
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adversaries, and thrown into the Seine. Philosophy, it would

seem , has her bigots, as well as religion ; and the dispute,

moreover, about quisquis, is highly indicative of the pulse of

the times, and worthy of those who believed that nothing re

mained to be done in philosophy since the days of Aristotle.

When orwhere Arminius became acquainted with the phi

losophy of Ramus, does not appear. But a mind so ardent

and inquiring as his, could not fail to read every thing which

came in his way. That he found difficulty in the philosophy

of Aristotle, will not be put to the score of heresy in these

times ; at least it will not, in this country. That he could find

such difficulty, shews an inquiring, curious mind ; perhaps some

proneness to take pleasure in new things. Beza saw , as he

thought, this characteristic of mind in him . He accordingly

advertised one of Arminius' friends to warn him against it.

“ It is a thing," said this wise and experienced instructor,

“ which Satan often makes use of in order to mislead distin

guished men. Do not engage in vain subtleties. If certain

thoughts which are new, suggest themselves to your mind, do

not approve them at once, without having thoroughly investi

gated them , whatever pleasure they may at first afford you.

Calvin gave me this advice; I have followed it, and always

found itexceedingly good ."

Nothing could be more opportune, or more judicious and

sound , than this advice. Had Arminius taken it as he should

have done, and reduced it to practice, he would have never

been the head of a party which is called by his name ; and he

would have avoided many a scandal and sorrow, and much dis

turbance to the church of God.

It is to be deeply regretted , that all the ministers of religion

have not put in practice such principles as Calvin and Beza

have thus recommended. They do not stand in the way of

any real improvement whatever, in the manner of representing

or teaching religion ; they only stand in the way of hasty and

crude speculations being thrown out, before they are in any good

measure examined or digested.

Grynaeus himself, pleased as he was with Arminius while at

Basle, seems to have entertained views of his temperament like

those of Beza . Philip Paraeus , in his life of David Paraeus,

avers that Grynaeus Arminium graviter admonuisse, against

his ardour and love of novelty.

I am indebted for these particulars to Bayle ; for Bertius, the
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partial friend of Arminius, has wholly omitted them in his ac

count of him. I cannot refrain from adding Bayle's own re

flections ; not only for their distinguished acuteness, but for

their usefulness . “ The cautions of Beza,” says he, “ are fitted

to furnish reflections profitable to many persons, and quite ne

cessary for some readers. Remember the maxim of St. Paul,

Knowledge puffeth up ; but be on your guard against another

talent , which puffs up more still . Á manof boundless memory

and reading applauds himself for his knowledge, and becomes

proud. But one applauds himself still more, and is still more

proud, when he thinks himself to have invented a new method

of explaining or treating any subject. One is not so apt to con

sider himself the father of a science which he has learned from

books, as he is to regard himself as the parent of some new ex

planation or doctrine which he has invented . It is for one's

own inventions that a man cherishes the strongest partiality and

affection ; here he finds the most captivating charms ; this is

what dazzles him , and makes him lose sight of every thing else.

It is a quicksand , of which the young, who arepossessed of dis

tinguished talents, cannot be too much admonished, nor too cau

tious to shun .”

These sentiments are not the less true nor the less important,

because they come from a man who is known to have been

somewhat sceptical on the subject of religion. They are wor

thy of all approbation and good heed on the part of every man ,

engaged in the solemn and highly responsible office of teaching

the principles of the gospel .

Let us return to Arminius at Geneva. How long he remain

ed here, during his second residence, is not well ascertained ;

but as he came here in 1583, and went into Italy in 1586—7,

it seems probable that his stay was three or more years.

He was attracted toItaly, by the philosophic fame of James

Zabarella at Padua. Thither he went, attended by a youug

Hollander, his constant and friendly companion. After attend

ing a course of lectures here, he travelled through Italy, visited

Rome, then returned to Geneva for a short time, and soon after

to Holland. While on his travels, he and his companion car

ried with them a Greek Testament and a Hebrew Psalter, which

they did not fail daily to read , in their exercises of devotion .

In 1587 Arminius returned to Holland ; and, on repairing to

Amsterdam , he found that reports had been circulated there

greatly to his disadvantage, respecting his favourable views of

No. II. 30
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the Roman Catholic religion. Among other things, it was said

that he had kissed the pope's feet; that he was intimate with

Jesuits ; that he was introduced to Cardinal Bellarmine ; and

that he had renounced the Protestant religion . “ All this was

false ,” says Bertius, " for he never saw the pope, except as one

of the crowd who gazed on him as he passed by, nor does the

beast admit any except kings and princes to the honour of kiss

ing his feet ; of the Jesuits he knew nothing ; Bellarmine he

never saw ; and as to the Protestant religion , he has ever been

ready to shed his blood in its defence ." - Bertius is wrong,"

says Bayle, " in averring that the pope admits none to kiss his

ſeet but kings and princes ; private individuals are sometimes
admitted to this honour !"

The probability is , that Arminius had been a little profuse of

compliments and politeness to the Italians, while he travelled in

their country ; and it is also probable, that he had ventured to

express his admiration of some things which he found in the

consecrated land of classical study. This , in the view of some

of his fellow Protestants, was “ paying homage to the beast . ”

They began spargere voces ambiguas, at first , these, like Vir

gil's Fama, soon magnified ; every day's journey which they

took, added new strength ; and by the time they reached Am

sterdam , they had assumed the definite shape which has been

stated above. It is thus that a little more than ordinary civility

towards one's opponents, can be transformedby party zeal , and

withal a little of jealousy or envy, into downright heresy.

The reflections of Bayle on this subject are so just and strik

ing, that I cannot forbear to transcribe them. “ Among the po

pular diseases of the human mind, I know not whether any are

more worthy of blame, or more productive of evil consequences,

than the habit of giving a loose rein to suspicion . It is a very

slippery road ; and one very soon finds himself at a great dis

tance from the point wherehe set out. He passes easily from

one suspicion to another. He begins with possibility, but does

not stop there . He passes on to probability ; then to an almost

certainty. In a short time, what was possible or probable, be

comes matter of incontestable certainty ; and this certainty is

spread over a whole town . Large cities are most of all expos

ed to this evil.”

It may be true that large cities are mo prolific in such off

spring ; because the means of multiplying them are so much
more facile and convenient. But human nature is every where
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substantially the same ; and one of the most conspicuous evi

dences of its degraded and sinful condition , is, its proneness to

suspicion and detraction, and the gratification which it experi

ences in indulging or fostering this spirit.

Arminius found his Mecaenases, at Amsterdam, cold and sus

picious when he first returned . He succeeded , however, in sat

isfying them entirely that he had been slandered . He soon re

ceived an invitation to a place as minister in one of the churches

at Amsterdam , over which he was installed in 1588, being then

28 years of age . On his return from Italy , he had passed
through Geneva, where Beza gave him a letter to his patrons,

in which he speaks of him as " animo ad faciendum officium

optime comparatus, si Domino Deo placeret , ipsius uti ad opus

suum in ecclesiâ suâ ministerio ."

Arminius soon became exceedingly popular as a preacher at

Amsterdam. His slender, but sweet and sonorous voice, his

manner, his ardour, his distinguished talents and finished edu

cation, all combined to give him extensive popularity and influ

ence. The rumours which had been set afloat concerning his

inclination to become a Catholic, gradually died away, and all

classes of men united in extolling his talents as a preacher and

a pastor.

This season of popularity and peace, however, was soon in a

measure interrupted, by an occurrence unforeseen , and altogeth

er without design , on the part of Arminius. There lived , atAm

sterdam, a man of distinguished talents and learning , by the

name of Theodore Koornhert, who was strongly opposed to the

doctrine of predestination as held at Geneva and in Holland, and

who had written and spoken much against it . Two of the min

isters at Delft, Arnold Cornelius and Renier Dunteklok had un

dertaken, by conference and by writing, to oppose Koornhert.

In order todo this , however, as they thought to the best advan

tage, they had relinquished the views of Calvin and Beza in re

spect to the decretum absolutum , viz . the doctrine that the de

cree of election and reprobation preceded all respect to the fall

of man , and to his obedience or disobedience . This is what

has since been called Supralapsarianism . On theother hand,

the ministers at Delft maintained, not only that God in his decree

regarded man as created , but also that he had respect to his

lapsed condition . This is what has since been called Sublap

sarianism . It was the work which the Delft ministers publish

ed at this time, entitled Answer to some Arguments of Calvin
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and Beza on the subject of Predestination, which first gave rise

to these denominations in the church of Christ .

Whether the ministers of Dellt did not misunderstand the

views of Calvin andBeza, it may beof some importancehere

briefly to shew . Calvin says: “ Predestination we call the

eternal decree of God , by which he hath determined , in himself,

what he would have to become of every individual of mankind .

For they are not all created with a similar destiny ; but eternal

life is foreordained for some, and eternal damnation for others.

Every man , therefore, being created for one or other of these

ends, wesay , he is predestinated either to life or to death . "

Institutt. Lib. III . c . 21. $ 5 .* _ " In conformity with the clear

doctrine of Scripture, we assert , that by an eternal and immu

table counsel, God hath once for all determined, both whom

he would once for all admit to salvation, and whom again he

would condemn to destruction.” Ib . 5 7.7 -“ Now with re

spect to the reprobate . . . . Esau, while yet unpolluted with

any crime, is accounted an object of hatred. If we turn our

attention to works , we insult the apostle, as though he saw not

what is clear to us . Now that he saw none [i. e. no works] ,

is evident, because he expressly asserts the one(Jacob) to have

been elected, and the other [ Esau] rejected, while they had not

yet distinguished any good or evil, to prove the foundation of

divine predestination not to be in works. ... The reprobate

are raised up for this purpose, that the glory of God may be

displayed by their means. ..... When God is said to harden , or

shew mercy to whom he pleases, men are taught by this declar

ation , to seek no cause beside his will.” Lib . III. c . 22. § 11.1

de

TE

* Praedestinationem vocamus aeternum Dei decretum , quo

apud se constitutum habuit, quid de unoquoque homine fieri vel

let. Non enim pari conditione creantur omnes; sed aliis vita

aeterna , aliis damnatio aeterna praeordinatur . Itaque prout in

alterutrum finem quisque conditus est , ita vel ad vitam vel ad mor

tem praedestinatum dicimus.

+ Quod ergo Scriptura clare ostendit , dicinius , aeterno et im

mutabili consilio Deum semel constituisse , quos olim semel assu .

mere vellet in salutem , quos rursum exitio devovere.

| Nunc de reprobis .... Esau, nullo adhuc scelere inquina

tus, odio habetur. Si ad opera convertimus oculos, injuriam

irrogamus apostolo , quasi id ipsum quod nobis perspicuum est non
viderit . Porro non vidisse convincitur, quando hoc nominatim
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—“Let them (the wicked] not accuse God of injustice, if his

eternal decree has destined them to death , to which they feel

themselves , whatever be their desire or aversion ( velint nolint ) ,

spontaneously led forward by their own nature.” L. III . c . 23.

03.— “ But though I should an hundred times admit God to

be the author of it (the perverseness of the wicked] , which is

perfectly correct ( verissimum ), yet this does not abolish the

guilt impressed on their consciences, and from time to time re

curring to their view .” Ibid. + — “ All things being at God's dis

posal . . . . he orders all things by his counsel and decree in

such a manner, that some men are born , devoted from the

womb to certain death , that his name may be glorified in their

destruction ." Ib . 8 6.1

As a more thorough -going passage still , in some respects, I

quote once more from Lib. III . c . 24. § 13. Calvin is com

menting on the passage in Is. 6 : 9 , 10, Hear ye , indeed, but un

derstand not, etc. “ Observe," sayshe, “ that he [ Jehovah] di

rects his voice to them (the Jews); but it is that they may be

come more deaf ; he kindles a light, but it is that they may be

come more blind ; he publishes his doctrine, but it is that they

may be more besotted ; he applies a remedy, but it is that they

may not be healed. . . . Nor can it be disputed, that to such

persons as God determines not to enlighten, he [God] delivers

urget, quum nihildum boni aut mali designassent, alterum electum ,

alterum rejectum ; ut probet divinae praedestinationis fundamen

tum in operibus non esse quod in hunc finem excitentur

reprobi , ut Dei gloria per illos illustretur . ... Quum enim Deus

dicitur vel indurare, vel misericordia prosequi quem voluerit, eo

admonentur homines nihil causae quaerere extra ejus voluntatem .

* Ne ergo Deum iniquitatis insimulent , si aeterno ejus judicio

morti destinati sint, ad quam a suâ ipsorum naturâ sponte se per

duci, velint nolint, ipsi sentiunt.

† Atqui ut centies Deum auctorem confitear, quod verissimum

est , non protinus tamen crimen eluunt , quod eorum conscientiis

insculptum subinde eorum oculis recurrit.

| Ecce , quum rerum omnium dispositio in manu Dei sit, quum

penes ipsum resideat salutis ac mortis arbitrium , consilio nutuque

suo ita ordinat , ut inter homines nascantur, ab utero certae morti

devoti , qui suo exitio ipsius nomen glorificent.
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his doctrine in enigmatical obscurity, that its only effect may be,

to increase their stupidity ." *

These passages , all taken from the Institutiones of Calvin,

a work that was published while he was yet a youth, could

hardly be assumed as the certain index of his riper opinions, were

it not that we find them confirmed in his Commentary, a work

accomplished in his mature years. Let us then hear the same

author, when commenting on Rom . 9 : 18 , Therefore he hath

mercy on whom he will, and whom he will he hardeneth . “ We

must insist,” says he, “ on the words whom he will ; be

yond which we cannot go. As to the word harden, when this

is used concerning God in the Scriptures, it means not only

permission, ( as some drivelling moderates would say ,) but it

also means the action of divine indignation ; for all external

means which conduce to the blinding of the reprobate, are in

struments of the divine indignation . Yea, Satan himself, who

acts with efficiency internally, is in such a sense his minister,

that he acts only under his control (nonnisi ejus imperio agat) .

That pitiful subterfuge of the schoolmen, then, about foreknowl

edge, falls to the ground. Paul does not teach here that the ru

in of the impious was foreseen by God , but that it was ordained by

his will and counsel; in the same manner as Solomon teaches,

not only that God foreknew the destruction of the impious, but

that the impious were , by his decree, created in order that they

might perish, Prov. 16 : 4 .” +

* Ecce , vocem ad eos, dirigit, sed ut magis obsurdescant ; lu

cem accendit , sed ut reddentur caeciores ; doctrinam profert, sed

qua magis obstupescant ; remedium adhibet ; sed ne sanetur. .

Neque hoc quoque controverti potest, quos Deus illuminatos non

vult, illis doctrinam suam aenigmatibus involutam tradere, ne quid

inde proficiunt, nisi ut in majorem hebetudinem tradantur.

+ Insistere enim debemus in istas particulas, Cujus vult et quem

vult ; ultra quas procedere nobis non permittit. Caeterum indu

randi verbum , quum Deo in Scripturis tribuitur, non solum per

missionem , ( ut volunt diluti quidam moderatores,) sed divinae quo

que irae actionem significat . Nam res omnes externae quae ad

excaecationem reproborum faciunt, illius irae sunt instrumenta.

Satan autem ipse , qui intus efficaciter agit, ita ejus est minister,

ut nonnisi ejus imperio agat . Corruit ergo frivolum illud effugi

um , quod de praescientiâ Scholastici habent. Neque enim prae

videri ruinam impiorum a Domino Paulus tradit , sed ejus consilio

et voluntate ordinari . Quemadmodum et Salomo docet, non modo
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Again, in commenting on Rom . 9 : 10–13, he says : “ Al

though Esau might have been justly rejected, on account of his

vitiosity ( original sin ] .... yet that no occasion of doubt may

remain here , as if Esau's condition may have been any the

worse on account of any fault or sin of his own, it was proper

that both sins and virtues should be excluded. [He means vir

tues with respect to Jacob, and sins with respect to Esau] ...

God has, in his own will, just cause of election and reproba

tion . " *

On Rom . 9: 17, For this same purpose have I raised thee up ,

viz . Pharaoh, Calvin says : “ God declares that Pharaoh pro

ceeds from him ; that he has assigned him this part to act ; and

to this sentiment the words cycloá ge well correspond . More

over, lestany one should imagine that Pharaoh was impelled

by a kind of general and indistinct impetus on the part of God ,

so that he might rush into that madness, the special cause or

ground is here designated ; as if it had been said , that God

knew what Pharaoh was about to do, but of set purpose he had

destined him to this very end .” +

That Calvin, then , was a Supralapsarian, in the sense in

which the Delft ministers understood him to be, seems, from

these passages and many more to the same purpose which might

easily be adduced , to admit of no historical doubt. The right

or wrong of his opinions, is no part of my present business . I

am now merely acting the part of a historian. By and by I

shall make a few remarks, on the use and abuse of such passa

praecognitum fuisse interitum , sed impios ipsos fuisse destinato

creatos ut perirent, Prov. xvi . 4 .

Etsi sola vitiositas, quae diffusa est .... ad damnationem

sufficit, unde sequitur merito rejectum fuisse Esau .... ne quis

tamen maneat scrupulus , ac si ullius culpae aut vitii respectu de

terior ejus conditio fuisset, non minus peccata quam virtutes

excludi utile fuit. ... Deum in suo arbitrio satis justam eligendi

et reprobandi habere causam .

† Deus Pharaonem a se profectum dicit , eique hanc impositam

esse personam . Cui sententiae optime respondet excitandi ver

bum . Porro, ne quis imaginetur quodam universali et confuso

motu divinitùs actum fuisse Pharaonem , ut in illum furorem rueret,

notatur specialis causa vel finis; ac si dictum essent, scivisse

Deum quid facturus esset Pharao, sed datâ operâ in hunc usum
destinasse.
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ges as these, in Calvin and other Reformers. But for the pre

sent, I pass on to a brief notice of the allegation in respect to the

supralapsarian sentiments of Beza.

Thisexcellent scholar and able commentator, in his note on

Rom . 9 : 11 , says : “ Those who maintain that God has pre

destinated reprobates to eternal destruction , because he was in

fluenced by any unbelief or sinful works which he foresaw in

them , magnopere profecto falluntur. On this ground, one must

draw the conclusion that the counsels of God have their ground

in created things and in secondary causes , quod non modo fal

sissimum , verum impium fuerit cogitare.” He then goes on to

argue , that just the contrary of all this is true, viz. that things

are as they are, because God, for reasons wholly within himself,

determined they should be so ; he neither had respect to any

faith or good works in the elect , nor to any unbelief or wicked

works in the reprobate.

Again , Rom . 9: 17 Beza thus paraphrases: “ Respondet de

reprobis, sive quos Deus in odio habet nondum natos, et nullo

indignitatis praeeunte respectu , exitio destinavit ; i . e . The apos

tle treats of the reprobate, whom God hates before they are

born, and without any preceding respect to their unworthiness,
has destined to destruction ."

These extracts will serve to shew that the ministers of Delft

did not misunderstand Calvin and Beza, in regard to their views

concerning the decrees of God ; and that I have not misinter

preted their meaning in the explanation which I have given

above. I have quoted from Calvin and Beza, neither for the

sake of attack or defence ; but merely that the reader may

have a fair chance to know the ground on which he stands,

while entering upon the history ofthe times of Arminius.

I return to my narration . The book of the Delft ministers,

containing strictures on the Supralapsarianism of Calvin and

Beza , was sent by its authors to Martin Lydius, then professor

of Theology at Franeker. He was dissatisfied with it ; but in

stead of undertaking to answer it himself, he solicited Arminius

to do it, in order that he might defend his teacher Beza. This

Arminius at first inclined to do ; but after a thorough perusal of

the Answer, he suspended his purpose, as his mind had been

filled, by the perusal of the book , with doubts or difficulties in

regard to some positions of Beza and Calvin respecting the

point in question.

Thesedoubts were soon whispered abroad in Amsterdam,
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although Arminius did not himself proclaim them in public.

Suspicions of defection from orthodoxy began to breakout more

openly against him, when, in 1591 , he explained publicly the

seventh chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, and represented

the latter part of it as describing the sinner under legal convic

tion ; in the samemanner asMartin Bucer had before explain

ed it, and all the fathers of the church before the days of Au

gustine ; and in like manner, I may add, as nearly all commen

tators, whether evangelical or neological, have of late done . He

was now accused of Pelagianism ; and the accusation became

the more bitter, because Faustus Socinus had just published,

under a fictitious name, the same view of the sentiments con

tained in this passageof sacred writ. He was cited before the

synod on account of the exegesis in question , and had long

disputes with many of his brethren. His lectures on Rom. vii.

are published in his works. They exhibit much acuteness ;

but it is nearly all employed in the way of the school logic, not

in the way of philology.

These difficulties were augmented still more , when, in 1593, Ar

minius published his lectures on Rom . ix . in which he called in

question the interpretation given by Calvin and Beza of this

chapter, and laboured to shew that it was susceptible of another

and more probable meaning. In his view, the object of the

chapter is to shew , that God in rejecting the Jews , who sought

for salvation on the ground of their own merit and refusedto

accept of the termsof the gospel, and in receiving the Gentiles

into their place as the spiritual children of Abraham , not only

did the Jews no wrong, but that his proceeding in this casewas

entirely analogous with many instances of the like nature, which

are recounted in the Old Testament and mentioned in Rom . IX.

Whether Arminius supposed this reception of the Gentiles into

the place ofthe excluded Jews, to beone of merely an external

nature, or whether it was truly spiritual and effectual, is not .

very explicitly stated by him ;at least I have not met with very

explicit declarations. If the former only, then one might well

ask , whether the great question in debate by the apostle, has any

concern with the mere externals of religion ? If the latter, then

all the difficulties are in reality involved in his own opinion,

which belong to that of his antagonists ; although the manner in

which they have sometimes expressed themselves may be liable

to serious objection.

At any rate, however, the exegesis of Arminius was much

No. II . 31
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more specious and tolerable, than that of his successor Episco

pius, who, at an almost immeasurable length, has laboured to

shew, that the predestination which Paul mentions in Rom . 8 :

28, and on which he descants through chap. ix. is a predesti

nation to sufferings and sorrows, which the Jewish converts

were to expect, and not a predestination to salvation . Neither

the strong commendations of this opinion by Schröckh (Kirchen

gesch. seit der Reform . V. 285 seq. ) nor the more respec

table opinion of J. A. Turretin (Comm. on Rom. viii.) that

this is one of the objects which Paul had in view, can support

any just claim to its reception .

It is verynatural to suppose, considering what the views of

Calvin and Beza were respecting Rom . ix . and how extensive

ly these were received among the reformed churches, that such

an interpretation by Arminius would occasion not a little com

motion. This was the case . Disputes arose out of this, which

greatly disturbed the peace and harmony of the churches at

Amsterdam and in its neighbourhood, and were productive of

no small evil.

In 1597 Arminius repaired to Leyden , for the sake of con

ferring with the celebrated F. Junius, who was then professor

of theology there. The result of this was a long and amicable

correspondence between them, on the subject of decrees, neces

sity, liberty, etc. which is published in the works of Arminius.

Junius treated these subjects with mildness and great ability ;

but he did not satisfy the scruples of his friend respecting them ,

who became, as it usually happens in such cases, still more con

firmed in his own opinion .

There lived, at this time, a very popular and able minister of the

gospel at the Hague, by thenameof Uytenbogart, who sympathi

zed in sentiment and feelings with Arminius. To him Armin

ius wrote , beseeching him to assist in the examination of the dif

ficult questions in which he was engaged . Uytenbogart, as ap

pears by the sequel, entered warmly into his views.

In 1598, Arminius wrote his Examen modestum Libelli Per

kinsii, i . e . of the treatise in defence of predestination, which

the Englishman Perkins had published under the title of Armilla

Aurea. In 1699 , he and his friend Uytenbogart endeavoured

to move the States of Holland , to cause a new translation of the

Bible to be made by that excellent scholar, Drusius. In this

they failed , because suspicion was already strong among many
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of the clergy, that they were aiming at the overthrow of the sen

timents then prevailing in the churches of Holland .

In 1600, Arminius set himself against those of his brethren ,

who were urging an annual subscription of all the ministers to

the creed and catechism of the churches in Holland . In 1602,

the plague made dreadful ravages in this country , and particu

larly at Amsterdam . Arminius is said to have distinguished

himself greatly, during the continuance of it, by his attention and

kindness to the sick and to the bereaved .

During this plague, F. Junius and L. Trelcatius , professors

of divinity atLeyden, both died. The curators of that univer

sity elected Arminius to the place of Junius, in 1603. It was

only by the interposition of the curators at Leyden, and of the

leading men in the government of the States, that the synod at

Amsterdam were persuaded to give him a dismission from the

church at Amsterdam ; so greatwas the attachment of his peo

ple to their minister.

It is said that F. Gomar, a distinguished professor of theology

in Leyden at this time, was opposed to the election of Arminius.

Soon after the latter was inaugurated into his office, he and his

colleague Gomar were brought to a friendly conference, in

which Arminius explained himself so plainly and fully against

the doctrines of Pelagius, that Gomar professed to be satisfied.

Butduring the next year, Arminius delivered a lecture on pre

destination, in whichhe maintained that God had eternallyde

creed to save believers, and to punish the impenitent ; the one

to the praise of his glorious grace, the other in order to display

his power and his indignation against sin . Arminius doubtless

meant, that God had respect in his decree, to the belief of the

one, and the unbelief of the other. Gomar openly attacked

this lecture ; Arminius replied ; and thus commenced a dispute

which has not yet subsided. Gomar carried it on actively, dur

ing the rest of his life. The students of the university soon be

came engaged in it , and were divided ; a part held with Gomar,

but a majority with Arminius, whose lecture- room was always

crowded.

This state of things very naturally took hold of the public

sympathies. The ministers of the gospel became divided, as

wellas the students of the university ; but the majority appear

to have taken the side of Gomar, and blamed Arminius. As

the contest went on, the teachers of religion began first to dis
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pute with eachother, then to preach and write against each oth

er, until all Holland was in a state of religious war.

In 1604 , some theses of Arminius on the divinity of Christ,

occasioned himn new trouble . The reader will see his views on

this subject, in the extracts which by and by will be made from

his works.

In 1607, the ministers of Gouda published a catechism ,

which for the most part was expressed in the language of Scrip

ture , and was intended to be simple and brief. Arminius was

accused of favouring this catechism , which, it was averred ,

would open the foodgates for all manner of error. All these

occurrencies served to increase the excitement in Holland .

This finally rose so high, that the States General were called

upon by Arminius andUytenbogart, to convoke a general sy

nod, before which Arminius might defend himself. The Su

preme Council admitted Arminius and Gomar to a conference

before them . The result was, that the Council informed the

States General , that the disputes between the parties were on

points of difficulty, and of little or no importance ; and with re

spect to them , one might believe in this manner or in that,

salvâ fide et salvâ ecclesiâ . The States General enjoined on

the parties to cease contention, and to teach nothing against the

creed or catechism ; and here they dismissed the matter, inti

mating only, that at some future day, the subjects in dispute

might be decided either by a provincial or national synod.

This attempt of the government to put a stop to the disputes

concerning religion , although well meant, was entirely unsuc

cessful. Neither Arminius nor Gomar ceased to defend them

selves, nor to attack their opponents. The students of the uni

versity of course followed suit ; and ministers through the coun

try, and finally private individuals , became deeply engaged on

one side or the other, in this contest.

The friends of Arminius urged upon their more numerous and

powerful antagonists, the command of the government to desist

from disputation on the subject of the divine decrees . Gomar

and his friends, excited by remonstrances of this nature, finally dis

claimed the authority of the States General in matters of religion .

In accordance with these views, the classis of Alcmar proceed

ed , in 1608 , to depose five of their number from the ministry,

because they refused subscription to a declaration enjoined by

them ; which amounted to this, viz. that the Heidelberg cate

chism and the creed of the Hollandic churches, were entirely
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accordant throughout with the word of God, and that one was

bound to teach all which they contained . They were com

manded by the SupremeCouncil to restore the ejected minis

ters to their office ; but their answer was, that this was an ec

clesiastical matter, entrusted to the church and not to civil ru

lers. In the sequel, they partly yielded , but not entirely, as to

the point in question.

About this time, fresh rumours broke out against Arminius,

viz. that he and Uytenbogart had been treated with by the pope,

in order to engage them in the defence of the Roman catholic

religion. Theground of these rumours was, that Arminius had

averred, that God was ready and willing to impart strength to

men to do the duty which he required of them ; and also , that

he had said, that a pope, who like Adrian VI. should honestly

aim at a reformation , was to be judged with moderation . To

put these accusations to silence, Arminius published his Theses

de Idololatriâ , in which he maintained that the pope is an idol,

and that all who pay homage to him , are idolaters. He publish

ed other theses also, in which he defended the churches of the

Reformation against the imputation of schism ; and in a public

disputatio, about this time, he declared the pope to be “ adul

terum et lenonem ecclesiae, pseudo -prophetam , et caudam dra

conis, Dei et Christi adversarium , Anti -christum ; servum ma

lum qui conservos suos verberat, episcopi nomine indignum , ec

clesiae destructorem et vastatorem .”

One would think, that if calling hard names could ever de

velope one man's views respecting another, Arminius had suf

ficiently done this with respect to the pope , on the present oc

casion . But all this did not seem to satisfy his opponents.

Hints were stillcirculated, that he had a secret favourable opin

ion of the Romish church . One of the ministers at Amsterdam

accused him of maintaining many capital errors ; and among the

rest, of holding the pope to be a true member of the church of

Jesus Christ : " a doctrine," said he, “ so odious to God, that

many persons have remarked, that since it began to be main

tained , the affairs of our republic have taken a very unfortunate

In addition to all this it was reported, that Arminius had

persuaded a number of persons to return to the bosom of the

catholic church, and influenced magistrates to become less rigid

in refusing to papists the liberty of worshipping in their own way

without molestation .

In reply to these accusations , Arminius wrote a letter to Se

99
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bastian Egbert, in which he explicitly declared that “ he did not

regard the pope as a member of the body of Christ, but as an

obstinate enemy of the same, a sacrilegious man , a blasphemer,

a tyrant, a most violent usurper of unjust dominion over the

church , the man of sin , the son of perdition, etc. ”

As Luther and Calvin had scarcely ever succeeded in bring

ing more hard names together against the pope, than Arminius

collected on this occasion, he seemed, at last, to have made the

kind of propitiatory offering which the spirit of the day demand

ed . For a man to argue coolly and dispassionately, whatever

skill or weight his arguments might exhibit or contain, was not

enough to satisfy the excited feelings of men. If one did not

blacken his adversary, it was but half doing his work . Above

all, if he found in him any good thing, one trait of candour,

generosity , ability, learning even, then he was no true son of his

party. He wasregarded as being in secret more than half on

his opponent's side ; and the only way in which he could throw

off this load of suspicion, was, to fill his pages with epithets

chosen from the vocabulary which the excitement of the times

had rendered too common, to exhibit passionate antipathy, and as

it were to clench his fist, and bring it not very softly against the

face of his adversary .

One of the most derogatory things that I know of respecting

Arminius, is, that he was overcome by the pressure of calumny,

so as to yield to such a spirit as that which I have now descri

bed . He ought to have resisted it, with calmness as to manner,

but still with sacred indignation ; because it was truly of an un
christian character. He should have trusted in God, for his ul

timate defence and deliverance from calumny. He should

have bid defiance to the storm that raged , not in the spirit of

pride, but in the strength of conscious innocence ; and he was

entitled to look with pity on those, who insisted upon it, on pen

alty of defaming his reputation, that he should defend the truth

ofGod in an ungodly manner. Passion is not piety ; the call

ing of hard names is not argument ; the loadingof an opponent

with curses or with detraction, is not the most probableway of

convincing him ; nor is the exhibition of the odium theologicum

a very happy exemplification of obedience to those precepts,

which require us, when we are reviled , not to revile again, and

demand that the servant of the Lord should not strive , but be

gentle toward all men , meekly instructing those who oppose
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in this way .

themselves to the truth , if peradventure God will give them re
pentance.

Arminius, however, is not the first nor the last , who has been

driven , by the cry of heresy, from the ground which Christian

integrity and courtesy should ever maintain. But he would

have appeared far more dignified, in my view, had he never

moved an inch because of the empty accusations about his in

clination toward the Romish church. I am constrained indeed

to believe, that all the accusations are true, which he made

against the head of that church , as he then was, and has been

for most of the time since. But I could wish he had never ut

tered them in the manner that he did ; much less to appease
the

unjust demands made on him by detraction . It was an unholy
sacrifice. A man who makes such an one, must expect that

the very persons who demand it, will shortly turn round , and

look at him with contempt for doing what they demanded .

And no doubt, sooner or later, he did receive ample retribution

Thus much for the spirit of the day, and thehomage which

even the more independent minds paid to it. We return to the
events of Arminius' life .

In this same year ( 1608) Arminius was summoned by the

States General to appear before them at the Hague, and give

them an account of his sentiments. This he did in his famous

Declaratio, published in his works. From this, most of the ex

tracts in the sequel are made, which are exhibited in order to

develope the sentiments of Arminius .

The States General, as a body, were at this time beyond all

doubt inclined to favour Arminius. But the disputes continu

ing with increased violence, in the next year (1609) they sum

moned Arminius and Gomar before them once more, each ac

companied by four ministers of his own party , in order that

they might hold another conference in their presence. This

was interrupted, in a short time, by the sickness of Arminius.

Gomar and his friends insisted, before the magistrates , on a gen

eral synod, knowing that they had amajorityof the clergy on

their side. Uytenbogart, the special friend of Arminius, who

was present as one of his assistants, warned the States against

being prejudiced by the violence and the number of the oppo

nents of Arminius. He expressed an entire willingness to have

a general synod ; only he averred that , as Beza once said , he

did not wish Satan to be the president of it .
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In the mean time, Arminius died , on the 19th Oct. 1609.

His last sickness was exceedingly severe. Exhausted by the

fatigues of body and mind which he had undergone, during the

many years ofhis warfare; deeply wounded by the ill reports

which the heat of dispute had engendered, and zeal against him

had extensively circulated ; he fell under a complication of dis

eases, viz. fever, cough, dyspnoea, atrophy, and arthritis. It is

said , that amidst all his sufferings, he died with great calmness

and resignation , lamenting the evils to which the church had

been exposed, andearnestly praying for her peace and prosper

ity . In his last will , madeon his death bed, he solemnly testi

fies that he had, with simplicity and sincerity of heart, endea

voured to discover the truth by searching the Scriptures ; and

thathe had never preached or taught any thing, which he did

not believe to be contained in them .

Some of his opponents, as Bertius tells us, did not fail to take

advantage of thecircumstances of his death , in order to make

an impression that heaven had interposed , by special judgments,

to remove him from the earth . A partial paralysis of the left

side, was one of the evils which he suffered in his last sickness ;

and with this, came on an obscuration of vision in the left eye,

the optic nerve of which became insensible. His opponents,

as Bertius and Brandt aver, quoted and applied to him ,because

of this, the passage in Zech. 14 : 12, where it is said of the en

emies of Jerusalem , that their eyes shall consumeaway in their

sockets ; also Zech. 11 : 17, where it is said of a false shepherd,

that the sword shall be upon his arm , and upon his right eye.

If they did so, theywereat least unlucky in the choiceof this

last text, as it was the left eye of Arminius which was affected .

On a par with this exegesis and application of the Scripture,

we may place the epigrams which are said to have been made,

on the occasion of his death ; among the rest, one made out

of his name, by transposition of the letters, Vani Orbis Amicus.

Among the blessings which the ravages of time bring along

with them , one is, that they exterminate a mass of poisonous or

of worthless matter, which would otherwise mar the safety and

peace of the world by its influence . Such epigrams, I would

hope for the honour of Christianity, have been swept away by

time, and that they lie buried deep, along with the accusations

that Arminius was inclined to favour theRomish church.

On the other hand , Baudius and Grotius each composed La

tin elegies on the occasion of Arminius' death, which were filled
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with eulogy ofhis learning and his virtues. It is said that the

celebrated Daniel Heinsius, private secretary of the deputation

of the States General at the Synod of Dort, did the same ; but

the copy of his verses was suppressed in the later edition of his

works.

That the friends of Arminius should be deeply wounded by

the bitter antipathy against him which was manifested by his op

ponents, is not strange; and the probability is, that their eulogy

of him has been greatly heightened by this circumstance. Such

is plainly the case in respect to the funeral oration of Bertius his

friend . Speaking of the detraction which Arminius suffered ,

and whichcontributed to hasten hisend, he says : “ Oppressio,

inquit Sirachides, insanum facit sapientem . Eadem huic dolo

rem , ex dolore morbum conciliavit, ex morbo mortem .” On

which he exclaims, “ Otetrum, et viperium , exque imo Tartaro

excitatum malum ! ” Speaking, further on, of the application

to Arminius of the passage in the prophet Zechariah il : 17 , to

which I have referred above, he says : “ Is locus in sanctum

Christi servum , corpore quidem afflictum , sed animo nunquam
non felicem , nunc vero etiam felicissimum , contortus est. Hor

resco tam enormis et detestandi et impii facti memoriâ. Quis

tu es , o homo, qui fratrem tuum condemnas, propter quem

Christus sanguinem suum fudit ?"

Near the close of bis eulogy, he thus eloquently describes

the death of Arminius : “Tandem vero XIX . Octobris, circa

meridiem , fidelis iste servus Dei, defunctus strenue omnibus

militiae suae stipendiis, consummato cursu , decertato bono illo

certamine, servatâ fide, animam suam jam pertaesam curarum ,

jam saturam aerumnarum hujus mundi, jam liberationem exop

tantem , jam sanctorum gaudia praegustantem ,jam Christum

Deurn suum ac redemptorem cernentem , oculis in coelum sub

latis, placide inter sanctas eorum qui aderant preces, Deo Patri

creatori suo, Filio redemptori suo, Spiritui Sancto sanctificatori

suo , reddidit, acclamantibus omnibus,Morietur anima mea mor

te justorum !”

“ Ita occidit ( continues the orator) nobis etiam iste sol ; ita

mortuus est justus, quo mundus iste non dignus fuit ; ita subla

tus est pater tot prophetarum ; ita curru Israelis et equitibus

ejus in altum a nobis subvectus est JACOBUS ARMINIUS ; et nunc

immunis, liber, atque expeditus aerumnis, habet coronam tot

laboribus, tantâ perseverantiâ fidei, tantâ sanctimoniâ expetitam ,

fruiturque coelesti Jerusalem , inter frequentiam multorum mil
No. II . 32
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lium angelorum , et ecclesiam primogenitorum qui conscripti

sunt in coelis .”

After a few more sentences of the like tenor, he finishes all

by saying : “ Fuisse in Bataviâ virum [ Arminium ], quem qui

norant, non potuerant satis aestimare ; qui non aestimarunt, non

satis cognoverunt."

The whole strain of this shews, that when men of eminent

talents are assailed , who have made a deep impression on the

hearts of their friends, opposition or detraction by their oppo

nents, only serves to heighten the esteem and eulogy of their

adherents.

In estimating the character and virtues of Arminius, a cau

tious inquirer will follow implicitly neither the praises of his

friends, nor the condemnation of his enemies. Both were ex

aggerated by the disputes and animosities of the day. But these

are past by,and buried in oblivion . The consequences of them,

indeed, remain, but the personalities of them are buried in the

graves of those who hada personal interest in them. We can

now look back, examine thewhole ground , and pass a more im

partial judgement than could be expected from the times in

which Arminius lived, or those which immediately followed .

Before we assay, however, to do this, it will be proper to pass

in review before us the real doctrines which Arminius heldand

taught. We wish to look at him as a Christian teacher , as well

as a man, a scholar, and a professor at Leyden. Nor can we

properly make up our minds respecting him , until we have ex
amined thoroughly what his real views were.

But before I proceed to develope fully his sentiments, it will

be proper, in order to gratify the curiosity of the reader, to pre

sent a brief outline of the immediate consequences which flowed

from the disputes in which Arminius was engaged . This I shall

endeavour to do, confining myself to important circumstances

only, and narrating these as briefly as perspicuity will admit.

It does not appear, that the conference in which Arminius

was engaged, at the time of his death , was productive of any

good effect upon the state of party feeling in Holland . The

government, however, were evidently leaning towards his side ;

for in the following year ( 1610) , on sending an embassy to

France, Vytenbogart was appointed chaplain . At Paris he en

joyed frequent conferences with the celebrated J. Casaubon,

then overseer of the royal library at Paris , although a protes

tant. These conferences served much to strengthen Uytenbo
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gart in the sentiments which he had espoused, inasmuch as Ca

saubon, for the most part, agreed with them .

In the mean time, during the absence of Uytenbogart in

1610, the disputes went on in Holland , and the violence of

them continued more and more to augment. They had now be

come so extensive, that nearly all the country were engaged in

them , clergymen and laymen, the learned and the unlearned.

A large majority of the clergy and leading religious men, adopt

ed the sentiments of Gomar,and espoused his cause. The Ar

minian party , fearing lest matters might come to extremities,

and themselves be crushed, drew up a representation of their

sentiments, which was presented to the States General, and was

named by its authors Remonstrantie, i . e . remonstrance. This

gave rise to thename of remonstrants, by which the party has

been usually called , from that time down to the present , on the

continent of Europe. The remonstrance was arranged in five ar

ticles, the sum of which was ; that “ God has from eternity deter

mined to save those who believe in Christ and persevere in faith

and good works, and to cast off those who are unbelieving and

impenitent, and remain so ; that Christ, the Saviour of the

world, died for all men ; that by his death he made atonement

for sin , and procured the forgiveness of it ; yet in such a way,

that believers only can enjoy the benefits of this ; that man can

not of himself acquire a saving faith,nor by the strength of his

own free-will, but that he needs the grace of God through

Christ, in order to accomplish this ; that this grace is the origi

nal cause of the beginning, continuance, and completion of the

salvation of men, and in such a way that none can believe with

out co -operating grace , nor continue in belief without the same ;

consequently, that all good works must be ascribed to the grace

of God in Christ ; but this grace is not irresistible . Believers,

moreover, have sufficient strength, through the grace of God, to

overcome sin , Satan, the world , and their own carnal appetites.'

On the question, whether saints can fall from grace, they

merely said , that it deserved further consideration , but after

wards they decidedly embraced the affirmative of the question .

The consequence of this remonstrance was, that the States

General enjoined the clergy not to exact a subscription of belief

relative to the five points in question, but to go on in harmony

together. But some of the classes made answer, that they

could not obey such an injunction.

In 1611 , the States General made another attempt at concili
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ation . They summoned six preachers of each party to a confe

rence before them at the Hague. As the preachers could not

agree, the States recommended to them mutual forbearance.

But already had the party of Gomar made out a contra-remon

strance, in which the doctrine of predestination was placed on

high ground, and many positions of their opponents contradict

ed . On account of this, the party opposed to Arminius have

very frequently been called contra -remonstrants.

At this time, the celebrated Simon Episcopius, the second

father of the Arminian party , came upon the stage of action.

He was born at Amsterdam in 1583, educated at Leyden under

Arminius and Gomar, and settled as a minister of the gospel at

Blaeswick, a village near Rotterdam , in 1610. In 1611, Go

mar relinquished his professorship at Leyden, and retired to

Middleburg in Zealand, where he taught Hebrew and theology.

Episcopius was immediately elected in his place, young ashe

was ; while Conrad Vorstius, more than suspected afterwards of

favouring Unitarianism, already occupied the chair of Arminius.

These events shew , that the curators of Leyden were, at this

time, altogether on the side of Arminius.

The dispute thus excited , did not confine itself to the

bounds of Holland. The friends of Gomar had influenced

the mind of James I. king of England , to take part in it, as

he sympathized much with their views. Vorstius published

a book about this time, entitled Tractatus de Deo, etc. which

contained many things on predestination and other doctrines,

very obnoxious to the friends of Gomar. James I. or

dered this book of Vorstius to be burned in England, pub

lished himself an attack upon it , and wrote to the States Gen

eral to suppress it, and to expel Vorstius from his office on

penalty of his displeasure. Vorstius defended himself ; but

political considerations led the States General to dismiss him

in 1612 ; on which he retired to Tergow .

J. Polyander, a contra-remonstrant,was now introduced into

the chair of theology at Leyden ; but being a man of pacific

feelings, he and Episcopius lived together on amicable terms.

The States General were not yet satisfied with conferences

of religious teachers. Another was held, hy their appointment,

at Delft, in 1613 ; but without any good consequences. They

again enjoined the clergy to abstain from disputes concerning

predestination, to preach the doctrines of grace, and to live in
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harmony. But many preachers refused to listen to these in

junctions.

Political parties now arose in Holland, who took under their

wing the respective theological parties, and thus greatly aggra

vated the evil. John Van Oldenbarneveld, advocate ofHol

land, celebrated bythe republican party as the greatchampion

of civil freedom and of the rights of man, and Grotius, a distin

guished scholar and civilian as well as theologian, favoured the

Arminian party. On the other hand, Prince Maurice of Orange,

Stadtholder, Captain-General , and Admiral-General of the

republic, enlisted strongly on the side of the contra -remon

strants . The latter, who were now a decided majority in the

States, began to press hard for a national synod . The States

General, urged on by Maurice and his friends, finally determined

on this measure, and in the year 1617, Dort was fixed upon

as the place where it should be held .

In 1618, the reformed churches abroad were most of them

invited to send deputies to this synod. During the sameyear,

prince Maurice caused Oldenbarneveld, Grotius, and Hoger

beets, the three most distinguished advocates of the republican

party in Holland, to be arrested and imprisoned . They were

accused, on account of the part whichthey took in befriending

the Arminians, of fomenting religious discord, and of putting in

jeopardy the union of the provinces. In the sequel, Oldenbar

neveld was beheaded at the age of 72 years ; and the two oth

ers were condemned to perpetual imprisonment.

In the same year ( 1618) the synod assembled at Dort, con

sisting of 5 professors, 36 preachers, and 28 elders from Hol

land, and 28 theologians from England , Scotland , Hesse,

Switzerland, Nassau , the Palatinate, East Friesland, and Bre

men. No Arminians appear to have been elected to the synod ,

except three in the province of Utrecht ; and of these only one

was admitted as a member of the same. The Arminians,how

ever, were invited to appear before the synod , and to make

such explanation and defence of their sentiments as they thought

proper.

At the twenty-second session of the synod , Episcopius and

his twelve colleagues, summoned for this purpose, appeared in

order to enter upon their explanation and defence ; but de

clined submitting to the jurisdiction of the synod, on the
conditions which it prescribed. The letter of summons,

which, by direction of the deputies of the States General
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who were present at the council, in order to watch and

regulate its movements, had gone forth in the name of the

synod, citing Episcopius and his twelve colleagues to ap

pear before that body, was couched in the following terms, viz .

“ Synodus nationalis . .. . aequum et necessarium judicavit ...

Remonstrantes ad hanc synodum vocare et citare,ut in eadem

dictos articulos (the fivepoints as they are called] libere propo

nent, explicent, et defendant, quantum possunt et necessarium ju

dicabunt.” Underthe authority of this citation , the remon

strants claimed the liberty of defending themselves in their own

way, unitedly or otherwise, in writing or vivâ voce, and in what

order they judged best . At the twenty -fifth session of the sy

nod, Episcopius read an address of more than two hours in

length , the object of which was to disclaim the jurisdiction of the

synod over the remonstrants, because it consisted of a party

selection of members . In this paper, he examined and detailed

at great length the essential qualities of an impartial tribunal;

and in order to shew that the synod then convened could not be

such an one , he made charges against the members of it of being

schismatics and innovators in the churches. The moderator re

plied to these charges in terms that corresponded with them ;

and the whole synod were greatly offended at the liberty which

Episcopius had taken.

A great part of the time, from the twenty -fifth session of the

synod, on the 10th of December, 1618, until the fifty -seventh

session on the 14th Jan. 1619, was occupied by discussion and

dispute with the remonstrants, concerning the method and order

in which they should discuss the subjects in controversy . The

remonstrants insisted that they should have the liberty of choos

ing their own manner and order of discussion , whether by writ

ing or vivâ voce, or partly by both, or whether they chose to
discuss the doctrine of reprobation before they came

election, and to declare what they did not believe, as well as

what they did believe . The synod , on the other hand, insisted

that they should exhibit all their defence in writing ; that they

should discuss the subject of election previously to that of repro

bation ; and that they should confine themselves to declaring

what they did believe, and not indulge in the exhibition of what
they did not believe.

In the course of this controversy, both parties became heated

and exasperated ; the remonstrants, because they thought that

the plainest principles of right given them by the letter missive
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which cited them to the council, were violated , this letter de

claring that the object of citing them was, ut libere proponant,

explicent, et defendent quantum possunt et necessarium judica

bunt, their sentiments on the five contested points; the synod

because the remonstrants judged them to be party men, schis

matics, oppressive, prejudiced , who sought not to overcome by

right but by might, and who therefore were incompetent and im

proper judges of the cause in dispute. The freedom of the re

monstrants in uttering their opinion respecting all these matters

of charge against the synod, almost of necessity produced exas

peration ; and this will account for all the imprudent speeches

and resolutions, which one meets with in the history of this fa

mous council.

It is painful to dwell on the faults of worthy and excellent

men . That the Synod of Dort contained a great number of

such men , I do not well see how an impartial man , who fully

examines its history , can doubt. But that in the course of this

dispute, exasperation carried a part of the council , in particular

the moderator Bogermann, and also Gomar, Scultet, and seve

ral others ; indeed one may say , the Hollandic divines in gene

ral, and those of Geneva ; much beyond the bounds of Christian

moderation , propriety, and decorum , in their deportment and

words with respect to the remonstrants, can never be doubted by

any one who now peruses even their own records, viz. the cele

brated Acta Synodi nationalis Dordrechtanae, or the history of

their proceedings by John Hales, the secret deputy of the English

court or embassy to that council. I need not say, that the ac

counts of the remonstrant party are still more unfavourable.

As one example only, for the sake of exhibiting what I mean,

and of doing the duty of a historian impartially, I mustbeg leave

to introduce a brief account of the manner in which the re

monstrants were debarred from all attendanceupon the Synod,

by the president Bogermann, on the 14th of January, 1619, at

the fifty -seventh session of the council.

The remonstrants had given their final answer , that they could

not submit to the terms enjoined by the synod , as to the man

ner and order in which they should conduct their defence.

They were summoned before the council , and addressed by

Bogermann, who said to them, among other things : “ Indignos

esse vos, quibuscum res diutius agatur. ... Exbibuistis ....

propositiones, quibus tantum inest perturbationis, tantumque ali

enarum rerum ,ut nulli nobis usui possint esse . Decreta conci
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lii aperte sprevistis. . ... Vos vero sinceritati, lenitati, mansue

tudini synodi, fraudes, artes, et mendacia opposuistis. ... Ut

primum ingressi estis concilium , mendacium dixistis ; idem in

egressu crimen committitis. ... Quod [affirmastis,] universum

concilium falsum esse novit. . . . Certi estote, concilium univer

so Christiano orbi pertinaciam vestram patefacturum esse ; ne

que armis spiritualibus Belgicas ecclesias instructos esse dubita

te ; quibus opportuno tempore vestram improbitatem ulciscentur.

Quamobrem vos, delegatorum et synodi nomine, dimitto . Er

ite .” Halesii Epistolae, p . 392 seq .

This sentence Bogermann pronounced, without having called

at all upon the Hollandic partof the council to give theirjudge

ment in the case , and without any consultation with the synod

beforehand, as to the manner or matter of it . It is a relief to

find it recorded, that the imprudence of the manner and matter

of the sentence gave great offence to all the moderate men of

the synod ; and that in particular nearly all the members from

abroad expressed in strong terms, and some of them openly be

fore the council, their entire disapprobation . They foresaw,

as they said , that the remonstrants would take advantage of it, in

their appeal to public feeling ; which indeed they did not fail

to do.

The remonstrants thus ejected from the council, were order

ed by the delegates of the StatesGeneral, who were present,

not to quit the town of Dort. But the synod itself, as they

came together almost solely for the purpose of deciding respect

ing the Arminian controversy, proceeded to gather the proposi

tions maintained by this party , from the books which they had

already published . The result of the whole they afterwards

published to the world in the famous Acta Synodi nationalis

mentioned above, and printed the same year.

On some of the pointswhich were disputed, the synod were

not harmonious at first. This may well be supposed, inasmuch

as it was made up of Supralapsarians and Sublapsarians. If we

are to judge by the Expositio Fidei made by the synod, we

must suppose that the latter class had a predominating influence.

At any rate, the doctrine of predestination is so expressed, as

not to give any direct aid to the cause of the Supralapsarians, or

at least, so as not to exclude Sublapsarians from signing the
creed .

After one hundred and fifty -four sessions, on the 6th of May ,

1619 , the synod came to such an agreement on the doctrines

1
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which had been discussed, that they published their result in the

great church at Dort, in presence of an immense assembly. It

would be aside from my present object, to give a particular ac

count of this result, as it lies beforethe world in so many forms,

and is the well known Declaratio or Expositio Fidei of not a

few of the churches in this country . It is certainly drawn up

with great ability and caution inmany respects. Even its ene

mies,who are candid, must admit this. It is plain that able

men were concerned with it ; and even those who do not agree

to the sentiments which it contains, cannot refuse to pay it the

tribute of tbeir respect.

So far, however, as it concerns the remonstrants, the conse

quences of this synod were serious indeed . In the judgement

ofthis council, the Arminians were renewing ancient and mis

chievous errors ; they were forging and propagating new ones ;

they were slandering and casting contempt upon the doctrine of

the Hollandic churches, and filling the land with embittered feel

ing and discord . ' The synod, moreover, ' conscious of their

authority from the word of God, and treading in the footsteps of

all regular ecclesiastical councils, and supported by the authori

ty of the States General, decided that the remonstrants were in

troducing errors into religion, making_divisions among the

churches, and giving causeof offence. To all this impropriety

of demeanour, they had added that of most unyielding obstinacy

in maintaining their errors before the synod .'

Those remonstrants, who had appeared before the synod,

were, as has already been mentioned, suspended from their of

fice, until they should make satisfaction. Their brethren in sen

timent, among the churches at large, were left to the provincial

synods, the classes, and the presbyteries, to be dealt with until

they should exhibit a becoming submission ; but none were to

beallowed the exercise of their official functions, who would not

subscribe to the doctrines which the synod had set forth .

The States General soon confirmed this decree of the synod.

This being done, every preacher was called upon for subscrip

tion to the creed which the synod had prescribed ; and such as

refused were at once deposed from office. Episcopius and his

colleagues, who had been present at the synod of Dort, were

detained by order of the government at Dort,until the meeting of

the commissaries of the States General. They were then call

ed upon to know whether they would suspend their ministerial

functions, cease writing or publishing their opinions, etc.
This
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they declined to do. On the 27th of June, 1619, they were

summoned to the Hague by the States General , and called up

on to know whether they were ready to subscribe an agreement

to abide by the termswhich the commissioners had prescribed.

This all but one ( H. Leo ) refused to do. Sentence of banish

ment was then pronounced upon them. They asked leave to

return under escort to their homes, so as put in order their fam

ily affairs, collect their dues, and discharge their debts. This

was refused ; and they were sent the next day, under the charge

of an armedguard, to their respective places of banishment.

In regard to the remonstrant preachers generally of Holland,

they were not only forbidden to perform the duties of their of

fice, but their flocks were forbidden to assemble for the purpos

es of worship. Violent contests of course ensued, all over the

land . In some places blood was spilled , and life sacrificed .

About two hundred remonstrant preachers were deposed ;

among the rest,John Gerard Vossius, regent of the theological

college at Leyden, lost his place. Caspar Barlaeus, a famous

Latin poet ofthose times, and Peter Bertius, a celebrated geog

rapher, both of Leyden , also lost their places. The storm

swept away even civilians also, who manifested any favouritism

for the party of the remonstrants.

That the synod of Dort should have been highly celebrated,

by those contemporaries who sympathized with it in feeling and in

doctrine, was natural. Hence we find, that on the one hand , it

has been eulogized as the most perfect of ecclesiastical councils,

that have ever been held ; but, as one might also expect, on

the other hand, its opponents have been more loud if possible in

their complaints, than its friends in their praises . A deep sense

of injury and persecution of course remained infixed in the

minds of the remonstrants, and of all who sympathized with

them ; and this feeling was greatly aggravated by the appeal

made to the civil power, to carry into execution the decrees of

the synod , by banishment, by imprisonment, and by fines.

Both parties undoubtedly went too far in their praise and

their blame. The Expositio of the synod in question is an able

paper ; yet I cannot see that, compared with other declarations

of the like nature , it calls for any very extravagant eulogy.

Certainly the Westminster Confession is superior, as a whole.

Men of great talent, much learning, warm piety , and well-mean

ing intentions, belonged , no doubt, to the council of Dort ; and

perlaps an unusual number of such men. But no one of them
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has ever been so distinguished as a theologian and a writer, as

many other men who can be easily named, among the reformed

churches.

That the measures of force, which the spirit of dispute and of

the day urged them to take, were misjudged, of hurtful tenden

cy, and against the true spirit of prudence and of protestantism ,

I suppose no one in our times and our country, will venture to

call in question. But at the same time, their opponents were

more concerned in the blame of these measures, than they were

willing to allow . They were violent, heated, sarcastic, contempt

uous. They felt a deep sense of injury, and they gave vent

to it in no very measured terms . They had reason to com

plaio, that the principles of religious liberty were violated in re

spect to them ; but their opponents might,well complain also ,

that the principles of Christian moderation, and lenity of man

ner, andrespect for differing sentiments, had not unfrequently

been violated on the part of the remonstrants. Nor can there

be any room to doubt, that if the latter had been the dominant

party, they would have taken as effectual measures to carry

their points, as the Gomarists did ; although perhaps not in the

same way.

The celebrated Daniel Heinsius, who was, as has already been

stated, scribe of the lay deputies sent by the States General

to the synod of Dort, in a preface of about 40 quarto pages, to

the Acta Synodi Nationalis, has drawn a very vivid picture of

the zeal and turbulence of the Arminian party. That it is, like

those of the opposite side, highly coloured, no one who reads it

with attention can well doubt. Still, as Heinsius must have had

an intimate acquaintance with facts, and withal wasa man of great

learning and talents and of very high respectability, we cannot

well overlook his testimony. He avers that Arminius was of an

ardent temperament, “ verum cui nihil arrideret, nisi quod aliquâ

novitatis specie se commendaret;" that he looked with con

tempt on the received doctrines of the church, because they

were received ; that he cherished opinions bordering upon Pela

gianism ; (this last opinion is of course built on his own construc

tion of Arminius' sentiments ; ) that he was accustomed to speak

to his pupils with contempt of the writings of Calvin, Beza, and

other reformers ; that his pupils, when examined before the
Classes, used ambiguous phraseology ; that they were disputa

tious, and gloried in being freed from the prejudices and dark

ness of the orthodox ; that Arminius himself equivocated when
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questioned upon certain points ; and that he shielded himself

rather by saying what he did not believe , than by avowing what

he did believe. He also avers, that the remonstrants calumni

ated before the government the doctrines of their opponents, and

grievously misrepresented them ; " non sine apertis atrocibusque

calumniis proponebant.” He charges the remonstrants with

labouring, by these calumnies, to excite the government against

the orthodox, in such a way that the consequence would be a

loss of their place and ejection from the pastoral office ; also

with obtruding upon churches, deprived of orthodox pastors by

their persecutions, pastors of their own party , and thus causing

the orthodox to secede from their communion and places of

worship . In consequence of such measures, he represents all

Holland as almost in a state of civil war ; in fact as actually so ,

in many places.

With all the abatements, now, which we are to make on ac

count of the strong feelings of Heinsius, we must still say , that

although the contra -remonstrants were heated and violent, yet

the remonstrants at least kept pace with them .

As a further justification of the remark made above, I appeal

to the fact, that Arminius did often urge the States General to

convene a general synod , before which he might appear, explain

his doctrines, and defend himself; and which also might recon

sider some of the positions in the Heidelberg catechism and in

the creed . This the opposite party strongly opposed, as long

as they thought the chance might be in favour of Arminius.

Before his doctrines had become matters of general knowledge

and dispute, they feared that by his talents and persuasive ad

dress, he might win over a majority of a national synod to favour

him . But when the discussion had been going on long enough

to be generally known, and the clergy throughout Holland had

taken sides in it, then the contra -remonstrants began to urge ve

hemently for a council , and Arminius and his associates to pre

fer that none should be summoned.

If, on the other hand, Oldenbarneveld and Grotius had pre

vailed, and Maurice and his party had gone down, is it clear

that there might not have been a synod of Dort, or some other

one, consisting of the remonstrant party, and enforcing their

liberality on others, in a manner like to that in which extreme

orthodoxy was forced on them ? Reasoning from analogy and

from human nature, we must concede that this is probable.

I do not assert, indeed, that it would have been so ; but , I
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may add,the spirit ofthe day, and the frequent appeals of Armini

us and his friends to the government of Holland to interpose,

while he believed them to be in his favour, concur with the rea

sons already given , to render such a thing by no means impro

bable.

The simple truth , confirmed by the history of all ages, is ,

that when men become engaged inviolentdispute, on theology

or any other topic ; when their passions become enlisted, and

they are determined to carry their point ; they do not usually

wait to examine the justice, or the consequences, of all the

measures to which they resort. Appeals to the government

were agreeable to the political constitution of the Hollandic

churches. But in making them , did Arminius, or Gomar and

his friends, “ do as they would be done by ?” This question

forever settles the whole matter ; and settles it triumphantly

against the intermingling of church and state .

The contra -remonstrants were gratified with carrying their

point. But it filled Holland with scenes of distress. ' The tri

umph, moreover, lasted only for a short time . On the death of

prince Maurice, the Arminian ministers began gradually to re

sume their offices ; and in 1630, only eleven years after the sit

ting of the synod which excommunicated them, the States Gen

eral connived at their return to their offices ; since which they

have never been disturbed . It was not long, before the princi

plesof the remonstrants began to acquire a kind of predominance

in Holland ; and finally they became triumphant ; although there

have been men of the opposite party also , who have stood up,

and borne testimony against this general disobedience to the

synod of Dort.

Heaven has decreed , that reason and argument, not contume

ly or force, should maintain an empire over the minds of Chris

tians. All appeal to any other weapons, is worse than in vain.

It may triumph for a moment ; butthe next generation will take

the liberty to think and inquire for themselves. So it should be.

If men are not to be convinced by Scripture and argument , then

human power has no ability to convince them . They must be

commended to God , and left with him . All else is unchristian ,

yea , antichristian . It is , indeed , perfectly clear, that the contra

remonstrants had a right to withdraw their fellowship from their
opponents, if they believed them to be essentially in the wrong.

If so much was not true, then they themselves were not entitled

to Christian liberty . But all beyond this ; all hard names , con
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tumely, violence, appeal to civil power, shutting up their church

es, and every thing of this nature, be it what it may, was utterly

inconsistent with that religion for which they professed and cher
ished so much zeal. In the end, all this reacted upon the

very cause which they meant to defend. It is thus that Heaven

teaches men, that the armour of the gospel is Scripture and rea

son and argument, and not passion and prejudice and force.

WHERE THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD IS , THERE IS LIBERTY .

But I am forgetting my main business, in pursuing these re

flections; which is, to give the creed of Arminius. The De

claratio which Arminius madeat the Hague, in 1608 , ( see p. 247

above,) before the States General, and at their request, is the

principal source from which I shalldraw ; as this was a public and

solemn declaration, and was made only one year before the close

of his life. This and all the other sources from which I draw

his creed, may be found in Arminii Opera, 4to 1629. L.B. I have

noted the pages, so that every curious reader may consult for

himself, and see whether I have rightly translated the author.

On the subject of translating him , I have only a word to say.

His Latin is not very pure. It is grammatical,but not classical ;

and it is exceedingly unlike to that of Beza and Calvin, and

greatly inferior to that of Limborch, Le Clerc, and Grotius.

Moreover it is full of the scholastic terminology of the day. I

am not certain , that I have in every instance hit upon the exact

idea of the author. I am sure only that I have designed and

wished to do so , and have spared no pains to accomplish my

wishes. It is for those who are more conversant with the tech

nicalities of the times of Arminius than myself, to correct meif

I have gone wrong ; and to their correction I will cheerfully

submit.

I have rendered freely, yet closely to the sense. I have

sometimes exchanged technical expressions for those which will

now be better understood ; for which I may probably count

upon the thanks, rather than the blame of the reader. For the

rest, it has been my aim to select all those points, of any great

importance, on which Arminius was said to differ from hisop

ponents, or accused of heterodoxy. Other points need no illus

tration ; at least the object of the present essay would not em

brace them , nor are they a matter of special interest to the rea
der.

Having premised thus much , I now proceed to the most im

portant part of my work, beginning first with extracts from the
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Declaratio above described. The reader will remember that

Arminius read this before the States General, and will consider

him throughout as addressing them .

II. THE CREED OF ARMINIUS.

In an introduction of some length and much address, Arminius

states various efforts which had been made, to draw upon him

the imputation of heresy. In the year 1605, he says, three de

puties from the synod of South Holland , and two from North

Holland , waited on him and requested a conference with him

respecting his religious sentiments . The ground of this request

was, that some of his students, who had beenexamined by their re

spective synods, had given answers not consistent with the cat

echism and the creed, and had appealed to him as sustaining

them . Arminius declined a conference on such grounds; inas

much as this would subject him to a kind of ecclesiastical trial,

as often as any of his students misunderstood and misreported

his sentiments; which by experience he had found to be not

unfrequent. The proper way, he alleges , was , for the synod
to confront those students with him , and thus to ascertain wheth

er they had made a right report of his sentiments ; and not to

take it for granted that theyhad .

In this, Arminius was clearly in the right ; for nothing is more

frequent, than for students without experience in theology, and

without sufficient attention and inquiry, to misunderstand and

give a wrong account of a teacher's sentiments ; although it

may be with no ill design , but yet to the serious injury of such

teacher. But for graver and more experienced persons to take

these accounts asbeing of course correct, even where they are

at variance with the published opinions of such teachers, is in

deed a species of injustice of which it must be right loudly to

complain, as Arminius did .

Various other colloquies had been undertaken with Arminius;

some of which, as he states, he declined , and into others he enter

ed, according to the circumstances of each, and the evident inten

tions of those who were engaged in them . After endeavouring,

with great skill , to justify to the States General the course he

had taken, in regard to declining various colloquies , on account

of which suspicions against him had been much augmented, he

proceeds to the declaration of his sentiments as follows.

· The first and most important article of religion, on which I
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have some thoughts to suggest, and which has been a subject of

reflection with me for many years, has respect to divine predes
tination, that is , the election of men to salvation, and their re

probation to destruction .

“ I begin with this article, and I shall , first, shew what is

taught respecting it, both orally and in writing, in our churches,

and in the university of Leyden ; secondly, Ishall propose my

own thoughts respecting it, and at the same time exhibitmyown

opinion concerning it.

“ The opinions of the learned respecting this article of faith

are not one and the same, but diverse and in several respects
discrepant. Those who are most rigid in their views, hold for

substance to the following sentiments ; as appears in all parts of
their writings .

“ That God, by an eternal and immutable decree, has pre

destinated some to eternal life, and some to everlasting perdi

tion, without respect to them as having been created , much less

as having sinned, and without any regard to their righteousness

or unrighteousness, obedience or disobedience, but of his mere

good pleasure ; and this, that he might display the glory of his

justice and compassion, or (as some say ) of his saving grace,

wisdom , and sovereign power.” pp. 99 , 100 .

This first proposition contains the essential part of the opinion

in question . Arminius then proceeds to detail , under eight

heads more, various subordinate propositions connected by the

high predestinarians with their main position. The substance

of these is, that the means of carrying the great and original

decree into execution, were also predestinated, and will neces

sarily and certainly bring about the end intended ; that of these

means, some are common both to election and reprobation, and

some peculiar to each ; that those means common to both were,

the creation of man in a stateof original righteousness and holi

ness, the permission of Adam's fall, (or rather, the arrangement

made by God that man should sin , and become corrupt,)

the loss of the image of God or original righteousness, and the

consequent conclusion of all under sin and condemnation ;-and

all this, because in order to save there must be some to save,

in order to condemn there must be sinners, and in order to be

sinners without making God the author of sin, men must be cre

ated in a state of righteousness. Of the means predestinated to

carry into effect the decree of election, are ( 1 ) The gift of the

Saviour ; (2) The effectual calling of the elect ; (3 ) The pre
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servation of them in a state of grace ; (4 ) As to elect children,

they may, by special promise and grace, be saved without actual

faith or perseverance in it . Of the means destined to execute the

decree of reprobation, are, ( 1 ) The desertion of the non - elect

in their state of sin , and the withholding of saving grace from

them . This is done in two ways ; first, Christ did notmake any

atonement for the non -elect ; and secondly, God does not com

municate his spirit to them so that they may believe on Christ.

(2) Adult reprobates are hardened, first, by the law of God op

erating on the conscience, and enlightening and convincing it;

secondly, by the preaching of the gospel, which makes an exter

nal call to repentance and obedience, and furnishes internal ex

cilement to the same; but which never can produce any better

faith than that of the devils, who believe and tremble but re

main impenitent.

· From all this it follows, that all the elect must necessarily

and infallibly be saved , and all the reprobate as surely perish ;

because all things and events, all causes and effects, proceed

from , and depend entirely upon, the absolute and eternal pur
pose of God. pp . 100 % 102.

Against theseviews, thus stated by bim, Arminius proceeds

to array twenty one reasons, at very considerable length , (pp.

102—115 ,) which I shall not here repeat, inasmuch as he has

made a separate declaration of his own sentiments in a subse

quent part of his declaration , and my object is history, not dis

Thus much, however , should be said respecting them,

viz . that they bear ample testimony to the learning, acuteness,

dexterity, and logical subtlety of the author ; nor can any one

read them without feeling that they deserve serious considera

tion .

It ought not to escape notice, moreover, that under his twen

ty- first head, he avers, that not only the churches of ancient

times rejected the doctrine of predestination, but that the Luthe

ran , the Anabaptist, and the Romish churches did the same.

He admits that Luther and Melancthon favoured the doctrine at

the beginning of the Reformation, but declares that they after

wards renounced it . For proof of this, he appeals to an epistle

of Melancthon, addressed to Caspar Peucer, in which he com

pares the doctrine under consideration to the stoical fatality of
Zeno. To the church in Denmark also he appeals, as reject

ing the doctrine ; and he declares, very fully and explicitly,
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that many in the churches of Holland agreed with himself. p.

115 .

It is very natural to ask , whether Arminius, in the spirit which

is too common among disputants, has not charged upon his op

ponents, the predestinarians, consequences which he himself

deduced from their principles, and which they would not admit

as either necessary, or as being a part of their creed . He an

ticipates such an objection himself , and solemnly declares, at

the close of his twenty one reasons, that he has taken all the

principles which he has charged upon them, from their own au

thors, andthis “optimâ fide, with the most conscientious fidelity,

in order that he might put nothing to their account, which he

could not clearly establish from their writings . ” p. 116 .

How far these declarations are correct, the reader may judge

in some measure, by reverting for a moment to p. 236 seq.

above , where he will find the views of Calvin and Beza ; with

which those of Supralapsarians generally accorded . But Ar

minius , no doubt , had special reference in all his declarations

concerning predestination, to the views and assertions of Gomar,

his rival colleague and antagonist, a man of strong feelings, of

an irritable temperament , and one who, when pushed in dispute,

uttered rash and extravagant things. For example ; when, in

the synod of Dort , Episcopius had been declaiming against the

doctrine of reprobation, and charging it with making God the

author of sin , Gomar replied with strong feeling, that “ Episco

pius had falsified the tenet of reprobation ; that no man thought

that God had absolutely decreed to cast away man without sin ;

but as he did decree the end , so he did decree the means ; that

is, as he predestinated man to death , so he predestinated him to

sin, the only way to death . ” Golden Remains of J. Hales

[Halesius] as quoted by Mosheim , p . 435. On this, Hales

himself, a high Calvinist when he was at Dort and when he

wrote his letters on that synod, remarks, that Gomar “ so mend

ed the question , as tinkers mend kettles, and made it worse than

it was before." Again, when Martinius of Bremen, a member

of the synod of Dort, had with great modesty and gentleness

maintained the doctrine, that Christ is not only the patron and

vindicator of the election of the faithful, but also the author and

special cause of it, Gomar, who felt that this would be assigning

a ground for election different from the mere good pleasure (de

cretum absolutum ) of God, rose with great emotion, pulled off

his glove, and threw it down in presence of all the synod, chal
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lenging Martinius to a public contest on that point. To this

Martinius made no reply , but the president of the council and

the members of it interfered . The council was soon dismissed

by prayers as usual ; but all this, says Hales, had no effect in

composing the mind of Gomar. Assoon as prayers were end

ed, he immediately renewed his challenge to Martinius ; which

however he declined to accept, not through want of ability, for

hewas a distinguished scholar and theologian, but from his pa

cific temper and modest feelings. Halesii Epistolae, p. 419.

Brandt also relates the same anecdotes.

Balcanqual, the deputy from the Scotch churches to the sy

nod of Dort, a staunch Calvinist himself, says nevertheless of

Gomar, that he suffered expressions to escape him, respecting

the theologians of Bremen, which could proceed only from the

mouth of a fool.” The same Balcanqual also relates, that the

English deputies to the synod of Dort laboured much, that when

the synod expressed their disapprobation of asserting that God

was the author of sin , they should also express their abhorrence

of the expressions, “ Deum movere hominum linguas ad blas

phemandum ;” and “ Hominem non posse plus boni facere,

quam facit.” But in this the deputies failed ; not because the

council as a body approved of these and the like expressions,

(which clearly they did not, ) but because they knew that some

of the members of it had employed such declarations in contro

versy, and tocondemn themwould savourtoo much of person

ality. See Halesii Hist. p . 60 seq . edit . Mosheim .

From such facts the reader can judge, whether the charges

of Arminius have not some foundation, in regard to the mode

in which the decretum absolutum was represented by some of

the Supralapsarians. To charge these modes of representation

on them all , would be an evident act of injustice ; but still, it is

one which, for the purposes of argumentum ad invidiam , is fre

quently committed .

After all , however , that Arminius was excited by his feelings

and the circumstances in which he was placed , to make out as

strong a case against his antagonists as could well be made out,

every intelligent reader will easily concede. For the colouring,

therefore, and for the intensity of the whole picture, the reader

must consider himself, in some good measure, indebted to the

zeal of Arminius .

Having thus given the views of the high predestinarian party ,

Arminius admits that there is a second and a third party who
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hold to the doctrine of decrees, and whose views he proceeds

to state.

“ The second class hold , that God, by an eternal and immuta

ble decree, did, of his own good pleasure, ordain that a small

part only of men should be saved ; and also that he would pass

by the rest, leave them to their own sinfulness, and withhold his

saving grace from them ; and finally, that being sinners, and un

reclaimed, he would , in order to display his justice, subject them

to eternal death . The elect he predestinated to eternal life ;

and to accomplish this end , he foreordained a Saviour, their ef

fectual calling, and their final perseverance. As to the repro

bate, the means used to secure their reprobation, were, ( 1) The

passing by them , i. e. withholding his grace from them , and the

dereliction of them by the Spirit ; (2) The pre-condemnation

of them ; which , however , had respectto them as sinners, and

specially as being sinners in Adam. In order to ensure this

pre -condemnation, the reprobate are deserted by the Spirit, and

the consequence is, the hardening of them , and fitting them for

destruction .” p . 117.

The main point of difference between this and the preceding

scheme of predestination , is, that in the second, the decree of

reprobation is stated as having respect to men as sinners, special

ly as sinners in Adam ; whereas according to the other scheme,

God did not even respect men as creatures, much less as sinners,

in his decree of election and reprobation.

The third class, hold “ that God, in making his eternal de

cree of election and reprobation, did have respect to men as

lapsed and condemned ; that in choosing some to life, he did

it for the display of his own compassion ; and that in giving over

others to eternal ruin in their sinful and condemned state, he did

this in order to display his justice ; and that he was not at all

moved in the one case, by repentance and faith , nor in the oth

er, by impenitence and unbelief. The means of executing this

decree of election and reprobation , are essentially the same as

those already stated.” The difference between this last scheme

and the others, is , that it is sublapsarian, i . e . it commences the

election and reprobation of men at a point which was posterior

to the lapse of Adam . p . 118 .

After a short argument against the second and third scheme

of predestination ( p . 118) Arminius proceeds, at last, to declare

Jiis owu views, which he thinks are “ quam maxime” conform
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ed to the word of God . To do him justice, I must quote him

here, without abridgement.

I. “ The first and absolute decree of God, respecting the sal

vation of sinful man, is, that by which he decreed to constitute

bis Son Jesus Christ, a mediator, saviour, high priest, and king ;

who by his death should take away sin, and by his obedience

should procure the salvation that had been lost , and by his pow
er confer it."

II . “ The second precise and absolute decree of God is, that

by which he decreed to receive the penitent and believing to his

favour, and to save all those in Christ who should persevere un

to the end, and this by Christ and through Christ ; but the im

penitent and unbelieving, he left in sinand under wrath , and

condemned them as alienated from Christ.

III. “ The third decree of God is, that by which he decreed

that the means necessary to faith and repentance should be suffi

ciently and efficaciously afforded. This however is conducted in

a manner agreeable to the wisdom of God, by which he knows

what becomes his compassion or his severity, and also in aman

ner accordant with his justice, by which heis prepared to follow

the prescription of his wisdom and to carry it intoexecution.

IV . “Hence follows a fourth decree , by which he has or

dained, that particular individuals and certain persons should be

saved and should be damned. But this decree depends on the

foreknowledge of God, by which he knew from eternity who, in

accordance with his administration of the means fitted to pro

duce conversion and faith , his grace coming in aid of them ,

would believe, and, in consequence of grace afterwards obtain

ed, would persevere; and also who would not believe, and
would not persevere ."

aving thus given the essence ofhis creed on the subject of pre

destination, Arminius proceedsto fortify it, by averring, that such

a predestination is the foundation of Christianity and of the cer

tainty of salvation ; that it is the very gospel itself, necessary to sal

vation ; that it is so palpably supported by the Scriptures, it has no

need ofcouncils for its support ; that no orthodox teacher ever con

tradicted it ; that it agrees with all the confessions of the reform

edchurches, and especially with the Belgic confession and cate

chism ; that it accords with the nature of God and the nature of

man ; that it agrees with the design of our creation , and with the

nature of eternal life and death ; that it harmonizes with the fall

of man , with the nature of grace, with the nature and liberty of

p. 119.
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the human will, with the glory of God, the honour of Christ, and

the salvation of men , and also with the order of the prescribed

graces of the gospel , such as repentance, faith, etc. It also con

firms the administration of the gospel, and is the very basis of

the Christian religion . Finally he avers, that the great body of

Christians in all ages have approved the doctrine, as he has

stated it.' pp. 119, 120 .

This is notthe place to theologize, nor is it my intention to

do so ; but if it were, it would seem not very difficult to ask

questions respecting the creed of Arminius thus avowed, which

would be attended with difficulties not less than those which he

has thrown in the way of his opponents . For example , in re

gard to No. I. Did the plan of God's decreesand purposes com

mence at the point which succeeded the fall and ruin of man ?

And when he decreed that Christ should be a redeemer of lost

man, had he before determined , that there should be any need

of a redeemer ? Or was the necessity for one an unlooked for,

unexpected mishap, which took place in spite of infinite wisdom

and power, and which the Supreme Being finally provided for,

bymaking decrees after the mischief wasdone ? etc.

These and a multitude of other like questions force themselves

spontaneously upon the thinking and reasoning mind, and com

pel it to feel, that in shunning Scylla it is very easy to plunge in

to Charybdis. In shunningthe doctrine of fate, and avoiding

the making of man a mere machine consigned to inevitable and

necessary destruction, why should we in reality , although not in

words, divest the divine Being of omniscience , or deny that he

has a specific purpose and object in all his works ? Why should

we holdhim up as by after -thought providing for exigencies up

on which he could not before calculate, and which (one would

be tempted to suppose) he could not even foreknow ? Must it

be proved again to the world , that God knows all things " from

the beginning to the end," and that all are under his control ?

Having thus given and defended his own creed on the sub

ject of predestination , Arminius proceeds to disclose his views

on other topics connected with it, or dependent in some measure

upon it. Such are the following.

1. The providence of God. “ The providence of God I de

fine to be, the careful, continual, and ever present inspection of

God, by virtue of which he extends his care to the whole world

in general, and to all creatures without exception in particular ;

in so far as that he preserves them in their own proper essence ,
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qualities, actions, and affections, and governs them in such a

manner as is becoming and congruous, to the praise of his own
name, and to the salvation of believers.

“ I do not, therefore, in any measure detract from the provi

dence of God any of those things which belong to it ; but I af

firm that it preserves, governs, controls, and directs all things,

and that nothing can take place fortuitously or by chance. Nay,

I view the free will and the actions themselves of rational beings,

as subject to the providence of God ; so that nothing can happen

without his will, not even of those things which are forbidden by

him , quæ contra voluntatem ejus fiunt. But I make this dis

crimination between good and bad acts, viz . that God wills and

causes the good ones, and freely permits the bad ones. Nay, I

very willingly concede, that in respect to evil, every kind of acts

may be ascribed to the providence of God which can even be

imagined, saving only this, that God be not regarded as the

cause of sin . This I have sufficiently shown, in my dispute re

specting justice, and the efficiency of divine providence in the

production of evil , twice repeated by me at Leyden ; in which

Í have endeavoured to ascribe to God whatever acts in respect

to sin the scriptures represent as belonging to him ; and in which

I have gone so far, that some have taken occasion from it to ac

cuse meof making God the author of sin .”

2. The free will of man. “My opinion in respect to this is,

that man , in the original state in which he was created, was en

dowed with knowledge, holiness, and ability of such a nature,

that he was competent to understand, estimate, consider, will,

and perform that which was truly good, as he was commanded

to do ; but still, not without the aid of divine grace. I hold also ,

that after his fall and sin, he could , in and of himself, neither

think , will, or do, what is truly good, but that he must be renew

ed and regenerated of God in Christ, by his Holy Spirit, in his

understanding, affections, or will, and all his faculties ( viribus),

in order that he may rightly understand, estimate, consider, will,

and do that which is truly good. When made a partaker of this

regeneration or renovation, I hold , that being freedfrom the

power of sin , he can think, will, and do good, but still, always

and only by the grace of God . ”

The most thorough advocate of total depravity will scarce

ly venture to go farther in regard to man in his unregen
erate state , than this statement of Arminius goes. Indeed ,

as he extends renovation to all the faculties of man, even to his
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understanding, I believe that on this point Arminius would find

few among the orthodox of the present day that would keep

pace with him . Surely he cannot be accused of laxity in

this matter.

3. The grace of God . “ First, I believe it is a gratuitous af

fection of God towards miserable sinners ; on account of which

he first gives his Son , that he who believes in him may have

eternal life ; and next, in Jesus Christ, and for his sake, he jus

tifies the sinner, and adopts him as one of his children in order

to his salvation. Secondly, grace is an infusion of all those

gifts of the Holy Spirit , both in respect to the understanding as

well as the will andaffections of men, which pertain to their re

generation and renovation ; of which kind are faith , hope, chari

ty, etc. Without these gifts of grace, man is capable (idoneum )

neither of thinking, willing, or doing any good thing . Thirdly,

there is a continual assistance and constant aid of the Holy

Spirit, by virtue of which the Holy Spirit moves and excites the

regenerate man to good, by infusing salutary thoughts, by inspir

ing with good desires, so that he may actually will that which is

good ; and further also, by virtue of this, he wills and operates

together with man, so thatman does that which he desires to do .

And in this way, I ascribe the beginning, continuation , and con

summation of all good , to grace ; and this even to such an ex

tent , that man in his regenerate state, without grace coming be

fore and exciting, following on and cooperating, would neither

think, will, nor do any good thing, nor ever resist any temptation
or evil.”

“ From all this it plainly appears, that I am notchargeable

with derogating from grace, and that I do not (as I have been

accused of doing) attribute too much to the free will of man ;

but all the controversy which I haveon this subject, is , whether

the grace of God is an influence which is irresistible . That is,

the controversy is not concerning the actions or operations of

grace, ( of which I believe there are as many as any one else

does,) but only concerning the mode of the operation, viz.

whether it be irresistible or not. In respect to this, I do believe

in accordance with the Scriptures, that many resist the Holy

Spirit, and reject offered grace.”

4. The perseverance of the saints. “ My opinion in respect

to this is, that those who are engrafted into Christ by true faith ,

and thus become partakers of his life-giving spirit , have strength

adequate to contend with Satan , sin , the world, and their own
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flesh , and to obtain the victory ; yet still, only by the assistance

of the same Spirit of grace ; yea further, that Jesus Christ by his

Spirit will assist them in every trial , and be their helper ; and

that, provided they prepare themselves for the conflict, and im

plore his aid, and are not wanting with respect to themselves, he

will preserve them from falling , so that by no fraud or force of

Satan they can be taken out of the hands of Christ. But wheth

er the same persons by negligence cannot lose the beginning

of their union to Christ, again return to the world , make de

ſection from the sound doctrine once delivered to them, lose a

good conscience, and make grace ineffectual ; this I think should

be diligently investigated by the Scriptures, and the subject

should be discussed in our leading convention. I declare, how

ever, very frankly, that Ihave never taught that a true believer

will finallyand totallyfall away and perish ; although I do not

deny that there are texts of Scripture whichseem to favour this

sentiment, and which I have not seen answered in any way to

my entire satisfaction ; while, on the other hand, there are some

of an opposite character, which deserve attentive consideration .”

pp. 121-123.

5. Arminius next proceeds to state his views of the doctrine of

assurance of salvation . He says that he entertains no doubt of

the possibility of it ; but that he should deem it less in degree

than the certainty that there is a God, or that Christ is the Sa

viour of the world ; because God is greater than our hearts, and

we are more exposed to err in the estimate of ourselves, than we

are as to the certainty of those truths which have been mention

ed . p. 123.

6. He says, moreover , that he had been accused of asserting

that the regenerate can, in this present life, keep all the com

mandmentsof God , and therefore he had been ranked with

Pelagius in this respect. But Pelagius, he says, as understood

by Augustine, . asserted that man was able, by his own strength ,

to obey all the law of God ; which he (Arminius) is so far

from saying, that he deems this sentiment heretical, and dia

metrically opposite to the words of Christ, “ Without me ye can

do nothing . He also deems this sentiment hurtful, and inju

rious to the glory of the Saviour. p. 124 .

It would seem from this, that in theory Arminius held to the

ability ofa regenerate man to keep the law of God perfectly,

when assisted by divine grace ; but as a matter of fact, he

did not maintain that anyman ever did thus keep it.

No. II. 35
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Having made these explicit avowals respecting his tenets in

regard to the several points which have now been noticed , Ar

minius proceeds to say, that he does not know why he should

be continually traduced, as he had been, for maintaining heret

ical opinions. He avows that he can see no ground whatev

er for this, unless it be, that he is suspected in regard to his

views concerning the divinity of the Son of God, and with

respect to the doctrine of justification ; and as he understands

that such is the fact, he will proceed to declare his sentiments,

in a manner equally explicit, on these respective points.

1. The divinity of Christ. “ As to this, and the word

avróttos, concerning which disputes exist in our university,
I cannot sufficiently wonder why they should endeavour to

render me suspected , or regard me as such . More especially

do I wonder , because there is no probability whatever on which

this suspicion can be grounded , and it is so far from all reason

and truth , that it may be called notoriously slanderous, whatev

er may have been said to my injury respecting it.

“ It happened, indeed , in a dispute on a certainafternoon,at

our university, when the subject of the divinity of Christ was dis

cussed, that one of the students maintained that the Son of God

is avro Deos, and therefore is self -existent, and derives not his

essencefrom the Father. On this I observed, that the word

autóteos may be understood in two different ways, viz. either of

him who is truly God, or of him who is self-existent God. Ac

cording to the former sense, the Son of God is really and truly

aúró tros; but not according to the latter. The disputant, how

ever, warmly pursued his argument, and contended strongly that

the second sense of avtotros might be applied to Christ, and

that the essence of the Father could not with propriety be said

to be communicated to the Son and the Holy Spirit, but was

properly and truly common to Father, Son, and Spirit. He de

clared that he was the more confident in this position, because

Trelcatius,* of pious memory, had espoused it , as appeared

from his Loci Communes.

“To this I replied , that this sentiment was at variance with

the word of God, and with the whole Greek and Latin church,

which always taught that the Son derived his deity from the

* This was Trelcatius the younger. L. Trelcatius, the father, had been

professor at Leyden, and died of the plague in 1602, at the sametime with

F. Junius, the predecessor of Arminius .
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Father by eternal generation. I added, moreover, that such a

sentiment as heespoused, would involve us in two contradicto

ry errors, viz . Tritheism and Sabellianism ; for it would neces

sarily follow from it that there are three Gods who at the same

time collaterally possess divine essence, instead of the fact that

one, only hypostatically distinct from another, derived it from

another ; and yet, for maintaining a unity of essence in a trini

ty of persons, this alone was always rested on as a basis, viz .

the progressus* of the origin of one person from another, i . e .

of the Son from the Father. On theother hand, it would fol

low that the Son is Father, and differs from him only in name ;

which was the sentiment of Sabellius . Now as it is peculiar to

the Father to have self -existent deity, or (to speak more cor

rectly) to have his divinity from no one ; if in that sense the

Son be called aŭtódeos and God of himself, it follows that he

is the Father.”

Arminius then proceeds to state, that he related this dispute

with the student to a pious minister of Amsterdam, and re

quested him to inform Trelcatius what use was made of his

Loci Communes, and to desire him to correct them ; which he

promised to do. Yet, he says, the report continued to gain

ground that he was opposed to the doctrine of the Trinity, al

though Gomar, his colleague and opponent, had come outin his

lectures, expressly against these positions of Trelcatius. The

latter, he says, was excused and tacitly justified by many, while

he (Arminius) wascondemned . “ Tantum (he exclaims) pos

sunt favor et zelus. "

Arminius then proceeds to shew how the friends of Trelca

tius contributed to soften down the expressions which he had

used, and to defend him. As this affords a notable specimen of

the argumentation of the times, and of the Spitzfindigkeiten (or

hair -splitting propensities) of theological schools, as well as of

the extravagancies of metaphysical speculation on a subject be

yond the reach of human knowledge, I will proceed in my trans
lation from Arminius.

“ The milder interpretation [of Trelcatius' assertions) was

P. 124 seq.

* The expression , like the subject, is sufficiently obscure. The reader
has it as the author has given it. I suppose he means by progressus origi.

nis, the derivation first of the Son from the Father, and then of the Holy

Spirit from the Father and the Son . Here is an oeconomical progression , or

one in the order of nature, though not of time . If I have not rightly under.

stood his meaning, the reader is at liberty to supply a better one.
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this, viz . that the Son of God could be called autótros, or

that he had his deity of himself, in so far as he is God ; al

though as Son he has it from the Father. For the sake of ex

plaining this more fully it is said, that God or the divine essence

may be considered absolutely and relatively ; that absolutely,

the Son has his essence of himself ; whilerelatively, he hasit

of the Father.

“ But these new modes of speaking and new opinions are by

no means consistent ; for the Son asSon, and as God, bas his

deityfrom the Father, although when he is called God, this

idea is not expressed , but onlywhen he is called Son. Indeed,

the essence of God can in no way be considered, without affirm

ing that it is communicated to the Son by the Father ; nor can

it, in a different respect, be said to be communicated to him,

and not to be communicated to him ; for these things are con

tradictory, and cannot in any different respect be harmonized.

If he [the Son ] has it of himself, considering it in an absolute

point of view, it cannot be communicated to him ; if it is com

municated to him , considered relatively, he cannot have it of

himself as absolutely considered.”

“ I shall be asked , perhaps, whether I do not consider these

two thingsas distinct, viz. to be the Son of God , and to be God.

Certainly I do. But when they go further and say, that as to

be the Son of God means, to have his essence of the Father,

so to be God, can mean nothing less than to have his essence

of himself, i . e . to derive it from no one ; this I deny altogether,

and declare at the same time, that this is not only a great error

in sacred theology, but also in natural philosophy. For to be

Son and to be God accord well together ; but to have his es

sence of the Father, and yet to derive it from no one, is contra

dictory, because the one destroys the other.

“ But that this mistake may be made more apparent, I will

arrange my views in a triplet of propositions : viz.

1. God is eternal ; having divine essence from eternity.

2. The Father is underived ; having divine essence of none.

3. The Son is of the Father ; having divine essence of the

Father.

“ Now the word God , signifies a Being who has real divine es

sence ; the word Son, that he has such essence from the Fa

ther ; and hence he may properly be called God, and Son of

God. Butsince he cannot be styled Father, it cannot be said

that he has his essence of himself, or that it is underived .
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“ Yet there are efforts made to apologize for such assertions,

by saying, that when the Son, as God,is said to have his es

sence of himself, this is no more than to say, that divine essence

is underived. But if we may indulge in such apologies, there is

nothing however badly spoken, which may not find some excuse .

For although God and divine essence do not differ substantially

(ovouwdos); still, it does by no means follow , that whatever

may be predicated of divine essence, can be predicated of God ;

because, according to our modes of conception, these things are

distinguished, and all our modes of expression ought to be adapt

ed to this, since we are expected so to speak as to be rightly

understood. Hence it appears that we may correctly say quod
Deum mortuum esse, that God died ; also that the essence of

God was communicated ; but not at all that God was commu

nicated . He who understands the difference between abstract

and concrete, ( about which we have so frequent disputes with

the Lutherans,) will easily understand what absurd consequen
ces would follow, if such explications were once admitted in

the church of God.

“ It cannot, therefore, inany way be defended as well spoken,

when it is said that the Son of God is avróleos; nor is it at

all correct to say, that the essence ofGod is common to the

three divine persons ; it is incorrect, because we say, that it

is communicated to one by another .

“ I wish these things may be particularly noted ; so that it

may be seen, how much we can tolerate in one whom we do

not suspect of heresy, and how greedily we catch at every

thing which may be converted into matter of accusation, in

cases where we have a suspicion of any one."

126.

The reader will see by all this, that Arminius was versed in

the subtilties of the day, and could measure weapons with his

adversaries, on the arena of school dialectics. Nor must he

think the doctrine thus proposed and defended to be new or

strange ; for it is truly, as Arminius asserts , the doctrine of the

Greek and Latin fathers as a body. So acknowledges Bishop

Bull, near the close of a very long chapter in his folio entitled

Defensio Fidei Nicaenae) on the question whether the Son of

God was considered by the fathersas αυτόθεος . 6 All with one

voice,” says he, “ deny that the Son is autó Deos.” Arminius

has stated the subject somewhat explicitly , although dressed

in the logical technicalities of the day. Butthe Nicene creed

pp . 124–
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expresses the very same sentiment in another form : “ God

of God , Light of Light, very God of very God.” As a body,

the early fathers believed in the derivation of the Son as God,

their philosoply not at all revolting at this. The unity itself of

the Godhead they made out, as Arminius does, from this very

derivation . It was derivation without separation, a kind of

Thatuviouós or expansion of the divine substance, so as to ex

hibit itself in new relations. The common image made use of

to convey their meaning, was , the radiance which proceeds from

the sun, compared with the source of light in the sun itself.

They did not, indeed , speculate upon all this, in the metaphysi

cal way of Arminius, nor use language in all respects such as he

employs ; but that he has truly and bonâ fide stated their views

of the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, needs not to be proved,

after what Martini has done in his Geschichte des Dogma der

Gottheit Christi, and Keil's essay entitled De Doctoribus vet.

Ecclesiae etc. reprinted in his Opuscula.

No wonder that the doctrine of the Trinity , thus avowed and

stated , has found difficulties in its reception among those, who

regard self -existence and independence as essential to true di

vinity. A derived being must necessarily be a dependent one ;

and reasoning as we now do, we are constrained to ask, How

can a dependent being be God over all ? No wonder that Ar

minius found his more strenuously orthodox neighbours discon

tented with these relics of ancient times, and ready to embrace

the first suggestion from a respectable quarter, that the Logos,

being truly God , must as true God be self- existent and underiv

ed. The human mind , as now trained for the most part, can

scarcely deem it possible that men should have ever believed

and taught otherwise , if it were not so amply attested by history.

Such have been the unhappy fruits of the emanation philosophy

of the East, which mingled itself with the religious views and

reasonings of early Christians, in respect to deep and difficult

subjects in philosophy .

But to return ; it was after all, very unfair to accuse Armini

us of Arian views, because he speculated with the Nicene fa

thers. Most clearly he would have sided with the Council of

Nice ; and his opponents should not have aimed spargere voces

ambiguas concerning him , in respect to this point, while they

themselves admitted the high authority of that Council . I pro

ceed with the remaining point.

II. Justification. “ On this point,” says Arminius, “ I am not
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conscious of having thought or taught any thing different from

what the reformed and protestant churches believe. ... For

the present I say briefly, that I believe sinners to be justified

solely by the obedience of Christ ; and that the righteousness of

Christ is the sole meritorious cause, on account of which God

pardons believers, and accounts them asjust, not otherwise than

if they had obeyed the whole law . But since God imputes the

righteousness of Christ to none except to believers, I think that

in this sense, faith may well and truly be said to be gratuitously

imputed to a believer for righteousness, viz. inasmuch as God

has set forth his Son Jesus Christ as the mercy seat (ihaornou

ov) or propitiatory sacrifice, by faith in his blood. But howev

er this may be,my sentiments on this subject do not so differ

from those of Calvin, whom all admit tobe correct here, but

that I am ready to subscribe with my own hand , to those things

which he has said in the third book of his Institutions." p . 127.

Arminius then adds : “ These, most noble and supreme Or

dines, are the particular articles, respecting which I deemed it
necessary to speak my sentiments, agreeably to the order of

your Consessus.” (p. 127.) He then concludes his declara

tion,byurging anew and general synod of theBelgic churches,
to take into consideration several particulars of their confession
and catechism . p. 128 seq.

Wemay well suppose,that the pointswhich have now been

brought under review, were the principal ones which were the

object of attack upon him ; for it would have been very ill-judg

ed in him to leave unnoticed any important particular of accu

sation, before an assembly of the States General, to whom an

ultimate appealmust be made in all matters of church as well

as of state . Whatever other allegations his opponents have

made, orcan make against him , I presume that of being wanting

in shrewdness and foresight never has been, and never will be

one . He plainly outgeneraled all his competitors, and enlisted

a large majority of the civil power on his side.

It appears, however, that Arminius was not assailed in synods

only. There was put in circulation , in a kind of private way, a

paper or papers, containing thirty one charges of error, i . e. er

ror with respect to thirty one points in theology. To these he

at length made a public reply, denying many of them wholly ';

explaining others, and avowing his sentiments in regard to most

of them . From these avowals, I beg the liberty of making a

few extracts, which will explain more fully the opinions of this
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writer, on some points which the preceding extracts leave un

touched .

Among other accusations was the following ; viz. “ that he

held, that to those, unto whom the gospel is preached, sufficient

grace of the Holy Spirit is given, so that if they will, theyare

able to believe ; otherwise God does but mock men, in proffer

ing them salvation . "

That he ever taught this, in the same words, or the like ones,

he totally denies. He afterwards proceeds to shew what he
does hold . “ What is meant by giving sufficient grace ? It is

known that there is habitual grace (gratiam habitualem ), and
the grace of assistance ( assistentiae). Now the phrase sufficient

grace may be construed as meaning, that all to whom the gos

pel is preached, have habitual grace infused into them , which

renders them qualified (aptos) to yield faith to the gospel; which

sense I disapprove. For whatever is said of their sufficiency,

I think should be ascribed to the assistance of the Holy Spirit,

by which he aids the preaching of the gospel, as the instrument

by which he is wont to operate on the minds of men. But this

assistance of the Holy Spirit may easily be explained , and suf

ficiency ascribed to it ; so that Pelagianism may be shunned, at

a great distance.

“ As to the expression , They can believe, through that suf

ficient grace, if they will ;' these words, in this crude form , may

be made to convey the very worst sense, and one which by no

means accords with the Scriptures ; just as if, when ability is

once given, the Holy Spirit and divine grace remain inactive,

waiting to see whether man will rightly use this ability and be

lieve in the gospel . Whereas he who would think and speak

correctly respecting this matter, must necessarily assign to grace

its own part, and this the principal one, in persuading the will so

that it shall assent to those things which are preached .

“This explanation will easily free me from the suspicion of

heresy on this point . ” p . 145.

The amount of these views seems to be, that Arminius never

meant to assert, that habitual grace rendered men able or dis

posed to accept the offers of the gospel. In other words, what

is sometimes called common grace, i. e. such influences of the

Spirit, whatever they may be,as are bestowed habitually on all

men who hear the gospel, these Arminius denies to be suffi

cient to engender faith, or to enable the sinner savingly to be

lieve. Heaffirms that the gratia assistentiae, grace specially
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aiding, or (as we call it) special grace, is necessary in order to

persuade the will to assent unto the gospel . He avows explicit

ly, that we must assign to this grace itsown part, and this a prin

cipal one , in the matter of saving belief. And if there can be

any doubt here as to his meaning, we have to look to his declar

ation respecting the free will of the sinner (p . 271 above) , where

he openly avows, that man, in his fallen and sinful 'state, is

able neither to think, will, nor do any thing truly good, buthe
must be regenerated and renewed of God, in Christ, by the Ho

ly Spirit, in his understanding, affections, or will, and all his fac

ulties, in order rightly to understand, regard , consider, will, and

do that which is truly good.'

I do not see how it can be justly denied , that Arminius held

the doctrine of total depravity, (as this expression is understood

by all considerate and intelligent theologians of the present day ,)

and the doctrine of special grace, in the bighest sense that words

are capable of expressing, unless man is represented as a mere

passive machine . ' It is doing manifest injustice to his memory,

to tax him with a denial of these doctrines ; and equal injustice,

to appeal to him as a patron and supporter of sentirnents direct

ly opposed to these doctrines. The envy or fear of a name,

and the heat of party spirit, can never be an adequate apology

for doing injustice to the dead, in order to gain interest among

the living. Nor can a Christian sense of justice admit that it

is pardonable, either to denounce a man for errors which he did

not hold, or to appeal to him as the patron of sentiments which

he rejected, (and this in order to render them more popular and

grateful,) whenthe means of correction are at hand, and noth

ing is wanting but a little diligence to use them. Whatever

were the faults or virtues of Arminius, neither the one nor the

other consisted in his rejecting thedoctrine of the entire depra
vity of the unregenerateman, or of the special influences of the

Spirit of God ; for it is clear as the light, that he did fully re

cognize thetruth of both these doctrines.
I am apprehensive that neither his opposers nor his friends

will be satisfied with this representation ; for both , in some re

spects which may easily be conjectured, will be disappointed.

The pen of historic justice, however, must not be guided by the

wishes of those who may read, but by the evidence which lies

before it. This evidence I have produced ; and every man of

candourmay now judge for himself.

Clearlyasthe opinion of Arminius is expressed in the above
No. II . 36
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extracts , so clearly that we are not at liberty to doubt what his

opinion was, unless we can shew that he has made a false state

ment, yet he had such views of the state of the sinner, when la

bouring under that conviction of mind which usually precedes

the regeneration of the heart, as do not agree with the specula

tive opinions of many excellent men at the present day. The

point is both a delicate and an interesting one ; and therefore it
is expedient to give his own words.

The anonymous paper that had been put in circulation, and

contained the thirty one articles of accusation mentioned above,

charged him , among other things, with holding that “ the works

of the unregenerate may be pleasing to God, and may be an im

pulsive cause or occasion, on account of which God is moved to

confer saving grace upon them .”

In respect to this allegation he says : “ The word unregene

rate may be understood in a two-fold sense. ( 1 ) It denotes those

who have not experienced any influence of the Spirit, either re

generating them , or tending to or preparing for regeneration.

( 2) It signifies those who are in the state ofbeing born again,

and experience the influence of the Holy Spirit, pertaining ei
ther to that which is preparatory to regeneration , or to regenera

tion itself ; although the final act itself of regeneration is not yet

completed. I have reference to such persons, as are led to ac
knowledge their sins, to grieve for them, to desire deliverance

from them , and to seek after the Deliverer who has been re

vealed ; although they are not yet the actual subjects of that in

Auence of the Spirit, by which the flesh or the old man is morti

fied , and the new man, formed for a new life, is able to do good

works .

“ In the next place I remark , that a thing may be pleasing to

God , either as an initial action pertaining to the commencement

of conversion ; or as a work complete as to its very essence,

and performed by one truly converted and born again. Thus

confession of sin is pleasing to God, in which one acknowledges

that he is stupid , blind, and poor, and therefore would betake

himself to Christ that hemay procure ointment for his eyes and

garments for himself. So also, works which proceed from warm

affection, are pleasing to God. Calvin himself appears to dis

tinguish between the initial and filial fear of God ; and so does
Beza, who holds that grief and sorrow for sin belong not to the

essential part of regeneration , but to the preparatory one ; while
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heplaces the essence of regeneration itself in the mortification

[of sin ,) and in the vivification (of holiness ).

“ In the third place I remark , that the occasion or impulsive

cause by which God is moved, may be variously understood.

It will be sufficient for my purpose, if I appeal to two passages

of Scripture, from a comparison of which a distinction maybe

made out which is agreeable to, and sufficient for, my present

purpose. In Matt. 18 : 32 the king says, “ I have forgiven thee

the whole debt, because thou didst ask me. ” In Gen. 22: 16 ,

17, God says to Abraham , “ Since thou hast done this thing,

and hast not spared thy son, thine only son , I will greatly bless

thee.” If any one does not see in these, first an impulsive

cause, and secondly one of complacency, it must be because he is

blind as to the Scriptures.

“ In the fourth place, saving grace is conferred in different

measures or ways ; it may be the first grace, or the second ; it

may be antecedent, or subsequent ; it may be operating, or co

operating ; it may be knocking and opening, or actually enter

ing. Now unless one properly distinguishes all these things,

and uses his language accordingly, he must necessarily infringe

upon others, whose sentiments he does not well understand, or

he must make them offenders. If any one will duly consider

these things, he will find that the accusation or allegation in

question, when understood in one sense, is agreeable to the

Scriptures ; but in another sense , it is widely diverse from them .

“ Let the word unregenerate be understood as designating

one in whom the work of regeneration is begun but not com

pleted ; let that which is pleasing when completed, be consider

ed as agreeable when it is commenced ; let impulsive be defin

ed as that which tends to the final obtaining of a thing ; and

finally , let savinggrace be considered as secondary, subsequent,

co -operative, and actually entering [the sinners heart] ; then,

evidently we may say with propriety,that earnest sorrowfor sin

is pleasing to God in such a sense, that, from his abounding

compassion, he is moved by it to bestow grace on sinful man .

pp . 158, 159.

It would seem , from this representation , that the sinner who

is awakened to a sense of his lost condition, may , as Arminius

viewed it, be the subject of real sorrow for sin , and have a deep,

or at least a true sense ofhis spiritual wants, and of the necessi

ty of betaking himself to Christ in order that they may be sup

plied ; and all this , short of actual regeneration . This seems
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at first view to be repugnant to his opinions about the natural, un

regenerate man, which have been stated above, and also to the

statement of Arminius with regard to special grace. But the

contradiction is merely in appearance. Arminius does not deny

that the sinner's conviction and sorrow for sin, are the work of

the Spirit ; he recognizes it as the initial work of the Spirit,

but not as the essential and completing one. Of course , he does

not contradict his views of the naturalman, as he is in himself.

The mistake, if there be any, lies in his definition of regenera

tion . Heappeals to Beza in order to confirm this, and avers

that Beza held grief and sorrow for sin not to be regeneration ,

but only a preparation for it . The mortification of the sinful prin

ciple, and the vivification of the holy one, Beza makes to be re

generation . And as Arminius had himself been a pupil and an

ardent admirer of Beza, we can hardly distrust the correctness

of this statement.

Now , at the present day, we are accustomed ( rightly as I

must believe) to think , that real grief and sorrow for sin come

only from a heart truly penitent, and therefore truly regenerate.

There may be much terror on account of sin , much legal fear,

much “ sorrow of the world which worketh death, ” without any

real evangelical contrition . The error of Arminius, then, if it

be one , lies merely in mistaking the definition of regeneration,

or in a want of right views as tothe place of its commencement,

if I may be permitted so to speak . He makes a gradual work,

partly legal and partly evangelical , all of which together makes

up an initial and final workof the Spirit, or the whole compass

of the operation by divine grace . After all , the essential act of

regeneration itself, the final one, the gratia finalis, efficiens, in

grediens, he does not state to be gradual. It is the preparatory,

not the final part, which in his view is gradual.

We may differ from him , then , and from Beza , ( if Arminius

has correctly stated his opinion ,) as to the point where the actu

al renovation itself of the heart begins. But we need not, on

this account, accuse either of them as being heterodox on this

point, so long as they ascribe both the initial and final process to

divine grace, and maintain that the sinner of himself is “ dead

in trespasses and sins.”

In regard, moreover, to what Arminius calls the initial or pre

paratory part of the work of regeneration , he certainly does not

stand alone here . If this be heretical, then others, whose repu

tation for high orthodoxy has never been called in question, are
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also heretical on the same point. Thus in confirmation of the

statement of Arminius respecting Beza, I find that this author

in commentingon John 3 ; 6 , That which is born of the flesh is

flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit, says, when

explaining the nature of the spiritual birth, in distinction from

our natural one, that the Spirit ofGod does not impart himself

to the regenerate substantially, i. e . by infusing into them a part

of his own essence, or by an abscission of himself in part, and

communicating this part to those who are created anew ; nor

does he create a new substance in the place of the old one wbich

belonged to the natural man ; he only renews the image of God

in them , removing by his power their former state of pollution ,

and bestowing on them adisposition to purity ; which is a work

so great and distinguished, that those who are transformed in

such a manner as to their moral qualities, may with propriety be

called regenerate, that is , born again , yea, they seem as it were

to be created anew , by existing in a new state .'

But this great work is not begun and completed at once, ac

cording to the views of Beza. So he explains himself : “ Hoc

autem SENSIM quidem [ Spiritus] efficit ; et primum in animâ,

cujus intellectum verâ luce illustrare, et voluntatem et caeteros

affectus ad bonum volendum et praestandum praeparare inci

pit ;" that is, the Holy Spirit GRADUALLY accomplishes the work
of regeneration ; he beginsby imparting light to the understand

ing ; and thus he prepares the way for the will and other affec

tions to be inclined tothat which is good .'

How this differs, in any material circumstance, from the state

ment and views of Arminius, I am not able to perceive. Nei

ther of them maintains, that the essential act itselfofregenerating,

is gradual. Both aver that there is a preparatory work which is

gradual, ( hoc sensim efficit,) so that one may affirm that Beza

and Arminius both held the work of regeneration to be gradual,

when considered as a whole, i . e . as embracing the initial or

preparatory work ; but neither avers this, as to the act itself

of creating the soul anew, or of regenerating it in the high

est and truly efficient sense.

Nor do these writers stand alone. Dr Owen, the coryphae

us of the English Calvinists, in his great work on the Spirit,

says, that “ Ordinarily there are certain previous and prepar
atory workings in and upon the souls of men , that are ante

cedent and dispositive unto regeneration .” Vol . I.

" This, ” he goes on to say, " is, for the substance of it, the po

p. 362.
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sition of the divines of the church of England at the Synod of

Dort. . . . I mention this, that those by whom these things are

despised, may a little consider whose ashes they trample on

and scorn.” He then goes on to aver, that what he says re

specting this preparatory work, has respect only to adults ; and

that “ the disposition (preparatory and dispositive) is only ma

terially so , but not such as contains grace of the same nature

as in regeneration itself. ”

But what is a material disposition to regeneration ? Let the

author explain himself. “ It is one which disposeth, and in

some waymaketh a subject fit, for the reception of that which

shall be communicated, added, or infused into it as its form ."

Byform here, I suppose the writer to mean, what was meant

by the metaphysical schools of his day. Form , in one sense of

the word , means a mould. Now as melted metal poured into a

mould, receives a particular form and shape ; so infusion into a

thing as a form , borrows its meaning from this . The mould

( so to speak ) of the soul is, in Dr Owen's view , first to be fash

ioned, shaped materialiter, i.e. as to its own natural ingredients

or component parts, before the Spirit of God can be infused

into it.

He proceeds to explain his idea. “So wood by dryness and

a due composure, is made ready and fit to admit of firing or

continual fire." Such then is the preparatory work of re

generation, in Dr Owen's view. He distinguishes between this

so called material disposition and a formal disposition of the

soul. The latter is an anaoxń of essential regenerating grace ;

( formal here meaning essential, i . e. pertaining, according to the

old metaphysics, to essential form ;) it is “ where one degree of

the same kind , disposeth the subject unto farther degrees of it ;

as the morning light, which is of the same kind , disposeth the

air to the reception of the full light of the sun." This formal

disposition he excludes from the preparatory work ; and exact

ly the same thing do Arminius and Beza.

Dr. Owen proceeds still further to unfold his idea of the new

birth . “ In natural generation ,” says he, “ there are sundry dis

positions of the matter, before the form (essence] is introduced.

So the body of Adam was formed, before the rational soul was

breathed into it ; and Ezekiel's bones came together with a

noise and shaking, before the breath of life entered into them .”

.

Hear him in another subsequent passage : “ There are some

p. 363.
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things required of us in the way of duty , IN ORDER UNTO OUR

REGENERATION, which are so in the power of our own natu

ral abilities, as that nothing but corrupt prejudices and stub

bornness in sinning, doth keep or hindermen from the perform

ance of them.” These things he states to be, ( 1 ) “ Outward at

tendance on the dispensation of God's word ; (2) A diligent in

tention ( attention ] of mind in attending on the means of grace.”

“ These things,” says he again, " are required of us in order un

to our regeneration .” pp. 364 , 365. He goes on to state,

that these will not of themselves regenerate us, “ without an es

pecial, effectual, internal work of the Holy Spirit on the soul;"

but that God does “ ordinarily, in the effectual dispensation of

his grace, meet with them who attend diligently to the outward

administration of the means of it. "

Beside these preparatory steps towards regeneration , Dr

Owen avers that there are other and more important ones.

“ There are certain spiritual effects, wrought in and upon the

souls of men, whereof the word is the instrument;" viz. ( 1 ) Il

lumination . ( 2) Conviction. (3 ) Reformation. « The first of

these respects the mind only ; the second, the mind , conscience

and affections ; the third, the life and conversation .” p . 366. Un

der the head which treats of illumination , he declares, that

" there is an illumination (of the unregenerate,] which is an esa

pecial effect of the Holy Ghost, by the word, on the minds of

men ;" and this he endeavours to establish , by declaring that

such an illumination adds perspicuity to the understanding ;

greater assent of mind to things revealed ; some kind of sudden

joy ; and sometimes it adds gifts to all the rest.' He concludes

this head, bysaying that such illumination is not regeneration ,

but " a third degree (of illumination) is required thereunto ."

The second degree has brought the subject of it outof a purely

natural state, and placed himon a kind of intermediate ground.

A third degree perfects the work. And this second degree,

“ inthe order of nature, is previous to a full and real conversion

to God, and is materially in the sense before explained] pre

paratory and dispositive thereunto."

Under the head of conviction , he states, that “ it is anteceda

neous unto real conversion to God ; " it consists “ in sorrow or

grief for sin committed, because past or irrecoverable ; " also

“ in humiliation for sin , which is the exercise or working of sor

row and fear in outward acts of confession , fasting, praying, and

the like ." pp . 368 , 369.
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To all these he adds , that “ the soul is filled with thoughts,

desires , inquiries, and contrivances about a deliverance out of

that state and condition wherein it is ; ” and that “ a great refor

mation of life, and change in affections, doth ensue hereon .”

“ All these," he next avers, “may be wrought in the minds

of men by the dispensation of the word, and yet the work of re
generation never be perfected in them .” Moreover, “ These

things are good in themselves, and fruits of the kindness of God

towardsus” (p. 370) ; “ they are the effects of thepower of the

Spirit of God.” p .
372.

An objection then presents itself to the mind of this distin

guished theologian. How can the Holy Spirit be the author

of a work, which is ineffectualand imperfect upon the hearts of

men ?' To thishe answers, ( 1) In most persons real conversion

follows this work ; and “ their preparatory actingsmake way for

the introduction of the new spiritual life intothe soul." (2)

Their failure is owing to the sinner's extreme wickedness ; for

even common illumination and conviction of sin have, in their

own nature, a tendency unto sincere conversion . " It is " wil

fulness and stubbornness in those enlightened and convicted,"

which defeat the end to be attained . “ They faint not for WANT

OF STRENGTH to proceed ; BUT BY A FREE ACT OF THEIR OWN

WILLS, they refuse the grace which is further tendered unto

them in the gospel. This will, and its actual resistency unto

the work of the Spirit, God is pleased in some way to take

away ....but the sin of men, and their guilt, is in it , where it

is continued ; for no more is required hereunto, [i . e. to consti

tute sin or guilt,] but that it be voluntary ; IT IS WILL, AND NOT
POWER , THAT GIVES RECTITUDE OR OBLIQUITY UNTO MORAL

ACTIONS."
pp. 373, 374 .

So speak the unbiassed feelings of every man on earth , re

specting the moral nature of sin , when he forgets system , and

comes to vindicate God and the workof his Spirit, as Dr Owen

does here. It is not want of strength ,” says this excellentman

and divine, “ but a free act of the sinner's own will ” which

makes him come short of the grace of life. How little Dr

Owen, on some occasions, remembered such explicit declara

tions as these, when he was urging the doctrine of human inabil

ity and depravity against the Semipelagians of his day, any one

may see who will take the trouble to compare his works. But

I return to my immediate purpose .

Dr Owen does not even stop with the preparatory work of
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regeneration, where I have left him . He goes on quite beyond

Arminius himself ; for in speaking of his preparatory and dis

positive work,' he says : “ These operations of the Holy Spirit

are, in their own nature, GOOD AND HOLY ; illumination is so ;

so is conviction ; so is sorrow for sin ; with a subsequent change

of affections and amendment of life.” p. 374 .

Arminius contented himself with averring merely, that these

things in the convicted sinner were pleasing to God, because

they are dispositive towards regeneration, i . e. constitute an ini

tial state of preparation for that work. But Dr Owen does not

scruple to say, that these very same things are “ good and holy.”.

Both acknowledge that they proceed solely from the influence of

the Spirit ; so that here is no room for making any distinction.

If then Arminius was an Arminian in regard to this whole mat

ter, Beza was one equally decided , and Dr Owen was greatly

advanced beyond either, in the same heresy. So easy it is,

where history and factsare not consulted , and prejudice and

popular clamour are followed , to put down one manfor heresy,

and cry up another for orthodoxy , when, if both are sifted to the

bottom , it will be found, that they are substantially agreed on the

very points where they are affirmed widely to differ .

The right or wrong of Arminius, or Beza , or Owen, is not

what I am labouring to prove or disprove. This is not my pre

sent business. But to do historical justice to the parties con

cerned, by shewing what their opinions really were, and what

justice or injustice has been done them by subsequent ages, will

be regarded as highly proper, by every candid and discerning

My apology for dwelling so long on these points, is , the inte

rest which they claim , at present, in our religious community .

Every man who wishes to know whathe speaketh and where

of he affirmeth, ” will be glad to have facts placed before him ;

and then he can judge for himself.

I do not refrain from giving any opinion on the correctness of

the sentiments above cited, because I have none ; but because,

as I have already remarked, it would here be out of place. I

say , only in a word, that to some of the things aimed at by these

distinguished writers, I can give my hearty assent; to some oth

ers, I cannot; and to the mode of representation in general, I
feel many objections which do not seem to me capable of being

removed.

I proceed to another topic of great interest, and respecting
No. II. 37

man.
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which I have yet exhibited no very explicit declarations of Ar

minius ; I mean the sin and fall of our first parents, In his the
sis respecting this, he ascribes their first sin to their own free

will, and to Satan , as concurrent causes of it . As to its effect

on their posterity, he uses the following language.

“ This whole sin is not peculiar to our first parents, but is

common to the whole race of their posterity ; who, at the time

when they sinned , were in their loins, and afterwards descended

by natural generation from them . For all sinned in Adam ,

Rom. v. Whatever punishment, therefore, was inflicted on our

first parents, has gone down through, and still rests on , all their

posterity ; so that all are children of wrath by nature (Eph. 3:

3 ) , being obnoxious to condemnation , to death temporal and

eternal, and to a destitution of original righteousness and holi

ness . To these evils they will remain eternally subject, unless

they are delivered from them by Jesus Christ; to whom be glo

ry for ever.” p . 243.

To the same purpose Arminius speaks, in another thesis re

specting the effects of the sin committed by our first parents.

“If they transgressed, their posterity were to be deprived ofsuch

blessings as they enjoyed, ( viz. the favour and grace of God,]

and were to become obnoxious to the opposite evils. Hence it

comes, that all men who are their natural descendants, have be

come obnoxious to eternal and temporal death, and are destitute

of original righteousness ; which penalty is usually called, a loss

of the divine image, and originalsin.” p. 378 .

If President Edwards, who endeavours to prove the physical

and metaphysical unity of all men with Adam and Eve, was suf

ficiently strenuous on the doctrine of original sin and imputation

of sin ; then is Arminius to be regarded in the same light as to

this point; inasmuch as he maintains the absolute physical unity

of all men with Adam, and that the same sentence of death,

temporal and eternal, has come upon all, because they did thus

partake of Adam's sin. So says the Westminster Catechism ,
moreover : “ Who sinned in him , and fell with him , in his first

transgression .” I have met with no orthodoxy of a higher type

than that of Arminius, on this much contested point.

My readers will doubtless be curious to inquire, whether Ar

minius has given us still more particular views, in respect to the

hereditary depravity which we derive from Adam. In his thesis

on actual sins, he has touched this point. He is speaking of the

cause of our sinning, when he says : “ The efficient cause of all
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actual sins, is man's free will . The causa ngonyovuévn, prece

dent cause, is our original inclination to that which is contrary to

the divine law, which inclination ) we contracted by natural gen

eration from our first parents. The cause προκαταρκτικαι , the

predisposing causes (of sin) , are the objects and occasions which

solicit to sin. ” p . 245.

In his thesis respecting the free will and ability of men, he

represents the unregenerate man as “ impotent in his willwith re

spect to good ; as mangled, wounded , infirm , bowed down, beat

down, taken captive, undone, lost ; his ability not only weaken

ed and inefficacious, without the assistance of divine grace , but

as amounting to nothing at all without such grace ; for, adds he,

Christ has said, Without me ye can do nothing. The mind of

man, in his natural state, he declares to be darkened, and inca

pable of understanding the things of the Spirit. With this is as

sociated the perverseness of the heart and affections, so that the

sinner hates what is truly good, and loves and pursues what is

evil. The carnal mind is enmity against God, is not subject to

his law , neither indeed can be. The heart is deceitful, per

verse, uncircumcised, hard, and stony ; its imagination is only

evil, from youth .'

· His impotence as to all that is good, corresponds to his
blindness of mindand perversity of heart. An evil tree cannot

bring forth good fruit. " He is not subject to the law of God,

neither can he be so. He is altogether dead in sin . Where
the spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty ; the Son only can

make us free ; " it follows, therefore, that our will, since the

first offence ofAdam, is notfree to good, unless it is made free

by the Son .” pp. 263, 264.

It were easy to make other extracts ; but I desist, through

fear of wearying my readers. Enough surely has been extract

ed, to shew what Arminius thought upon all the controvert

ed points of theology in his day. In common with his country

men in general, he had a full belief in the divine inspiration , the

entire sufficiency, and the paramount authority of the Scriptures;

in the doctrine of the Trinity, as held by the Council of Nice

and the Athanasian fathers ; in the vicarious sacrifice and atone

ment of Christ; in justification by grace alone through faith in

Christ ; in regeneration by the special and supernatural influen

ces of the Holy Spirit ; and in a word , in the doctrines at large

contained in the usual systems of divinity which the times then

afforded . His belief respecting original sin , the corruption of
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human nature, hereditary depravity , federal relation to Adam,

and every thing connected with these topics, appears to have

been of the very strongest and fullest kind. Who has gone far

ther than the above extracts present him as going ? If he halts

about some “ quasi good works” of the sinner under legal con

viction , he does this only in company with other orthodox men

of the most strenuous sort. On the subject of falling away from

grace, he has doubts ; and these arise from such passages as

those in Ezek . XVIII . Heb . vi . x. and 2 Pet . JI. But he

gives no positive opinion on this point. On the doctrine of de

crees only, does he appear to have been at open war with some

of his brethren, especially with Gomar his colleague. That he

was wrong here in some respects ; that he reasoned about the

decrees of God, as he would about cause and effect in the natu

ral world , and so made out to himself a fatality in the scheme

of his opponents ; does not seem to me to admit of much doubt.

But then, if he represents the views of his opponents correctly,

was there not something excessive in their mode of stating them ?

When it is averred , that "God predestinated men to eternal life or

death , notonly without all respect to character, but even without re .

spect to them as created beings, i. e . as brought into existence ;'

we are ready to ask , How can the human mind, which believes

in an omniscient God, “ who sees all things from the beginning

to the end ,” ever suppose it possible, that the whole of every

man's character must not eternally have been always present to

the Divine Mind ? If so, then we almost necessarily inquire,

How could God decree any thing, wholly irrespective of this

character ? Has he not decreed that voluntary transgressors

shall be punished with death ? Has he decreed , that any others

shall be so punished ?

After the contest had proceeded for a while, it came to pass,

as we may very naturally suppose, that neither Arminius nor his

opponents were in a state for dispassionate consideration of the

subject of it. With the former, nearly all decree was fatality,

except some conditional determinations of a general nature, sus

pended on man’s conduct. With the latter, stet pro ratione vo

luntas, was too much the order of the day. God could not have

regard to any thing but to himself alone, either in his judge
ments or in his mercies .

Such is the tendency and end of bitter and heated dispute.

If it does not find heretics, it is wont to make them . Discussion

is always good ; dispute almost always evil.
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It is easy to perceive, as Arminius has more than once inti

mated in his declaration, that the subject of predestination or di

vine decrees, was the centre and substance of all his controversy

with his antagonists. That he doubted whether some might not

fall from regenerating grace, and held that saving grace was not

alwaysirresistible, connected itself, perhaps unconsciously in his

own mind, yet clearly and plainly, with his doubts about the ab

solute decree of election and reprobation. If this were absolute ,

in the sense in which he supposed his antagonists to maintain it,

then of course falling away from saving grace , or resistance to it,

must be really out of question. But inasmuch as he reject

ed the idea of an absolute, i . e . an irrespective or unconditional

decree, so he would naturally be led to believe, that the lapse of

the regenerate, and their power to resist the influences of the

Spirit, werepossible, and perhaps probable.

In carefully reviewing his sentiments, it is difficult to see what

there is in them that is really opposed to the general tenor of our

Westminster Catechism ; unless it be, the simple points just sug

gested. On one of these, viz. falling from grace, it will be remem

bered that Arminius himself did notexpress an opinion . He

doubted respecting it. The substancethen of hispositive heresy,

if it be such, was that he denied the decretum absolutum, main

tained by Calvin , Beza, Gomar, and others of that and succeed

ingtimes, and that he did not believe grace to be irresistible .

The point of difficulty in the mind of Arminius here was, that

this view of the divine decrees made God the author of sin , and

took away the free agency and accountability of men. On the

other hand, his antagonists most solemnly averred, that they did

not in any manner teach, nor didthey at all believe, that God was

the author of sin , or that man's liberty was taken away by the di

vine decrees. So say the synod of Dort in Cap. Doctrinæ I. 15.

p. 281 of the Acta : “Decretum reprobationis : .... Deum

neutiquam peccati authorem , quod cogitatu blasphemum est,

sed tremendum , irreprehensibilem , et justum judicem ac vindi

cem constituit.” Calvin, Beza, and even Gomar himself, have

often made the like declarations. Mosheim has laboured , in his

long preface to Hales' Epistles, which contain the history of the

synod of Dort, to shew that these declarations are not worthy of

credit, and that it is impossible for the Lutheran and Calvinistic

churches to unite together, until the doctrine of decretum absolu

tum is renounced , which makes God, as he says, the author of

sin , and is nothing less than blasphemy ; thus being himself
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guilty of the very excess and violence of which he complains in

the contra -remonstrants, viz . charging on them blasphemy by his

own construction of their opinions, a blasphemy which they ut

terly renounce with horror and indignation. In like manner Ar

minius insisted, that the reasoning of his antagonists led inevitably

to such a conclusion ; and that they were inconsistent in deny

ing the conclusion, while they held the premises.

If now analogies from natural causes and effects, as we see

them developed in the physical world, are to be applied to met

aphysical subjects of this nature , then the consequences which

Arminius deduced from the opinions of his antagonists may be

correct. A physical necessity admits of no strictly voluntary

agency. But in applying such an analogy, Arminius committed

a great mistake ; one , however, which has been repeated from

that time to this, without any intermission ; and for aught that I

can see, always will be committed, until men learn to reason

better than to apply physicalanalogies to spiritual things.

The manifest object of Calvin, Beza, and others, in main

taining the doctrine of decretum absolutum, seems to me to be

to stain the pride of human glory, and to ascribe in the high

est possible sense all our blessings to the mere good pleasure

and mercy of God, and none of them to our own merit .

The spirit of the times led to this . The Romish church not

only held to the merit of good works, but even to works of

supererogation, by which one could lay up in store for others as

well as himself. The reformers saw the fatal delusion and er

ror of such doctrines, and they were naturally led to an oppo

site extreme. They maintained, by the doctrine of decretum

absolutum, not only that we had no merit of our own in the

work of salvation , but that God did not even take it into ac

count whether we believed , in determining to save us .

order to make his decree as irrespective as possible, they ad

vanced still farther, and declared , that God did not even regard

us as created beings, in determining that he would save us. In

dependent of all character or of all development, antecedent to

any contemplation of us as actually existing, and only in and of

himself, he determined to create some to life, and others to

death, in order to display his goodness on the one hand, and his

justice on the other. Thus all is of grace ; and our election in

Christ is only the result of the previous decree, and not with

anyreference to what we are or may be.

With all this, the free will of the sinner and the saint, and the

In
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accountability of both were allowed ; whether consistently or

not, has been long disputed , and will long continue to be.

There is no end ofreasoning upon these subjects, until men will

define more , and assert less. How easy to lose one's self in

such a theme! How easy to ask questions, also , which the ad

vocates of the decretum absolutum find it difficult to answer

without great embarrassment ! Their opponents have often ask

ed : Is God omniscient and immutable ? Did he from eternity

know the whole character of every individual, whom he intend

ed to create ? Is man made in his image, and in reality a free

agent ? Was it not a part of his decree, that man should freely

receive or reject the gospel? Was it a part of his decree, that

any should be saved, except such as did freely receive it ? And

ifGod has always been omniscient and immutable, and the

whole character of every individual has always been before him ,

how is it that the decree was made respecting him , without any

reference to his whole character ?'

These and the like questions are met, on the other hand, by

others of a different tenor, viz . “ Whether God could know with

certainty all events , actions, etc. unless he had decreed them ?

Whether if decreed, they must not be absolutely certain ?

Whether God has a plan of his own , which he will fully accom

plish, and which his creatures cannot disappoint ? Whether he

did not choose the elect in Christ Jesus, before the world began ,

and of his own free will ?' Other questions of a similar nature
might be multiplied almost without end .

But when all such questions are urged , is the controversy

brought any nearer to a termination ? Not at all. Both sides

are equally confident, and equally able to argue without end .

From what does this result ? From two things, I answer ; the

first, that men do not define what they mean, in many essential
respects ; the second, that they go on beyond the boundaries of

human knowledge, and make propositions about that respecting

which they neither know nor can know any thing.

Whon ow can enter into the secret reasons of God's decrees ?

Has he revealed them ? The very statement of the subject con

tradicts this . How then are we to know them ? We do not,

and we cannot. If my brother, then , thinks it competent for

him to make affirmations about them , from which I think it

more prudent to refrain , why should he judge me ? Or why

shouldI condemn him , if I see that he is not actuated by a spi

rit of presumption, but of inquiry, and of zeal for the honour of

divine grace ?

.

2
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That God does not regenerate men by his Spirit, because

they have any merit of their own, must be clear.

them in a state of enmity ; he “ quickens them when they are

dead in trespasses and sins. " All boasting is forever excluded ;

from the foundation to the top -stone, all is of grace. That

God has a plan of governmentand salvation ; that he had defi

nite purposes in view when he made the world, and that he will

accomplish them all ; that we live and move and have our being

in him ; that his special grace begins, continues, and completes

the work of salvation ; must be true, and must be clear to the

enlightened and humble mind,whatever objections may be rais
ed against these truths. All this Arminius seems to have

fully believed. Why may we not content ourselves with this,

without endeavouring to urge our speculations further ? If any

one thinks he can determine what was or was not the secret

ground or reason of God's decrees, and finds satisfaction in

such speculations, we need not zealously attack him , and accuse

him of making God the author of sin , if we see that he acts like

a pious and humble man, and abhors such a consequence of his

doctrine, and denies that it follows from it . And if, on the oth

er hand, any one thinks it more safe to stop short as to such in

quiries, and to exclude them as evidently leading on to what lies

beyond the bounds of human knowledge, let him not be pro

scribed . When he denies that God is omniscient, that he reigns

with universal sway, that he will accomplish all his glorious pur

poses, that he will make the wrath of man to praise him, and

bring good even out of evil; then it is time to deal seriously

with him as an erring brother, and to admonish him that he is

forsaking principles which are fundamental in our holy religion .

The synod of Dort itself contained Sublapsarians as well as

Supralapsarians. So did the churches of Holland ; so may

ours. I do not see how it can be shown that the secret grounds

of God's decrees are open or revealed to us, which they must

be, if we can determine of what nature they are ; and if not,

men may be pious, whodo not think that these grounds are re

vealed, and who, while they believe that salvation is all of grace,

do notthink it necessary, in order to maintain this, that they

should also maintain some of the propositions of Gomar and his
friends.

An impartial observer, however , while he sees much to con

demn in the severity and violence of the times, in the days of

Arminius, will not , after the views given above, attribute it all to

the party of the contra-remonstrants. It is evident, as has been
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already remarked, that Arminius was desirous of enlisting the

civil government on his side, and that he took great pains to do

this. It is plain that hemade his appeal to popular prejudice

against the doctrine of divine decrees; and that he meant to

impress it on the minds of the churches, that those who held

to this doctrine made God the author of sin . Ardent, aspiring ,

tenax propositi, bent upon victory, fully satisfied that himself was

in the right and his opponents in the wrong, it was not sufficient

for him in a modest and peaceful way to hold his own senti

ments, without publicly contending for them , and as publicly

calling in question those who opposed them . That in all this

he was conscientious, I feel compelled to believe , if I regard

either the tenor of his life, or his own solemn declarations. He

believed himself to be contending for truth , and not for victory.

That he mistook himself in part, I can hardly avoid supposing.

Men of such a temperament as his, and who withal are furnish

ed with such gifts and acquisitions, when they are suspected and

privily called in question and defamed, are not wont to pursue

their way with an even tenor, and to turn neither to the right

hand nor to the left. They look down with indignation on the

attempt to rob them of their fame and influence, (for so they are

very apt to construe all detraction ,) and this rouses them to put

forth all their strength to carry those points in regard to which

they have been accused, and to make them popular instead of

odious . Pride has something to do with all this. They are

loth to be called in question, and judged, and condemned by

men whom they regard perhaps as inferiors, and who, to their

certain knowledge, have investigated much less than themselves.

In a word, take the whole together, and one may easily see , that

Arminius did , in all probability, overrate his own conscientious

ness in the matter of his dispute, and that in not a few instances,

while he thought himself to be doing God service, he was either

defending himself, or contending for victory.
His ardour and forwardness(I had almost said , his presump

tion ) have already been the subject of remark, on p. 232 above.

Wehave seen him teaching, and openly and warmly contending

for, Ramus' philosophy, in the face of Beza and the whole the

ological faculty at Geneva. At Basle too, we find that in the

eyes of his friend Paraeus, he seemed too ardent and opiniâtre.
That he carried these traits of character forward into subsequent

life, his whole course and history seem abundantly to testify .

Let us hear an impartial observer, in respect to these mat

No. II . 38
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learned, eloquent, bold , ardent , fearless, persevering, and undis

mayed by partial defeat. If he was repulsed , and his forces

scattered, and the enemy were retiring to celebrate their sup

posed final triumph, he would rally again, pursue his exulting

foes, and attack them while crowned with the garlands of victo

ry . He was so thoroughly versed in the ancient fathers of the

church, so acute in school logic, and familiar with the masters

of it, and withal so much of an adept in the Hebrew and Greek

Scriptures, that his declarations respecting these matters carried

along with them a weight among the learned, which his antagon

ists could not well resist. Then, when he appeared in public as

a preacher, his great engagedness, the great remove at which he

placed himself from the school theology, which was unintelligi

ble to the common people, and withal his sweet voice, his win

ning manner, and his seriousness and fervour, overcame all the

prejudices that his opponents could raise against him , and made

him the idol of hiscongregation at Amsterdam , and equally so

of the students at Leyden . Not a little of the asperity ofGo

mar's opposition to him , sprung, in all probability, from this

source. How can we bear, not only that another should ven

ture to differ from our own opinion, but that he should even

make it and himself more popular than we can make our cause

and ourselves ? It is one of the hardest burdens to bear, that

poor human nature ever takes upon itself. Nothing but mag

nanimity above the ordinary stamp , and even this sanctified by

the grace of God, will enable a man meekly and patiently to

sustain such a load .

With all the superior advantages of person and talent which

Arminius possessed, there was joined an expertness and dexteri

ty of management, which he had acquired by long personal ex

perience. When a child , he became an orphan . From the

very dawn of his being, then, he was inured to struggle with dif

ficulties and trials. Early in life he went abroad, and began to

contend with some of the first geniuses of the age, in regard to

metaphysics and dialectics . In all the universities where he

came, he was put forward as a leader and spokesman . Defa

mation attacked him on his outset in life. All these things gave

him experience and dexterity ; and these , united with his talents

and learning, his personal manners and appearance, his fervour

and eloquence, fitted him in an extraordinary manner to gain

popularity and influence, and to foil his adversaries in serious
conflict.
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Besides these things, which account for his influence and suc

cess, it must be remembered, that his own personal heresy, ( if

indeed such a name must be given to his opinions,) was not a

very grievous one in the eyes of sober and reflecting persons,

who were not partisans in theology. On all the great doctrines

of the gospel, total depravity, special grace, atonement by the

death of Christ, justification by grace alone through faith, the

doctrine of the Trinity, the divine authority and sufficiency of

the Scriptures, and other doctrines necessarily connected with

these, he was altogether orthodox. He only contended against

the decretum absolutum and irresistible grace, and doubted about

final perseverance, because he thought that this could not be

maintained, without infringing upon the liberty and free agency

of man. And admitting that he reasoned wrongly here, it

amounts to an error in the philosophy of religion, rather than in

its theosophy, if I may use this word in the sense which its origin

indicates. Consequently the moderate part of thinkers in re

ligion, did not regard Arminius as deserving of decided and hos

tile reprobation. They first sympathized with him under the

abuse which he received ; and (which is very natural) at last

with his sentiments . This done, the more he was impinged upon

by his opponents, the closer did his friends draw around him .

He had powerful friends. Uytenbogart was the most dis

tinguished pulpit orator of his day in Holland. Oldenbarne

veld, Grotius, Hogerbeets, Casaubon, J. G. Vossius, Vorstius,

some of them among the most distinguished scholars the world

has seen , were the decided friends of Arminius. He well knew

this ; and supported by such influence, he redoubled his zeal

and his confidence.

To sum up the whole of Arminius' character in a word ; he

was a man of very distinguished talents and learning ; he pos

-sessed shining and popular talents to an uncommon degree ; he
was too much actuated by the love of popularity and novelty ;

and too much intent on making his opponents unpopular. He

was fitted , in an unusual manner, to become a powerful heresi

arch ; but most of the accusations of heresy made against him,

appear to be the offspring of suspicion , or of a wrong construc

tion put upon his words. In reference to what is now, and has

for a long time been , called Arminianism among us, we may

well and truly say, that Arminius himself was no Arminian .

The justification of such an assertion is altogether unnecessary ,

after having made such copious extracts from his writings as I
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century . Afterwards followed the famous J. Le Clerc, born

and educated at Geneva, but altogether opposed to the views in

culcated there. Other distinguished men of the Armịnian par

ty, (and many such it has produced ,) have gradually verged,one

generation after another , towards Pelagianism , or rather towards

the neology of Germany at the present day.Le Clerc may be

viewed as a kind of neologist in embryo. That he had strong

doubts about the real inspiration of theScriptures, seems to be

manifest from the tenor of his commentaries ; although he very

cautiously avoids a direct expression of these doubts. The

ablest men of the whole party as writers, in its earlier period ,

were Grotius, Episcopius, Limborch, J. G. Vossius, Casaubon,

and Le Clerc . In later times, the remonstrant college at Am

sterdam has produced not a few characters very conspicuous in

the walks of science and literature.

What Arminianism has now got to be, is well known. It is

Semipelagianism in some respects, and Semirationalism in some

others ; a compound of latitudinarian sentiments, such as Dr

Taylor of Norwich was accustomed to advocate, with divers

other views which he rejected. Yet all who are called Armin

jans, are not of this thorough -going sort. Some approach near

er to the modified views of Limborch, of Hey, of Laud, and

others of this class ; some are Arminians on a few points, and

Calvinistic on others ; while others agree throughout with Dr

Taylor above mentioned ; and others still are rationalists in all

but the name. The Arminians as a sect, organized and united ,

seem in fact, among us, to be no more. Arminians, in the sense

in which this term was applied in the days of Arminius himself,

would such men have been called as Richard Baxter, Sherlock ,

Tillotson, and even Doddridge, with a multitude of others in

this country and abroad , whohave been honoured and revered as

burning and shining lights in the church. In short, Arminius

himself, to use the language of the present times , was merely a

moderate Calvinist; and moderate too in a very limited degree ;

for on most points, he seems to have been altogether as strenu

ous as Calvin himself.

If now the question be repeated , What are we to think and

say of Arminianism ? The answer is ; define what you mean,

before you form or give your opinion. Arminianism now, is,

one might almost say, every thing or any thing that is opposed

to orthodoxy. It exists in all forms, and in all gradations. Tell
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which of these you mean , and then you may say what you think

of Arminianism .

I have done ; and if what I have written shall serve to correct

any wrong impressions about Arminius and his times, or to cast

light on that part of doctrinal history which was before obscure

in the minds of more or fewer readers, or to enable any one for

the future to speak and write more correctly about Arminians ;

my object is accomplished.

I have endeavoured to do historical justice to the subject of

this memoir. It is quite possible, that there are some in our

community, whowill think that I have spoken too favourably of

Arminius, and without sufficient praise of his opponents. I can

only say, that an attentive study of the whole subject, has brought

me to the positions which I have advanced. If my sources are

all wrong, and speak falsely of Arminius and of his opponents,

then I may have represented him in too advantageous a light.

But unless this be the case , I cannot easily be persuaded that I

have not, on the whole, made a just estimate of Arminius and of

bis doctrines ; and also of the conduct and views of his opponents .

In Arminius himself, we may see some things to admire, and

some to condemn. We might say this of his opponents also.

Humanum est errare. Arminius did not dream that he had set

open the flood gates of latitudinarianism , when he was attack

ing the decretum absolutum , and expressing his doubts about

some other doctrines of the times. Nor would this have been

the case , had no dispute arisen, and no parties been formed.

The synod of Dort, in excommunicating the Arminians and ap

pealing to the civil power to punish them , were doubtless the ef

ficient instruments in raising up and perpetuating the party, and

of driving them away from orthodoxy ; although these conse

quences were something very diverse from their intention. So

it has always been. The council of Nice perpetuated the Ari

an heresy, in the very same way. If there had been no such

council, I verily believe that Arianism would have expired of it

self, within one century. So the council of Trent, designing to

establish the Roman Catholic system on an immoveable basis

and make it universally triumphant, only erected a citadel, at

which all the battery of the enemy has been directed, as the

grand rallying point of their opponents.

Councils cannot make or unmake Christianity . This has

been tried often enough ; but they have never succeeded, and

never can . God's word will live, when all their decrees are a

No. II . 39
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dead letter. What men can make, men can unmake. So it is,

and ever will be. The best way to oppose heresies, is by rea

son and argument; not by a plurality of votes. Pascal, in his

Provincial Letters, speaking oftheJesuitcouncil at the Sorbonne,

and their condemnation ofArnauld without assigning any rea

sons for it, says, that " it was more easy to find monks than rea

sons. ” Such tactics, however, have not been confined to Jes

uits. They have been practiced quite too much, in the churches

of all denominations. Yet experience testifies against their

soundness. Men ardent in the pursuit of truth , and at the same

time enlightened, will bow onlyto God's authority. When the

violence of pressure begins to abate, independent thinkers and

investigators will start up ; nor can the decrees of any council

either guide or control their opinions. It is Scripture and rea

son and argument, and these only, that in the long run will

prevail. The God who made us in his own image, rational and

moral and immortal, designed it should be so ; Christianity has

explicitly taught that it should be so ; and every history of past

orfuture times, has served , and will serve, only to confirm it.

It were easy to occupy almost as much space as I have al

ready taken up, in reflections upon the facts that now lie before

But I must abstain ; although the temptation to indulge is

very strong. My design was to act the historian ; not the the

ologian orthe moralist. I must leave it to my readers, then, to

make their own reflections.

I will add only, that I am quite sensible of the delicacy of the

whole subject ; so much so, that I should have entirely abstain

ed from it, had I not been fully persuaded that something of this

nature is needed , in the present state of our religious public .

Very few can have access to such books, as communicate all

the historical information necessary to qualify them rightly to

judge of the principles and controversies of particular persons

and times, in remote countries and at a distant period ; and

when such principles and controversies become directly or in

directly the subject of renewed discussion , a correct and ade

quate knowledge of them is altogether desirable.

In reviewing the whole of the preceding sketch , I am indu

ced to think it probable, that I may be blamed both by the friends

and the opponents of Arminianism . The friends will find too

many sombre colours in the picture which I have drawn ; the

opponents, too many bright ones. I anticipate the remark, on

the part of a few , that the faults of some members of the ortho

us.
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dox party should not have been made so prominent as they are ;

nor the extravagance of some of their doctrinal assertions have

been so fully disclosed. The apprehension of those who will

be prone to make remarks of this nature, is, that orthodoxy it

self is in danger of being injured, by an exposure of the faults

and extravagancies of its professors. This feeling may be hon

est in its motive ; but I must believe that it is a mistaken one,

yea, that it is one which does dishonour to religion in its highest

and noblest sense . So the holy men of old, guided by the

Spirit of the living God , did not think, when they drew the pic

tures of Noah, of David , of Hezekiah , of Peter, and of many

others. It has always been, to my mind, one of the most con

vincing arguments that the authors of the Scriptures were honest

and upright and independent men, that they have given a full

length portrait of the faults as well as of the virtues oftheir prin

cipal and ( so to speak ) favourite characters. Can we do better than

to walk in their steps? Or are the world at present to believe,

that there have been orthodox men in past ages, or that there

are any now, who have had no faults and committed no errors ?

Or is our attachment to party, to rise higher than our regard to

the truth and the word of God ? I cannot doubt how these

questions should be answered ; and I have performed the duty

of a historian, in the preceding pages, in accordance with the an

swer which I cannot refrain from giving to them . I have as

faithfully and fully avowed the truth , concerning those with whose

sentiments I should , for the most part, be in unison, as I have

concerning those from whom I should more widely differ. It

results from the very nature of the case, that a dispute which

leads to banishment and shedding of blood, has not been conduct

ed with moderation, and extravagancies must be looked for in

both parties. I have found them , and endeavoured faithfully to

represent them . I can only say, it is my full persuasion, that no

intelligent and candid man, who peruses all the sources from

whichmy materials have been drawn, will see much cause of

dissenting from the views that have now been given.

It is proper here, both for the information and satisfaction of the

reader, to state the sources from which the preceding representa

tions have been drawn . These are the following :

1. JACOBI ARMINII Opera Theologica. Lugd. Bat. 1629 , small

4to . To this is prefixed PETRUS BERTIUS, De Vita et Obitu
J. Arminii.
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2. Bayle , Dictionaire Historique et Critique, Tome I. 1730.

3. Supplement au Dictionaire de M. Bayle, par J. C. CHAUFE

PIE , Tome I. 1750.

4. SCHROECKH , Christliche Kirchengeschichte seit der Refor

mation , Theil V. 1806.

5. listoire abrégée de la Reformation des Pays Bas, traduite

du Ilollandois de Gerard BRANDT, 3 vol . 12mo. 1726.

6. Acta Synodi Nationalis Dordrechti habitae, to which is ap

pended the JudiciaTheologorum Exterorum, who were pre

sent at the synod. Dort 1620, published under the direction of

the synod . Also Daniel Heinsius, Prefatio ad Ecclesias, a

narrative concerning Arminius and his party, prefixed to the

Acta Synodi.

7. SIM. Episcopi Opera Theologica, Goudae, 1665, 2 Tom .

fol. in which are contained many pieces of a historical nature re

specting the remonstrants.

8. Last, but not least, J. HALEs Epistolae, i. e. Letters of

John Hales, chaplain to the English embassy at the Hague, and

published originally in English in the Golden Remains of the ever

memorable John Hales ofEton college, 1659, 4to. The Latin

edition , Halesii Epistolae, was published by Mosheim at Ham

burgh in 1724, and is prefaced by about200 pages concerning the

synod of Dort,and the life of Hales. Mosheim has inveighed, in

unmeasured terms, against the synod ; and he shews his partiality

for the remonstrants , in his notes throughout the book. Hales

was not a member of the synod, but a secret deputy of king James

I. of England , sent to watch all its motions. The account which

he gives of it, in his epistles addressed to Dudley Carleton the

English ambassador at the Hague, is the ablest and mostimpartial

account that we have. As he was at this period on the side of

the contra -remonstrants, his letters are not liable to any suspicion

of partiality in favour of the remonstrants. Iregret that I could

not have access to the Golden Remains, instead ofMosheim's trans

lation ; for this learned professor understood Latin better than he

did English.

Never, I believe, were the records of any synod so fully publish

ed , as those of the synod of Dort. The remonstrants also publish

ed Acta Synodi, differing, of course , in regard to some state

ments from the one mentioned above . But I have not been able

to obtain this volume.
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Art. III.- ON THE LANGUAGE OF PALESTINE IN THE AGE OF

CHRIST AND THE APOSTLES.

AN INTRODUCTORY ARTICLE .

By the Editor.

To the interpreter of the New Testament no subject can be

more important or more interesting, than that which it is pro

posed to consider in the present article. The character of the

Greek style of the New Testament must necessarily be intimate

ly connected with , and dependent upon , the language which the

writers used in ordinary life. If they were Hebrews, to whom

ebrew language alone was vernacular, while they had

learned the Greek only as a foreign tongue at a comparatively

late period of life , -and either from books, or, as most probably

must have been the case, from the necessities of intercourse,

then their style would naturally assume a very different charac

ter from what it would have been, had the Greek, in a measure

at least, been also their vernacular tongue. If moreover the

Hebrew , or its dialects, were the predominant language of Pa

lestine, it is interesting and necessary to inquire also, what were

the nature and condition of this tongue ; whether it was the

pure Hebrew of the Old Testament, or the kindred Chaldee, or

the Syriac, or a mixture of both ; for the influence of the na

tional dialect upon the Greek of the New Testament must be

different, according to the different nature of that dialect. If,

for instance, the vernacular tongue of Matthew was the Chal

dee or the Syriac, it would obviously not be the best course of

proceeding in interpretation , to resort, for the sources of oriental

colouring in hisGreek style, first to the ancient Hebrew. The in

terpreter would naturally first lookto the native Chaldee or Sy

riac of the writer ; and if these failed him , might then have re

course to the Hebrew as a kindred tongue, and , in some re

spects, the common source of both . The first question then

which presents itself, is, If the Hebrew , or any of its kindred di

alects, were still spoken in Palestine in the age of Christ and the

apostles, which of these dialects was the current one, and con

stituted the language of the country.

The character of the Greek style of the New Testament

would also depend, in some measure, on the extent to which the

Greek language was diffused in Palestine. If it was not spoken

there at all, or at most only by a comparatively small number
among the higher classes, then the authors of the New Testa

1
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ment, who, with the exception of Paul and perhaps Luke, were

“ unlearned and ignorant men,” must have written in a language

originally foreign to them ; one in which they were neither ac

customed to think, nor to speak ; and of course the interpreter

might expect to findin theirwritings all those appearances both in

construction and in the use of words, which would naturally occur

in the style of a man writing under similar circumstances at the

present day . For we are not to suppose that the inspiration un

der which they wrote, was one principally ofwords ; nor that it en

abled them to write better Greek, than was spoken by the peo

ple to whom their writings were addressed . If, on the other

hand, the Greek language had become very generally diffused

in Palestine, if it were understood and spoken not only by the

learned and the upper classes, but also more or less among the

common people , then we may expect to find in the New Testa

ment a species of Greek, certainly not pure and flowing like the

native Attic, but yet a national language, coloured indeed by the

manners and customs and also the idioms of the country, but

still no longer bearing those marks of unacquaintance and

want of skill, which indicate that the writers were using a foreign

tongue .

It is obvious, that these circumstances have also a very im

portant bearing, not only on the mode of interpretation in gene

ral, but also on the very sources of interpretation in respect to

the New Testament. If the writers, being Hebrews, wrote the

Greek only as a foreign idiom , then of course they thought only

in their own Syro -Chaldaic or Aramaean ; and their thoughts,

expressed in foreign words, are to be explained almost wholly

bya reference to their vernacular tongue. In this case, the

Greek of the classic writers would have very little to do with

the Greek of the New Testament ; and the rules applicable to

the former could not be taken as our standard in judging of the

latter . If, on the contrary, the writers of the NewTestament

wrote as men who had understood and spoken Greek all

their lives, then they partially at least thought in it, and their

thoughts are to be explained by a reference to the Greek of that

day and of that country, as known from other writers under the

same or similar circumstances, and by a comparison with the

language as used in Greece itself. Under such circumstances,

the direct Hebrew or Aramaean colouring would naturally be

much less conspicuous, than under the former supposition.

There arises then a second question, Whether the Hebrew or its
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kindred dialects were exclusively the national language of Pales

tine in the age of Christ and the apostles ; or whether, along

with this, the Greek had come into common use among all class

es of the people ?

The general question relative to the language of Palestine, has

most usually been treated of in connexion with that of the original

language of Matthew's Gospel. Although these two questions

are in fact totally distinct, (for the question in regard to the

original language of Matthew does notproperly depend on the

language of the country ,any more than does thecase of Mark or

John ,) yet the supporters of the opinion that Matthew originally

wrote in Hebrew, have also commonly endeavoured to show

that this was the only language then known in Palestine, because

they have assumed it as a fact, that Matthew wrote for the in

habitants of that country ; while their opponents, who claim for

that Gospel in its present form the rankof an original, have also

usually maintained the very general prevalence of the Greek in

Palestine. The belief in theHebrew original of Matthew seems

to have arisen from the fact, that the Nazarenes and Ebionites

had each ofthem a Gospel, called xai' 'El palovs,and sometimes

xarà Maraiov ; whether different worksor identical, is no long

er known. This would appear to have been the foundation of

the testimony of Papias, on which the concurrent testimony of

succeeding writers chiefly rests . In support of this evidence, the

exclusive prevalence of the Hebrew orAramaean dialect in Pa

lestine, has been called in as supplementary proof. Generally this

has been done in a very cursory manner ; and the topic has

only been treated of as a subordinate consideration. The prin

cipal writers on both sides of the question, who have thus curso

rily alluded to the subject, are the following. Fora Hebrew

original of Matthew and the exclusive prevalence of Hebrew in

Palestine ,-Du Pin , Mill, Michaelis, Marsh,3 Weber," Kuinoel,

1 Dissertatt. ou Prolegom . sur la Bible , Tom. II . c . 2. 3 .

Prolegg. in N. T. p. 8. Comp. also Waltoni Prolegom . c. 13.

3 Introduction to the N. T. by Marsh, Vol . III. c. 4. 96, and

the Translator's notes.

4 Untersuchung über das Alter und Ansehen des Evangeliums

der Hebräer, von M.C. F. Weber, Tüb . 1806 .

5 Commentarius in Libb. N. T. historicos, Vol . I. p. XVIII .
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Olshausen , etc. For the original Greek of Matthew and the

prevalence of Greek in Palestine, -Cappell," Basnage, Masch,

Lardner,10 Walaeus, 11 etc. These, in addition to others who will

be mentioned below , are the principal writers ; a fuller list by

Kuinoel may be found in Fabricii Bibliotheca Graeca ed .

Harles . Tom . IV . p . 760.

The subject however has been treated more at large, some

times independently of the question in regard to the Gospel of

Matthew , and sometimes in connexion with it, by Isaac Voss (or

Vossius),12 Simon, 13 Diodati,14 Fabricy,15 Ernesti,16 J. B. De

Rossi,17 Pfannkuche ,18 Hug,19 Binterim ,20 and Wiseman 21 As

it is proposed to lay beforethe readers of this work the two es

saysof Pfannkuche and Hug, it will be proper to present here a

6 Echtheit der vier canonischen Evangelien. Königsb. 1823,

p. 21 f .

7 Observatt. ad N. T. p. 110.

8 Annal. ad An. 64 , § 13.

9 Von der Grundsprache des Evangeliums Matthaei. Against

Michaelis.

10 Suppl. to the Credibility, &c . Vol. I. c. 5. 5 5. Also in Wat

son's Tracts, Vol . II .

II Commentarius in Libb. N. T. historicos, p. 1 .

12 De Oraculis Sibyllinis, Oxon. 1680 , p. 88 sqq . - Responsum

ad Objectt. Theologor. Leyd._Respons. ad iteratas et tertias P.
Simonii Objectt.

13 Histoire Crit. du Texte du N. T. Rotterd. 1689. c. 6. p. 56.

14 De Christo Graece loquente Exercitatio, Neap. 1767.

15 Des Titres primitifs de la Revelation , Rom . 1773 , Vol . I.

il

E

1

p. 116.

16 Neueste Theologische Bibliothek , Vol. I. for 1771. p. 269 ff.

17 Della Lingua propria di Cristo , etc. Dissertazioni del Dottore

Giambernardo (John Bernard ) De Rossi, Parma , 1772.

18 In Eichhorn's Allgem . Bibliothek, Vol. VIII. pp. 365—480.

19 Einleitung in die Schriften des N. T. 3d ed . Stuttgard and

Tübing . 1826 ,Vol . II . p. 30 ff.

20 Epist . Cathol . interlinealis de Lingua originali N. T. non

Latina, Düsseld . 1820. p. 146 sqq.

21 Horae Syriacae , Romac 1828 , Vol . I. p . 69 sqq.
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view of the controversy up to the time at which they wrote.

They exhibit a full and fair view of both sides of the question ;

and the two later writers, Binterim and Wiseman , havenot pro

fessed to add any thing important to their arguments.

Vossius, although a staunch believer in the Hebrew original of

Matthew's Gospel,22 had nevertheless, in various passages of the

works above referred to , advanced the paradoxical assertion, that

the Greek was the only language spoken in Palestine ;23 and

that those who had any knowledge of the Hebrew or Chaldee,

had acquired it in the same manner as we learn Latin at the

present day, or by intercourse with the Jews who dwelt beyond

the Euphrates, where this language was still spoken. To those

who suppose that Christ and the apostles spoke in Aramaean, he

modestly applies the epithets of semi-docti et fanatici.

To the refutation of these assertions Father Simon devotes

Chap. VI. of the work above cited . He shews conclusively,

that the Jews of Palestine did speak the Chaldee or Aramaean

language ; but at the same time, although a warm advocate for

the Hebrew original of Matthew , he admits that Greek was spo

ken in Palestine, and takes indeed the position, which probably

most at the present day will be ready to adopt , after reading

Hug's essay, viz.That thetwo languages were both current at
the same time in Palestine, during the age of Christ and the apos

tles . “ The Jews," he says ( p. 60 ), “ who lived beyond the

Euphrates, and those of Jerusalem , all spoke the Chaldee for Ar

amaean ]. They differed in this respect, that the former spoke

only the Chaldee, while the latter, besides this language, could

speak also the Greek, which was diffused throughout Palestine.”

To an objection of Vossius, that two languagescannot subsist in

a country at the same time, and that therefore the Hebrew must

have been forgotten, Father Simon appeals (p. 60) to the mar

22 Appendix ad Lib. de LXX. Interp. Audio semi-theologos

quosdam Rabbinistas omnium Patrum omniumque Ecclesiarum

testimonia conculcare, ac serio adfirmare Matthaeum non Hebraice,
sed Graece scripsisse. Stulti simus, si istiusmodi deliriis aliquid

reponamus.

23 Respons. ad Object. Theol. Leyd. In imperio Romano Grae

cus sermo et Latinus omnibus erat in usu ; Hebraea vero lingua

ne ab ipsis quidem Judaeis intelligebatur. De Sybill . Orac. p .

290, ut in Aegypto, Asia , et reliqua Syria, ita quoque in Judaea

nulla praeter Graecam audiebatur lingua. Cf. Binterim , l . c . p . 171 .

No. II . 40
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tyrdom of the seven brethren (2 Macc. vii .) where the mother

and sons converse with Antiochus in Greek, and with one anoth

er in Chaldee . “This manifestly proves," he says, “ that the

Greek was the common language (langue vulgaire) of the coun

try , and that the Jews, besides the Greek , had preserved the

Chaldee language which they had brought with them from Ba

bylon, and which they called the national language. The Jews

of Jerusalem also always retained this language, although the

Greek was the common language ( langue vulgaire) of Pales

tine."

The next writer of importance on this particular subject was

Dominic Diodati , a lawyerof Naples, who published in 1767

his Exercitatio de Christo Graece loquente . This work appears

to have produced a great excitement in its day ; though it has

now become exceedingly rare.
Pfannkuche was never able to

get sight of it , and Hug declares ( II . 31 ) that he could not find

it even in Naples. It seems however to be in the library at

Leipsic , as Ernesti gives an account of it ; and also in the libra

ries at Rome, where both Fabricy and Wiseman have had ac
cess to it.

Diodati sets out to prove, hat the Greek language alone was

known in Palestine in the age of Christ; that both Christ and

the apostles spoke only Greek ; and made use only of the

Greek version of the Scriptures, which , according to him, was

also exclusively employed in the synagogues and in the temple.

An assertion of this nature might well excite surprise ; and would

require powerful and convincing arguments in supportof it, in or

der to do away the mass of opposing evidence. Such argu

ments, however, the author does not bring. His work is divid

ed into three sections ; in the first of which he undertakes to

shew, that the Greek had become so current in Palestine, as to

be the national language ; in the second, he brings forward his

direct proofs, that Christ and his apostles and all the Jews in their

age spoke Greek ; while in the third , he contends against the

grounds on which the opposite opinion rests . To support an

hypothesis so paradoxical, he must necessarily have recourse to

many arguments in themselves weak ; as well as resort to many

shifts to avoid the force of overpowering opposing evidence.

This appears actually to have been the case ; and the very ex

travagance of his undertaking and the weakness of his arguments,

produced a reaction against the side of the question which he
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advocated, and caused the general current of opinion to set

strongly towards the opposite extreme.

In 1771 Ernesti published an analysis of this work, accompa

nied by a refutation of its principal arguments, which he pro

nounces weak and trivial. In 1772 Fabricy at Rome also quotes

the work , and argues against it. He however treats it with re

spect, calls it une dissertation ingénieuse, and says that it an

nounces in its author de grands talens. Both Ernesti and Fa

bricy admit the prevalence of the Greek language in Palestine to

a certain extent; although they properly rejectthe visionary hy
pothesis of Diodati.

In 1772 J. B. De Rossi, the celebrated biblical critic at Par

ma, took the field in the work above referred to, written in the

Italian language,and expressly directed against that of Diodati.

His work is in like manner divided into three parts or disserta
tions ; the first of which treats of the introduction of the Greek

language into Palestine, where he undertakes to shew that this had

not taken place during the dominion of the Seleucidae ; in the

second, he endeavours to ascertain the actual extent to which

the Greek was employed among the Jews of Palestine ; and this,

according to him , was only as a foreign tongue ; and in the

third , he confutes the position of Diodati in regard to the exclu

sive use of Greek by Christ and the apostles . The arguments

employed by him are in general so similar to those brought

ſorward by Ernesti, that the latter declares it unnecessary

for him to exhibit an analysis of the work of De Rossi, of

which he therefore only gives a cursory notice.24 De Rossi

moreover has taken the trouble, in many instances unnecessary

and thankless, of following the Neapolitan writer step by step,
and confuting his arguments ; and has therefore rendered his

own work diffuse and prolix , without regular plan, and full of

needless digressions . It is wholly polemical; and the tendency

of the author, accordingly, is not so much to seek for the exact

truth, as to go to the opposite extreme. The consequence

therefore is, that in shewing conclusively that the general posi
tion of Diodati is false, he also endeavours to shew that the con

trary is true, and that the Aramaean was not only the vernacu

lar tongue of the Jews of Palestine, but also exclusively the lan

guage of that country . He avers moreover that the Greek was

24 Neueste theol. Bibliothek , III . 89.
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spoken, if spoken at all , only by foreigners (Hellenists) and as a

foreign language, the learning of which was discountenanced by

national prejudice and national custom ; and which was in fact

understood only by the upper classes , and by them generally

only so far as was necessary for the purposes of intercourse with

those who held the sovereignty of the country. The judgement
of Hug upon De Rossi's work is, that he sometimes confounds

different periods and ages, and often helps himself with feeble

weapons ; but is at the same time a champion .'

In 1797, H. F. Pfannkuche, then Repetent at Göttingen,

now ( since 1803) Professor of Oriental Languages in the uni

versity of Giessen, published in Eichhorn's Bibliothek the es

say, a translation of which constitutes the following article of the

present number of this work. It seems to have been occasioned

by the then prevailing theory of Eichhorn and his school, respect

ing the existence of an original Gospel in the Aramaean tongue,

which served as the basis of the present Gospels of Matthew,

Mark, and Luke ; by which hypothesis, variously modified, it

was supposed that the agreement and discrepancies of these Gos

pelsmightbe satisfactorily accounted for. In aid of this hypo

thesis it was proper to shew, that the Aramaean was exclu

sively the common language of Palestine ; and this was at

tempted to be done in the essay in question. The author has

professedly taken the work of De Rossi as the basis of his

own ; and has given a clear and faithful abstract of that work,

with various additions. The principal fault to be found with it,

is its exclusiveness ; to support which, resort is sometimes had

to arguments and reasoning that are merely a priori. The

Translator has in several places annexed notes, where he has

thought some minor modifications to be necessary . Theneces

sary modifications of the general proposition, will be found in the

ticle of Professor Hug.

This latter occurs in Hug's Introduction to the New Testament;

and stands there in connexion with the topic of the original lan

guage of Matthew's gospel. The discussion however is carried

on independently of that topic ; and is a triumphant vindication

of the opinion, that the Greek language prevailedgenerally and

to a very great extent in Palestine . The work of De Rossi, as

exhibited in the essay of Pfannkuche, shews conclusively that

the Syro-Chaldaic or Aramaean was still prevalent in Palestine

in the age of Christ and the apostles, and may properly be re

arded as having been the national language. It also discusses the
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character and condition of that language ; but these writers both

go too far in assigning to it an exclusive prevalence. This is the

point, and the only one, which Hug aims to combat ; and he

shews, irrefragably as it would seem , that the Greek had obtain

ed such a footing in Palestine, as to place it at least nearly on

an equality withthe Aramaean in respect to general prevalence .

The essay of Hug is therefore in some sort supplementary to

that of De Rossi and Pfannkuche. Both together present the

argument in a complete form ; and it is for this reason that

these two essays have been selected, in order to lay before the

readersof this work a full view of the subject. The article of

Hug will be given in the next number.

Itmay further be observed , that the opinion of Hug is also adopt

ed by Binterim and Wiseman, in the works above referred to , as

also by Paulus2 and Rettig.26 Professor Olshausen of Königs

berg, in advocating the Hebrew original of the Gospel of Mat

thew , supposes the prevalence of the Greek to have been some

what more limited ; but does not assign his reasons for this

opinion.

ART. IV . - ON THE PREVALENCE OF THE ARAMAEAN LAN

GUAGE IN PALESTINE IN THE AGE OF CHRIST AND THE

APOSTLES .

By Henry F. Pfannkucho, Professor of Oriental Languages in the University of Giessen .

Translated from the German by the Editor.

$ 1 .

So long as the Jewish nation maintained its political indepen

dence in Palestine, the Hebrew continued to be the common

language of the country ; and so far as we can judge from the
remains of it which are still extant, although not entirely pure,

it was yet free from any important changes in those elements and

forms by which it was distinguished from other languages. A

few foreign words only had crept in , along with the products of

foreign commerce, arts, and inventions; and these, in conse

25 Verosimilia de Judaeis Palaest. Jesu etiam et apostolis, non

Aram. Dial . sola, sed Graeca quoque Aramaïzante locutis, 1803.

26 In Ephem . exegetico -theol. etc. Fascic. III . Gissae 1824 .

27 Echtheit der vier canonischen Evangelien. p. 30.
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quence of the want of appropriate terms in the language of the

country, received the right of citizenship ; a fate common to
most of the languages of the earth . Even in the time of Heze

kiah, the Hebrew dialect differed so much from the Babylonish

Aramaean, chiefly it is probable in respect to the pronunciation , *
that the latter sounded in the ears of the common people at Je

rusalem like an entirely foreign language, and was intelligible

only to the principal officers of the court ; comp. 2 K. 18: 26.

But at theperiod when the Assyrian and Chaldean rulers of

Babylon subdued Palestine, every thing assumed another shape.
The Jews of Palestine lost, with their political independence, also

the independence of their language, which they had till then as

serted . The Babylonish -Aramaeant dialect supplanted the He

brew, andbecame by degrees in Palestine the prevailing lan

guage of the people.

§ 2.

The circumstances which must have combined, in order to

render possible , and to effect, such a revolution of language in

Palestine, were the following:

1. The Babylonish -Aramaean language was very closely allied

to the Hebrew; and was related to it somewhat in the same

manner, as the old Saxon dialect to that of Franconia, or the

present Lower Saxon to the High German (or as the Scotch to

the English ]. Both were offspring of the original Shemitish

language, which, from the Halys in Cappadocia to the regions

beyond the Tigris, and from the sources of this latter river to

Arabia , united into one great people ,I the inhabitants of Cappa

* Michaelis, Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr. exterae, Tom . II. p . 86 .

Linguam Aramaeam non intelligebant Judaei, qui ei non adsueve

rant, ut Saxoniae inferioris rustici Bavorum aut Suerum vix intel

lecturi erant.

# This is still often called the Chaldee dialect ; but “ Chaldee lan

guage is an entirelyerroneous appellation for Aramaean or Baby

lonish language. We know very well what was spoken in Baby

lon ; but the proper Chaldee, which seems to have had more affini

ty with the Persian, Median , Armenian, and Kurd languages, is

unknown to all.” Schlözerinthe Repert.für bibl . u. morgenl.Litter

atur, Th . 8. Leipz. 1781, S. 118. Comp. Michaelis Spicileg. T. II .

p. 86. ( See the addition at the end of the next note .)

| Posidonius of Apamea in Strabo Lib . I. p. 111. ed. Siebenkees,

Leips. 1796. Tοτων Αρμενίων έθνος, και το των Σύρων, και των

Αράβων, πολλήν ομοφυλίαν εμφαίνει κατά τε την διάλεκτον, και
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docia and Pontus, the Assyrians, Babylonians, Aramaeans, He

brews, Phenicians, and Arabians. Both of them, as well as

the other Shemitish dialects, had the same stock of ancient ra

dical words, and essentially the same grammar ; and they dif

fered from one another chiefly in the following particulars.

a) Many words of the old primitive language had remained

current in the one dialect, which were lost in the other ; e . g.

the verb unw in Aramaean, from which only the derived noun

w remained in the Hebrew.

τους βίους, και τους των σωμάτων χαρακτήρας, και μάλιστα καθο

πλησιόχωροι εισί. Δηλοϊ δ η Μεσοποταμία εκ των τριών συν

εστωσα τούτων εθνών μάλιστα γαρ εν τούτοις η ομοιότης δια

φαίνεται . Ει δέ τις παρα τα κλίματα γίνεται διαφορά τους

προσβορέους επιπλέον , προς τουςμεσημβρινους, και τούτοις προς
μέσους τους όρους, αλλ'επικρατεί γε το κοινόν. Και οι ' Ασσύρι

οι δε , και οι' Αριανοί, και οι Αρμένιοι[prob. Αραμμαίοι as some

MSS. actually read] παραπλησίως πως έχoυσι, και προς τούτους,

nal noos arañous. " The Armenians and Syriansand Arabians ex

hibit a great similarity in their language, modes of living, and form of
body ; and especially those who live near one another. And if

there is a differencein different regions, according as they lie more

North or South or in the midst , still there prevails a common re

semblance. And the Assyrians, and the Arians , and the Armen

ians (Aramaeans) have also a resemblance, both to these and to

one another.'. Strabo also (Lib. II. p .225) speaks of tñs diadés

του ( Συριακής ) μέχρινύν διαμενούσηςτης αυτής, τούς τε εκτός

του Ευφράτου και τους εντός , “the (Syriac) language still remain

ing the same, to those without and within the Euphrates. ' Com

pare also Heeren, Commentatio de linguarum Asiaticarum in Per

sarum imperio cognatione et varietate.

[The usual representation at the present day is , that the Shemi

tish languages may be properly reduced to three great branches,

viz . 1. The Aramacan, which originally prevailed in Syria , Baby

lonia, and Mesopotamia; and may thereforebe subdivided into the

Syriac or West-Aramaean, and the Chaldee or East-Aramaean,

called also in the text the Babylonish -Aramaean. To this general

branch belong also the dialects of the Samaritans, Zabians, and

Palmyrenes. 2. The Hebrew , with which the fragments of the

Phenician coincide. 3. The Arabic, under which also belongs the

Ethiopic as a dialect.-- The Aramaean introduced and spoken in

Palestine has also been, and is still , often called the Syro- Chaldaic,

because it was probably in some degree a mixture of both the East

ern and Western dialects ; or perhaps the distinction between the

two had not yet arisen in the age of Christ and the apostles. Ed. ]
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b ) The same word was current in both dialects, but in

different significations; because in the one it retained the orig

inal meaning, while in the other it had acquired a different one .

So 729 , Heb. to serve, Aram. to make ; xxn (Nora ), Heb. to

find, Aram . to come, etc.

c) The Babylonish dialect had borrowed single expressions

from the northern Chaldeans, who had made an irruption into

the country, and who, like the Mongolian and Mandshu Tar

tars in China , adopted the cultivation and literature of their

new subjects. These expressions were altogether foreign to the

Shemitish dialects, and belonged to the Japhetian language,

which prevailed among the Armenians, Medes, Persians, and

Chaldeans, who were probably related to these.* Traces of

such foreign words are found in the names of the officers of

state, and expressions having reference to the government.

d) The Babylonish pronunciation was easier and more son

orous than the Hebrew . It exchanged the frequent sibilants in

Hebrew, and also other consonants that were hard to pronounce,

for others less difficult ; it dropped the long vowels that were

not essential to the forms of words ; preferred the more sono

rous A to the long 0, and assumed at the end of nouns, in or

der to lighten the pronunciation , a prolonged auxiliary vowel ;t

it admitted contractions in pronouncing many words, and must

have been, as the language of common life, far better adapted

to the sluggish orientals, than the harsher Hebrew.

For these reasons it could hardlyfail to be the case, that a

dialect so nearly kindred with the Hebrew, and so insinuating

through its easier pronunciation, should get the upper hand in

Palestine, so soonas the Hebrews of Palestine came to be in

closer connexion with the Aramaeans of Babylon .

2. The numerous Aramaean colonies ( 2 K.17: 24 ) , which

took the place of the subjects of the kingdom of Israel carried

away to Assyria by Shalmaneser, retained their former language,

and caused it to spread in the neighbourhood of their places of

residence, even before the destruction of the kingdom of Judah .

At a later period , the Babylonish -Chaldean governors who rul

ed over Palestine, the standing armed force which they had

with them for the preservation of tranquillity and which was

composed of Aramaeans and Chaldeans (2 K. 24 : 2) , the host

* See Schlözer in the Repert. VIII . p. 161 .

+ The so called emphatic x .
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of foreign officers in their train , and the transaction of all public

business in the Babylonish -Aramaean dialect, must have lim

ited very much the prevalence of the Hebrew national dia

lect ; inasmuch as the Jews of Palestine who held public offices,

or otherwise stood in any near connexion with the new rulers,

were compelled to become familiar with the ordinary dialect of

these rulers ; which probably had also still earlier been the court

language at Jerusalem ; comp. 2 K. 18 : 26 .

$ 3.

During the dominion of the Persians over Palestine, the Ar

amaean dialect could not but obtain still firmer footing. The

great multitudes of Palestine Jews, who, during an exile of se

venty years in foreign lands, had become entirely Aramaean,

and now returned with the permission of the Persian monarch

to their ancient dwelling -place, must have fully accomplished

the banishment of the few remains of the Hebrew national dia

lect, which here and there might still have been extant as

the language of common life. The manifold connexions also ,

which they maintained from this time onward with their numer

ous countrymen who remained in the Persian dominions and

spoke Aramaean, must have been to them the occasion of re

taining the dialect common to both , and of cultivating and en

riching this in as great a degree, at least, as the other. Besides

this, the Aramaean dialect continued also during the rule of the

Persians to be the government language, which both the Persians

(Ezra 4: 7, 8 ) and their inferior officers, who were mostly Ara

maean, employed in the ordinances and documents intended for

the western part of their empire, and consequently also for Pales

tine. This dialect moreoversuffered in the earlier periods no oth

er changes, than that it now adopted from the Persians, as before

from the barbarous Chaldeans, single words belonging to the

language of government or of fashion ; e . g . 27 , mata, 270, and

the like. At a later period, during the Greek and Persian war ,

in which nations speaking Shemitish , * and probably also Ara

* Fl . Josephus, c. Apion. I. 22. Xovoikos dè doxacótepos ye

νόμενος ποιητής μέμνηται του έθνους ήμών, ότι συνεστράτευται

Ξέρξη των Περσών βασιλεϊ επί τηνΕλλάδα, καταριθμησάμενος

γαρ πάντα τα έθνη, τελευταίον και το ημέτερον ενέταξε λέγων "

Τοδ' όπιθεν διέβαινε γένος θαυμαστον ιδέσθαι,

Γλώσσαν μέν Φοίνισσαν από στομάτων αφιέντες ..

' Ωκέετ ' εν Σολύμοις όρεσι πλατέη ενί λίμνη.
No. II . 41
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maeans, took part in the service of the Persians, many Greek

words may have been brought back to their countrymen by the

returning warriors. At least the adoption of Hellenisms, which

are already met with in the oldest Aramaean fragments in Dan

iel,* and which in later times were so frequently received into

the Aramaean language, seems to belong to a very early age.

This seems in general to have been the way, in which the

Babylonish -Aramaean dialect, enriched by nogreat number of

Chaldaisms, Persisms, and perhaps also Hellenisms, migrated

into Palestine during the Chaldean supremacy, andspreaditself

generally abroad as the language of the people. That all this

did not take place at once ; that in the earlier periods the com

mon people, along with the Aramaean, retained also the He

brew; that the Hebrew, which they still always heard inthe

synagogues in the reading of the law, continued to be intelligi

ble to them for several generations, and so long indeed as the

Aramaean of common use was not yet disfigured by a multitude

of barbarisms, and especially if the public reader adopted a

somewhat Aramaean pronunciation ; and that the learned,who

occupied themselves with the interpretation of the holy national

books, retained the Hebrew as a learned language, and employ

ed it still for a long period in their writings ;all these are as

sertions founded on the history of the later books of the Old

Testament; and, in the near relationship in which the two dialects

stand, these assertions cannot be doubted.

$ 4 .

The Babylonish -Aramaean dialect thus introduced into Pales

tine under the Chaldeans and Persians, must have also main

' Choerilus, an ancient poet, makes mention of our nation , as hav

ing followed the expedition of Xerxes, king of Persia , against

Greece. Having enumerated all the nations, he arranges ours last,

saying: " Afterwards came a race of singular appearance , speak

ing the Phenician language, and inhabiting the mountains Solymi

near a broad lake.” Even if Josephus be here in an error, and

out of mere predilection for his own nation, should choose to seek

in Palestine the mountain ridges of Taurus inhabited by the Soly

mi (Strabo I. p. 57. ed . Siebenkees ), which Choerilus perhaps had

in hismind ; still , so much is clear from this passage, that a people

speaking the Phenician language took part in the expedition of

Xerxes against Greece.

Eichhorn's Einl. ins A. T. III . p . 389. Ed. 3d .

带
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tained itself as the common language of the country under Al

exander the Great, who, after his victory over Darius, made

himself master of Palestine . The army with which he occupi

ed Palestine and appeared before the gates of Jerusalem , was

composed not of Greeks, but of Phenicians and Chaldeans,*

whose temporary sojourn in the land could not effect any revo

lution in language. He permitted the Jews in Palestine, as in

Babylon, to retain their ancient laws and customs, and left them

their former magistrates. And although he received many Jews,

as volunteers, into his army, t yet these could have had but very

little opportunity to becomeacquainted with theGreek language.

For he allowed them to remain faithful to their paternalman

ners and customs, and consequently also to their language ; and

they probably afterwards always formed a particular corps,se

parate from the Greeks, or perhaps united with the Chaldeans,

among whom also there may have been many Jews. These,

therefore, on their return to their country , with the exception of

a few Greek words which they brought with them, could effect

no important change in the language of their nation .I

§ 5.

The period of the Greek -Egyptian sovereigns, who, after the

death of Alexander, sometimes actually maintained the domin

ion over Palestine, and sometimes contested it with the Syro

Macedonian kings, was in like manner not so prejudicial to the

Aramaean languageof Palestine,as one wouldbe inclined to ex

pect from the prevalence of the Greek language in Egypt under

the Ptolemies. At all events , this at least could not occasion

the general spread of the Greek language among the inhabitants

of Palestine.

1. The Palestine Jews experienced, in their dependence on

the Egyptians, no great change in their former mode of ad

ministering the government. The priesthood continued to hold

Josephus, Antiq. Jud . XI. 8. 5. ( Josephus however does not

saywhat he is here made to say. In the passage cited he speaks

of Phenicians and Chaldeans who followed Alexander's army ; re

ferring no doubt to the 8000 auxiliaries brought over to him by

Sanballat, nientioned in XI. 8. 4. Alexander had his own army

of Greeks with him . Ed .]

+ Josephus, Ant. Jud . XI . 8. 5.

The whole of this statement is a broad assumption , and not

in accordance with general facts. Ed .
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the reins of government in their hands under the protection of

the Egyptians ; native citizens administered the public offices ;

and there was therefore no necessity to introduce the Greek

language throughout the nation . The few persons who stood at

the head of public affairs, who had to treat immediately with the

Greek-Egyptianofficers of state at Alexandria, and who were

therefore compelled to be acquainted with Greek, were and con

tinued to be too thoroughly Jews, to wish to see the Greek lan

guage diffused among their nation .

2. It is indeed true, that even in the times of the first Pto

lemies many Palestine Jews resided in Egypt, having been car

ried away as prisoners, partly by the Persians,* and partly by

PtolemyLagus after the taking of Jerusalem ; t or having vol

untarily settled there afterwards, under the mild government of

the Ptolemies. That these kept up an intercourse with their
countrymen in Palestine, there can be no doubt ; but whether

by this means, or through the migration of Egyptian Jews to Pal

estine, the there predominant Aramaean language could have
been limited in its prevalence, is a question, which may be with

great probability answered in the negative .

On the other hand , the Egyptian Jews do not seem, either in

the beginning of their sojourn there , ( which is a thing of course, )

nor even in the age of Christ, to have forgotten the language

which they brought with them from Palestine ; but they appear

to have retained it along with the Greek, which was current in

the maritime and commercial cities, and along with the Coptic,

which still maintained itself especially in the interior of thecoun

try, and which began to lose its purity only from the period of

the Ptolemies, through the many Hellenisms,which by degrees

crept into it. It is moreover in itself probable, that the Jews,

who in the large cities inhabited separate quarters,f and still re

tained many of their oriental customs, did not so very soon re

nounce their language ; and Josephus asserts expressly even of

his own Jewish contemporaries in Egypt (Ant. I. 6. 2) : try

Αίγυπτον Μέστρην (more correctly Μέσρην), και Μεστραίους τους

Αίγυπτίους άπαντες οι ταύτην οικούντες καλούμεν, we call

Egypt Mestren (277& n ) and the Egyptians Mestraei, i . e. all of

us who reside in Egypt ;' which he could not have said , if the

非*

Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII. 2. 4. + Ib. XII . 1 .

Strabo apud Joseph. Ant . XIV. 7. 2 . Philo in Flaccum p.

973. A. ed . Franckf. 1691.
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Jews of his time in Egypt used only the Greek language. This

is also apparent from Acts 21 ; 37 , 38, where the Roman chili

arch , when Paul addresses him in Greek, replies : ' Elnuiori

γινώσκεις ; ουκ άρα συ ει ο Αιγύπτιος , ο προ τούτων των

ημέρων αναστατώσας - τους τετρακισχιλίους άνδρας των σι

xaplov ; Canst thou speak Greek ? Art not thou that Egyptian,

who, before these days, excited to sedition—the four thousand

men of the sicarii ?! It follows from this, that the Roman com

mander presupposed in an uncultivated Egyptian Jew, such as

this disturber of the public peace was , an acquaintance with the

common language of Palestine,* but not with the Greek . Ac

ording to this supposition , for which perhaps still more de

cisive grounds might be discovered, the intercourse between

the common Jews of Egypt and Palestine, in which both

would naturally have employed their Babylonish -Aramaean di

alect, can have had on the language of Palestine no other influ

ence, than that perhaps in this way some of the Hellenisms

adopted by the Eyptian Jews into their ordinary Aramaeandi

alect, may in like manner have migrated into the common lan

guage of Palestine.

$ 6 .

Under the Syro -Macedonian kings also, who for a long period

of time strove with the Egyptian monarchs for the possession of

Palestine, several times wholly or in part wrested it from them,

and at last, after wars ofmany years' duration ,acquired exclusive

dominion over it, the inhabitants of Palestine were not under the

necessity of exchanging their vernacular language for a foreign

tongue. For although the Greek was the court language of these

princes, who were themselves of Greek extraction , and was by

this means rendered the current language of the higher ranks ;

still, the Aramaean, which from this timeseems to have become

more and more corrupted by the introduction of Hellenisms, re

mained throughout their whole empire, and consequently in Pal

estine, the common language of the people ; and the Greek, like

the French at the present day in Europe, was nothing more

* De Rossi supposes ( p. 44) that the Roman officer merely ex

pressed his wonder, that Paul, whom he took for an Egyptian, did

not speak Coptic. This seemsto me very improbable ; for how

could any one who spoke only Coptic, have made himself under

stood by the common people of Palestine ?
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than a fashionable language, prevailing by the side of the lan

guage of the country. This assertion rests on the following

grounds.

1. The first of the Syro -Macedonian kings built at once Se

leucia, Antioch , and fourteen other cities. These became rapid

ly and immediately large, flourishing, and populous. Did they

become so by means of colonists from Greece ? Emigration

does not take place so suddenly ; and moreover such large em

igrations would have depopulated the largest Greciancities.

Would not also the subject have been too important, not to have

been noticed by any writer? Besides, would the kings of Ma

cedonia, who were the sovereigns of Greece, have permitted

such emigrations to the cities oftheir rivals, or of their enemies,

as the kings of Syria often were ? We know from the history

of Alexander's successors, that in the armies of those chiefs,

who settled in the interior provinces of Asia at a distance from

the sea coast, there were always only a few native Greeks, and

that their troops consisted for the most part of Asiatic barbari

ans ;t of whom several corps were disciplined in the Macedoni

an manner, and are therefore often called by writers Macedoni

ans. They stood in about the same relation to the Greeks, as

the Seapoys in the service of the English East-India company

to the native English troops. Under these circumstances, the

rapidgrowth and population of these sixteenmostly large cities

built by Seleucus, would have been impossible, had not the in

terior of Asiaf furnished the greater part of the first settlers.

Syria, in its ancient wide extent, i. e . Mesopotamia, Babylon,

etc. long before the time of the Greeks and from the earliest

periods, had been full of large cities, which'in a course of wars

were destroyed or fell into decay. What could therefore be

more natural, than that those inhabitants, who had fled out of the

cities destroyed, or removed from those in decay, should be

again collected in the cities built or enlarged by Seleucus ?

Thus it came, that large domestic colonies of Aramaeans esta

* The reader is particularly referred, on this point, to the article

of Hug, which will be given in the next number. Ed.

+ Diodor. Sicul . XIX. 14. F. Foy-Vaillant, Seleucidarum

imperium , seu Historia regum Syriae ad fidem numismatum adum

brata. Hagae Com. 1732. fol. p. 49, 50 et al . freq.

I T. S. Bayeri Historia Osrhoena et Edessena ex numis illus

trata . Petropol. 1739. 4to. p. 9 seq .
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blished themselves in these cities; and at the very first even

Jews * settled in Antioch and other cities, and enjoyed equal

rights with the other citizens. It is therefore evident, that the

number of real Greeks, who chose their residence under the Se

leucidae in the new cities of Mesopotamia and other lands sub

ject to these princes, was too unimportant to dislodge the Ar

amaean language from the cities, and still less from the open

country , ofwhich the native inhabitants yet held possession.

We may also derive a not improbable ground of support for this

assertion, from the double names, Aramaean and Greek,t which

these and other Syrian cities ever retained ; for how could the

Aramaean names have maintained themselves, unless a great

portion of the inhabitants and neighbours had continued to em

ploy them , along with the still current Aramaean language ?

2. Among the inscriptions at Palmyra,f many of which reach

back almost to the age of Alexander the Great,there are sever

al composed in the Aramaean language. The Tyrians also, in

honourof a Syrian king of Greek extraction ,Antiochus IV. sur

named Epiphanes, even caused coins to be struck, partly with

Greek and Syrophenician inscriptions, and partly with Syrophe

nician alone ; some of which have been preserved to our time.Ş
This serves to shew clearly enough, that in the age of the Seleu

cidae, the Greek language had not obtained an exclusive preva

lence in the countries which they governed. The objection

* Joseph. Antiq. Jud. XII . 3. 1 .

† Ammian. Marcellin . XIV . 8. Seleucus urbes construxit, mul

tis opibus firmas et viribus : quarum pleraeque, licet Graecis no

minibus appellentur, primogenia tamen nomina non amittunt,

quae eis Assyria lingua institutores veteres indiderunt. - Josephi

Ant. J. VΙΙΙ. 6. 1 , Πόλιν οικοδομήσας ( Σολομων) - Θαδάμορα

ωνόμασε, και τούτ' έτι νυν καλείται παρά τους Σύροις · οι δε

" Ελληνες αυτην προσαγορεύουσιν ΙΙαλμιράν. “Solomon having

built a city - called it Tadmor; and so it is still called by the Syri

ans ; but the Greeks name it Palmyra.'

| Rob. Wood , The Ruins of Palmyra, otherwise Tadmor in the

Desert, Lond. 1753. - Reflexions sur l'alphabet et sur la langue,

dont on se servoit autrefois à Palmyre, parl'Abbé Barthelemy, in

the Mem . de l'Acad. des Inscript. Tom : XXVI . p. 577. - Relandi

Palaestina, p. 526. Among the inscriptions at Palmyra, however,

there are more in Greek than in Aramaean. See the article of Hug.

Ed. ]

§ Engraved pp. 106 , 109 of the work of Vaillant above quoted ;

see p . 326 note † above.
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against this assertion, which may be drawn from the many Greek

coins of the Seleucidae, requires no refutation, because every

one knows that in ancient, just as in modern times, it was not

usual that coins should always be furnished with inscriptions in

the language of the country. Probably the artists were Greeks,

and found the coins to be handsomer with the regular Greek

uncial letters, than with the strange oriental characters.

3. After the subjugation of the Syrian kingdom by the Ro

mans,—who, like the Byzantine monarchs at a later period, main

tained for a long time their sovereignty over the countries which

had belonged to this empire ; but who were nevertheless in sev

eral instances compelled, both to wink at the rise of single inde

pendent states, which formed themselves in Mesopotamia and

the neighbouring provinces, and also to yield large districts for a

time to the Parthians and other eastern nations,—the Aramaean

continued still to be the common language of the people through

out these regions. This appears from the need of versions of

the Bible in the Syrian language, among which the Peshito cer

tainly existed as early as the end of the third century after

Christ, and also of Syriac homilies and commentaries on the Bi

ble. Whenever any part of these countries maintained for a

time their independence against the Romans, as the kingdom of

Edessa,* and later that ofPalmyra, t it was ever the Aramaean

language in which the public documents and other writings were

composed. Even under the dominion of the Arabs, who wrest

ed these countries from the Byzantine sovereigns, and whose

kindred language was better adapted than the Greek to sup

plant the Aramaean, this latter tongue maintained for a long time

its predominance ; as is shown by the multitude of Syriac wri

ters who lived during this period . These phenomenawould be

entirely inexplicable, had not the Aramaean language ever main

* Bayer , Historia Osrhoena, praef. p . 5. The letter also purport

ing to have been written from Abgar toChrist, was originally com

posed in Aramaean , and was then translated into Greek. The wri

ter of the letter would assuredly not have chosen that language,

had it not been prevalent in Abgar's time at Edessa. Bayer, l . c .

p. 104.

+ Even the letter of queen Zenobia , in answer to the sum

mons of the emperor Aurelian, was composed in Syriac . Nicoma
chus translated it into Greek ; Vopiscus in Aureliano c. 27. Com

pare note I on p. 327 above.
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tained itself as thecommon language of the people down from

the times of the Seleucidae.

4. Although the Asiatic nations thatwere subject to the Seleu

cidae, might exhibit a preference for Greek customs and names,

yet we cannot thence draw with safety the conclusion, that the

Greek language was generally diffused among them . They

copied rather only the fashions ofdress, games, mimic represen

tations, sacrifices, festivals, splendid processions, and other cus

toms* of the Greeks; all ofwhich could take place without the

use of the Greek language, or at most only occasioned the adop

tion into the language ofthe country of some expressions pecu

liar to the Greeks. It is true that even among the Jews, who

were otherwise so obstinately devoted to their paternal customs,

there were many who fell in with these Greek novelties, t ex

changed their Jewish proper names, and found the sounds of

Jason, Menelaus, etc. more agreeable to the ear than Joshua and

Manasseh . But this Hellenomania occurred only in the case

of some unpatriotic Jews, who wished to insinuate themselves in

to the good graces of their Syro-Macedonian masters, and raise

themselves under their patronage to be tyrants over their own

nation . The very abhorrence, which by far the greater part of

the nation openly and strongly manifested towards these slaves

of self- interest and their deceived followers, shews clearly

enough that the ancient customs and the vernacular tongue were

still dear to the common people.

5. Even during the despotism exercised in Palestine by An

tiochus Epiphanes, when he attempted to banish the Mosaic re

ligion and to combine the Jews , so isolated by their religious

separation, along with his other subjects into one closely unit

ed people by means of a common worship, the Aramaean

language still maintained its ground. This appears from the

well-known history of the cruelties, which he caused to be prac

tised upon the seven Jewish brethren. It is expressly related,

that these youths, who met their fate with such heroicfortitude,

were exhorted by their mother to the firm endurance of the tor

tures prepared for them by the tyrant, in the language of the

country ;I that they answered their mother in the same lan

* Vaillant, 1. c. p. 96 seq. + 2 Macc. 4:10.

Tj'Epocidi diadéxto , Josephus de Maccab. c. 16. — Th na
toio porn, 2 Macc. 7: 8, 21 , 24 , 27.

No. II . 42
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guage ; and that the executioners employed by Antiochus, who
were probably not Jews, in like manner understood this lan

guage.

From the time of the Maccabees, whose undaunted courage,

after long and bloody conflicts with their Syrian tyrants, obtained

for the Jews of Palestine an independence fromforeign masters,

which was maintained with variable fortune for about eighty

years, there commenced a very favourable period for the preser

vation of the Aramaean as the common tongue ; for the main

tenance of national independence always holdsan equal pace with

the maintenance of the national language. The frequent wars

which the Palestine Jews were compelled to wage for their in

dependence against the Syrians , (who beheld with an envious

eye the rise of a new neighbouring power , ) and the mutual alli

ances which both, when weary of shedding blood , several times

contracted with each other, could have no further influence

upon the Aramaean dialect of Palestine, as appears from what

has been said above, than henceforth still to keep open the way

in which so many Hellenisms had already wandered into Pales

tine. The same holds true of the alliances which the inhabi

tants of Palestine afterwards formed with the neighbouring Ara

maean Arabs. * The domestic tyrants who managed to get pos

session of the sovereignty of Palestine, must indeed have been

acquainted with the Greek language ; like Aristobulus, whom

Josephus calls a friend of the Greeks, quétnu.t But on the

other hand, it must have been for their interest , to prevent the

diffusion of this foreign language among the great body of their

subjects, in order to hinder the alliance of the people with the

neighbouring Greek -Asiatic princes, and thus, by isolating the

nation , to uphold themselves in the possession of the sovereign

ty. That during this period the common language in Palestine

maintained itself in the consideration which it had hitherto as

serted , is confirmed by the following grounds, in addition to those
already stated .

1. In the army of Judas Maccabeus, the language of Palestine

was the common one ; for according to 2 Macc . 13 : 37, he

prayed before the commencement of a battle at the head of his

troops in the language of his country, tj natoio porn , and

caused the troops to raise a war-song in the same tongue. From

this circumstance we may deduce the commonness of the Ara

* Josephus, Antiq. Jud . XIV. 1 . † Ib. XIII. 12. 3.
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roaean dialect among the people with so much the more certain

ty, because in suchan army, in which there were probably many

foreigners, we should be more likely than elsewhere to find the

Greek or some other foreign language, unless the Aramaean had

maintained itself in an exclusive predominance.

2. After the times of the Maccabees, there came into circula

tion coins with Hebrew and Aramaean legends . Simon, the

celebrated descendantof this family, made use of the privilege

granted him by Antiochus,* of coining and circulating moneyin
his own name. Coins of this age are still in existence, with the

following inscriptions : 38901 1902 19nw, Simon prince of Is

; , ;

590 non ' nw, in the first year of Israel's deliverance ;

707703077 ", Jerusalem the holy, etc. The genuineness of

these coins has often been attacked ; and that many of them are

derived from a later period there can be no doubt ; but the gen

uineness of them in general , has been placed out of doubt by

Souciet,tPrileszky,f Ugolini, by that doubter as to every thing

ancient, Harduin, and in more recent times by the discussions

between Bayer and Tychsen . I And should any obstinate his

torical sceptic still be unwilling to yield conviction , yet these

coins at all events serve to prove, that the Aramaean prevailed

in Palestine as the language of the country in the timeof the

Maccabees, and that the ancient Hebrew also must still have

been understood ; since the fabricators of these coins, without

being immediately detected as impostors, could not have been

so bold as to employ a language then entirely unknown in

Palestine, upon coins ostensibly struck under the authority of

independent Jewish princes.

3. Even at the court of the Jewish kings who lived near the

end of this period , the Greek language cannot have been predo

minant. In order to be acknowledged as genuine Jews by the

great body of the people, they dared not manifest any preference

for the Greek tongue ; and the religious sects of the Pharisees

* 1 Macc. 15: 6.

+ Dissertat. critiq. p . 104 sq.

| Annales comp. regum Syriae, p . 79.

$ Thesaurus Antiquitatt. Tom . XXVIII. c. 9. ll Ib . p . 1065 .

1 For a notice of these and other works on this subject, see

Eichhorn's Allgem . Bibliothek , Vol . VI . p.534, 886 .
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and Sadducees, which by turns had interest at court, guided the

affairs of state , and stood in the closest connexion with the prin

ces, must also have sustained at court the consideration ofthe Ara

maean. We may also draw the same conclusion from this fact,

that the Jewish female regent, known by the Greek name of Al

exandra, as Josephus remarks,* properly bore the genuine Jew

ish name of Salome. The same was probably the case with

many other Palestine names of Jewish regents and grandees,

which were translated by Greek writers into Greek, or ex

changed for like-sounding Greek names ; although I will not

deny, that some of them may have borne double names in the

two languages.

4. The writings of this age, which were intended for Pales

tine, were all composed in the language of the country. The

apocryphal books of the Old Testamentare probably productions

of this period ; and were originally written in Aramaean ,t and

afterwards translated into Greek ; as the History of the Macca

bees , the first book of which, according to Origen , I bore the

original title of Laoßris Eoopavè ža,Ş the books of Tobit, Ju

dith, Jesus Sirach, etc. We shall speak farther hereafter of the

Targums on the law and the prophets, which , if not of a still

earlier date , existed at least in this age in almost the same form ,

and most probably in the very same language, in which they

have come down to us.

$ 8 .

Thus, for about five hundred years , the Aramaean dialect, a

dopted by the Jews in exile during the Babylonish captivity, and

brought back with them on their return, maintained itself in Pa

1

Antiq. Jud. XIII . 12. 1 .

+ Compare the prologue of Sirach , and the prefaces of Jerome

to the books of Tobit and Judith , where he relates , that they were

written sermone Chaldaeo.

| Commentar. in Psalm . I. et ap. Euseb. Hist. eccl . VI. 25 .

Compare Eichhorn's Einl. in d . apokryph. Schriften des A. T.

Leipz. 1795. p. 221 , where several interpretations of these words

aregiven. [Eichhorn here supposes them to stand for v na

Sz?, history of the princes of the children of God . Gesenius,

in his manuscript lectures, gives the same solution, reading , how

ever instead of n . The word nani is Chald . and equiva

lent to niin . Ed . ]
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lestine, where it had already become domesticated nearly two

hundred years earlier in a large portion of the country (52. 2)

-notwithstanding the political storms, which so often threatened

the nation with utter ruin ; until at last the Jewish state , distract

ed by internal dissensions, was compelled to yield submission to

the mighty Romans, and behold Pompey, as conqueror, make

his triumphal entry into their capital, B. Č. 62. However much

this catastrophe may seem to have prepared the way for the ex

tinction of the common language of Palestine ; still, the former

Babylonish -Aramaean dialect maintained itself as the common

dialect of the nation during the first hundred and fifty years of

the Roman dominion, and especially in the age of Christ andthe

apostles, to which this essay chiefly has reference ; and this lan

guage was neither supplanted by the Greek, which was then

understood and spoken by all cultivated Romans, nor, as Hard

uin supposes,* bytheLatin. This position may be so strongly

supported, partly bydirect, and partly by indirect proofs, as to

satisfy every unprejudiced mind of its truth.

the

ta

JE

the

9.

d

Among the indirect proofs, that the common dialect of Pales

tine was generally retained during this period , the following seem

to deserve the most attention .

1. The only circumstances in which a vanquished people suf

fer their national language to be torn from them , andanother of

an entirely different character to be forced upon them, are when

the conqueror breaks up and destroys the internal organization

of their state, carries off to other lands the greater part of the

inhabitants, and introduces in their place a multitudeof foreign

colonists, who must be far more numerous than the remaining

inhabitants. This is the only condition , which renders the en

tire extinction of a national language possible , and this condition

could never have taken place under the mild dominion of the

Romans in Palestine. The entire internal administration of the

government, the courts ofjustice, etc. remained without any im

portant change ; the nation were permitted to retain their code

of laws, so inseparable from their religion ; ethnarchs or titular

kings, who professed the Jewish religion , administered with the

Sanhedrim the internal affairs of the state ; and there can be no

* J. D. Michaelis, Einl . ins N. T. I. p . 107 seq . Marsh's Mi

chaelis I. c . 4. § 2.
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doubt, that the public offices were filled by nativ

quently, by foreigners who were acquainted with

the country. The Roman governors were satisfi

paid the tribute imposed, and respected the sov

Roman people . The legal proceedings which ca

ly before their forum , and related chiefly only to

lice and the preservation of the public peace,

quent to make it worth the while of the greater b

ple to learn a foreign language to which their ear

unaccustomed, and which was so un -oriental in i

spirit, as that which was employed before this

These causes could moreover be easily carried

aid of Roman lawyers, or of the few Jews who

with the Latin language. Of any important G

colonies, which settled during this period in P

no trace . The number of Romans who reside

nexion with the public affairs, was so small, as to

lost among the native inhabitants. Besides, the

that were employed in the wars in Palestine for

of the inhabitants , * or which lay as garrisons

places,f were for the most part composed not of

* Pompey had, in the army which he led ag

many Syrians. Josephus, B. J. I. 6. 5. TIоunni

Αριστόβουλον, αναλάβων τήν τε Ρωμαϊκήν δι

λους εκ της Συρίας συμμάχους. “Pompey advan

tobulus with the Roman forces and many Syrian

binius also established in Palestine , for the Ro

Jewish soldiers of 1000 infantry and 1500 caval

XIV . 5.3. The Roman army, the command

assignedto Sosius , consisted mostly of undisc

Antig. XIV. 15. 10. Νεοσυλλέκτου του Ρωμαίο

όντος , και πολέμων απείρως έχοντος , και γαρ πο

xatellequévov. " The Roman army being newly

perienced in war, having been mostly collected

the army of Vespasian there were Arabian arc

slingers ; B. J. III. 6. 18. Titus also had, at the

lem, συχνούς των από της Συρίας επικούρους,

out of Syria , B. J. V. 1. 6. and elsewhere.

+ Thus it is said of the garrison atCesarea, u
Nero, Jos . Β . J. ΙΙ . 13. 7. το πλεον Ρωμαίοις της

έκ Συρίας ήν κατειλεγμένον, “the greater part of

was gathered from Syria . '
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but of Asiatic , and mostly of Aramaean warriors ; and could

not, therefore, have had much influence upon the common lan

guage of the country, even if they had stood in closer intercourse

with the inhabitants, than the hatred of the latter against every

thing that bore the name of Roman , permits us to suppose.

2. The close intercourse in which the Palestine Jews lived ,

until the destruction of their capital, with their countrymen in

the region of the Euphrates, must have furthered themainte

nanceof the Aramaean dialect among the former . Of all the

Jews transplanted into the countries of the Assyrian and Ba

bylonian rulers, only the smaller part returned to Palestine ;

the greater portion remained behind, in the places of resi

dence assigned them by their conquerors. These Jews, living

in the vicinity of the Euphrates, in the verycountry and home

of the Aramaean language, and whose number in the days of

Josephus * amounted to manythousands, had not, like the Egyp

tian Jews at Leontopolis, a temple and priests of their own ;but

were compelled, in order to offer the sacrifices prescribed in the

Mosaic ritual, and especially on the high festivals, to take a jour

ney to Jerusalem . The Sanhedrim also, which continued to

be to them the highest court for the decision of all civil matters

that stood in any connexion with their religion, unceasingly at

tracted many of them to this central pointof the true Judaism.

Emigrations from these countries to Palestine were not unfre

quent, and we find even in this age high -priests out of Baby

lon . By this incessant communication between the Jews of

6

* Ant. Jud . XI. 5. 2. αι δε δέκα φυλαι πέραν είσιν Ευφράτου

έως δεύρο, μυριάδες άπειροι, και αριθμό γνωσθήναι μη

δυνάμεναι. But the ten tribes dwell beyond the Euphrates unto

this day, in unknown myriads, and in numbers impossible to be

computed .'

† Josephus, Ant. Jud. XVII. 2. 2. noóbanua iv vúros ó árne

-Ιουδαίων τοϊς εκ Βαβυλώνος αφικνουμένοις δια θυσίας επί

lepogovuor. Thismanwas a protector for the Jews who went
from Babylon to Jerusalem on account of the sacrifices.' Philo

de Legat.ad Caj. ed . Frkf. p. 1022. D.

| Jos. Ant. XVII. 2. 1. Ej. Vita c. 11 .

Ο Jos . Αnt. XV. 2. 4. Ηρώδης - μεταπεμψάμενος εκ της Βαβ

υλώνος ιερέα - Ανάνηλον ονόματι, τούτω την αρχιερωσύνην
δίδωσιν .. * Herod-sent for a certain priest from Babylon , Anane

Jus by name, and gave him the pontificate.'
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1

Babylon and of Palestine, the Aramaean language could not but

have maintained itself among the latter, and have been moreover

restored again to its purity through the influence of the emigra
tions from Babylon, had it at any time begun to be in Palestine

too much corrupted by the introduction of Hellenisms.

3. The proper names of persons, which are given inthe New

Testamentand in Josephus, are mostly Aramaean. We need

only refer to the frequentnames compounded with the Aramaean

Bar (son ); as Bar Tolmai, Bar Jesu, Bar Timai, Bar Abba,

etc. all of which sufficiently betray their Aramaean origin . The

significant surnames also, which certain persons bore on account

of their moral or corporeal character, as Boanerges, Barnabas,

Cephas, Chagiras, etc. are Aramaean ; and these certainly would

not have been given to them , had they not been common at that

period in the language of the country. This is also true of most

of the significant geographical names; among which the most

frequent are those compounded with Beth (nºn) , Caphar (927),

and En ( 7 % ), on which one needs only to consult the index of
Relandi Palaestina.

4. In this age , if not earlier, the Aramacan Targums were in

general use in the synagogues of Palestine and among the learn

ed . Probably also several of the Targums which are still ex

tant , as those of Onkelos and Jonathan, and many fragments

incorporated into later paraphrases, already existed at that

time in their present form and language ; although none of the

Targums now extant, in an existence of so many centuries,

have remained free from later interpolations .

The full and detailed proof of this position, which is very gen

erally and confidently denied since the doubts raised against it

by Morin, would demand a treatise of its own, and would here

be out of place. We will therefore at present limit ourselves to

some general remarks on the early existence of the Targums,

and on the total or partial identity of several of the Aramaean

paraphrases still extant , with those that existed in that age.

a) However contradictory the Jewish traditions* respecting
the age and the authors of the Targums may be, yet they all

agree in this , that the Targums were prepared a long time before

the birth of Christ, for the benefit of the Jews who returned

* Wolfiii Biblioth . Heb. Tom. II .
p .

1143
seq . Waltoni Pro

legom . XII. § 9 , 10 . A. Pfeifferi Exercit. II . de Targumin, in ej.

Opp. philolog. Ultraj . 1704. p . 862 seq .

1
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from the Babylonish exile . This tradition has the greatest prob

ability in its favour ; for the ancient Hebrew was at that time as

strange to the inhabitants of Palestine, as the old German lan

guage of the eleventh or twelfth centuries to the Germans of the

present day for the language of Chaucer to the present race of

Englishmen ); and it was therefore unavoidably necessary , that

for the public readers in the synagogues, and for the unlearned

Jews generally, who mightwish to read the holywritings of their

nation, there should be aids prepared in the language of the

country, of which they might avail themselves in the reading of

the Scriptures.

b ) The language in the Targums of Jonathan and Onkelos,

the latter of whom , accordingto the very probable Jewish tradi

tion ,* critically revised the older Targumof Ezra, and rejected

the interpolations which had crept into it, just as Origen did

the Alexandrine, and Jerome the old Latin version ,-is en

tirely such as we should be entitled to expect it in the age before

Christ. It is indeed not entirely pure, and is somewhat more

disfigured by Hellenisms, Persisms, and other barbarisms, than

the language in Daniel and Ezra ; but is by far less intermixed with

foreign words than the Gemara, ( which was composed some cen

turies afterwards, and other later writings. The same is true of

many fragments of older Targums, which have been incorpora

ted in paraphrases compiled in later times, and are easily distin

guished by their purer style. Does not this condition and cha

racter of the language authorize us to refer several of the exist

ing Targums, either wholly or in part , to an age when the Ara-,

maean language had not become so degenerate as it was after
the destruction of Jerusalem ?

c) The Alexandrine version seems to have been made, not

from the original Hebrew text, but from ancient Aramaean Tar

gums, which lie at the foundation of the later ones . The fre

quent striking correspondence of the Seventy with the readings,

interpolations, and allegorical interpretations of the Targums

that are still extant, andof which it cannot be asserted that they

have been interpolated from the Greek ; and the assertion of

Philo, that the Old Testament was written in the Chaldee lan

guage,t by which he unquestionably meant the Chaldee -Baby

* Pfeiffer, I. c. p. 864.

+ De Vita Mosis , lib. II . p. 657. ed . Frckft. to nahalov (not rrow

τον) εγράφησαν οι νόμοι γλώσση Χαλδαική, anciently our laws

were written in the Chaldee tongue.' Comp. p. 658. C. p. 659. D.

No. II. 43
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lonish paraphrases at that time in circulation, render this conjec

ture in factvery probable. It could also not be expected of the

Jews, that they would confide the original Hebrew text of the

Old Testament, which they esteemedso holy, to the profane

hands of the Egyptians, either in an exact transcript or in a

version made directly from the original . Moreover the addition

to the book of Job, found in the Alexandrine version and also

mentioned by Origen , speaks expressly of an ancient Aramaean

Targum (Pipios Evplarn ), from which the Greek translation ,

which differs so much from the Hebrew, must have been made ;

since the Greek also harmonizes, in respect to several interpola

tions and explanations of words, even with the later and still exist

ing Targum; as I have ascertained by a careful examination of

both versions. More minute and complete investigations in respect

to this relation of the Septuagint to the Targums- on which

subject, so far as I know, we have as yet had nothing - will

hereafter, as we may hope, throw a clearer light upon this point,

and in this way restore to the criticism and hermeneutics of the

Old Testament, which have hitherto been so long dependent on

the version of the Seventy, their long lost independence.

d) Christ himself, as he uttered when dying on the cross,

Matt . 27: 46, the words taken from Ps. 22: 2 , ni, nai, laua

oapaygavi ; employed the Aramaean language of the Targum,

in which he had probably often read the Psalms ; which , on ac

count of the frequent use of them by the Jews, must already
have been early translated into the language of the country .

But whether these words were borrowed by Christout of a Tar

gum now lost , or out of one still extant, we must leave undeci

ded , since there are no grounds by which we can determine this

question. The only variation in the present Targum from the

Greek words as quoted by Christ, is 72 3902 instead of laua ;

but this may have arisen from later copyists, who were ever

prone to exchange synonymous words. Theapostles also, after

the example of their Lord, availed themselves of the Targums
current in Palestine. Origen at least sought for the passages

quoted by them from the Old Testament and which are cited

neither according to the Hebrew nor the Seventy, in the Jewish

apocryphal books ; * and the mode of explaining the Old Testa

Origenes , Proleg. in Cantic. Cant. * Illud tamen palam est ,

multa vel ab apostolis vel ab evangelistis exempla esse prolata et N.

T. inserta, quae in his Scripturis, quas canonicas habemus, nun
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ment which the apostles often follow , so similar to that of the

Targums, may be most naturally referred to this source.

e) Josephus in like manner, in his Jewish Antiquities, which

work, as he assures us, was drawn from the holy writings of his

nation, among which also the Targums were reckoned, harmonizes

in many passages where he forsakes both the Hebrew and the

Seventy, in respect to single readings and additions, with the

Targums that are still extant. The instances already known*

might doubtless be greatly increased, were any one to institute

throughout a comparison of Josephus with the Targums ; and

such an investigation would perhaps confirm my conjecture, that

Josephus, in the composition of his history, had chiefly before

him the Targums, and next to them the Septuagint ; but the

Hebrew text very seldom . - Whether Philo , in whose writings

much occurs that bears a great resemblance to the style of the

Targums, did not in like manner make use of ancient or of still

existing Targums, is a question, which perhaps has never yet

been raised, and the consideration of which I must leave to

those who are alike familiar with the spirit and the contents of

the Targums.

The silence observed by the earliest Christian fathers re

specting these Targums, cannot be surprising. In the first cen

turies of the Christian era , it must have been a matter of mo

ment to the Jews, to hold them concealed from the learned

among the Christians, who might have made great use of many

an interpretation of the Old Testament prophecies in the Tar

gums, to support their own theory of the Messiah ; and the Tar

gumsbelong unquestionably to the Jewish apocryphal books, of

which the earlier fathers not unfrequently speak.f Further, the

costliness also of the Targums, which were mostly purchased

quam legimus, in apocryphis tamen inveniuntur, et evidenter ex

ipsis ostenduntur esse assumta. Comp. also Jerome on Eph. c. 5.

• Michaelis Orient. Biblioth. Th. V. 1773. p. 227, 239, 240, 249.

† J. A. Fabricii Codex pseudepigraphus N. T. Vol. I. Ed. 2.

Hamb. 1722. p. 1088. [ See the note on p. 338.]

| Elias Levita, in the preface to his Meturgeman, says, that be

fore the invention of printing, there were scarcely one or two copies

of the Targum on the Prophets and Hagiographa in one province

( 172772) or in one climate (093px ). This assertion however is ex

aggerated ; for even among the MSS. of the O. T. compared by

Kennicott and De Rossi , and written before the end of the 15th
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only for the synagogues, and the unacquaintance of the fathers

with the Aramaeanlanguage ,-in which even the learned Je

romemust have made as little progress as in Hebrew, since in

translating and explaining the Old Testament he was almost

always compelled to call in the aid of Jews ,-may probably

have contributed not a little to cause them to remain so unknown

among the Christians. That however the Jews did not entirely

withhold from the Christians the explanations given in the Tar

gums of dark passages in the Old Testament, we know from the

commentaries of Jerome, in which interpretations of this kind

are to be met with , entirely of the same character with those that

occur in the printed Targums.*

5. It is an unquestionable fact, that Jesus, whose sphere of

action lay chiefly among the common people ,—who were less

corrupted than the higher classes , and for that reason more sus

ceptible for purer moral and religious instruction ; out of whom

also he chose his most intimate friends and disciples, ävp0701

ayodumatol xai ideoitat, Acts 4 : 13,-employed in his teaching

and on other occasions the Aramaean language. Several frag

ments of his language which are given in the original, t the Ara

maean colouring which is every where visible in the translations

of his discourses by the evangelists, and the relation of Paul, that

century, there is a very considerable number that have these Tar

gums side by side.

* Comp. the author's Exercitatt . in Ecclesiast. 11 : 7–12: 7.

Gött. 1794. p. 16 seq. where he has quoted an example of this

mode of interpretation.

+ Matt. 27:46. Mark 15 : 34. 5:41. 7: 34. Why somewords of

the original should be retained in just these passages of the Greek

Gospels, which every where else give the discourses and declara

tions of Jesus only in Greek , can only be accounted for conjectu

rally . In the first two passages they seem to have been left, be

cause they serve to explain a circumstance immediately following,

viz . that some of the bystanders understood Jesus to have called

upon Elias . In the other two passages, the retaining of the origi

nal words seems to have been rather accidental than designed ;

just as in the Alexandrine version , where sometimes a Hebrew

word is retained without any ground, and probably merely through

inattention ; e . g. Judg. 13 : 5 Nušio. v . 8 Adovaié. Having once

obtained a place in the Greek Gospels, these untranslated words

were of course, on this very account,spared by later criticism . [On

the subject of the language of Jesus, see the ariticle of Hug. Èd . ]
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in his vision of Jesus at his conversion (Acts 9 : 5. 22 : 8) he

was addressed in the new Hebrew, or Aramaean dialect of Pal

estine, rñ ' Eſpaidi dialéxto (Acts 26 : 14) , place this assertion

beyond doubt. But how could Jesus, the teacher of the com

mon people, employ the Aramaean dialect, unless this was gen

erally diffused as the national language ?

6. The few works that were composed by natives of Pal

estine in the first centuries after Christ, intended for their

countrymen or for the Jews who dwelt near the Euphrates,

were all written in Aramaean, or sometimes also in Hebrew,

which wasever cultivated among the Jews as a learned lan

guage . Few writers however appeared in this age ; because

the study of the law and of the traditions which referred to it,

constituted the central point of all learning ; and it was rare to

write down any thing upon these topics, through fear that it

might fall into profane hands. But these few writers, whenever

they wrote for the Jews of Palestine or of the interior of Asia,

álways employed their own domestic language, the Aramaean.

So Matthew , a Jewish Christian of Palestine, who wrote for his

countrymen the history of Jesus in their national language ;* and

50 Josephus,t who in like manneremployed this language in the

first sketch of his history of the Jewish wars. These are the

only writers who wrote for the Jews of Palestine and inner Asia ,

who can be referred with certainty to the firstcentury ; although

many fragments of earlier interpreters of the law ,which were

afterwards incorporated verbatim into the Mishna and Gemara,

belong probably to this period . The Talmud of Jerusalem,

which was intended for Palestine, the Pesikta, Mechilta, Siph

ta, Siphre, and other Aramaean or Hebrew writings which ap

peared in Palestine, although their age cannot be definitely fix

ed, prove at least thus much, that the Greek language, even for

many centuries after the destruction of Jerusalem , could not

have found favour with the Jews of Palestine, nor have supplant

ed the former national and learned tongues. This is also con

firmed by the apocryphal books of theNew Testament, f which

* The writer adopts the hypothesis, that the Gospel of Matthew

was originally written in the Aramaean dialect. On this point, how

ever, see the essay of Hug. Ed.

† De Bello Jud. Proem . 1 .

İ J. A. Fabricii Codex apocryphus N. T. Vol. I. Ed . 2. Hamb.

1719. p. 7 , 317, 340, 341, 367, 390, 844, and elsewhere.
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were really or pretendedly composed in Palestine, the more an

cient Gospels of the Nazarenes and Hebrews, the later Gospels

of Barnabas, Bartholomew , and de Nativitate Mariae, the Epis

tle of Christ to Abgar, the Epistle of Mary to the females of

Messina, the Acts of the Apostles of Abdias, etc. all of which

actually existed in the Aramaean or Hebrew language, or at

least, according to the accounts of those who put themin circu

lation, were translated from such originals. Besides, the Pal

estine Jews had in the fourth century translations of several of

the books of the New Testament, e. g. the Gospel of John and

the Acts of the Apostles, * in their own national language ; and

this unquestionably, because they did not understand them in the

Greek. All this shews sufficiently, I think , that the Palestine

Jews, in the first centuries after Christ, still clung to the national

language , which they had so long retained .

7. If now, finally, we reflect on the unexampled firmness

with which the Palestine Jews, after their return from the Baby

lonish exile, remained faithful to their ancient manners and cus

toms, by which they exposed themselves to the contempt of for

eign nations as a rude and singular people ; on the extraordina

ry constancy with which Palestine Jews at a remote distance

from their native country , after the lapse of centuries from the

time of their removal, have retained their language even to our

days ;t on the total difference between the Greek and Roman

languages and the Aramaean ; on the difficulties which must

have been connected with the learning of an occidental language

by the inhabitants of Palestine , in which every word was strange

to them ; and on the long continued prevalence of the Aramae
an language in Palestine and the adjacent countries , where it

has been supplanted only in a very late age by the kindred

Arabic dialect, and where in some regions of country it has

* Epiphanii Opp. ed . Petav. T. II . p. 127.

† The Jews who reside in the Mogul empire, and have osten

sibly adopted heathenism , are said still to speak the Hebrew flu

ently ; see Eichhorn's Bibliothek , II . 581. I conjecture, however,

that the person who communicated this intelligence, mistook,

through ignorance of the language, the Babylonish -Aramaean dia
lect which these Jews may have spoken, for pure Hebrew. ( For a

full account of the Jews in Hindostan and on the coast of Malabar,

see Buchanan's Christian Researches in India. Ed. ]
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1

!

maintained itself even to our day * as a living language ;-if, I

say, we reflect on allthese points, we can have no scruple to as- ,

sign to the position, that the Palestine Jews in the age of Christ

and his apostles maintained their national language, (even if it

could be proved by no express historical testimony ,) a degree of

probability, amounting almost to historical certainty.

$ 10.

The direct or immediate proofs of this position, cannot be ve
ry numerous. To these wemay reckon the express declarations

of those ancient writers, who were sufficiently acquainted with

the situation of Palestine in the first hundred and fifty years of

the Roman dominion, and single facts which necessarily presup

pose a general diffusion of the Aramaean language among the

Palestine Jews of that age. In the writings of the Greeks and

Romans we can look for no trace of a familiar acquaintance

with the history and language of Palestine ; since they did not

regard the language andnational writings even of the cultivated

nations of antiquity, the Carthaginians, Phenicians, etc. as wor

thy of their attention ; and Strabo, from whom we have already

quoted the passages that belong here (p. 318 above) , is perhaps

the only one, who gives the general information respecting the

Syrians, (under whom also the inhabitants of Palestine were

reckoned,) that they and their neighbours spoke a kindred lan

guage ; butin regard to their differences of dialect, he explains

himself no further. The few native writers might indeed have

left us more definite accounts respecting the history of their lan

guage ; but they occupied themselves with historical or religious

subjects, which afforded them no occasion to express themselves

minutely on this point; and it would have been, in fact, no won

der, had they not touched upon it with a single syllable. Still,

there are in their writings, as it were casually, several hints

thrown out unintentionally, which are valuable for their antiqui

ty, and place the continuance of the Aramaean language in Pal

estine in the age of Christ and the apostles beyond all doubt.

We will produce them here according to the chronological or

der of the writings in which they are contained .

I. In the writings of the New Testament to which the first

place in the order of time must be assigned , there are a few

* J. D. Michaelis, Abhandlung von d . Syrischen Sprache, Gött.

1786. p. 9.
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passages to our purpose , which are so clear as to leave no doubt

remaining .

1. In Acts 1 : 19 a peculiar Jerusalem dialect is spoken of,

totally distinct from the Greek and Roman languages, which al

so , as the language of the capital, must have been current in the

adjacent region . No definite name is assigned to it here ; but

the word ακελδαμά which is attributed to it , and which belongs

to the Babylonish -Aramaean language (8227 377) , shows clear

ly enough, that no other dialect can here be meant.

2. Paul addressed the common people at Jerusalem, whom

the Jews of Asia Minor bad excited against him , in the new He

brew dialect (τη Εβραϊδι διαλέκτη, Acts 21 : 40. 22 : 2 ) or

the Aramaean dialect then current in Palestine, the identity of

which will appear from the next section. The attentive silence

with which the people listened to Paul, whose attachment to

Judaism had been suspected , and the immediate favourable im

pression which Paul'sacquaintance with the Aramaean language

made upon them , sufficiently prove that this was the pre

vailing language of the people at Jerusalem , and that they re

garded noman as anorthodox Jew, who was not capable of ex

pressing himself readily in this language.

II . Flavius Josephus, a Jew of Palestine, who was an eye

witness of the wars carried on by the Romans in that country , -

and of the destruction of the national metropolis and sanctuary,

and whose testimony therefore has greater authority than the la

ter talmudic writings, harmonizes completely with the declara
tions of the New Testament.

1. According to his express assurance, * there was in his times

* Αntig. Jud. ΧΧ . 11. 2. Λέγω δε θαρσήσας ότι μηδείς αν
έτερος ηδυνήθη θελήσας, μήτε 'Ιουδαίος, μήτε αλλόφυλος, την

πραγματείαν ταύτην ούτως ακριβως εις "Ελληνας εξενεγκείν:

εγωγαρ ωμολογούμην παρα των ομοεθνών πλείστον αυτών κατά
την επιχώριον παιδείαν διαφέρειν και των Ελληνικών δέ γραμ

μάτων σπούδασα μετασχειν, την γραμματικής εμπειρίαν αναλα

βων, την δε περί την προφοραν ακρίβειαν πάτριος εκώλυσε
συνήθεια παρ' ημίν γαρ ουκ εκείνους αποδέχονται τους πολ

λων εθνών διάλεκτον εκμαθόντας, καιγλαφυρότητι λέξεων τον

λόγον επικoμψεύοντας. δια το κοινόν είναι νομίζειν το επιτήδευ
μα τούτο ουκ ελευθέρων μόνον τοϊς τυχούσιν, αλλά και των οι
κετών τοίς θέλουσιν μόνοιςδε σοφίαν μαρτυρούσι τοίς τανόμι

μα σαφώς επισταμένοις, και την των ιερών γραμμάτων δύναμιν

ερμηνεύσαι δυναμένοις.
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no other Jew capable of undertaking in Greek such a work as

his Jewish Antiquities. As the ground of this,heassigns chiefly

ignorance of the Greek language. He himself indeed had stu

died this foreign language grammatically, and made himself ac

quainted with the Greek literature, a fact which he cites as

something unusual ; but, in accordance with the prevailing custom

of his country, he had not troubled himself to acquire the pow

er of speaking Greek with fluency.* “ For withus,” he con

tinues, " we do not esteem those at all who have learned foreign

languages, because this is considered as an employment com

mon to the lower class of freemen and to slaves. They alone are

regarded as wise, who are accurately acquainted with the pre

cepts of the law , and know how to explain the holy Scriptures,

i . e. according to the original Hebrew text, with the help of the

oral traditions and the Targums extant in the language of the

country, as the whole connexion shews; and not according to

the Alexandrine version, of which a despiser of foreign langua

ges could make no use.

2. This same writer composed a History of the JewishWar,

in his native language, t for the use of his countrymen in Baby

lon, Persia, Arabia,and beyond the Euphrates, (who conse

quently had laid aside the Aramaean language as little as the

Palestine Jews, and designed the Greek translation of this His

tory , which he made at Rome with the aid of several Greeks,

as well as his Antiquities (Praef. 2 ), not for the Jews, but solely

for the Greeks and numerous Romans who were acquainted

with the Greek tongue.

3. He expressly calls the Greek a foreign language,S and

* The word used by Josephus is expißelav, accuracy ; which

changes the character of the passage, and destroys in a great

measure the force of the argument here drawn from it. Ed.

+ Bell. Jud. prooem . 1. TIgovodunu iyo rois xata triv 'Pa

μαίων ηγεμονίαν, Ελλάδι γλώσση μεταβαλων, α τοϊς άνω βαρ
βάρους ( comp. και 2 ) τη πατρίω συντάξας ανέπεμψα πρότερον,

αφηγήσασθαι. I purpose to narrate in theGreek language, to

those under the Romandominion , the things which I formerlycom

posed for the barbarians of the interior, in my native tongue.'

1 Contra Apion. I. 9. Χρησάμενος τισι προς την Ελληνίδα
porn ouveyois, ' employing certain assistants for the Greek lan

guage.

δ Antig . Jud . pro0em. 2. " Οκνος μου και μέλλησις εγίνετο τηλι

No. II . 44
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speaks of the Babylonish -Aramaean * in such terms as he could

use only of a living language.

4. The Jewish deserters, who during the siege of Jerusalem

went over to the Romans, understood neither Greek nor Latin,

and could not therefore make themselves intelligible to the Ro

mans. Josephus, who was then with the Roman besieging ar

my, was the only person who could understand them .

5. The armed national troops who defended Jerusalem

against Titus, were mostly, if not wholly, composed of Jews

who spoke only Aramaean. The watchmen on the towers, who

observed the movements of the enemy, raised a loud cry in the

national languaget when they saw the catapultae put in motion,

and the huge masses of rock fly along, which were thus hurled

against thewalls . The emperor Titus, in the interview which he

καύτην μετενεγκεϊν υπόθεσιν εις αλλοδαπήν ημϊν και ξένης δια

λέκτου συνήθειαν. “ Indolence and tardiness came upon me in

translating such a mass of materials into another and foreign lan

guage .' He is here speaking of his History.

* Ant. ΙΙΙ . 7. 2. Μωϋσής μένούν αβανης (p=28) αυτην εκά

λεσεν . ημείς δε , παρα Βαβυλωνίων μεμαθηκότες, εμίαν (732 )

αυτήν καλούμεν ούτως γαρ προσαγορεύεται παρ' αυτούς..

ses called it Abaneth ; but we, instructed by the Babylonians, call

itEmian ;for so it is named by them . This 7; is the word

which theTargums have for oor Ex. 28: 8 and elsewhere. This
passage clearly shews, that in the time of Josephus the ancient

Hebrew was a dead language , and that instead of it the Babylon

ish -Aramaean , commonly called the Chaldee, was prevalent.

+ Contra Apion . I. 9.Τα παρα των αυτομόλων απαγγελλόμενα

Móvos autos ouviny. [ But this passage, if it proves any thing,
proves too much . For speaking of the army of Titus (Bell. Jud.

V. 1. 6. ) Josephus says there were six Roman legions, besides oth

er troops , και συχνοί των από της Συρίας επίκουροι συνήλθον,

and many also of the Syrian auxiliaries accompanied him .'
Comp. p. 334 note above. The passage cited in the text then,

would just as much prove that the Jewish deserters could not

speak the Aramaean language , as that they could not speak Greek.

Josephus therefore is probably speaking only in reference to the

Roman troops, or common soldiers, who were unacquainted with

the Greek language. - ED.]

Η Bell. Jud. V. 6. 3. Σκοποί - επί των πύργων καθεζόμενοι

προεμήνυον, οπόταν σχασθείη το όργανον , και η πέτρα φέροιτο,

τη πατρίω γλώσση βοώντες · ο ιος έρχεται.
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held with the Jewish leaders Simon and John in the sight of both

armies, had aninterpreter at his side, * who propounded his sum

mons to the Jews to surrender in the language of Palestine. Jose

phus also relates several times, that he himself had to make known

the proclamations of the Roman general which were directed

to theJews, in the Hebrew language, as he calls it ,t of the time.

6. Even those Jewish princes who resided long at Rome, and

stood in the most familiar intercourse with the emperors, and

who were no strangers to the language and literature of Greece,

as for instance Herod Agrippa, I did not forget in foreign lands

the language of their own country, but made use of it even in

Rome when conversing with their countrymen, or when they

* Bell. J. VI. 6. 2. Παραγγείλας δε τους στρατιώταις Τίτος,

θυμού τε και βελών μένειν έγκρατείς, και τονερμενέα παραστη

σάμενος, όπερ ήν τεκμήριον του κρατείν, πρωτος ήρξατο λεγειν.

* Titus having ordered his troops to restrain their fury and their

weapons, andtaking an interpreter, which was a token of imperial

power, began firstto speak.' [See the essay of Hug above re

ferred to,where this passage is particularly commented upon. Ed .]

1 Β. J. V. 9. 2. Τίτος - πολλάκις γινώσκων ανυτικώτερον όπ

λων τον λόγον, αυτούς τε σώζεσθαι παρεκάλει παραδόντας την

πόλιν ήδη παρειλημμένην, και τον Ιώσηπον καθίει τη πατρία

γλώσση διαλέγεσθαι,τάχα ένδούναι προς ομόφυλον δοκών αυ

tous. *Titus knowing that counsel is moreefficacious than arms, seve

ral times exhorted them to save themselves by delivering up the city,

which was now on the point of being taken ; and sent out Josephus to

treatwith them in their own tongue, supposing they wouldmore

readily yield to one of their own nation. - B.J. VI. 2. 1. Ο Ιώση

πος , ως άνει μη τω 'Ιωάννη μόνον, αλλά καιτους πολλούς , έν

επηκόω στας, τά τε του Καίσαρος διήγγειλεν Εβραϊζων. Jo

sephus, as if he came not to John alone, butalso to the multitude,

standing where he could be heard, declared the message of the

emperor in Hebrew . - B . J. VI . 2. 5. and elsewhere. (See Hug. ]

+Antig. Jud . XVIII. 6. 10. Μαρσύας του Αγρίππου ο απε
λευθερος , πυθόμενος Τιβερίου την τελευτην, έθει δρομαίος τω

' Αγρίππα αγγελιούμενος και καταλαβων εν εξόδοις όντα εις το

βαλανείον, συννεύσας προς αυτόν, γλωσση τη “Εβραίων, τέ

θνηκεν ο λέων, φησίν. Marsyas, the freedman of Agrippa, hav

ing learned the death of Tiberius, ran directly to inform Agrippa ;

and meeting him on his way to the bath , he nodded to him and

said in Hebrew , The lion is dead . Agrippa answered him in the

same language, which the centurion who was present did not un

derstand.
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wished to conceal their discourse from the Romans. If now the

higher classes clung so fondly to the national language which

they had learned in youth, much more might we expect this

from the common people, to whom every thing national is usual

ly doubly sacred , from their total unacquaintance with foreign

countries.

III. The declarations of the Talmudists and of the Rabbins

who are dependent on them, deserve to be mentioned here, as

a minor proof of our position ; although this is sufficiently con

firmed by the testimonies already adduced from the New Tes

tament and from Josephus.

1. They assert unanimously, that the Greek language was an

object of extreme hatred in Palestine, chiefly because it facilita

ted treachery in the wars with foreigners. When Aristobulus

was shut up in Jerusalem by Pompey, who assisted Hyrcanus

against his brother, and a Jew who spoke Greek gave the Ro

mans the counsel, that in order to compel the besieged to sur

render, they should no longer permit them to supply themselves

with victims for sacrifice, the Jews uttered the most bitter curs

es against every one, who should suffer bis son to learn Greek.*

During the war against Titus also, it was expressly forbidden to

teach their sons Greek. That these prohibitions were not oc

1

1

* Bava Kama fol. 82. b. Cum principes familiae Asmoneae

inter se de dominatione contenderent, Hyrcanus erat extra , Aris

tobulus vero intra urbem . Solebant illi, qui intus erant obsessi,

quotidie per murum nummos in cistula demittere, atque agnos,

quibus ad rem sacram faciendam opus erat, referre. Erat forte in

ter eos, qui extra urbem erant, senex quidam (Judaeus) sapientiae

Graecorum peritus, qui (Graecis Pompeianisque Hyrcano opem

ferentibus) insusurrat Graeco sermone : Quamdiu istis sacra sua

peragere conceditis, non facient deditionem . Cum postero die

Hierosolymitani nummos in corbe demitterent, obsidentes iis re

dideruntporcum . — Tum dixerunt : Maledictus sit, qui porcos alit,

maledictus, qui filium suum docet sapientiam Graecam ; 6747778

na na57 723 72250. [Here however it is the Greek sapientia,

learning, philosophy, and not the Greek language, that is forbidden.

The same is true of all the passages quoted below , except in the

next following one ; and even there the sapientia is implied, as is

shewn by the fact that females were not forbidden to learn the

Greek language. Ed. ]

† Sota . Mischnae c. IX. 14. p. 962. ed . Wagenseil. Decreve

runt bello contra Titum exorto, ne quis filium linguam Graecam

(nyin) doceret. That this prohibition was only temporary and
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casioned by any prevailing preference among the Palestine Jews

for the Greek language, butwere given solely in reference to the

common people,-among whom there were occasionally some

acquainted with the Greek language, who suffered themselves to

be seduced to act as spies in the service of the enemy,-is clear

from Josephus ; according to whose testimony above quoted,

the higher classes possessed too much national pride to make

themselves acquainted with a foreign language. For an inter

preter of the Scriptures,* an acquaintance with the Greek lan

guage was regarded as superfluous and altogether useless . The

story, that only the singlefamily of Gamalielt enjoyed the priv

ilege of being permitted to learn the Greek language, is perhaps

nothing else than a more definite shape of the historical proposi

tion , that in the times when this family so distinguished for

their learning flourished, an acquaintance with the Greek lan

guage in Palestine was exceedingly rare.

only designed to prevent desertion to the enemy, is shewn by the

limitation of it to sons ; for the daughters, according to the Tal

mud of Jerusalem might learn Greek . Tract. Sota and Shabbat :

Fas est homini, filiam suam docere linguam Graecam, nam id gra

tiam illi conciliat, (Wagenseil. I. c . p. 970.) if indeed this passage

has reference to atime of war . And even during the wars, the

prohibition was notalways obeyed, as is usually the case with such

interdictions; for in the writings of Josephus we become acquaint

ed with many Palestine Jews , who understood Greek. Comp. also

Lightfoot. Horae Heb . ad Act. Ap. 6: 1. The long and persever

ing hatred which the Palestine Jews of this and the following ages

manifested against all that bore the name of Greek, was rather a

prevailing national disposition of mind, which may easily be ex

plained from their situation, than a consequence of this express

prohibition, which, for the Jew who hung so zealously on his na

tional religion, was entirely unnecessary.

* Menachoth, fol. 99. b. Dumae filius, qui ex R. Ismaelis so

rore genitus erat, interrogavit avunculum : Num mihi , qui univer

sam legem addidici, fas est sapientiae Graecae studere ? ' Tunc ei

inculcavit avunculus dictum ( Jos. 1: 8 ) : Ne discedito liber iste le

gis ex ore tuo, sed studio ejus incumbe interdiu ac noctu. Age

igitur, reputa tecum , quaenam sit illa hora, quae nec ad diem , nec

ad noctem pertineat; quam si inveneris, licebit tibi sapientiae

Graecae operam navare .

† Bava Kama fol. 82. 2. Permiserunt familiae Rabban Gamali

elis sapientiam Graecam , quoniam illi cognati erant sanguini regio.
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2. It was solely because the people understood no language

but the Aramaean,* that the Aramaean Targums were prepar

ed. For the same reason, various forms of prayerſ in Aramae

an were allowed to the people ; for the prayers borrowed verba

tim from the Old Testament, and often composed of various

passages of the same put together, had to be recited among the

Jews at all times in the original Hebrew language. To the

learned also, who had a great veneration for the ancient Hebrew ,

and who had probably taken much pains to make it again cur

rent among the people, as before the exile, this disrespect of the

national Aramaean language was prohibited . Indeed, accord

ing to the Talmudists, this language was also honoured by the

circumstance, that the prophets who lived at the destruction of

Jerusalem prophesied in it, and the voice of heaven (377 na) ||

resounded in it.

1

* R. Asarias in Meor Enajim c . 9. Servatus est mos, interpre

tandi legem vulgo lingua Aramaea ( 2278) toto tempore templi se

cundi , mansitque ista lingua semper inter eos (Hebraeos) usque ad

captivitatem Hierosolymitanam .

+ Berachoth fol. 3. 1. Sunt , qui dicant precatiunculam istam ,

cujus initium 1977, ideo lingua Aramaea proferri, quod sit lingua

nobilis et summae laudis . And further on : In more fuit, oratio

nem 1977recitare post concionem ; adfuit autem ibi vulgus, qui

linguam Hebraeamnon intellexit, ideoque in lingua Targumística

eam instituerunt, ut intelligeretur ab omnibus; nam haec eorum

lingua.

| Hieros. Sota fol. 21. 3. Beresch. Rabba fol. 83. 4. Ne viles

cat lingua Syriaca ( 10790 ) in oculis tuis . Nam ecce honorem

tribuit ei Deus in lege (Gen. 31 : 47 ), in prophetis (Jer. 10 : 11 ), et

in hagiographis ( Dan. 2: 4 ) . As these passages are all Babylon

ish - Aramaean, the word "on0 must here mean the same as 278.

§ Hieros. Sota fol. 24 . Samuel
parvus in articulo mortis dixit :

Simeon atque Ismael ad gladium , atque omnis reliquus populus ad

spolium et calamitates plurimae futurae sunt. Lingua Aramaea lo

quebatur, sed non intellexerunt verba ejus, h. e. verum predictionis

In Lightfoot. Hor. Heb. ad Matt. 1 : 23, this passage is

incorrectly translated : Atque ideo, quod haec loqueretur lingua Sy

riaca, non intellexerunt, quid esset locutus.

|| Sota. Gemarae c. VII. 2. p. 689. ed . Wagenseil. Extat tra

ditio, Jochananem , summum pontificem , audivisse vocem e sacra

tissimo penetrali prodeuntem et 772 77033 dicentem : Vicere ju

venes, qui iverant ad proelium committendum Antiochiae, rixa

sensum.
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3. In some passages of the Talmud and of the Rabbins the

common language of Palestine is sometimes called Syriac

(10970) and distinguished from the Babylonish -Aramaean ."

According to the later Jewish commentators, the former was

somewhat more corrupt than the latter. But as the Talmud in

other places expresslyť declares the Syriac and Aramaean to be

identical, I conjecture that these commentatorsț speak only of

the laterperiod of the third and fourth centuries, when the Jews

of Babylon especially paid particular attention to the purity of

their language; and that we are by no means authorized to as

sume, in the age of Christ and the apostles, any such difference

between the Aramaean language prevalent in Palestine and that

of Babylon, as shall requireus to mark them with different

names.

$ 11 .

The character and condition of the common language of Pa

lestine in the age of Christ and the apostles, a point so impor

tant to the interpreter of the New Testament, can be deter

mined with certainty. The character of it remained the same

as in the preceding ages ; i. e . it was still , in its essential elements

and forms, the same Babylonish -Aramaean (new Chaldee) lan
guage, which is known to us in its earliest remains in the books

of Daniel and Ezra. Genuine Aramaean words constituted still

the foundation or stock of the language ; and their external form

suffered as little change as their former syntax . The forcign

words which had been introduced , and which were mostly

Greek , remained in circulation ; and since a regard for strict pu

rity of language had long since been given up, they were in

creased under the Roman dominion bynew ones, and even by

-whichSimלוקתבAnother.איכוטנאבאברקאחגאלולזאדאילט

eon the Just heard in the Temple , is immediately afterwards quot

ed in like manner in the Babylonish -Aramaean language.

* Bava Kama fol. 83. 1. Sota fol. 49. 2. R. Jose dixit : Lingua Sy

riaca (90770 ) in terra Israelitica quare ? cum potius adhibenda aut

lingua sancta aut lingua Graeca . " In Babylonia Aramaea ( 227 )

quare ? cum potius adhibenda vel lingua sancta, vel lingua Persica.

+ Pesachin fol. 61. 1. 278 277 3770 790. Comp. note f on
p . 350.

\ Comp. Buxtorf. Lex . Chald. sub voce 0790 p . 1554. Light

foot. Hor. Heb . ad Act. 6: 1 .
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!

many Latin words, of which last there is no trace at any earlier

period . But the national language neither suffered injustice, nor

was confined within narrower limits than before, by this intro

duction of foreign expressions ; which is a thing permitted in ev

ery nation that is not entirely isolated . For these foreign words

and expressions thus introduced, were for the most part intended

to designate such objects as first became known to the inhabitants

of Palestine through foreigners, and for which they had in their

own language no appropriate appellations. The adoption there

fore of such foreign words could by no means have the result,

that any portion of the vernacular tongue should thereby be sup

planted, or thrown out of ordinary use. They served rather re

ally to enrich the national language, which, augmented by these

exotic words, continued its progress in peace, and maintained it

self undisturbed in the possession of its former domain.

That this was actually the character of the national language

of Palestine in the age of Christ and the apostles, appears from

the following considerations.

I. From the few remains of this language * which occur in the

New Testament, written in Greek letters . We will here exhibit

the principal ones before the eyes of the reader, along with the

corresponding later Chaldee words; as this will serve to render

our position perfectly obvious.

Matt. 3 : 7 Qaqaſos, zann.

5: 2 basa, s ? " .f Γέεννα, Ε:

6: 24 uquwvás, azizana.

' - 12: 24 Beelseboud, baar by

- 16: 17 guo worữ, xi mạ.

- 23: 7 gabbi, 27.

- 26 : 2 ndoya, Ahod and ATOD.

27: 33 Γολγοθά ( κρανίου τόπος), Nrsis24.1

Comp. A. Pfeifferi Loca Hebraica et exotica N. T. in Opp.

omn. philol. p.467 seq . - Cheitomaei Graeco -barbara N. T. in Rhen

ferdi Dissertatt. de Stylo N. T. Syntagma, Leov. 1702. p. 325 seq.

# Whether there was anciently also another form 7 , or wheth
er the Greek copyists have here exchanged onze for gaxá, cannot
now be determined . That they did thus make mistakes in writing

the foreign Hebrew and Chaldee words, is apparent from the va

rious readings of the Septuagint and of Josephus.

| It was usual in common life , in order to facilitate the pronun

*
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Matt. 27 46 mi, vidi, laua oaßaytavi, mpap 222 54.

Mark 3: 17 Boavegyés (vioù Booviñs),27 .

5: 9 leyewv, 7171

5: 41 ταλιθα κούμι (το κοράσιον, έγειρε) , 720P Νης.

6: 27 σπεκουλάτωρ, sin pipe.

7: 11 xopßāv (dõpov), 177 ?p.

7: 34 εφφαθα (διανοίχθητι) , πρDON.

- 10:51 bablovi or galBovvi, 2107 and 127.||

– 14: 36 αββά (ο πατήρ), ΝΞΝ.

Luke 1 : 15 Ginepa , 7 .

19:20 sovdaguov, 770.

John 1: 43 Κηφας ( Πέτρος) , Ν2.

4: 25 Μεσσίας ( Χριστός), Ντα.

5: 2 Εβραϊστί βηθεσδά, ΝΟΗ Π2 .

19: 13 Εβραϊστι γαββαθα (λιθόστρωτος), Νη22.

ciation, to slur over or suppress the second 3 in speaking; which

the Samaritan version also omits in this word, Num . 1 : 2. Ac

cording to this pronunciation the word is written in Greek. In

Syriac also many consonants, the concurrence of which would

have rendered the pronunciation of a word difficult, werenot pro

nounced. See J. D. Michaelis Gram. Syr. p. 59. A. T. Hoffmann

Gram . Syr. p. 126 seq .

In the parallel passage, Mark 15: 34 , we find iwi instead of

vji, which must come from 7 instead of a

+ The protracted pronunciation of the common people preferred

??, another form of the word , and often pronounced the a as a

sound botween a and 0 ; hence poave for pve.

| This and other Roman words were usual in the later Chaldee

in theage of the Evangelists, and probably have come into the

Gospels from the Aramaean fragments which lie at the founda

tion of these. They were also domesticated in the Syrian lan

guage, and are therefore retained in the Peshito without explanation.

The first in this word was assimilated in pronunciation.

|| These two forms of the Greek word are only different modes

of pronunciation. Indeed the ancient pronunciation of the He

brew and other oriental languages must have been very unsettled ;

because, until a much later period, they had no marks for the
vowels.

No. II. 45
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Acts 1: 19 ακελδαμά (χωρίον αίματος ), Na EpH

9: 36 Ταβιθά (δορκάς ), ΝΟΣΟ .

16: 12 κολωνία, Νο2 ».

1 Cor . 16: 22 μαραν αθά, Νης 72.

2 John 12 χάρτης, be2:

II. In Josephus also we find single words out of the national

language of his time, which are either exclusively Babylonish

Aramaean, or belong to it in common with the Hebrew . We

adduce here some of these passages in illustration, without how

ever aiming at completeness, which is here unnecessary.

Antig. Jud. Ι. 3. 3. έν μηνί δευτέρω, Μαρσουάνη (Τύπης )

υπο Εβραίων λεγομένω.

ΙΙ. 1. 1. ' Αδωμα (N257 ) Εβραίοι το ερυθρον καλούσι .

ΙΙΙ . 7. 1. -τοίς ιερεύσι, ούς Χαναίας ( 222) καλού

σι, και δη και αρχιερεί, δν 'Αναραβάχην

προσαγορεύoυσι. This last word but one

has evidently been corrupted by the transcri

bers, as the great variation in the MSS.

shews, and has probably arisen out of χανα

ραβά, Λ2) Ν22.

ΙΙΙ . 7. 2. Μωϋσής μέν αβανήθ (Heb. Όise) αυτην

εκάλεσεν, ημείς δε παρα Βαβυλωνίων με

μαθηκότες, έμίαν (772 ) αυτην καλούμεν.

ΙΙΙ. 7. 2. χεθον ( E2 and ins ) το λίνον ημείς καλούμεν.

ΙΙΙ . 7. 6. τη σακχάρω (7inas) βοτάνη παρ' ημίν λε

γομένη, υος δε κύαμον " Ελληνες - προσα

γορεύoυσι. This genuine Babylonish-Ara

maean word is not indeed found in Bux

torf's Lex. Chald . Talm. Rab. but in the

Syriac lexicons we find L405 in this sig

ni

ΙΙΙ. 8. 3. είν (3 ) μέτρον εστί επιχώριον.

III. 10. 6. τη πεντηκοστή, ήν Εβραίοι ασαρθα

(ΝηΣΝ) καλούσι.

ΙΙΙ. 15. 3. άσσαρων ( ON), mensura quaedam aridorum .

IV. 4. 7. μηνός καλουμένου 'Αββα ( ) παρ' 'Ε

βραίοις .

IV . 4. 4. κορβαν (32P) δωρον σημαίνει.
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1

Antiq. Jud . IV. 8. 49. tớ unui, xalovuévo '18áoa (778) uq'

nuor. Comp. 2 Macc. 15: 36 , ' Adag deye

ται τη Συριακή φωνή..

ΧΙΙ . 5. 4. ο μήν, δς καλείται κατά ημάς Χασλεύ

(1207 ).

XIV. 2. 1. ή των αζύμων εορτή, ήν φάσκα (Νο2 )

λέγομεν..

Bell . Jud. V. 2. 1. πρός τινι κώμη Γαβαθσαούλη (r24

57Νυ) καλουμένη, σημαίνει δε τούτο λόφον
Σαούλου..

V. 11. 5. Τεφθαίός τις απο Γαρσις πόλεως της Γαλι»

λαίας ,-κληθείς από της τύχης Χαγείρας

(891H ) όπερ σημαίνει χωλός.

Contra Apion. II. 2. το μεν σαββατον ( 25 ) κατα την Ιουδαί

αν διάλεκτον ανάπαυσίς έστιν .

III. If now we turn from these fragments of the national lan

guage of Palestine which occur in the New Testament and in

Josephus, to the Aramaean Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan,

we find in them again every where the same Aramaean and ex

otic words. Thiscircumstance authorizes us to draw the con

clusion, that the national language of Palestine in theage of

Christ and the apostles was, generally speaking, wholly identical

with the language of the Targums ; and that consequently it dif

fered from the ancient Aramaean, as exhibited in the books of

Daniel and Ezra, chiefly in exhibiting a greater proportion of

foreign words, the adoption of which was rendered necessary by

the circumstances of the times.

That, however, this Aramaean language was not spoken by

all the inhabitants of Palestine with equal correctnessand with

an uniform pronunciation, is a matter of course. The language

of the learned and of the educated part of the nation, which may

be termed the dialectus communis, was distinguished by gram

matical correctness, a more select and nobler mode of expres

sion, and by a pronunciation conformed to the written language.

It was alsouniform throughout the whole of Palestine ; because

all those who laid claim to intellectual cultivation, were instruct

ed in Jerusalem , and there disaccustomed themselves from the

rougher provincial dialects that were spoken out of Judea. The

language ofthe common people, on the other hand, was different

in the different regions of Palestine, and was divided, like almost
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every other language, into several dialects, whose chief differ

rences consisted merely in the difference of pronunciation , and

in some few idioms, which the cultivated language rejected.

1. The dialect of Jerusalem and the adjacent parts of Judea,

was recommended, according to the Talmudists,* above the

other dialects of the country, by its general correctness, and

especially by the distinct pronunciation of the guttural letters,

which in many parts were not properly articulated. The credi

bility of this testimony cannot be called in question ; since Jeru

salern was the place of common resort for the most learned and

distinguished of the Jews, who bestowed greater care on the ac

curacy of their language than the uneducated Jews who dwelt

in the interior, and must necessarily have had, through their con

sideration and various connexions, an important influence upon

the dialect of the capital and of the neighbouring country.t

2. The Galilean dialect, as would appear from Matt. 27 : 73,

and as is placed out of doubt by the Talmud,I was directly the

contrary of that of Jerusalem . It was rough and unpolished, al

lowed itself arbitrary contractions and mutilations of words, slur

red over many letters in pronunciation, and confounded the so

ta

ot

tid

1

!

Babyl . Erubhin fol. 53. 1. Dixit R. Abba : Si interroget quis

homines Judaeae, qui polita utuntur lingua, utrum bann doceant

pronuntiandum an biayn (distincte scil. litteris Net » pronuntia

tis ) sciunt illud.

† The Jerusalem version of the N. Test . from which Adler has

given extracts in his work : N. T. Versiones Syriacae, Hafn . 1789,

bears this name merely in consequence of a hypothesis, which is

supported on no solid grounds. It cannot therefore be regardedas

a source, from which any accurate knowledge of the dialect of Je

rusalem can be drawn .

| Erubhin f. 53. 2. Homines Galilaeae, qui impolita utuntur

lingua,quid de illis traditum est ? quod Galilaeus quidam diceret cui

dam ( Judaeo) 72723 722 7273 8. Respondebatur ipsi : Gali

laee stulte , intelligisne nori (asinum ) ad equitandum authon (vi

num) ad bibendum , ny (lanam ) ad vestiendum aut 28 ( agnus)

ad abscondendum ad mactationem.-Ibid. Mulier quaedam Galilaea,

(
), (

vox Galilaea i. q. annan socia ). Comp. Buxtorf. Lex. Chald . Rab.

sub voce 373. Lightfoot. Hor . Heb. in Act . Ap. Lips. 1684 . p.
151 .

Schoettgen Hor. Heb. ad Matt. 26 : 73. Pfeifferi Exercit. X. de

dialecto Galilaea , in Opp. philolog. p. 616.

veni et comedendum)אָבְגַחְךיִלְכֹואְדיֵאְּתcupiens dicere sociae
estבכךילכיתיתכולש(אכוכש&dabo tib lac ), dicebat ad eam
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frequently recurring gutturals 2 , 6 , 17 , 5'; which gave occasion

for frequent misapprehension. It had also several idioms,which

the dialect of Jerusalem and the cultivated language avoided .

How the Galileans pronounced the vowels (for all of which the

Aramaean language had anciently no signs) in connexion with
the letters, is unknown.

3. The Samaritan dialect coincided , in respect to the indis

tinct pronunciation of the gutturals,with the Galilean , from which

it seems in general to have differed very little .

4. The Phenician-Aramaean dialect was distinguished above

all the other dialects of Palestine, by the multitudeof Hellenisms

and Latinisms which it had adopted . Its other peculiarities

cannot be assigned with certainty ; because, with theexception

of a few coins and inscriptions, there are no sources of informa

tion respecting this dialect.

If now the national language of Palestine in the age of Christ,

as we have hitherto attempted to shew ,—notwithstanding its dif
ference of dialects, which referred rather to the pronunciation,

than to the essential elements of the language,—was still the

Aramaean language so long domesticated in that country, and

which in the lapse of time had lost none of its characteristic qual

ities, we can be under no hesitation in regard to the name which

we ought to givethis language. The New Testament and Jose

phus call it the Hebrew , * on no other ground than because the

Jews of that period , as well as those oflaterages, often bestow

ed on themselves the ancient national name of Hebrews ; and for

this reason gave also the same appellation to their own Aramaean

dialect, which was spoken by most Jews in and out of Palestine.

Old as the appellation is, however, it has nevertheless one impor

tant defect, viz. that it is too indefinite, and may mislead those un

acquainted with the subject to confound the ancient Hebrew and

* The Jewish writers also call the Babylonish -Aramaean dialect

95. Comp. Lightfoot. Hor. Heb. ad Joh. 5 : 2. So also Epipha

nius, who pronounces many words to be Hebrew , which are entire

ly unknownto the ancient Hebrew.e. g . Tom . II. ed . Petavii p.

17. χαρια ( 2) καλείται ( εν τη Εβραϊκή διαλέκτω)βουνός.
p. 188. κογγιάριον μέτρον εστίν υγρού, και αυτό παρ' Εβραίοις

{ xqwvouuevov. In other places he distinguishes indeed, some

times between the old Hebrew and Syriac, as Tom . I. 83 ; but

what he calls Syriac , is every where , even in its external form , the

same that is usually called Chaldaic .
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the Aramaean,which took the place of the Hebrew after the

Babylonish exile . It has therefore properly been attempted in

modern times, to give to this national language of Palestine in

the time of Christa name which should not be exposed to this
misapprehension ; and the appellation of Syro - Chaldaic * lan

guage has been employed for this purpose . Since however, as

is said above, the proper Chaldee is entirely unknown to us, and

the Syriac (Aramaean ) language, so far aswe know , did not dif

fer down to the time of Christ from the Chaldaic ( Babylonish )

language, and consequently in the above appellation Syriac and

Chaldaic seem to be identical, it will probably be most appro

priate to bestow on the language of Palestine,(originally the Ba

bylonish -Aramaean ,) in order to distinguish it from other dialects,

the simple name of the Palestine- Aramaean, or the Palestine

Syriac ; for the terms Aramaean and Syriac are fully identical.t

$ 12 .

Reference is often made, in order to prove the familiar ac

quaintance of the Palestine Jews in the age of the apostles with

the Greek language, to the Hellenists who were established at

Jerusalem , as mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. These,

according to the common opinion , were entirely ignorant of the

national language of Palestine, and on this accounthad their own

Greek synagogues, in which the version of the Seventy took the

place oftheoriginal Hebrew text and of the Targums. How

ever willingly we admit, that many of the Palestine Jews, and

especially those of the higher classes, were able along with

their mother tongue to understand the Greek or Latin , and to

* The occasion for thisappellation was probably given by Je
rome, who uses Hebrew ( Babylonish -Aramaean ) and Syro-Chal

daic as synonymous terms. Thus Lib. II . Comm . ad Matt. 12: 13,

he says that he had translated the Gospel of the Hebrews de He

bracosermone ; and Lib. III . adv. Pelag. c. 1 , he calls this same

Gospel “ Chaldaico Syroque sermone,sedHebraeis litteris, scriptum .”

Fabricii Cod . apocr.N.T. Ed . 2. Hamb. 1719. Vol. I. p.
367 seq .

[The name Palestine-Aramaean proposed by the author has never

been generally adopted ; see the note on p. 319 above. Ed. ]

+ Strabo I. p. 112.ed.Siebenkees. Oi vo nuor Eupol xalou

μενοι υπ' αυτών των Σύρων - Αραμμαίοι καλούνται. “ Those

whom we call Syrians, are called by the Syrians themselves,Ara

maeans. Joseph. Ant.Jud.I.6. 4. Apauuaiovs " Apauosžoyev,
ούς " Ελληνες Σύρους προσαγορεύουσιν. Aramus had the Ara

maeans, whom the Greeks call Syrians . '
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express themselves imperfectly in them , (for this may be shewn

even from Josephus and the Talmudists , still, we have scruples

as to the propriety of adopting the common opinion above men

tioned in regard to the Hellenists. The grounds of our scruples

are thefollowing.*

1. The opinion in question grounds itself solely on the name

Hellenists, which was borne by a certain party of the Jews at

Jerusalem , Acts 6 : 1. 9 : 29. But it by no means follows from

this appellation , that their distinguishing characteristic is to be

sought in the Greek language, as being their vernacular tongue.

For ( 1 ) if the Jews who spoke Greek bore this name, how does

it happen, that the Jews inAsia Minor, Egypt, Greece, and other

lands, where Greek was the prevailing language, are never call

ed Hellenists in the book of Acts ? and that Paul who was

born at Tarsus, a Greek city, never calls himself a Hellenist,

but always a Hebrew or Jew ? (2) It was the Jewish custom to

divide all the nations of the earth, in respect to religion ,into

Jews and Greeks Or Hellenes ; 'Ιουδαίους και " Ελληνες. This

last name they gave to all who were not Jews, because at the

time when theappellation first arose, the neighbouring heathen

nations with whom the Jews were best acquainted,as the Sy

rians and Egyptians, were under the dominion of Greek sove

reigns, and were therefore called Greeks. According to this

custom , even those nations which spoke Aramaean , as Syrians

and Syrophenicians, t were called Greeks, although they did not

speak Greek. If now we derive the word Hellenist from this

signification among the Jews, then the Hellenistic Jews can be

no other than proselytes or the descendants of proselytes. These

were always regarded with some degree of slight by the Jews

who belonged to the twelve tribes, or by the Hebrews in the

stricter sense, and in respect to their heathen origin were called

* The subject of the Hellenists is fully discussed by Hug in the

article so often referred to, and with particular reference to the

opinions here advanced. Ep.

# In Mark 7: 26 the yuvri Evoaqolvixiooa, who consequently

spoke Aramaean , is called ' Enanvis; and Josephus (B. J. II . 13.

7. coll. 14. 4. ) uses the words “ Elanves and voor as synonymous.

Even the Peshito sometimes limits the term " Elánu solely to the

Aramaeans, e . g . Acts 16: 1. 19: 10, and substitutes for it at once

Lasoil.
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Hellenists. According to this view of the subject, the Aramae

an proselytes and their posterity were just as much Hellenists as

the Greek and Roman . These last however could assuredly

not be very numerous in Palestine ; because those proselytes

who were admitted in foreign countries by the Jews who spoke

Greek, could have no special occasion to forsake their own
country and establish themselves in Palestine.

2. But if thereactuallywere among these Hellenists many

Jews who spoke Greek, still it is very improbable that they were

so entirely unacquainted with the language of Palestine, as is

generally assumed . The Jews who sojourned in the Greek

cities of Asia Minor, in Egypt, in Greece Proper, and in other

regions where the Greek language was prevalent, constituted ev

ery where a sort of independent colonies, which were entirely

isolated by their religion,manners, and customs , and sedulously

avoided all connexion and intermixture with the natives of these

countries. Such colonies are always accustomed to retain their

mother tongue for a long period even in foreign countries; and

it is sufficient for carrying on intercourse and commerce with the

other inhabitants, when only a few among them understand the

language of the country. Must we not therefore regard it as

probable, that all the Jews who dwelt among the Greeks long

retained their Asiatic-Aramaean language,* and troubled them

selves about the language of the countries in which they lived,

only so far as it was necessary in order to make themselves in

telligible to the inhabitants ? This seems at least to have been

the case in all the large and numerous colonies of the Jews, as

in Egypt t and even in the smaller ones also, which had not

* Judaei fere omnes olim erant bilingues. Praeter originari

am , quae ab antiquo Hebraea erat, et qua sua sacra celebrabant,

vernaculam locorum , in quibus nascebantur, ediscebant. Salma

sius de Hellenistica Comm. L. B. 1643. Ep. dedic. p. 29. It is

here obvious that Salmasius does not distinguish between the an

cient and later Hebrew ; for of the Jewswho lived after the exile

it cannot be affirmed, that the ancient Hebrew was their mother

tongue, as is here assumed . In all Jewish colonies founded after

the exile, to which are probably to be reckoned all the colonies of

Jews planted in countries where Greek was spoken, no other lan

guage than the Aramaean can be considered as domesticated.

+ Philo, an Alexandrine Jew , understood also Aramaean ; for

he rightly explains words which are not Hebrew , and belong only

to the Aramaean ; e . g. ' Econvos ( OR ) by Jipantvans, Philo
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been long separated from their mother country. Besides, the

frequent journies to Jerusalem , which the Jews scattered in fo

reign countries were obliged to make in obedience to their reli

gious precepts,* and the intercourse which they maintained with

the inhabitants of Palestine ( Acts 18:21 ) , must have had no

little influence upon the continuance of the Aramaean language

amongthem. And although their mother tongue might become

somewhat corrupted in a foreign land , yet it could not be diffi

cult for them to understand the Palestine Jews ; and the public

services in Aramaean of the synagogues in Palestine could not

be so unintelligible to them , as to render it necessary that they

should have Greek synagogues of their own. There is there

fore no ground for supposing, that the synagogues of the Liber

tines , ( i. e . of Jews who had been made slaves by the Romans

and afterwards set free ,) of the Cyrenians, Alexandrians, etc.

mentioned in Acts 6 : 9, were at all distinguished from the other

synagogues at Jerusalem by the use of the Greek language.

3. The assertion, that there were synagogues in Palestine in

which the version of the Seventy was publicly read instead of

de Vita contemplat. init. The passage where he relates (Lib. in

Flacc. p. 970. ed. Frft.) that the common people at Alexandria

named king Agrippa in derision Mapiv (772) , and then proceeds

thus : Ούτως δέ φασιν τον Κύριον ονομάζεσθαι παρα Σύροις,

cannot be brought as proof of the contrary ; for Philo might very

well know what 777 signified in general, without at the same time

knowing thatit was employed as an honorary title of the king, tou

Kupiou. [This solution however is evidently lame; and the more

general opinion is that Philo was unacquainted with Hebrew or

Aramaean. ED .]

• The Egyptian Jews also frequently made pilgrimages to Jeru

salem , in order to offer sacrifices and prayers. Philo himself was

once sent thither, in order to offer sacrifices in the temple in the

name of his brethren in Egypt ; Opp. Tom. II . p. 646. ed . Man

gey. Even the common Jews of Egypt must also have gone in

troops to the high festivals at Jerusalem ; for among the multitude

of foreign Jews, who had assembled to celebrate the passover at

Jerusalem , and were compelled to remain through the investment

of the city by Titus, there were not a few from Alexandria, who

distinguished themselves by their brave defence against besiegers ;

Joseph. B.J. V. 6.6. It would seem therefore, thatthe Egyptian

Jewish temple at Leontopolis, either never obtained any high de

gree of consideration, or at least did not long maintain it.
No. II . 46
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the Hebrew text, must simply on this account be regarded as

improbable, because the supportersof this opinion have not as

yet sufficiently proved, whatseems so easy to be proved, that it

was generally the custom even in the synagogues of the Jews

wholived oựt of Palestine and among the Greeks, to use the

Septuagint in their public religious services. Justin,* whose

testimony is quoted for this purpose, says nothing more than

that the Jews preserved copies of the Septuagint in the libraries

of their celebrated synagogues . From this circumstancewe can

draw no conclusion as to the public use of them in the syna

gogues ; for the Jews had in like manner in these librariest

translations of some of the historical books of the New Testa

ment.— Tertullian,£ who is also adduced as a witness, expresses

himself so ambiguously, that his words may just as well be un

derstood of the Hebrew text. — The Talmud nowhere speaks of

the use of the Old Testament in the synagogues in the Greek

language. The only passageş which is supposed to allude to

it, simply treats, as both Lightfoot and Hody have already re

marked, of the audible recitation of the form of prayer you,

which is taken from Deut. 6 : 449. 9: 13—21. Num . 15 : 37

-41, and was well known among all Jews, because it stood up

on the Tephillin ; see Buxtorf.Lex. Rab. Chald. Talm . sub

Ifnow the stricter Rabbins were dissatisfied, when in

Cesarea, a city inhabited by Jews, Syrians, and Greeks, this

form of prayer, which according to an ancient prescript || might

be recited in any language, was thus repeated aloud " in the

Greek language ; much more may we suppose that they would

have been displeased , had the text of the Old Testament been

publicly read in Greek .-Finally, from the praises which Philo

and Josephus bestow upon the Alexandrine version, and the use

which both of them make of it in their writings, there follows

1

* Dialog . cum Tryph. p . 298, and in other passages quoted in H.

Hody de Bibliorum textibus origin . Lib. IV . Oxon. 1704.p. 224.

† Epiphanii Opp . ed. Petav. Tom. II . p. 127. Comp. p . 342 above.

Apolog. c. 18.

& R. Levi ivit Caesaream , audiensque eos recitantes to you Hel

lenistice, voluit eos impedire. Talm . Hieros. Sota c. 7. See Bux

torf. Lex. Chald . p. 104.

11 Lingua quacunque proferri possunt sectio de muliere adulterii

suspecta, confessio decimorum , lectio audi (ww mp), etc. Sota.
Mischnae c . 7. p . 656. ed. Wagenseil.

1

1
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Interpretation of Rom . 8: 18—25.

nothing more, than that they both considered it as a faithful ver

sion, and worthy to be recommended to those who were not

Jews, although it was only a private version .

4. That the version of the Seventy was of any public authori

ty in the synagogues of Palestine, is nothing more than a hypo

thesis occasioned by the ambiguous word Hellenist ; but which

is founded on no one authentic historical fact, that may not be

explained without this hypothesis. And it is so much the less

to be regarded, because it is sufficiently refuted, partly by the

groundswhich may be adduced to shewthe general use of the

Targums among the Palestine Jews ( p . 336 above) ; and partly

by the express testimony of Epiphanius,* who was familiar both

with the Hebrew and Aramaean languages, and with the usages

of the Jews of Palestine.

ART. V. INTERPRETATION OF Rom. VIII. 18–25 .

By M. Stuart, Prof. of Sac. Lit. in the Theol. Sem . Andover.

18 Λογίζομαι γαρ, ότι ουκ άξια τα παθήματα του νυν και

ρού προς την μέλλουσαν δόξαν αποκαλυφθήναι εις ημάς.

19 Η γαρ αποκαραδοκία της κτίσεως την αποκάλυψιν των

20 υιών του θεού απεκδέχεται. Τη γαρ ματαιότητι η κτίσις

21 υπετάγη, (ουχ εκούσα, αλλά δια τον υποτάξαντα,) επ ' ελ

πίδι, ότι και αυτή η κτίσις ελευθερωθήσεται από της δου

λείας της φθοράς εις την ελευθερίαν της δόξης των τέκνων

22 του θεού. Οίδαμεν γαρ, ότι πασα η κτίσις συστενάζει και

23 συνωδίνει άχρι του νυν. Ου μόνον δε , αλλά και αυτοί την

απαρχήν του πνεύματος έχοντες, και ημείς αυτοί εν εαυ

τους στενάζομεν, υιοθεσίαν απεκδεχόμενοι, την απολύτρωσιν

24 του σώματος ημών. Τη γαρ ελπίδι εσώθημεν. ' Ελπίς δε

Οpp. ed. Petar. Τ . Ι. p. 122. Εβραϊκήν δε διάλεκτον ακρι

βώς είσιν ήσκημενοι (sc . Nazareni), παρ' αύτοϊς γαρ πας ο νόμος ,

και οι προφήται, και τα γραφεία λεγόμενα - Εβραϊκώς αναγι
νώσκεται , ώσπερ αμέλει και παρα Ιουδαίοις. The Nazarenes

are accurately skilled in the Hebrew dialect; for with them the

whole law and the prophets and hagiographiamare publicly read in

Hebrew , just as also among the Jews.
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βλεπομένη , ούκ έστιν ελπίς· δ γαρ βλέπει τις, τί και ελπίζει ;

25 Ει δε δ ου βλεπομεν, ελπίζομεν, δι ' υπόμονης απεκδεχόμεθα.

1

1

1

18 Moreover, I count not the sufferings of the present time as

worthy of comparison with the glory which is to be revealed

19 to us. For the earnest expectation of the creature is wait

ing for the manifestation [of this glory) of the children of

20 God . For the creature was made subject to frailty, (not of

21 its own choice, but by him who put it in subjection ,) in hope

that this same creature may be freed from the bondage

of a perishing state, and [brought] into the glorious liber

22 ty of the children of God . For we know that all crea

tures sigh together and are in anguish, even to the present

23 time . And not only so , but we who have the first fruits

of the Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves,

waiting for ( our) adoption as children , the redemption of

24 our bodies . For even we are saved [only] in hope. Now

hope which is seen , is not hope ; for what a man seeth ,

25 how doth he still hope for it ? But if we hope for that

which we do not see, we patiently wait for it.

1

Every reader, in any good degree acquainted with either the

history or the practice of sacred criticism , well knows the diffi

culty of satisfactorily explaining this passage . It is one of those

paragraphs, which have been technically named loci vexatissimi,

i . e. a passage often made the subject of attempt at illustration ,

but which has not been explained in such a manner as to give

general satisfaction .

I am almost afraid that the experienced critic will regard it as

a kind of presumption in me, to makea new attempt upon the
verses before us. It would seem as if the ingenuity of criticism

had been already exercised to the ne plus ultra upon it ; and as

satisfaction that is general has not been attained , it may seem to

be hardly congruous with becoming diffidence to expect it.

Still, it is easyto go too far and to argue wrongly in this way ;

and this we do, when we endeavour to excuse ourselves from

all effort, because we distrust our own strength , and have great
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confidence in the gigantic powers of those who have preceded

us. “ Every little helps,” says the homely but sensible proverb .

If giants have preceded us, and aimed to take off the load of

obscurity which rests on the passage under consideration, but

without success ; it will not certainly follow that those who come

after them , although of inferior strength, may not take the ad

vantage of some lever which their predecessors overlooked, and

with less strength be able to raise the weight that had not before

been moved . Or to use another figure; if we who are but

dwarfs, do but stand upon the giant's shoulders, it surely is not

impossiblethat our prospect, in some cases, may be more exten
sive than theirs.

The deeply interesting chapter, from which the passage is

selected for interpretation, renders it very desirable thatwe

should, if possible, attain to right views of the whole. That
those which I am now about to exhibit, are of this nature, I

would not be understood to affirm . The most which I wish to

be understood as saying, is, that they seem tome to deserve a

preference to other views which are examined in the sequel,

and wbich have been entertained by more or less of those who

have written on the passage under review. All will acknowledge

that a serious attempt to explain a portion of Scripture so diffi

cult as this, if made in a becoming manner and with due dili

gence, deserves encouragement.

The critical reader of the Bible will often find occasion to re

mark, that the general meaning of a passage, i . e . the general

design and object which the writer had inview, may be quite

plain andobvious, while, at the same time, the adequate and sat

isfactory illustration of the particular phraseology which it ex

hibits, may be a matter of great difficulty, andperhaps even

critically impossible. For example ; in John 1 : 12 the writer

says, that the privileges of children are conferred on believers in

Christ ; and in verse 13 he asserts, that no kind of natural gen

eration or descent entitles them to these privileges, but that their

filiation is supernatural and divine , i . e . it is of God. It is very

plain here, that he means to gainsay what the Jews maintained

respecting rights and privileges of a spiritual nature, to which

they considered themselves entitled, because they were the nat

ural descendants of Abraham . But when we come to explain

the meaning of each phrase by itself, viz. the expressions, oi oux
εξ αιμάτων, and ουδέ έκ θελήματος σαρκός, and ουδέ έκ θελή

uatos avdoós, we find that they lie, as yet , beyond the reach of

any criticism which is entirely satisfactory.
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So in the passage before us. The general object of the wri

ter seems to be plain . His theme is contained in verse 18. “ I

count not the sufferings of the present time as worthy of compar

ison with the glory which is to be revealed to us;" i . e . I regard

the present sufferings of Christians as hardly deserving of no

tice, because of the unspeakable glory to which they are com

ing, and which will be heightened by their present trials.

The theme being thus introduced, he seems to proceed in

the following manner : Now that such a glory is yet to be

revealed, (in other words, that there isa worldof surpassing

glory beyond the grave,) the whole condition of things or rath

er ofmankind, in the present world , abundantly proves. Here

a frail and perishable nature serves to shew,that no stable

source of happiness can be found on earth . From the com

mencement of the world down to the present time, it has al

ways been thus. In the midst of the sufferings and sorrows,

to which their earthly existence exposes them , mankind natu

rally look forward to another and better world, where happi

ness without alloy and without end may be enjoyed. Even

Christians themselves, joyful as theirhopes should make them ,

find themselves still compelled by sufferings and sorrows to sigh

and groan , and to expect a state of real and permanent enjoy

ment only in heaven ; so that they can only say, for the present ,

that they are saved , because they hope or expect salvation in

another and better world . The very fact that here they, like

all others around them , are in a state of trial, and that they only

hope for glory, shews that the present fruition of it is not to be

expected .

The practical conclusion from all this the apostle now pro

ceeds to draw , viz. that Christians, in the midst of sufferings

and trials, ought not to faint or to be discouraged, inasmuch as

a glory to berevealed is in prospect, which should make them

regard their present temporary sufferings as altogether unworthy
tobe accounted of.'

We see, then, how verses 19–24 seem to cast light on the

main position of the apostle in verse 18 , and his practical con

clusion in verse 25. He means to impress on the minds of his

readers a strong conviction, that the glory to be revealed is cer

tain , and that it is great ; and he strives to do this, by shewing

that the very constitution of nature in the present world is such,

that we, instinctively as it were, look away to and long after

another and better world. What could he offer which could

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

i

1

1

1
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make a deeper impression than this ? The Being who made

us, says he, made us so as to look and long for another and

better world ; it is a part of our nature to do so ;it is a law, or

a great truth , written on our hearts. Let not Christians, then ,

indulge in any fears of disappointment !

In thus endeavouring to express the general views and rea

soning exhibited by the passage before us, it will be seen, that

I have given to xrious the sense of mankind, or the human

race, men in general. I have done so because I apprehend this

to be quite the most probable sense of the word. If, however,

the natural creation in general be understood to be meant by

this word , still, the general course of thought and reasoning will
be the same. Theonly important difference will be, that in the

latter case , all nature is represented as sympathizing with the dis

tresses which Christians endure , and byits sighs and groans

speaking aloud the necessity of a future state, where sorrow and

distress can never come. But the comparison of this exegesis,

with that which supposes xtious to mean mankind, men in gene

ral, I reserve for the sequel, in which we may enter into a de

tailed examination of particular expressions.

It has seemed tome, that one great difficulty with respect to

the interpretation of this passage has been , that commentators

have not sufficiently turned their attention, first to the general

scope and design of the writer in introducing it , and secondly to

the usus loquendi of several important words or expressions in

it. The general object of the passage, i. e. the design or pur

pose which the writer had in view when he introduced it, is of

the highest importance ; for unless we rightly apprehend this,

we may represent the author as reasoning in a very irrelevant or

very inept manner , or as saying things which would at best have

very little force when applied to the design which he had in
view .

In accordance with the important principle contained in these

suggestions, it has been my first aim to discover and represent

the general course of thought in thepassage, i . e. to make out,

first of all, what may be properly called the logical commentary

upon it. And if I am correct in supposing verse 18 to contain

the theme or general truth to be illustrated and confirmed by

the sequel; and verse 25 the practical conclusion deduced from

the whole ; then it would seem to follow , as a matter of course ,

that the intermediate verses (unless they are evidently foreign to

the whole subject, which no one will pretend to aver) are to be
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regarded as an illustration and confirmation of the great and glo

rious truth , that there is a world of rich and everlasting enjoy

ment, into which suffering and sorrow can never enter ; and that

Christians ought to cheertheir hours of trial and darkness, with

this assuring and animating belief.

The kind of illustration or confirmation of this, produced by

the apostle, is indeed somewhat peculiar ; but it is nevertheless

highly striking and impressive. It seems to amount to this;

viz. Christian brethren, be not discouraged by your sorrows

and trials ; for the whole human race, or all nature, sympathizes

in these things, all sighing together for anguish, from the begin

ning down to the present time. But what does all this betoken ?

Surely that this is not the end of our being ; that this frail and dy

ing state is merely temporary. In this state man does, as it were,

only begin to exist. He instinctively looks forward to another

and a better state , in which he may go on with the expansion of

all his powers, and enjoy an uninterrupted state of bliss forever.

The very constitution of our being, the wants and sufferings

which we feel, indicate that there is another and better state of

existence to which the righteous may look with joyful hope.

Wait with patience, therefore, until the appointed time shall

cometo enter upon that state of being.'

If I have rightly apprehended the course of thought and rea

soning here, it is not unlike that which our most expert casuists

and moral philosophersemploy, in proving or endeavouring to

prove the immortality of the soul. They say : God has made

every thing perfect in its kind. Every plant andshrub and tree,

every beast and bird and fish, in a word the whole of this lower

creation, attains the summit of excellence or perfection, of which

by its constitution it is capable, and for which it is designed .

Man alone, unspeakably the noblest of all God's works here be

low, remains, at his highest point of attainment in the present

world, altogether imperfect. He comes infinitely short of that,

for which he is by his very nature adapted . He only is capable

of boundless progress in wisdom and knowledge and virtue.

It would be against all analogy, then, to suppose that his exist

ence is limited to the few and fleeting days which are assigned

hiin here on earth , during which he merely begins to expand.

Made in the image of Godhimself, he must be immortal like his

Creator ; or else the noblest of all the Creator's works, designed

to bear and reflect his image among created beings, must be

more imperfectly formed than the meanest reptile ; and his
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mode of existence be an entire contradiction to that of all inferi

or beings ; an incredible anomaly, in a universe which is all or

der and regularity !'

This thought must surely have great weight, with a mind

which believes in the perfections of God, and is accustomed to

apply arguments drawn from analogy to the works of the Crea

tor. Indeed , one cannot well resist the impression which it

makes. The idea that here our state is so frail and perishable,

our knowledge and improvement so imperfect at the best , com

pared with that of which we are capable — this idea must inspire

every thinking mind with “ longings after immortality ," and with

an Ahndung ,a presentiment, a kind of hope mingled with belief

and desire, that immortality may be our future portion . The

argument may be named an internal one . It is an appeal to
our very constitution, our intelligent moral nature . Nor is it

any the less forcible, because it is an argument of such a kind ;

but rather the reverse . Belief, derived from the source of in

ternal consciousness and the constitution of our nature, is evi

dently of higher certainty than what we call knowledge, viz. that

which is derived from the perception of our senses, or is the re

sult of a reasoning process. Belief of the nature which I have

indicated , comprises in itself the first elements, the foundation

principles, of all true knowledge .

Say not , then, that the apostle has made an appeal to an ar

gument of little or no force, in respect to the subject of a future

state of happiness. On the contrary, one might venture to af

firm , that all the arguments which the wit and knowledge of men

have ever brought together - all of these combined — have not

one half the force to command our real and hearty belief and

hope of immortality, that our own frail, imperfect, dying state

has . A man who emerges from the stormy sea of passion in

early life, where all is turbulence andthere is scarcely room for

consideration, when he comes to ask, Whence am I ? Where am

I going ? and to feel as he must, that he is not at his own dispo

sal, and that the world can never confer on him any real and

lasting happiness — such a man comes, in his sober moments, al

mostby an instinct of his very nature, to look after and hope for

another and better state of existence ; although it does not of

course follow , that he will comply with the conditions of obtain

ing it. And this state of feeling, and the conviction which springs

from it, is worth more than all the arguments that can be ad

duced , to convince him thoroughly that there is a world to come,

No. II . 47
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and that his present stage of existence is only the dawn of his

being

I would hope that it is not altogether in vain, that I have dwelt

so long on the nature of the illustration or argument employed
by theapostle, in order to enforce his exhortation to the church

at Rome. We too need arguments and consolations, such as

Paul then addressed to his fellow Christians. We too are in a

frail and dying state ; and the hope of a glorious immortality

needs to be strengthened and cheered, that we may meet our

trials with more patience and more filial submission, and may

more habitually look away beyond them, to that world where

« all tears shall be wiped from every eye, and sighing and sor

row forever fee away .”

Such are the views which I entertain of the general import

and design of the passage under review. It willbe conceded,

at least, that this commentary does not give a frigid or an inept

sense to the whole passage. It represents it as conducing toa

very important design which the apostle had in view, and which

is developed in verses 18 and 25, the commencement and the

close of the paragraph before us.

I proceed now to the illustration of words and phrases ; in

which the reader must be prepared to expect not a little difficul

ty , and to the right understanding of which his patient attention

will be needed .

Verse 18. Loyisoua here means, I count, reckon , regard,

estimate. The classical Greek writers employed this word rath

er in the senseof computing or reckoning,e. g. a sum of num

bers, or of estimatinga conclusion drawn from premises by the
act of reasoning .

It is difficult, at first sight, to account for the yao here, which ,

in nearly every instance where it is employed, ( if not always and

necessarily,) has reference to a preceding sentiment, fact, etc.

Here it seems to be merely a particle of transition . But, al

though I have translated it as such , viz. by our word moreover, yet

this word does not express the full forceand design of the Greek

particle. The apostle had said , in the preceding verse, “ If we

suffer with Christ, we shall also reign with him ," i . e. we shall

be exalted with him to a state of happiness and glory. In refe

rence to our suffering with Christ, he then goes on to say in

verse 18, I regard not the sufferings, etc. Now as this passage

was evidentlysuggested to the mind of the writer, by the ovuna
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syouer in the preceding verse, so yao intimates such a connex

ion. Yet as the writer passes on, in verse 18 seq. to a new turn

of thought, and a commentary as it were on the words ouuna

σχομεν and συνδοξασθωμεν in verse 17, so γάρ in verse 18 also

indicates a transition to something which may more fully illus

trate or explain these words. Táo explicantis sive illustrantis

est, says Bretschneider in his lexicon upon the word .

That this particle, in itself, should necessarily denote a con

nexion withwhat precedes, and at the same time serve as acon

venient particle oftransition, shews well the nature of the Greek

particles, and the exquisite relations of speech which they are
employed to express . Our English word moreover is a tolera

ble translation of ydo when employed in this way, inasmuch as

it indicates that something had preceded, and also indicates tran

sition. But the superior nature of the Greek yao is disclosed

in this, viz. in indicating not simply that something had preced

ed, but that this was of such a nature that the sequel was design

ed to explain or illustrate it.

Such remarks as these may be deemed minutiae by some.

The student, however, who designs to go deeply into the busi

ness of studying the original language of the New Testament,

should be duly aware, that the particles of the Greek language

are some of the most subtle and difficult of all words which it

contains ; and that it will cost him a much severer effort to be

come well acquainted with these, than with any other class of

words whatever. These too are " the joints and bands” of a

discourse, that express the relation ofone part of it toano

ther, and the logical connexion of one part with another. They

make up a very important part of concinnity of style. The

whole connexion of a writer'sthoughts, the method of his logic ,

the force of his argument or illustration, depends oftentimes on

the manner in which the particles of the Greek language are

rendered. Need any more be said, in order to show the im

portance and the difficulty of these words ? If so , let any one

look into the lexicons, and see what efforts philologists of late

have made, in order to illustrate such words as xal, yao, dé, ws,

uév, etc. It may with truth be said, that Passow, in his admi

rable Greek Lexicon, has no where distinguished himself so

much, or merited so much, as in his articles on these little

words. The same is true of Bretschneider, in the second edi

tion of his Lexicon . One has only to compare these works

with the early lexicons, in order to see what estimate has come
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at last to be put , by skilful philologists, upon the particles of

the Greek language. After all , the student must not depend

on any lexicon to give him true skill in respect to the knowledge

of them . Nothing but the most minute, distinguishing, and long

continued practical observation of them, will answer the end in

question .

The reader will pardon this digression for the sake of those

who are young in the study of sacred philology. It is for those,

in particular, that I am writing.

Tαθήματα του νυν καιρούmeans suffering , such as Christians

were then called to endure, or sufferings such as all men are

exposed to endure, in the present life . The latter seeins to be

the preferable sense ; because the reasoning of the apostle, in

the context, has respect not to time then present only, but to

the whole period of the present life down to its close, when a

glorious reward succeedsa life of sorrow .

The latitude in which the genitive case is employed should

be noted from the phrase before us. The sufferings of the pre

sent time surely does not mean, the sufferings which time en

dures as the subject of them , but those which Christians endure

while they continue in the present world. The genitive here,

as often elsewhere, is the genitivus temporis, i. e. it marks the

tiine belonging to the noun which precedes it , the designation of

which is intended to qualify that noun.

O'x öğra, non aequiparanda sunt, are not to be put on a

level, or are not to be reputed, not to be counted or regarded .
The first seems rather the more apposite sense ; and then

noós, which follows in the construction, may be rendered in its

usual sense , with . But if the second sense be preferred, viz.

reputed, regarded, then noós has the sense of compared with ,

in comparison of. So this preposition is sometimes used ; e . g.

Ecclus. 25: 19 ,Every evil is small roos saxlav yuvaixos, com

pared with the malignity of a woman. Joseph. cont. Apion. II .

22, All matter is worthless roos sixóva triv toúrou, compared

with the image of this [god] .

The phrase την μέλλουσαν δόξαν αποκαλυφθήναι, is equiva

lent to anoxalugonoouévny. The Greek could use his regular

future without a helping verb ; or he could, as here, use the

verb pério and the infinitive, instead of a regular future. The

word doča, which here signifies future happiness, is used bythe

New Testament writers in a sense quite different from the clas

sic one, which is, opinion, fame, reputation, etc. But the New
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Testament meaning of doša is borrowed from the Hebrew 7133

or 777 , splendour, magnificence, excellence. The idea of dófa

in the presence of God, seems to be founded upon being there

in the light or splendour of his presence . Hence light is used

so often in the Bible as the image of happiness. Hence too ,

we may see something of the plenary meaning which doğa has,

when used to describe a state of future happiness. In the pre

sent world , “ eye hath not seen ;" but when another world bursts

upon the vision of Christians , after death shall have rent away the

veil of mortality, there, “ in God's light they will see light;"

there too, they shall enjoy “ everlasting light, for God will be

their glory."

Verse 19. Here we have another yáo, which sustains a rela

tion to the preceding verse, like that which yáo in verse 18 sus

tains to verse 17. The apostle in verse 18 has introduced , as an

object of attention , the glory which is to be revealed . That there

is such a glory he now proceedsto shew , or at least to adduce

reasons why Christians should confidently expect it. Γάρ,,

therefore, is in verse 19 prefixed to a clause added by way of

confirming the sentiment of the preceding assertion .

Aroxapadoxia , earnest expectation , the German Ahndung.

The etymology favours this meaning ; for the word comes from

ånó, and ndoa head, and doxeuw to observe , look after. The

Etymologicum Magnum explains it by τη κεφαλή προβλέπειν,,

to thrustforward the head and see, i . e . to look with anxiety or

eagerness ; like the Hebrew binn ?. The same sense the

word has in Phil. 1 : 20. Ernesti observes, that the word is not

intensive in the New Testament (lost. Interpr. I. $ 2) ; but in

this he seems to be plainly mistaken , if we may judge either

from the composition of the word itself, or from the nature of
thepassages in which it stands.

We come now to the principal word , on which very much of

the difficulty of the passage before us turps, viz . xriois. In or

der to proceed in a satisfactory manner with the investigation of

it, I shall consider , in the first place, its meaning in the other

passages of the New Testament where it occurs, and as com

pared with the corresponding Hebrew words ; and then, in the

second place , I shall propose and examine in order the various

meanings which have been assigned to the word in this place,

and endeavour to vindicate that sense to which the preference

seems to belong .

I. In regard to the meanings of xtious, in all the other pas
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sages of the New Testament where it is found, excepting the

one before us, they may be distributed into two classes ; viz.

1. It means the act of creation, creating:

In such a sense it is generally conceded that it is employed
in Mark 10 : 6. 13: 19. Rom. 1 : 20. 2 Pet. 3: 4. But the two

first and the last of these significations might well be referred to

no. 2, which follows. This is the proper and primary meaning

of the word , according to the usual principles of the Greek lan

guage, in which words of this class commonly denote the act of

doing any thing, they being what grammarians call nomina ac

tionis. So in the Greek classics, thesense of making, con

structing , building, creating , etc. is the one attached to this

word. But in the majorityof examples in which xtious occurs

in theNew Testament, the meaning is different from this.

2. It means creature, created thing, any product of creating

power, creation as an existing thing.

Such a deflection from the primary meaning of a word, is very

common, not only in the Greek, but in all other languages ; the

abstract (nomen actionis) passing, as grammarians say ,into the

concretesense ; i . e . the word which denoted action, being also

used to denote the consequences or effects of that action.
So

here, xrious, the act of creating, is more commonly employed in

the New Testamentto signify the effects of this action, viz.

a thing created, res creata.

Butthis second signification being in its own nature generic,

is either used generically, or is alsoemployed to designate any

of the several species of meanings that may constitutea part of

the generic one.

a) It is used in its generic sense, i. e . as meaning created

things, creation, any created thing, in Rom . 1 : 25. 8: 39. Col.

1 : 15. Heb. 4 : 13. Rev. 3 : 14, perhaps also in Mark 10 : 6.

13: 19 , and 2 Pet. 3 : 4. In a sense very nearly allied to this,

it is used in Heb. 9 : 11 to designate the material creation as

such, in distinction from the spiritual one. This distinction,

however, results rather from the exigency of the passage, and

the distinction made here by the word taúrns, than from the

force of κτίσις ..

b) Krious is also used in a specific sense, and means the

rationalcreation, man , men, the world of mankind. Thus in
Mark 16: 15, Go preach the gospel néon tñ xtíost, to all

men ,to every man . Col. 1:23, which (gospel] has been preach
ed èv naon tĩ xtioci, among all nations, or to every man .
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1 Pet. 2: 13, Be subject then néon av ponívn xridel, to every

man, to every human being, for the Lord's sake, i . e. out of

regard to the Lord Christ. What the meaning of this is , the

explanation immediately subjoined informs us ; viz. číte Baoi

λεϊ , ως υπερέχοντι είτε ηγεμόσιν, ως δι αυτού κ.τ.λ. i. e . Be

subject to every man placed in authority, whether he be a

king who has preeminence, or a governor appointed, etc.

These examples make it clear, that xrious is employed to de

signate a specific class of created beings, as well as created

things in general.

c) The word is then sometimes employed in a more speci

fic and limited sense still, viz. to designate thenew rational cre

ation , those who are created anew in Christ Jesus, Christians.

Such is the meaning in 2 Cor. 5 : 17 , If any one be in Christ,

he is nown xrlois, a new creature. Gal. 6 : 15 , In Christ Jesus

neither circumcision nor uncircumcision avails any thing, but

mauvri xtious. This rather seems to mean, a new act of creating,
the power of the Spirit in renovating the soul. But in both of

these cases, the special meaning depends on salvri, rather than

1

upon κτίσις..

These are all the cases in which xtious occurs in the New

Testament, excepting those in the passage under examination.

From these we gather the conclusion, that the usus loquendi

allows us to assign to xrious either of the three meanings rank

ed under no. 2, i. e. it may be interpreted as meaning things

created or the natural creation , men or mankind , or lastly,

Christians. Butthis last meaning is made, as we have seen ,

by the addition of the epithet καινή..

I have only to add here, as a confirmation of the abovemean

ings assigned to xtlous, (which however are not altogether pe

culiar to the New Testament, see Judith 9 : 12. 11 : 14. Wisd .

2: 6. 16 : 24. 19 : 6) , that the Chaldee and the Rabbinic He

brew coincide with the usage just exhibited . The words in

these languages which correspond to xrlois, are 574 "??, ,

???, ???, which all meancreatio, creatura , res creata, i. e.

the act of creating, and the thing created, just in the same way

as xtiois does . Moreover, in Rabbinic Hebrew, the plural

form ning sometimes means homines, men, specially the hea

then . All this, we see, corresponds with the New Testament

use of urious, and explains itwhen a reference to the Greek

classics would not. In regard to the last particular of all, viz.
that ning sometimes means the heathen, by way of degrada
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tion or contempt, it is singular that we have adopted , into vulgar

English, the very same meaning of the word creature, and ap

plied it in a derogatory sense to human beings ; e. g. the

creature refused to obey.'

II . We have seen what meanings are assigned to xtious by

the writers of the New Testament, and what belonged to the

corresponding Chaldee and Hebrew words. Which of all these,

now, shall be applied to xtiois in the passage before us ?

That the reader may see how variously this question has

been answered , I will lay before him the different interpreta

tions given to it. These are, 1. The angels . 2. The souls

(the animating principle) of the planetary worlds. 3. Adam

and Eve, because they were the immediate work of creative

power. 4. The souls of believers, in distinction from their

bodies . 5. The bodies of believers, i. e . their dead bodies,

in distinction from their souls. 6. Christians in general . 7 .

Christians in particular, i . e . either Jewish Christians, or Gen

tile Christians. 8. Unconverted men in general. 9. Uncon

verted men in particular, i. e . either unconverted Jews, or un

converted beathen. 10. The material creation, inanimate and

animate , exclusive of rational beings. 11. The rational cre

ation or men in general, mankind.

The mere enumeration of these opinions is enough to shew ,

that the passage before us has indeed been a locus vexatissi

mus. According to the plan proposed, they must all be ex

amined . But we may make short work with most of them,

without incurring the danger of being charged with any pre

sumption .

1. The angels. But as the xrious here mentioned is made

subject to a frail and dying state (uatalóınıı), and is represent

ed as longing after την αποκάλυψιν των υιών του θεού, it cannot

be good angels ; for they are not subject to such a state , and

are already in possession of the glory which is to be reveal

ed . It cannot be evil angels ; for neither are they mortal,

nor do they wait for (anexdézetai) the glory of the future

world , since they know it is impossible they should ever be

made partakers of it.

2. The souls of the planets. This hardly seems to be worth

an attempt at confutation. Yet no less a writer than Origen

has gravely advanced this idea . It is , at least, worth some

thing as a matter of curiosity, to see how the ancient fathers

could philosophize. “ This vanity (uatarórns ),” says Origen ,
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« is to be referred to the bodies into which the souls that

before existed , have been detruded , on account of their sins in

the preexistent state . Such bodies are the sun , moon , yea

the earth, and the heaven . All these have souls, which had

a previous existence; consequently they may commit sin ; and

so doing, they must be subject to the judgement of Christ,

as well as men . These bodies, therefore, are waiting for the

resurrection ; and they may properly be said to hope and sigh

for liberation from their present corruption.” Could one be

lieve that such a passage as this existed in Origen, if he did

not read it with his own eyes ? This he may do in his De

Principiis, cap. 7 .

My readerswill neither demand nor expect that I should re

fute this speculation of the greatest scholar among the ancient

fathers. I mention it only that it may be noted , inorder to de

termine of how much authority in matters of philosophizing

about religion, the opinion of the ancient fathers sometimes is.

Let him look well to it, who leans on such a broken reed !

3. Krious means Adam and Eve. What induced any one

to adopt such an opinion, probably was, that Adam and Eve

were the immediate production of creative power ; and in this

respect might be called xtious with an emphasis. But to what

purpose would such an exegesis be here ? And then , the xtious

here mentioned, hasin every age of the world been sighing

with anguish , even äxou toŨ vũv, down to the very time when

the apostle was writing . In what sense could this be predicat

ed of our first parents ?

4. Tothe supposition, that the souls of believers are designat

ed by xrious, we may oppose, ( 1 ) The fact that no ususloquen

di can be adduced to justify it ; ( 2) That Heb. 12: 23 repre

sents the spirits of the just as already TETELELOÍNevoo in heaven ;
and with this a multitude of other passages accord. How

then can they be groaning with anguish for deliverance ? It

must have been some advocate of purgatory, who invented

such an interpretation as this .

5. The dead bodies of the saints. Here again we find no

usus loquendi to justify such an interpretation . J. A. Turre

tin objects to this, also, that this sense would be wholly inappo

site. “ How ," he asks, “would this console afflicted Chris

tians ? ” I answer, that confirmation of Christian hope is the di

rect and immediate object of the apostle here ; not consolation ,

except through the medium of confirmation . Then one might

No. II. 48
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say , that the redemption of the body being understood

would compare well withthe same thing which is represent

verse 23, as the object of expectation on the part of belie

But there is still a difficulty . How the dead bodies of all

j . e. of the wicked as well as the good, should be repres

by the apostle as anxiously hoping for a resurrection, it is

indeed to see. Is it not true, that the resurrection of the b

of the wicked, is the immediate precursor of their enha

misery ? Such is the scriptural view of the subject. Then

can they be longing for such an event ? Or what has this

with confirming the hope of the righteous ? But if you say

the dead bodies of the wicked are longing for the resurre

of the just,' the violence of the prosopopeia is revolting.

moreover, should the apostle resort to such an improbable

forced argument as this ? Or rather, can it be called any

ment at all ?

6.7. The sixth and seventh opinions may both be ranke

der one head , viz. that of Christians. Can xrious, then ,

mean Christians, either in general, or in particular ?

a) The usus loquendi is wanting,to render this probable.
word κτίσις 2 C 5 : 17 and Gal . 6 : 15 , does not, as I

already remarked , of itself mean Christians. In both

cases it is connected with καινή. It is καινή κτίσις , then .

this only, which usage authorizes us to believe is employ

order to designate Christians. This argument alone would

der the exegesis in question doubtful.

6) But we have another argument, which has been gene

deemed a still more weighty one. This is, that in verse

21 , the word xtious designates those who are distinguished

the children of God, andwho belong not to such as are no

titled to their privileges. But I cannot consider this argu

to be so decisive as Flatt, Tholuck, and others think it t

My reason is, that the expressions in verses 19, 21, are

much unlike that in verse 23, where, beyond all doubt ,

tians are represented as groaning within themselves and wa

for their filiation (vio Teolav ), i. e. for the consequences

viz . the redemption of their bodies from their present, frail,

ful, and dying state. I see not, therefore, but that it is

possible, in itself considered, to suppose in verses 19, 21 , С

tians may be represented as waiting for the glory which wi

given to the children of God ; although if verse 23 were st

out, the expressions there might well be taken for antit
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ones ; I mean , that xtious might, in such a case , naturally and

well be understood, to designate a class of men distinct from the

υιοί του θεού in verse 19, and from the τα τέκνα του θεου

in verse 21 .

c) A more conclusive argument, however, is deducible from

verse 23, where αυτοί την απαρχήν του πνεύματος έχοντες

seems plainly to mean Christians, as I shall in due time endeav

our to shew . Conceding this, then is it quite plain, that « tiois

in the preceding verses cannot mean Christians, because the

class of men designated in verse 23, is very clearly distinguished

from the preceding class in verses 19–21, designated by atiois.

On the sameground, viz. that xrious cannot be regarded as

meaning Christians in general, it must be excluded from mean

ing Christians in particular, i . e. either Jewish Christians orGen

tile Christians. How are these to be distinguished from those

who had the first fruits of the Spirit ?” Even supposing that

anaoy” meanshere special, miraculous gifts, (as some believe,)

we may ask, Were there no Jewish Christians who possessed

these ? Surely they above all others possessed them . But still,

Were there no Gentile Christians who possessed them ? This

will not be denied. If we look into the first epistle to the

Corinthians, we find there a graphic account of the special gifts

of the Spirit, which leaves no room to doubt that they were dis

tributed to Gentile as well as to Jewish Christians. Still strong

er is the argument, if we suppose (as I shall endeavour hereafter

to shew thatwe must suppose) unaoxrv here to mean , the preli

bation , the foretaste, the earnest of future glory, which iscom

mon to all Christians. For as those who have this anaoxnv, are

here plainly and explicitly distinguished from those denominated

utious above ; so if these are Christians in general , as they clear

ly seem to be ; it follows that xtious above is not used to desig

nate Christians, either Christians in general , or Jewish or Gen

tile Christians in particular. Neither of these classes were dis

tinguished from other Christians, by the exclusive possession of

miraculous gifts, or the exclusive possession of the earnest of the

heavenly inheritance ; and there seems, therefore, to be no

ground for making a distinction of such a nature. It must ne

cessarily follow , that if xrious means either Jewish Christians, or

Gentile Christians, as such, then this class of Christians did not

partake of the απαρχήν του πνεύματος ; for those who did par

take of it are clearly distinguished from those indicated by xtiois.

But inasmuch as both these classes of Christians did partake of
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the gift in question, so neither of them can be designated here

by κτίσις .

I should not have dwelt so long on this head, had not such

critics as Le Clerc, Nösselt, Schleusner, and others magni no

minis, defended the exegesis in question.

8. 9. The eighth and ninth opinions may also be classed un
der one head. These are, that xtious means either unconvert

ed men in general as such, or unconverted men in particular,

viz. Jews, or Gentiles. In regard to the specific meaning here

assignedto utious, I cannot see any tolerable ground of support

for it. Why should unconverted Jews be representedas pecul

iarly exposed to a frail and dying state ? Or why should un

converted Gentiles be so represented ? Surely there is no good

reason for any distinction here, as all are equally exposed to the

miseries of life. We cannot therefore admit the exegesis which

here gives a specific meaning to xtious, limiting it either to un

converted Jews or to unconverted Gentiles.

More probable is the interpretation, which assigns to xtious the

meaning of unconverted men in general. In this case, it is easy

to make a plain and evident distinction between xtious in vs. 19

-22, and oι την απαρχήν του πνεύματος έχοντες , inν . 23.

Substantially I think this to be the right meaning. But I would

not assign to itthe signification simply of unconverted men . I
apprehend the meaning to be the same as in Mark 16:15. Col.

1:23 .1Pet.2: 13 , i.e.man, men , mankind ingeneral. But

of this, and of the objections urged against it, I shall say more in

the sequel.

On the whole, then, we have reduced our multiplex inter

pretations down to two, viz . the material creation in general,

animate and inanimate ; and the rational creation, or mankind

in general. These remain to be carefully examined. Critics

of high rank and great abilities, are divided between these two

interpretations.

10. I commence with the first of these two meanings, viz. that

of the material creation, the world in general, or the universe, ex

clusive of rational beings. This has had many defenders both

in ancient and moderntimes. Chrysostom , Theodoret, Theo
phylact,Oecumenius, Jerome, Ambrose, Luther, Koppe, Dod

dridge, Flatt, Tholuck , and a multitude of others have been its

advocates. Flatt and Tholuck, in their recent commentaries,

have collected all which has been said in its favour, besides ad
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vancing some things peculiar to themselves. What they have

brought forward, deserves a serious examination .

That xtious might be employed to indicate the natural creation

around us, consisting of things animate and inanimate, may be

seen by examining the usus loquendi of the word, under no. 2 .

4, p . 374above. On this part of the subject, therecan be no just

ground of controversy among philologists. But is it so employed

in the passage before us ? This is the only question that affords

any room for dispute.

Tholuck argues that it is so employed, from two sources ;

first, from theconnexion in which it stands, and the predicates

which are assigned to it ; and secondly, from both Jewish and

Christian belief respecting the renewal of the natural world, at

a future period.

Under the first head of argument, he says, that the more usual

meaning of xrious is the natural world . If he means by this

to averthat the word has this signification in a majority of the

instances in which it is employed in the New Testament, an in

spection of p. 374 above will convince the reader that he is

mistaken . But still, the fact that the word may very naturally,

in itself considered, be employed in such a way , I freely concede,

and this I have already more than once intimated.

His next argument is, that duTV i xtious in v . 21 , indicates

a descent from the noble to the ignoble part of creation .

He means, that an si xrious signifies as much as to say :

* Not only does the nobler part of creation long for a disclosure

of the glory which is to be revealed, but even this inferior crea

tion, of which I am now speaking, also longs for the period
when this disclosure shall be made. '

The answer to this is, that such an exegesis of aútri vi utlois

would necessarily imply, that a higher and nobler xtious had

been already mentioned in the preceding context, with which

this inferior one is now compared. Had such mention been

made, there would be some ground for the remark of Tholuck .

But as there is no mention ofthisnature, I do not see how we can

give a comparative sense to αυτη η κτίσις. In order to do this ,

must not something have been mentioned, with which we may

compare it ? The expectation of the nobler part of creation, is

first mentioned in v . 23, vioGeslav énexdexóuevot. The force of

avtr ; xious, I apprehend, must therefore be made out in ano

ther way. Paul had just said, “ xrious is made subject to afrail

and perishing state (uatacórnti), with the hope, . e. in acon
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dition or in circumstances in which it is permitted to hope, that

xai avrn vị xtiois, even this very same creature may be freed,

etc. Tholuck does not seem to have noted , that the expression

is not simply avrń, but xai avtý, which necessarily refers it to

the preceding κτίσις , and means even the very same κτίσις , viz .

the frail and perishing xtious which had just been described, is

still placed in a state in which it may indulge the hope of deliv

erance, etc. The force of nai aútń, then , seems to consist, in

designating that very same perishing xtious which the writer had

just described, as being in a state to indulge a hope of obtain

ing freedom from this wretched condition. If this be correct,

then its force does not consist in any implied comparison with a

nobler xtious, which indulged the like hopes.

A third reason of Tholuck for the signification which he here

assigns for xrious, is, that in verse 22, nãou ni urious is men
tioned .

But whythe apostle couldnot say nãoa xrious, if he meant

the world of rational beings , just as well as he could if he meant

the world of nature, I am not aware ; and more especially so,

since in Mark 16: 15 and Col. 1 : 23, this very expression is

made use of ( πάση τη κτίσει - εν πάση τη κτίσει), in order to

denote the universality of the rational world .

Finally, Tholuck avers, that the predicates patacórns and

dovela in giopās (verses 20, 21 ) more naturally belong to

the material creation .

But this I cannot see. Above all , I cannot see it, when the

apostle says, that thexrious was made subject mataiórntı, oùm

èxovoa, not voluntarily , not of its own choice. Does this be

long more naturally, then , to the material than the rational cre

ation ? Of which is choice mure naturally predicated ? Then

again , is not pataiórns, a frail and dying state, as easily and

naturally to be predicated of men, as it is of the material world ?

And taken as a whole, is not the latter far less subject to pataló

της than the race of men ? Once more, is not δουλεία της

googãs, the bondage of a mortal or perishing condition , as

naturally predicated of men , as it is of the material world ?

Rather, is it not much more naturally applied to human be

ings, than it is to the world in which they live?

None of the reasons, then , assigned by Tholuck for the ex

egesis which he defends, that are drawn from the exigency of

the passage, seem to be well grounded. So much is true, viz.

that the usus loquendi, in itself considered , would admit the

1
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sense which he gives to xtious. But that the exigentia loci

renders probable this meaning, does not seem in any good de

greeto be made out.

We come, next, to the second class of reasons assigned by

Tholuck in defence of his interpretation ; viz. those derived

from the Jewish and Christian belief respecting the renovation

of the natural world , at a future period.

It has ever been a matter of difficulty to my mind, to know

how the apostle could speak of the natural world, as earnestly

expectingor looking for the revelation of the sons of God, or

as hoping tobe freed from itsstate of bondage,and brought to

enjoy the glorious liberty of the children of God. Tholuck

and Flatt seem to have felt the same difficulty ; and in order to

remove it, both of them resort to the doctrine of a future reno

vation of the natural world . Both Jews and Christians, they

aver, believed in this; and moreover, they maintain, that it has

a foundation in the New Testament itself. Such being the case

in their view, they interpret the expectation of the natural world,

or its longing after the manifestation of the sons of God, as a per

sonification of this world, and as a representation of it (being

thus personified ) in a state of anxious expectation of its own future

and glorious renovation, at the general resurrection of the saints .

To examine this doctrine at length , would require a volume,

instead of a paragraph in a brief essay. The disputeswhich

have existed in ancient and modern times, also, and which have

recently come up in our mother country with fresh vigour, shew

what specious arguments men find, or think they find, in the

Scriptures, in favor of such an opinion . The discussion in

which I am engaged, obliges me not to pass this matter by in

entire silence . First, then, let us glance at the Scripture argu

ment, by which it is said to be supported ; and secondly, at the

traditional sayings which are brought to favour it.

The passages of Scripture mainly relied on , are 2 Pet. 3: 7

-12. Rev. 21 : 1. Is. 11 : 6 seq. 65: 17 seq. Heb. 12 : 26 seq.

Hints of the same doctrine are supposed to be contained in

Matt. 13 : 38 seq. 19:28, and Acts 3:21. Brief suggestions

respecting these passages, are all which any reader will here

expect.

My first remark on them all is, that if literally understood, they

present impossibilities, not to say absurdities ; if not literally un

derstood, then they contain no proof of the doctrine in question.

If this can be made out, then it is unnecessary to proceed any

farther in respect to thesubject now in question.
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The passage in 2 Pet. 3: 7-12 , declares that the present

heavens andearth are to be destroyed by fire, and thatwe are

to look for a new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwelleth

righteousness ; i . e. the old creation is to be destroyed, and a

new one to come in its place. But what the nature of this is to

be, except that righteousness is to dwell in it, Peter does not

give any hintat all. To draw the conclusion that a new crea

tion of the heavens and the earth, here means a new , literal,

material creation, made out of the old one, and differing from the

first only in its degree of perfection, would be the same as to

argue, that because the Bible represents a Christian man as be

ing born again, raisedfrom the dead, and created anew , there

fore his spiritual change in regeneration is to be regarded as be

ing literally one, or rather each of these changes. Would any

one subscribe to such an exegesis ?

But admitting that the passage in Peter leaves the question

doubtful, (which is the most that can beclaimed for it,) still the

passage in Rev. 21 : 1 , which is so confidently appealed to, is a

very unfortunate proof-passage for the advocates of a literally

new earth . Thewriter says, I sawa new heaven and a new

earth ; for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away ,

and there was no longer any sea . This leaves the question, of

course, just where Peter does ; and here Tholuck, Flatt, and

others, stop in their quotation. But this will not do. Let us

see what is the capital of thisnew world. AndI saw the holy

city, the new Jerusalem, descending from God out of heaven,

verse 2. But what kind of city is this? Verses 10_27 and

chap. 22: 1–5, give an ample description of it. It is a city

with twelve gates, three on each side ; the wall has twelve foun

dations, (I suppose the writer means twelve tiers of foundation

stones,) with the apostles' names engraven on them ; it is an ex

act quadrangle ; it is 12,000 stadia or furlongs long and broad,

and of the same height, verse 16 ; (what height here means I

know not, unless the writer designs to represent the whole

city as one great palace or building ;) the walls are 144 cubits

high ; the twelve rows of the foundation stones, are twelve differ

ent kinds of precious stones, verses 19, 20 ; the twelve gates

are twelve pearls, verse 21 ; the streets are of pure transparent

gold , verse 21 ; it has no sun nor moon to shine on it, ( a new

world therefore indeed ,) but God is its light, verse 23 ; the tree

of life grows there, in the midst of the streets, bearing twelve

manner of fruits, and producing each month in the year, 22 : 2 ;

and finally , there is never to beany night there, 22 : 5 .
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Will anyone now even pretend that all this is to be literally

understood ? If so , then heaven , or the new Jerusalem , the

abode of the blessed after their resurrection, is only 12,000 fur

longs, i. e. 1500 miles square ! A space, I hope and trust,

quite too small to contain all those who will be redeemed by a
Saviour's blood .

But if the new Jerusalem , the capital of the new earth, isnot

a literal one, neither is the new earth itself a literal one. How

can it be so, when there is to be no sun nor moon to shine

라

upon it ?

We may now make less delay upon the remaining passages.

The context of the one just examined (Rev. 21 : 1 ) has let us

into the real design and conceptions of the writer ; which is sim

ply an intention to make a splendid picture of the world of glo

ry, by borrowing the colours of natural objects which attractour
attention and command our admiration.

Is. 11 : 6 seq . is still less to the purpose of those,who contend

for the interpretation which I am controverting. Let the reader

open his Bible and read on to verse 10, and then simply ask,

Whether it is possible that the writer designed all this to be lite

rally understood ? Besides, the whole passage seems to relate

to the prevalence of the Christian religion before the end of the

world ; not the condition of the world after the general judge

J

1

ment.
3

Is. 65:17 is a passage of the very same nature as that in 2

Pet. 3: 13. From this passage in Ísaiah, it seems altogether

probable that Peter borrowed his expression in 2 Pet . 3: 13.

I need not say again, that these general expressions leave

the point under examination just where they find it. It must

be arguing a priori, to decide that they are to be literally un
derstood. It seems sufficiently certain, from the passage in

the Revelation above examined, that they are not to be so

interpreted .

Again, Heb. 12 : 26–28 is of precisely the same general

nature ; and the context here affords no ground whatever to

give it a literal interpretation.

As to the hints in Matt. 13: 36—43, I believe they never

would be taken, except by those who had already formed their

opinion about the subject under examination. I am sure I

cannot here find such significant hints. It is only the punish

ment of the wicked , and the glorious reward of the righteous

in the kingdom of heaven, which is designated .

No. II . 49
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Matt. 19:28, which speaks of a nahiyyevedia , when the Son

of Man shall sit on the throne of his glory, is as little to the

purpose . Who can doubt that all things will then be regene

rated , renewed , i . e . that there will be a new heaven and a

new earth ? But whether in a literal sense, is not determined

by the mode of expression , nor by the context.

of the same nature is Acts 3: 21, which speaks of the unto

xaráoraois of all things, i . e. the making of all things new, just

in the sense whicb the other passages
above cited convey .

How can passages of this nature be urged as having a literal

meaning, after reading Rev.c. 21 , and 22 1–5 ? Or if this does

not satisfy the mind, then compare passages of a similar nature,

viz . those which have respect to the Messiah's kingdom on earth ,

his spiritual kingdom before the end of time, and during the

gathering in of his saints. What immeasurable absurdities and

contradictions must be involved in a literal exegesis bere ? For

example ; from Is . 2 : 1–4 and Micah 4: 1–3, one might

prove that in the time of the Messiah, the temple of the Lord is

to be built on a mountain, placed upon the top of the highest

mountains any where to be found, and that there all the nations

of the earth will assemble to offer their devotions. Is . 11 :

6_9 would prove that all the brute creation are to experience

an absolute change of their very nature ; the lion is to eat straw
like the OX ; and the cockatrice are no more to retain

their venomous power. Is. 9: 7 would prove , that the literal

throne of David is to be occupied by the Messiah, and that he

is to rule in his capacity as literal king, without intermission,

and without end . Is . 25: 6—8 would prove, that a feast of fat

things and of rich wines is to be made for all nations, and that

all suffering and sorrow and death are to be abolished . Is. 35:

1-10 would prove that the deserts of the earth are to be filled

with living streams and exuberant herbage and trees, and that all

the ransomed of the Lord are to repair to the literal mount

Zion, where they will have uninterrupted and everlasting plea

sure. Is. 43 : 18–21 would prove the same thing respecting

the deserts ; and also that the beasts of the field, the dragons,

and the owls, shall be among the worshippers of God. Is. 55 :

1–13 would prove, not only that wine and milk are to be

had , in the days of the Messiah, without money and without

price, but that the mountains and the hills will break forth into

singing, and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands ! Is.

60: 15—22 would prove that Israel is to feed on the milk of

the
asp
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the Gentiles, and to be nourished by the breasts of kings ; and

also that there will be no sun by day, nor moon by night, but

God himself, by his own splendour, is to make their everlasting

light, so that no more night will ever be known. ( The very

same things are said respecting the new Jerusalem , in Rev.

21 : 23 ; are they literal there ?) Is . 66 : 22—24 would prove,

that all nations are to come, from one new moon to another,

and from one sabbath to another, and worship before the Lord

in Jerusalem.

But I refrain ; for enough has been said fully to expose the

principle of exegesis now in question. Is it possible for any

man, in his sober senses, to construe all these passages, and

manyothers like them , in a literal manner ? Not to speak of

the absurd consequences which would follow , many of them

would be contradictory to each other. This is enough , there

fore, to shew that such a mode of interpretation is utterly out of

the question.

But why are not such passages just as reasonably construed

in a literal manner, as those which have respect to the kingdom

of God after the general resurrection ? Must it not be true, that

in its very nature this kingdom will be still more spiritual than

that of the Messiah during its preparatory or disciplinary state ?

This will not be denied . Is there not reason a fortiori, then ,

why we should understand the language respecting this kingdom

as figurative ; in just the same manner as we are obliged to do,

with regard to allthe descriptions in the Bible of the heavenly

world ? Nay, I may add , that the idea of Flatt, Tholuck , and

many others, about a renewed earth becoming the literal abode

of the blessed , after the resurrection , is directly at variance with

the other declarations of the Scriptures. Paul represents Chris

tians at the general resurrection as caught up to meet the Lord

in the air, i. e . as ascending to heaven, and as so being ever

with the Lord, viz. in heaven, 1 Thess . 4 : 17. So all the Bi

ble ; believers are to dwell with God, to be with him , to see his

face, to enjoy his presence, to stand at his right hand . The

apostle Paul says,that at the resurrection this mortal will put on

immortality, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of

God, that this natural body is to become a spiritual ' body, and

be made like unto Christ's glorified body, 1 Cor. 15: 44, 50,53 ;

andall this, that saints may be glorified with Christ. But where

is Christ's body ? And where does he dwell ? And where do

believers go, when they are “ absent from the body,” in order
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that they may be " present with the Lord ? ” Our Saviour repre

sents the saints at the resurrection, as becoming incapable of all

earthly pleasures, and as being made like to the angels of God

in heaven, Matt. 22: 29, 30. And must we believe, after all

this, that the present earth , when it has undergone an emenda

tion, is still to be the abode of spiritual bodies, of saints made

like to their Lord and Redeemer ? Believe it who may, I

must first see all these and the like texts blotted out from the

Bible ; nay , my whole views respecting the very nature of fu

ture happiness must undergo an entire transformation , as great as

the earth itselfis supposed by the writers in question to undergo,

before I can admit such an exegesis as they defend. It contra

dicts analogy ; it contradicts the nature of the case ; it contra

dicts the express declarations of the Saviour and of his apostles.

Thus much, then , in respect to the Scriptures concerning the

new state aſter which the natural creation is represented as sigh

ing, in the passage under consideration. As to the proofs ad

duced, to shew that the Jews believed in the renewing of the

natural world under the Messiah, and that Christians have in

many cases patronized this sentiment ; I concede the whole,

without a word by way ofcalling it in question . I have merely

one remark to make on the Rabbinical passages adduced by

Tholuck, for the purpose of establishing the fact that such was

the Jewish doctrine; and this is, that all these testimonies are

from Rabbins who lived a considerable period after the New

Testament was written, and will hardly go to satisfy even his

own mind, that the Jews of our Saviour's time indulged in such

speculations. It must be admitted , however, that the manner

in which they construed all the predictions of the Old Testa

ment respecting the Messiah's kingdom , would naturally lead to

such an opinion. In their view, the reign of the Messiah was to

be literal. All the descriptions of the Old Testament respect

ing it were to be literally interpreted ; and of course, they might

easily adopt the conclusion , that in fact a literally new heaven
and new earth were to be created .

That there have been Christians who have partially adopted

the same exegesis ; yea , that this interpretation began very ear

ly to exist in the church, is wellknown. The disputes of an

cient and modern times about Chiliasm , are too well understood

to need any particular description here. The efforts on the

part of critics, evenof some very learned and respectable ones,

to prove a return of Christ to this earth , and a visible reign of a
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thousand years here, are equally well known, to every well -read

critic . But how can it satisfy an inquiring mind, which reads

and compares Scripture with Scripture, to be told that Chrys

ostom , and Theodoret, and Jerome, and Augustine, and Am

brose , and Luther, and Bucer, and Calvin, and others, believed

in such a renewal of the natural world ? How, I am ready to

ask, could any one have ever dreamed of such an interpretation,

which is in the very face of all analogy, and of the express de

clarations of the Scriptures respectingthe condition of the saints

after the general resurrection ?

Calovius, whoputs upon xtlous the same construction as Flatt

and Tholuck (Biblia Illustrata II . 138 ), is still very decided

against the opinion, that we are to expect a renewal of the natu

ral world . The object,” says he "which the xrious expects,

is not the renewing of itself, but the manifestation of the sons of

God. The renewing of created things is neither here, nor any

where else, mentioned in the Scriptures. They were formed

for the use of man ; but in the present world, not in the future

one . Nay, we know that all things will be burned up, not re

newed, 2 Peter 3 : 13. Peter says, there will be a new heaven

and a new earth created ; not that the old one will be renewed .

In this he is not to be literally understood ; but he portrays to

us the things of another world by borrowing the things of the

present world in order to constitute his picture; thus parabolical

ly illustrating our future happy state , by calling the place of our

residence a new heaven anda new earth . The material heay

ens and earth are to perish ; - and Christ has already prepared

mansions for those who love him , John 14 : 2 ; the spirits of the

just made perfect are already with Christ in heaven, Hebrews

12 : 23 ; yea, a kingdom hasbeen prepared for them, from the

foundation of the world , Matt. 25: 34."

Thus Calovius, and not a little to the purpose. J. A. Tur

retin, no mean critic surely, if we may judge of him by his

Lectures on Romans and Thessalonians which are contained in

his works, says of the interpretation in question : “ Quis dicat

expectationem creaturarum , gloriae filiorum Dei participes esse,

... fuisse quid notissimum ?" And then he adds, much to the

purpose indeed : “ Quid pertineret illa ad consolandos fideles

afflictos at vexatos ? qui tamen scopus est sermonis istius apostol

ici.” Opp. II. 358. It were easy to add other opinions ; but

I consider it to be unnecessary.

I return from this digression ; if that indeed must be called
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digression, into which the examination of the exegesis given to

our text has obliged me to go. I only add here, that if any

have the curiosity further to examine the Jewish speculations
concerning the renovation of the earth during the times of the

Messiah , they may consult Tholuck's Comm . on Rom . 8:19 ;

also Corodi, Geschichte des Chiliasmus, I. 368 seq. Eisenmen

ger, Entdecktes Jüdenthum , II . 826 seq. But how ideas, such

as he will here find, differ from the speculations in Virgil's Pol

lio, it would be difficult perhaps to make out.

If I am correct in the suggestions which I have now made,

it follows that the exegesis which interprets xtious as meaning

the natural world , cannot be supported by such considerations

respecting its renewal, as Flatt, Tholuck, and others have sug

gested. For unless there be some good reason to believe in a

renewal of the natural world , i . e . such an one as they speak of,

it will be acknowledged that there must be something very for

bidding in their interpretation of xtious ; for how can the apostle

be supposed to represent the natural world as looking for and

longing after the spiritual glory of the redeemed ? What has the

natural world to do with such a glory ?

I have examined the arguments brought to support the inter

pretation in question ; and now I have some positive objections

to make against this interpretation, which have not yet been sug

gested . First, then , I cannot divest myself of the difficulty made

by the boldness, not to say violence, of the prosopopeia that

is rendered necessary by the interpretation which I am exam

ining . We are referred, indeed , to Is . 55 : 12. Ps. 98: 8. Hab.

2 : 11. Ezek. 31 : 15 , and Baruch 3 : 34 , as examples of life

and speech and feeling being attributed to inanimate things.

That this is sometimes done in the Scriptures, is undoubtedly

true. But all the instances alluded to, are in poetry ; with the

exception only of the passage in Baruch, which is an imitation

of poetry. Does it follow that a prosopopeia even exceeding

any of these in point of boldness and extent, is equally probable

in argumentative prose ? I must hesitate here ; and so , I must

think, will most others who look attentively at the subject.

Secondly, I have a difficulty as to the logical commentary of

the passage, provided we adopt the interpretation defended by
Tholuck. Let us examine this for a moment. The apostle

begins by saying, that present afflictions should not be laid to

heart by Christians, because of the future glory which is re

served for them. What now is demanded, in order that this
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should be believed, and that Christians should regulate their

thoughts and conduct by it ? Why plainly nothing more is

required, than that they should cherisha confirmed belief of it,

a steadfast hope that such glory will be bestowed. Such is the

conclusion in verse 25. But how is this hope to be animated

and supported ? Plainly by considerations which add to the

assurance, that future glory is in prospect. And what are these ?

They are, that God has enstamped on our very nature the desire

of such a state ; he has placed us in such a frail and dying con

dition , that the whole human race naturally and instinctively

look to such a state and hope for it . The present is manifestly

a state of trial; even Christians, who have the earnest of future

glory within themselves, are not exempt from this. But the

very fact that we are in a state of trial and probation, naturally

points to an end or result of this. And what is such an end, but a

state of future happiness? for here, happiness in a higher sense

is not to be attained .

But suppose now that the material world is that which sighs af

ter and hopes for deliverance from its present frail and perishable

state ; has this a direct bearing on the subject in question ? The

answer must be in the negative ; so thought Turretin, as the

quotation made above will shew. But then it may be said, that

it has a bearing upon it by way of implication ; because the re

novation of the material world is necessarily connected with the

future happiness of the saints . In thispoint of view , I acknow

ledge it would not be irrelevant. But is not this less direct, less

forcible, less convincing, than the appeal to the wants and desires

of which every human breast is conscious ? Of two modes of

exegesis, either of which is possible, I must prefer that which

imparts the most life and energy to the reasoning and argument

of the writer.

Thirdly, I have another substantial difficulty with the inter

pretation under examination . It is this ; if xtious means the

material or natural world, on the one hand , and avtoi tnv anap

anv toũ nvsvuaros EYOVTES means Christians on the other, (which

Tholuck and Flatt both avow ,) then here is a lacuna which can

not well be imagined or accounted for . Christians are subject to

a frail and dying state , but are looking for a better one ; the nat

ural world is in the same circumstances ; but the world of men

in general, the world of rational beings who are not regenerate,

have no concern or interest in all this ; they are not even men

tioned. Can it be supposed now, that the apostle has made
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such an important, unspeakably important, omission as this, in

such a discourse and in such a connexion ? The natural, phy

sical world brought into the account, but the world of perishing

men left out ? Imust have confirmation" strong as proof from

holy writ,” to make me adopt an interpretation that offers such a

manifest incongruity.

Such are my reasons for not regarding as weighty, the argu

ments offered by the advocates of the interpretation I am exam

ining ; and such are my positive grounds for rejecting it.

11. I come, at last, to the interpretation whichI have suppos

ed above to be the correct and proper one, viz . that utiois most

probably means men, mankind in general, as stated on p . 374

above, no. 2. b . That such an interpretation is agreeable to

the usus loquendi, is clear from the statement there made. It

only remains then to inquire, whether it accords with the na

ture of the passage in which the word stands, and whether it

can be vindicated from the objections made to it .

As to its accordance with the nature of the passage, and with

the argument which the writer purposes to employ, Imust refer

the reader ( in order to save repetition ) to my general statement

of the meaning of the passage on page 366 above, and also to

p. 391 , where I have had occasion briefly to recapitulate the

same thing, in order to compare this statement with the claims

made by a different exegesis.

It remains, then, only that I take some notice of the objec

tions urged against this interpretation . Flatt has done most jus

tice to the side of objections, and I shall therefore first examine

the arguments which he produces.

1. Kılois in verses 19, 21 , is distinguished from vioi 9 tou.

How then can it mean all men, of which vioi TroŰ constitute a

part ?

The answer to this is, that there is not an antithesis here

of xious to vioi Troő, (which the objection assumes, ) but only

a distinction of species from genus. Mankind,' saysMankind,' says the apos

tle, i . e . men in general, ‘ have always been in a frail and dying

state, have felt this, and have longed after a higher and better

state. ' In verse 23 he goes on to say, “ Even those whom one

might expect to be exempt from this, i. e . Christians them

selves who already have an earnest of future glory, have not

been exempt from such a condition.' Here is indeed a dis

tinction, but no antithesis . In fact, the nature of the case

does not admit antithesis ; for both the xtious and oi tnv anag
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χήν του πνεύματος έχοντες, are partakers ofthe same frail and

dying state. The distinction therefore is of a different nature

from that of antithesis . It is made, I apprehend , in the manner

stated above.

2. How could the apostle represent the xrious in this sense,

i . e . heathen men and all unconverted men , as seeking and

sighing after the liberty of the children of God, when he every

where avers that they are estranged from God , and at enmity

with him, and are ignorant of the things of the Spirit ?'

But here the argumentum ad hominem maybe applied to

good purpose . How could the apostle represent the natural or

inanimate creation as longing after such a happiness, or any

other like to it ? You reply , " It is prosopopeia .' It is so , tru

ly , if you interpret it rightly ; and personification of the boldest

kind , so bold that I know not howwe can admit it, while it has

so much of incongruity in it .

I quit this part of the subject, however, and proceed. Is

there not, in the human breast, a longing and sighing after

immortality ? Hear Cicero, who puts these words into the

mouth of Cato, when speaking of Elysium : “ O praeclarum

diem, cum ad illud divinorum animorum concilium coetumque

proficiscar, cumque ex hac turba et colluvione discedam ! Pro

ficiscar enim, non ad eos solum viros, de quibus ante dixi ; ve

rum etiam ad Catonem meum, quo nemo vir melior natus est,

pemo pietate praestantior ; " de Senectute . Listen also to Sen

eca : “Juvabat de aeternitate animorum quaerere, imo meher

cule credere. Credebam enim facile opinionibus magnorum

virorum , rem gratissimam promittentium , magis quam probanti

um. Dabamme spei tantae.” In other passages the same

writer descants upon the meanness of affairs pertainingto the

present life, unless one rises in his view's above human objects.

« Sic creatura,” adds Turretin , to whom I am indebted for

these quotations, “ sic creatura abhorrebat a vanitate cui sub

jecta est. Sic sperabat se aliquando a servitute illa liberatum

iri.” Opp. II . 361.

Who can refuse to see how applicable all this is to our present

purpose? Tholuck and Flatt would themselves say , that this

sighing after immortality is one of the most convincing of all ar

guments, that men are truly immortal. Does not the fact, that

all nations have had their Elysium, establish the allegation that

such a longing is innate, i. e. pertaining to our rational nature ?

Or if this be questioned , is it not certain , that the present un

No. II. 50
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satisfying, frail, dying condition of the human race, does lead

them tofeel their need of a better state, and to sigh after it ?

This does not prove , indeed , that they long for the heaven of

the Christian, principally as a place of purity and freedom from

all sin . That they have specific views of this, and desires after

it, is not true ; and if they had , we could not suppose them to

desire it in respect to its holiness. But it is not necessary to

suppose this, in reference to the object of the apostle's argu

ment. It is not a specific view of heaven simply as a place of

purity and holiness , which he here represents Christians them

selves as entertaining ; for in verse 23, he adverts to them as

hoping for the redemption of their bodies, i. e . an exemption

from the pains and sufferings to which their frail bodies are con

tinually exposed . May not the unconverted long to be deliver

ed from suffering and sorrow Do they not, in this respect, de

sire future happiness ? I acknowledge they are unwilling to em

ploy the proper means of obtaining it ; and that there are actu

ally, as the Christian revelation holds it up to view, things in it

which would not of themselves be at all desirable to the uncon

verted ; but do they not , after all, in some definite and impor

tant sense, hope and wish for another and better world ? This

will not be denied , after reading the above extracts from Cicero

and Seneca ; and this being admitted, it is all which the apos
tle's argument here demands .

Wbat he means to say, I take to be in substance this : The

very nature and condition of the human race point to a future

state ; they declare that this is an imperfect, frail, dying, unhap

py state ; that man does not, and cannot, attain the end of his

being here , and even Christians, supported as they are by the

earnest of future glory, still find themselves obliged to sympa

thize with all others in these sufferings, sorrows, and deferred

hopes.

I acknowledge that if one insists on construing the revelation

of the sons of God, and the glorious liberty of the childrenof

God, as being so specific that they cannot be predicated of the

hopes of the world at large, he may make difficulty with the ex

egesis which I am defending. So Flatt and Tholuck have done .

But how should they bothhave overlooked the fact, that this

same rigid interpretation applied to their own mode of constru

ing urlois, makes a difficulty still greater ? For in what possible

sense can the natural world be hoping for or expecting the glo

rious liberty of the children of God ? I mean , if these expres
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sions be interpreted, (as they in making their objections insist

that they must be, ) in their specific and rigid sense.

If there be any difficulty here then , it is evidently less on the

ground which I take, than on the other . It is not enough to

make objections to a particular mode of interpretation ; but one
should shew that his own is not liable to objections still greater.

And surely it must be deemed a greater difficulty, to represent

the natural world as expecting the glorious liberty of the chil

dren of God, than it isto suppose that immortal beings, made in

the image of God, and made sensible of the insufficiency of the

present worldto render them happy, should anxiously look for

another and better state. It is not necessary for the apostle's

argument, to shew that they look for this in the way that Chris

tianity would direct them to do, nor even that they have any

good grounds in their present state to expect personally a hap

pier condition in future. If even the wicked , who love this

world, are not satisfied with it, and are made to sigh after anoth

er and more perfect state, then follows what the apostle has de

signed to urge, viz . the conclusion that God has strongly im

pressed on our whole race, the conviction that there is a better

state, and that it is highly needed.

The ground which Noesseltand others take respecting xrious,

viz. that it means Christians in general , would indeed free the

whole passage from any objections of the kind under conside

ration , inasmuch as they might be said , without any limitation ,

to expect the revelation of the sons of God. But this interpre

tation is pressed with other insuperable difficulties, as has been

already stated. It makes no distinction between xrious and vioi

θεού or τέκνα θεού in verses 19, 21 , when the writer has plain

ly made one ; and then it understands avtoi triv anapzriv toő

AVEÚPatos EZOVTES of only the apostles, or such Christians as

were endowed with miraculous gifts ; which cannot in any tol

erable manner be defended .

I come then , by virtue of such considerations as have been

suggested, to prefer the interpretation which assigns to xtious the

sense of mankind, men in general, to any other of the proposed

methods of explanation. But in so doing, I do not aver that

there are no difficulties in the way , or that aningenious critic

can raise none. This is not the question . The more proper

question is , whether the difficulties that lie in the way of this

interpretation, are not less than those which can be thrown in

the way of any of the other methods which have been discus
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sed ? I can only say, that they seem to me clearly to be less ;

and therefore I feel compelled to embrace this exegesis, until a

more probable one is proposed. It has been defended by

Lightfoot, Locke, J. A. Turretin, Semler, Rosenmüller, Am

mon , Usteri, Keil, and many others . This indeed is in itself

no reason for receiving it , but it shews, at least, that the dif

ficulties attending it have not been regarded as insuperable, by

men of very different theological views, and of no small attain

ments .

I now proceed with the interpretation of the remainder of the

passage,which, for the most part, is attended with but little dif

ficulty, the meaning of xriois being once settled .

Την αποκάλυψσιν των υδών του θεού απεκδέχεται, expects,

or waits for the revelation ofthe sons of God ; i.e . the period

when the sons of God, in their true state, endowed with all their

honours and privileges, shall be fully disclosed . This will be at

the general judgement; when the Father who seeth in secret

will reward them openly. Here they are in obscurity ; the

world knoweth them not. They are like to the seven thousand

of old , who had not bowed the knee to Baal, but who were not

known even to the prophet Elijah . However, itwill not always

be so . The day is coming, when they will shine forth as the sun

in his strength, and as the stars forever and ever, in the king
dom of their God and Father .

In what sense the xrious à nex 8 +Xetat, erpects or waits

for such a revelation, has been already stated , more than once,

in the preceding pages, and therefore it needs not to be here

repeated. I take the generic idea of future happiness to be the

main design of the writer in this case, although the special im

port of the expression goes, as I have intimated belore, much

farther.

Verse 20. Τη γαρ ματαιότητι η κτίσις υπετάγη, for the

creature, i . e. mankind, was subjected to a frail anddying state.

That patarórns here has the sense thus assigned to it,is clear

from the epexegesis of it in verse 21 , viz . dovela tñs qoogās,

which is there used instead of repeating paratórns. Such as

wish for further confirmation as to this sense of the word , may

consult in the Sept. Ps. 61 : 9. 38: 5. Ecc. 1 : 2, 14 .

As the Heb. 377 vanily, to which patalórns in the Septua

gint corresponds, sometimes designates an idol ; so some com

mentators have here interpreted mataitórns in a corresponding

manner, viz . mankind became subjected to idolatry, or the nat
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ural world was employed as the object of idolatry. So Tertul

lian, Luther, Mark, Baumgarten , and others. Consequently

they interpreted the succeeding clause, not voluntarily, but

through him who subjected it, as having reference either to Sa

tan, or to Adam, as concerned in the original fall of man . But

dovhsia rūs quopās, verse 21 , seems to remove all probability

of this interpretation of ματαιότης ; and of course υποτάξαντα

can be applied only to God the creator of man. Compare Gen.

3: 17-19. I shall, however, more particularly notice the in

terpretation in question, when I shall have proceeded through
verse 22. See

p.
399.

Ούχ εκούσα, αλλά δια τον υποταξάντα, not voluntarily, but

by him who put it in subjection, viz. to a frail and dying state .
That is, the creature did not voluntarily choose its present con

dition of sorrow and pain, for this cannot well be imagined ;

but God the Creator has placed it in this condition ; it is by his

sovereign will, by the arrangements of his holy providence, that

man is placed in a frail and dyingstate. But this is not to be
considered as an irretrievable nuisfortune or evil . Distressing

and frail as the condition of man is, it is still a state of hope. So
we are as red in the next verse.

Verse 21. ' Er' činidi, in hope. Here the dative designates

the state or condition in which the xrious is, although subjected

to patuiótnti. It is a state in which a hope canbe indulged
of deliverance. It is not a state of despair.

Let the reader now ask, whether it is not doing violence to

the word xrious, to construe it here as meaning the natural

world, and then to predicate of it, éxoữoa and in činidi ? It

would be an example of prosopopeia, which I believe even

the most animated poetical parts of the Scriptures no where

present.

But what is the hope in which the creature is permitted to

indulge ? It is, ότι και αυτή η κτίσις ελευθερωθήσεται από της

douleias tñs güopās, that this very same creature, viz. the one

which is subjected to a frail and dying state, shall be freedfrom

the bondage of a perishing condition. Plooá comes from

qielow , to corrupt, to destroy. Here it plainly means a state

of corruption, i. e. a frail and dying state. Such a state the

apostle calls dovdela , bondage ; first, because the creature was

not willingly subjected to it ; secondly, because it is not only a

state of pain andmisery, but it places us at the disposal of mas

ters, who inflict upon us suffering and sorrow while we cannot
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resist or control them . The word ελευθερωθήσεται is ftly

chosen as the antithetic correlate of dovicia.

Εις την ελευθερίαν της δόξης τωντέκνων του θεού , [ and
shall be introduced xai cisayarostai] into the glorious liberty

of the children of God. Eis, put before the accusative here,

shews the state into which the creature is to be brought, after

being freed from bondage ; i . e. eis stands before the object un

to which the creature is to attain, by being delivered from the

bondage of a frail and dying state . That eis very often stands

before nouns designatingthe event or effect of any thing, is a

well known Greek idiom ; and the proofs of it may be seen at

large in the various lexicons . The phrase, however, I take

here to be a constructio praegnans, as the grammarians call it,

i. e . an elliptical one which implies some verb before it , and

probably, theone which I have supplied above. Dóta here is

used as an adjective, qualifying the preceding noun, by an idiom

which is very common throughout the Scriptures. In what

sense men in general may be said to hope for this state, has

been already explained above . If there be any objection to

predicate this of men in general , is there not á still stronger

one to predicating it of the natural world ?

Verses 20, 21, thus explained, render a reason why the crea

ture looks with anoxapadoxia to another and better state ; which

is, because men are born with an instinctive , unquenchable thirst

for happiness, and cannot find what they desire, in this frail and

perishing condition. This explains the reason why yao is pre

fixed to verse 21 ; “ yáo orationi rationem reddenti praefigitur.”

Verse 22. Οίδαμεν γαρ, ότι πάσα ή κτίσις συστενάζει και

ouvodívei äyou toő vūv, for we know that every creature, i . e .

the whole humanrace, has sighed and sorrowed together, until

thepresent time . In other words, it has been the lot of man , from

the beginning down to the present time, to be subject to a frail

and dying state, which has cost much sighing and sorrow . The

force of oždauev is, no one can have any doubt, we are all assur

ed, no one will call it in question . Of course it seems to take

for granted, that the thing to which it refers is well and familiar

ly known to all . But suppose, now, that the natural world is

here represented as sighing and sorrowing, from the beginning

of the world down to the time then present, and this because it

waited for its renovation, which will take place only at the end

of the world, or after the general resurrection ; was this a thing

so familiar to all , that the apostle could appeal to it by saying

1

t

1

1
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ordauer ? I cannot but think, that the advocates themselves of

this interpretation must hesitate here. Táo is prefixed, in the
present case, to a clause which confirms what the writer had

said in verse 21 , of our frail and dying state ; " yao illustrantis

sive explicantis.”

Theverbs συστενάζει and συνωδίνει denote the mutual and

universal sighing and sorrowing of mankind . No one part is

exempt ; there is a mutual correspondence between them all,

in regard to the subject in question . Those who construe

xious of the natural world, of course lay an emphasis on the

ouv here compounded with the verbs, as indicating the corre
spondence of the natural world with the rational one. But

the difficulty with this interpretation is , that it leaves the great

world of rational beings wholly out of the account ; a thing ex

ceedingly incredible .

It is proper now to state, that not a few interpreters, as has

been hinted page 396, construe verses 20—22 thus : « The nat

ural world has been subjected by men to a vain , i . e. wicked

use, (uatacórntı in the sense of corruption or wickedness ),

not of its own accord , but through force put upon it by the

impious ; and this same natural world, to speak in the way of

personification, may be said to have hoped and earnestly long

ed to be delivered from this vile bondage ( dovheiu rns pto

pās) ; which deliverance will take place, when the manifesta

tion of the sons of God shall take place, i . e. at the judgement

day. '

So Calovius in his Biblia Illustrata . Gerhard , the ó rávu

of the older Lutheran divines, goes still farther ; for he not only

advances the interpretation just exhibited, but proceeds to say,

that “the sighs and anguish of the material world are manifest

ed , in its refusing to be subjected to the use of man, in its earth

quakes, inundations, and leapings over the boundaries prescrib

ed ' to it . These are its groanings and heavy sighs, when it

pants after liberation . It is thus that we should look upon
the

world .” Loc . Theol . IX. De Consumm. Saec . $1$ 55 , 59 .

My readers will be rather disposed to smile at the minute

ness and extent of the good man's knowledge , and certainly

our natural philosophers must admit, that here is a new solution

of some of the most perplexing difficulties which they are called

to unravel . But apart from this ; the whole of this method of

interpretation is subject to objections which seem to me entirely

decisive against it.
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1. It explains ματαιότης and δουλεία της φθοράς in a

manner inconsistent with the exigency of the passage. These

words are manifestly the antithesis of αποκάλυψιν των υιών

του θεού and ελευθερίας της δόξης των τέκνων του θεού ..

And what do these mean ? Verse 23 informsus ; for it ex

plains them by απολύτρωσιν του σώματος ημών, the freeing

of our bodiesfrom a state of pain and frailty, and making

them like to Christ's glorious body. Consequently patarórns

and δουλεία της φθοράς being the opposite of this , ηust mean

a frail and dying state.

2. It would be difficult to make out, on Calovius' own

ground, any object or end to be attained by the sighing of

the natural world. He rejects, with scorn , the idea that the

natural world is to be renewed, at the day of judgement. He

even says that “ Socinus (ipse haereticorum novissimorum pes

simus) could not endure such a notion advanced by Pucci ;

nor would the Calvinists tolerate it even in their Lucas Trel

catius.” And as to dreamsof the papists in the like way, such

as Cornelius a Lapide and others have indulged in , about rivers,

trees, orchards, etc. in another world, he asks , “ Who in his

senses will not place these with the fables of the Jews and

Mahommedans respecting another world ?” II. p . 139. Now if

all this be well grounded, in my own apprehension it is,) then

what is it that the natural world are sighing after ? A question

which is very perplexing. Tholuck and Flatt have pointed out

something after which they suppose it to sigh ; but Calovius and

Gerhard (with others) have left nothing to sigh after, but anni

hilation or total destruction ; for this they admit will immediate

ly follow the revelation of the sons of God . Is it congruous to

represent the creature as sighing after this ?

'On the other hand, Calovius objects to construing pataló

tns as meaning a frail and dying state, because, he says,

the Creator has given to the creature such a nature, and how

then can it be pained with it, or desire deliverance from it ?'

But did not the same God subject Christians to a frail and dy

ing state, verse 23; and yet do they not desire deliverance from

it ? The great difficulty however is, that Calovius bas mistaken

the meaning of xrious itself ; and this involves him in a laby
rinth from which it seems hard to find a way of escape.

3. I cannot see what object is accomplished by the interpre

tation under review. The apostle is labouring to animate the

Christian's hope of future glory. What does he do for this pur

1
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pose ? According to this interpretation, he argues thus : Man

kind are exceedingly wicked ; they have abused the objects of

the natural world, in every age, so as to make them groan and

sigh for deliverance ; therefore - a glorious liberty of the sons of

God is to be revealed . ' Is this the logic of Paul? or is it the

imagination of the good Calovius ?

Verse 23. And not only so, but we ourselves who have

the first fruits of the Spirit, even we groan within ourselves ;

i. e . not only have mankind in all ages, down to the pres

ent hour, been in a frail and suffering state, but even we,who

are permitted to cherish the hopes of a better world which

the gospel inspires, we who have within us an earnest of future

glory, a pledge that we are the children of God, who are to re
ceive the inheritance of his beloved, even we, who , one might

naturally suppose, would on account of our privileges be ex

empted from the common lot of sinful men, we also, like all

others, are in distress, and sigh for deliverance from it .

The phrase και αυτοί την απαρχήν του πνεύματος έχοντες,,

has been very diversely understood. Some interpret it of spe

cial and supernatural gifts, limiting it to the apostles only ;

while others explain it in the like way, but extend it to all

Christians who were endowed with such gifts. Others regard

anaoxń as meaning gift or present merely, in a general way ;

while most interpret it as meaning the earnest, or first fruits, or

pledge, of that which is afterward to be given in a more com

plete manner .

It becomes necessary , therefore, to investigate the word anap

an with special care. I can find but one meaning of it through

out the New Testament; and this is, that which is first of its

kind , or that which is first in order of time, noros. It is ap

plied both to persons and things, in a sense compounded of both

of these, viz. first in respect to kind and time also ; e . g . Rom .

16 : 5. 1 Cor. 16: 15. James 1 : 18. 1 Cor. 15 : 20, 23. Rev.

Bretschneider suggests, in his Lexicon, that in this last

passage it may have the general sense of sacrifice or offering,

,

which conveys such a meaning. This is possible ; but on the

whole I should prefer the other sense . I take the meaning of

the writer in Rev. 14 : 4 to be, that the persons there named

may be considered in a light resembling that of the inaoxń

in ancient times, as the first fruits of a glorious Christian harvest.

I understand dragań to have the same sense as the Hebrew
No. II . 51
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The apos

hann , for which it so often stands ; viz. caput, princeps, first

in its kind , first in point of time, etc. Comp.Den in Gen.
49 : 3. Prov. 8 : 22. Lev . 2 : 12. 23: 10. Deut. 18: 4. 26: 10.

33: 21. Num. 24: 20. Amos 6: 6 .

In the passage before us, all the Greek fathers appear 10

have attached one and the same meaning to anavyń, viz. that of

first fruits, in the sense ofearnest, pledge, foretaste, of joys to

come. So Chrysostom , Theodoret, Theophylact, and Basil.

This accords well, too, with the nature of the case.

tle represents Christians as the habitation of God by his Spirit,

Eph. 2: 22, comp. 1Cor. 3: 16. 6: 19. The Spirit of God

dwells in them , 1 John 3: 24. 4 : 13. This Spirit, thus con

ferred on them , is the aquaßeiv, the pledge of future glory,
2 Cor. 5 : 5. Eph. 1 : 14.

What hinders now, that with all the Greek fathers, we should

understand anagrń as meaning, the pledge, foretaste, first

fruits, of future glory ? The usus loquendi of the word does

not seem to admit of any other exegesis. Nor do we need

any other ; as this is altogether congruous with the nature of the

passage.

With Keil then , in his admirable explanation of this passage

(Opusc. p. 294 seq.) I would interpret it in the manner exhib

ited above. And if this be correct, then it follows, that the

unaprý here spoken of is common to all true Christians, and

that the interpretation which limits this verse to the apostles, or

to a few of the primitive Christians endowed with miraculous

gifts, has no stable foundation .

That Christians were subject to sorrows, needs not to be

proved. That they were exposed to more than ordinary ones,

may be seen in 2 Cor. 5 : 2 , 3. i Cor. 15:19. That they long

ed and sighed for deliverance, follows from their very nature.

That even the earnest offuture glory did not exempt them from

sufferings, is certain . But there is peculiar energy and deli

cacy in the expression which marks the consequences of their

sufferings ; wegroan WITHIN ourselves, i. e. internally, not ex

ternally . We suppress the rising sigh ; we bow with submission

to the will of Godwhich afflicts us ; we receive his chastisement

as children ; our frail nature feels it, and we sigh or groan in

wardly ; but no murmuring word escapes us ; we suppress the

outward demonstrations of pain , lest we should even seem to

complain.

Is this imaginary on my part? Or did the writer mean to
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convey what I have attributed to him ? So much, at least we

cansay, viz. that such a sentiment was worthy of Paul, and of

all Christians who suffered with him . It is worthy of being car

ried into practice at the present hour; it commends itself to the

conscience of every one, who thoroughly believes in the holy,

just, and benevolent providence of God.

riodeolav dnexdexóuevol, waiting for ſour] adoption or fili

ation . There is a twofold filiation spoken of in the New Tes

tament. The first is that which takes place, when believers are

born again , John 1 : 12, 13. 3:35. Rom. 8 : 14 , 15 repre

sents believers as possessing TveŪua viofeoias. 1 John 3: 1, 2 .

But there is another and higher sense in which believers are to

become the children of God, viz. they are to be so, when they

shall be perfected in the world of glory, when they become

“the children of the resurrection," when they are made “ like

to the angels,” Luke 20:36. Their first adoption or filiation is

secret, in regard to the world ; their second is the oxoxá vyes
tāv viớr toj 980ű, when she who seeth in secret, shall re

ward them openly .” It is probably because the word viotteriav

here used, is in itself dubious, that the apostle adds an explana

tory or epexegetical clause, which he places in apposition with
it , viz . την απολύτρωσιν του σώματος ημών, the redemption of

our body, i. e. its redemption from a stateof frailty, disease, and

death. It is at the resurrection to be like to Christ's glorious

body, Phil. 3: 21 ; it is to be a oua avevmatxóv, 1 Cor. 15:

44; this mortal is to put on immortality, this owua quapróv is

to become a Goua ãoaprov, 1 Cor. 15: 53, 54. Such is the

atohútowors of this frail dying body, which believers now in

habit. Comp. dtokútpmous in Luke 21:28. Eph. 1 : 14. 4: 30.
Heb. 11 : 35.

The reader will note , as I have had occasion already to in

timate, that the expression unolórowow toở owpatos here is
equivalent to the αποκάλυψιν των υιών του θεού in verse 19,

and to the ελευθερίαν των τέκνων του θεού in verse 21. It

therefore serves to shew what those expressions mean, in the

connexion in which they stand .

Christians then , in their present state, must long and wait

for their second and final adoption or filiation . They may

wait with confidence; yea, with assurance ; for “ he who com

eth, will come, and will not tarry .” But let them not re

gard the present world as their home. It is not the Canaan

in which they are to rest. They must “ seek a city which hath
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foundations, whose builder and maker is God.” Then the agi

tated breast, the heaving sigh, the groaning within, will no more

annoy or distress them . Let not the child of God complain,

then, that his final reward is not anticipated and distributed to

him here, in the present world , while he is in a state of trial.

He must wait until he comes to the goal, before he can wear

the crown of a victor in the race. He must defer his expected

laurels, until his combat is over. Then he shall receive acrown

of glory, which fadeth not away.

Verse 24. That the Christian cannot expect a reward here,

the apostle goes on most explicitly to declare. Thyao činide

cowionuev, for we are saved in hope, i. e . we have as yet obtain

ed salvation only in hope ; we have only attained to a condition

in which we indulge a hope of future glory . This is all which

can be rationally expected or accomplished in the present life.

He had said , in the preceding verse , that Christians are in the

attitude of waiting for their filiation . Verse 24 is designed to

illustrate and confirm this ; hence the yao illustrantis at the be

ginning of it .

Ελπίς δε βλεπομένη, ουκ έστιν ελπίς, now hope which is seen ,

is no longer hope ; i. e . the object of hope (iaris here means

this) is no longer such, when one attains the actual possession of
it . de orationi continuandae inservit, as the lexicographers say,

i . e. it stands before a clause which is designed to continue the

subject already introduced .

“ Ο γαρ βλέπει τις, τί και ελπίζει ; for what a man sees , how

does he still hope for it ? That is, what a man has actually at

tained or cometothe enjoyment of, how can he be said to look

forward to it with hope or anticipation ? Táo rationem rei dic

tae reddit, i . e . it stands in a clause designedto explain or con

firm the preceding assertion ; for such is the nature of the pre

sent clause .

Verse 25. Ει δε δου βλέπομεν , ελπίζομεν, δι υπομενης απεκδε

xóueta, but if now we hope for that whichwedo not enjoy, then we

patiently wait for it. That is, if it be true, as all will concede,

that in the present life we attain not to our final reward, but can

be called the heirs of salvation , only because we have obtained a

well-grounded hope of it ; if it be so, that we cannot rationally

expect an exemption from trials and troubles here, but must

take our part in them with all around us ; if it be true also, that

a great and glorious reward is reserved in heaven, for all who

endure patiently until the end of their probation ; (and that this
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is true, the very nature which God has given to men , and which

is here so imperfectly developed and therefore points to a state

of greater perfection, satisfactorily shews ; ) then it becomes

Christians to endure with all patience and meekness the trials

and sufferings of the present life. Time is short ; eternity is

long. Our sufferings are slight and momentary, when viewed

in a comparative light. Whocan place them beside that glory,

“ which eye hath not seen , nor ear heard , and of which it hath

not entered into the heart of man to conceive,” and which is

to endure as long as the God who bestows it , and yetmake any

serious account of them ? Christian brethren , says the apostle,

Let uspatiently wait the appointed time of our deliverance.

Who will not respond to this truly Christian exhortation, and

say Amen ? Who can read , without deep emotion, this whole

glowing paragraph ; one which came from the heart, and reach

es the heart ? Who can help replying, Meek and holy apostle

of the blessed Jesus, thyself next to thy Lord and Master in

suffering and sorrow ; in perils often, in deaths often, in stripes,

in imprisonment, inreproaches, in persecutions often ; shallwe

not turn to thee a listening ear, when thou teachest us such a

heavenly lesson ? We too are children of sorrow ; not of suf

ferings in all respects like those of thy blessed Master, or of

thyself ; but still of such as are severe, yea as great as our fee

ble natures and our imperfect graces will endure. We too

groan , being burdened. We feel the obligation, if we do not

succeed in obeying it like thyself, to suppress our groans, and to

keep them within. We would not murmur against the chasti

sing hand of God, nor shew by our complaintsthat we are of a

repining spirit. The blessed hope of immortality which the

gospel hasgiven us, is indeed enough to cheer the darkest hour,

had we but faith enough to look beyond this darkness to the re

gions of eternal day .

Well may we exclaim too , Poor wandering heathen !

Groping in nature's darkness, if haply you may “ feel after and
find outGod ;" going forward while he is not there, and back

ward without finding him ; groaning and sighing for deliverance

from the accumulated evils and sorrows of life, and thus shew

ing that you were born to be the heirs of immortality, that you

are candidates for a better and higher state of existence ; and

yet " without God and without hope in the world ! " Whose

bowels of compassion must not yearn over you, when he comes

himself to hope in his adoption and final 'redemption from all
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these troubles and sorrows ? Who will not say, in view of a

condition and sufferings like these, to which the greater portion

of our race are still exposed, O Lord how long ? Look down,

blessed and glorious Redeemer, suffering, dying, risen, ascend
ed , glorified Saviour, King of kings and Lord of lords, God

overall and blessed forever, look down from thy throne, in the

midst of eternal light above, with that pity which moved thee

“to become flesh and dwell among us,” to become “ a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief, ” to be “ wounded for our

transgressions and bruised for our iniquities ;" look down and

pity the millions “ sitting in darkness and the shadow of death! ”

Make the Sun of righteousness to arise upon them , with healing

in his beams ; give them the cheering hope of adoption, of re

demption from the body ; yea, fill the world with the blessed

consolations which flow from such a hope. Then may " the

whole creation which has groaned and travailed in pain until

now ,” dry up their falling tears, and rise, through Christian faith

and hope, triumphantly above all the sufferings of the present

life , by “counting them not worthy to be compared with the

glory that is to be revealed ."

Christian, whoever thou art, bless God that he has given thee

such a precious portion of his word , as that on which we have

been meditating . Bind it to thy heart. Meditate on it by

night and by day. And when trouble comes upon thee, as an

overwhelming flood ; when “ deep calleth unto deep, with the

noise of all his water spouts ,” and all his waves and billows come

over thee ; then, like the great apostle of the Gentiles, learn to

bring the everlasting glory which is to be revealed into view ;

look to the regions of unclouded light ; see, with the eye of

faith, the eternal hills and the expanded plains of the heavenly

Canaan clothed with unfading verdure ; look attentively on all

this ; gaze upon it until thine eye is filled with it, and overlooks

all the intermediate dark and rugged way which remains to be

traversed ; then bow with meeksubmission to that holy Provi

dence which exercises thee with suffering and sorrow , and go

on thy way of toil, rejoicing that every step bringsthee nearer

to the end ; yea, triumph, in the midst of all thy distresses, in

the thought that everyone of them will only add a gem to thy

crown of glory in theworld of light. Thenwilt thou know the

true spirit of the paragraph which thou hast been examining ;

then wilt thou in reality enjoy the blessings of those, who are

saved by such a hope as the gospel inspires.
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ART . VI. LITERARY NOTICES.

By the Editor.

ORIENTAL LITERATURE .

Vendidad , Zend-Avestae Pars XX . adhuc superstes. E

Codd . Mss. Parisinis primum edidit, varietatem lectionis ad

jecit Justus OLSHAUSEN. Partic. I. Hamb. 1830. Ever since

the publication of the French version of the Zend -Avesta ( 1771 )

by the enterprising, persevering, and enthusiastic Anquetil du

Perron, it has been the subject of dispute and controversy in the

theological world, similar to that excited by the poemsof Os

sian inthe literary community. It has been stoutly maintained,

principally by English writers, (who are but too prone to detract

from every literary as well as scientific merit of their neighbours,)

that no such work existed in the East, and that it was therefore

a mere romance got up by the professed translator ; or at least,

if such a work were current among the Parsees, it was merely a

collection of legends of the middle ages, and was therefore of no

value as a work of antiquity or authority. As no other person

hadinvestigated this subject on the spot, there could be opposed

to all these assertions in Europe, only the authority of Anquetil

himself, and the manuscripts of various kinds ( 180 in number)

which he had brought from India ; and these ,as they were not

in England, were treated as of no account. Thus matters have

remained until within the last few years. In 1819 the enter

prising and indefatigable Prof. Rask, of Copenhagen, undertook

a journey over land to India, with the purpose of investigating

this among other subjects. He visited the places where An

quetil du Perron had been ; and found still alive several of the

priests who had known him and given him instruction . He was

able tobring home thirty -three very ancient manuscripts of the
Zend -Avesta and its literature, nineteen of which are in the

Zend language ; the rest in Pehlvi. The result has been , fully

to establish the veracity and integrity of Anquetil. Prof. Rask,

in his work entitled : On the Atiquity and Genuineness of the

Zend Language and the Zend -Avesta, has demonstrated the

genuineness of that work, or at least of portions of it, leaving

however the question as to the author undecided. It would

seem therefore to be now settled, that the Zend - Avesta is a

work of great antiquity, containing an important and interesting
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exhibition of the religion and philosophy and language of a por

tion of our race , respecting which, apart from this source, we

have very little information .

The French version was a first attempt, and would naturally

therefore not be without its faults. It is evidently made in ac

cordance with a traditional interpretation whichwas far from

fixed ; and the chasms or deficiencies left by this, are often sup

plied in a very arbitrary manner. Since the return of Prof.

Rask, the subject has assumed a new degree of interest on the

continent, and the learned have long been wishing to have the

original of the Zend-Avesta before them . This wish Prof.

Olshausen, of Kiel, has now undertaken to gratify. Supported

by the liberality of the Danish government, he resided for a long

time in Paris, pursuing the studies connected with this object,

and obtaining meantime copies of Anquetil's Mss. of the work,

now deposited in the royal library. The part Vendidad is the

only one of which the manuscript is complete. It is intended to

publish this first ; and then the other portions in succession ;

comprising the Vistasp - Jesht, which is wanting in the Paris

manuscripts, but is contained in those of Copenhagen. Thetext

is printed in the litho-autographic manner, i . e. written with a

pen and then transferred to the stone ; in the manner of Semelet's

edition of the Gulistan . A grammar and lexicon of the original

language will be appended to the work . It is also hinted , that

Prof. Rask is also preparing a complete grammar and lexicon

of the Zend language, so far as the remains of it are known.

4

的

The Editor is happy in being able to lay before the readers of this work,

the following extract of a letter from Prof. Hann of Leipsic , datod Dec. 23,

1830. “ Your kind invitation to afford you occasional contributions for

your new work , (the annunciation of which I have read with pleasure ,) I

gladly accopt, so far as the difficulty of correspondence between two coun

tries so remote , will permit. I intend, accordingly , soon to send you an

historical account of the present contest within our church , which now di

vides our theologians into two great parties ; exhibiting the causes, the

commencement , and the progress of it , and the various aspects of the strug

gle , at different times and in different places. "

1
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We have already accompanied the German theological stu

dent to the close of his regular course of study ; to the time

when, having resided three years at a university, he is permitted
by the government to offer himself for examination, with a view

to enter upon the practice of the sacred profession as a teacher

or a minister of the Gospel. In the present article it is proposed
to follow himn through his various examinations and trials, until

he is established in his calling ; and then to make some obser

vations upon the general character and standing of the German

clergy, together with some remarks upon the state of religion in
that country

At the close of his university career, there are two courses

open before the student of theology, in order to arrive at a future

station in the church ; one of which however can be adopted but

by few , while the other is open to all. He may either take the

regular degrees in theology at the university, and become a

teacher or professor there; (which also gives him the right of

becoming a preacher ;) or he may submit himself to the usual

examinations before a commission or consistory, and thus direct

ly enter the church . We will first accompany those who take

the former course .

It has already been stated, that all students of theology are

No. III . 52
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also inscribed in the faculty of philosophy. In connexion with

this , all those who wish to devote themselves to the business of

theological teachers, and to become future professors in that de

partment, usually ( if not always) take the degree of Doctor in

Philosophy, which is equivalent to our Master of Arts. This

is granted after examination by the faculty, and after defend

ing in public a Latin dissertation, or being expressly excused

therefrom .* This however does not yet qualify a person to be

The following translation of a public notice from the philosoph

ical faculty of the university of Halle, shews the mode ofconferring

the degree of Doctor in Philosophy. This is the lowest degree

now conferred in the German universities.

Rules to be observed in conferring Degrees.

I. It is taken for granted , that whoever applies for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy , first, has made such acquisitions as are re

quisite, in order to attain to a higher degree of learning in some

one science ; or possesses the knowledge usually acquired at

schools of learning ; and , secondly, that he has pursued some

one branch of those sciences which are included in the philosoph

ical faculty, with diligence and success, so as to have distinguish
ed himself in it.

II . He must undergo an oral examination before the faculty ,

on the result of which it depends, whether the candidate canre

ceive the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and Magister Artiuin
liberalium .

III . For this purpose it is necessary , that the candidate make

known his wishes to the faculty in writing in the Latin language,

and subjoin to this application the following papers, viz.

1. A curriculum vitae, in which he will describe particularly his

literary life, his school education , and his university years ; how

he has employed himself during this time ; what branch of science

he has chosen for his particular study ; to what department of

learning he expects in future to devote himself ; etc.

2. The testimonium diligentiae et morum, which he received on

leaving the university where he last studied ; from which it must

also appear that he has completed a course of at least three years.

If however any one should have made, in any other way, such ac

quisitions as render him worthy of the distinction of the Doctor's

degree, he must bring forward the proofs of this, in order that the

faculty may be able to judge of their force.

3. An essay or dissertation, written in Latin and composed by

himself, from which a judgment may in general be formed as to

the skill and capability of the candidate . The place of this, how
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come one of the privatim docentes in either faculty. In the phi

losophical he must , regularly, still hold another public disputation,

ever, may be supplied by any printed work composed and publish

ed by the candidate ; in so far as from it his qualifications to sus

tain an examination by the faculty can be estimated . When these

works are in German, the candidate must take so much the more

pains, in composing his curriculum vitae, to shew his acquaintance

with the Latin language.

IV. Should the papers handed in not be regarded as sufficient

for judging whether the candidate can be admitted to examination,

the faculty may require others more appropriate ; or may deter

mine upon a tentamen by the dean and one or two other members,

which shall decide whether the candidate may be admitted to ex

amination or not.

V. If it be decided to admit him to the examination , the dean

shall assign a time ; when the candidate shall be examined , partly

in that general knowledge which is to be presupposed, and partly

and chiefly in those particular branches with which, according to

his own declaration , he has principally occupied himself.

VI. The examination will regularly be held in the Latin lan

guage. In sciences where this would be attended with difficulty,

or when there is otherwise reason for a special exception , the ex

amination may be conducted in German . In such cases also it is

allowed to hand in a German dissertation , instead of the Latin one

required above.

VII. In regard to the examination itself, a record is kept in

such a way that every examiner , immediately after he has finished,

himself writes down in the record on what subjects he has exam

ined the candidate , and what judgement he has formed of his ac

quirements. When the last examiner has ended, the candidate

withdraws ; and after deliberation, the faculty, represented by the

examiners present, come to a decision. In this it is determined ,

whether the candidate in the examination has shewn himself wor

thy of the degree , or not ; and in the first case , how the diploma

is to be worded ; and especially how it shall express, in what
branches he has chiefly distinguished himself. The result is an

nexed by the dean to the record ; which it then belongs to him to

carry into execution .

VIII. The decision of the faculty is made known to the candi

date by the dean .

IX . The conferring of the degree may either take place private

ly , by the dean's presenting the diplomato the candidate ; or this

may be done with the usual solemnities, after a public defence by

|
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if he wishes to become a teacher there ; and in order to teach in

the theological faculty ,he must further take the degree of Licen

tiate of Theology. This is the lowest degree in theology , and

is granted after examination by the theological faculty, and after

maintaining a dispute in public, in the same manner as is pointed

out in the note below. The examination for this degree, being

by authority of the university and not of the government, is held

by the faculty, and not by a commission or consistory, as is the

case with those who are candidates for the pastoral office; but

it embraces of course, in most respects, the same ground ; with

more particular reference perhaps to those branches, in which

the candidate of a Latin dissertation or theses of his own, in the

great hall of the university building.

X. Whoever will establish himself as a private teacher in the

university , in addition to his inaugural dissertation, must also pub

licly defend another Latin essay, composed by himself and approv

ed by the faculty, ( disputatio pro facultate ,) unless he receives

from the faculty an express dispensation.

XI . The legal costs and expenses of the candidate, on the oc

casion of taking the Doctor's degree, and in other cases, are the
following.

A. For the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. ( 1 ) To the faculty

for the examination and for many expenses, as for printing the di

ploma, etc. 8 Frederics d'or = $ 32. ( 2) For the library, 4 rix

dollars= 82 80. (3 ) Other expenses during the sitting of the face

ulty, etc. 10 rix dollars $ 7. (In all $41 80.]

B. Further . ( 1 ) At the disputatio pro facultate legendi, pro

aperienda cathedra, to the dean , 2 rix dollars $ 1 40. (2 ) Pro

licentia legendi, when the candidate is not a doctor philosophiae

legitime promotus of this university, 10 rix dollars = $ 7. (3) For

a tentamen , 10 rix dollars = $ 7.

Extract from tho records of the sitting of the philosophical faculty of Feb. 25 , 1827.

The holding of a public disputation seems to depend chiefly on

the choice of the candidate. If he is a young man of talent, and

hopes to shew off well , such a public exhibition affords him an op

portunity to do this, and gives him a name. If he acquits himself
with eclat, he is sure afterwards of a good number ofpupils. On

the other hand, there are instances of total failure. In 1828, a

young man who held a disputation pro facultate at Halle, after

going through with his regular opponents with ability and success,

was put down by an opponent from the crowd , and that so com

pletely, that hegave up his purpose , left the place, and changed

the whole course and character of his life .
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the candidate expects to teach . The examination also assumes

a higher and more scientific character, in regard to those few

who are to be scientific teachers, than with the many who be

come only pastors. The privileges, however, conferred by this

degree are of a correspondingnature. The Licentiate of 'The

ology is then qualified to read lectures, as a private teacher of

theo logy in the universities, has the liberty of preaching, and

shouldhe wish to become a pastor, he stands on the same foot

ing as those, who in the other course have passed two examina

tions. This degree is now never taken, except by those who

thus wish to become teachers ; the other course being after all

less difficult, and perhaps more speedy.

The appointment of Professor extraordinarius makes the li

centiate a permanent member of the university, and gives him a

higher rank ; but does not affect in any way his university de

gree. Indeed, the term licentiate is never employed as a title of

address ; while the title doctor is very extensively given to those

who have taken the degree of Doctor in Philosophy, without

having been further promoted. But this also is laid aside, when

the individual becomes professor ; the latter title being of a high

er value. As a general rule, the ordinary theological professors

are also Doctors of Theology; though this is not always the

case . This has now become a merely honorary degree; and is

usually bestowed by the universitieson distinguished individuals,

as a mark of favour andrespect. It may also be regularly tak

en by those who apply for it; but at an expense of about two

hundred rix dollars. The privileges annexed to this degree are

notyetobsolete. The title of Doctor of Theology supersedes that

of Professor of any kind . This degree also entitles the individual

to receive ordination , if he desires it, without further examina

tion or delay ; and is the highest degree or rank conferred by the

universities. The government, however, can and do bestow on

theologians honorary titles, which are regarded as still higher.

The most usual one is that of Consistorialrath, Counsellor or

Assessor of the Consistory, a title with which is connected no

right or privilege whatever, and which is merely a mark of fa

vour on the part of thegovernment. It is of precisely the same

character as the title of D. D. with us, though somewhat higher

in name . The same is the case with the title Oberconsistorial

rath, which is a still higher degree of nominal honour.

The course above described, has been followed by most of the

distinguished theological teachers of the day . Tholuck, for in
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stance, both while private teacher and Professor extraordinary at

Berlin, was Licentiate of Theology. On being appointed ordina

rius at Halle, the university of Berlin created him Doctor of The

ology. In 1828 , when about to set off for Rome as chaplain of

the Prussian embassy in that city, he applied for and received

ordination at Merseburg, in his character of Doctor of Theolo

gy, without examination. In 1830, in consequence of his having

declined an invitation to go as court preacher to Dresden, the

government conferred on him the title of Consistorialrath, which

is of course his present style of address. Gesenius received the

same title, after declining his call to Göttingen in the place of

Eichhorn .

But although these university degreesthus confer the right of

preaching and of assuming the pastoral office, yet they by no

means renderthis imperative upon those who receive them . In

Berlin, Neander and Hengstenberg are not preachers, and have
never entered the sacred desk ; while Strauss and Schleier

macher and Marheinecke and others, are also regular pastors of

churches in the city , and commonly preach once on every sab

bath. In Halle, Marks and Tholuck are the university preach
ers, and officiate on the alternate Sundays ; while Marks is also

the afternoon preacher in one of the city churches. Niemeyer

used formerly to preach occasionally ; but Gesenius, Wegschei

der, Ullmann, Thilo, and others, have never officiated as preach

ers, and , like Neander and Hengstenberg, are not even regarded

as belonging to the clerical profession . In the subdivision of la

bour whichprevails in theology, as in all the other sciences, they

undertake to teach those branches which have not a direct bear

ing upon the practical applicationsof theology ; for, as a general

rule, the professors who teach homiletics and pastoral theology,

are themselves preachers. The result of the whole then is, that

the government connects with the degrees conferred by the fac

ulties of theology in the universities, the same rights and privi

leges in regard to preaching, as are bestowed by the consistories;

that all theological professors and instructors in the universities

have therefore the right of acting in the pastoral office ; while

the exercise of this right is left to their own discretion.

We return to the other and larger class of theological stu

dents, who take the more common course of enteringupon the

pastoral functions, not through the universities, but in the ordi

nary way prescribed by the government. This consists in an

examen pro candidatura or pro licentia concionandi, which may
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take place before the consistory, or before a commission ap

pointed for that purpose in the universities; * and an examen pro

ministerio, afterthe interval of a year, which is held only by the

consistory .

In regard to the first examination, the introductory proceed

ings are similar in their nature and object to those required in an

examination before the faculty of philosophy, as detailed above.

To each individual who applies for examination a theme or sub

ject is assigned, on which he is expected to write a dissertation,

which must be handed over to the examiners within the period

of six weeks. After this, other subjects are assigned, on which

the candidate must write upon the spot and under lock and

key ; as in the examinations of the gymnasia. At the same

time he must hold a catechisation , and also deliver a sermon

upon an appointed text. Then follows the oral examination,

in which six of the candidates are ordinarily taken up at once.

This covers of course all the ground of the several Brodcolle

gia heretofore described ; and includes a particular examina

tion on the exegesis of the Old and New Testaments ; on sys

tematical and symbolical theology, and ethics ; on ecclesiastical

and doctrinal history ; and also on philosophy and theological

literature . The more particular examination on the practical

department, is commonly reserved for the trial before the con

sistory.

Itwas formerly the case, thatmost of the theological students

at Halle were obliged to repair to Magdeburg, the chief city of the

Prussian provinceof Saxony and the seat of the consistory, a dis

tance of about 60 English miles, in order to undergo the first exam

ination before the consistory itself. The number of applications

however was so great, that the consistory were not able to do jus

tice to them all ; and therefore in Dec. 1827 the government ap

pointed a Prüfungs-Commission in the university, before which the

first examination pro licentia concionandi is now held. The second

examination is still held before the consistory at Magdeburg. The

members of the commission at Halle are Gesenius, Weber, Weg

scheider, Tholuck , Thilo, Marks , and Fritzsche ; and also one act

ing member of the consistory. It commenced its operations in

April , 1828 ; and in the course of that year examined sixty candi

dates. Of these , two were classed in the first rank ; eleven in the

second ; twenty-three in the third ; fourteen in the fourth ; and ten

deferred for one or more years , or wholly rejected. In that year,

therefore, one in every siz was temporarily or wholly rejected,
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The degree of knowledge and acquirements exhibited by the

candidates on examination , is marked by the different classes or

standing to which they are assigned. These different degrees

of merit are designated as follows ; 1. Excellent; 2. Very

good ; 3. Good ; 4. Moderate ; 5. Deficient. This last, of

course, confers no claim to any right or office ; but it admits

the candidate to another future trial. Those who stand in the

first four classes, receive the licentiam concionandi ; and are call

ed Candidates of Theology ; but they are not yet qualified to

become pastors of churches.

That this is not a mere examination pro forma, is at once at

tested by the characters of the examiners, who are men of pro

found learning, either professors in the universities, or the most

learned and distinguished of the clergy. It is also attested in

Halle by the fact above mentioned , that in one year every sixth

applicant was turned by on account of deficiency ; and although

there may have been in this case a more than ordinary strict

ness , yet the number thus rejected or put by, constitutes every

where not a very small proportion of the whole. And this

is the turning point of the young theologian's life. To this

time he has been looking forward in all his previous toilsome

studies ; because if he fails here, he loses the fruit of all his

anxious labours . If he cannot honourably sustain this exami

nation ; if, above all, he be once turned by and fail upon a

second trial ; his bread for life is taken away, his name as a

scholar is dishonoured , and there is no part nor portion of his

country whither he can retire and there regain his standing.

Every avenue to his profession is forever closed up to him ; and

he must either starve, or consent to get his bread in some other

humbler calling, with a mark of disparagement stamped forever

on his brow. In these facts we see the secret of that almost

universal and unremitted diligence, which forms so distinguish

ing a characteristic of the students of the German universities.

But in these examinations, rigorous and decisive as they are,

there is one omission which strikes our feelings with surprise

and grief. By this door enter all the pastors and teachers of
the church ; of that church , the object of which is to keep

alive the pure and holy flame of the Christian religion, and to

extend the boundaries of God's kingdom upon earth . But to

those thusentering the question isnever put, whether they have

any regard for this kingdom of God ; whether they have ever

possessed the pure and holy flame of religious feeling ; whether
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they are in any degree prompted to undertake this holy calling,

from love to God or Christ, or to the souls of their fellow men !

The church , alas ! is no longer at her own disposal, and cannot

prove the spirits of her prophets whether they be of God .'

She is but the slave of civil power ; and all that she is at liberty

to ask or know is, whether her prophets are regularly appointed

by the king and his ministers. Not one question is ever asked

as to their belief in a revelation , nor as to their personal motives

in thus undertaking to be the ambassadors of God to man.

When the shepherds are thus chosen without any reference to

their fidelity , are we to wonder that the flock should go astray

and become widely scattered ?

The second examination, or that pro ministerio, takes place

before the consistory after the interval of a year . During this

time the candidate is expected to have continued histheological

studies, and to have made further progress, especially in the

practical part of them . This is the object of more particular at

tention in this examination . In other respects it resembles the

first, in the dissertations and sermon to be exhibited , in the closet

labour, and in the oral examination on all the subjects above

mentioned . Besides these, the candidate is also now examined

in regard to his knowledge of pedagogics and the practical in

struction and arrangement of schools . The standing or degree

of merit of each candidate, is here marked by the same classifi

cation as before ; and he may in like manner be put by for fur

ther preparation and trial. Those who receive the proper testi

monials, are now qualified to assume the pastoral office when

ever they please.

This interval of a year between thefirst and second examina

tions, is employed in various ways. The candidate of theology,

as has been said above, is permitted to preach, but may not yet

be chosen as the pastor of a church ; a privilege to which he is

entitled only after the second examination . Many pursue their

studies during this interval at a university ; others at their

homes ; and a very few sometimes in the theological seminary at

Wittemberg. They are not, as a matter of course, bound to

present themselves for the second examination precisely at the

end of the year ; the regulation is only that they cannot do it

sooner . It is not unusual, therefore, to find candidates of theol

ogy acting as teachers for a time, in the gymnasia or in private

families ; although, as a general rule, they prefer to have first

regularly completed all the requisite examinations.

No. Iu . 53
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After the second examination , as is said above, the candidate

becomes wahlfähig, or capable of being chosen to thepastoral
office and to the immediate charge of a church and people. He

is now, in this respect, on a footing with a candidate in our

country , after he has received license. The choice itself, how

ever, is usually very different from any thing that exists among
us ; and is also different in the various parts of Germany. In

some few instances indeed, particularly in Westphalia, the

churches themselves have the right of choosing their own pastor,

much in the same way as with us ; but their candidate must still

be approved and accepted by the government, acting through

the consistory . In other instances, the pastor is appointed by
the owner or lord of the village, who in such cases has com

monly the right of property in the whole village and in the

church itself ; and this appointmentmust also be sanctioned in

like manner by the consistory, while the people of the parish

have no voice whatever in the matter. But the fact in a great

majority of instances, is, that the gift of the livings depends im
mediately on the government itself, and is bestowed just like

any other office of state, through the ministry of a subordinate
department, which in this case are the consistories. Each of

these has charge of a certain province or district ; and knows of

course every vacancy which arises within its jurisdiction. They

know also personally every candidate who is under their charge;

and it is not rare that a candidate, and especially a favoured

one, has his choice between several parishes. Having received

his appointment, in any of the above ways,he may if he pleas

es, after the second examination,be immediately inducted .
But if the candidate, instead of thus entering at once upon the

duties of a pastor, prefers to turn aside for a time, and either

make further progress in his own studies, or devote himself to

public instruction, ( in order for which he must undergo an examen

pro schola,) or take upon him the office of tutor in aprivate fam

ily ; if for these or any other reasons he does not within the in

terval of a year obtain a situation as pastor, he is then required

to sustain still another examination before he can be admitted to

the pastoral office. This third examination , however, is in some

respects an irregular, or rather a variable one ; its character de

pending much upon the circumstances of the case. It is not

usually termed an examen ; but the consistory invite the candi

date to a colloquium , and then examine him more or less close

ly , according as a greater or less time has elapsed since his pre
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vious trial ; or as they may perceive that his standing or habits

require. This regulation is obviously a judicious one ; since

otherwise a candidate who had sustained the second examina

tion and had then adopted a different course of life, could after

the lapse of many years enter unrestrained upon the sacred of

fice, for which, according to the established regulations of the

country, he might be nolonger qualified in any degree.

When all the previous steps have in this manner been taken ;

when the young man has thus spent from four to seven years at

a gymnasium or under other equivalent instruction, and three

years more at a university, and has produced the necessary tes

timonials of propriety ofconduct and of having pursued the re

quisite branches of study ; when he has thus sustained the first

examination, which admits him to preach ; and after a year the

second examination, which qualifies him to enter upon the sa

cred office ; and in default of thus entering within a year from

that time, a third examination ,—when all this has been accom

plished , and the candidate has obtained a place of settlement,

either by the invitation of a parish, or by the gift of the govern

ment ; he then receives ordination, and is inducted into his liv

ing. The ordination takes place under the authority and by di

rection ofthe consistory ; and after this has been accomplished,

the future pastor is inducted, and invested with the authority

and privileges of his office, by the superintendent of the diocese

to which his parish belongs.

Such is the general mode of introduction to the ministry

throughout Germany. But the translation of a pastor from one

church or station to a more important sphere, is by no means

uncommon ; although perhaps less usual than with us. The

tenor by which a minister holds his station there, is so entirely

different from what it is in our own country, that dismissions,

unless from the choice and motion of the minister, are entirely

unknown. If a pastor is once settled, it is for life ; so long as

the government do not depose him , ( and this they neverdo,

except for public scandal or crime,) there is no other power

which can remove him . But a clergyman who distinguishes

himself by the assiduous discharge of his duties, by his talents

as a preacher or a scholar, or by the weight and influence of

his character, is sure to meet with promotion ; i. e. to be called

to a living of more value and importance ; or to be made su

perintendent or a member of a consistory ; or to be appointed

to a professorship in a university ; or even, in uncommon cases ,
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to be called to the capital and made court preacher and mem

ber of the ecclesiastical department of the government. All

these are a species of solid reward, which the various govern

ments of Germany hold out to the clergy of their respective

states, in return for the years of severe study and the rigorous

examinations which are imposed upon them . It is also not at

all unusual, that distinguished individuals are thus called from

one state or territory to important stations in another state and

under another government.

In regard however to this whole subject of promotion or

translation, not only in the pastoral office and in the universi

ties, but also throughout all the professions and situations of

public life, there is one feature universally prevalent and pre

dominant, which an American, and especially a New -England

er, has not yet learned to behold with complacency, and we

may hope, never will. It is the direct personal application for

office and promotion. We have it indeed, in some parts of

our country , in regard to civil employments ; but in respect to

stations in our colleges, and more particularly in reference to

ministerial employment, we have reason to thank God, that it

is here yet unknown . In Germany, it is universal ; and is pro

bably in a great measure the offspring of that system , by

which all public employment of every kind is made dependent

on the will of a despotic government, which gives in general

only when it is asked . The candidate asks for a living ; if a

better one becomes vacant, he applies for that. When he has

gained some reputation , and the opportunity occurs , he asks to

be made superintendent; and then his hopes and claims mount

up still higher. The private teacher at a university besets the

government with applications to be created professor extraordi

narius ; and then again to be made ordinarius. This is a fact

and feature so notorious, that the governments understand it as

a thing of course; and in Prussia, at least, the requisition is
made on the instructors in the universities, that a copy of every

work which they publish shall be sent to the proper department

of the king's ministry ; in order that the government may thus

have somemeans of judging of the qualifications of those, from

whom they are besetwith applications.

Whenever also an important vacancy happens, either in the

church or in a university,there are always multitudes of direct

applications for the place . The authorities who have charge of

these things, do not of course always confine themselves, in
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their choice, to such applications ; but not unfrequently elect a

better man, without knowing whether he will accept the invi

tation or not. If the person thus chosen be the subject of

a different government,there now commences another contest.

Those who have invited him , must of course offer him a more

honourable station , or a larger income than he already receives.

This he makes known to his own government ; and if they

wish to retain him , they must equal or outbid the offers of the

other party. These negotiations are often continued for a long

time ; and it is not unusual for a person in these circumstances

to make some specific demand, such as a sum of money, or a

particular salary, or a title of honour, the condition of his going

or staying. And these too are things not done in a corner ; but

are usually the subjects of open and public conversation. They

are indeed of suchcommon notoriety , as to have ceased to pro

duce any impression of surprise, and have come to be regarded

with the indifference of custom and long familiarity .

We have thus endeavoured to follow , throughout its whole

extent, the course of preparation and training required of the

German clergy and theologians, before they can arrive at a

standing in the church or in a university. These regulations

too , it must be borne in mind, are not established merely by

the church itself, or by a university, or by a particular seminary ;

they are not of such a character as to be binding only on those

who choose to subject themselves to them ; as is the case, for

instance, with the theological seminaries of our own country,

while for those who prefer to take a different course the way is

free and open ; but they are the results of a system by which

the church is joined with , and made subservient to, the state ;

they are the requisitions of the civil power to which the church

is subjected, and of the whole body politic, in which the church

constitutes a subordinate department. There is no other way of

access to the church , but through the course thus straitly hedg

ed ; all other avenues are entirely closed up ; and , as has been

before remarked , should any one attempt to climb up some

other way into the fold ; should any one attempt to preach the

gospel of salvation , or publicly to arouse the attention of sinners

to their spiritual dangers andduties, without having first passed

through these years of preparation and this hedge of trials, there

is not a spot in Germany where imprisonment or banishment

would not be his lot. The power of the government is so de

cidedly despotic and absolute, and the omnipresence (if the ex

1
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pression may be allowed) of the police is so entire, that an

erratic course of education, or an irregular entry upon the

ministry of the Gospel, is impossible ; or, at least, if any one

chooses to be erratic in his pursuit of learning, it can avail

him nothing in future life. He has indeed his labour for his

pains, and has the results of his studies ; but he gains admis

sion into no profession, and obtains no employment from the

government nor with the sanction of the government. This

is equivalent to saying that he must remain entirely without

employ.

We turn now , in the remainder of this article, to some gen

eral considerations and reflections, illustrative of the effects and

influence of this system of things both upon the clergy and up

on the people at large; adding occasionally such further facts

and explanations, as may tend to place the whole subject in a

stronger light.

The dependence of the church upon the civil power, or its

union with that power in any shape, pregnant as it is with a

host of unutterable evils, brings in its train this one solitary ad

vantage, viz. that supported by the state, the church can en

forceand render uniform its own recommendations in regard to

church polity and religious instruction. It is in this way, no

doubt, that the system has been introduced into every German

school below the universities, of giving regular instruction on re

ligious subjects. The characterof this instruction must neces

sarily depend in a great measure on the teacher ; but here, alas !

the dominion of the church ceases , and the instructor is appoint

ed without reference to his qualifications as a religious teacher.

The consequence is, that the teaching is very often superficial,

and not unfrequently is any thing but religious. In one instance

related to the writer, it consisted wholly in illustrating the ele

ments of botany by the exhibition and analysis offlowers, with

an occasional reference to the goodness of the Deityin thus

adorning the earth . But still, in a course of years, the chil

dren acquire in this way at least some knowledge of facts ; a

foundation is laid , narrow and shallow indeed , in which in fu

ture years and under more auspicious circumstances, the Spirit

may rear a nobler superstructure. A knowledge of the truth is

assuredly the first step in leading men to embrace the truth ;

and in this point of view , the religious instruction given in the

schools of Germany, defective asit is, and often unspiritual,

is nevertheless of inestimable importance in the great system of
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means and instruments, in connexion with which the Spirit of
God usually carries on its operations.

But the knowledge thus acquired , and the religious instruction

thus imparted, are small, compared with the regular and system

atic instruction which precedes confirmation . This ceremony

takes place usually at Easter ; and the children are commonly

taught by the pastor during the whole of the preceding year. It

is indeed not unfrequently the case , that they enter upon this

course even two years before confirmation . As a general rule,

the pastor meets them twice in each week ; but during the four

weeks immediately preceding Easter, he usually gives four les

sons a week. The instruction comprises the history of the

ristian religion ; the general historical facts of the Bible,

which are usually taught in a biblical catechism ; the learning

by heart of psalms and hymns; and towards the close, the

confession of faith which they are to make in public on the

day of confirmation . This is a regular duty of the pastoral of

fice, and one which cannot be neglected. Indeed, the pastors

generally regard it as one of the most pleasing and interesting

of all their official duties, and engage in it with complacency

at least, if not with zeal. Calling one morning on Schleier

macher, the writer found him just dismissing from his study his

class of thirty or forty young catechumens; and it was interest

ing to behold thus employed in training the minds and hearts

of children, one who is accustomed, by the profoundness of his

speculations, to enlighten and instruct the learned and the wise.

It is moreover not to be denied , that this system of instruc

tion, in the hands of a faithful pastor, affords one of the most

powerful means that can be devised, of operating upon the

youthful mind, and forming it, under God, tohabits and feelings

and principles of virtue and religion . The usual time for con

firmation is about the age of puberty, or from the thirteenth to

the sixteenth year ; and custom has ordained , that every one

shall take upon himself the solemn obligations imposed by this

rite. The youthful mind is at this period in its most susceptible
state, and most open to conviction , and to the influence of the

thrilling motives and tender remonstrances, which a good shep

herd knows how to urge in behalf of him who was ' meek

and lowly of heart. He meets his youthful flock frequently,

and has the opportunity, if he does his duty, of becoming tho

roughly acquainted with their different characters and disposi

tions ; so that it is his fault alone, if he be not able to apply to
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each the instructions and exhortations which the nature of the

case requires. In its present shape, this system owes its birth

to the pious Spener ; and through this institution, that godly man

still exerts an amount of influence that is incalculable. ' Have

not the churches of our land reason to blush , when they look

upon what is thus done in other lands for the religious edu

cation of the young ? The Sunday schools and Bible classes,

are indeed beginning, within a few years, to supply in some

measure our deficiencies; but they do not yet, and probably

never can, fully take the place ofregular and systematic in

struction from the pastor himself. With us indeed they are ne

cessary as the helpers of the pastor. The Sunday schools, by

their system of teachers and inspection , bring in many a child,

who would otherwise never come in contact with the pastor, and

would probably grow up in utter ignorance and vice . Such in

stitutions are then the powerful and indispensable assistants of

the pastors in the great work of operating upon the young ; but

still, would notsuch a system of direct pastoral instruction be

afterwards still more influential and effectual— the key -stone
which should bind the whole arch together, and preserve it

from again tumbling into ruins ?

The ceremony of confirmation too, conducted as it is with

the utmost solemnity and in the presence of the whole congre

gation, produces a powerful effect upon the young mind ; and it

is not unfrequent to find pious persons looking back upon it , not
only as the most solemn act of their lives, but as the time from

which they date their sincere and practical devotion of them

selves to God. Such individuals regard this act, indeed, in the

samelight as Christians in our country look upon admission to

our churches ; and in these particular instances, there is in fact

little difference between the two. Perhaps the chief difference

then lies in the circumstance, thatwith us it is a voluntary meas

ure, dependent solely on the will of the person himself"; while

there the custom is so firmly established , that an adult individual

of the protestant church who has not been confirmed , is almost,
or perhaps quite , unknown .

That the whole system has not been more efficacious in pre

serving an evangelical spirit inthe community at large , must pro

bably be referred to the unfaithfulness of the pastors, and not

to the system itself. It is moreover easy to see, that in the
hands of such an one, it becomes a tremendous engine of evil ;

and to this fact must it doubtless be attributed, that rationalism

is at present so firmly fixed among the common people.
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This system of religious instruction, as has been remarked,

is continued, though with less thoroughness and efficiency, in

the different schools and gymnasia ; and young men are in this

way necessarily subjected to it, until the time of their departure

for the university . But here their religious education is at an

end. The students of theology indeed have theological instruc

tion , but it is mostly of the scientific kind ; and although a pious

professor sometimes takes occasion to make an appeal to the

hearts and consciences of his pupils, yet this is not customary,

and would be generally regarded as travelling out of the way.

But the students of the other faculties are left absolutely without

any religious instruction whatever, unless they choose to attend

public worship on Sundays . In none of the German universi

ties are there any public devotional exercises of any kind ; ex

cept that in some, as in Göttingen and Halle, there is a univer

sity preacher, and one public service on Sunday, or sometimes

the alternate Sundays ; at which the students may or may not

attend, as they please ; but at which the professors are rarely

seen . In the universities situated in the larger cities , as Berlin

and Leipsic, there is no provision of this sort ; inasmuch as

the number of regular churches renders it unnecessary: It has

been already remarked, that in a few instances it has been re

quired of theological students, that they should attend public

worship ; but this requisition extends in no case to any other
class of students. Indeed , both theoretically and practically ,

the students of Germany, on entering the universities, seem to

be regarded as having finished their pupilage, and as now en
tering upon the state of manhood and the rights of citizenship ;

certain metes and bounds are assigned them within which they

must walk ; but it is left to themselves to decide, in what manner

and to what extent they will profit by the opportunities afforded

them , and by what rules they will regulate their conduct.

The result of this state of things is, that theological students

while at the universities, are very much like all other students.

Having adopted (at least the majority of them ) the study of this

profession , without any reference to the bigh and holy motives

which ought to govern all who assume it, and regarding it in no

more sacred point of view than if they were pursuing the study

of law or medicine or philology, what reason have they to put

on an appearance of seriousness to which their hearts are stran

gers ? or to abstain from practices which they have never ſelt,

and do not now feel, to be incompatible with their future stand

No. III . 54
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ing, any more than they are incompatible with the standin

lawyer or a physician ? The consequence is, that all the

for which German students have been famous, are no les

mon among the theologians, than among others ; and th

as likely as any to be found engaged in gambling, drunke

broils, duels, and every species of renowning. In 1

abroad upon the German churches, and reflecting upo

prospects and destiny, it is melancholy to think that such

for a time at least, be the character of the great majority

future pastors and teachers . Among the nine hundred st

of theology at Halle, not more than from one hundred

hundred and fifty can be reckoned as possessing serious

character in any degree, or as having chosen this professio

any other than the most worldly motives ; and of this con

tively small number, not more than one half can be regar

possessing personal religion , or as actuated in choosing

course by motives of religious duty . And it would be à

to say, that the proportion of truly pious students amo

theologians, small as it is here represented, is much

er at any other university ; unless perhaps, from peculia

cumstances, at Berlin .

The only species of strictly religious instruction whic

dents receive at the university, is, as has been said , the

services of Sundays and of such other days as are celebra

the church ; ( all of which usually have no connexion w

university ;) and further, such private instruction and ex

tion as pious professors (if there be such) choose to imp

their more familiar intercourse with their pupils. In 1

the houses of several of the professors are open one e

every week, for the purposes of conversation, which m

religious or otherwise . A small but very pleasant ass

of this kind , which had originally been established by

luck while at Berlin , was continued every Saturday ever

the house of a friend, now a teacher in the university.

properly a meeting for religious intercourse and convers

andwas accompanied by singing, prayer, and the read

the Scriptures or of a sermon, and sometimes also by a

address. In Halle, Professor Tholuck has pursued the

course, and has a number of pious students at his rooms

or sometimes twice, a week. At these little meetings th

is variously occupied, according to the individuals who ar

sent ; sometimes it is religious conversation , assuming
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scientific form , and again a practical tendency ; sometimes a

chapter of the Bible is read and expounded, followed by a per

sonal application of the subject to the consciences of the hear

ers ; at another time, some other book is read , and the conver

sation turns upon any subject thus started . The pious students

have also sometimes similar meetings among themselves ; but

such assemblies, when no professor is present, are looked upon

with a jealous eye by the government; and they are therefore

not recommended by those who wish well to the cause of relig

ion. In some of the states, moreover, the
presence

of a teacher

is rather an aggravation of the offence ; as is shewn in the case

at Göttingen, referred to in the former parts of this article.

All such assemblies would be deemed imperfect without sing

ing ; in which the Germans delight, and all take part. Indeed,

taken as a nation , the Germans may be said to be more fond

of music than even the Italians ; and it is notoriously the fact, that

both vocal and instrumental music , and especially the latter, is

more generally cultivated there than among their more southern

neighbours. In sacred music they take the lead of all other na

tions ; and in all their seasons of worship , this holds almost an

equal place with prayer ; or indeed it is in itself prayer, the pour

ing out ofthe soul to Godin strains ofharmony, as well astears

of contrition . An organ is an essential part of the furniture of

a church ; as much so perhaps, in popular opinion and feeling,

as the sacramental vessels of the altar. In the ordinary sing

ing of the psalms, the congregation all join ; the music being

wholly of the slow choral species ; which admits all to take

part, without the need of great skill or practice. In other por

tions of the service, there is often music from a choir. Some

of these choirs are very celebrated . That of St. Thomas'

church in Leipsic is deservedly famous ; and the choir attach

ed to the orphan- house in Halle, which goes about the streets

of the city and sings before the houses of individuals, is per

haps not inferior to any other. The voices of the boys are

sometimes most sweet and delightful. Indeed, every church has

a small number of boys, who are instructed in music, and who

thus sing around thestreets. They are called the Currende,

probably from currere ; and although their singing is generally

boyish and wretched enough, yet this has sometimes been the

school, in which genius has first gathered strength to mount up

wards in long and lofty flights. In such a choir in the cathe

dral church of Halle, Handel commenced his career in the last
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decennium of the seventeenth century. * As a member of

a choir, Luther as a boy sung through the streets of Eisle

and amid all the business and turmoil of his future life , he

gave up his taste and talent for music . One of the most p

ing prints relating to him , represents him seated at the ha

chord in the midst of his family, consisting of his wife,chil

and one or two other persons. The harpsichord or piano

constitutes an essential part of the furniture in every h

which has any pretensions to gentility ; and it is rare to

a person of taste or education, who does not to some

play upon this instrument. This remark applies even

learned , to the profoundest scholars ; and this is one

amusements, one of the means of unbending the mind,

they daily practise, and to which they owe in a great me

the preservation of their health and constitutional vigour.

things are carried in Germany to an extent which public

ion, founded not on right or wrong , but in a difference of n

al custom , would not here allow. The writer once ming

a little party at the house of a truly learned professo

doctor of theology, to celebrate the return of his birth -da

custom universal in Germany,) where in the course of the

ing the father seated himself at the piano and played

some time, while his little children , from three to ten ye

age, danced around him . It is a part of the German

acter, that the buoyancy of spirits and gaiety of heart

is felt, should also be expressed ; and not, as is often the

with us, suppressed , either through a timid reserve or

of the cavillings of others .

But to return from this digression to the graver subjects

claim our notice . In connexion with the residence of the

dents at the university , there is one topic , which might pro

have been brought into view in the first part of this article

which may also not unsuitably be touched upon here, as

gards more particularly the profession of theology . I re

the paramount reputation and authority of living writer:

The musical festival mentioned on p. 203 of the prec

number, where , among other pieces , Handel's oratorio of S

was performed by a choir of more than five hundred musi

was held in the same church in which , nearly a century and

before, Handel as a boy had been placed under the instruct

the organist Zuchau.
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With excep

teachers; and the comparative oblivion into which they speedily

fall after death , or even so soon as they have retired from ac

tive life. The rage seems to be for new men and new books ;

and the old are laid aside as of less value or as obsolete. It

is at first very striking to a foreigner, to see how few books of

any antiquity are referred to in the course of a theological edu

cation . In some branches, indeed , in which there have been no

giants in modern days, reference must be had to the works of

older writers ; such as the treasures of rabbinical lore collected

by Lightfoot and Schoettgen, the Hebrew Concordance and

Chaldee Lexicon of Buxtorf, etc. The writings of Luther are

also not unfrequently quoted , as exhibiting the views of the

leading champion ofthe Reformation ; but those of Melanctbon

and the other reformers, are seldom referred to .

tions like these, it is surprising how few_standard works in the

ology and theological literature exist . By the side of Lowth's

Lectures on the Poetry of the Hebrews, we may indeed place

Herder's work on the same subject, which appeared many years

later, and is still read and admired . But there are in Germany

no works like Butler's Analogy, or Leslie's Short Method, or

Baxter's Call and Saints' Rest, or Doddridge's Rise and Pro

gress, which , having a fixed and permanent value, are perhaps

more currentand exert a greater influence now, than they did for

along time after their first publication . When a man dies, he and

his works are forgotten. Many of the names of German writers,

whom we have been accustomed in our own country to vene

rate and to consider as of the highest authority, are now rarely

mentioned in Germany itself. J.D. Michaelis is there no long

er regarded as a profound scholar, and his works are rarely

quoted . Eichhorn, though just dead , is reckoned as superficial

and declamatory. Storr still retains the praise of solidity and

accuracy, but his authority has passed away. Jahn is still more

rarely heard of ; and Schleusner, though yet alive, has outlived

both his influence and his fame. These are but a few of the

more prominent examples. It is not meant to be said by all

this, that their names are no longer known, or their works no

longer purchased . Indeed , you find their works in the library of

every theologian of eminence ; but then the authority both of

the writer and his writings exists no more ; his works are refer

red to by way of historical illustration ; but they are no longer

reprinted, because the public does not call for them .

The reason of this general forgetfulness of theologians who
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have passed from the stage, is probably to be sought for chief

ly in the system of oral instruction at the universities, by

which the pupils are made to depend in a very great degree up

on the dicta of the teacher before them . This confidence in

his oral instruction they transfer also to his writings ; and the

consequence is a paramount acquaintance with , and attachment

to, the works of living authors, whose lectures they have them

selves attended, or whom they have learned to admire and re

pose confidence in, from the reports of friends or the voice of

public fame. It is taken for granted that there is a constant

progress in every science ; and that a learned man of the pre

sent day stands on higher ground than one of former days, pos

sessingas he does allthe results of the labours and investigations

of those who have preceded him , as well as those which his own

industry and sagacity may have enabled him to supply.
His

works are therefore supposed to be , prima facie, superior to for

mer works on the same subjects; and hence there arises

throughout the German theological world the spirit of the Athe

nians, the desire in this respect to become acquainted with ti

xaivotepov. The writer once, in conversationwith a German

professor, one of the most distinguished for piety and learning,

spoke of Hug's Introduction to the New Testament as being

probably the best extant. He assented to the remark as true at

that time; but observed that the Introduction of De Wette

(which was not then published) would probably be better, be

cause it would be newer. The result however, according to his

own subsequent acknowledgement, did not in this instance cor

respond to his expectation .

All these remarks apply chiefly to the period in which a young

man is actually engaged in the study of theology ; and the

amount of them is, that professional knowledge is principally

founded upon, and derived from , the instructions and works of

learned men now or recently upon the stage of action. These are
the teachers, the authoritative standards ; while their predeces

sors , of the last or preceding centuries , are consulted for isolated

facts or historical illustration. For this purpose -- and this is a

mode of study , if not peculiar, yet habitually necessary to the Ger

man student - extensive libraries are requisite, in which those

books that are the repositories of the learning and labours, the

thoughts and feelings and opinions, of by-gone ages,may be laid up

for the use of the present and future generations. Hence a library

of fifty thousand volumes is accounted but a small one in Germa
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ny. But these public libraries, however extensive and splendid ,

are not enough for the private student, nor yet for the professor

in a university. Every man who will labour to advantage, must

have his instruments at hand and within his reach . He cannot

break off in the midst of an investigation , in order to go per

haps half a mile to the public library, to examine an author

to whom reference is made. He must have his books around

him , or at least those which are most important in his own de

partment. It is therefore commonly the case, that a young man

begins early in his university course to lay the foundation of a

future library ; and the facilities for obtaining books in that coun

try are so great, that, by patience and perseverance, he is gene

rally able in a few years, to make an extensive and valuable col

lection at a comparatively very small price .*

* The regular book trade of Germany is circuitous , but is

conducted with the utmost method and fairness. The centre and

soul of this trade is Leipsic. Every bookseller, wherever situated ,

has his commissioner in Leipsic, with whom he keeps a deposit of

his publications, and to whom he pays a certain sum annually for

taking charge of his business. Out of Leipsic it is not customary

to keep books on hand in any quantity; but if you wish to buy , for

instance, of a bookseller in Halle abook published at Stuttgard,

you will most probably have to wait till he can send to his agent in

Leipsic ; this agent goes to the agent of the publisher of the book ,

and if he happens to have it on hand, you get the book in five or

six days ; if he has not got it , he sends to the publisher in Stuttgard ,

and you get it perhaps in a month ; but always through the two com

missioners in Leipsic . The accounts however are kept between

the two booksellers in Halle and Stuttgard . Once inevery year, at

the great Easter fair in Leipsic, all the booksellers of Germany con

vene there ; each opens for the time a shop, and sells as many of his

publications as he can , or delivers them out on commission to those

who will take them ; but the chief business is the settlement among

themselves of all the accounts for the preceding year. The book

sellers' part of the fair usually continues from three to four weeks.

There is a difference between a book publisher and a bookseller.

Tauchnitz of Leipsic and Perthes of Hamburg aretwo of the largest

publishers in Germany ; but they are not booksellers. Commonly

however the two departments are united in the same person ; and

there are few booksellers who are not also publishers. The regular

discount made by a publisher to the trade is 33 per cent. some

times 40, and very rarely 50 per cent . from the retail price or Laden

preis. Booksellers (other than the publishers ) make to one anoth

er, on publications not their own , a discount of 25 per cent . and to
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Hence it arises , that almost every professor in a univer

sity, and every studious man, has a select, valuable, and often

customers generally 163 per cent. There is also another class of

publications called netto,because they are sold to customers in gen

eral without discount. On these the publisher makes a discount to

booksellers of 25 per cent. and booksellers one of 163 per cent. to

one another.

But the dealings of the regular booksellers are confined solely to

books which are now in the market; and it is ordinarily impossible

to obtain through them anybook, ofwhich copies cannot be obtain

ed from the publisher or his commissioner in Leipsic. This is a

point of honour among them , and it is adhered to with singular

fidelity. Should any one deviate from it , he would at once be de

nounced by his brethren ; and the loss of their confidence, and
what to him is more, the loss of their trade, would be the inevitable

consequence. There is perhaps more of downright honest,method

ical, regular dealing among the booksellers of Germany, than with

those of any other country.

To obtain old books, that is , those that are no longer in the

hands of the original publishers, and therefore not obtainable through

the regular trade, there are two methods, which are both at last re .

solvable into one. The first is , to have recourse to the antiquaries,

as they are called , or dealers in old books. It is the business of

these persons to deal in those very books which the regular book

sellers cannot furnish ; and if they adhered strictly to this limit,

there could be no ground of collision between them . It is obvious

that these antiquaries cannot have any method or regularity in their

prices ; and generally speaking, they may be said to have a prone

ness to jockey. By interfering therefore, as they sometimes do,

with the regular prices of the booksellers, and underselling them in

their own publications, the antiquaries have generallybrought them

selves into great discredit with the trade at large. This is ofcourse

spoken generally; for there are among the antiquaries men of cha

racter and dealing strictly honourable , and who are in a high de

gree civil and obliging . But they cannot, as a general rule, have

any regular , fixed prices for their books, buying them as they do at

auctions and private sale ; and the purchaser must therefore rely

solely on his own judgment and experience. The only one who

has attempted the system of regular prices, is Weigel of Leipsic, a

man of education, who has undertaken to unite the character of a

regular bookseller with that of the antiquary. He has a very large

and valuable collection of old books, and through his extensive con

nexions throughout Germany, Holland , and France, he endeavours

to keep his list always complete. He must however necessarily fix his

regular price so high , as always to be able to procure the same book
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extensive library of his own . The clergy in particular are , ac

cording to their circumstances, rich in this respect. The libra

again for a less price ; and the consequence is, thathis demands

are usually much higher than the ordinary prices, for which the

same books maybe bought in the auctions. To booksellers, how

ever , he makes the same discount on old books as on new ones ;

while to other customers he makes no allowance, unless they take

to the amount of 50 rix dollars.

But the auctions that are constantly occurring, are the great

source from which the antiquaries derive their books; and these are

just as accessible to every one elseas to them. For a person there

fore who is collecting a library, it is always better to watch the auc

tions, than to have recourse to an antiquary and buy his books at an

advance. A stranger however cannot well do this ; he needs first

to become acquainted with the national character and modes of do

ing business ; he must also be familiar with books, and especially

those he may wish to purchase, in order to judge of the probable
state and condition of the book, and of the price to be offered ;

for most books will have to be bought without previous examina

tion . On all these points he may gather advice from friends ac

quainted with the subject; and also very frequently from an anti

quary, who usually knows all these things, because they are his
trade.

Such auctions occur very frequently. When a professor or any

other learned man dies, as is said in the text above, his library

comes under the hammer. Public libraries not unfrequently dis
pose of their duplicates in this manner. Bookstores of a hundred

years' standing sometimes bring also their old stock into an auc

tion . Three or four quite extensive auctions have been held , of

booksbelonging to the proprietors of the Allgemeine Literatur-Zei

tung in Halle, which had been sent in to be reviewed ; and of

which an immense quantity had collected since the first establish

ment of that work in 1785. When an auction is proposed, the books

are all numbered and labelled ; catalogues are printed , in which the

title and date of each book are given in full, and its conditionspeci

fied, whether in sheets, boards, bound , or otherwise , and whether

in good or bad preservation. These catalogues are dispersed all

over the country, and agents are appointed in different places, to
whom applications may be made. A person therefore who wishes

to buy , has only to look through the catalogue, and make a list of

the books he wants, marking against each the highest price that he

is willing to give. This he can readily fix ; as there is a sort of
customary auction price, which is easily ascertained. This list is

forwarded by himself, or by an agent near him, to an agenton the

spot , who regularly attends the auction ; and if there be no higher
No. III . 55
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ry of Gesenius is very select ; that of Schleusner contains not

less than five or six thousand volumes. Hengstenberg has be

stowed great care and attention in the purchase of books ; and

although quite a young man, he has probably one of the best

and most extensive private libraries in Germany. The books

are almost always purchased at auction , in the manner pointed

out in the note below ; and one has only to watch the auctions

carefully, in order to buy at a great advantage. There is in this

way a constant circulation in Gerinany of old and valuable

books. No sooner does a professor or other learned man die,

than his library is almost invariably disposed of at public sale.

During the residence of the writer in that country,there were

sold in this manner the rich and extensive libraries of Gabler,

Eichhorn, Tzschirner, Niemeyer in part, Buttmann, Reisig, and

many others ; besides two very important auctions of duplicates

from the public libraries of Berlin and Heidelberg. A few years

at most will bring the noble collection of Schleusner under the

bammer. Would that the students of our own country could

have access to share in these spoils ! We might in that case

truly call them spoils ; for theordinary cost of bookspurchased

in this manner , is probably less than one third of what our

scholars are usually compelled to pay for them here.

From all the preceding remarks and illustrations, it is ob

vious, that we may naturally look in Germany for a learned ,

and also in general for an able clergy. This expectation will

not be disappointed on a closer examination . In no other

offer than his own on any book , it becomes his of course , and at the

lowest price for which the agent can obtain it. The books are then

forwarded to his order ; and he pays the actual cost, together with

84 per cent. on this cost for the agency. As such auctions often

continue from three to six weeks, it is obvious, that this system of

employing agents is a great relief ; and renders light and facile that

which would be intolerable, were one compelled to attend in

person .

A stranger, as has been said above, cannot well avail himself of

these facilities; but a person who expects to reside two or three

years in the country , might easily do it. It is particularly for such

as these, that the foregoing remarks have been written . They are the

results of four years of observation and the experience acquired in

the purchase of from four to five thousand volumes ; and if the

writer can judge from his own feelings, those who go abroad with

similar objects in view , will thank him for the information,
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country will be found so many professors of theology, ( not

all of them indeed clergymen,) who are men of distinguished

talent and profound learning. What has England, which is

the only country that can be named by way of competition, to

offer in comparison with the host of learned theologians who

now fill the German chairs of instruction ? In no other land

probably will the clergy at large, both in city and country, be

found to be so generally and deeply learned and studious. Go

where you will, among the most miserable villages or hamlets,

you still find learning and talent ; would that it could justly be

added, devotedness and zeal ! The writer once spent a night

with the pastor of a small hamlet about fifteen miles from Mag

deburg, a miserable assemblage of mud huts, to which no paral

lel could probably be found in the United States . The par

sonage was in ruins, affording hardly a decent shelter even

during the summer months. The whole population were peas

ants of the lowest class ; with the exception of the family of

the proprietor, which resided there part of the year, but which

held no intercourse with the pastor, because of his so called

mystical proceedings. The village lay at a distance from any

great road, and was accessible only by paths across the fields,

(like the greater portion of German villages, which in spring

and autumn, or after continued rain, are almost impassable. In

this humble spot you find as pastor a young man , the son of

one of the first dignitaries of the church, thoroughly educated

and highly intelligent, who had travelled inEngland and France,

and spoke fluently the Latin, English and French languages, in

addition to his native German. You find in his wife the daugh

ter of a distinguished professor in one of the most celebrated

universities, a lady of polished manners and cultivated mind,

conversing also at ease in both English and French. What is

more than all, you find in this pastor a humble, faithful, and

devoted servant of the cross, willing to spend and be spent in

his Master's cause, and esteeming no residence too obscure,

and no service too humble, if so be he may win souls to

Christ.'

This is perhaps an extreme case ; but similar instances are

to be found in every part of the country ; indeed , one might al

most say , in every village. The preacher in a small village

near Halle, is the editor of Euclid in the original Greek ; and

the instances are numerous, in which pastors of country parish

es have brought out able editions of the various Greek and
1

1
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Roman writers. Wahl, when he published the first edition of

his Clavis, was the pastor of a small and retired city among the

mountains of Saxony ; and although since then promoted to be

superintendent at Oschatz, yet this scarcely brings him into a

more cultivated circle . As a very general fact, we may aver,

that out of the larger cities, the clergy, educated as they are,

and often possessing polished manners and accustomed to culti

vated society, have opportunity to associate only with a rough

and illiterate peasantry. It is true that even the peasants in

general can read and write ; but they are not a reading peo

ple ; they have neither newspapers nor books adapted to their

wants ; nor, if they had the means, have they the taste or inclina

tion to improve them . A peasant is usually content to sit down

at ease in the same station which his father occupied before

him, and it is difficult to rouse him frorn his apathy. Let him

labour and toil and strive as much as he will , such is the con

stitution of society, such the tardiness and stagnation of trade ,

and such the monopolies and requisitions of the government,

that a peasant can never hope by his industry to acquire prop

erty , so as to raise himself to a different footing in society.

There are indeed occasional exceptions, but this is notoriously

the general fact. How different from our own land , where ev

ery one, even the most needy, may hope in a few years, by en

terprise and industry, to acquire competence and even compa

rative wealth !

Such being the general character of the population in the vil

lages of Germany, and such the condition of the pastors, we do

not need to look any farther for the original cause of that almost

non -intercourse which subsists between the pastor and his peo

ple. What probably arose by degrees, has now become habit

ual ; and that species of intercourse with his flock , which an

American clergyman justly deems so essential, and which not

unfrequently is of more effect than all his other ministrations,

viz. the visiting from house to house, and an intimate and famil

iar acquaintance with families and individuals , is in Germany

almost unknown. The pastor feels that he has done his duty ,

(and public opinion and universal practice sanction this belief,)

when he has gone through with the public services of Sunday

and the catechising of the children ; and has attended the fune

rals , baptisms, and weddings , that occur . In the cities, al

though the same reason did not originally exist, yet the same

habits have grown up ; so that it is now just as rare to find a
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city clergyman visiting his people as their pastor, as it is to see
it in the country .

It is in this way that the pastors find time to apply themselves

to study. Some becomeeditors of classic authors ; others write

books on theology ; some cultivate botany or mineralogy ; and

others again become farmers. It is in this way also that distin

guished professors in the universities can, at the same time,be

pastors of churches. They have time for all these things ; be

cause they do not " give themselves wholly to their ministry .'

This is a general feature of the German church ; and individu

als therefore are not to be made objects of particular censure ;

but we may lament the circumstances which have brought

about this state of things ; and have reason to offer earnest

prayers to God, that lightmay shine upon their way and guide

them in the path of duty.

As there is little intercourse between the pastors and their

people, so also the clergy bave little professional intercourse

among themselves. Associations of ministers for the purposes

of friendly intercourse or mutual improvement, or to devise

means for promoting the great objects to which their lives are

professedly devoted , are almost unknown . Within a few years,

a meeting of this kind has been set on foot by the evangelical

clergy within a wide circle around Halle, which has sometimes

beenattended by twenty persons or more ; some of whom have

travelled fifty miles in order to be present. Whether it will

prove permanent, remains to be seen. But this was the only

thing of the kind, which the writer heard of in Germany ; al

though he made much inquiry on the subject. There may not

improbably, however, be other similar meetings established in

other parts of the country among the evangelical clergy ; cer

tainly not among the rationalists ; but it is obviously so rare an

occurrence, that a knowledge of it is not generally diffused .

The character of German preaching is such as would natu

rally arise out of the circumstances andcharacter of the clergy.

Among the great body it is of course merely moral preaching,

in which the gospel occupies a very inferior part. But even

among the evangelical clergy, the preaching is rather of the gen

eral , hortatory, declamatory kind ; not direct and pointed, nor

calculated toarouse sinners, and make them feel their dangers

and wants, and the necessity of flying to a Saviour's cross . In

all this, however, it only resembles much of the English preach

ing of the present day.

The stipends ofthe German clergy are in general small ; they
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will not probably average more than about 500 rix dollars, or

$ 350 per annum . But it must be recollected, that the expens

es of living are there less than here. This income is paid in dif

ferent ways; there being no tithes except in the catholic parts of

the country . In the Lutheran churches, the church fees make

out no small portion of the pastor's revenue. These are fixed by

custom or law ; but custom has also established the rule, that

those who are in good circumstances, or who make pretensions

to gentility, shall pay much more than the regular fees. The

latter however are in most cases sufficiently high . The funeral

of a person of consideration cannot well bring in less than forty

or fifty rix dollars to the church. A wedding, with the previous

publication of the banns, costs from twenty tothirty rix dollars. *

On the birth of a child , it is the duty of the midwife to give no

tice to the pastor of the church, who offers public prayers for the

mother and child , and expects to receive, for this service, a rix

dollar from the parents ; who sometimes know nothing of what

has thus taken place till long afterwards. The solemn prepara

tion for the communion brings also, by custom, a present of mo

ney to the pastor ; and there are those who receive such an of

fering even from the poorest communicants. It is usually sent

to the pastor before the communion ; but sometimes he takes his

stationin the church ,while the communicants pass along before

him anddrop their gifts into his cap, which he holds out to receive

them . This money is for his own private use . Indeed, every

thing must be paid for, and it would be regarded as discredita

* The obstacles laid in the way of marriage, in most if not all the

German states, are not only such as to preclude the possibility of

the stolenmatches which are so common in England and America,

but are also exceedingly onerous and expensive to the common

people. In Prussia, (and in Saxony it is still worse,) before the

banns can be published , each of the parties, and their parents if liv

ing, must sign a protocol before the pastor, signifying their purpose

and assent. If the parents or any of them are dead, the parties

must produce the regular church certificate of the decease of each ;

and such a certificate costs one rix dollar. If either party has

beenbefore married, he or she must produce a similar certificate of

the death of the former wife or husband ; and also a certificate

from the magistracy of the place, if there are children bythe former

marriage , that they have no objection on the score of ability to sup

port these children. Should any clergyman publish the banns be

fore all these formalities are compliedwith, he isliable to be, and

would be, deposed from his office, and cast out of employment for

life. The banns are published three times.
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ble not to give more than can be legally demanded. In the re
formed or Calvinistic church , the stipends of the clergy are

nominally higher, and they have no direct benefit from the

fees ; which there go into the treasury of the church.

The civil power has made the church its minister, in all that

relates to the registry of births and deaths, and to the cele

bration of marriage. In catholic countries, this is a thing of

course ; because marriage is there regarded as a sacrament of

the church. In Germany the same practice is continued , under

the authority of the government, which makes all the laws and

regulations appertaining to these subjects, and gives to the

church the exclusive power to exercise them. This therefore

forms one branch of revenue to the church or pastor. The re

gistry of all these events is to be paid for ; and they must all

be entered ; because the sufficient and only admissible evidence

of the birth, marriage, or death of any person, is the certificate of

the pastor of the church, founded upon this record. The evi

dence of the birth or identity of a person depends on the re

cord of his baptism, in which the date of the birth is mention

ed . The baptism usually takes place within three or four

weeks after birth ; in Saxony it must be within one week. Of

course an unbaptized person is a novelty in Germany, unless he

be a Jew or heathen ; and it was with marks of astonishment,

that intelligent persons there first learned the fact, that perhaps

one half of the citizens of the United States had never receiv

ed the rite of baptism . - As those certificates are the only evi

dence in regard to these matters in all the courts of justice, they

are very often called for ; and thus afford to the church no in

considerable income.

After the preceding remarks upon the general character and

want of personal activity in the clergy, it cannot be anticipated

that the church itself, as a body, would exhibit any great degree

of activity and energy. This however is not for want of minis

ters; for there areno waste places, in the sense in which we apply

this expression ; that is, there are no permanently vacant church

es. The host of young men who every year, from motives good

or bad, devote themselves to the ministry of the gospel, are suffi

cient and more than sufficient to supply the ravages made by

death and other causes in the clerical ranks .* Every impor

From the statements made in Part I. it appears that thereare

usually about 4,000 protestant theological students pursuing their

studies at the universities.
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tant church in the cities, and sometimes in the country, has at

least two, and more commonly three ministers, viz. a pastor and

two diaconi or sub-pastors , who all officiate regularly in turn ; so

that it is rare for the same individual to preach morethan once

on the same day. There is therefore no lack of preachers either

in town or country ; it is the want of spiritual-minded, devoted

pastors, that is felt throughout all the churches and throughout
the land .

There are however two circumstances, connected with the

church itself, especially in cities, which would present important

obstacles to the exertions even of the most devoted servant of

God, who might in other respects act under the most favourable

auspices and be animated by the warmest zeal . The one arises

from the fact, that the present protestant churches of Germany,

having been with very few exceptions already in existence be

fore the Reformation, still remain in very nearly the same state

in which they passed from catholic into protestant hands. The

buildings have indeed received the necessary repairs and altera

tions ; and in some few instances have been rebuilt ; but their

number has not been increased , except in a very few places.

The consequence is, that the increase of population in some

parts of the country has rendered the present churches entire

İy insufficient to accommodate the people, were they disposed

to attend ; while in other parts, where the population has re

mained stationary or has diminished, the churches have been

sometimes shut up. In Halle , with a population of 26,000 in

habitants, there are only six churches, exclusive of a small

catholic church and a synagogue; and yet another church has

been within a few years broken up, and first assigned to the

university as its chapel , then converted into a theatre, and final

ly demolished, to make room for the projected university build

ings. In Berlin, with a population of 220,000, the number of
churches is much less than in New York or Philadelphia. A

new church has recently been erected by, or under the direction

of, the government ; because the astounding fact had become

apparent, that the number of souls within the jurisdiction of one

of the churches and belonging to it , was not less than fifty thou

sand ! The case is the same in almost or quite all the large

cities. It is obvious, therefore, that a minister cannot act with

efficiency upon this mass of population. Neither could the cler

gy , if theywere so disposed, easily bring about a change in this

respect. We in this country can have no idea of the difficulty
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of establishing a new church in Germany. In the first place,

the power to do so rests solely with the government, who are

usually jealous of all such proposals, and totally disinclined to

furnish money to erect an edifice, which would otherwise never

be built. In the next place, the present churches and parishes

have come down from the Reformation, and have all the vene

rable authority and sanction of usage and long established cus

tom , and are surrounded by throngs of historical associations.

To us, who have comparatively no history, and who are accus

tomed one year to pull down the buildings which we have erect

ed the preceding year, in order to please the eye or gratify the

taste, it is impossible to estimate the hold which all these things

have upon the feelings of the German people, or the influence

which they exert upon their national character and movements.

The other circumstance alluded to above, as tending to limit

the influence and exertions of a minister, is the fact that all

the public services of the church are regularly fixed by law

or by established custom , and may not be changed nor de

parted from . The minister is bound to observe these, and

these only ; he may do neither more nor less. In most church

es in the country there are two services on Sunday, as with us ;

or where there is a chapel of ease in a different part of the

parish , as is often the case, the afternoon worship is frequently

held there . In the cities there is often in addition an ear

ly service on Sunday, at 6 o'clock in the morning.. In many

churches too there are services, long since established, on the

week days. In one church in Halle there was always preaching

on Monday afternoon ; but the whole audience was usually com

posed of a few poor females ; and the preacher, althougha man

of lax views, felt himself bound to officiate, provided there were

two persons present. Other services of a similar kind are not

much better attended . The laws require also that all baptisms

and marriages shall be celebrated in a church ; but a license

from the pastor or magistracy, as the case may be, may at any

time be purchased for a specific sum ; and this is the course

usually pursued.

Were now a clergyman to attempt to institute a weekly lec

ture,or a course of meetings at any time apart from the fixed

and legal services, he would not only be frowned upon and pro

bably subjected to punishment by the government; but by thus

making innovations on established usages, would probably have

to encounter the prejudices and opposition of the people at large.

No. IIJ . 56
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Even Spener and Francke, with all their zeal and wide -spread

influence, did not venture to throw off the trammels of law and

custom in this respect ; they confined themselves strictly within

these bounds ; and operated , the latter especially when he acted

beyond the pale of usage, more through the medium of private

instruction and exhortation, through schools and the distribution

of tracts, and by a personal example of simplicity and godly

sincerity .' Could other men like Francke arise, they might in

like manner accomplish very much even within the restraints of

the government upon the church. But on the great body of the

clergy, let their own personal feelings and wishes be what they

may, it is obvious that these things present obstacles which few ,

however zealous, have sufficient energy properly tempered with

discretion , cautiously and successfully to surmount.

If then it might naturally be anticipated, even in the case of a

zealous and evangelical ministry , that they would feel themselves

in this manner restrained and shackled, and thus their exertions

be rendered fruitless and unavailing ; what must we not expect,

when, as has been said above, the great majority of the actual

clergy have entered upon their sacred office without feeling any

interest in its holy duties, and without even the pretence of pos

sessing love to God , or any special regard to the eternal welfare

of the souls of their fellow -men ? when they deny the authority

of the Holy Scriptures, and instead of making them the only

and sufficient rule of faith and practice, degrade them , practi

cally at least, to a level with the Koran and the Zend -Avesta ?

The result is precisely what might have been apprehended .

Preachers of this class have first poisoned the minds of their

hearers; and then the latter, following out the spirit of the pre

pts and (often) the example of their teachers, have left them

to preach to empty walls. To an American it is a striking and

painful sight to enter the house of God , and find it almost uni

formly destitute of worshippers . The preacher is there ; the

services are there ; the voice of song rises from the choir and

organ ; but a worshipping assembly can hardly be said to be

there ! Go where you will, in every part of the country , and

you find the same neglect of public worship ; or at most, you

will find the churches thronged on particular occasions, as on

Christmas or Good Friday. There are however some excep

tions. Many of the churches in Berlin are always well filled.

When Strauss or Schleirmacher preach, they are sure to draw

a crowded audience ; as is also the case withmost of the evan

es

са

bee
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gelical preachers. In one small church, where the gospel is lit

erally preached to the poor,' there is always such a throng,

that it is almost impossible to obtain admission. At other times

the churches of Berlin are not more filled than others. At

Wittemberg, under the ministrations of Heubner and other pious

pastors, the principal church is filled to overflowing. The other

church, on whose door Luther posted up his celebrated theses,

and in which he and Melancthon lie buried , has been assigned

to the use of the theological seminary ; and the students preach

there to empty pews.

The same neglect of public worship in general, which keeps

so many wholly away from the church, induces most of those

who proſess to attend, to limit their presence to the time occu

pied by the sermon . It is the common practice to arrive just

before the preacher commences, and to leave immediately or

soon after he has closed .

Whether or not this general disregard of the institutions of

public worship, especially upon the Sabbath, is in any important

degree to bereferred to the light in which the Sabbath is re

garded by the whole German church, is a question worthy of

deep and serious consideration. It is well known, and needs

not to be repeated here, that the views of the protestant church

es generallyon the continent, in regard to the first dayof the

week,coincide in the main points with those of the Roman

catholic church . They suppose the Jewish Sabbath to have

been abrogated under the New Testament dispensation ; and

that the firstday of the week, instead of coming into the place

of the Jewish Sabbath, is to be kept simply as a religious festi

val in commemoration of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and is recommended, only as such , by the practice of

the apostles and Christians of the earliest ages. The protestants

of the continent therefore, while they holdthat a portion of the

day should be devoted to the duties of public and private wor

ship and meditation, do not suppose it necessary, during the re

maining portion, to withdraw from the cares and duties of the

world . But although they hold that labour and the occupations

of business are notunlawful, yet they more generally spend the

afternoon in walking abroad in the fields orpublic gardens, in

riding or dining out, or generally in the pleasures of socialin

tercourse .

Now in this state of things we might reasonably draw the

conclusion, -- and it is difficult to see why it would not be a
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correct one,—that to persons holding this view of the Sabbath,

the stated exercises ofthat day would become an object of less

interest and of less importance,and would naturally in a course

of years come to be entirely disregarded and neglected. So

far as we can see, this must be the inevitable tendency and con

sequence of such a belief ; and the present state of the German

churches might properly be adduced as an illustration, were it

not for a single circumstance. This is the fact, that the same

view of the Sabbath was held and taught by the reformers them

selves, and has been taught throughout the protestant church

ever since. It has been universally held and practised upon

even in the times of the greatest religious excitement,and by

the most pious, devoted, and active Christians, both of former

days and of the present time ; by Luther and Melancthon , by

Spener and Francke, and by many others of a standing little

inferior to theirs. So far then as this fact goes, it would seem

to shew, that the frequenting of the public institutions of religion

depends more on the state of religious feeling among a people,

than on any particular views in regard to holy time.

The view of the Sabbath above alluded to , is not only the

prevailing one in Germany, but perhaps the universal one. It

is taught in all the catechisms; and the child is educated in it

there, as much as he is trained up in the opposite view here.

Indeed the first day of the week, although held as a religious

festival, is yet regarded as less solemn and important than some

of the other great festivals. During a conversation on this sub

ject, the question was put , in the writer's presence, to a pious

and intelligent young lady, Whether the whole course of her

education did not lead her spontaneously to feel, that Christmas

and Good Friday were more important and sacred days than

Sunday ? After a moment's hesitation she replied frankly and

decidedly in the affirmative. To her mind it had never before

been suggested, that the Sabbath was to be sanctified and kept

in the manner practised by the American churches.

Where public worship is disregarded in the manner above de

scribed, we cannot suppose that the private worship of families

will be found to flourish in vigour or be widely practised. It

does not indeed follow , that where the churches are thronged at

the public services, family worship is of course habitually attend

ed at home ; but the converse of this proposition may be assum

ed as perhaps universally true, viz. that the latter cannot flourish

when the former is neglected. The extent to which family

1
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worship had been laid aside in Germany, until a recent period,

will hardly be believed in this country. Thewriter himself

could not at first yield credit to the statements that were made

to him ; but supposed that they must refer to peculiar cases,

from which no general inference could be drawn ; until he

found them repeated and confirmed by unquestionable testi

mony in every part of the country . As a general fact, then ,

throughout the whole of Germany, or at least the whole north

ern division of it, family worship is entirely obsolete and un

known, except among the evangelical Christians, or mystics as

they are there called; and even among them it is only within

the last fifteen years, that the custom of morning and evening

prayers has again been introduced. An instructor in one of the

leading universities, himself a pious man and the son of a pastor

near one of the principal cities, had never either witnessed nor

heard of family prayers, (except as an historical fact,) until he

visited England after he had completed his university education .

In that country he was casually present at a family scene of this

kind, and the impression made upon him was such as he could

never forget, he said, until his dying day. To another professor,

among the most eminent of the land for piety and learning, the

practice was not so entirely unknown ; he remembered that

when a child his father held morning and evening prayers,

but afterwards left them off ; and since that time, until he

had grown up and mingled in Christian intercourse, he had

heard nothing further of the custom . Judging from the facts

collected by observation and frequent and long continued in

quiries, it would not perhaps be too much to say, that of the

families of northern Germany, in not more than one in a hun

dred does the voice of morning and evening supplication as

cend to God as incense from a family altar.

Of course , meetings for social prayer are almost unknown.

A few families in Berlin, and some of them of rank , have a

private circle in their houses every week, for thepurposesof
religious conversation and social worship. To these circles

however none are admitted but invited guests. In Halle there

was regularly a religious meeting every Saturday evening, at

the house of a mechanic, where students sometimes attended .

This meeting was ever a subject of ridicule among the greater

part of the citizens, and of jealousy to the magistracy ; and sev

eral attempts were made to bring homeupon it charges of dis

order and irregularity, in order to have a pretext for putting it
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down. These attempts however failed ; and every investigation

only resulted in shewing, not only that the meeting was the oc

casion of no disorders, but that it was quietly and regularly con

ducted, and had for its sole object to make those who attended

better men and better citizens. - Under circumstances like the

above, it hardly needs to be added here, that the monthly con

cert of prayer for missionary objects is attended only in a few of

the cities ; where it is sometimes treated with great reproach and

contempt.

After dwelling thus long on the darker shades of the picture

which it has been attempted to draw of the German churches, it

would be both unjust and ungenerous not to turn for a moment

to one or two of the brighter traits by which it is illuminated.

Among these we may reckon that frankness and sincerity,

that open -heartedness and candour, which characterize the

Christians of Germany. One might almost say, that they car

ry their hearts in their hands; they rush to meet a Christian

brother with a full and overflowing tide of Christian affection,

and pour out all their feelings and their whole hearts before him,

unchecked by the embarrassments of English or American re

serve , or the calculations of a cold and wary prudence. We

have seen and admired in our own land , the exhibitions of re

ligious character among the Moravian Christians. These are

here mostly Germans ; and it is in fact the national character

that we have admired, and not the peculiarities engrafted upon

them by their religious faith and discipline. The same purity

and unaffected piety, the same zeal and self-devotedness, the

same simplicity and godly sincerity,' constitute the distin

guishing traits of the great body of German believers. It is

the national frankness and affectionate open -hearted kindness,

purified and elevated and ennobled by the influence of the re

ligion of Christ, and pouring itself out in the habitual and ardent

practice of whatsoever things are pure and lovely and of good

report.'

Wemay also notice, as a happy trait in the character of Ger

man Christians, the absence of a censorious spirit. There are

indeed in that country, as well as in others, those who esteem it

their right and their duty to watch over the spiritual, as well as

temporal concerns of their neighbours; and to make their own

ws and opinions the standard to which all others should con

form . But as a general fact, this is not the character of the

Christians of Germany. If a brother agrees with them in essen

u
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tials, they are willing to bear and to forbear with him in regard

to other matters ; and by the exhibition of meekness and gentle

ness seek rather to win him over upon minor points, than by

disapprobation and censure drive him to a greater distance from

them . They abstain from judging one another, remembering

that the kingdom of God is not meat and drink, but righteous

ness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost .' Indeed this would

seem to be the true spirit of religious tolerance . *

We might here go on to speak at largeof the humility, the

patience, the zeal, and other virtues of the Christians of Germa

ny. The whole however may be summed up in a few words

by saying, and it is a testimony which is deserved, and which

the writer rejoices with his whole heart at being permitted thus

publicly to pay,—that in no nation under heaven is the gospel,

when received into good and honest hearts, more fully and faith

fully carried out in practice ; no where is the spirit of the gospel

more fully exemplified, or every thought and deed brought

more into captivity to the obedience of Christ. Would that this

testimony could apply to the nationat large !

But with all their excellencies of private character, our Ger

man brethren in Christ have not yet learned the grand secret of

producing great public effects. They do not act in concert.

They have not yet learned that united action is powerful action .

There are indeed Bible societies, and missionary societies, and

tract societies, some of whichhavelong existed, and have indi

vidually donemuch good. The Bibleinstitute of Canstein and

the missionary society of the orphan -house in Halle, have been

in being since the days of Francke. But the effects produced

by all these, have been the result rather of individual effort,

* This may also be styled a national characteristic. In no coun

try , when disputes do arise, are they conducted with more violence

and bitterness than in Germany; because from the very frankness

of the people, they speak out all they think and feel. But on the

other hand, there is no country where a scholar of any kind may lay

his views before the world, with thecertainty of having them more
calmly examined and more liberally estimated. Every one pos

sesses, in fact as well as in name, the right of thinking and speak

ing ashe pleases , without being held accountable to public opinion ;

nor if his views run counter to those generally received, is he
therefore thrown out of the pale of fellowship or friendly feeling .

Indeed, in no country is a learned man , in this respeci, more un

shackled. These remarks do not apply, ofcourse, to political subjects.
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either of some single director or particular missionaries. Com

bined effort there has been none ; nor have the public at large,

or even the great body of orthodox Christians, interested them

selves at all in the subject, or even been made acquainted with

the facts . * They would seem almost to have gone upon the

principle of not letting the left hand know what the right hand

doeth ;' one society having known little or nothing of the pro

ceedings of the others. Nor in the present time of awakening

excitement, has there been hitherto any great improvement in
this respect. Societies have been established and have become

individually more active ; but they have as yet no united plan of

action. The missionary society of Berlin, for instance, which

one would suppose might naturally extend its branches, at least

throughout the north of Germany, has no branches.
So also of

Leipsic and other cities. The nearest approach to union is in

the south of Germany ; where the Missionary Seminary of Basle

forms a nucleus, around which cluster the affections and the ex

ertions of Christians in the neighbouring states of Baden and

Würtemburg. Here is published a quarterly Missionary Jour

nal, and weekly Missionary Reports, which obtain a wide circu

lation and excite a deep interest in the missionary cause.

The reason of all this want of concert, and of this compara

tive public inefficiency of Christian effort in Germany, is not dif

ficult to be discovered. Broken up as they are into fifty or

more different sovereignties, without a common capital either of

literature or commerce, there is no one central point, towards

which either religious feeling or religious effort could easily be

directed. There is moreover always a sort of jealousy of feel

ing between the inhabitants of different states, which, not being

merged, as here, in any more powerful national feeling, pre

vents them in some degree from acting heartily in concert.

Perhaps howeverwe may, with more reason, ascribethis pub

lic inactivity to that want of practical efficiency and energy,

which must be regarded as constituting a feature of the national

character. The Germans are the subjects of despotic govern

st

23

* At the present day also, the German public at large are very

little acquainted with the missionary and other benevolent opera

tions of the age , even of their own country ; much less with those

of other countries. Here an ignorance of these things implies an

utter indifference, if not hostility , to the cause itself ; there it would

be unjust and harsh to draw at once such a conclusion.
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ments ; they are unused to plans of public improvement ; since

these are there the business of the governments, and not of indi

viduals . There is nothing to awaken what we call public spirit ;

and this therefore is a thing unknown among the body of the na

tion , except in great emergencies. Such was the war of 1813,

when the whole of Prussia rose up as one man, and drove the

relentless oppressor of their country to his distant and desolate

rock of the ocean . But in matters which depend on long con

tinued activity ; where there is no external pressure , but the im

pulse must come from within ; they are prone to remain in the

same state in which their fathers were. The same want of an

enterprising spirit in practical affairs, which characterizes the peo

ple in their worldly business, spreads also its composing influence

over their religious efforts . The spirit of tranquillity and dislike of

change pervades their conduct throughout. InNew England, a

congregation becomes too large to be longer able to meet within

its church ; a new one is erected almost of course , and the con

gregation divides. A society separates from any other cause, and

builds a second place of worship at once. A church is burned

down, or is far decayed , or is old and out of good taste ; another

is immediately erected ; and all this, usually, solely from the

funds of the society orcongregation itself. How many instances,

or perhaps hundreds of instances, of this kind, might be pointed

out in New England within the last ten years ? In Germany,

as has been said above, the present churches, almost without

exception, have come down from a period before the Reforma

tion. They are many of them in a state of great dilapidation ;

and often seem ready to tumble in and bury the worshippers

beneath their ruins. Yet no one even thinks of rebuilding them ;

and if an absolute necessity arises, if a church be burned down,

or itself crumbles to ruins, it is first the government that must

bestow the funds; and if these be not sufficient, subscriptions

are set on foot throughout the land. It is not perhaps too much

to say, that if the churches in Germany were by any event to be

destroyed, they could not in the present state of feeling be re

built. An emergency of such a kind might indeed kindle the

latent spark of public spirit to a high effortin behalf of religion ;

and once enkindled, by whatever means, it might burn on with

a flame ever brighter and holier, until the whole land were filled

with its brightness, and all be led to walk and act together in the

light thereof.

No. III. 57
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The remarks in this and the two preceding numbers, upon

the subject of theological education in Germany, and upon

general character of the clergy and of the church at large,

have been extended to a length far greater than was at first

anticipated ; and still many topics connected with these sub

jects are left untouched, in regard to which the writer is well

aware that the Christian public would gladly receive informa

tion. But enough has been crowded into the consideration of

the present topic; and it depends chiefly on circumstances be

yond human control, whether the writer will be able to treat of

subjects of a similar kind in future numbers of this work. It

must depend also, in some measure , on the taste and wishes of

the public; for it would be useless to deal out food which no

one relishes or desires.

If now we cast our eyes over the remarks and illustrations

which have been offered, two reflectionsseem to present them

selves spontaneously to our notice. The first is, that they all

go to exemplify and confirm a remark made at the very outset

(p. 1 ) , that the Germans are a nation of little practical ener

gy, but of vast intellectual exertion and activity.' We do not

need to dwell upon this point; because this feature may be,

and is, properly assumed as nationally characteristic ; and all

the remarks hitherto made, afford an incidental, though not in

tentional, elucidation of it.

The second reflection above alluded to is this ; that we

have in the case of the German churches, a practical exhibi

tion of all the benefits which can ever be expected to arise

from dependence of the church on the state ; with perhaps

only those evils which are inseparable from such a connexion .

We see the church armed with the power, which in this coun

try she can never possess, of authoritatively regulating the quali

fications of her pastors ; and furnished with all the apparatus of

schools and universities and able and learned teachers, to carry

her requisitions into complete effect. We see the civil power

lending its aid to enforce all these requisitions ; to erect and re

pair churches; to augment the income of the clergy ; to re

commend attendance on public worship and the practice of vir

tue and religious duty . What more, it may be asked, can a

church need, in order to go on and prosper, and grow every

day in strength and influence and usefulness ? Alas ! these

things are but the frame-work, the naked skeleton strung togeth

er with wires, which an external hand moves and regulates at
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DI will ! Unless the flesh and blood, the warm vigour of life, the

all pervading and directing soul, be there, then is all power and

authority, all talent and learning however profound, of no avail

whatever. In Germany the governments give to the church all

the aid which human power can afford ; but still they are but the

external hand that manages the wires. Nor can it be otherwise.

How can laws infuse religious life and spirit into a body politic ?

How can theyrender this pastor orthodox, or that one pious ?

They may make indeed such a requisition ; but how can they

enforce it ? Laws can do no more than establish a creed ;

and this creed may demand of all those who take it, the fullest

orthodoxy and the holiest feelings. But can it excite or pro

duce them ? Can it reach the heart and conscience and bring

them into subjection ? The example of every nation where a

creed is thus enforced, proclaims the negative ; and proclaims,

moreover, that wherever law thus undertakes to regulate religion

and religious belief, there the latter droops and dies ; and that

wherever religion has flourished and shone with the greatest

splendour, it has been in spite of such laws,and often against the

influence and power of civil government. Indeed thehistoryof

the church establishes this as a universal fact. Christianity

arose at first and gathered strength in defiance of civil power.

She has ever sunk when this power has taken her under its

protection. Let the American churches then rejoice, that here

the arm of the civil government cannot be raised to proffer
them help, and to demand in return the sacrifice of their inde

pendence. Let but the spirit of love dwell in their hearts, and

the spirit of active devotion animate their bosoms, and then , if

God vouchsafe his Spirit, the churches of this land will need no

human aid ; trusting in God and Christ their Head, they may

go fearlessly onward ; and while they find , as they will find,

their own strength to be weakness, they will also learn that in

this very weakness lies their greatest strength.

1
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Art. II . ON SIMPLICITY IN THE INTERPRETATION OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT.
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By J. A. H. Tittmann, Professor of Theology in the University of Leipsic . Translated from

the Latin by the Editor. *

指

b

That the church of Christ is governed not by the will of

man, but by the Spirit of God , we are admonished by the ap

proach of the holy festival, on which we are to celebrate the re

membrance of that Pentecost , when the apostles were first di

vinely imbued with this same Spirit ; in accordance with the

promise which our Lord had given them at his departure from

the world . At that time, indeed, it was the case, as often

happens to those who seek the hope of safety or the cause of

fear in the external vicissitudes of things, that the full import of

the high benefit which the apostles then received, was under

stood by very few. Nor was it entirely comprehended at a

later period, when the church had become corrupted by the

lust of power and the authority of mere human opinions. But

in this our day, when we behold all things governed by an ex

ternal power, and the laws of right reason haughtily contemned,

it is very seldom that men raise their minds to the contemplation

of the holy, pure, divine, internal, and eternal kingdom of God ;

but borne down under the sense of present evils, they either ac

quiesce through torpor in those things which they see and feel

to be inevitable, or are compelled, however unwillingly, to yield

to them the service of their whole lives.t . There are also not a

ſew , so forgetful of the promise of our Lord that he will be

stow το πνεύμα της αληθείας upon his church, as to regard the

church of Christ as little other than a human institution. But

this opinion is refuted by the voice of time ; for never has the

Spirit of God wholly deserted the church, even in the periods

1

* See the Introductory Notice in No. I. p . 160. The present

article appeared originally in 1811, as a Programm or invitation to

the celebration of the festival of Pentecost or Whitsuntide. This

circumstance will account for the manner in which the subject is

introduced. The introduction, as well as the conclusion, is here

retained as a specimen of this mode of writing . - ED.

# There would seem to be in this sentence a general allusion to

the political thraldom and despondent_feeling of Germany, at the

period when the article was written .—ED.
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of her greatest danger ; and never will the same Spirit cease to

direct and govern her in future ; but will preserve her, though

surrounded with imminent perils, until the final consummationof
all human things.

It is however the duty of all, especially in these our days, to

watch and see how the influence and power of the divine Spirit

may be preserved and augmented among Christians. It is in

cumbent particularly on those who have consecrated their lives

to learning, to beware, lest through their fault this light of hu

man life should be obscured or extinguished . Thismay hap

pen , it is to be feared, chiefly through the neglect of those, by

whose erudition and zeal the word of God, that instrument

through which the Holy Spirit operates, ought to be daily more

thoroughly understood and made to illuminate more and more

strongly the life of man ; that thus the Gospel maybe preserved

in its purity in the church forever. For if the Spirit of God op

eratesthrough the power which is inherent in the word of God,

it is obvious , that this divine gift can neither be preserved, nor

the church remain secure, unless the sacred Scriptures correct

ly interpreted by men of real learning, are open and accessible

to all Christians ; so that they may draw from this pure fountain

the precepts and principles that are necessary , in order to the

right discharge of all their duties towards God and man.

This subject of the interpretation of the New Testament,

however, although exceedingly ample, has yet been so often

treated of by learned writers, that there seems scarcely a re

maining topic, on which to make suggestions relative to the true

method of interpretation. Inasmuch however as the most use

ful precepts can avail nothing, unless the interpreter possess that

disposition and those qualitieswhich enable him rightly to employ

them ; we therefore do not fear that we shall lose our labour,

should we dwell for a few moments on some of those qualities

of which an interpreter must not be destitute ; and thus attempt

either to excite the learned or instruct the ignorant. Other

writers, and especially Ernesti, have spoken of the manner in

which the judgment of the interpreter is to be exercised and

formed. But in regard to the general qualities, character, and

disposition of mind,which are required for the proper interpreta

tion of the New Testament, there seems yet to be room for

other remarks ; especially on that simplicity which all recom

mend in interpreting the New Testament, but which very few

understand , and to which still fewer have attained. This topic ,

therefore, we will now briefly discuss.
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It will first be necessary to define and determine in what

simplicity in the interpretation of the New Testament consists.

It differs from that facility, which when conjoined with simpli

city , Ernesti does not hesitate to call the chief excellence of an

interpreter.* This facility, which requires an interpretation to

be such as to present itself spontaneously to the mind, has in

deed thus much in common with simplicity, viz . that the inter

pretation must not be sought with art and subtilty , but must as it

were voluntarily offer itself to the mind . It is however possi

ble, that an interpretation which is difficult to be made out,

may at the same time be extremely simple ; while others, less

simple, may put on the appearance of facility . Indeed an in

terpretation in itself simple, often requires great skill and study

in order to arrive at it. The facility of an interpretation more

over consists not only in the circumstance, that it may seem to

be found without labour ; but also therein , that it presents a fa

cile sense, i . e . a sense which connects itself easily with the

views, object, and character of the writer. In this view also

simplicity is connected with facility ; and both are opposed to

every thing that is subtile and forced.t . Indeed the term simple

implies that which is perfect and consistent in all its parts ; just

as we speak of simplicity of character in a person, in whom

the different virtues are exhibited in completeness and harmony.

TheGreeks, who were much more exact in marking the dis

tinctions of ideas than the Romans, appear to have designated

that quality ofsimplicity which thus consists in completeness, by

the term το ολοκληρές, and the other by το αφελές, evenness,

and metaphorically, that which gives no occasion for censure.

And simplicity may properly be called ugehela, in so far as

there is nothing plain and certain, which does not accord with

that from which it arose or to which it is to be referred , i.e. with

its source or with its object; just as we call men uncertain and

insincere, whose words and actions do not correspond with their

views and purposes, but are often inconsistent one with another ,

and repugnant to those very things on account of which they ap

pear to have been spoken and done.

But since nothing is or can be entire and consistent in all its

parts, which comes from any improper source ; it follows that

* Institut. Interp. N. T. P. II. c . I. $ 22. ed . Ammon. (Omit

ted in the English Translation .]

+ See the next following article .
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simplicity is to be sought in the circumstance, that every thing

springs from the source from which it ought to be derived,

while nothing is engrafted as it were from any other quarter,

which is not in itself inherent in the nature of the person or

thing in question. A necessary adjunct also is, and this is a

principal mark of simplicity, that nothing be found present, ex

cept what could not possibly be absent. Art and subtilty, on

the other hand, areeasily detected, when any thing is introduc

ed,the necessity of which is not apparent. It is thus that sim

plicity is so pleasing in the fine arts ; when we see each and

every part essential to the completeness of the whole, and find

nothing which is superfluous, or that could be spared. So also

we applaud the simple elegance of a poem or other work ,when

it exhibits nothing which does not seem to belong to it.

same manner, then, must we form a judgment respecting the

simplicity of an interpretation . For that interpretation only

can be called simple, which gives to the words of a writer

such a sense as seems to be the necessary one ; so that when

this sense is presented to us, we are immediately conscious, that

the author could not have meant any thing else.

It will perhaps be said, that such an interpretation is to be call
ed necessary

rather than simple. Indeed the simplicity lies in
the

very circumstance, that nothing extraneous is intermixed ,

but all is necessarily consistent and accordant with the nature of

the thing itself; and therefore just as we term the words of a

person simple, when they are the necessary signsof that which

he has in his mind, so also may we properlycall that a simple

interpretation, which derives from the words of a writer that

sense which appears to be the necessary one .

This necessity, however, requires some further illustration.

When we say that simplicity of interpretation is manifested in

the circumstance, that it proposes no other sense than what

seems to be the necessary one, it may be thought that our defi

nition is more obscure than the thing itself which is to be ex

plained ; inasmuch as this necessity would seem to be something

ambiguous and uncertain in all writings, and especially in the

New Testament. The whole subject is indeed much embar

rassed, and requires very great caution, as we shall afterwards

see ; but still it may be easily disentangled and developed in a

twofold method ; of which those who either do not know , or do

not well weigh the nature and importance of the duties of a

grammarian ,appear not to be at all aware.
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In the first place, if words be the signs of ideas, and that not

arbitrarily, but have become fixed through the usus loquendi

and by a sort of necessity, it is obvious that we can have no

doubt in regard to that which is necessarily signified, or that of

which the necessary signs are exhibited to us ; provided we are

acquainted with the usus loquendi, (the extent and influence of

which is much greater than is usually apprehended,) and with

that necessity which, inasmuch as it depends on and consists in

reason , the inventress of all languages, may be properly termed

the logicalnecessity. There are however not a few interpret

ers , who after having read a few books, and got by rote the

common rules of the grammarians, and turned over the lexi

cons, which in this respect are for the most part miserably

written, suppose themselves to have imbibed treasures of philo

logical learning ; and being accustomed without consideration

to regard all languages , both ancient and modern and es

pecially the former, as the result of chance, they pay of course

no regard to that necessity which lies in the essential and univer

sal laws of language, such as every where necessarily regulate the

manner of expressing ideas by words. Such persons therefore

pronounce that to be the simplest interpretation, which is most

easily confirmed by the meagre authority of the lexicons. To

us however those persons, above all others, seem to be ignorant

of the true character of language, who are accustomed to refer

every thing, of which they cannot explain the cause, to the mere

will or custom of the people amongwhom this or that language
was vernacular. And although we can scarcely hope, ever to

be able to perceive fully the logical grounds and causes of all

languages ; still we ought to make it the object of zealous and

unremitted exertion, that these causes, so far as they are neces

sary and essential, and have sprung up not by accident, but from

the laws of human reason itself, should be detected and de

veloped.

In the second place, it is an instinctive quality of the hu

man mind, always to employ the means nearest at hand, and

to seek for nothing at a greater distance than is necessary.

This indeed is the surest mark of simplicity and integrity even

of personal character. We are naturally impelled, not to art,

but to seek and to communicate the truth by the shortest and sim

plest means possible ; and the use of art may be said to arise

rather from some obliquity of life or perverseness of mind.

Hence, inasmuch as the same law prevails in the use of lan

!
1
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guage, and we express our thoughts and feelings by those signs

which make known our meaning in the shortest and surest

manner, it is therefore an essential characteristic of simplicity

(i. e. of completeness and necessity) in interpretation, that we

attribute to the words of a writer that sense, of which these

words seem to be the nearest and most direct, or the shortest

and most certain , signs. And here all who undertake to inter

pret the New Testament are to be admonished and exhorted, to

prescribe to themselves as a rule this quality of simplicity ; and

not to recede, except for grave reasons, from that sense which

seems to be the nearest and most direct. For although all

the writers of the New Testament were not destitute of a cer

tain degree of learning and subtilty of talent ; yet they all were

exceedingly remote from those arts by which language, that gift

of God, is misused in order to conceal depravity of mind or

purpose, and to deceive others by words of double meaning.

Indeed no one will interpret the writingsof these sacred authors

with more felicity , than he who is bestable to estimate correctly

their simplicity.

It seems proper here to dwell more particularly, for a mo

ment, on this quality of simplicity in an interpreter himself; a

subject which has commonly been passed over in silence, even

by those who have written with most acuteness upon the quali

ties and disposition necessary to a good interpreter. There is

doubtless a certain simplicity of mind, which is amiable in all

men, and which is particulary desirable in an interpreter of the

New Testament. It is manifested especially in that integrity

and rectitude of mind, wbich perceives clearly and at a glance

every thing that is appropriate and necessary to a particular

person or thing. It differs from the disposition of those who,

by the employment of art, or in consequence of a mode of life
not conformed to right reason, have lost this natural power of

perception ; and who are therefore no longer affected by that

simplicity in which the highest beauty is said to consist, nor are

ableto perceive any thing in its true light or without doubt and

ambiguity. But in that simple character of a mind which seeks

no subterfuge or ambiguity, but is apt and prompt to compre

hend all that is appropriate and necessary, we see an ornament

of human life, and have the surest pledge and safeguard of a

love of truth. Hence it maybe regarded as essential to every
interpreter, and especially to the interpreter of the New Testa

ment. For whoever is destitute of this quality, and cannot com
No. IIT . 58
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prehend what is appropriate or necessary to the nature of any
person or thing, will not surely be able to attain to the right

sense of words; but inasmuch as every thing in his own mind is

distorted and perverted, he will naturally be on the lookout for

ambiguity and quibbles in the language of others.

There is moreover cause of apprehension , that this simplicity

of character may become impaired at an earlier period than the

ologians in general come to the interpretation of the New Tes

tament. We ought therefore to be much on our guard lest this

happen through our own fault. For in this simplicity is requir

ed, first, a certain natural integrity of disposition ; secondly, rec

titude of intention ; and lastly, purity and constancy of mind ;

from all ofwhich, at the present day, there is usually somefall

ing off. That integrity of disposition which affects us so pleas

antly in children, is apt to disappear among the innumerable

arts by which human life is encompassed, and drops away like

childhood's earliest flower ; so that those who are trained with

the greatest care, are not seldom found to have swerved the

furthest toward the opposite extreme. Whether this arises from

the character of human life in general , which cannot be passed

without the employment of art and deception; or from the fault

of our mode of education, which is perhaps too far removed

from the simple laws of nature ; we must in any case regard it

as an evil of very great magnitude ; and if all our treasures of

learning, on which we so gormandize, have been necessarily

purchased at this price, there is reason to fear that we have ex

changed gold for brass. It is particularly in this respect that

the works of the ancient classic writers may be recommended

to be studied by an interpreter ; because in them , and more es

pecially the Greeks, e . g. Thucydides and Xenophon, although

they were devoted to letters and occupied with important affairs,

there is yet exhibited that natural integrity of disposition and

feeling, i. e . that simplicity of character, which it has happened

to few in our days to preserve.

In regard to rectitude of mind and intention , which is wholly

lost in the pursuits of an artificial and complicated life, how can

we expectto find it among the multiplied questions, opinions,
and distinctions, which distract theologians— in short, among the

innumerable thorns with which theology in these days is over

grown - except in a suffocated and corrupted state ? There are

few indeed , who approach the interpretation of the New Testa

ment with minds uncorrupted and unprejudiced . The greater
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part have already imbibed certain opinions. Some have become

habituated to the ancient formulas of theologians ; others have

learned to cast off all restraints, and are wonderfully delighted in

the exercise of their own ingenuity. One party are led astray

by the authority of some theological system ; the other by the

most recent form of philosophy. All in short forsake the plain

and simple path, and have recourse to art in searching after

truth. That rectitude of purpose, therefore, which sees and

comprehends the truth directly and without evasion, is exhi

bited by few in the interpretation of the New Testament. And

hence it naturally happens, that as such interpreters are them

selves wanting in simplicity, this virtue is also not found in

their interpretations.

Lastly, purity and constancy of mind are in the highest de

gree necessary to simplicity , inasmuch as a mind that is cor

rupt and wavering isneither adapted to perceive the truth, nor

to understand what is necessary or appropriate to any thing.

We must here particularly guard against the opinion ofthose,

who believe themselves sufficiently furnished for the explication

of the sacred books, when they have heaped together stores

of erudition derived from every quarter ; but who regard it as

a matter of indifference in what way the mind and heart are

formed and affected. For although the error of those who

think that piety alone, without learning, is sufficient for inter

preting the sacred books, is very pernicious ; still it cannot be

denied, that the more pure, chaste, uniform , and constant the

mind, the better it is adapted to understand and expound the
Word of God. Tα του θεού ουδείς οίδεν , ει μη το πνεύμα του

θεού. Ψυχικος δε άνθρωπος ου δέχεται τα του πνεύματος του

TEOÜ. The things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of

God. The naturalman comprehendeth not the things of the

Spirit of God .' 1 Cor. 2 : 11, 14.

More especially, however, there is required for the simplicity

which we are discussing, that virtue or quality of mind which

may enable the interpreter always to control his own genius and

imagination ; so as to indulge himself in nothing, and to avoid

constantly every sport and sally of the fancy. This is truly

more difficult than is commonly believed ; especially with those

who possess a richness of genius and take pleasure in a figura

tive style, and who therefore err through natural abundance ; a

species of error in which others, men of inferior capacity, so

much delight, that they endeavour to cover up their poverty of
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genius by a ridiculous hunting after similar figures. There is

however nothing of greater moment to the interpreter, than to

avoid all sallies and arts of this kind ; and he should pre

scribe it as a law to himself, that the more acuteness and

skill any interpretation may seem to display , the more cautious

should he bein proving it. We are indeed deceived by noth

ing more easily than by the adulation of our own self- compla

cency ; and it is often the case, that an interpretation which

exhibits great ingenuity, although it be demonstrably false, is

scarcely, and perhaps never, laid aside, inasmuch as no one

willingly resigns the praise of ingenuity and acuteness. Others

again are seduced by such examples ; and they too strive to

bring forth something acute and splendid . For since there is

in simplicity a certain elegant poverty and an appearance of fa

cility ; many interpreters seem to fear lest they should be con

temned on account of this poverty ; and therefore they prefer

to show off in the use of false aids, rather than unpretendingly

follow after the plain and simple truth.
This simplicity in the interpretation of the New Testament is

also so much the more necessary, because of the great simplici

ty in the thoughts and teaching both of the sacred writers and

of our Lord himself. In regard to our Lord, who in all his hu

man character exhibited the highest perfection, no one can be

ignorant of the simplicity of heart and mind which reigned in

him , unless he himself be wholly destitute of any sense or per

ception of this virtue. There was in Christ not only that per

fect integrity of morals and of practice, by which we so easily

distinguish men of simplicity and uprightness from those who

are artificial and insincere ; but he exhibited also such admira

ble purity and truth of character, that his whole life is the most

delightful image of the highest and most perfect simplicity.

And this was exhibited not in any poverty of mind nor in low

views of things ; but consisted in the simple and true conception

of the loftiest subjects, and was chiefly conspicuous in the entire

direction of his mind to heavenly things ; a virtue which consti

tutes the essence of true religion . It is therefore an error to

suppose with some, that a man devoid of this simplicity is adapt

ed to comprehend divine things. It is on the other hand no

doubt true, that through the arts with which we are accustomed

to embellish, or rather to corrupt human life, we bring loss and

damage to the prevalence of true religion . But the more simpli

city of mind and heart, so much the more prompt and prone, as it
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were, is a person to embrace religious truth . He then only can

comprehend the simplicity ofour Lord, so conspicuous even in the

loftiest sublimity, who is endowed in some degree with the same

quality. Theologians, on the contrary, in searching for sublimity

in a certain artificial obscurity, have transformed the teaching and

doctrines of Christ, so heavenly, simple, and appropriate, and so

admirably accordant with the eternal relations of the human

race , into a system which is artificial, arbitrary [positive), and

more correspondent to human opinions. Thismight be demon

strated by many examples ; especially of such passages as are

said to contain mysteries. Interpreters have indeed not seldom

found difficulties, because they have not followed the simple

method of the divine Master ; but have sought in his words the

occasions of doctrinal and metaphysical discussions. More par

ticularly is the perception of this simplicity necessary in those

passages, where our Lord has pointed out the necessary and

eternal relations of human and divine things ; in the compre

hending, observing, and following out of which consists essen

tially all true religion and piety ; and which he has brought forth ,

as it were, from the sacred recesses of his own mind in such a

way, that he has often signified them by a word or by language

simple indeed , yet significant and forcible in the highest de

gree. These relations, it is true, are of such a nature , that they

are to be comprehended and felt in the mind , rather than ex

pressed in words ; and they are therefore little understood by

those who are accustomed to embody divine i. e. eternal and in

finite things in the resemblances of words and reasonings.

Hence there have been at all times few , who could justly esti

mate the piety of the most excellent men ; as the example of

our Lord himself clearly demonstrates.

But the apostles also possessed the highest simplicity ; and it

is therefore to be feared , that he who is not capable of perceiv

ing and imitating this quality in them , will be found altogether

unqualified for the interpretation of the sacred books. There

are indeed some who suppose, that Paul presents to us a more

learned, animated, and subtile mode of discussion and writing ;

and even Ammon* does not hesitate to affirm , that in the epis

tles of Paul the more difficult intepretation is not seldom to be

preferred. But although it be conceded, that Paul has some

times disputed artificially ; yet he always exhibits that simplicity

* Nota ad Ernesti Institut. Interp. N. T. P. II . c . I. $ 22.
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which , as we have said above, consists not in facility, or rather

in an appearance of facility, but in integrity, verity, consistency,

and necessity . And those arts which are charged on this wri

ter, have often arisen not from the meaning of Paul, but from the

imagination of interpreters. They have taken it for granted, that

a man deeply imbued with Jewish erudition, has of course insti

tuted subtile disputations in letters written in the language of fa

miliar intercourse ; and therefore in the simplest discourse of

the apostle, they have sought for artifices twv lóywv. How in

considerately some have done this, Paul has himself shewn in

1 Cor. 2 : 4 seq. In this passage the ánódeigis nveúuatos xal

δυνάμεως, which is opposed toτοϊς πειθούς ανθρωπίνης σοφί

as hóyois, signifies that simple power of divine truth which the

ψυχικός άνθρωπος ου δέχεται ; and they are λόγοι διδακτοι

tevetuatos aylov, which coming with that divine power, produce

certain and real persuasion ; verse 5. And although it was not

always in the apostle's power πνευματικούς πνευματικά συγκρί

veu, to compare spiritual things with spiritual ( verse 13), buthe

must also sometimes dispute with his countrymen xar' avotow

nov or xata odoxa ; nevertheless even in discussions of this

sort, however subtile, he has still preserved a great simplicity ;

i. e. he has managed these discussions in such away, as that all

the parts and circumstances are consistent and coherent and

tend to one great end , as if by a natural completeness and ne

cessity . But where theologians can justly attribute to Paul any

thing of that subtilty which is found in the schools, I am not

aware. They would seem rather to be striving to secure the au

thority of the holy apostle for their own opinions, by making him

the author of them ; and hence they have not unfrequently been

compelled to have recourse to forced or subtile interpretations.

Errors of this kind have been committed the more frequent

ly in regard to the writings of Paul, because interpreters have

not sufficiently regarded the nature of that species of language

which is commonly employed for the purposes of familiar inter

course ; but have expected rather in his epistles an accurate

distribution and arrangement of topics, and a continued and uni

form discussion, just as if they were regular theological treatises.

Indeed, the interpreter should above all things fix his mind on

that simplicity, which men who employ the language of daily
life and are unacquainted with the more learned and artificial

style of books, are accustomed to preserve in writings of this

sort. This is found in all the writers of the New Testament ;
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so that no interpreter can attain to their true meaning, nor feel

the beauty and sublimity of their language, unless his own mind

be imbued with the same simplicity which constitutes the char

acteristic of those ingenuous and uncorrupted men.

This subject, however, of the simplicity so characteristic of

the writers of the New Testament and so conspicuous in their

language, is too extensive, and requires a discussion too pro

tracted, for the brief limits of the present essay . Iadd there

fore only this one reflection . How greatly is it to be desired,

that in declaring the divine doctrines , in preaching the word of

God, we may imitate the simplicity of those holy men ; and that

in explaining the sacred Scriptures, we may employ also that

simplicity which has been above described ; and especially pre

serve asmuch as possible that simplicity of mind, which isman

ifested in an aptness to perceive the truth and to comprehend

and embrace the doctrines taught from heaven . Thus may not

only the teachers in the church, but also all Christians, hope

to perceive and experience more and more the power of that di

vine Spirit, by which the church is governed.

Come then , fellow citizens, and celebrate the approaching

festival ; in order that thus your minds, elevated above the vi

cissitudes of human affairs and purified from every unworthy

purpose , may be nourished and strengthened in their simplicity

and integrity by a grateful remembrance of the divine benefits ;

so that by the aid of that Spirit which is not of this world , you

may be enabled both to persevere in the true faith, and to sus

tain and augment the faith of others. And being assured that

you will gladly do this of your own accord , we willingly in

dulge the hope that you will be present at the sacred solemni

ties, which are to be celebrated in the manner of our ancestors,

in the university hall , on the first day of Pentecost .

1
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ART. III. ON THE PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF FORCED INTER

PRETATIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By J. A. H. Tittmann, Professor of Theology in the University of Leipsic . Translated

from the Latin by the Editor. *

+

2

P

THERE has been much discussion among theologians in our

day, and those toomen of learning and deeply imbued with a

knowledge of the Hebrew , Greek, and Latin literature, respect

ing those forcedt interpretations of the New Testament, by

which , as is supposed, the true and genuine sense of the sacred

writings has been corrupted bymanyrecent interpreters. Al

though this complaint is not without foundation, yet the causes

of the evil seem to be more extensive than has been common

ly supposed , and are not to be sought only in an ignorance of

languages, or in the neglect of grammatical interpretation. For

those even who havemost closely followed the grammatical

method, have been some of the first to offend in this respect,

by proposing interpretations of the most distorted kind. Such ,

for instance, was Origen himself, the celebrated author of gram

matical interpretation ; who, as is well known, has extractedfrom

the Scriptures, through his superstition and still more through

his imagination, an innumerable multitude of things, which in the

opinion of those best able to judge, are not contained in them .

Indeed, as a general principle, the grammatical method of in

terpretation , although the only one which is or can be true, is

* See the Introductory Notice in No. I. p. 160. The present es

say was prepared on the occasion of the author's becoming Profes

sor Extraordinary of Theology in 1803; and was republished with

a single additional note in 1829. He remarks on that occasion,

that although several things perhaps need further definition and il

lustration, he yet chooses to leave them in their present state , lest he
should seem desirous of embellishing a more youthful performance

with the fruits gathered in riper years. This article is here pub

lished, as being in some sort introductory to the celebrated essay of

H. Planck De Indole, etc. which it is intended to give in the next
number.-Ed.

+ The epithet in the original is contorta, to which the nearest

corresponding English words , as to form , are contorted , distorted ;

but these would here be too strong. The idea of the Latin is com

monly expressed in English by the wordsforced, strained, etc.-ED.
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nevertheless to be employed with great caution , in explaining the

sacred Scriptures. It is certainly a correct precept, that the

same rules are to be followed in interpreting the sacred volume,

which are applied to works of mere human origin ; but yet this

precept is not true inany such sense, as would imply that the

meaning of the New Testament is to be sought in precisely the

same manner, as the meaning of the words and phrases of Thu

cydides and Polybius. As every one has his own peculiar habit

of speaking, so there is not in all cases the same use and appli

cation of the same rules (non est idem apud eundem earundem

regularum usus); and an interpretation of a word or phrase in

Polybius and Xenophon may be perfectly correct and facile,

while the same applied to one of the sacred writers would be as

forced as possible. Hence it arises, that those authors who

have applied the forms and phrases of the more elegant Greek

writers to the explication of the New Testament, have not al

ways been able to escape the charge of proposing forced inter

pretations; and there are many things of this kind extant in the

works of that fine Greek scholar Raphel, of Elsner, Alber

ti , and the truly learned Palairet. And although J. A. Er

nesti , the celebrated restorer of grammatical interpretation in

our times, has given many excellent precepts on this subject,

still (it would seem ) they have not always been observed, even

by those who profess to follow most closely the grammatical

method. Hence, the causes of such forced interpretations must

be sought, not so much in the neglect of grammatical exegesis,

as elsewhere. It is therefore proposed to offer, on this occasion,

some remarks on this subject, tending to unfold briefly some of

the chief causes of the interpretations in question.

First of all, however, it is necessary to define the nature of

forced interpretation, in regard to which there is some ambigui

ty . Many call that a forced interpretation, which gives to a
passage a sense foreign to the intention of the writer, and which

is not contained in his words. Others give this name to every

explanation which is not grammatical. But it is obvious, that

an interpretation which is foreign to the words, and even re

pugnant to them, is to be termed false, rather than forced ;

and also that an interpretation may be entirely grammatical, and

yet forced. This will be evident to the good sense of every

There are indeed many interpretations, which the usus

loquendi and the power of words will admit ; but which never

theless are not satisfactory, and even give offence, by seeming to

No. III. 59

one .
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interrupt the progress of the discourse and imparting to it a sort

of foreign colouring. These no one would call false ; nor yet

would any one hold them to be true, i. e. appropriate to the

passages to which they are applied ; and they may therefore

properly be termed forced. To such interpretations Ernesti

was accustomed to oppose the very suitable termfacile . * Thus

in James 3 : 1 , the words μη πολλοί διδάσκαλοι γίνεσθε, are

sometimes rendered thus : do not too eagerly desire the office of

a teacher . This sense the words indeed admit ; though it

seems somewhat harsh to understand yiveoita as being puthere

for μη θέλετε γενέσθαι πολλοί διδάσκαλοι ; but the contextre

jects this sense ; to which such an admonition against an ambi

tious spirit is utterly foreign. If now we shouldsay that dida

oxalos here means a person who carps at and reproves others ;

no one probably would readily concede that this sense necessa

rily lies in the worditself ; and yet it suits admirably to the suc

ceeding clauses . We may perhaps compare the German word

meistern , which plainly answers to τω διδάσκειν and διδάσκα

dov civar. ( So also, in some degree, the English verb to tu

tor. Nor should I hesitate to explain Rom . 2: 21 , čavrov ou

diddoxels, in this manner : thou who censurest thefaults of oth

ers, dost thou not censure thine own faults ? In nearly the
same sense, I think, is diddoxelv found in Ecclus. 9 : 1. In

like manner,the word ooyń, James 1 : 19 , cannot signify wrath,

which is a notion entirely foreign to the subject there under dis

cussion ; but it denotes undoubtedly the indignation or indig

nant feeling of a man who is irritable andfretful under the
calamities to which, like arrows, the whole of human life is

exposed.t At the same time, the idiom in this passage as

* Institutio Interpretis N. Test. P. II . Cap. I. $ 22. ed. Ammon .

Leip. 1809. [ Omitted in the English translation.

+ That boyń signified among the Greeks not only anger and

wrath, but also the feeling of aman offended or provoked , is not
necessary to be shewn to those acquainted with the Greek lan

guage. Nor are there wanting in the New Testament examples of
the same signification ; e . g . Mark 3 : 5. Rom . 9: 22. Heb . 3 : 11 .

Itmay also be observed in passing, that when this word is employ
ed in the New Testament to denote punishment, chastisement, etc.

this is not in consequence of any Hebrew idiom ; but it is so found
also in the best Greek writers. So Demosthenes adv. Mid . P :

528

ed . Reisk . τω δράσαντι δ ' ουκ ίσην την οργήν, αν θ' έκων,
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to form is not Hebrew , but good Greek ; since an Auctor in

cert. in Poet. Gnom . has thissentence : yiyvov ď eis opyriv uri

ταχυς αλλα βραδύς. - From these examples it will easily be

seen , that the nature of the interpretations under discussion will

be very much obscured , if they are to be defined in the usual

way above pointed out, i. e. if we merely say they are such

as are not grammatical.

To interpret grammatically is surely not merely, by the help

of a lexicon, to explain simply the verbal meaning and render

word for word ; but, as the most distinguished interpreters have

long taught, it is to ascertain the proper sense of the words, and

the idea attached to a particular word in any particular place,

by a diligent attention to the usus loquendi, the object of the

writer, and the logical connexion of the whole context. Nei

ther is the grammatical interpretation a different thing from

the historical one ; there is not one grammatical sense, and

another historical. Under that which earlier interpreters, as

Sixtus Senensis, formerly called the historical sense, they un

derstood nothing more than the grammatical one ; and they

called it the historical, merely because it is deduced from a

proper observation of times and events .* And that which cer

tain later writers have begun to call the historical sense, viz.

that which a passage expresses when explained with reference

to the time in which the author lived , or that which the words

appear to have expressed at that time and place and among

those persons for whom he wrote ; this is nothing else than what

the earlier interpreters called the grammatical sense. Indeed,

according to their views, and thoseof every correct interpreter,

the grammatical interpretation has and ought to have for its

highest object, to shew what sense the words of a passage can

bear, ought to bear, and actually do bear ; and it requires not

only an accurate acquaintance with words and the usus loquen

di of them , but also with many other things. It is not enough

to investigate what is said ; but we must also inquire by whom

and to whom it is said , at what time, on what occasion, what pre

cedes, what follows, etc.t For to interpret, is to point out what

άν τ' άκων , έταξεν ο νόμος, just as Paul says Rom. 4 : 15, ο νό

uos ogyniv_xateoyasetai. Other examples may be seen in the In

dex Dem. Reisk. v . ooyń , p. 540.

* See Ernesti, Opp. Phil . crit. p . 221.

† So Erasmus, Ratio et Meth. verae Theologiae, p. 51 ed. Semler.
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ideas are implied in the language ; or it is to excite in another

the same thoughts that the writer had in his own mind . But

the power of doing this does not depend alone on a knowledge

of words and of the usus loquendi ; but demands an acquaint

ance with many other things, as was said above. All writers

do not follow the same usus loquendi ; Polybius and Dionysius

of Halicarnassus have each a different kind of language ; Thu

cydides and Xenophon have little resemblance of style ; al

though the two former were nearly contemporary, and the latter

were natives of the same country. We ourselves write differ

ently to learned men and to our familiar acquaintance ; and

our habit and manner of speaking or writing depends very

much upon the talent, disposition, and personal habits of the

individual . Practice also effects very much. Besides all these,

there is required, in order to become a skilful interpreter, a cer

tain intellectual sagacity and a native tact, such as the Greeks

call avquía, the want of which cannot be compensated by any

degree of art or erudition . Hence it happens, that those who

are destitute of this natural talent, however extensively they may

possess a knowledge of languages and of the whole construction

of style and discourse, very often propose interpretations as for

eign as possible to the meaning and purpose of the writer . *

Since then that must be regarded as the true interpretation ,

which accurately gives the true sense contained in the words of

a writer, and presents in a legitimate way to the mind of another

the same thoughts which the writer had , and must have had , in

his own mind at such a time and in such a place ; it follows

therefore that we must call that a forced interpretation, which

does violence in any way to the true meaning of an author ; so

as to make him express by his words a different sense from that

which he, in thisdiscourse, and at that time and place, intended
to connect with those words .

By the common consent of the ablest interpreters, the proper

meaning of any writer is to be discovered, first, from the usus

loquendi which is familiar to him ; then , from an observation of

the persons and times and places in and for which he wrote ;

and lastly , from the context, in which is also comprehended the

object of the writer, which somemake a separate head. Hence

there arise three characteristics, by which to distinguish a forced

Compare this whole discussion with the article by Prof. Hahn,

in No. I. of this work.-Ed.
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interpretation ; viz . first, if it be contrary to the ordinary usus

loquendi of the writer ; secondly, if it beat variance witha due

regard to the persons, times , and places, in and for which he

wrote ; and thirdly, if it be incongruous to the series of discourse.

We therefore callthat a forced interpretation, which, although it

may be contained in the wordstaken by themselves, nevertheless

expresses a sense foreign to the intention of the writer ; inas

much as it is repugnant either to the usus LOQUENDIof the

writer, or to time and PLACE, orfinally to the context.

There are two species of interpretations of this sort. The

one by a certain violence put upon the words, is calculated to

displease the learned ; while the other, by a certain appearance

of art and refinement, allures the unlearned . The former spe

cies may be termed inept, and is exhibited when a sentiment

is obtruded upon a writer, which is alike foreign both to his con

stant manner of thinking and speaking, and to his intention

and object.* As if one should say that Paul in Eph. 1: 7

had in mind the system of Christian doctrine ; and he should go

on to interpret την απολύτρωσιν δια του αίματος αυτού , την

ägeou tūv napuntoudtov, of a deliverance from sin, which is

effected by this doctrine, confirmed by the death of Christ . Such

an interpretation is supported neither by the manner in which

the apostle is accustomed to speak of the death of Christ, nor

by the object of the writer and the method of the whole dis

cussion, nor by the mode of thinking among the Christians to

whom the apostle wrote ; unless the utmost violence be put upon

the words. The other species is usually called the subtile.

These are such as by a sort of art extract from the words a sen

timent, good indeed in itself, but foreign to the intention of

the writer, and particularly so to the proper force and significan

cy of the words. A great many examples of this kind have

been collected by F. F. Gräfenhain, in his Dissert . de Inter

pret. N. T. argutis magis, quam veris, Leips. 1774.

* Those interpretations are inept, which give a sense not appro

priate to the passage, the writer , or the time. Indeed all forced in

terpretations may be called inept, inasmuch as they are inappro

priate to the passages from which they are extracted ; but since

some offend more the judgment, while others by an appearance of

refinement please the unlearned, I have preferred to distinguish

them into inept and subtile. The nature of interpretations of this

sort has been well treated of by E. A. Frommann, in his prolusion

entitled : Facilitas bonae interpretationis nota, X. Opp. Phil.

Hist.
p . 387 seq.
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Since then every true interpretation rests upon the usus lo

quendi, the accurate knowledge of persons and places and

times, and the comparison of the context ; so all instances of

forced interpretation must arise either from ignorance, or neg

lect, of these same things. There are therefore three principal

causes of such interpretations ; of which we now proceed to

treat.

I. The first cause lies in the want of a proper knowledge and

correct understanding of the usus loquendi. The style of the

New Testament, as is now generally admitted, is not pure

Greek ; but is mixed and made up of words and idioms bor

rowed from several languages, and particularly from the He

brew. This has been the judgment of the most learned Greek

scholars, as well as of the most erudite interpreters of the New

Testament.* And although this opinion is admitted in ourday

by all , yet there seems to be an ambiguity hanging around it,

which gives occasion to very many forced interpretations.

In the first place, those who, after the exampleof Daniel Hein

sius, have presupposed in the New Testament a peculiar Hebraï

zing dialect, have no doubt, by the common consent of the learned ,

been in an error; and have thus rendered the whole discussion re

specting the usus loquendi found in the books of the New Testa

ment, and the interpretation of the New Testament itself, uncer

tain.t For, in the first place, single forms and idioms cannot con

42 sq.

* See Hemsterhusius ad Lucian . Tom. I. p. 309. G. J. Planck ,

Einleit. in die theol. Wissenschaften , Bd . II. p.

+ It was formerly customary to call the language of the New
Testament and of the Alexandrine interpreters,the Hellenistic, as

if it were a dialect appropriate and peculiar to them ; and to regard

it , I know not how, as Epocitovoav. This opinion is most learn

edly refuted by Claud. Salmasius in his Comm. de Lingua Hellen

istica, Lugd. Bat. 1643 , ( compare also his Funus Ling. Hellenisti

cae and Ossilegium ,) against D.Heinsius, who had defended it in

his Aristarchus Sacer,his Exercitatt . Sacrae in N. T. (in the

preface ,) and his Exercitatio de Lingua Hellenist. L. B. 1643.

But although no one who is in any degree acquainted with the

Greek language, can assent to the opinion of those who defend

the purity of the New Testament Greek ; yet nevertheless the po

sitionseems also incapable of defence, which makes the language,

or rather the style of the New Testament, a peculiar and proper

διάλεκτον, the so called την Ελλενιστικήν. For it is one thing,

to employ a certain common and unpolished ( idiwtixóv) manner of
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stitute a peculiar dialect; nor are those things of course Hebraisms,

which have some resemblance to the Hebrew language ; but all

such appearances may be referred to the general feelings and

opinions of the writersof the New Testament and to their mode

of teaching, rather than to single words and forms of phrases,

which are of uncertain origin and are often common to many

languages. And, in the second place, there was no dialect pe

culiar to the writers of the New Testament ; for a dialect be

longs to a people , not to a few individuals. It is, as Gregory

Corinthus defines it, λέξις ίδιον χαρακτήρα τόπου εμφαίνουσα, *

speaking, mixed with foreign idioms, and with Latin and other

newly coined words, veomuois (as Phrynicus calls them ) and ádoxi

Mois ; and it is quite another thing to make use of a particular and

peculiar dialect. The position of Salmasius ( and in myjudgment

the correct one) is , that the sacred writers had no such peculiardi

alect; while , at the same time, he is as far removed as possible

from the opinion of those who boast of the purity of the style of the

New Testament. — But if it be said that it is mere verbal trifling,

not to admit the name of dialect, where it cannot be denied that

these writers have employed a kind of writing mixed, adózıuov,

των ου πεπαιδευμένων, and therefore filled with many Hebra

isms ; I answer, that these things we certainly do not deny ; since

no one not entirely ignorant of the Greek language can do this ;

but we deny that these appearances constitute what it is proper to

call a peculiar dialect, Ελληνιστικήν or “Εβραϊζουσαν. We would

not indeed be difficult about words, but we prefer not to use the

term dialect, because, through the opinion which the use of this

word would imply, the interpretation of the New Testament is

rendered uncertain; inasmuch as it is impossible to form a right

judgment respecting the origin and sources of the language which

the sacred writers have employed, unless that ambiguity be remov

ed , which seems to have been introduced into the interpretation of

the sacred books by those authors, who talk about a peculiar dia

lect , without appearing to know or to determine any thing certain

respecting it. I merely touch upon this subject here and in the

text; proposing hereafter to treat of it more fully on another oc

casion . I have mentioned it here in order to vindicate the real

opinions of Salmasius ; since some appear to consider him as dif

fering very little from the error of Pfochen . See G. J. Planck ,

44 .

* Greg. Corinth . De Dialectis, p. 9. ed . Schaefer. Compare

Phavorin. Varin . Thes. (Venet. 1496.) fol.236. 248. Maittaire de

Graecae Linguae Dialectis, p. 1 seq. Clem. Alex. Strom . VI.

1. c . P:
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a mode of speaking which exhibits [bears] the character of
the place . ' But when all the dialects of the Greeks had be

come mingled together, and the several tribes had no longer

each a separate and peculiar mode of speaking, the gramma

rians changed also the signification of the term dialect, and

called this intermixture orfarrago of dialects trv xouvriv dá

hextov.* The Jews then who spoke Greek, had not a peculiar

dialect of their own, but used this common one, trv Bappaoitov

ouv ; which was also employedby all the Asiatic tribes and na

tions that then spoke Greek. Paul, moreover, a native of Tar

sus , had learned Greek in his own country, long before he came

to the school of Gamaliel ; as was also the case with Luke, who

exhibits few traces of a Jewish education .

Nor do those authors appear to have judged more correctly,

who have wished to call the diction of the New Testament the

Alexandrine dialect,t and have regarded the dialect of Alex

andria as the source of the style of the New Testament. This

opinion is supported, neither by a comparison of the New Tes

tament with this dialect nor by history. For the writers of the

New Testament were not citizens of Alexandria ; nor simply

because they have sometimes followed the Alexandrine version ,

can it be concluded that they have imitated the Alexandrine di

p . 678. B. Scholiast. ad Aristoph . Nubb. 317. - The editions of

Greg. Corinth . whose definition is given above, have légis idiov

yapaxıñoa túnov {uqaivovoa. Salmasius (p. 450 ) ingeniously

conjectured, that it ought to be written tonov; although he hesi

tated to adopt this reading, sufficiently confirmed as it is by the

words of other grammarians and writers. Thus Clemens Alex.

( Strom . Lib. I. p. 404. ) says in like manner : diódeztóstoti dėžis

ίδ . χαρ. τόπου εμφαίνουσα, ή λέξις ίδιον ή κοινόν έθνους εμ

paivovou yapaxtñoa. Salmasius supposes, that the grammarians

perhaps changed τόπου into τύπου, because in their times there

was no longer anyGreek dialect peculiarto any place ortribe. He

has also very clearly demonstrated in his book de Hellenistica, that

a dialect can only belongto a tribe or people , έχουσαν φωνής χα

parıñoa < jvixóv, as says the Schol . in Aristoph . quoted above.

The grammarians themselves also do not seem always to have used

the term dialect very accurately ; but have often employed it for

γλώσσα, ιδίωμα , λέξις, etc.

* Salmasius, I. c .

+This name was first proposed by J. E. Grabe in his Prolegom .

ad V. T. er vers. Sept. Interpretum , Tom. II . c . I. 49.
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alect; any more than those who follow the version of Luther,

are accustomed to imitate his style in other respects. The dia

lect of Alexandria was not a language peculiar and appropriate

to the citizens of that place alone, but was a kind of speech

mixed and corrupted by the confluence of many nations, as

Greeks, Macedonians, Africans, Carthaginians, Syrians, East

Indians, Sicilians, Italians, and others . After the Macedo

nians had brought the whole of Greece under subjection, and

extended their dominion also into Asia and Africa, the re

fined and elegant Attic began to decline ; and all the dia

lects being by degrees mixed together, there arose a certain

peculiar language called the common , † and also the Helle

* See on this whole subject Sturz de Dialecto Alexandrina,

Leips. 1808. Compare Fischer, Animadv. ad Welleri Gramm . I.

p. 46. ( See also the essay of H. Planck de Indole etc. in the next

number of this work .]

+ Kolvr dialextos, Gramm . Leid. p.640 ed . Schaefer. Schol.

Venet. Hom. ad Il.a'. 85. Eustath. ad Il. a'. p. 22. Clem . Alex.

Strom . L. I. p. 404. B. See Kirchmeier de Dialecto Graecor.

communi, Viteb. 1709. Those who used this dialect were called

* Olvoi, Schol. Aristoph. ad Plut. 983. Suidas v. úsága. Phryni

cus calls them οι νύν, οι πολλοί. On the subject of this dialect

Salmasius has a long discussion , in the work so often quoted above.

Hewas of opinion that it ought not to be called a dialect, but rather

ywooav xolvnv, a tongue common to all, who in speaking the

Greek language, ' Elinvičovtes, did not follow any one of the an

cient dialects. The grammarians, on the contrary, chose to em

ploy for this purpose the name κοινή διάλεκτος , το designate a

kind of speech mixed up from all the forms of Greek idioms, and

common to all those who spokeGreek in the later ages. Whoever

therefore did not follow one of the four dialects, viz . the Attic,

Ionic, Doric , or Aeolic, but employed a diction composed from all

these idioms, was said to have inv nouvrv dráhextov; as for in

stance Pindar himself; see Salmasius I. c . p. 28 , 29. But we must

also distinguish differentperiods or ages ; for the grammarians give

also to that yłőoou, which was current among all Greeks before

the rise and distinction of the four dialects,the epithet xo.vn. This

is apparent from the fragment of the so called Grammaticus Meer

manianus, ( which with Gregory Cor. and the Grammat. Leidensis

was published by Schaefer, Leips. 1811 , ) where it is said : diálex

τοι δε εισι πέντε' 'Ιάς: 'Ατθίς: Λωρίς ' Αιολίς και κοινή η

γαρ πέμπτη, ίδιον, ουκ έχουσα χαρακτήρα, κοινη ωνομάσθη,
διότι εκ ταυτης άρχονται πάσαι ληπτέον δε ταύτην μεν προς

No. III. 60
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nic ;* but more especially, since the empire of the Macedonians

was the chief cause of its introduction into general use from the

κανόνα, τας δε λοιπας προς ιδιότητα. “ The dialects are five ,

the Ionic, Attic, Doric, Aeolic, and the common . The fifth , hav

ing no peculiar character of its own, is called common , because all

the others have sprung from it. This one is to be learned by gen

eral rule ; the others, each in its own particular manner ;' P.
642.

But Gregory Corinthus (p.12 ) gives the name xownto that, ynár

τες χρώμεθα, ήγουν ή εκ των δ' συνεστωσα , which we all use,

viz . that which is composed from all the four. With him also co

incides the Gramm. Leid. ( 1. c . ) and John Grammaticus. The in

consistency of these grammarians is chastised by Salmasius, l. c.

p. 12 sq. But it seems to me that the discrepancy is to be recon

ciled in this manner, viz . by making a distinction between this an

cient yaốooa, the common source or mother of all the four dialects,

which the Gramm . Meerm . calls xown, and that later mixed kind of

diction common to all the nations that used the Greek language,

and formed by the mixture not only ofall the dialects , but also of

the idioms of every people that spoke Greek (Elanvisóvrov), or

that mingled with the Greeks; and which was also commonly call

ed η κοινή, and is termed by Phrynicus the dialect των νεωτέρων
and Tov Où menaidevouévwv. The grammarians indeed, having

no rule but their own taste and judgment, seem very often to have
been rash and inconsistent both in their precepts and censures.

* Hellenic rather than Hellenistic ; since the former is recognis

ed by the grammarians and other writersof that age, while the lat

ter never existed ; see Salmasius l . c. But in relation also to the

words Ελληνικός and “Ελληνίζειν, the grammarians do not seem

to have been of one accord . On the one hand, these words are

very often employed in a laudatory sense, when all who spoke Greek

are termed “Ελληνισταί and “Ελληνίζοντες . This is proved by

Salmasius with many arguments ; and is also sufficiently manifest

from the passage in Athenaeus (Lib. III. c. 84 ), where oi opódpa

'EranviGovtes are those who speak Greek well. On the other hand,

at a later period they applied the epithet ' Elimuirós to a kind of

speech less elegant, and composed of words and phrases common ,

obsolete, newly coined, or also foreign ; see Moeris sub v. yéhocov.

Schol. Aristoph. ad Ran .6. Hence it arose that to 'Elinveros

λέγειν was opposed to το ' Αττικώς. The grammarians distin

guished in this common language, between such things as were

less elegant , which they called adoxepa, ' Elinvixá, as being com

mon τοίς "Ελλησι ; (see Moeris sub. ν . εξίλλων, ξυμφώνως ;) and

such other things as were more recent, and among these also for

eign idioms, all which they called xouvá , i. e. obsolete, idiorixá ;
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time of Alexander onwards, it was called the Macedonic. * This

dialect was composed from almost all the dialects of Greece , to

gether with very many foreign wordst borrowed from the Per

sians, Syrians, Hebrews, and other nations, who became con

nected with the Macedonian people after the age of Alexander . I

Now of this Macedonian dialect, the dialect of Alexandria was

a degenerate progeny, far more corrupt than the common tūv

Μακεδονιζόντων γλώσσα, or common Macedonian dialect . It

was the current language of all the inhabitants of that city, even

of the learned in whomthe celebrated school of Alexandria was

so fertile, and also of the Jews ; for the latter, whom Alexander

had permitted to dwell in that city on the same footing asto

rights and privileges with the Macedonians, used nota peculiar

dialect of their own, but the common language of the city.

What Josephus relates, that the Jews had a certain portion of

the city allotted to them, όπως καθαρώτεραν έχοιεν την διαι

which is done by Moeris, as is shewn by Pierson ad Moerid. sub

v. paidwol. But all the grammarians very frequently confounded

το κοινόν and κοινώς with το Ελληνικόν and “Ελληνικως ; a cir

cumstance deserving the attention of modern grammarians. Com

pare Salmasius, l . c. p. 55 sq ..

* Not the ancient Macedonic, which we know to have been very

similar to the Doric ; but the later, adopted by the Macedonians

about the time of Philip , and especially of Alexander. This came

to be employed by all the Greeks, learned and unlearned , in com

mon life and in their writings ; nor was there any longer a distinc

tion of dialects. It is very often mentioned as the common, e. g . by

Phrynicus; but is also called Maxedovov dráhextos, Heraclid. ap.

Eustath. ad Od. “ '. p . 1654 ; and Maxedóvwv yhữora, Eudaem.

Pelus. ap . eund. ad Od. . p. 1457.

† Examples are given in Spanheim ad Callim . H. in Del. 150 .

CompareHemsterhus. ad Polluc. 10, 16. Heysch. et Phavor. v.

itedá, coll. Selden de Diis Syr . lib. 1. Etym . Mag. v. ärta , coll.

Heinsius Prol. in Aristarch. Sac. p. 665. [ Arist. Sac. p. 446 ?] Span

heim ad Callim. H. in Dian. 6.

Compare Ernesti's Prolusion de Difficultate N. T. recte interp.

in Opp. Phil. crit. p. 212. See also Diod. Ascalonites ap. Athen.

XIV. p. 102. C. Athenaeus himself says, III. 222. A. Maxedovi

ζοντας οίδα πολλούς των ' Αττικών δια την επιμιξίαν, coll. IX .

p. 102. C. Phrynichus de Menandro Athen . p. 415—418. ed . Lo

beck. Eustath. ad Od. i ' . p. 1854 .
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ταν , ήττον επιμισγομένων των αλλοφύλων, in order that they

might live in greater purity and have less intercourse with stran

gers,' certainly does not of necessity imply, that they had a sep

arate and peculiar speech of their own, which they preserved in

the midst of constant intercourse with the multitudeof colonists

from other nations, Egyptians, Macedonians, Sicilians, and oth

ers. Nor were they called Alexandrians for any other cause,

as Josephus also relates,* than that, as Jews dwelling at Alex

andria, they might be distinguished from the other Jews. This

Alexandrine dialect also, thus mixed up from the idioms ( idio

mata ) of many nations, was the language employed by the

Greek interpreters of the Old Testament, whoever they were ;

and of this language it is not enough to say, that it has a Hebraż

zing tendency . It cannot indeed be denied , that the Jews

must naturally have adopted into their Alexandrine language

many Hebrew words and forms; yet it is apparent that the Al

exandrine interpreters have not always accurately followed the

words of the Hebrew text ; but have very often departed from

them , and sometimes also even corrupted the sense of them.

Indeed, they might themselves pot improperly be styled, inter

preters of seventy tongues. The writers of the New Testa

ment, on the other hand, have made use of that common lan

guage which prevailed throughout Judea, Syria, and Asia Mi

nor, not less than in the whole of Greece ; and have not em

ployed this Alexandrine dialect. This fact is established not

only historically, as we have just shewn ; but is also proved from

the nature of the circumstances themselves.

In the first place, the writers of the New Testament have very

many things, which belong to the Macedonic dialect. The ex

amples of this are indeed almost innumerable ; but the few fol

* Antiq. Jud. XIX. 5. 2.

+ They were Jews no doubt ; a people which , among every na

tion where they are born or sojourn , employ a certain peculiar dia

lect of that language which is vernacular to them . It could not

therefore well be , but that the Alexandrine interpreters, educated

as Jews, should write a kind of Greek less pure, than even the oth

er Alexandrine writers. These latter , so far as their writings have

come down to us, weremen of cultivated minds, and thereforeem

ployed την κοινήν διάλεκτον indeed , but in a less impure form

than those learned Jews , who have translated into Greek the books

of the Old Testament.
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lowing may here suffice. The word Trapeußorn in the New

Testament denotes camp, e. g . Acts 21 : 34. Heb. 13 : 11 ; of

which there is no example in pure Greek . But Phrynicus says

(p. 377 ed . Lob .) that it is deVS Maxedovixóv, .very Mace

donic ;' and the Seventy have employed it likewise in this sense

for ano, e. g. Gen. 32 : 2.* Further, ovun, which among

the Attics denoted couny, onset, was used in the Macedo

nic language for OTEVOTIÓv, a lane, alley, Luke 14:21 ; and

then for nharela, a wide street, Matt. 6 : 2.1 So also 7200X0

rý, 2 Cor. 6: 3, coll. Phrynicus p . 20 ed. De Pauw; ( p. 85 ed.

Lobeck ?) pániqua, id . 175 ed. Lob. coll. Fischer de Vit. Lex:

Ν. Τ. p. 61 , 71 ; γεννήματα Phryn. 286 ; αιχμαλωτισθήναι,

id . 442; πανδοκεύς, id . 307; φάγεσθαι, βάρβαρον, id .327 ; and

many others. But at the same time, many words have been
condemned by the grammarians unjustly ; as áxunv for čmi,

Matt. 15 : 16, which Phrynicus (p. 125) and Moeris (sub voce)

censure without reason ; since the use of it seems to be only a
little more nice and uncommon .

In the second place, the writers of the New Testament have

abstained from employing many forms of speech, and many un

usual and evidently corrupted words, which are found in the

Alexandrine interpreters ; although these latter do not appear to

have all been equallyin fault in the use of such words . * Of this

kind are ήλθοσαν, Ex. 15 : 27. εφάγοσαν, Ps. 77: 29. ψηλα

groalgav, Job 5 : 14, coll. Acts 17:27. Tegenxa , Ps. 40 : 11 ,

and many others ; to collect and review which would be a mat

ter of infinite and thankless labour ; see Sturz. I. c . 8 9. It will

be enough to mention the word dixotos and its cognates, by

, , , ?;

and also yun, Prov. 11 : 7. 378 , Job . 34 : 10. The concord

ance of Tromm is full of similar examples. Indeed , the levity,

negligence, and inconsistencyof these translators in the use of

Greek words, is almost incredible ; nor would it be easy to find

any thing ever uttered in Greek, more barbarous than their dic

whichרָׁשָיְוקיִּדַצתֶמֱאיֵקָב; they have expressed the Hebrew

* Compare Jos. Ant . Jud . VI . 6. Clem . Alex. Strom . IV. p.
521. D.

† Phrynicus p. 404. Pollux, Onom. IX . 938 , says : taxa d äv

εύρους και ρύμην ειρημένην την πλατείαν, ως οι νύν λέγουσι,

“perhaps you may find qúun employed to denote a widestreet, ac

cording to present usage;" where he quotesPhilippides ó Maxedov
isov.
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tion ; although in some of the books, more elegance is exhibited .

In this way and to such a degree, on the other hand, the writers

of the New Testament have not erred against the nature and

elegance of the Greek language ; and although their style is not

pure, yet they have at least written Greek , and not barbarisms.*

This ambiguity and inconstancy in the judgments formed re

specting the Greek style of the New Testament, to which we

have above referred, has operated as the cause of forced inter

pretations chiefly in three ways, which we now proceed to

exhibit.

1. It has thus operated , first, because that which is good

Greek has not been sufficiently distinguished from that which is

bad Greek, and vice versa ; and the samewords and phrases

have been explained now according to the more elegant Greek

idiom , and then again from the corrupted language. Thus the

word dixotos and its cognates have been understood by inter

preters, sometimes in the pure Greek sense, and at other times

in the Hebrew sense ; and hence it cannot be otherwise , than

that many passages should be exceedingly tortured . We see

also manywords explained by a reference to foreign sources,

when the force and signification of them can be illustrated and

fixed by domestic examples. Thus the name dóyos in John many

suppose to be borrowed from the philosophy of Plato, or of

Philo ó Matovičov ; others, that it signifies the divine wisdom

personified in the Jewish manner, or the divine interpreter, tov

děyovra, and they dispute largely here respecting the adversa

ries whom John intended to refute. But it is perfectly evident,

that it here denotes a certain ουσίαν, δήματι θεου γεγονότα

προ πάσης κτίσεως, πρωτότοκον, δι' ου και τους αιώνας εποί

moev ; and that this word, which is used by John as well known

to those to whom he wrote, i. e. not to learned men but to un

learned Christians, is not to be explained in a manner new and

unusual among Jews and Christians ; but so that it would be

easily understood by all those accustomed to speak of the Mes

siah in the same manner. They however were wont xat' ? go

xúv, to call the Messiah tov deyóuevov, the promised of God,

šoxóuevov, him who is to come, the first and most excellent of

all created things in his origin , nature, and power ; so that the

* Ernesti Opusc. Philol . Crit . p . 209 sq . Institut. Interp. N. T.

Pt. III. c. 7. ed . Ammon. [ Omitted in the English translation.]

Planck, Einl . in d . theol. Wissensch. II . p. 46 sq.
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word is to be explained in the same manner, in which all at that

time spoke of the Messiah . * But from this uncertain interpre

tation of the word lóyos, there have not only arisen manyfor

ced interpretations, but the whole purpose of the apostle seems

to be perverted .

2. There have also been others, in the second place, who

have every where sought to find Hebraisms; and these, while

they haveattempted to explain from the Hebrew language words

and phrases which ought to be interpreted according to Greek

usage, have in various ways tortured the sense of the sacred

writers. Thus they have given it as a precept, that the use of

theabstract for the concrete ( as we say in the schools) is a He

braism. But this is done in all languages, and especially among

the Greeks, in whose language are extant some of the most ele

gant examples of this figure.t The Seventy also have often

placed abstract words, where the Hebrew text has concrete

ones ; e. g. Ex. 19 : 6, where they have izpátevua instead of

iepeis, for the Hebrew 63 , as in 1 Pet. 2 : 5, 9. – So when

the prepositions év and sis are interchanged , these writers have

referred it to a Hebraism. But this permutation was exceeding

ly common among the Greeks. The phrase cis tò gavepov

instead of tv to paveoq, is well known; and Thucydides very

often puts & v with the dative for eis with the accusative.[ Dio

nysius of Halicarnassus (Lib. IV. p . 276) also says : natalec

φθέντες εις το στρατόπεδον, for εν τω στρατοπέδω. The form

sis adov moreover is plainly Attic, for ¿ v ädov ; but in Euripi

des we read : εκεί και έν άδου κείσομαι χωρίς σέθεν . But it

cannot be denied, that the words sis and įv in the New Testa

ment are often employed according to Hebrew usage, when they

express the Hebrew and ; e. g. where èv signifies propter,

or per ; although examples of this usage occur in the most

* See Keil de Doctoribus Ecclesiae a culpa corruptae per

Plat. rec. Doctr. Comm. II. [The author is here describing the

manner in which the Jews spoke of the Messiah, in order to il

lustrate the proper sense in which the word hóyos is to be under

stood. The apostle on the other hand declares to the Jews, that

θεος ήν ο λόγος. - ED .]

† Casaubon ad Athen . I. 9. D'Orville ad Chariton . V. 5.

; Duker ad Thuc. Lib. VII . C. 16.

Vorstius de Hebr . N. T. p . 213 , 219. Gataker de Stilo N. T.

p. 180 sq .
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elegant of the Greek writers. So Demosthenes de Corona p.

308, εν ουδενί των παρ εμού γεγονυΐαν την ήτταν ευρήσετε;

and Andocides de Mysteriis p. 79 , εν τούτω σώζεσθαι υμάς,
for dià toutov % . T. A. and so in the other passages.

Hebraisms are strictly forms of speech appropriate and pecu

liar to those who spoke the Hebrew language ; or they areidew

τισμοί των Εβραίων. For although even in classical Greek

there are found many things, which have a great similitude in

words and formsto the Hebrew language ;* nevertheless these

and all other things which are not wholly peculiar to the He

brews, but arealso found among other nations and current in

their usage and language, are not to be regarded as Hebraisms,

but as general forms common to every language; even though

they may particularly occur in Hebrew writers. Indeed , as

every language has its own idiopata or peculiar forms of

speech, of which the Greek participles are an example ; so al
so there are other constructions and forms which are of univer

sal prevalence in all languages. When therefore these are found

in a writer, they are to be regarded as employed by common

right and usage, and not as peculiar to the particular language in

which he writes. Thus many expressions in the New Testa

ment have been stamped with the name of Hebraisms for no

other reason whatever, than because it was taken for granted,

that the writers of the New Testament have imitated the He

brew mode of speaking ; just as if they could not have derived

those forms from the like usage of the Greek language which

they were writing. Many Hebraisms have thus been pointed

out by Vorstius, Leusden, and others, which might be just as

properly called Hellenisms. Because, forsooth, they occur in

the New Testament, in writers ' EspaiGovtes, they are Hebra

isms ; while the same things, when found in Demosthenes, Thu

cydides, Xenophon, or Polybius, are pronounced to be good

and elegant Greek . Thus in the New Testament, the use of

the demonstrative pronoun without apparent necessity after a

noun or relative pronoun, has been regarded as a Hebraism ;

inasmuch as the Hebrews do indeed use this construction , as

also the Arabs , Syrians, Greeks, and Romans. Still that can

not surely be reckoned as a Hebrew idiom , which is also em

ployed by the best writers of other nations. Casaubon in com

* This is shewn by J. A. Ernesti in his Prolusio de vestigiis

linguae Hebraicae in lingua Graeca, Opusc. Philol. Crit. L. B. 1776.
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menting on a passage ofApuleius, who makes frequent use of

this pleonasm , says : “ Est ' Elanviouós, familiaris huic scripto

ri, apud quem saepe reperias eam dictionem παρέλκουσαν.

Ita autem Graeci, Herodotus praesertim atque Pausanias, atque

e recentioribus Agathias.” It is a Hellenism familiar to this

writer, in whom you often find this pleonastic construction.

So also the Greeks, and especially Herodotus , Pausanias , and

of later writers, Agathias.' But when he adds, etsi id pro

prie Hebraeorum dialecti esse, certum est , although this be

longs peculiarly to the dialect of the Hebrews ;' it is impossi

bletounderstand by what right the learned writer makes this

assertion . Who would consider Cicero as employing a Hebra

ism , when he says (Orat. pro Coel. c . 4) : “ Illud tempus ae

tatis, quod, ipsum sua sponte infirmum , aliorum lubidine infestum

est, id hoc loco defendo ?" or in writing to Sulpicius (ad Div.

XVIII. 28) : “ Illud quod supra scripsi, id tibi confirmo ?”

Compare pro Lege Man.c. 10. " So also Sallust (Bell . Catil. c .

37 ) : “ Sed urbana plebes, ea vero praeceps ierat.” Moreover

in Thucydides,ó Attixotatos, the most Attic of all Greek

writers, we find the same construction ; e. g. IV. 93 to 8 ?

Ιπποκράτει όντι περί το Δήλιον, ως αυτω ηγγέλθη. In De

mosthenes also ούτος is elegantly pleonastic ( παρέλκει ) in his

Oratt. (ed . Reisk . ) adv. Mid . p. 522. adv. Aristog. A.p. 775.

de Corona, p. 286. So in Xenophon, Cyrop. Lib. II. p . 51,

τοίς μη θέλουσιν εαυτούς προστάττειν εκπονείν ταγαθα (ο θε

ος) άλλους αυτούς επιτακτήρας δίδωσι. The construction in

all these passages is evidently the same as in Matt. 4 : 16. 8 : 5 .

John 15: 2. 18 : 11 .

We turn now to some examples of forced interpretation, which

have sprung from this source. In Matt. 12 : 36 , many under

stand ởiqua úgyóv to mean wicked and injurious words; as if

αργόν were the same as πονηρόν, which is found as a gloss in

Cod . 126. They think the sense to be this : • Believe me, that

for every wicked and injurious word shall men hereafter render

an account. They suppose the Lord intended in these words to

reprehend the Pharisees, who had impiously spoken against him,

and to threaten them with the severest punishments ; inasmuch

as everyone of their injurious and impious words should one day

be punished. The supporters of this interpretation ofthe word

úgyós endeavour to confirm it by comparing 309, ( from the

Heb. 102 , ) which they suppose to be used of vain, useless, and

also injurious words. They are not indeed able to bring forward

No. III . 61
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examples from the Hebrew language itself ; but they adduce

two passages from the Chaldee version, viz. Ex. 5 : 9 , where

, . 5 : .

They appeal also to the Hebrew version of the New Testa

ment published by Münster, which here renders oñua ágyóv by

57093737 ; and to the Syriac , which has yde YsO ; compare

the same versions on Matt. 25 : 30. But, so far as I can see,

theseexamples prove only, that ugyóvmight be expressed in

Chaldee by 02, and denotes idle, otiosus, and then useless,

slothful ; but not that the writers of the New Testament, when

they said ágyóvrı, imitated the usage of the Chaldee tongue. Nor

in the Hebrew text are there any examples, that the expression

idle or vain words is used to denote injurious, mischievous

words . In short, it cannot be proved from these passages, that

those translators employed the word bun in the sense of novn

pov. For the egocios dovlos in Matt. 25: 30 , is one who is

useless, unprofitable, i . e. who brings bis master no advantage ;

not necessarily one who is wicked . And pe also often de

notes that which is vain , empty, as Jer. 8 : 8. 16 : 18 ; where

202 is rendered in the Septuagint by eis uárny ; and very

frequently too it signifies falsehood , as Ex. 25: 15 , and especial

ly Prov. 12: 22. 17: 7 ; where the Seventy have rightly trans

lated Rrenpin by yellon yevdñ .* This interpretation more

over would not be in accordance with what precedes in verses

33–35, nor with what follows in verse 37. For it is not

any wicked discourse that is there reprehended ; but the feigned

piety of the Pharisees, and their affected zeal for the public

welfare. Inorder to avoid the charge of levity and indifference,

they demanded (verse 38) a sign, onuciov; as if desirous, that

both they and others might know whether Jesus was truly the

Messiah . Against this dissimulation in those who uttered noth

ing sincerely and from the heart, Jesus had inveighed in severe

and appropriate terms in verses 33–35, using the compari

son of a tree, which no one judges to be good and useful, un

less it bears good fruit ; and from which, if it be bad, no one

expects goodfruit.f But if now the sense of verse 36 is such

* CompareDrusius in Animadv. ad. h . l . Vorstius de Hebr.

N. T. p. 80. Fischer de Vit. Lex. N. T. 89. XXV. p. 569 sq.

† Tlouziv signifies here to judge, consider, regard ; of which

sense Raphel (on this passage) has collected many examples from
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as these interpreters would make it, there is added in it a senti

ment altogether foreign to what precedes, frigid, and doyós, i.e.

wholly destitute of effect and force ; and also not congruous to

the sentiment of verse 37. For where the Lord says (verse

37) that every one shall hereafter be judged by his words, he

cannot be understood as meaning, that every one will be capa

ble of proving his integrity and goodness merely by bis words

alone ; a sentiment surely as far as possible from the intention of

our divine Master. We must therefore necessarily understand

a certain kind of words or discourse , which, under the appear

ance of sincerity and integrity , is often the worst possible, and

καταδικάζει τον άνθρωπον, "condemns a man, because it is

uttered with an evil purpose. If then we interpret dozóv ac
cording to established Greek usage, there arises a facile and

very appropriate sense ; namely, ágyós is the same as xeoyos,

otiosus, vain , idle ; then, void of effect, without result, followed

by no corresponding event.* Therefore oñua doyóv is empty

and vain words or discourse, i . e. void of truth , and to which

does not correspond ; μάταιος λόγος, πράξεων άμοι

pos gevouevos, as Demosthenes expresses it.f In short, it is
the

empty, inconsiderate, insincere language of a man who says

one thing and means another ; and in this sense dogós is very

frequently employed by the Greeks. Thus in Stobaeus (Serm .

C. 34) we find αιρετώτερόν σοι έστω λίθον εική βαλείν, ή

dóyou coyóv; which words, as it seems to me, Palairet and

Kypke (on this verse) have incorrectly understoodasmeaning

wicked, injurious language, when they ought to be tapiained of

empty discourse, uttered inconsiderately and without sincerity ; as

is shewn by the comparison of a stone thrown cixñ , in vain , with

out effect. Hierocles also, in speaking of vain prayers,Iavevéoyn

tov zvynv, calls them to doyóv, i.e. inefficacious, since they result

alem

Herodotus. Such examples however are frequent in Greek ; see

e. g. Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. IV . 211. Sallust. Philos. c . 9. Sto

baeus Serm . 247. - See on the other hand Glass in Philol . Sac. Lib.

I. p. 226 ed. Dathe. But such modes of speech are surelynot to be

reckoned as belonging to any peculiar usage of the sacred writers,

when they are found in almost every language.

* Compare Demosth, kara 4 , 63ou Aoy. a. p. 815, ed. Reisk .

# In Orat. ad Philippi Epist.

In Carm . aur. Pythagor.
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in nothing, being made ψιλής της ευχής τοϊς λογισμούς, μηδέν

προς την κτησιν των αιτηθέντων προσφέροντας, with merely

thoughts of prayer,profiting nothing for the acquisition of the

things sought. The same writer in another passage oppos

es την αργίας του καλού το τη ενεργεία του κακού, «theineff

ciency ofgood to the energy of evil.' The sophism of the an

cients, called the ágyos hoyos, ignara ratio, * is also well known.

Chrysostom therefore says correctly :ή αργον δε το μη κατα

πράγματος κείμενον, το ψευδές, το συκοφαντίαν έχον, « the

word ágyóvsignifies that which is not according to fact, false,

delusive . Hence it would appear that the following is the

sense of the passage under consideration : • Believe me, he who

uses false and insincere language , shall suffer grievous punish

ment ; your words, if uttered with sincerity and ingenuousness,

shall be approved ; but if they are dissembled, although they

may bear the strongest appearance of integrity, they shall be

condemned.I

So called by Cicero de Fato c. 12. Facciolatus has treated

of this sophism in his Acroas. V. [ The following is the passage of

Cicero above referred to . “ Necnos impediet illa ignava ratio,

quae dicitur ; appellatur enim quidam a philosophis aoyos hoyos,

cui si pareamus, nihil omnino agamus in vita. " Sic enim interro

gant : Si fatum tibi est, ex hoc morbo convalescere ; sive medicum

adhibueris, sive non , convalesces. Item, si fatum tibi est, ex hoc

morbo non convalescere; sive tu medicum adhibueris, sive non, non

convalesces ; et alterutrum fatum est. Medicum ergo adhibere ni

hil attinet. Recte genus hoc interrogationis ignavum atque iners

nominatum est, quod eadem ratione omnis e vita tolletur actio ." ]

† Homil. XLIII. in Matt.

| We have dwelt somewhat longer on this passage, forthe pur

pose of shewing, with how much uncertainty and indefiniteness

the comparisonof the oriental tongues has hitherto been applied to
the interpretation of the New Testament. Although it is by no

means our opinion, that nothing is to be gained by referring to the

analogy of those languages ; and while we believe, on the contrary,

that this is productive of very great utility ; still it would seem to be

necessary to apply this principle with very great caution . Those

interpreters certainly act most considerately, who prefer to explain

the words of a writer from the usus loquendi of his own language,

rather than by the uncertain analogy or similarity of a foreign

tongue. The study of such analogies is no doubt very attractive ;
butthey have also given occasionto many forced interpretations.

For wantof due caution, such interpreters have been exposed co

lumbae collo commoveri, as Cicero says, Academ . IV. 25.
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3. Other interpreters, in the third place, misled by that am

biguity above described, have either neglected all grammatical

laws, or have too strenuously observed them . Although the

writers of the New Testament have not indeed always followed

the rules of the Greek language ; yet it cannot be said that they

have wholly neglected them . Itwill suffice to give an example
of each kind. On the one hand , interpreters would have spar

ed themselves much pains, and done less violence to many pas

sages of the New Testament, had they recollected the rule of

Greek syntax , that futures often have the force of aorists ;* as

James 2: 18 xayol deltw, which is to be rendered , as I also am

accustomed to shew you ; and further, that aorists often signify
the continuance of the action which the verb expresses ; as

James 5: 6, καταδικάσατε, εφονεύσατε τον δίκαιον, i. e. ye are

accustomed to condemn and murder the innocent ; and so in

the passage cited above from Matthew ( 12 : 33) , Adindate is to

be translated judge or regard habitually, etc. I conjecture also ,

in the very difficult passage in 1 Pet. 3: 20, that öts is

liptically for ws öte, the os being here left out, as is often done

in comparisons ;t and this being admitted , a remedy perhaps

can be applied to the passage. - On the other hand, in James

3: 6 , ο κόσμος της αδικίας, interpreters have been troubled by

the article o before the predicate, as if they expected in this

writer an entire grammatical accuracy , axoipera ; comp. John

1 : 1. It is here the article išnyntixós, as it is called, or as

used dELXTIX0s, and was familiar to the Hebrews, who not un

frequently employed their • 77 to connect the subject with the

predicate.f - It would be indeed a very great merit in regard to

sacred interpretation, if someone would ascertain and illustrate

the analogies of the Greek style of the New Testament with

more diligence and accuracy, than has yet been done by those

who thus wander in uncertainty and ambiguity ; and would in

this way establish some certain principles and rules in regard to

* See Lennep, Analog. Ling . Grecae, p . 354.

+ See Bos, Ellips. Graec. p . 392. Noldius, Concord. Part. p.

379. Gataker Advers. Misc . II . 20. p. 382. Compare Eustath.

ad ΙΙ . ω' . 258 , δεί κανταύθα προσυπακούειν συνήθως ως. Com

pare also 2 Pet. 3 : 4 .

I See Vigerus de Idiotism . Ling. Graecae, p. 19. ed . Hermann,

☆ Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 708. Stuart's Heb. Gramm. $ 447.

1822.
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this diction . It would then be easy to avoid a multitude of

forced interpretations. *

IJ . We come now to the second cause mentioned above.

We have said that a multitude of forced interpretations have

had their origin in this circumstance, that the interpreters have

not accurately understood or regarded the genius ofthe writer,f

and the times and persons for whom he wrote. We will speak

of these in succession .

1. There is evidently a diversity of style and manner among

the different writers of the New Testament, corresponding to

their diversity of talent and disposition, which must be diligently

observed by those who wish to avoid a forced mode of interpre

tation . The style of John is placid, but marked nevertheless

occasionally by more difficult words and phrases. The lan

guage of Paul is fervid , often involved, throwing aside all else

for the sake of some easy similitude, pouring itself out in fig

ures, tropes, comparisons, antitheses of members, parallelisms of

Inasmuch as those who are ignorant of the analogies of an an

cient language, can employ no certain method in explaining the

monuments of that language,but must be governed by the authori

ty of uncertain usage or thehints of grammarians ; so also the in

terpretation of the New Testament must necessarily be destitute of

any certain laws, so long as the analogies of the language which

the sacred writers employed, shall not be defined in as accurate and

certain a manner as possible. These analogies consist, to use the

language of I. D. Lennep, “ in the constant and uniform likeness

and correspondence (similitudo et convenientia ) of all the words

which compose a language, distributed into certain classes; of the

significations attached to them ; and lastly of the phrases and whole

construction ;" and they are exhibited not only in the laws which

regulate the formation ofwords, but also and chiefly investigate the

sources of the significations and the proper method of defining

them , as well as the various laws of construction . See L. C. Valck

naer and J. C. Lennep, Observatt. de Analogia Ling. Graecae, ed.

Ev. Scheid . Traj. ad R. 1790. Whether there are, in the Greek

language of theNew Testament, any certain and distinct analogical

relations, may be questioned by others; for ourselves we are per

suaded , that unless these be discovered and established , the inter

pretation of the New Testament must be given over to the caprice

of every interpreter.

+ The author has not hitherto directly included this particular

topic among the causes of forced interpretation ; although he has

more than once referred to it indirectly ; see p. 468 seq.-ED.
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words; yet not wholly destitute of rhetorical art. Peter's mind

is rapid and impetuous, scarcely bearing the restraints of continu

ed discourse ; his language is inelegant, often interrupted, obscur

ed by new words, vehement, yet variable. Of the other writers

also the genius is different and the style various. The diction

of Matthew is unlike that of Luke. In the former you find a

mode of writing somewhat harsh and inelegant, indicating an un

practised writer ; in the latter there is more polish , and a certain

degree of elegance and ornament. The characteristic of Mark

is conciseness in the highest degree. But in each we find cer

tain words and phrases, which are in a manner their own ; and

which either do not occur in the others, or are found in a differ

ent sense. Now since it is impossible to ascertain the sense of

any writer without an accurate knowledge of the particular

usage and manner which are familiar and appropriate to that

writer ; it is easy to perceive, and the experience of all ages

demonstrates the fact, that those who are ignorant of or neg

lect these things, have proposed interpretations in the highest
degree forced . This is done especially in regard to metaphors

and comparisons, which every one employs more or less . And

the same thing often takes place, when language which in one

writer ought to be interpreted metaphorically, requires in an

other to be explained literally ; or when words which one author

uses in their proper sense, are therefore understood in the same

manner in another writer. — But to have suggested this point is

sufficient; as our object in this discussion is not to speak of par

ticular passages or writers, but of interpretation in general.

2. In order properly to understand and explain any writer,
an acquaintance with the times in which he lived and for which

he wrote, must evidently be of the highest advantage. In this

indeed lies almost the whole sum and essence of the so called

historical interpretation, from which however the grammatical

can in no way be separated .* Had now very many interpreters

The necessity of the union of both these modes, is demonstrat

ed by Keil in his Commentat. de historica Lib. sacror. interpreta

tione ejusque necessitate, Leip. 1788. There is in fact no grammat

ical interpretation , and cannot be, unless joined with the historical.

There are indeed some who wish to separate the two ; but while

they pass an unfavourable judgment on the former, they change the

latter into an unbridled license of conjecture in regard to words.

Comp. G. L. Bauer in Philol. Glassic his temporibus accommodata,

T. II. Sect. II . p. 256 seq.
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held to this principle, and paid due regard to the circumstances

of time and place, there is no doubt that they would have expe

rienced far less difficulty in judging of very many passages of

the New Testament. Since however they neglected to do this,

it was not possible but that they should often distort the true

sense of the sacred writers into one entirely different, and thus

pervert the doctrine of Jesus and the apostles; or at least should

introduce into theology and therefore into religion itself, things

which were written only for those particular times ; (e. g. from

the Epistle to the Hebrews ; ) or more especially, from the mis

apprehension of tropical language, should forge new dogmas

foreign to the mind and purpose of the sacred writers. Exam

ples of this kind are too common to require to be exhibited

here.

3. If also it be of the highest utility in respect to right inter

pretation, to have regard to the men of those times, to their

characters, manners and customs, opinions, vices, etc. then have

interpreters been guilty in this respect of a twofold error , and

have thus been led to give many a distorted interpretation .

On the one hand, there have been those, (and they are pro

bably the greater number,) who suppose that the apostles spoke

and wroteaccording to the preconceived opinions of that age ;

and that our Lord himself in like manner accommodated himself

to their feelings and prejudices. This supposition is doubtless

in a certain degree true, as has long since been conceded by the

most learned interpreters ; but it also cannot be denied , that

many in applying it have gone quite too far, and done violence

to the sense and intention of the sacred writers. Examples of

this are almost innumerable ; but none is perhaps clearer and

more striking, than that of miracles and prophecy. It is evi

dentlynot the part of an interpreter, to attempt to shew how far

that which is said may be true in itself; but simply to explain

the meaning of the writer, and shew what he thought. The for

mer indeed is not to interpret, but to philosophize; as Ernesti

has well demonstrated.* Now that the opinion of the apostles

and of our Lord himself in regard to miracles and prophecy,

has been altogether changed and distorted by disputationsof this

sort, must be conceded ;especially by those whoare persuaded,

that these things (miracles and prophecy) exerted their highest

* Prolus . de Vanitate philosophantium in Religione, in Opp.
Philol . Crit .
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influence precisely upon those, among whom they were per

formed and exercised . If the apostles were eye -witnesses, who

could not be deceived, and have narrated all events and cir

cumstances just as they occurred ; and if our Lord was such as

he is described in the New Testament, and such as adversaries

themselves concede him to have been ; then those interpreters

surely act without consideration, who explain their language in

sucha way , as to make them subject either to reproach on ac

count of fraud, or to correction on account of error ; who make

Jesus either a juggler, deceiving the peopleby his arts, (for no
fraud can derive an excuse from the intention with which it is

committed ,) or else a vain -glorious man who boasts that this and

that which the prophets have uttered without meaning (eixñ ),
has not only been fulfilled in himself, but was also primarily spo

ken in reference to him alone. Whether such interpretation as

this is to be tolerated, does not need to be discussed. But if

the apostles were deceived, and have narrated many things

which they indeed believed to be true, but which in fact are not

true, still the interpreter is not permitted to doubt respecting

their real opinion. Nor, on the contrary, when the things which

they relate , appear not to be true, is he allowed so to explain or
rather distort their words, as to give them a greater appearance

of truth . Such license no one would think of employing in

regard to profane writers ; nor do the laws of just interpretation
in any degree tolerate it .

On the other hand, there have been those, especially in for

mer times, who have had no regard whatever to the contempo

raries of the sacred writers ; nor have observed for what per

sons, or against what opinions or customs of that age, this or

that passage was written ; as for instance, in regard to those

subjects which Paul discusses in the Epistles to the Romans and

Hebrews. Hence they have neither properly understood the

sacred books nor rightly explained them; or rather, they have

extorted from them doctrines and opinions evidently foreign to

the meaning of thewriters. In the explanation of single words

also, we see many fall into similar errors from the same cause ;

they have acquired no distinct knowledge of the persons for

whom the apostles wrote, and have therefore advanced many

things which these writers, addressing those persons, seem never

to have thought of. Thus many have formerly supposed that the

use of the words φως , φωτίζειν, ζωή, πλήρωμα, was to be dedu

ced from the philosophy of the Gnostics ; although the use of them
No. III. 62
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with reference to the Messiah was already familiar to the

Jews. So R. Chaia explains gās, aix, Gen. 1: 3, allegorically

of the Messiah ; and R. Bechai also applies the words ?

,
So in the Pesikta Rabba it is said that when God hid the light,

mix, Satan came to him and asked to look at it ; and having

to,ַחיִׁשָמְּדתֹומְילַעזֹומְרִל- the days ofthe Messiahרֹואיִהְיםיִהֹלֱא

seen:יֵרָׂשלכְלּויִלליִּפַהְלדיִתֲעַׁשַחיִׁשָמאּוהאָּדַוְּב it he said

,verily this isthe Messiah who is to come',םָּנִהיֵגְּבםַלָעָהתֹוּבּוא , ,

and to castme and all the princes of the nations forever into Ge

henna ;' compare Is . 25 : 8. R. Bechai says further (fol. 5 .

col . 4) that this same light, the Messiah , existed before all ages,

and was present nur , at the creation ; that this is the be

ginning of all things, the light of wisdom , 53:7 120 , di ou

rà návra éyévero, as the apostle says, John 1 : 3. Bechai in

Leg. fol. 125. In Beresh. Rabba all. R. Samuel Bar Nach

man says, that this light was with God ; but R. Bechai ( fol. 89 .

4) teaches, that the same becomes incarnate through the will of
God . Hence we should prefer, were it necessary, to illus

trate such words as these from the writings of the Jews, rather

than from the Gnostic philosophy. In like manner a very re

cent interpreter of John's Gospel has explained the words aveu

μα ó teós, John 4 : 24, in the sense in which the word spirit

would be defined by philosophers at the present day : “ God is

a spirit, i. e. his whole being is intellectual and moral perſec

Is it then credible, that our Lord should have taught

these philosophical precepts to the Samaritan woman ? Indeed,

the word was never employed by the Jews in this philosophical

sense ; nor does it so occur in any Greek writer.

III. There remains now the third cause of forced interpreta

tions, which we have indicated above, and which we may dis

patch in few words . The context, namely, as is in itself evi

dent , is an important auxiliary in ascertaining the true sense of a

passage ; especially where there is any ambiguity in the words

or forms of construction , any obscurity or novelty in the cir

cumstances, or any neglect of the usus loquendi. Still , this

principle requires unquestionably very great caution in the ap

plication of it; particularly in regard to writers who have not

been trained in the rules of the schools, και ουκ εν διδακτούς

avtoonins coplas lóyors lalowowv ; and more than all , in

tion ."

* “ Sein ganzes Wesen ist Geistigkeit und Moralität. "
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epistolary writing, where often an argument is not carried out in

such a way , that all its parts are entirely coherent. This indeed

is not usual in epistles of any kind . There is commonly in a

letter a great variety of topics, some of which are treated in one

way, and some in another. When therefore interpreters have

trusted too much, or indeed wholly, to this principle ; and have

been contented to make out a sense in some degree suitable to

the context, and to seek every where a dialectic congruity and

a sort of logical arrangement ; it could not be otherwise than

that they should often advance empty conjectures instead of true

interpretations, and torture passages of Scripture until they could

elicit from them some similitudewith the general series of dis

course . This however is of itself obvious ; and therefore re

quires here no further illustration .

We come then to the conclusion, for the sake of which this

discussion was instituted .

ART. IV . THE CLAIMS OF THE HEBREW LANGUAGE AND

LITERATURE.

IN TAŘEE LECTURES DELIVERED IN COLUMBIA COLLEGE , 1831.

By Samuel H. Turner, D. D. Prof. of Bibl . Learning and Interpr. of Script. in the Episc .

Theol. Seminary ; and Prof. of the Hebrow Lang. and Lit. in Columbia Col. New - York.

LECTURE I.

In venturingto appear in this placein the character of Pro

fessor of the Hebrew Language and Literature, I feel that an

apology, or at least an explanation, is necessary. I am aware,

that to perform the duties of the office, with an ability in some

degree proportioned to the character of the age, would require

the undivided attention of a thorough scholar. Feeling myown

insufficiency, and recollecting thevarious duties that demand

my time inanother institution, which has and ought to have the

strongest claims on my attention, I ought perhaps to have shrunk

from any additional responsibility. But since Columbia College

has shown her readiness to meet the wishes of the public, by
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enlarging her system of instruction,and adapting it to the wants

of the community ; I feel it to be obligatory on me to show a wil

lingness, at least, to perform the duties of the appointment with

which this highly respected seat of learning has honoured me.

Another motive no less influential, is a desire to aid in ad

vancing the cause of Hebrew literature. This department of

learning has been much neglected in academical and collegiate

courses of education , both in this country and in England.*

Not many years ago it was impossible to secure the advantage

of instruction in Hebrew . The proper books were not readily

attainable, and it was very difficult to procure the assistance of a

teacher. Was a young man sufficiently adventurous to aspire

after any acquaintancewith this very ancient and venerable lan

guage ?' He was obliged to pursue his extraordinary enterprise

alone. He had to grope his way in the dark ; to advance with

caution and hesitancy, without a guide to direct him where to

fix his eye upon one rayoflight, or where to plant his foot with

security. As an unavoidable consequence, he was often going

wrong, or falling back into darkness and confusion ; he was sub

jected to loss of time , to dissatisfaction with his acquisitions, to

indefinite and uncertain perceptions, not to say to many errors,

which nothing but experience can effectually guard against or

disperse. At present the case is different.f The necessary

aids for acquiring an acquaintance with the dialect spoken by

the patriarchs, are now within the reach of every one. Suitable

books in the English language may easily be procured; and in

various parts of the country , able instructors, laymen as well as

clergymen, are ready to facilitate its acquisition. The most re

* “ Time was,” says Prof. Lee of Cambridge, Eng. “when the
student of oriental literature was almost a singularity in our uni

versities.” See his Controversial Tracts on Christianity and Mo

hammedanism , Preface, p . ii.

+ Toquote the language of the indefatigablescholar just named,

" a student may nowcommence the study of Hebrew without the

fear of being cited as a monstrous singularity; or of being met at

every turn with the appalling maxim , that Hebrew roots thrive best

on barren ground.” — A maxim, let me remark by the way, in the

use of which those who employ it contrive to compliment them

selves; as it will be generally allowed, that the soil of its advocates

is not ' arid' enough to make the said roots vegetate, and produce
fruit either useful or agreeable.
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spectable of our colleges have established Hebrew professor

ships ; thereby calling the attention of students to a department

of learning, which has heretofore been too much undervalued .

An advocate for the study of Hebrew as a part of theological

education, and even as an exceedingly useful auxiliary to any one

who wishes to cultivate an acquaintance with the inspired writ

ings of antiquity , might reasonably hope that his subject would

ensure respect ; but should he rise in his demands, and advance

the claimsof Hebrew literature so far as to require a place for

it in a collegiate course of study, it is very probable that not a

few would think him unreasonable, if not presumptuous. This

is conceived to be an unfounded prejudice, the examination of

which may prepare the way for the subject of the two following
lectures.

There was a time when almost all classes of Christians united

in expressing their abhorrence of the Hebrew people ; and the

name of Jew was associated with whatever is mean and con

temptible . And long since the general spread of literature, and

the elevation of character produced by religious toleration and

civil improvement, writers of the first respectability have not hes

itated to represent the Hebrew nation as sunk in ignorance.

Will it be believed, that in adducing the words of an author who

affirms, that “ before the conquest of Asia by Alexander the

Great, the Jews were entirely unacquainted with letters," I

quote a writer ofsuchextensive research and general reputation

as Dr. Mosheim ?* It were to be wished , that such loose and

inaccurate views of Hebrew literature could be charged on no

other respectable author than this distinguished ecclesiastical

historian . But the same want of acquaintance with the litera

ture of the Hebrews, mingled with an unusual degree of con

tempt, shows itself in a remark of a finished scholar and elegant

poet of the fifteenth century, the Italian Politian , who despises

the lyre of David in comparison with that of Horace, and does

not scruple to say, that the study of Hebrew obstructs or cor

rupts the acquisition of eloquence in Latin . I shall endeavour

topoint out some of the causes of these and other mistakes of

the same sort with respect to Hebrew literature, and to show

that they are altogether unfounded .

* Eccles. Hist. Cent. I. Part I. Chap. II . § 15.

+ See Wahl's Allgemeine Geschichte der morgenländischen

Sprachen und Litteratur, Leipzig 1784. p. 495 .
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Many have disregarded the claims of the Hebrew language

and literature to general attention, because they imagine both

to be poor and unsatisfactory . * The author of the beautiful,

very imaginative, and , in its views, somewhat loose book on the

Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, puts into the mouth of his Alciphron

a sentiment by no means uncommon, when he makes him in

troduce the subject of the work by declaring how thoroughly

he despises the “ poor and barbarous language" of the He

brews . He makes him ask in a tone of unqualified contempt,

“ What kind of poetry " is theirs ? " and in what a language!

How imperfect is it ! how poor in proper terms and definitely

expressed relations ! how unfixed and uncertain are the tenses

of the verbs ! We cannot tell whether the time referred to, be

to-day or yesterday, a thousand years ago or a thousand years

to come.” f But no one who has read this production of the

glowing Herder, who seems to have felt the intellectual and im

passioned poetry that he describes, can fail to perceive, that the

obloquy which has been cast on the sacred literature of the pa

triarchal nation , is the result of pitiable ignorance and mean in

justice, ever ready to frown or to sneer at what they are incom

petent to understand and appreciate . — I do not mean to sound

the praises of the Hebrew tongue, to eulogize it for its softness,

its adaptation to convey the meaning by means of the sound , al

though in this respect its claims are by no means contemptible ;

I do not intend to compare it with the dulcet melody of the
language of Metastasio ; with the sonorous fulness of that in

which the Roman orator carried away all hearers, and the poet

of Mantua all hearts ; with the Proteus-like diversity with which

the language of Homer and Demosthenes was made to adapt it

self to every varied shape and colouring of thought and imagi

pation . The Hebrew, as now subsisting, is imperfect, and it

were manifestly unfair to judge of it by the smallremains which

have survived the ravages of time . And yet these remains are

sufficient to show , thatfor communicating thought and produc

* See Wahl, ubi sup. He says, that most philologists have been

too ready to do this. p.
460.

† Herder, Geist der Hebräischen Poesie. In this and a few

other quotations, I have availed myself of Prof. Hodge's Biblical Re

pertory , which contains a correct and accurate translation of a part

of Herder's work , by President Marsh of Burlington. See Vol. II.

No. 3. pp. 326 , 327 .
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ing impression, no language is more vividly poetic. Whether

the old system of deriving the nouns from the verbs be the true

one, which is also adopted by the author just named, who says,

that “ in a certain sense they are still verbs ; ” or whether the

view of the learned English professor * be more correct, that

the noun is the primitive form ,and that many forms of the verbs

are really nouns,—is a question which could hardly be expected

to interest a general audience, and I shall not undertake to dis

cuss its merits. In either case, the result as to the prevailing

characteristic of the language will be the same. It has been

“ said of Homer, that in him all is bustle and motion , and

that in this the life, the influence, the very essence of all po

etry consists.” + The remark may be applied to the Hebrew

language . It abounds with forms of speech strongly expres

sive of action, and thus it gives life, animation, and feeling to

every thing .

It is generally allowed that the Hebrew language is radically

the same with the Syriac , Chaldee, and Arabic, the last of

which has become polished and copious in proportion to the

growth and improvement of the nations that employ it . In or

der therefore to form a correct estimate of the ancient He

brew, it ought to be considered as a part of that extensive lan

guage which has come down to us in these kindred dialects.

Yetwe must not judge of it by our own associations .
" There

are many names of things which this language has not , because

the people themselves neither had nor knew the things ; and on

the other hand , it has many others which we have not . In ab

stract terms it is barren . ” “In the patriarchal ages , metaphysical

niceties were unknown, and phraseology to express them unne

cessary . “ But in representations affecting the senses it is

rich .” It is said that more than 250 botanical terms occur

in the writings" of the ancient Hebrews contained in the Old

Testament; and it ought to be recollected , that these writings

are very uniform in character, and that a large proportion of

them consist of brief history and of poetry adapted to the use

of the temple . “ How rich then would the language be, had it

been handed down to us in the poetry of common life with all

its diversity of scenes,or even in the writings which were actu

ally composed.” “ We possess but few remains of the most

* Lee ; see bis Hebrew Grammar.

+ Herder ; see Bib . Repert. ubi sup . p . 328 .
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blooming periods of Hebrew poetry ; only those that escaped

the shipwreck of the captivity in consequence of their connexion

with the royalty, religion, and history of the nation . The voice

of the bridegroom and of the bride, the joyous songs of vintage

and harvest, so often referred to by the prophets, are lost. The

daughters of song are laid in the dust . " The joy of rural festi

vals is gone. No more is heard the shouting of the vintager,

treading out the grape -harvest." How unreasonable is it, to

compare throughout the poetry of this people with that of oth

ers, when we have only two or three branches remaining. The

harsh voice of time long ago commanded, “ Hew down the

tree, cut off its branches, shake off its leaves, and scatter its

fruits ." * Too well has the mandate been obeyed. The lapse

of ages and the changes of all earthly things have been the dread

executioners. But the stump' of thisnoble monarch of the

forest still remains in the earth ’ with roots that penetrate to

Sheol . A few of its branches still stretch their lofty arms to

heaven, and like Lebanon's tall cedars wave their magnificent

tops among the clouds. “ It fared with the Hebrews as with

most nations of antiquity ;" to borrow the appropriate allusion

of the writer from whom the above quotations are taken, “ the

flood of ages has passed over them ,and only a small remnant,

like the eightsouls of the human family preserved in the ark,

has escaped .”+

It is almost impossible to imagine any thing too extraordinary

to be adopted and defended bya mind bent upon supporting an

hypothesis. It has been objected to the literature of the He

brews that it wants originality ; it is borrowed.

If indeed, in order to entitle a people to the name of primi

tive and to a literature properly original, it be necessary that

they should have raised themselves from the lowest degree of

intellectual character through their own native power, should

have instituted their own laws, and never have interrupted the

gradual progress of their own knowledge by drawing uponfo

reign resources ; then indeed it must be admitted, that the He

brews are not a primitive people, and do not possess an original

literature. In order to be indebted to themselves alone, they

would have been obliged , from the very origin of their intellec

* Dan . 4: 14.

+ See Herder, Geist der Heb. Poesie Th. I. Gespr. I. Th. II

XII . Compare Bib. Repert. ib. p . 329.
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tual development as a people, to have confined themselves to

their own limited extent of country , and to have lived with

out any intercourse with other nations. But it cannot be doubt

ed, that even their residence in Egypt, although it subjected

them to hardships and difficulties, inseparable from slavery even

in its mildest form and much more from the bondage by which

they were oppressed, had a favourable influence on their ad

vancement in arts and cultivation , A sojourn of about four

hundred years, as appears most probable , or, as many chro

nologers think, of two hundred and fifteen, among a people

more distinguished for science and learning than any other in

the world, must have exerted a powerful influence on native He

brew talent, which in many instances would rise superior to the

oppressions it was subject to, and become strengthened by the

very labours it was compelled to perform . The influence of ex

traneous causes of this kind on the manners and habits of the

Hebrew nation , might be traced without any extraordinary diffi

culty ; an influence very often deleterious, as their prevailing

dispositions led them to adopt idolatrous and immoral usages

from the people in their vicinity ; but sometimes beneficial, as it

enlarged their views of the true state of other nations, and af

forded them additional motives for satisfaction and thankfulness

under the peculiar advantages which Divine Providence had

granted them.*

In this view then , it must be allowed, that the Hebrew nation

did not possess an original literature. But it may be asked,

where is the nation that did ? No nation whose history is at all

known, is in this view original in its literature. What people

can boast of customs, laws, usages, science, and arts, which

are all its own ; all independent of foreign influence ; all of na

tive origin and growth ? Such an idea of a literature absolutely

independent, is preposterous ; it is not warranted by the analogy

of things. Men are associated together for good in every re

spect; and intellectual effort, in whatever it may develop itself

and whatever may be its result, is lawful prize for any one who

will take the trouble to follow it up and to make it his own,

To constitutè originality, it is sufficient not to be slavishly

imitative, to have commingled with the foreign and borrowed

idea one's own thoughts, the property of one's own mind, so as

to incorporate the native and the exotic into one homogeneous

Compare Eichhorn's Einleitung ins A. T. Bd. I. $ 1 .

No. III . 63

举 *
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and beautiful plant, adapted to the soil in which it is to flourish,

and to the air by which it is to be vivified and brought to matu

rity. And in this sense were the Hebrews, in the whole com

pass of their literature, so far as we are able to judge, highly

original . Their thoughts are their own, or at least the legiti

mate legacy bequeathed to them by the patriarchs, their ances

tors ; the language in which they are expressed is theirs in com

mon with some neighbouring tribes ; the figures by which they

are illustrated and made prominent are peculiarly their own, be

ing borrowed , in general, from their beautiful and varied scene

ry , their history, their occupations, and their laws and usages

both political and religious.

Another objection to the cultivation of Hebrew literature has

arisen from its limited extent. But this ought to be viewed in

connexion with other circumstances.

The Egyptians, Chaldeans, Phenicians, and Hebrews, the

four most ancient of cultivated nations, have performed impor

tant parts on the theatre of the world, and have left to their de

scendants many monuments of industrious talent. None of

them has been obliged to run through a circuit of greater and

more destructive changes than the Hebrews ; and yet, while al

most all traces of the literature of the others have been corrod

ed by the tooth of time, that gnaws and devours all things, this

nation has preserved a collection of writings, transmitted them

with extraordinary care , and by the good providence of God

bequeathed them to us their posterity,according to the spirit of

their law , if not in its letter.

The works of the Hebrews are, in some respects, compara

ble to those of any other people, while in someothers they are

very far superior. Extensive literature, indeed , is not to be

expected from anation situated like the Hebrews. Originally

a migratory family, theywere driven to Egypt in order toavoid

perishing by famine. The Egyptians, regardless of the advan

tages the country had received from a distinguished man of

their race, subjected them to slavery, and held them for a long

period in hard and disgraceful durance. The disposition to

censure and distrust their leader,together with the utter want of

spirit to face dangers, and fortitude to bear hardships, which

shows itself on a variety of occasions during their journey

through the desert, is a plain proof of the degraded state to

which the bulk of the people had been reduced, and at the

same time a striking illustration of the wisdom of Providence,

BE
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in subjecting this people to a series of difficulties and toils in a

rude and uncultivated wilderness nearly forty years, in order to

fit them for engaging with powerful and exasperated foes, whom

they were about to expel from their country, orextirpate as en

emies of God, and abandoned to all sorts of wickedness . After

they had become settled in the land promised to their ancestors,

they were subjected to repeated subjugations, because they

would not obey the law interdicting all idolatrous connexion with

the neighbouring nations. The books of Judges and Samuel

detail a lamentable series of tyrannical oppressions, which must

have involved the newly settled tribes in deep distress , and pre

sent also some pictures of desolation and wickedness, from which

the philanthropist, unable to lighten their deep dark shadows,

would gladly turn aside, to view some more favourable exhi

bition . In the time of Solomon, luxury and voluptuousness

overspread the court , and , as is always the case, must have

affected the character of the nation . His successor could have

possessed but little of his father's wisdom, when he adopted the

advice of the young courtiers in opposition to that of his graver

counsellors, and began his administration by announcing to his

subjects, in the insolent style of oriental despotism , that he

intended to make the government far more burdensome and op

pressive than it had been before. The revolt and separate gov

ernment which followed , gave rise to other circumstances tend

ingto constitutional and permanent hostility between the two

nations, and ruinous to the advancement of taste, literature , and

science . The Hebrews, enfeebled by intestine divisions, were

the better fitted to become the prey of the surrounding spoilers.

The Egyptians on the one side, and the Syrians and other an

cient and inveterate foes on the other, invaded and plundered

their territories . Upon the rise and establishment of the later

Assyrian , and afterwards of the Babylonian empires, new

scourges were employed by God, though unsuccessfully, to re

duce his people to an obedience which would have been attend

ed by a correspondent degree of national prosperity . To use the

language of a Hebrew prophet and poet,* beautifully expres

sive and strikingly appropriate from its originating in the coun

try of the very army whose march it characterizes, the enemy

rolled on like a mighty flood “ reaching up to the neck , reduc

ing the nation to the brink of ruin, and menacing utter desola

d
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* Is . 8: 8.
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tion . At last, after many and rapidly successive changes in the

government, the Israelitish kingdom fell before its plunderers.

The empire of Judah continued to survive the dissolution of its

sister, with various fortunes, as it submitted to the divine autho

rity that instituted and protected it, or set this authority at defi

ance by idolatry and crime ; until the Chaldean power, making

rapid strides to universal dominion, added the circumscribed

territory of Judah toits extensive acquisitions, and completed

the downfall of the Hebrew monarchy by the conquest of the

country , the burning of its capital, the deportation of the inhabi

tants, and the capture of its king .

From a nation whose origin and history are such as those

of the Hebrews are represented to have been, whose inter

course with foreign countries was, until the later periods of

their political existence, exceedingly circumscribed , it would be

unreasonable to expect a diversified and extended literature.

With respect to intellectual energy , whole nations, during the

earlier times of its duration, were slumbering in a state of infan

cy ; and Herodotus does not distinguish himself among the

Greeks as the father of history , until about two hundred years

after the Hebrew nation had been desolated and destroyed by

the Babylonians. While on the one hand the literature of the

Hebrews — I speak of it without any reference to its character

as embodying a system of revealed truth — is not to be extrava

gantly eulogized as more comprehensive and more intellectual

than all other literature ; yet , on the other, it is not to be despis

ed for its poverty, nor does it merit the contemptuous sneer of

the self-conceited sciolist. Instead of censuring certain deficien

cies in the character of its history or poetry , we ought to re

ceive with gratitude the venerable monuments of remotest anti

quity which it has preserved to us ; the notices, however brief, of
nations and communities and laws of earliest times, of which no

other sources of information are extant ; the sublime truths, whe

ther civil or moral or religious, which it teaches us, and to which

it is not rash to say, that nothing in all antiquity is comparable ;

and that poetry, melting the very soul, touching as the strains in

unison with which unaffected nature vibrates, or sublime and el

evated as the lofty subject whose operations and blessings it com

memorates, or awful and dignified in its simplicity as the tremen

dous majesty of Him , whose infmity it strives toadore.

Notwithstanding the misconceptions and erroneous views,

which it has thus far been my object to examine, there have
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been persons in all ages, who have devoted much time and at

tention to Hebrew learning, and have thoughtthemselves richly

compensated. Yet it must be acknowledged, that very many,

after pursuing the study of it for a time, have abandoned the

attempt in vexation and disgust.

Still it must not be assumed, that this is necessarily to be im

puted to the language. It cannot be denied, that thesame re

sult has often taken place in relation to Latin and Greek . Per

haps some share of it may justly fall to the lot of the learner,

and probably, in not a few cases, more to that of the teacher.

In this branch of literature, as in a multitude of others, incalcu

lable mischief has been done by pursuing an erroneous method

of instruction . The crooked must be made straight and the

rough places plain . The mountains of rabbinical difficulties

must be levelled for the pupil, and the hills made smooth .

The Hebrew is undoubtedly the primitive, original tongue, and

itmust certainly be the simplest, and at all periods and under

all circumstances very easy of acquisition. This kind of a pri

ori reasoning, and other arguments of the same sort, lie at the

bottom of the systems of Masclef, Parkhurst, and some other

grammarians, which beguile the student by leading him to ima

gine that he is makingrapid progress at the outset, when the

fact is, his acquisitions arenot secured to him . It were foreign

to the purpose of my present lecture, to give an account of

the principles of these writers. Anxious to facilitate the acqui

sition of theHebrew language, they have made it the most in

definite of all languages. The student may perhaps conjecture

the right meaning of a word out of the vast number that it

bears,but he has no means of arriving at certainty except the

context, which is too often inadequate to enlighten his darkness.

Let him read - I speak from experiencelet him read a large

proportion of the Hebrew Bible according to this system , and

he will find on reviewing it, that his knowledge is gone almost

as soon as it is acquired, and that all is confusion and uncer

tainty. No wonder then that the student, finding he cannot se

cure the prize which he supposed himself to have nearly won ,

grows weary of the effort, and abandons the pursuit.

Let me remark again, that in Hebrew as well as in other lan

guages, a judicious learner will be content with an improvement

continually progressive, even if every day's experience should

not mark a very distinct and rapid advance. To acquire any

language is a work of time. All expectations of speedily ac

er
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quiring a foreign tongue, and especially one not living, are idle

and delusive. Simple persons have never been wanting to lis

ten to promises, which a small degree of reflection would con

vince any one cannot possibly be realized . And suitable in

structors have never been wanting to satisfy such persons of the

exceedingly great facility of acquiring any thing and every

thing. “ Blæsilla, the daughter of Paula, conquered (we are

told ) the difficulties of the sacred language, in a few days.”

For this important piece of information , weare indebted to St.

Jerome, Ep. 25. If it be very accurate, I am afraid that the

difficulties of the Hebrew language have considerably increased

since the age of this holy father , or that the ability and appli

cation of its learners have lamentably diminished .* The truth

is, that such mistaken views and unfounded representations are

always injurious. Like grammars at one view and on half a

sheet, or like pretences to communicate a complete knowledge

of a language in a few lessons, they raise hopes which are nev

er realized ; and the pupil, finding by experience that he has

been deceived , is too soon induced to devote his time and

talents to other studies. Enthusiastic admiration of any thing

not unfrequently leads its advocates to represent its attainment

as the easiest matter imaginable. An accurate and fundamental

acquaintance with the Hebrew tongue is a work of time and pa

tient examination . But it brings along with itan ample reward,

in enabling the interpreter to judge for himself, without placing

implicit reliance on the decisions of others .

But on the other hand, let it not be supposed from what has

been said, that it requires more than ordinary application to ac

quire a competent knowledge of Hebrew. If the student can

make up his mind to proceed deliberately at first, to secure a

thorough acquaintance with the leading forms and principal in

flexions of the language; although indeed in the commence

ment his progress may be slow , yethe will soon find that the

perplexities in which he seemed to be involved are gradually

and surprizingly unravelled, and that what originally seemed to

be impenetrable darkness and confusion , assumes the appearance

of clearness and order. Such an application, continued three

3

* About 200 years ago, William Schickard published aGram

mar, which he called a Horologium. He offered to teach Hebrew

in twenty -four hours, and therefore divided his work into as many

parts, which he called hora .

1
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or four hours a day for six or eight months, is sufficient to ena

ble a learner of tolerable capacity to read the historical parts of

the Bible with occasional reference to his grammar and lexicon,

and to furnish him with materials for an extensive acquaintance

with the sacred literature of God's ancient people.

In the next lecture, I shallendeavour to present the claims of

the Hebrew language and literature on the scholar and the

Christian. And should sufficient attention to this subject be

awakened , to enable me to form a class for private instruction,

it is my design to deliver a few lectures every year, free to any

who may feel disposed to favour me with a hearing. Some

persons may indeed be found, whose prejudices will not permit

them to devote much time and attention to a department of

learning which has the Bible alone for its object. But it is to

be hoped that the number of such is diminishing, and that pub

lic feeling is becoming more favourable to a subject which has

been greatly neglected. Since such men as Newton and Locke

thought the hours profitably spent which they devoted to the

study of the Bible, no votary of philosophy need blush to imi

tate the example of men before whose capacious intellect nature

and universal history lay open . And while it stands on record,

that a scholar so elegant and profound as Sir William Jones,

could discover nothing in the whole compass of human elo
quence or poetry comparable to the contents of the Bible ; it

cannot be thought enthusiastic to coincide with an author more

than once referred to in this lecture,* when he says, that “ the

inspired writings of the Hebrews would be universally read and

appreciated, if it were only known what treasures they contain .”

LECTURE II.

It is the design of my present lecture, and also of the next,

agreeably to what was proposed in the former, to lay before you
some of the grounds on which the claims of Hebrew literature

to the attention of scholars are conceived to rest. In the first

place, I shall attempt to state its claims on intelligent youth in

general, and then particularly on those who are especially inter

ested in advancing a correct knowledge of the sacred Scriptures.

I must be permitted to assume as a conceded point, that it is

* IIerder.
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incomparably better to study a work in its own language than in

any translation, however great may be its merits . To under

take to prove this point for the satisfaction of an intelligent au

dience, would be to pay a poor compliment to their good sense ;

and it might seem impertinent to occupy your time in this

place by such an unnecessary effort. If therefore it should be

thought, that any of the remarks to be made apply to the Scrip

tures of the Old Testament in the English version ; I trust it

will be borne in mind, that they will be felt to be the more ap

plicable to the original text, just in proportion as this principle

is allowed to be true.

1. The Hebrew language claims attention on the very same

grounds that the study of any ancient language is defended.

Early and persevering attention to a grammatical study of lan

guages can hardly be too highly valued. It necessarily pro

duces habits of close and patient attention ; a faculty which

has done more to form great minds than all the concentrated

splendour of imagination and genius. It teaches the student to

digest, combine, and methodize his thoughts ; thus (if the ex

pression be allowed me) systematizing the furniture of his mind,

and giving him such a perception of beauty, as leads him , by

what may be called a sort of acquired instinct, to arrange his

conceptions in lucid order. It puts him in possession of an un

limited command of language, enabling him to express his sen

timents with perspicuity, purity, and force; and opens before

him an immense treasure of ideas and illustrations, of which ,

when combined with his own reflections, he may avail bimself

at his pleasure, to delight and instruct. Now if this be true of

the languages of ancient Greece and Rome, I know noreason

why it should not be true of the language of Israel. If it be not,

the cause must be sought in the poverty and imperfection of its
literature. But this is a view, whichit is hoped has already

been shown to be erroneous.

2. The Hebrew Scriptures are a collection of valuable relics

of antiquity ; a large proportion of them much older than any

writings which former ages have transmitted to us . In this view

they present a field of research at once unbounded in extent,

and luxuriant in its productions. Not to know what has trans

pired before our own times, is to be always children . Thus

says the great Roman orator and philosopher ; and men of in

dustry and intellect have in all ages inquired into the nature,

habits, and history of those, who in remote periods have been
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distinguished for character and enterprise. Various nations have

boasted of the extraordinary antiquity of their writings , and

however well founded may be the claim of some, it would be

difficult to prove that the venerable nation of the Hebrews ought

to yield precedence to any other. To the antiquarian , who

would carry back his researches into the most distant ages,

the books of Scripture are a treasure ; for without the light

which they throw along his path, he would soon be obliged

to grope in obscurity , and before advancing far would find

himself involved in utter darkness.

I am well aware that this statement has been denied by

some writers . The philosopher of Fernay, whose learning and

research , to say the least, were more commendable than his tal

ent for sarcasm and his bitter opposition to Christianity , has at

tempted to disprove the truth of the Pentateuch ; and has said

that in the time of Moses no other writing was in use but hie

roglyphic, and consequently that the work ascribed to the He

brew lawgiver could not have been deposited in the side of the

ark . But this assertion , like many others of his sect, is not

founded on sufficient evidence ; and the truth of it is com

pletely disproved by the learned labours of that most indefatiga

ble French antiquarian and traveller, Champollion. He has

shown, to use his own expression, that “ two centuries at least

before the time when Moses wrote the Pentateuch," (and I would

add he might have said in all probability two centuries more,) .

“ the use of papyrus, as a material to write on , can be inferred

from the acts still extant of an Egyptian monarch ."*

The consideration of their antiquity then , very greatly en

hances the value of those remains of Hebrew literature, which

are preserved in the Bible. The greater part of them have

descended from ages of which we have scarcely any other

monuments. The oldest Hebrew historian is some centuries

more ancient than the earliest traces of writing among the

Greeks; and the most modern writer of the Old Testament

was contemporaneous or nearly so with Herodotus. Besides,

the historical and poetic books of the Hebrews are ancient

works of mind belonging to Asia , and therefore most valuable

documents to assist in developing the primitive history of man ,

* See Essay on the Hieroglyphic System of M. Champollion

jun. By J. G.H. Greppo. Translated from the French by Isaac

Stuart. Boston, 1830. p. 166 .

No. II. 64

1
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who was originally settled in that part of the world , as may be

shown on grounds quite independent of the inspired records.

These remains then are not limited to the history of the He

brews and an outline of their intellectual culture ; they com

prise materials for delineating the early history of the human

race. What other books are there, which have preserved to

us such pure accounts of the primitive condition of mankind ,

a subject so soon lost in the mists of hoary age ? What monu

ments exhibit so beautiful and philosophic a sketch of the origin

of the world ? What substitute can be adopted to supply the

place of the Hebrew writings ? Annihilate the records origi

nating in Hebrew industry and preserved by Hebrew care,

and what a blank will appear inthe history of ancient states

and nations ! The historian is obliged to avail himself of these

venerated documents in giving an account of the early state of

man , even if his prejudices should have led him to reject the

system of religion which they were intended to introduce.

3. The subjects comprised within the sacred volume of the

Hebrew Scriptures strengthen its claims to attention in a degree

almost incalculable .

a) It contains a large portion of useful and interesting

history. Its object indeed is not to elevate national or indi

vidual character, but so to delineate manners and to exhibit

facts as to afford practical instruction to all succeeding ages.

Who that wishes to be taught the lessons of wisdom , can fail

to learn them from the models there presented, or from the sal

utary warnings which speak with irresistible effect in the ac

counts of crime and of punishment therein contained ? It is

impossible to reflect on the narratives of Abraham, of Joseph,

ofMoses, of David, and of many others— whose names are
embalmed, I trust, in your memories — without feeling the value

of practical dependence on God in difficulties ; without admir

ing the circuitous mazes of providential agency, accomplishing

its own purposes by methods apparently irregular and adverse ;

without perceiving that the natural tendency of oppression is to

bring down ruinon the oppressor, to awaken deliverers, and

rouse the spirit of vengeance; without learningthe necessity of

discipline, and the important truth , that it is only by difficulties

and trials that the energy of the character can be elicited, and

theman be fully formed for practical usefulness.
b) It is universally admitted, that the Hebrew Scriptures

contain most admirable lessons of moral wisdom . Sometimes

they are taught by plain and serious declaration, recommending

.
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themselves to every honest man's understanding by their evident

truth and necessity, and coming home to his conscience by their

correspondence with his feelings and perceptions of what is

right. " In various parts of the Old Testament, moral and re

ligious duty is laid down in a simple, didactic form . Sometimes

it is communicated in beautiful and touching parables ; of which

it may be said without any fear of contradiction, that in the

whole range of classic compositions of this kind, nothing supe

rior if indeed equal can any where be found. That of Jotham

in the book of Judges* is the oldest upon record ; and is not to

be exceeded for the keenness which lies at the bottom of its

merited reproof, and the truth of the lesson which in one word

it conveys to the simple Israelites, and the worthless and in

efficient usurper. And nothing but that utter incapacity of

forming a right estimate of one's own character, with which sin

blinds the eyes of the understanding, could have hindered the

Hebrew monarch from recognizing himself in the ungrateful

and hard -hearted oppressor, who had taken the poor man's

lamb and dressed it for the wayfaring man,' even before Na

than made the pointed application of his parable in the ever

memorable words, “ Thou art the man !” +

c ) By the lover of poetry the Hebrew Scriptures must ever
be cherished with a fond enthusiasm . I have not in view every

one who is looking out for whatever may appear in the world

under the garb of verse. I mean the man who has understand- .

ing to appreciate, soul to feel, and taste to enjoy compositions,

which, whether they be written in measured lines or not, areex

pressive of deep and impassioned feeling, of exquisite sensibili

ty , proving beyond the possibility of doubt that they embody

none other perceptions and emotions but such as come warm

from the bosom of the writer, none but what he has thought

and experienced himself in the inmost recesses of his soul.

Such compositions are to be found in the remains of Hebrew

literature which have come down to us ; and he who would

attain the most exalted excellence in a species of writing con

secrated by the very earliest of human records and by the uni

versal feeling of mankind, cannot neglect them without loss,

even though he may have become imbued with the fragrance and

animated by the power of the great master spirits of the world .

It will not, I presume, appear strange to any of my hearers,

that the HebrewBible should be spoken of as containing the

1

* Judges 9 : 8–15 . + 2 Sam . 12: 1-4..
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finest strains of poetry. The very conformation of the sen

tences might suggest the suspicion to an attentive reader, that

they do not belong to plain prose ; even if the fact did not

break forth in the loftiness of sentiment, the splendour of im

agery , and the richness of colouring, which in many parts

abound. And the poetic effusionsof the sacredmuse are not

confined to one class of poems. The Hebrew Scriptures, and

particularly the Psalms, contain a number of lyric odes,compo

sitions of unrivalled sweetness and sublimity. They are not

destitute of elegiac poetry, full of exquisite tenderness, of deep

and affecting feeling. They abound with didactic poems, which

give rules for the regulation of life, and exhibit much observa

tion of mankind , keen discrimination, and sound practical wis

dom. The scholar and the man of taste will appreciate their

worth .

Let us direct our view for a few moments to the character

of Hebrew poetry, * although at present we can take but a

hasty and limited glance.

At an early period, it had risen to an elevated standing, which

it boldly maintained as long as thepeople breathedthe atmos

phere of the country inhabited by theirancestors. Various cir

cumstancescontributed to form the Hebrews into a people dis

tinguished for poetic feeling. Before their descent into Egypt,

their pastoral life and their entire politicalfreedom became the

. cradle of their poetry. After their establishment in Canaan,

various circumstances concurred to foster and cherish the sen

timent. Among these may be mentioned, first and principally,

the stirring example of Moses, whose person and character

were venerated by every one, whose writings every one studied,

forming his own language upon the noble model of the inspired

lawgiver. This was the fact, in no small degree, during the

whole period of the Hebrew commonwealth.

Subsequent writers employed figurative language taken from

the services that were performed in the tabernacle. The histo

ry of the exodus from Egypt, comprehending the miracles that

accompanied it ; the march through the desert and into the pro

mised land, with the victories andwonders by which it wassig

nalized , were eagerly seized on to describe or illustrate later

events. Sometimes the language and figures used by Moses

are amplified by those who followed him. Paradise, the tree

of life, the catastrophe of the deluge, the burning of Sodom

* See Wahl's Geschichte , p. 472 seq.
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-and a multitude of other particulars- afford materials to be

employed by Hebrew writers as convenience might suggest or

necessity require. And while this fact affords assistance in illus

trating the history of Hebrew literature, it is a standing argu

mentin favour of the truth of the facts, renewing its forceon

the mind with every repeated study of the sacred volume.

To the example of Moses must be added, the influence of the

constant succession of prophets, giving effect to their sacred

ministrations and divinely guided instructions by the energies of

poesy ; the general taste for music, the enthusiasm with which

this most delightful talent was cultivated, and the dignity to

which it was raised by its connexion with the service of Jeho

vah ; the majestic splendour with which this sublime service was

conducted ; and beside these causes, the varied history of the

nation , abounding with so many wonders, and the beautiful

country, ' flowing ,' as it is poetically said, 'with milk and honey ,'

and deservedly called the glory of all lands .'

Let us give a passing look at some of the records of Hebrew

poetry which have come down to us entire. — How great is the

poetic merit of the book of Job! What a splendid judgment

of the monarch of the universe does it contain ! What magni

ficent preparations for this judgment ! What a display of vic

tory ! What sublimity in the charge of the Almighty One !

What dignity in his challenge! Not a reader of taste and feel

ing can fail to recognize the Divinity . The sorrows and lamen

tations of the sufferer prepare the way to vindicate the Creator's

honour . Doubts upon doubts are suggested against the govern

ment of an all-wise and gracious and powerful Providence.

Infidelity raises her towering structure. But nosooner is the

building finished than it crumbles into ruins. The invention,

the materials, the finish of this poem, are all exquisite. The

book of Job, if we except the first two chapters and the last,

is pure, unadulterated poetry. It describes things as they are,
nature as it looks, manners as they rise and float. Man

man it describes ; in the friends of the sufferer, as we too

often see him , selfish, cold , censorious, not altogether dissatis

fied perhaps with the evils of those for whom he cherishes

somedegree of friendship ; in the sufferer himself, what every

man ought to be, a criminal, downcast, prostrate before his
God, submission itself, total and entire concession in the hands

of his Maker and lawful owner, when he feels how overwhelm

ing to the creature is the infinite perfection of the Creator .
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God it represents — I will not say in all the sublimity of poetic

imagery, much less will I say in the abstract and unfeeling

definitions of a self-conceited philosophy, which has no concep

tion of the object it presumes to portray — but I will say, it rep

resents him as no mortal genius ever could , as no human intel

lect, unblessed by the inspiration whose source it dares to point

to , ever did or can. Hell is naked before him - heaven is

unfolded — all things are like nothing, all things are nothing,

when compared with the infinite Maker ! In no other compo

sition extant is there so much of the true sublime and of magnif

icent simplicity, as reign through the latter part of the book of

Job. A judge, competent to determine the comparative merits

of the literature of various countries, has given his decided

opinion in favour of this work. It is “ a piece of writing,” says

the accomplished Frederic Schlegel,* " which, considered mere

ly as such, is without doubt one of the most characteristic and

sublime, which has come down to us from the ancient world ."

Until the time of Samuel, the remains of Hebrew poetry are

chiefly confined to songs of war and triumph ; as, for example,

the joyous song of Deborah, animated by a bold heroic energy.

ButSamuel superintended, and perhaps founded, the schoolsof

the prophets, which exerted so happy an influence on the char

acter of the nation. Tending the focks of his father, the son

of Jesse cultivated a taste for the refinements of sacred music

and divine poesy. And the harp, which had been his compan

ion in the deserts of Judea, and the constant solace of his sad

ness in the long hours of his adversity, which had learned to

express the grief of his soul at the distresses he sustained , and

the spiritual enjoyments from which he was driven by his re

lentless persecutor, was not cast aside when he sat upon the

throne of Israel . Then it was tuned to loftier strains, and its

chords were swept by the hand of a master, in honour of his

mighty Deliverer. Others caught the spirit of the monarch,

and during this golden age of literature among the Hebrews,
nothing can be more divine than their lyric poetry. David

himself is equally happy in ode, in song of praise, and in elegy ;

and all his compositionsare characterized by sweetness and

beauty. The spirit that breathes in the works of Asaph is in

structive. The poems of the sons of Korah are often of great

force, rich in sentiment, and not unfrequently overpowering.

* Lectures on Literature , Vol. II .

1
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They melt the heart, and comprise some of the most beautiful

elegies and most expressive odes. *

In the prophet who has so justly been styled “the evangel

ical, ” elegance and propriety are striking characteristics. In

some parts he rises in sublimity almost to a level with the

songs of Moses and the poem of Job . His compositions are

distinguished for boldness of thought , devotion of sentiment,

and earnestness of manner. He is remarkable for strength of

expression, happy choice of language, and elegance of arrange

ment. His images are delineated with great accuracy ; and al

though the same figures are of frequent occurrence, yet the

colouring is beautifully varied with a felicitous success almost

unrivalled even by sacred poets. He paints the distresses of

his own age or that immediately approaching with a dark pen

cil , and by means of a few deep shadows often presents a scene

truly terrific, and calculated to make the beholder shudder.

Then spreading before you the golden age of the Messiah in all

its splendour, he seizes upon the soul, and bears it onward on

the wings of his inspiration.t

But of all the prophets whose compositions have come down

to us, Joel has been said to be the most original writer. Who

does not recognize in this Hebrew the great poet, the striking

painter of nature ? Few indeed are able to reach the height of

his comprehensive imagination. Every where he shows inven

tion . Every where he unfolds beauties. Subject and execu

tion displaythe hand of the master. His strain rises in grief,

and ends in joy and exultation. What enchanting imagery and

pictures of happy times does he paint ! Pure, flowing, strong,

and, to use an idiom of his own language, "mighty before the

Lord,' is the language of Joel. He belongs tothe golden age

of Hebrew literature, and he is worthy of it.I

Habakkuk, the inimitable singer of griefs and of joys, of sad

ness and of consolation, language is too weak toeulogize as he

deserves. The noble hymn which forms the third chapter of

his book is beyond all praise.

In these and other writings of the Hebrews there is “ a splen

dour and sublimity which, considered merely as poetic, excite

our wonder, and disdain all comparison with any other compo

* Comp. Herder , Th. II . p. 343.

+ Compare Jahn's Introduction, p. 344. Justi's Sionitische Harf

enklänge, p. 262 | Comp. Wahl ubi sup.
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sitions." To continue in the language of the learned lecturer,

already quoted, “They form a fountain of fiery and godlike in

spiration , of which the greatest of modern poets have never

been weary of drinking, which has suggested to them their

noblest images, and animated them for their most magnificent

flights." * Milton felt the force of Hebrew poetry, and his own

splendid genius willingly bowed before the authority of its inspi

ration .

4. The considerations which have already been advanced to

show the claims of Hebrew literature on the attention of schol

ars, will , I trust, be allowed to have some weight . Another,

and the last which shall be introduced in this division of the sub

ject, is drawn from the style of the Hebrew writings. This

point has indeed in some measure been anticipated in the re

mark just made ; and this was hardly to be avoided, from the

intimate connexion of poetry with the character of the compo

sition . Still , there are a few observations which justice to the
subject will not permit me to withhold .

a) In the first place, the style of the Hebrew writings is re

markable for its simplicity. This is indicative of good sense .

It is the weaker and more injudicious class of writers that be

come affected, and substitute sound and pompous pretence for

substantial thought, of whichthey have often but little to dis

pose. The idea which the Hebrew author intends to give us,

he gives us in plain words, which were in common use in his

day among the class of people to whom he belonged, or for

whom his book was originally intended . There is reason to be

lieve, that the most careful examination of the language of the

Old Testament will accumulate the evidence in proof of this

position, that if we except those subjects which, from their very

nature, must ever be obscure to men, and those parts which, in

the character of the composition, are elevated or recondite, it

was to thosewho first received it one of the plainest of books.

b) In Hebrew narrative brevity is another very remarkable

property , which indeed sometimes amounts to a peculiarity. It

is certainly worthy of consideration , that in general the Hebrew

historianscontent themselves with stating facts, leaving it to the

reader to draw inferences. For myself,I must be permitted to

say, that this trait of character in the writers under considera

tion, viewed in the degree in which they exhibit it, strikes me

* Schlegel, I. 190.
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as quite original, and, let me add, worthy of imitation . If a

writer of the Old Testament relate an event out of the usual

course of nature, however extraordinary among miraculous

events the transaction may be, he very seldom stops to com

ment. He states the fact, and then proceeds to the narrative,

leaving the simple truth to make its own impression. In the

relation of acts of atrocity and persecution, calculated to harrow

up the feelings of men so intimately associated with the suffer

ers as some of the writers must have been, it is remarkable that

no indignant feelings escape them ; but with a simplicity altogeth

er inimitable, and a dignified brevity to which there is nothing

comparable, they tell usthe facts as they transpired .

c) There is one quality more which deserves attention . In

very many parts of the Hebrew Scriptures, the style is remark

ably characteristic. I mean, it is adapted to the situation , cir

cumstances, and characters of the speakers. Hence it may be

inferred , that the authors drew their portraits from real life, or

that they were admirably qualified to delineate whatever fea

tures they pleased. Let me be permitted to illustrate this re

mark by one or two examples .

The beautiful story of Joseph, which for unaffected simplici

ty , correct delineation of manners, and deep pathos, is altogeth
er unrivalled , affords a striking instance . The venerable old

patriarch had for many years mourned a beloved son . He is at

last assured that his darling has not been torn to pieces by a

wild beast, as he had been led to suppose, but that, by the mar

vellousprovidence of God, he has risen to be lord ofEgypt. It

is not the strangeness of his fortunes, it is not the dignified sta
tion to which his son is raised , that makes any impression on

the mind of the father . Every feeling of this kind is lost in one

absorbing thought. Every consideration is forgotten in the

overwhelming delight produced by the assurance that he still

lives ! “ Enough ! Joseph my son is yet ALIVE !" * This is all

that the fond father thinks of, all that his heart feels, all that his

soul cares for. An inferior writer would have accumulated a

number of impertinent circumstances ; but the master looks in

to the very centre of the soul, and copies what he sees and feels

to be indelibly stamped there. Nothing else occurs to him ;

that one thing is all. I will not say, that none but a parent

* Gen. 45 : 28 .

No. III . 65
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could thus have written , but I will say, that none but a parent

canfully enter into the feelings of the writer.

How exceedingly characteristic and graphical is the narrative

of the woman of Zarephath in the first book of Kings.* Dur

ing the time of a famine of extraordinary severity , Elijah ap

plies to a widow in that part of the country, to accompany the

draught of water she was about to bring him, with somesolid

food. She replies, that as truly as God lives she has nothing

but a handful of meal and a little oil , and that she is gathering

two sticks to dress the scanty leavings of the barrel for herself

and her son , that they may eat it and die. Was there ever a

more appalling picture of poverty, famine, and despair ! Two

sticks which the old woman might chance to pick up, would be

enough to cook all the provisions that remained, to dress the last

earthly meal . Nothing more was then to be looked for, no fur

ther relief to be expected but — death . The historian may di

late upon the miseries of famine ; the exhausted sufferer has

but few words of description. But these few tell the whole ca

lamity. They paint its horrors to the very life ; and you see

here the wretched victim making up her mind to eat her last

morsel , and — to die .

* 1 K. 17 : 8-12.

+ Lecture Introductory to the course of Hebrew Instruction in

the General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal

Church , by C. C. Moore. pp. 16, 17.— “ Those parts of the He

brew Scriptures which are written in prose, are remarkable for the

ease and clearness of their style, and their entire freedom from any

thing like ambitious or unnecessary ornament. The descriptions to

be found in them are like paintings whose lights and shades are in

masses, and whose touches are few and bold. The effect produced

by the Hebrew manner of relating is, to place the objectsand ac

tions described immediately before the eye ofthe mind. The lead

ing facts are seized by the author, and all attendantcircumstances

neglected. Thus a life and vigour are imparted to the descriptions

and to the speeches, quite peculiar to the Scripture compositions.

As in the human countenance, more may oftentimes be conveyed

by a flash of expression than by the most laboured words ; so, in

the Bible, a whole train of ideas is frequently awakened , or a most

powerful effect produced, by some brief phrase or sudden exclama

tion . These writings possess a wonderful and unrivalled union of

pathos and strength . In them every thing appears natural and un

sought. And, with regard to the character and conduct of per

sons therein portrayed, the most perfect candour and impartiality
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It is possible, indeed I am apprehensive it is very probable,

that what I have ventured to say this evening in favour of He

brew literature, and also what I said on a former occasion , will

be ascribed by many to prejudice ; perhaps to an unwarrantable

professional bias, amusing to men of more general views, but

not at all conclusive to their understandings. While on the one

hand, so far from being conscious that such a supposition is well

founded, I feel that the remarks made do not approach the ele

vation of the subject; I am aware on the other, that great
allow

ance is to be made for the sentiment, unfortunately too general,

that the Bible is to be regarded simply , solely, and exclusively ,

as the repository of religious views and doctrines, and in no

sense at all as a collection of works of taste and elegance. I

have called this sentiment unfortunate ; and it is so, because it

is the result of a partial and very imperfect view of the truth .

The opposite error, I freely grant, is infinitely the worse of the

two . Ii is much better to venerate the Hebrew Scriptures mere

ly as the inspired source of religious truth, and to view the sa

cred volume in no other light than this, than , with many of the

scholars of Germany, to tarnish its lustre by considering it as

entitled to no higher claims than the noblest production of hu

man genius can assert. But does the absurdity of one extreme

justify the opposite ? That the Hebrew Scriptures demand the

attention of the believer in revelation , and that the divinity of

their origin constitutes their highest claim to his regard, is a

view of the subject, which, among others, I hope to present to

you at our next meeting , should yourindulgence be again ex

tended to me. But the influencesof divine inspiration are not

incompatible with the exercise of natural genius and human in

dustry and talent; and both these views of the Hebrew Scrip

tures are to be regarded in weighing their legitimate claims to

attention. Let the subject have a fair trial; and if, upon a tho

rough investigation of its merits, it shall be found that in plans

for liberal education justice has not been done to this depart

ment, let us, governed by a sense of duty, atone for the default,

by a generous regard for what we are conscientiously convinced

is the RIGHT.

are manifest; their vices and crimes are related in as simple and

unqualified a manner as their virtues and good actions. No false

colouring appears to be thought necessary ; all bears the stamp of

truth and reality."
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LECTURE III.

Were a human being of exalted intelligence and deep feel

ing, in the full enjoyment of mature powers, to be placed for the

first time in a situation where all the splendours of nature are

brought before his view , it is difficult to imagine the lofty concep

tions and thrilling emotions which the magnificent prospect would

inspire. He sees the valleys glistening with golden barvests ;

the plains joyously resounding with the voice of the husband

manand his domestic associates, of the shepherd and his fleecy

care ; the streams slowly creeping in the meadows and through

the woods, or sweeping with irresistible violence along their

majestic course; the noble oak, stretching his vast limbsbeauti

ful with foliage towards heaven ; the deep dark forests, ex

tending further than the eye can reach ; the rocky mountains,

that seem to wall up the earth, and by their impregnable masses

to defy the assaults of other worlds, and to bearon their dim

tops the vault of heaven with all its glories. Such a scene

would be too splendid for language to describe. Imagination

itself would find it difficult toconceive the overpowering im

pressions it must produce. Under these circumstances, let us

suppose the astonished observer to be informed of that ineffably

great and glorious Being, by whom all these magnificent crea

tions are brought into existence and activity ; to be told , that

the Maker's presence pervades, animates, controls, governs the

whole ; that every where his influence extends, andthat all the

eye can comprehend is the templeof that Majesty, who was

from everlasting and will ever be the same, the Infinite, the

Eternal . Overawed by the presence of the Holy One, he

would fall down before him in all the reverence of expressive

silence .

Let it not be thought that the picture is too highlycoloured,

or that the comparison is overstrained, when it is applied to the

contents of the volume which constitutes the Hebrew Scrip

tures . The student, who comes to an examination of this col

lection with a feeling merely critical, who indulges himself in

viewing its exhibitions simply as objectsof taste and splendid

creations of imagination and genius, is like the looker on the

natural world , who knows nothing of its Author, Former, and

Preserver. He is struck with the beauty and order that are

every where predominant, the extensiveness, magnificence, and

sublimity of the views that are displayed before him, and he
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cannot repress his delight and admiration . But the holy Agent

that influences all, thesoul that animates, the Spirit, pure, celes

tial, and altogether divine, that pervades the whole , -- this, alas !

is unappreciated and unknown.

In presenting the claims of Hebrew literature to the atten

tion of the scholar, I have thus far confined myself to those

points which it possesses in common with the literature of an

cient nations in general. Perhaps, indeed , it may be the opin

ion of some, that no other characteristic oughtto be introdu

ced ; that the Hebrew writings ought to be viewed in none other

light than that in which all othersare viewed . But it is the di

vinity reigning throughout the holy volume which gives it its pecu

liar excellence; and I do not see why its most striking charac

teristic should be omitted. If the lecturer be not limited to a

partial exhibition of its claims, how can he be denied the right

of assuming that which is its most honourable distinction ?

Mere justice to the subject requires this.

Those who recognize the doctrine of the inspiration of the

Hebrew Scriptures, must of course regard them as an invaluable

depository of true religious faith, andmust be especially inter

ested in advancing a correct knowledge of them. It is to

such more particularly that this lecture is addressed .

And in speaking io such , I address myself to all whở are

Christians, with whom the inspiration of theOld Testament is a

primary and fundamental article of faith . If we do indeed be

lieve the Hebrew writings to have been inspired by God, we

must believe them to be intelligible productions ; not, like the

unconnected ravings of the agitated Sybil, susceptible of any

meaning that circumstances and passion might choose to sug

gest, but bearing one definite sense, perspicuous to the reader

who has knowledge sufficient to comprehend it, and rational to

the clear and unprejudiced judgment. If such be our views of

the Hebrew writings, we owe it to that love of truth which is

the characteristic of a generous soul, and that disposition to

communicate instruction for the general good, which is the pre

dominant feeling of every elevated mind, to use our best efforts

in order to extend an acquaintance with them . The ministers

of religion, and young men who intend to devote themselves to

the sacred profession , must feel this inference in all its weight.

The inspiration of the Hebrew Scriptures implies such per

vading divine influence on the views of religion , and of all mat

ters essentially connected with it and supporting and maintaining
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it, as shall exclude error, and exhibit spiritual truth , so as to

advance the best interests of man. Such an influence is as

serted and implied in the representations of several writers of

the Old Testament ; so that, if we allow them to have been ra

tional and sensible men , the denial of it is nothing less than an

abandonment of their moral and religious character. It is also

necessarily involved in the facts which many of these writers

exhibit in their works now extant, so that any other view of the

subject is altogether inadequate to explain the phenomena which

their writings contain. Formerly those who rejected this view,

regarded the Hebrew prophets as visionary enthusiasts, men of

overheated imagination, expressing themselves with an inaccu

racy and obscurity, which , while it made them unintelligible to

others, proved that they themselves had no very clear concep

tions of their own meaning. Hence it would follow of course,

that they must have been an ignorant set of men, and their pro

ductions must be characterized by error and absurdity . It is

curious to remark, and no less interesting to observe the fact, as

affording a striking comment on the illusions of the human

mind, when deceived by the ignus fatuus of misguiding error,

that, in our own day, the very same class of thinkers and wri

ters on the subject of revelation , as connected with the Old Tes

tament , have taken a stand the very opposite. Ask the Ger

man disciple of naturalism , what he thinks of the Hebrew pro

phets ? He will tell you, that they were men of extensive in

formation , profound wisdom, enlarged views of the political and

religious state of their own and of surrounding nations, strongly

attached to the theocracy, able to penetrate farther into the pro

bable results of causes in operation than other men ; men who

were enlightened politicians, thoroughly acquainted with the

history of past ages, with the government and institutions of

their own and of surrounding countries, perfectly conversant

with the springs of human action, and particularly with the polit

ical views of nations connected by interest and policy with

the Jewish people . They were men of extraordinary sagacity,

and , from the well known operations of causes with which they

were familiar, they were able to calculate with moral certainty

the results which they predicted and announced as oracles from

God ; men who held a dignified station in the community, and

in point of influence and practical authority, were at the very

head of the nation. But although the attempts to support this

scheme are exceedingly plausible, nothing is more certain than
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that its defenders have been obliged to set at nought all evidence

militating against it, which is to be derived from history. They

have been obliged to abandon the authenticity of several works,

although it hasbeen uniformly supported by a plain and undeni

ed tradition of the people, of whose literature they make a part,

reaching — as far as we are able to judge - up to the daysof

their respective authors. They have been obliged to adopt in

terpretations which are not merely at variance with those gene

rally received, but also with the whole character of the Bible as

such, and better suited to the fables of oriental mythology ; in

terpretations assumed without proof of the theory on which they

rest, and contradictory and frigid in the results that theyexhibit.

Such a scheme is utterly inadequate to explain the Hebrew

writings. But it is no trifling subject of congratulation to those

who are particularly interested in the study of these writings,

that they are acknowledged to contain specimens of geniusof

the highest order, and as such to deserve the attention of every

scholar, by men whose profound learning must place them at the

very head of all literary circles. A Hebrew prophet is neither

an ignorant fanatic nor a sagacious politician . He is a divinely

directed teacher of the true religion, and such teachers were

promised to his nation by the inspired Moses. It is not essential

to thecharacter of a prophet assuch, that heshall be endowed

with the power of foreseeing future events, although such power

was evidently possessed bymany of the Hebrew prophets. In

either capacity, as a divine teacher of the true religion, and as a

seer to look into the ages to come, it is plain that the influence

by which he is guided is not destructive of his own powers,

whether of nativegenius or strengthened by education . Con

sequently it leaves him in the free exercise of his imagination,

of his mental faculties, and of his feelings. These may be

chastened and controled by education, discipline, society , and

various other causes ; or may run wild, as it would appear to a

cold western reader, in all the luxuriance of oriental nature,

splendid in its seeming extravagance. Hence it is that the

principle under consideration has no necessary connexion with

the style of each writer. This is formed , as in other cases, by

the usual circumstances, and therefore in some works it is purer,

or more sententious, or more ornamental, or more sublime,

than in others. One writer penetrates the very soul by his deep

pathetic ; another agitates and harrows up the heart by the

bursts of passion that force out an utterance ; while a third car
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ries you up to the heavens in majesty of thought and sublime el

evation of sentiment.

The inspiration of the Hebrew prophets is not limited to

their character as instructors in religion . It is often exhibited

in the hymnof praise, the song of triumph, and the ode of vic

tory. And lastly, it is plainly developedin the prediction of

future events, beyond the ken of human foresight , however sa

gacious and penetrating.

The knowledge of the future differed greatly in different pro

phets. With some it was a glimpse of those visions of distant

ages, the full view of which was poured out before the enrap

tured eye of another. The obscurities in the delineations of

the one, must therefore be cleared up by the brighter exhibitions

of the other ; while both must be set in the purest light by the

event.

It would be rash to undertake to determine the various ways

in which predictions were communicated . But one very usual

method seems to have been, to present before the imagination
of the prophet an outline of the future, delineated and portrayed

in different degrees of graphic minuteness, the prospect more or

less apparently distant, sometimes obscurely marked, and some

timespresented in bold relief, the distant now mingling itself
with what is close at hand, now partially lost in the remote per

spective. The prophet, intent upon the scene, and borne away

by that commanding energy which fixes his whole soul upon

the prospect, copies what he sees, and describes what he wit

The copy is indeed a faithful picture of the original,

the description a true account of the fact; but the colouring,

the style, the figures, —these properly belong to the writer, and

they are modified by the infinite diversity of external circum

stances, which have contributed to form his whole mental con

stitution .

Let us approach the Hebrew prophet, and let us catch , if

possible, a glimpse of the scene that he surveys ; or rather, let

us feel it asdescribed by himself. The man of God is on bis

watch -tower. The Spirit of the Highest seizes him. He is

entranced, and, in holy vision, gazes on the prospect. It is his

own country, the glory of all lands,' that lies before bis

view. Amazement overwhelms him. Silence, long and deep

silence, declares his unutterable feelings. At length he speaks ;

let us draw near and listen :

nesses.

1
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" I am pained in my very heart;

My heart throbs with anguish ;

I cannot be still. —

The clangour of the trumpet,

The war-shout, O my soul, thou hearest it.

Destruction upon destruction is cried out,

The whole country is destroyed ;

In an instant, crushed are my tents,

My hangings in a moment.

How long must I see the standard of battle ?

Must hear the voice of the trumpet ?

I behold the earth ;

It is waste and desolate .

I gaze upon the heavens;

They have no light.

[The sun is extinguished ;

The moon is turned into blood ;

The stars are quenched ! )

I see the mountains ;

Lo, they tremble,

And all the hills are quaking.

I look , and lo, there is not a man ;

The
very

birds of the air are gone.

I look - Carmel is a desert ;

All its cities are destroyed ;

At the presence of Jehovah,

At the presence of his fierce indignation ."

Such are the bitter groanings which a Hebrew prophet utters,

and such the awful images that he employs, in describing the

desolations of war when it ravages his own dear native land :

groanings which force their way from his torn and bleeding

heart ; images, the sublimity of which, is only equalled by their

terror. Frequently he portrays different views of the picture

presented to him , and contrasts the happy with the affictive.

Thus the sublime Isaiah, while he obeys the divine command in

announcing judgments, seldom fails to accompany them by

views of the golden future, the reign of the Messiah. Does he

see his country desolated by the all-powerful Assyrians ? In the

distant horizon he descries the coming glory, and not unfre
quently intermingles the one scene with the other. He be

* Jer. 4: 19–26 . The lines included within brackets are found

ed on such passages as Is . 13: 10. Ez . 32 : 7, 8. and Joel 2: 10,

31 .

66
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holds the nation oppressed, the country destroyed. The travel

ler passes through it distressed and famishing. In his despe

ration he curses his king and his God. He looks upward,

but in vain. There is no help for him in heaven. He casts bis

eye on the earth . Behold darkness distracting and terrific .

In darkness is he driven onward.

“Yet this distress shall not be perpetual.

Once he disgraced the land of Zebulon and of Naphthali;

But hereafter will he honour the country on the sea,

The region of the Jordan,

Galileeof the nations.”

The prophet now enjoys a vision of future felicity .

“ The people that walked in darkness

Behold a great light !

They that sit in the country where death spreads his shadow ,

Light beams upon them.

Thou hast increased the nation ;

Thou hast augmented their joy.

They rejoice in thy presence as with the joy of harvest,

As the victors exult in dividing the spoil ;

For the yoke that burthened them ,

The staff that smote their shoulder,

The rod of the oppressor ,

Thou hast broken it in pieces,

As in the day of Midian.

Every greave of the combatant booted for the battle-shock ,

Andthe blood -stained war-dress ,

Is devoted to burning,

Is fuel for the flames.

For a child is born unto us,

A son is given unto us,

And the government shall be upon his shoulder.

They shall call him ,

Wonder, Counsellor,

Mighty God ,

Everlasting Father,

Prince of Peace." *

It must be evident that the declarations of the prophets were

of absolute certainty and of vital truth . They saw the objects

they announced already in existence. They smote the country

with the rod of their mouth, and again their powerful words de

* Is . 8: 21–9: 6.
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!

livered it. God laid upon their lips the message, and breathed

on them with celestial fire. Full of an impression that was

often irresistible, they spoke sometimes in violence to their own

natural inclinations, urged by a higher power . *

The religious views of a Hebrew prophet are therefore of

divine origin. They come to us from the third heaven, and

bring along with them something of the awful glory of the place.

As might be expected, they are consequently true, not accom

modated in their essential reality to the erroneous preposses

sions of any age or country, but intended and calculated to in

struct all ages. And, as it were reasonable to anticipate, they

are also of extraordinary interest to the whole human family.

They instruct us in the existence and character and attributes

of God. And while they communicate ideas on these impor

tant points, they tell us nothing that would shock good sense and

feeling. Theyrepresent to us no Epicurean deity, sitting above

the universe and never regarding its inhabitants or its destinies;

no Aristotelian influential spring, operating on its own coeval

and coeternal machine ; no Platonic governor, forced by his

very goodness to form and arrange the eternal mass ; no blind

theogony suited to the gross conceptions of sensual and ignorant

men ; they know nothing of two independent, eternal , and per

petually contending principles ; but they tell us of one pure, in

telligent, holy Spirit, uninfluenced by any thing external, volun

tarily creating all things, infinite in power and wisdom and per

fection. Invain will you examine the volumes of antiquity

to find such a delineation of the God that made you. The

poets of Greece and Rome do indeed represent their Jupiter

in images sublime and terrific, although - let it be added with

out offence to the classic muse — sometimes frigid, if not ridi

culous. But the Hebrew poet is ever true to his original, who

is always the infinite, eternal, unlimited, independent JEHOVAH.

The religious views of the Hebrew prophets convey informa
tion respecting the actions of the Deity. No fortuitous con

currence of atoms arranged by chance this harmonious struc

ture of the world, but allwas made by the Infinite Mind. He

spake, and the universe sprang into being, and into order. And

what he made, he governs, not subject to the control or to the

influence of any extraneous principle or agent.

This leading characteristic of the Hebrew Scriptures is that

Comp. Jer. 20 : 7–9; and see Herder, Geist der Hebrä

ischen Poesie, II. p . 54 .
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which distinguishes them from all other works of antiquity. In

this respect they stand alone. Whence did the Hebrew poets

draw that inspiration, which taught them these and other great

truths inscrutable to uninstructed mortals ? No summit of Heli

con or Parnassus raised them nearer to the skies. No Casta

lian fountain, no gushing waters of Pimplea , poured forth in

neverceasing abundance, moistened theirsacred lips . On the

top of Zion,in the shades of Carmel or of Lebanon, they in

haled the air of heaven, and drank in the blissful gale that

breathed upon them in all its celestial fragrance. Or else it

was the holy fire from God's own altar that warmed them .

Seraphs presented the purifying flame, and prepared the souls

of the prophets for the illuminating Spirit.

If it be admitted then , that the sentiments contained in the

Hebrew writings are of so pure and illustrious an origin ; and if

the general views of the character of those writings as given in

the preceding lectures be allowed to be just ; it is a very natu

ral inquiry, Why are not these works more valued ? their con

tents more studied and better understood ? How is it , that in

literary communities their legitimate claims as works of talent,

are so generally overlooked ? And, what is more serious still,,

how is it, that in Christian communities their rightful demands

are neglected ? How is it, I would ask , in the language of one

whose name, as associated with sacred literature, is wellknown,*

How is it , that “ believing the Hebrew Scriptures to contain a

revelation from heaven , they are not to be counted worthy of

our study ? Shall years of toil and expense be occupied in the

study ofGreek and Roman history and mythology ; shall no ef

forts be deemed too great to accomplish this purpose ; and yet

not one feeble attempt be made to lead the youthful mind to

the original source of all true history, and of the only true the

ology ?” Shall we insist upon our children becoming “ familiar

ly acquainted with all the actions” of the so -called deities “ of

Greece and Rome, actions shameful to be recorded, beyond

measure shocking to be perpetrated ; " and yet never instruct

them in those original oracles “ which unfold the glorious and

perfect character of Him in whose sight the heavens are not

clean ?" With the same animated writer, I would express my

* See Prof. Stuart's Letter on the Study of Hebrew, in the

Quarterly Register and Journal of the American Education So

ciety for April , 1829 , p. 198.
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own sentiments in the phraseology of a Hebrew,* and declare,

that “as a sword in my bones, I feel the bitter reproach of

such a question .” And I beg leave to add the conviction of my

own mind, that it is a question which no consistent believer in

divine revelation , who reflects witha suitable degree of serious

ness on the subject, can answer to his own satisfaction .

But let me not be misunderstood . I have no objection to

make to the study of the Greek and Latin classics, pruned, as I

think some of those productions ought to be. I believe them

to be the best ground -work of a truly liberal and enlarged edu

cation . I would recommend them with all my heart to those

who wish to form themselves for useful service to their country

or to the world in general, as affording admirable discipline for

the mind , and solid preparation forthe enlargement ofits best

powers. I am not of the number of those who imagine the time

to be lost, which is spent in acquiring an accurate knowledge of

words, and a philosophic acquaintance with their combinations ;

particularly, as best developed in the Greek tongue. I am sat

isfied, that, generally speaking, the more accurately and cor

rectly we learn to speak, the more clearly we shall learn to

think. Of course, the more rapidly we shall advance in real

and substantial knowledge. And, believing as I do, that the

imperishable monuments of Greece and Rome are among the

very best means to facilitate this result, I see with regret that

the prevalent feeling is too hostile to their interests, in favour of

science and modern languages. I would say to those who de

termine to lay a foundation deep and secure enough to support

a thorough system of education , lay it in the worksof antiquity,

which all ages subsequent to their own have united in venerat

ing. Only let me be permitted to ask, Why should we not add

to these, the classics, the sacred classics of Palestine, and cor

rect the monstrous fables contained in the one by the pure

and celestial truths of the other ? How is the fact to be ex

plained , that ardent and enterprising young men willingly de

vote their time to the former, while they remain utterly igno

rant of the latter ? Is not the poetry of the author of the book

of Job, and of Isaiah and Habakkuk, as worthy of being read ,

as that of Aeschylus or Sophocles or Euripides ? Are not the

fragments of history in Genesis as valuable as the narratives of

Herodotus, or the biographical stories of Xenophon ? In the

solid instruction conveyed, and in the moral influence exerted

* Ps. 42: 10.
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on the character, the poetry and history of the Hebrews are in

comparably the superior.

I am aware that it is the opinion of some excellent persons,

that to introduce the sacred books of the Hebrew Scriptures in

to any course of education not exclusively theological, would

tend to diminish the reverence which ought to be felt for the

holy volume as the inspired word of God . The objection ap
pears plausible, and, as I have myself several times heard it ad

vanced, I beg your indulgence toone or two remarks in relation

to it.

Let us inquire who they are that do really hold this sacred

volume in estimation ? Is it they whose reverence for it is so

profound, that they always keep themselves at a respectful dis

tance from it, and have never formed a tolerably correct ac

quaintance with its contents ? Surely to look at the Bible re

motely, is not to reverence it . The views it exbibits and the

truths it comprehends, are communications to us from God, in

finitely interesting to us as his rational and responsible crea

tures. They concern our religious principles and practice here,

and our happiness hereafter. Of course, we are under the

strongest obligations to becomewell acquainted with them. Who

shows most respect for his Bible ? the man who puts it in his

library or suffers it to lie on his parlour - table unopened, or he

whose daily practice is to read it, and to become familiar with

its contents ?' The question admits of but one answer. To re

spect the communications of heaven is to know them well, and
sincerely to delight in them .

And is it imagined, that our reverence for the Scriptures

must be diminished , because we read them in the original lan

guages, and not in the version commonly received ? This is

preposterous, and for that very reason does not deserve refuta
tion . Whence then is this diminution of reverence to spring ?

From looking with closer inspection and keener insight than

ordinary into the Holy Scriptures, as God himself has given

them ? Infidelity indeed might willingly advance such a senti

ment ; and it has been said by the German philosopher, Kant,

that “ a holy book acquires for itself the highest respect with

those who cannot read it , or at least cannot gain from itany

connected idea of religion ." * But nothing can be farther from

the truth. Such a sentiment is a libel on the Holy Scriptures.

* See the Biblical Repository, No. I. p. 118.
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The more we look into the volume of inspiration, the clearer and

the brighter do its contents become; the more harmony do we

see among all the parts ; the more majesty in the whole ; in one

word, the more that proclaims its author. In proportion as we

learn to view its exhibition with our own eyes, and to judge for

ourselves of their relative importance andmagnitude, it is very

possible , indeed it is but too probable, that we shall abandon

some sentiments previously cherished, and modify many others.

A study of the Scriptures may indeed diminish our complacen

cy in othersources of instruction, but not our respect for that

wisdom which cometh from above ,' and is a fountain of life

to all who seek her.'

Let the Hebrew Scriptures be studied, with proper views of

their origin , character, progressive developement, and ultimate

odject; let them be studied with as extensive knowledge as can

be acquired of contemporaneous antiquity ; let them be studied

with aview to the bearing they have on the great developement

of Christianity which they were intended to introduce. Thus

the student's reverence will increase as he advances, and the

prevailing language of his feelings will be that of David : “ Thy

testimonies are wonderful, therefore doth my soul keep them."*

I might urge the subject under consideration upon several

other grounds. Many errors, very extensively circulated, may

be traced to a want of acquaintance with the idioms of the He

brew language. The study of it would of course tend to cor

rect them . I have little doubt, that a large proportion of the
more popular objections to revealed religion might be traced to

the same source. Could men be brought to comprehend the
true meaning and spirit of the Bible, they would feel that these

objections are in reality of but little weight, or else, that they
lie with equal force against natural religion. In this latter case

they press the deist more strongly than the believer, and must

drive the real free- thinker either into the extravagances and

horrors of atheism , or lead him to the faith which perceives its

own ignorance, and patiently waits until it shall please that Be

ing who doeth all things after the counsel of his own will,' to

* Ps. 119: 129.

+ See Rosenmüller's Handbuch der biblischen Alterthumskun

de , Band I. p.5, 6. I should however be very far from extending

the application of the principle as far as this learned author ap

plies it.
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raise the veil, and to initiate him into those sublime mysteries,

which terrestrial senses are incompetent to explore.

I shall close thepresent lecture, and with it the defence of

the claims of the Hebrew language and literature, by pointing

out the particular influence which the study of them must ex

ercise on that of the New Testament. This view of the subject

must especially recommend itself to the clergy , whose duty it is

to teach the doctrines of Christianity as drawn from that source.

But since it is the interest of Christians in general to be taught

the principles of religion by able instructors, and to possess

themselves a competent acquaintance with the sacred volume

which is the depository of their faith ; it is hoped, that the few

moments to be devoted to this argument will not be considered

as mispent, even by a general audience.

Every one knows that the New Testament was written in

Greek. But perhaps every one does not know, that this Greek

is very peculiar. Yet such is the fact. The language of the

New Testament is widely different from that of ancient Greece

and its national writers. Any one may convince himself of the

truth of this by a slight examination. Whoever has learned

Greek merely from the New Testament, will undoubtedly find

the Greek of Demosthenes , of Aeschines, and of Thucydides,

as strange and unintelligible as Arabic . He may be able to

translate the whole of the former, but he will not be able to trans

late perhaps a single sentence from the works of these authors ;

and, on the other hand, if he understands these, the language of

the New Testament will no longer be altogether strange to him ,

although still not altogether familiar. This betrays, too plainly

to be mistaken, an intermixture of the peculiarities of a foreign

dialect. And if the reader be at all acquainted with this dia

lect, he will immediately perceive it to be that of the later He

brew , or, as it is more usually denominated , Syro -Chaldaic.

He meets, for instance, with idioms of the national language,

which was vernacular in the provinces in which the authors of

the New Testament lived , and among the persons from whom

they descended . Inmany turns of expression , in the peculiar

use of several particles, in the manner of connecting particular

phrases and words , in the frequent repetition of certain figures

ofspeech, he immediately recognizes men, accustomed from

childhood to think in an oriental tongue, or according to its pe

culiarities.

And if he have no previous acquaintance with this intermin
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gled language, the result will still be the same. Every foreign

language, which a people receives merely as adventitious, and

which they are forced to receive by outward circumstances,

must unavoidably be commingled with the more ancient native

tongue, if it cannot fully supplant this tongue ; and it must be

commingled most unavoidably by the lower classes, who have

not acquired either language according to the rules of grammar,

butmerely by intercourse with othersand through necessity."*

This view of the subject does certainly apply to theNew

Testament, the writers of which were of Hebrew extraction ,

and accustomed to think and speak in the Hebrew idiom . Oth

er circumstances also contributed to modify their language ; but

it would not comport with my purpose to trace them to their

source. All that my present argument requires is the fact, that

the Greek of the New Testament is Hebraistic. There was a

time, when a divine would have been branded with odium for

making such an assertion . To say that the authors of the New

Testament did not write pure classic Greek was, at one period,

supposed to be an imputation on their divine authority . The

controversy on this subject, which arose in Germany in the ear

ly part of the seventeenth century, and was not brought to a

termination until the middle of the last, after it had extended

into Holland and England, affords abundant evidence of this

remark. It has been said of the controversy, that it was more

remarkable for the learning than politeness of the disputants

“ plena quidem eruditionis, at non aeque plena humanitatis.” +

This is no doubt true. Still the question relating to the style of

the New Testament was settled , and since that time the most

able critics have maintained the opinion already stated , the cor

rectness of which is now almost universally conceded.

The bearing of this point on the subjectunder consideration

must be evident. If words occur in the New Testament, the

moaning of which is modified by that of analogous words in

Hebrew, if its phrases and figures and allusions are often He

braistic ; it becomes necessary for every one who would tho

roughly comprehend his Greek Testament, to study his Hebrew

* See Einleitung in die theologischen Wissenschaften von G. J.

Planck, II. p . 2 seq.

+ See Morus, Hermeneutica Novi Testamenti, Vol. I. p. 223.

No. III . 67

.
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Bible. In order to draw this conclusion the topic has been in

troduced

Considering these views not merely as important, but as es

sentially necessary to be brought into practice by all who teach

the sacred oracles of God's truth, I have ventured , thus imper

fectly, to bring them forward. If, in the view of any , I have

spoken too freely on this subject, let me appeal, in vindication ,

to an authority which, among protestants at least, must be ac

knowledged to be among the highest ; I mean, the immortal

Luther. “ My knowledge of the Hebrew language," says the

great Reformer, “ is but limited ; yet I would not barter it for

all the treasures of the world .” Many persons may regard this

as an extravagant hyperbole ; I do not wonder at his language.

Appreciating the feeling that gave rise to it, out of the abun

dance of the heart, mymouth bath spoken .'

ART. V. ON THE PREVALENCE OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE IN

PALESTINE IN THE AGE OF CHRIST AND THE APOSTLES.

By Jobn Leonard Hug, Prof. of Theology in the University of Freiburg in the Breisgau .*

Matthew was desirous of being understood in the country ,

which he intended should more immediately be influenced by his

Gospel ; it is therefore not superfluous, if we wish to form

a judgment upon his situation as an author, to endeavour to

obtain correct ideas of the state in which he found the lan

guage of the country. According to some, the Greek language

had at that time acquired important prerogatives by the side

* See the Introductory Article in No. II . p. 209. - The following

article constitutes Sect. 10 of the second volume of Hug's Einlei

tung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 3d edition ,Stuttgard

and Tübingen, 1826. This work has been translated from the

German and published by the Rev. Daniel Guildford Wait , LL. D.

London, 1827. The translation is very imperfect, sometimes even

giving a sense directly contrary to the original . It was moreover

madefrom the second German edition . The present article is printed
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of the national language ;' but if again we listen to others,

we should doubt whether any one in Palestine understood

Greek ; whether Peter, John , James, Jude , or even Matthew

had any knowledge of this language, which might be peculiarly

expected froma man engaged in the business of collecting cus

toms. But if we cast our eyes upon the changes which took

place in those countries, we shall come to a very different

result .

By the conquest of the Macedonians the state of Asia un

derwent many changes as to opinion, customs, science, and lan

guage, the history of which , from want of documents, will never

be entirely developed. What I say here respecting the lan

guage,has reference chiefly to Palestine.

“ What mean then (such are the words of an ancient author)

Greek cities in barbarous countries, and the Macedonian

language among Indians and Persians ?! Even in Media al

so the Macedonians had built Grecian cities. On the Ti

from Wait's version , with very many corrections and important ad

ditions from the third edition of the original.

The subject is discussed by Hug, as is mentioned in the Intro

ductory Article (p. 316) , in connexion with the question respect
ing the original language of Matthew's Gospel. The author's

opinion is in favour of a Greek original ; and it was therefore pro

per for him to shew how extensively the Greek prevailed at that

time in Palestine and the adjacent regions. This circumstance

accounts for the manner in which the discussion is introduced,

and for the paragraphs at the close . — Ed.

· The authors upon this subject have been specified by Kuinoel,

in Fabric. Biblioth. Graec . Edit. Harles. T. IV . L. IV. c . 7. p. 760 .

To these add , Dominici Diodati J. C. Neapolitani de Christo Græce

loquente Exercit. Neapoli, 1767. I could not obtain this treatise even

at Naples. - Fr. Guil. Schubert, Dissertat. qua insermonem, quo

Evangel. Matthaei conscriptum fuerit, inquiritur. Götting. 1810.

? Giambernado de Rossi, della lingua propria di Christo , etc.

Parma, 1772. It is particularly directedagainst Diodati. The

celebrated author sometimes confounds different ages ; often makes

use of bad weapons ; but is a sturdy combatant.

3 Seneca Consolat. ad Helviam , c . 6.

4 Εισί δε και Ελληνίδες πόλεις κτίσματα των Μακεδόνων

ir tî Medią. Strabo, XI . 6.
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gris, Seleucia was principally inhabited by Greeks ;5 to the

south-east was the magnificent Ctesiphon ;8 and to the north

west was Sittace .?

Babylon imitated Macedonia ; in its neighbourhood lived

Greeks and Macedonians. From thence along the Euphrates

upwards lay Nicephorium, a Grecian city , surrounded also by

other Greek towns ; and further on in Mesopotamia was Charrae,

a settlement of the Macedonians.10 But not to enter into de

tails , we refer (in Appian) to a large catalogue of cities in fur

ther and hither Syria, which were reckoned to the Greeks.11

Tigranes, the Armenian, in his march to Phenicia by way of

Syria, destroyed no less than twelve Greek cities.12 Between

Syria and Babylonia we meet with the ruins of Palmyra, on

which are found more Greek than Palmyrene inscriptions.13

Even some, written in the Palmyrene character, are neverthe

less, in their language, Greek.14 In hither Syria, on the boun

le

P

5

C

CO

5 Jos . Αnt. XVIII. 9. 8. Οικoύσι δε αυτήν ( Σελεύκειαν ) πολ

λοι των Μακεδόνων , και πλείστοι " Ελληνες. Dio Cass. XL. 16.

ed. Tauchn. Σελεύκεια πλείστον το Ελληνικών και νυν έχουσα.

6 Jos. Αnt. XVIII. 9. 9. Κτησιφώντα. ... πόλιν Ελληνίδα.

7 Plin . H. N. VI . 31. " Oppidum ejus Sittace Graecorum : ab

ortu est ,” should be thus pointed: “Oppidum ejus Sittace Graeco
rum ; ab ortu est Sabata ; ab occasu autem Antiochia . "

8 Plin . H. N. VI . 30. Babylonia . . . . . libera hodie ac sui

juris, Macedonumque moris. Joseph. Ant. XIII. 5. 11. xai yao
οι ταύτη κατοικούντες "Ελληνες και Μακεδόνες. λ.

9 Dio Cass. XL. 13. Ο Κράσσος τάτε φρούρια και τας πό

λεις τας Ελληνίδας μάλιστα, τάς τε άλλας και το Νικηφόριον

ώνομασμένον, προσεποιήσατο.

10 Dio Cass. ΧΧΧVΙΙ . 5. Καρραίοι, Μακεδόνων τε άποικοι

0

1

ÖVTES.

11

Appian.de Reb. Syriac. LVII. Tom . I. p. 622, 23. edit. Schweigh.

12 Strabo . XI. 16.

13 Rob. Wood, the Ruins of Palmyra, otherwise Tadmor in the

desert, Lond. 1753. fol. contains 26 Greek inscriptions, and only

13 Palmyrene. Also Corn . le Brun, Voyage au Levant, Paris

1714, gives from the original English accounts the Greek inscrip

tions, p. 345–366 .

14 Barthelemy, Reflexions sur l'alphabet et sur la langue, dont on

se servoit autrefois à Palmyre, in theMemoires de l'Academie des

Inscript. et Belles Lettres, T.XLV. 8. p. 179 seq.

0
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daries of Palestine, and in Palestine itself, the Greeks, as was

natural from the situation and neighbourhood, made still great

er intrusions. The many commotionswhich here took place

furnished great inducements to them. The Ptolemies and Se

leucidae had a long contest for the possession of these coun

tries ; they brought their Greeks with them, and placed them

in the administration and as inhabitants of the older and more

recently built cities, and stationed them as garrisons.

Antioch , the capital of hither Syria, in near connexion with

Palestine, was by its founder peopled with Macedonians and

Greeks, 15 and obtained the reputation of Greek refinement and

science.16 Notonlyin Antioch, but in several cities of Lower

Syria, év tỏ xáto Evpią , Macedonians and Greeks, together
with Jews, were introduced as inhabitants .17

Likewise Tyre and Sidon, cities yet more ancient, which

were under fewer restrictions and treated with distinction on ac

count of their consequence, yielded to the Greek influence, and

changed their language. When the rulers of the Roman em

pire had established their dominion in these countries , they or

dered the edicts which they published at Tyre to be exposed

in the public places in two languages, viz. the Latin and the

Greek, that every one might be able to read them.18 The

same thing took place at Sidon ; a Roman edict had to be

made known in the Greek and Latin languages.19 A general

order to the cities of Tyre, Sidon, and Askalon , contains the

same clause : “ This edict shall be exposed in the temples in

15

16 Cicero

Joseph. Ant. XII . 3. 3. Bell . Jud . VII . 3. 3.

pro Archia poeta, c . 3. Archias was born at Antioch,

loco nobili, celebri quandam urbe etcopiosa, atque eruditissimis ho

minibus, liberalissimisque studiis affluenti.

17 Jos . Αnt. ΧΙΙ . 3. 1. Και γαρ Σέλευκος ο Νικάτωρ , έν αίς

έκτισε πόλεσιν εν τη Ασία και τη κάτω Συρία..... τοίς ενοι
κισθείσιν ισοτίμους απέδειξε Μακεδόσι και "Ελλησιν ... τους
"Ιουδαίους .

18 Jos.Ant. XIV. 12. 5. " Iv' aŭro ( diárayua) eis tas onuo

σίους εντάξητε δέλτους γράμμασι Ρωμαϊκούς και Ελληνικούς,
εν τω επιφανεστάτη έχητε αυτο γεγραμμένον, όπως υπο πάν

των αναγινώσκεσθαι δυνήσεται..

19 Jos. Αnt. ΧΙV. 10. 2. Bούλομαι δε και Ελληνιστί και Ρω

μαϊστί εν δέλτω χαλκή τουτο ανατεθήναι.
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the Latin and Greek languages.920 In the above-mentioned

edicts, the language of the legislators, as well as that of those

upon whom it wasincumbent to obey them, was naturally taken

into consideration . As to Sidon itself, a decree of the city

( somewhere about the years 144–47 before our era) is pre

served upon a marble, worded in the Greek language, by which

it pays honour to the commander of the body -guard of Ptolemy

Philometor.21 Askalon is particularly worthy of our notice,

because, being situated in Palestine, at several epochs it consti

tuted a part of the Jewish state. It moreover produced men

who distinguished themselves in Greek learning, as philoso

phers, historians, and grammarians.22 Such was the fortune of

the principal cities .

A monument of the ancient Berytus establishes the same

in regard to that city. Eastward from the present site [of

Beyroot) are the remains of the colonnade of a temple, which

was served by Greek priests of an order of mendicants ; for

there were already such even in heathen times. The follow

ing courteous inscription bespoke the charity of visitors : Tſs

του προσιόντος ανδρός ευνοίας αει σαφής έλεγχος η πρόσ

οψις γίνεται δίδου προθύμως και παρέχεις, ή μη δίδου παρα

γαρ το μικρόν γίνεται πληρης χάρις. “ The sight of an approach

ing visitor is an evidence of hisgood will ; give willingly what

thou offerest, or give nothing ; even for a small gift there is full

gratitude. ' It is not possible to specify exactly the date of this

inscription ; but the shape of the E, as it is given in the cop

ies , carries it back at least into the first century .23

20 Jos. Ant. XIV. 10. 3.

21 Voyage du Paul Lucas dans la Gréce, l'Asie mineure, et

l’Afrique, T. II . ( the second voyage.) After the second part, (In

scriptions trouvées à Seide, n. 5.) is the said decree of the city .

Ptolemy Philometor had Cleopatra his sister to wife, and banished
Demetrius Soter and Alexander from the kingdom of Syria ; then

placed upon his own head the crown of Egypt and Syria ; 1 Maccab.

11 : 813. The inscription I read thus:' H nois Aprav 4a

μοθετου, κρητα, τον αρχισωματοφυλακα, και επι της πολεως

αρετης ένεκεν, και ευνοιας της εις βασιλεα Πτολεμαιον και βα

σιλισσαν Κλεοπατραν την αδελφην θεους φιλομητορας , και τεκ

να αυτων , και της εις αυτην ευεργεσίας.

Stephan . de Urbib. V. 'Aoxášov.

23 Maundrell, March 18th.

22
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ด้าม
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The heights of Lebanon still contain the remains of ancient

edifices ; and among them one dedicated to the emperor Ti

berius : ΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΙ ΤΙΒΕΡΙΩΙ ΚΛΑΥΔΙΩΙ ΚΑ

ΣΑΡΙ ΣΕΒΑΣΤΩΙ ΚΑΙ etc.24

The Jews, indeed , when the incursions under Antiochus Epi

phanes became too serious, preserved themselves in the inte

rior of the country with arms in their hands, by means of the

bravery oftheir Asmonaean chiefs, from the language and the

manners of the Greeks ; but many of the cities , which the Sy

rian kings had torn from the Jewish states and peopled with

other inhabitants, they were not able to regain .

This glory remained for Aristobulus and Alexander, the first

Asmonaeans who assumed royal dignity. At the death of the

latter they were all, together with several others, brought under

subjection to the Jews; or destroyed, where the inhabitants

would not embrace Judaism.25 Yet that was not of long dura

tion .

Pompey on his return from his expedition against Mithri

dates, conducting his legions through Syria, took advantage of

the dissensions among the Jewish princes, to render Palestine

dependent on the Romans. On this occasion he recovered

from the Jews the cities which they had taken from the Syrian

kings, ordered those which had been demolished to be rebuilt,

and the latter as well as the former to be restored to their form

er inhabitants . These were Gadara, Hippos, Scythopolis,Pel

la, Dios, Samaria, Marissa , Azotus, Jampia, Arethusa, Gaza,

Joppa, Dora, and Straton's Tower. At that time the follow

ing were rebuilt : Samaria, Azotus, Scythopolis, Anthedon, Ra

phia,Dora, Marissa, and Gaza. In all probability, they were

all, if not entirely, at least partially, inhabited by Greeks, or by

Syrians who spoke Greek.

Respecting some of them, we can specify it with certainty .

Dora, once a city of Galilee , subsequently disputed with the

Jews their right of citizenship. Claudius decided the dispute,

and adjudged to the Jews an equal right of citizenship with the

I

ch

that

24 Otto Friedr. v . Richter , Wallfahrten im Morgenlande , 1822.

p. 103. at Kalaat Fakra.

25 Jos. Ant. XIII . 15. 4.

26 Jos. Ant. XIV. 4. 1 .

27 Jos. Ant. XIV. 5. 3.
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1

30

</

Greeks.28 Gadaraand Hippos, on the eastof Galilee, hadbe
come entirely Greek cities.25' The former even possessed men

famous in Greek science.3 In the heart of Palestine, between

Galilee and Judea , and formerly belonging to the former, lay

Bethshan, called by the Greeks Scythopolis.31 The Greeks

who resided here, after having changed the name of the city ,

traced back its origin in Greek mythology to Bacchus, 32 and

called themselves, upon their coins, Nysaean -Scythopolitans. In

other respects, they have made themselves mémorable by the

basest treachery against their Jewish fellow - citizens.33 On the

south -west border of Judea we meet with Gaza, a city of the

Greeks.34

That Joppa did not remain free from the influence of the Greek

language, may be inferred from its fortunes. On account of its sit

uation and the importance of its harbour, the Alexandrian and

Syrian kings often took it from the Jews, and kept it in a state

of defence by means of their garrisons.35 In the days of Stra

bo36 the Hellenized fable of Andromeda was already transplant

28 Jos. Αnt. ΧΙΧ. 6. 3. " Ετι μέντοι και συμπολιτεύεσθαι τοις
Ελλησι..

29 Jos . Αnt . XVII. 11. 4. Γάδαρα και " Ιππος Ελληνίδες εισί

nóhers. Compare Bell . Jud. II . 6. 3.

30 Strabo, XVI. 29 .

31 Baltoáv occurs ( Joshua 17:11 ) in the Alexandrine translation

without explanation ; but in Judges, 50: 27 Baigoàv , n ou Ex

Jõv zónes. The first of the profane writers in whom we find

Enviv módev is Polybius, V. 70. 4.

32 The fable is in Pliny and Solinus. Liebe, Gotha numaria, p.

335 , 336, has cited it in illustration of their coins, which are in

scribed Nυσαιων των και Σκυθοπολιτων .. Compare Eckhel

Doctrin . Num. vet. P. I. Vol. III . p.
439.

33 Bell. Jud . II . 18. 3, 4. Vita Josephi 6. The Scythopolitans

summoned the neighbouring Jews to the defence of the city against

their mutinous countrymen . They rushed to arms and were victo

rious ; but were fallen upon unawares by the Scythopolitans, and in

return put to death . These were Greeks, as we see from a long

speech in Bell . Jud . VII . 8. 7. p. 429. ed . Haverc.

34 Jos. Ant. XVII. 11. 4. Bell . Jud. II . 6. 3.

35 Diodor. Sic. XIX. 59 and 93. 1 Macc. 10: 75. 12: 33, 34 .

13: 11. 14 : 34.2 Macc. 12: 3. Joseph . Ant. XIII. 9. 2. XIV .

10. 22.

36 Strabo , XVI . 28. Also Pliny, Mela, and Solinus.

i
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ed hither, for the purpose of procuring ancient renown for the

place, and of retracing it back to times when no Judaism yet
existed.

Afterwards Herod found means to elevate himself to the

throne of the Asmonaeans, first through the favour of Antony, and

then through that of Augustus. When he saw himself secured

in the possession of it, he and his sons after him either built

new cities in honour of the Cesars, or embellished the old

ones, and put Greek inhabitants into them . The greatest and

most magnificent was Cesarea, the capital of the country next

to Jerusalem , and principally peopled with Greeks.37 But they

became so ungrateful after the deathof the king, that they de

nied to the Jews a share in the city . Nero afterwards declared,

against the Jews, that the Greeks were the masters of the city.38

They fared worse at Tiberias ; under the same king, the Jews

fell upon their fellow -citizens, the Greeks, and completely over

threw them.39 Thus far chance has favoured us with the testi

monials of history in regard to the cities of the Herods ; if the

catalogue be not very copious, let it be recollected, that I am

referred to only a single source , namely, Josephus, who only

makes mention of the Greeks when some remarkable occur

rence requires him to do so .

Respecting other cities, we can only infer from circumstances

or from the testimony of numismatics. Cesarea by Panium ,

built by Philip, had temples, theatres, a stadium , and coins

stamped in the Greek language, under Augustus, Caius Cesar,

etc. The impressions of others may be easily found in Eckhel

and Rasche.

37 Bell . Jud . III . 9. 1. Kalod elav psylorny ens dd 'lovdalas

πόλιν, και το πλέον υφ' Ελλήνων ενοικουμένην. Compare II.
13. 7.

38 Bell. Jud. ΙΙ . 14. 4. Και οι Καισάρεων " Ελληνες , νικήσαν

τες παρα Νέρωνι της πόλεως άρχειν..

39 Vita Josephi 12, where the inhabitants are said to have kil

led πάντας τους ένοικουντας " Ελληνας ..

40 Sothecavern is called from which the Jordan springs, Tlavɛi

ov , Pan's Cavern ; for it was consecrated to Pan and the nymphs,

as the Greek inscriptions without upon the rockstestify. Seetzen

in Zach's Monathl. Correspond. Oct. 1808. p . 343. Burckhardt's

Travels in Syria, Journal of a Tour from Damascus in the coun

tries of the Libanus and Antilib. p. 39.

No. III . 68
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Josephus gives us a larger catalogue of cities, upon whichthe

Jews revenged themselves for the cruel wrongs which they had

suffered from the Greeks in Cesarea.41 It is natural to suppose

that they were Greek cities, which were made to expiate the

crimes of the Greeks in Cesarea. Among them are such as

we have just mentioned as Greek cities, Gadara, Hippos, Scy

thopolis, Askalon, Gaza ; from which we distinctly see what sort

of cities is meant. The historian, indeed, does not in this place

call the people of Cesarea Grecians, as he does elsewhere, but

Syrians; and the cities, Syrian cities. But this is explained by

the fact that Josephus, in further Syria,42 carefully distinguishes

the Greeks and Syrians; while, on the contrary, in hither Syria,
he uses "Elly and Evoos alternately, and as synonymous ; as if

no farther difference existed here between Greek and Syrian.13

These are the cities which he names . Beyond the Jordan , in

the east, Philadelphia, Gerasa, Pella, Gadara, Hippos ; on this

side the Jordan, Scythopolis ; Kedasa, a frontier town on the

Tyrian and Galilean border ; along the coast, Ptolemais, Gaba,

Cesarea, Askalon, Gaza, Anthedon ; in the interior, Sebaste .

The first six are cities of Decapolis. Here recent discoveries

come to our help. Philadelphia is still majestic in its rubbish ,

in the ruins of its temples, and other works of Grecian architec

ture ; its theatre is the largest in Syria. Gerasa still surpasses

this city, if not in splendour, yet in the preservation of its edi

fices ; its temples and palaces, mostly of the Corinthian order ;

two theatres, naumachiae, and baths . All these ruins give evi

dence of Grecian life, as do also the fragments of inscriptions

which are found in that language.44

41 Bell . Jud. II . 18. 1 .

42 Jos. Antiq . XVIII. 9. 8, 9 .

43 Bell . Jud . II . 13. 7, compare 14. 4. Vita Josephi 11. Antiq.

XVII. 5. 7. Histoire de l'Academie des Inscript. et Belles Lettres,

T. II . p . 170 , 171 , in 8vo .

44 The inscription on a broken column in apublic building at

Gerasa, which has been very imperfectly copied by Buckingham ,

(Travels in Palestine, c . XXI. p. 378, ) I would at least in part cor

rect in this manner : επι... του μεγαλοπρεπέστατου... και αρ

χοντος εγενετο το εργον του εμβολου. Another one at Suf, at

the distance of an hour and a half from Gerasa, I read thus :

αγαθητι τυχην ... Διι αγιον και εθνιωι ηρωι, και ηλιωι αμε

ρα, ηοι, Δημητριου παιδανιου .... Αγριος απελευθερος τον

βωμον ανεθηκεν κατ' ευχην λυκαβαντε ....
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The case is the same with the districts of Auranitis and Tra

chonitis, which in the time of Christ were under Jewish rulers,

Herod and his son Philip. The wanderer often meets with for

saken cities, and in most of them dilapidated edifices of ancient

architecture ; Greek inscriptions on temples, basilica, gates,

aqueducts, and tombs. Those of which the date can be deter

mined, belong to the age ofTrajan, or to that of Adrian and the

Antonines ; and these are the most numerous.45 They are in

deed later than the times of the apostles ; but a land does not

change its language in a period of from twenty to fifty years ;

and a Hellenism so entire is conceivable only on the supposition ,

that already for many generations Greeks had been established

here as inhabitants of the land .

The names of Auranitis and Trachonitis remind us of Abilene,

the tetrarchy of Lysanias. Upon a summit between Damascus

and Baalbeck , called Nebi-Abel, stands a Doric temple. With

in the temple a metrical inscription in the Greek language pro

claims therenown of the architect, the name of the foundress,

and the year of the reign of Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, in

order tomark the date of the erection.40

According to these appearances, the former Israelitish East,

or country beyond the Jordan, was sprinkled over towards the

north with Grecian towns and cities ; while towards the south it

was mostly in possession of free cities of Grecian name and

character, surrounded by their territories, Philadelphene, Gera

sene, Gadaritis, Hippene, all under Roman protection. On the

opposite or western border, from Antioch along the Syrian,

Phenician, and Jewish coast, there was a line of cities even to

the Egyptian frontier, in which Greek, if not the only, was yet

the predominant language. The middle region between these

two borders, comprehending Galilee and Judea, in spite of its

aversion , could never withdraw itself from all intercourse with

1

45 Seetzen collected 69 inscriptions, and among them only one
Palmyrene ; all the rest Greek ; and alas! all lost. Zach's Monathl.

Corresp. May 1806.p. 311. Those copied by Burckhardt are well

known ; see Journal of an Excursion into the Haouran in 1810 ;

and Journal of a Tour from Damascus into the laouran in 1812 ;

in his Travels in Syria . A few which had escaped Burckhardt,

may be found in 0. F. Richter's Wallfahrten im Morgenlande, p.
554-562.

46 Pococke's Travel's in the East, Vol. II . § 177. In German

" nder the title : Beschreibung des Morgenlanded TT 177.
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Greeks and their language ; so much the less indeed, because

under Herod several of the maritime cities , as Joppa, Askalon,

Gaza, Anthedon , belonged to the Jewish territory, as did Ce

sarea always ; and in the interior, besides Scythopolis, there

arose important cities, such as Sebaste, Tiberias, Cesarea by Pa

nium , which were more or less inhabited by those who spoke

Greek. The Greek tongue indeed had not been able entirely

to supplant the national language, but it had acquired an im

portant place by the side of the latter ; and favoured by the

circumstances of the times, it had spread widely and estab

lished itself firmly .

From the time of Pompey, the opposition against the incur

sion of the Greeks into the interior was removed ; the barriers

were not only broken, but the Greeks were even the favoured

party. They became still more so under Herod the first, who

did not conceal from the Jews that he gave the preference to

the Greeks,47 and did not stop at this confession, but by costly

establishments even manifested that it was his purpose to Hel

lenize the Jews .

He built at Cesarea a theatre and an amphitheatre ;48 at Je

richo, a stadium, amphitheatre, and theatre ;49 a stadium , and an

amphitheatre under the walls of the holy city, and at last a

theatre even within its circumference.50 Íhe immense expense

of this species of edifices, particularly in the interior of the

country , at Jericho, and even in Jerusalem , shews how much he

was resolved to accustom the Jews to the Greek drama and to

thesanguinary diversions of the Roman combats.

How much the subsequent Roman government, which was

conducted by the procurators and the praetors of Syria under

whom they were placed, contributed to the adoption of the

Greek language orretarded it, deserves an inquiry, which may

be proposed in the following manner : In what language did the

praetors of Syria and the administrators of Judea, Vitellius,

47 " Ελλησι πλέον η Ιουδαίους οικείως έχειν ομολογούμενος.
Jos. Ant. XIX. 7. 3.

48 Jos. Ant. XV. 9. 6. Compare XVI. 5. 1 .

49 Bell . Jud. I. 33. 6, 8. Antiq. XVII . 6. 5. XVII. 6. 3.

50 Bell . Jud. II . 3. 1. Antiq . XV. 8. 1. Oéatpov v lep000

λύμοις ώκοδόμησεν. Compare Eichhorn de Judaeorum re scenica,

Commentat. Soc. R. Scient. Goetting. recentior . Vol . II . Class.

Antiq. p . 10–13.
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Use of Greek by the Romans.

52

Petronius, Pilate, speak when they sat as judges, and when they

addressed the assemblies of the people ?

Formerly it was customary for the Roman governors to speak

only in their own language; even in places where they were not

understood, as in Greece and Asia . Up to the reign of Tibe

rius the ancient custom had so far been laid aside that, accord

ing to the declaration of a contemporary, the places in which the

senate assembled at Rome, resounded even to deafening with

Greek debates.51 Where they formerly heard the Greek am

bassadors only through the mediumof an interpreter, and an
swered them in the same manner, a Roman emperor now

made long speeches to them in the Greek language.53

When they presided as judges, they frequently gave judgment

according to Roman law in Greek words. When Tiberius

made an exception in this particular, and refused to admit the

testimony of a centurion in the Greek language, the historian

observes, that the emperor was not herein consistent ; for on

the same tribunal he had taken many examinations in this lan

guage, and pronounced many decisions in it.54 Verses of Ho

mer were often interspersed in the judgments of Claudius 55

while, on the other hand, he frequently met with annoyances

through the forwardness of the Greeks:56 When Nero first

appeared in public business, he spoke in favour of the affairs
of the Bononians, and for those of the Rhodians and the Jlien

ses, before the consul ; for the first in Latin , for the others in
Greek.57

51 Valer. Max. II . 2. 3.

52 Aul . Gell . Noct. Att. VII. 14.

53 Suetonius. Claudius. c. 42. He only madea difference with

ambassadors of Roman descent , and who resided in the provinces.

These he addressed in Latin , and required a Latin answer. Dio

Cass. LX.
p.

676. edit. Wechel. Sueton . Claudius. c . 16.

54 Dio. Cass. LVII. p. 612.ed. Wechel . ed. Rob. Steph. p. 419.

Suetonius limits it only thus far : Sermone Graeco ... non tamen

usquequaque usus est . Abstinuit maxime in senatu . Tiber. c. 71 .

Wherever he made use of the Latin languagehe took great pains

to speak and write it with purity. Dio Cass. LVII . p . 613. ed .Wech .

ed . Rob. Steph . p. 420. Comp. Sueton . de illustri grammat. c. 22 .

55 Sueton . Claud . c . 42.

56 Sueton . Claud . c . 15.

57 Sueton . Nero. c . 7. Compare Seneca, Controvers. IV . p. 291

Bipont.
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If then the emperors in Rome itself administered justice to

the provincials in the Greek language ; and the affairs of the

Greeks, which their ambassadors brought forward , were dis

cussed in the senate and before the consuls in the Greek lan

guage also ; we may infer what was the manner of proceeding

by the Romans in Greece and Asia.

We are not destitute of examples on this point. Cicero, at

Syracuse, spoke in a Greek senate in the Greek language, with

which Verres reproached him.58 He, however, was not very

likely to do any thing in his professional capacity which he was

not able to justify byprecedents. P. Crassus, who, as procon

sul, was commissioned to wage war with Aristonicus in Asia,
carried it so far that he answered and issued his commands to

each of the Greek tribes in its own dialect, according as he

wasaddressed ; to the Ionians in Ionic, to the Æoliansin Æo

lic.59 Augustus, as conqueror and sovereign, addressed the peo

ple of Alexandria in the Greek language. Through Greek

eloquence Mucianus persuaded the people of Antioch to declare

for Vespasian.61 The Greek language even appears to have

been the court-language of the proconsuls of Asia and Syria .

Once more then : What language did the procurators of

Palestine, Pilate, Porcius Festus, employ, when they presided

as judges? or the praetors of Syria, Petronius, Vitellius, when
they , as was frequently the case, addressed the people ? That

the Romans in Syria and Phenicia made use of the Greek

language, we know from the preceding proofs ; but that they

made use of an interpreter in Palestine, there appears nowhere

a trace either in Josephus or in the sacred books .

With respect to the people, the superior orders could scarcely

do without this language on account of the new circumstances

of society ; but with respect to the multitude, it was decided by

adventitious circumstances, the sphere in which each moved
and his business . “Few of my countrymen,” says Josephus at

the end of his Archaeology, “would have been able to com

pose this book in the Greek language, on account of their defi

58 Cicero, in Verr. IV. 66 .

59 Valer. Max . VII. 7. 6.

69 Dio Cass. LI. 16. p. 454. ed . Wech. ed. Rob. Steph. p. 307.

61 Tacit. Hist. II . 8.

62 Seneca Ep. XII . de Ira, II. 5.
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ciency in the grammatical knowledge of it, in which I can

boast myself superior to others ; although I do not speak it well

myself on account of the established customs of my country.

For with us the knowledge of foreign languages, and correct

ness and elegance of pronunciation, are accounted vulgar, since

freed -men ofa low class could also acquire them , and even slaves

also if they were so inclined . We only attribute erudite ac

quisitions to those who are acquainted with the laws and are

able to explain the sacred books.963

A knowledge of the more ancient language and of the relig

ious documents, was consequently an object of the higher sort of
Jewish education . Even for the existing language of the peo

ple, for the Aramaean, there were no places of instruction. In the

same manner was the Greek language neglected ; the Jews un

derstood it, but not grammatically, and learned it by intercourse

and commerce ; in which manner it was communicated to the

lower orders, who, if instruction had been offered, were not in a

situation to receive it.

The religious authorities were so little opposed to the diffu

sion of the Greek language, that they esteemed and honoured

it above every other language. Works written in it were reck

oned along with the books of Jewish learning ; and even in legal

cases, which came in contact with religion , the use of it was ad

mitted . So we are informed by the oldest and the most to

be relied on of the Talmudic records, viz . the Mishnah ; for I

am not disposed to give credit to all the dreams of the later

Jews.

“ The Jews are not permitted to compose books in all lan

guages; it shall only bepermitted them to write books in the

Greek .” This is a declaration of Rabbi Simeon, the son of

Gamaliel , which was acknowledged as a statute.64

R. Simeon filius*:תינויאלאובתכישוריתהאלםירפסבףא

63 Ant. XX. 11. 2. See the text cited at length on p. 344 of

this volume .-ED.

64 Mishn . Tract. Megill . c. 1. n . 8. 7278_893723 72 71320 737

: ‘

Gamalielis dicit , etiam de libris non permiserunt ut scribuntur nisi

Graece. Acccording to the explanation of R. B. Maimonand of

Obadiah of Bartenora, the 733.7 or observance was according to

R. Simeon's decision ; compare c. 2. n . 1, where the two Rabbins

declare it to be indifferent, whether the Megillah is read in Chalda

ic or in Greek . Throughthis the objection of a learned author is
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A bill of divorce might be written in Greek or Hebrew , or, if

it were wished , in both languages, and might also be signed by

the witnesses in Greek or Hebrew ; in either language, and with

either subscription, it was valid.65 Yet had the Jews many
scruples in regard to divorces, and allowed to a non -Judaic

court of justice no voice whatever in them, and acknowledged

no one as a sufficient witness in such cases, unless it were one

of their own people.66 So indulgent had the Jews become in a

legal process which involved the religious or Mosaic casuistry.

The first probibition against the Greek occurs in the later

days of the Jewish state, when Titus threatened Jerusalem . In

the war of Vespasian the wreath of the bridegroom and the

cymbals were abolished by public order ; but in the war of

Titus the use of the bride's wreath was also interdicted , and

the fathers were commanded henceforward to prevent their sons

from learning Greek.67

From this prohibition we might explain , if it were necessary ,

why Josephus being sent by Titus to persuade the besieged to

less desperate measures, spoke to them in their native language,

τη πατρίω γλώσση and “Εβραϊζων.68 But even if this prohibition

had not been issued, there existed in the old ancestorial sound a

removed , who maintains that it was contrary to the ancient cus

toms, for a Jew of Palestine (Matthew ) to have written a book in

the Greek language. Bertholdt , Hist. Introd . to the writings of the

Old and New Testaments, Part III . | 320. p. 1176. The passage

to which he refers (Joseph. Antiq . Proem . 2.) only speaks of

the difficulties of expressing one's self in a foreignlanguage accord

ing to its peculiarities ; for Josephus wished not only to write Greek ,

but to write it elegantly. Ant. XIV. at the commencement.

65 Mish . Tr. Gitin . c . 9. n . 8. 07297 97799 0 95n5w 3

דעו,רפוסבתכינוידחאדעוירבעדחאדעתירבעוידעותינוי

w5 : ‘Repudii libellus si Hebraice sit conscriptus , et nomina tes

tium Graece ; aut versa vice ; unius testis nomen Hebraice , et

unius Graece ; si conscripserit eum scriba et testis, legitimus est. '

Compare herewith the preceding paragraph in the same section ,

Gitin .

66 Gitin . 1. n . 5.

67 Mish. in Sotah. c . 9. n . 14. 0770-177 070990 30 0123

097 722 08 678 723 xw1 7739 : ' Orto bello Titi , cautum de

coronis sponsarum , et ne quis filium in Graecanicis erudiet . '

68 Bell . Jud . V. 9. 2. VI . 2. 1 .
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token of like extraction and of like interest in the fate of the

native land ; and on that account it possessed an inducement to

confidence. Thus it was considered by Titus , 69 how could

we then ever look upon it as a proof of the ignorance of the

besieged in regard to the Greek language ?

I must moreover state in addition, that when the revolters, in

the last decisive moments, seemed to have become a little more

humble, they requested a conference with Titus . He had never

before appeared in the negociations. He approached, ordered

the Romans to cease hostilities, had an interpreter at his side,

(όπερ ήν τεκμήριον του κρατεϊν, as Josephus adds, ) and began

the conference himself.0 Here he spoke by meansof an inter

preter. Was this person then present for the purpose of trans
lating the words of Titus into Hebrew ? For that office he

would rather have chosen Josephus ; but he, who never forgets

himself in the history, was not the person ; had he been , he
would have mentioned it. The interpreter also was not pres

ent for the purpose of speaking Hebrew, natpiw yłacon, which
Josephus would not have omitted to mention . For what pur

pose then , one may ask, was the interpreter necessary ? The

words of the historian explain it, if we would only understand

them . The emperor spokeex majestateimperii, that is, Latin, af
ter the old Roman manner ; thusmuch thewords signify : Örep nu

τεκμήριον του κρατεϊν, this was the distinguishing markof the
sovereign ; which has been falsely referred to the following

clause : primus, quod victoris indicium , dicere instituit. It

would have been better to have preserved the translation of

Ruffin , who, at least, comes nearer the mark : adhibitoque in

terprete, quo argumento superior ostendebatur.

The interpreter then translated his words into a language

more generally understood, but, as we inferred from the manner

of Josephus, not into the Hebrew . What language could it then

have been ?-Besides, it is mentioned in corroboration, as praise

worthy in Titus, that he made use of the Latin language in

state affairs ; but in bis scientific amusements, of the Greek.71

69 Τάχα ένδούναι προς ομόφυλον δοκών αυτούς. Βell. Jud.
V. 9. 2.

70 Bell. Jud. VI . 6. 2.

71 Suidas. V. Τίτος -τη μεν Λατίνων επιχωρίω γλώττη προς
τας των κοινών έχρητο διοικήσεις, ποιήματα δε και τραγω

δίας Ελλάδι φωνή διεπονείτο.

No. III . 69
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We now return to our subject. It is then no longer doubtful,

that up to the time in which Matthew wrote , the Greek lan

guage had firmly rooted itself in Palestine. But what relation

existed between the two languages, is not yet, from the connex

ion of all these facts, quite obvious. One scene in Paul's life
promises us some explanation on this head . At Jerusalem , in

an insurrection which was raised against him in the temple, he

was saved with difficulty by means of the guards ; he demands

permission to address the assembled people ; he ascends the

steps and addresses them in the Hebrew language ; Acts

21 : 40. This pleased them , and we see in it the predilec

tion for the language of the country. But this approbation

shows at the same time, that the people might have been

addressed in a different language; the relation of the historian

even shows that the assembled crowd was already prepared for

an address in another language. “ When he had beckoned to

them with his hand and a profound silence had ensued , he

spoke to them in the Hebrew tongue : Men and brethren, hear

now the defence which I make to you . When they now heard

that he made use of the Hebrew dialect, they kept the more

silence, põlkov napéoyov nouziav,” Acts 21 : 40–22 : 2. It

is evident from the relation, that they expected an address in

another language, and that they heard to their great satisfaction

a defence in the Hebrew . But what language could they have

expected ? The complaint against Paul, and the immediate

cause of the insurrection was, that he had introduced Greeks

into the temple ; Acts 21 : 28 . His accusers were Gre

cian Jews from Jonia, who shortly before had seen Trophi

mus the Ephesian with him ; Acts 21 : 27-30. The accu

sation against him , and his accusers , lead us to expect only a

Greek address . The case is so much the stronger, since it

does not concern individuals, but the people,who are his audi

tors, and the city which is in commotion . To judge from this

occurrence, the people had a predilection for the language of

the country ; but the mass — there might be an exception as to

thousands and thousands—the mass understood also Greek ;

more from circumstances than from an inclination to foreign lan

guages and manners. But it was on a festival ; a multitude of

foreigners were present . Very true ; but still the greater part

were natives, who could have listened to the Greek, and who

rejoiced in the Hebrew instead of it .

It may now appear less strange that even in the capital , the
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central point of Judaism , peculiar religious places of assembly

were found, in which Greeks belonging to any country as

sembled and formed respectable congregations, such as the Al

exandrians , the Syrians, Greeks of Asia Minor, etc. Acts 6 : 9 .

9 : 29 .

The Christian school of this city also consisted partly ofmem

bers who spoke Greek, or Hellenists, who were numerous

enough to maintain themselves in a dispute with the Jews ; Acts

6 : 1 .

We are here drawn into a controversy , which for the sake

of omitting nothing we cannot avoid. It has been wished to get

rid of these Jews who spoke Greek, and of the Jewish Chris

tians, from the Acts of the Apostles.

In order to get rid of them , we have been referred to an ex

planation which had already been for a long time abandoned ,

and which is to the following purport : “ Hellenists are nothing

but proselytes, who were always held in lessesteem by the Jews

whobelonged to the twelve tribes or the Hebrews in the more

confined sense of the word , and who, in reference to their hea

then extraction , were called Hellenists.972

At all events however they spoke Greek ; and it is the more

probable they did so, from the circumstance of having been

of heathen extraction, or but lately heathens themselves.

And who could expect any thing else from natives of Cilicia,
and particularly of Cyrene, Alexandria, and lonia ? Acts

6: 9. If we would prove, from the example of Philo, that

the Alexandrians did also understand something of Hebrew,

this could have been but very little ; and besides, there were

very few as learned as he was .

Let us analyze these notionsa little. What is a Jew ? What

is a Hebrew ? What is a ' Elinv ? and what is a Hellenist ? -

The name of Jew (we speak of the times of our Lord and the

apostles) is the common expression for all who, according to

their extraction, came from the ancient kingdom of Judah, on

whatever part of the earth they might be living ; (φύσει Ιουδαίου,

Gal. 2 : 15. návras xata try oixouuévny, Acts 24: 5 ; ) and

the religion of this race of men, yévos, is called Judaism ,

'lovdaiouós, Gal. 1 : 14. Therefore the Jews stand in con

72 On the Language of Palestine in the time of Christ andthe

Apostles, according to de Rossi, by Dr.Pfannkuche ; in Eich

horn's Allgem . Bibliothek, Vol. VIII. Part 3. p . 472. [ Translated

in No. II. of this work , p . 358.]
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tradistinction to the heathens, čovn, Rom . 3 : 29. 9 : 24, etc. or

also in contradistinction to the chief people of the heathens, viz.

the Greeks, " Elinves, Acts 28: 4. Rom . 2 : 9. 10 : 12. 1 Cor.

1 : 24 ; and to be addicted to Judaism , is 'lovdaišaiv, but a pagan

mode of life is Ovexos 57v, Gal. 2 : 14 , and never 'ENVISELV.

He who had come over from heathenism , and who had not yet

been so long in Judaism as to be considered by the nation as a

fellow -citizen, was a proselyte or a son of the proselytes, Acts

6 : 5. 13 : 43. And in Acts 2 : 10 , ' lovdaior and napoonautou oc

cur, for the whole of the professors of Judaism .

In the same manner as the Jews and the Greeksare opposed

to each other, so also are the Hebrews and the Hellenists, Acts

6 : 1. Wherein can that consist, by which the Hebrew distin

guishes himself, and by which he becomes a subdivision of the

general name of Jew ? Certainly not in religion - in that he is

a Jew ; not in extraction , qúost, in that also he is a Jew. In

what else then can it consist but in the language ? When we

speak of customs, opinions, and religious worship, ' lovdaixós

only is used ; but when we treat of the national language,

writings, and literature, then 'Espaixós is used ; we say , 'Espaixr

dráhextos, Acts 22: 2. 26 : 14. 'Efpaïra yoduuata, Luke23:

38 ; and we speak and write ' Eſpañoti, John 19: 17, 20.73 But

we never say 'Ιουδαϊκή διάλεκτος , Ιουδαϊκά γράμματα, etc. It

would therefore appear pretty evident , in what the Hebrew dis

tinguished himself from his whole nation .

If then the peculiarity by which the Hebrew distinguishes

himself, consists in the language, we may likewise guess where

in the peculiarity of the Hellenist, who is opposed to him, con

sists ; that in like manner must be referred to the language.

Hence ' Epoaiterv and ' Elnvíceiv were opposed to eachother.

The word 'Eſpaiser means, in Josephus, to utter any thing in

the Hebrew language, τα του Καίσαρος διήγγειλε Εβραϊζων.74

What then could ' Elanviselv be ?-That which it has ever been,

to speak Greek ; as for instance, Thucydides says, II . 48, 'Elin

vioonrav triv vūv ydwooav, “ they adopted the Greek language,

which they now speak ;' and Xenophon, Anab. VII. 3. 12,
‘Elanvitev yao vniotato ; or as Lucian, Philopseud. c . 16 , says

73

Josephus de Macc. 12, where the mother admonishes her son

Εβραϊκή φωνή and τη “Εβραϊδι διαλέκια..

74 Bell . Jud. VI . 3. I.

1
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of the daemon, whom the native of Palestine drives out, ano

κρίνεται Ελληνίζων ή βαρβαρίζων, “ he answers in both langua

ges of Palestine, in the language of the country Baoßapičov, and

in the Greek ' Elanvićwv.' Accordingly, a Hellenist was well ex

plained by the Scholiast to be “ a Jewby extraction who speaks

Greek ;975 and if John Chrysostom , as it seems to me, in

ferred this signification from the formation of the word only, still

he was too good a Grecian for us on this account to dispute his

assertion.76 If we consult one of the older Greek grammarians,

we obtain from him the information, that from " Elnv comes 'El

ληνίζω, thence Ελληνιστί, as from Δωρίζω, Δωριστί, Αιολίζω,

Aiohori. He is here decidedly speaking of language and dia

lect. " Hellenists then are distinguished by their language, in

consequence of which they are opposed to Jews speaking He

brew or Aramaean ; they are men who speak Greek .

Still, (and here I principally complain of Bertholdt,) a too

great importance is placed upon the circumstance of Jesus being

introduced as speaking Hebrew, Mark 5 : 41 tahta xoữui,

7: 34 éqqató, and Matthew 27: 46. Mark 15: 34. It might

be replied , that the Hebrew words in these passages are quoted

by the Evangelists as something remarkable, which would not

have been the case, if Jesus had generally spoken Hebrew ; and

what could well be urged against this answer ? Yetwe will not

dismiss the matter so abruptly . Our Lord may well have spo

ken to the Jewish multitude in Hebrew, because they were pre

disposed to listen to it . But how did he speak to a mixed as

sembly, collected from different parts and different cities ? How

did he speak to proselytes and heathens ; how at Gadaris ?

Matt. 8 : 28. Mark 5 : 1. Luke 8: 26. How in the districts of

Tyre and Sidon, Mark 7: 24, where the Syrophenician Greek

woman, γυνή Ελληνίς Συροφοινίκισσα, entered into conversa

tion with him ? How in Decapolis, which consisted of Greek

cities, such as Philadelphia, Gerasa, Gadara, Hippos, Pella ?

75 Schol. in Act . Apost. VI . 1. edit . N. T. Frid. Matthæi, 'Elin

νιστών - των Ελληνιστί φθεγγομένων, καίτοι Εβραίων όντων τω

γένει..

76 J. Chrys. Commentar.in Act. VI . 1 , 9. ' Elanriotas de oiuai

καλεϊν τους Ελληνιστί φθεγγομένους, ούτοι γαρ Ελληνιστί διε

λέγοντο Εβραίοι όντες. Τom . ΙΧ. p. 111 .

77 Apollonius Alexandrin . in Imman . Bekkeri Anecdotis Graecis ,

Vol . II. p . 572 .
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Finally, even if Jesus more frequently spoke Hebrew, irr what

manner does that affect Matthew, who had not to speak to de

tached parties, which went to and fro, sometimes to Hebrews

and sometimes to Hellenists, and who could not accordingly

change his language ; who must have conceived to himself a

fixed class of men , and chosen his language according to them ;

among whom, the present and a future generation, to which

perhaps the Hebrew might become less familiar, were in

cluded ?

Let us now collect the observations which we have made, in

to one point of view.

1. Asia was , through the dominion of the Macedonians, filled

far and wide with Greek cities. In hither Asia many were

erected by the dynasty of the Prolemies, and principally of the

Seleucidae. More ancient cities , such as Tyre and Sidon,

changed their language in consequence of this influence.

2.The Syrian , Phenician, and Jewish coast throughout, to

the very frontier of Egypt, was occupied by cities either wholly

or half Greek. The Israelitish East, from the Arnon upwards,

Gilead , Bashan, Haouran, Trachonitis including Abilene, was

towards the north Greek, and towards the south mostly in pos

session of the Greeks. In Judea and Galilee were several

cities, wholly or at least half peopled by Greeks.

3. Herod the Great made an enormous expenditure to con

vert his Jews into Greeks.

4. The Roman dominion rather promoted than opposed

this progress to Hellenism .

5. The religious rulers also of the Jews threw so few obsta

cles in its way, that until the later periods of the state they

shewed respect to the Greek language ; they acknowledged it

as the language of their literary works, and as admissible in le

gal transactions.

6. Being thus favoured on all sides, this language was

spread by means of traffic and intercourse through all classes,

so that the people (though with many exceptions) considered

generally , understood it , although they adhered more to their

own language .

7. In the holy city itself whole congregations of Jews who

spoke Greek, were established . From these, and from Greek

proselytes, the Christian school at Jerusalem was partly de
rived .
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I. Let us imagine Matthew placed in these circumstances ;

if he wrote Greek, the mass of the people understood him . But

for that part of the people, who perhaps only spoke the lan

guage of the country, he was compensated by those cities which

the Greeks had taken from the Jews, or which, through the fa

vour of the Herods, they possessed as occupants and co

inhabitants, on the borders, or in the interior of the country ;

then also by the Hellenistic communities in the holy city, and

by the Hellenists in the Christian school, to whom he could not

make himself understood in any other way. If he wrote He

brew, he renounced the great, and perhaps the nobler part of

the readers, whom we have just mentioned .

II . If he regarded Auranitis , Trachonitis, or the remaining

eastern territories, formerly the inheritance of the tribes of Isra

el, but now belonging mostly to the cities of Decapolis, he had

a preponderating motive to employ the Greek language.

IJI. At the same time, if he had the adjacent westernregions

in his view ; if he looked on Antioch, the capital of Syria,

where the believers were first called Christians, Acts 11 : 26, or

on the neighbouring Syrian churches, Acts 15 : 23, 41 ; if he

thought on Tyre where a Christian school already flourished,

Acts 21: 3, 4 ; on Sidon , Acts 27: 3 ; and on other cities along

the Phenician coast ; (for they all fall within the compass of the

view , which he may have taken in the composition of his work ;

they all had an evident acquaintance with Palestine and its

inhabitants ; ) he could no longer be undecided, to which lan

guage he should give the preference ; he could choose none

but the Greek.

IV . If his whole thoughts were fixed on those latter times of

the people,in which he wrote his book, believing the predictions

of his Lord, which caused him to expect an approaching disso

lutionof the Jewish state, of the prelude to which he was him

self already an eye-witness; and if he wished to produce an

effect, even when this should be completed ; if he wished to be
still understood, when the remnant of the Jews, without a temple

and without public worship , wandering about and destitute of

homes in their own native land, should have yielded up their

possessions to others ; if he were desirous of writing not merely

for a few years or a few months ; then he couldnever have

written in the language of this people, who in a short time
would cease to exist as a people.
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ART. VI. LEXICOGRAPHY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

A CRITIQUE ON THE LEXICONS OF WAHL AND BRETSCHNEIDER .

By Augustus Tholuck , Professor of Theology in the University of Halle. Translated from

the German by tbe Editor.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

It does not strictly fall within the plan of this work to give

reviews of books ; although in special cases, articles of this kind

will by no means be excluded. In the present instance, it is

thought that the criticisms of a man of great learning and piety,

upon two works which have a most important bearing upon the

study of the New Testament, cannot but be acceptable to the

Christian public among us ; and that the parallel which is drawn

between the two , and the remarks that are every where inter

spersed respecting the proper sources and the most judicious

plan of treating the NewTestament lexicography, cannot fail to

afford useful information to the student of sacred literature .

There is also a particular reason in the case, which induces

the Editor to lay the following article before his readers . It

was written in consequence of a suggestion and request of his

own . In the courseof one of the many very pleasant walks,

which it was his privilege to take with Prof. Tholuck, during

the last year of his residence in Halle , the conversation turned

upon the subject of the lexicography of the New Testament,

and was so full on the part of the Professor, and so rich in sug

gestion and remark, that the writer requested him to put down

on paper the heads and leading thoughts at least of the conver

sation, with a view to the advantage to be derived from them in

a future edition of the Lexicon of the New Testament, former

ly published by the Editor. To this Professor Tholuck consent

ed; but afterwards preferred to make of it an essay, which

might first appear in the Literarische Anzeiger, a periodical

work which he had then just established . The article assumed

the shape of a review, probably, because it was easier to make

remarks on works already in existence, than to lay down mere

abstract principles. In its present form , it does not embrace all

the topics touched upon in the conversation alluded to ; but

those which are taken up, are treated with more fullness and

particularity .
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The Editor takes this opportunity of announcing his inten

tion of proceeding speedily to the preparation and publication

of a new edition of his Greek and English Lexicon of the
New Testament. The former edition was, what it purported

to be, principally a translation of the first edition of Wahl's

Clavis philologica ; which, however, was subjected to a tho

rough revision ; and some of the most important articles were
written anew. At that time, the works of Bretschneider,

Riemer, Passow , and others, were not generally known in this

country, and were not accessible to the Editor. It is obvious,

therefore, that a new edition of the lexicon will require much

revision and very considerable changes and additions, in order

to bring it up to the highest standard of New Testament lexi

cography at the present time. In the interval since its publica

tion , there have appeared new editions of the works of Wahl

and Bretschneider ; ( the same that are reviewed in the follow

ing article ;) and also two successive editions of the lexicon of

Passow ; to say nothing, either of the persevering and success

ful labours of Winer in the grammar of the New Testament,

or of the recent commentaries of Tholuck, Flatt, Fritzsche,

Bleek, Rheinwald , Pelt , and others abroad , and of the no less

learned and to us still more important works of Professor
Stuart at home.

In the new edition it will be the object of the Editor to draw

from all the new sources which are thus opened ; as well as to

give the results of his own investigations . The former edition

will , of course , remain the basis of the work ; and there are

very many articles which will require no change whatever.

It is , however, his intention to incorporate both into the plan

and body of the work, every thing in which the lexicon of

Bretschneider may seem to have the preference over that

of Wahl ; while the excrescences and errours of both , (of

which the following critique points out not a few ), will be care

fully avoided . One change from the former edition may in

particular be expected ; viz. the host of references to classical

authorities will be very much diminished . Of what possible

consequence can it be to shew , that the most common words in the

language were used in the same manner by classic writers ? that

áyanaw for instance is also used by Xenophon in the sense of

to love ? Such references can only be required, where there

is some infrequency or doubt in regard to the use of a word ;

and even then , one or two passages cited at length are better
No. III . 70
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than twenty references. It is a more important point, to shew

where a word is not used by classic writers ; and to point out

its real character and quality.

It must be obvious to all, that the execution of the work

npon this plan, will require a great amount of time and labour .

Should a kind Providence spare his life and health, the Editor

hopes to be able to accomplish it in the course of the present

and the coming year. To complete it in any shorter period,

would seem to be hardly possible under the most favourable

circumstances.
EDITOR .

Review.

Clavis N. T. Philologica, auctore C. A. WAHL, 2 Vol. Ed. 2 .

Lips. 1829. pp. 874. 683.

Lexicon Manuale in libros N. T. auctore C. G. BRETSCHNEI

DER, 2 Vol. Ed. 2. Lips . 1829. pp . 780. 662.

The publication of these two Lexicons after the work of

Schleusner, has undoubtedly advanced the lexicography of the

New Testament in a very great degree ; although the encomi

ums which were lavished , especially upon the work of Wahl

on its first appearance, were, probably,somewhat exaggerated,

and the really important points were not brought forward on

that occasion with sufficient prominence. To which of these

works the preference is due, is a pointon which public opinion

is yet divided. Still, the majority of theologians seem inclined

to assign the palm to that of Wahl, principally because of the
more extensive philological research, and the logical arrange

ment. We shall, therefore, direct our attention chiefly to this

work, interspersing our remarks on Bretschneider by theway.

That the work of Wahl in the new edition , (we speak always

of this, inasmuch as it is so greatly changed and enlarged ,) is

distinguished above that of Bretschneider in reference to philo

logical investigation ,-including both what respects lexicography

and grammar, and also in regard to logical arrangement, as

well as generally in respect to carefulness and diligence of exe

cution , cannot well be called in question . The very first glance

at many of the articles shews this. Compare e. g. the articles

ei, siui, öte, iva , uń, ov, etc. and especially all the prepositions.
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We find every where the most careful use of all philological

helps and previous labours, the most laborious selection of cita

tionsfrom the classics, the most accurate logical division and de

termination of the significations, the most diligent collection and

arrangement of the New Testament passages under the numerous

divisions and subdivisions, also accurate and in part new grammat

ical investigations. The article ciui covers twenty pages ; £i and

sis not less than thirty pages ; ( the articles ei and eiswere print

ed separately as a literary offering at the jubilee of Niemeyer

in 1827 ;) the article šv not less than thirty -seven pages. In

all these respects, therefore, Wahl presents us doubtless more

than Bretschneider. But we must be permitted much to doubt,

whether this laborious and cautious research has always been a

fruitful one ; and whether those things which have been regard

ed as giving to the work of Wahl a preference, are in all cases
real advantages.

We begin with that feature which is most prominent in the

new edition, and on which especial care has been bestowed ,

viz. the logical arrangement. Much of what has been done

here, we must regard in general as inappropriate, and more cal

culated to retard than to assist in the understanding of the

Scriptures ; and in saying this, we know that we have several

very important voices in the philosophical and theological com

munity upon our side. Those articles which are treated of

with particular copiousness, are always preceded by a conspec

tus, or table of contents, after which follows the uberior rei ex

positio ;-acourse to wbich the author was compelled, in con

sequence of the too great fullness and detail of the articles.

For the sake of those who have not access to the book itself,

we give here a specimen of the conspectus of the article ciui.

I) sum, I am

A) copulat subjectum c. praedicato

a ) universe

aa) interveniente adjectivo a ) universe et aa ) solo posito

-BB) addito dat. personaevel for any one- vel in

respect to any one — vel pertinente ad amicam , quae est

alicui c. aliquo, necessitudinem — B) adjectivo negativo

oudév, undév, dicto aa) de rebus nunc universe - nunc

de criminibus - B8 ) de personis

bb) ope participii

cc) interveniente substantivo a) c . adject. conjuncto - uni

verse - in similitudine - B ) addito numerali - universe
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et dat . personae — y) solo posito ac ) proprie usurpato )

plene - universe - additur dativ . personae i. e . dat. com

modi - vel pertinens ad amicam alicujus c . aliquo ne

cessitudinem - vel for any one - additur cum emphasi

oúros — 5) minus plene i. e . abest vel predicatum , vel

subjectum B8) metonymice dictum 99) metaphorice

dictum .

Thus this conspectus runs on for four pages ; and then in

eighteen pages more follows the uberior rei expositio. The ap

propriate biblical citations are every where inserted in their pro

per place ; thus e. g. on a whole page the passages where civar,

connected with an adjective, designates what a person or thing

is , etc. But however much pains this logical decomposition and

this arrangement of the appropriate passages may have cost the

author; still such an unyielding adherence to system in a lexicon is

in general unsuitable and useless . What in all the world can be

the possible utility of collecting a whole page of passages, where

sivai with an adjective denotes what one is by nature ? To

what purpose can a particular subdivision be, where civar is

connected with the numerals ? etc. Indeed, such a minute ad

herence to system is in the highest degree prejudicial; since it

thereby becomes utterly impossible to glance over all the differ

ent significations, and find out where we are to look for that

whichmay suit the passage in question . How much time must

be spent in vain in turning over thethirty -seven pages which the

article ¿v occupies, before one can find the place where the pas

sage occurs, for the sake of which he consults the article ! And

when moreover he has actually found it, still he is no better off

than before ; for - and this is the other disadvantage necessari

ly connected with such a minute dividing up of ideas — the lexi

cographer himself, in consequence of the monstrous number of

subdivisions, has become doubtful where the passage is properly

to be placed . E. g. we find ¿v Jaco John 3 : 21 , under the signi

fication ad normam a Deo praescriptam ; but a reference is

given at the same time to F. BB. a. bb. where another signifi

cation is specified, viz . indolem mentem Dei indutus. So ix

βάλλειν τα δαιμόνια εν ονόματι Χριστού , stands under the sense

by authority of Christ ; but we are also referred to the signifi

cation ope" Christi, G. c . bb . Further , tooOEU/ ETAL v óvó

uarı Xoloroī, ad normam praeceptorum Christi ; but with a

reference also to F. BB. d. aa . B. yy. There one may look !
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What would the learned world say to a lexicon of the classic

Greek or Hebrew , written on similar principles ? What would

become of the lexicons of Passow and Gesenius, if executed in

this manner ? At least, the author ought not to have thought of

putting upon the title-page of this edition the words, “ Clavis

usibus scholarum ac juvenum accommodata. " More easily

might the juvenes find their way through the endless labyrinths

of the Roman catacombs, than through all these divisions and

subdivisions. We hope the learned author will not take all this

ballast with him into the small lexicon which he has announced.

-If now such a minute and hair-splitting system of division is in

jurious tolexicographyin general, it is especially so to that of

the New Testament; for minute divisions and distinctions are

no where more out of place, than in the word of God ; which,

like nature, exbibits multiplicity in unity . If therefore Bret

schneider in this respect has done far less than Wahl, it is to be

regarded rather as an advantage than a disadvantage. But even

in him there is too much subdivision . We will shew this in one

article, which is particularly important in reference to theology,
the article βασιλεία..

Besides the significations referring to βασιλεία των ουρανών,,

Schleusner has no less than eight belonging to Baoilsia. Wahl

has reduced these to three, the last with two subdivisions : 1 )

terra regis imperio subjecta, kingdom . 2) imperii administratio,
dominion . 3) dignitas regia. a ) prop. Luc. 19:12, 15. Apoc.

17:12. b ) pro Baoilεīs, reges vel regiae potestatis socii, Apoc.

1 : 6. - In Bretschneider's first edition, it stood thus : 1 ) regia

potestas. 2 ) respublica ipsa, quae imperio subest. 3) materia

imperii, vel nationes, vel terrae. In the second edition : 1 ) re

gia potestas. 2) republica ipsa, quae imperio subest.— The

order is better here in Wahl ; first the kingdom itself, and then

the abstracta , dominion and royal dignity ; but it is inappropriate

to bring forward these abstracta as two separate significations;

and still more so is the subdivision under no. 3. Bretschnei

der has properly passed by the signification imperii adminis

tratio ; but he also should not have placed the meaning regia

potestas under a separate number. In the passages which Wahl

brings to support the meaning dominion, the three, Matt. 6 : 13.

Luke 1 : 33. Heb. 1 : 8 , may just as well be rendered dignitas

regia ; and vice versa , in Luke 19 : 12, 15. Rev. 17 : 12 , which

are brought in support of the meaning dignitas regia, we can

with thesame right say that Baoilsia signifies dominion ; and

Bretschneider has actually ranged them under this head . In
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other passages, where Baoulela is said to mean dominion, as

Mark 11: 10. Acts 1 : 6, we may just as well say that it means

the kingdom itself ' and notmerely dominion. When we pray,

• Thy kingdom come !' do we mean that this is the kingdom

itself in its substance, but not the dominion or government of

Christ, and not his exaltation as king, i. e. dignitas regia ? Or

would we say that we mean here Christ's exaltation and domin

ion, but not the kingdom itself in its substance ? Certainly nei

ther. To make distinctions here would be to interpret as a

pedagogue, and dilute the meaning of the Holy Scriptures. So

also in Luke 1: 31, where it is said , “ Of his kingdom there

shall be no end ;” who will say thatmerely the dominion, rule, is

meant, but not the royal dignity, and not the kingdom in its sub

stance ? Into what complete embarrassment must the beginner

fall, who trusts to bis lexicon as authority, when he now all at

once must subject his sound natural logic and common sense,

which teach him not only to separate , but also to combine, to

such a minute and hair -splitting system of division and subdi

vision ! How much sounder is the logic of other lexicographers,

from Pasor down to Passow and Gesenius ; of whom the latter

under the word 72937ą, without further division, simply places

the signification, kingdom ; while Passow gives in one number,

kingdom , regal dominion. Pasor gave simply regnum ; but

Schwarz (1736 ) added other significations and much that was

upsuitable . — Moreover the subdivision of Wahl under no . 3 is

unnecessary, where it is said that in Rev. 1 : 6 Baoilsia stands

for Baoilεis. Why can it not mean, “ He hath made us one

kingdom ," i . e . united us under one dominion ?

This system of minute subdivision appears in all its perver

sion , in the article Baoilla tov ovqavov, which we shall treat

of in its theological bearing further on, but wish now to consid

er simply in regard to its logical arrangement. Wahl asserts,

more correctlyindeed than Schleusner, that in βασιλεία των

oúpavor the signification regnum divinum coeleste every where

lies at the foundation . But now come a multitude of subdivi

sions, in which the passages of the NewTestament are arranged
in the most inappropriate manner possible : “ aa ) de tempore,

quoaugurabitur regnum divinum, commencement of the Mes

siah's reign, Matt. 3 : 2. 4 : 17. 10: 7. bb) instituta, quibus

praeparantur regno divino, Matt. 12 : 28. Luc. 11 : 20. 17: 21 .

cc) de doctrina de regno divino , Matt. 21 : 43. Luc. 18 : 17 .

Marc. 15 : 43. dd) de natura et ratione regni divini, Matt. 13 :
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43, 45. 25: 1. ee) de sorte et fatis doctrinae, Matt. 13: 24, 31 .

22: 2. ” If now we look out the passages thus cited, we can

hardly express our astonishment, that the author could so nar

row down the significations of the New Testament. When

Christ exclaims, "The kingdom of heaven is at hand !” who

would suppose
he meant merely to say, " The time of its com

mencement is at hand ? When he declares, “The king

dom of God is among you ;” who would suppose he meant on

ly to say : ' adsunt, quibus praeparantur ad regnum divinum ? '

When it is said Mark 15: 43 of Joseph of Arimathea, that he

“ waited for the kingdom ofGod ," who would believe that he was

waiting simply for instruction respecting the kingdom of God,

and not for the kingdom itself and its substance ?Still worse is

the mode of treating this article in Bretschneider, as we shall see

farther on ; for in Wahl we still find a certain unity running

through the whole .

Far removed therefore from regarding the minute and exact

logical divisions and distinctions in Wahlas an important ground

of preference, we must on the contrary rather regard them ,

[when carried out to such an extent,] asan essential disadvan

tage ; and must pronounce the work of Bretschneider in this

respect preferable, precisely for the reason , that it exhibits less

of schematism .

In respect to the philological character of Wahl's work, we

must acknowledge the laboriousness and care , with which he has,

in the first place, collected the proof- passages from the classics.

In many cases this has been of great use in investigating and

fixing the significations ofwords ; but in this respect also he has

doubtless taken much fruitless pains. When and where are ci

tations from the classics of real utility ? The answer to this ques

tion must first be determined . They can then be of real utility,

only when they serve to confirm significations, either such as

hitherto have unnecessarily been derived from the Hebrew ,

while they have also at the same time a firm ground in classic

Greek ; or such as are still wanting in our best Greek lexicons,

especially in reference to the later Greek writers. If now this

be a correct canon, then a great portion of the citations of Wahl

would seem to be superfluous. What have classical citations to

do in a lexicon of the New Testament, in support of the usual

meanings of such words as αδελφός, άγω, δηλος ? If thus a

great portion of Wahl's citations fall away as superfluous, we miss

on the other hand many that are necessary. Many of his refe
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rences under a word or expression peculiar to the New Testa

ment give us indeed the same wordin aclassic writer, but not

in the samesense and application. Thus Wahl, under iheus 001,

cites Xen. Mem. I. 1. 9. Joseph. Ant. VII. 11. 8 ; where
however we find only the word news in its ordinary accepta

tion , and not at all this formula averruncandi. In the article

donayuós under the signification, “res cupide arripienda, et ne

cessario usurpanda ”( Phil. 2 : 6 ) , he refers to Plutarch de

puer. educ. c. 15. Here the word donayuós is indeed found

but in like manner only in its common meaning, i . q . donay .

In other places also the already well knownsignifications of

words are again confirmed from the classics ; while precisely for

the unusual meanings,which the lexicons pass over, the proofs

are not furnished . Thus under stanowua, citations aremade

for the known sense, a ship's crew or company ; but that it also

stands both in the singular and plural for the inhabitants of a

city, is not mentioned ; comp. Aristides negi toū un dɛiv no

uodeīv, p . 282 ed . Cant. Liban . Orat. ed . Reisk. Tom . I.

p. 301. Just so under čxhoyń, the proofs are wanting for the

meaning libera voluntas ; for which Bretschneider has pro

duced the proper citations from Josephus and the Apocryphal

books ; and Ernesti had already pointed out (Inst. Interp. II. 8. )

how necessary it was to confirm this very signification.

In a similar manner, in many of the more difficult words, a

minute investigation of the meanings seems to be avoided.

Thus we find under ánézw : “ no. 2 absum, disto. — c) ANÉYes

pro abest, transiit sc . anxietas, it is past ! alii aliter.” Here it

would almost seem as if some words had accidentally fallen out

of the text ; for he does not even specify the single well known

passage where ánézet is supposed to occur in this sense, viz .
Mark 14:41 . Moreover he has without further inquiry ap

proved and adopted the meaning of the word supported by Kui

noel and De Wette ; and has not even mentioned the “ sufficit "

of the Vulgate and Luther ( and also of the English version),

which is sustained by Hesychius and the well known passage

of Anacreon found by Henry Stephens and referred to by
Wahl himself in his first edition . And generally speaking,

all lexicographers of the Bible ought to have particular re

gard to the modern popular versions of the Scriptures ; and ev

ery where to point out how far they correctly give the sense of

the original. - In this particular article, Bretschneider has pro

ceeded in the same partial manner ; having given the meaning
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“ sufficit ” without further inquiry, and without specifying any

authority at all . What now must the younger or even the

more advanced student think , and what decision can he form ,

when he consults both lexicons, and sees two entirely opposite

meanings brought forward without any support whatever? In

the other difficult word, éntipalav, Mark 14 : 72 , Bretschneider

is more full ; while Wahl simply gives the meaning ruere, which

however in this passage is by no means so firmly established .

It is further not to be denied, that in general Wahl has paid

too little regard to the Hellenistic character of the New Testa

ment language. This has already been noticed by others ; and

especially by Winer, in cases where, although the New Testa

ment usage has a point of support in the classic Greek, yet the
derivation of it from an Aramaean source has more probability.

So also the Alexandrine dialect has given a new signification to

many Greek words ; and hence it is always a surer course, to

confirm the significations from this quarter, rather than from the
classic Greek. In many cases also , as in doctrinal words, e . g .

βασιλεία του θεού , υιός του θεού, κόσμος , we must regard the

usus loquendi which prevailed among the earliest Christian
teachers. In this respect Bretschneider is doubtless preferable ;

Josephus and the apocryphal books, both of the Old and New

Testament, he has gleaned with exemplary diligence . May he

butgo on with the same diligence and derive equal profit from

Philo, the apostolicalfathers , and the earlier fathers of the

church ! It is indeed true, that his references are also some

times unnecessary ; in general, however, they are appropriate ;

and the want of references to the Hellenistic idiom in Wahl, is

sometimes a great disadvantage. Thus under povos in Wahl,

wemiss the signification angel, which is found Col. 1 : 16 , and

which Bretschneider supports by suitable passages from the

Test. Patr. XII. Hemight also have quoted from the Rabbins.

Under npactógov Phil. 1 : 13, Wahlcites only the classical

meaning, castra praetoriana ; while Bretschneider proves from

the Acta Thomae, that the word stands also very generally for

Taláriov. This ought not to have been overlooked, because it
bears

upon the judgment in regard to the time when the epistle

was written. In his citations from the Seventy, Wahl has not

always sufficiently investigated the meaning in which they used
the word ; and Bretschneider also has in this respect left much to

do. The latter moreover might have adopted with advantage very

much from the first edition of Wahl; e. g . under upoodaußá

No. II. 71
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VELV, the citations in Wahl from 2 Mac. 2 : 15. Diod. Sic. XIV .

18 , together with the accessory signification amice tractare,

which decidedly occurs Rom . 15: 7; although Bretschneider

is right in giving prominence to the fundamental idea , and his

references to the Seventy are entirely in place. So also under

tékos, the proof passages for télos éxiiv, eventum habere, de

oraculis, not only might, but should have been quoted ; since

many interpreters prefer in Luke 22: 37 the sense it is over ;"

(Mark 3 : 26.- τέλος έχειν often for τελευταν in Plato, Ast de

Leg. p . 223 ;) , expressly because they say that only rɛos hau

Båverv is used of the fulfilment of prophecy. Wahl himself

also in the second edition has preferred the meaning " it is

over."

In respect to grammatical investigation , Wahl is more careful

and thorough than Bretschneider ; and has enriched the New

Testament grammar with the results of his own labour and ob

servation . Mistakes in the first edition are corrected ; e . g . the

gross one, that iva, John 13: 1 ēdņdvtev nj pa iva petaßn, is

to be taken for the adverb of place, where ; further, that nepi

c . acc. Mark 4:19, is a circumlocution for the genitive ; that

táv Mark 4: 22 , is to be taken for ov, etc. Several instances

of want of exactness and accuracy in the new edition are also

censured by Winer (N. T. Gram . 3te Ausg. ) p . 191 , 337,

404, 407, etc. He does the same thing also in regard to

Bretschneider ; see e . g. p. 257, 428.

To both the philological and theological excellence of a lexi

con of the New Testament, there is further required in the lex

icographer an extensive and well grounded acquaintance with

exegetical learning. He must have studied the interpretation

of the New Testament carefully, in order to acquire from the

context and connexion a consistent and settled view of the

sense of words ; and also to judge of different interpretations,

where the sense is in any way doubtful. We have already seen

from the examples aněyer and énıßalov in Wahl, that he takes

too little notice of different interpretations. So also elsewhere,

e . g . in suyun Mark 7 : 3 , he gives only the explanation of

Kuinoel, fortiter, which is not fully confirmed ; his citations

from Homer and Xenophon , which go to support the ordinary

meaning, do not afford the least help . So also under the diffi

cult ta švóvta Luke 11 : 41 , there is not a word except quae

insunt ; though the meaning pro facultate should certainly have

been mentioned ; wbich Bretschneider moreover has done. In

de
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John 8:46, Wahl takes auaptía at once in the Hellenistic sense

of sin ; Bretschneider just as decidedly in that of error ; with

out either of them thinking, as it would seem, of the other in
terpretation .

In other respects, both lexicographers stand about alike as to

exegetical tact. In John 8:43, both take halia as equivalent to

doyos, sermo, narratio ; although even the ancient versions ex

press here the difference, which is founded in the language and

is here required also by the connexion ; see Tittmann deSyn

onym. p . 79. Wahl in particular, with his philological áxpibera ,

ought to have paid more regard to the synonymes, than he

seems to have done. - Elta tó TÉLos 1 Cor. 15: 24, both ex

plain by ultima mortuorum pars. For thos 2 Cor. 3 : 13,

Bretschneider adopts without reason the special meaning, sum

ma dignitas. - Inowua Wahl explains more after the classical

usage, copia cultorum Dei ; Bretschneider better, comparing

theidea of the Shechinah, Christi quasitemplum, in quo
habi

tat, quod regit ut anima corpus. This interpretation certainly

better suits the connexion of the passages and the different ap

plications, in which the word occurs.-Col. 1 : 24 is explained

by Wahl under votionua, calamitates propter Christum toleran

dae, which assuredly is the easier interpretation. Bretschnei

der has it, Christi loco, quippe qui nunc in coelis versatur, ego

jam ab adversariis vexar ; which interpretation, so expressed,

seems a strange one ; but still, if we look deeper into the rea

sons, it would seem perhaps to be most in accordance with

Paul's usual mode of thinking; since according to him , Christ

who dwells in believers, suffers the same things as the his

torical Christ . — On the other hand, it betrays little exegetical

tact, when Bretschneider explains the μιας γυναικός ανήρ 1

Tim . 3: 2, 12. Tit . 1 : 6 , they must be husbands of a wife, i . e.

married ! (See against this, Winer p. 99.) Bretschneider ex

plains also šv'Hią Rom. 11 : 2, per Eliam . 'O év Xploto he

makes also to mean a Christian ; although Winer had already,

in his Commentary on Galatians and in his Grammar, declared

against this superficial interpretation . - In respect to the use of

the prepositions, both Wahl and Bretschneider may still derive

much profit from the booty, which Winer exhibits in the third
edition of his Grammar.

It is a matter of importance, in the last place, in a lexicon

of the New Testament, how the peculiar ideas of the christian

religion are developed . Some of these are of such a kind,
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that christian experience and deeper contemplation leads direct

ly to the correct apprehension of them; so the phrase above

mentioned είναι εν Χριστώ, ποιείν εν θεω, etc. Other religious

ideas of the New Testament — such as kingdom of God , world,

Christ, Antichrist, flesh, spirit, Son of man, Son of God ,—have

a foundation in the Old Testament ; i . e. all these religious

ideas, though in a lower degree, are already contained and pre
figured in the Old Testament. In connexion with the christian

dispensation they are all surrounded with new light, and ad

vanced to a higher sense . The lexicographer of the New

Testament has, therefore, first of all to make the Old Testa

ment idea the object of his research , and to express it exactly ;

then , by a careful comparison of the parallel passages and from

the consciousness of christian feeling, to obtain a clear view of

the christian signification ; and , finally, to point out what is the

point of connexion between the idea of the New Testament

and that of the Old .

The investigation of the Old Testament ideas , which thus

constitute the basis of similar ones in the New, has occupied

the attention of interpreters and theologians, ever since Semler.

In the province of lexicography we find these researches - after

Pasor and Schoettgen , under the guidance of Lightfoot, had

already often arrived at correct results — at the lowest point

in Teller and Lange, who seem- rather to wander and grope

about at random . E. g. Teller says the word xóquos signifies

" the Jews,” and adds in support of his assertion (Wörterb. des
N. T. p . 476) : “ Since it is not unknown to the readers of

Philo's writings, that this author not unfrequently represents the

Jewish constitution as an image of the whole world , Moses as a

citizen of the world , the temple and even the garments of the

high priest as a figure of the whole world.” Lange says cor

rectly, that no regard is here to be paid to Philo's allegories:

“There is nothing more common or natural, than to call other

men the world , and especially those who are distinct and

separate from us.” The good man did not bear in mind, that

this mode of speaking comes from the New Testament itself.

Meantime he insisted ,that xóquos should not simply be taken

to mean the Jewish republic , but chiefly the heathen .

But even when the theologians of that age had thus appre

hended any such biblical idea, they nevertheless did not strictly

look after any point of connexion between it and that which

they gave out as the christian meaning ; they only, without far
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ther ado, put down this superficial sense as the biblical one ,

which they themselves connected with the biblical words. Ac

cording to Teller, world means simply " the Jews ;" end of the

world or of theage is “ the end of the Jewish state ; " Christ

the Lord is “ Christ the most perfect teacher ;" kingdom of

heaven , “the new dispensation of religion ; " children of light,

“ happy people ;" thestate of being a child of God, “ the pre

eminence of a Christian in respectto his profession of a better

religion," or in a word , “ Christianity," etc.

Schleusner has advanced farther in bis investigation of the

Jewish basis. He makes special use, as is proper, of the Rab

bins for this purpose . Yet, with all his materials, he does not

know what to do further. Without cause or connexion , he

places the definitions of Teller by the side of those Old Testa

ment termini. Baoilsia táv oúpavov means : “ 1) interdum

simpliciter religio Christiana. 2 ) futura Christianorum felicitas

in coelo . 3) propagatio religionis Christianae in terris.” In like

manner Schwarz had already unconnectedly given : “ 1) reg

num gratiae Matt. 6 : 10, 33. Luke 18:29. 2 ) regnum gratiae,

quatenus hujus majestas et utilitas potissimum spectatur, Mark

9 : 1. Matt. 12: 28. 3) regnum Messiae, Luke 17: 20, 21.

4 ) regnum gloriae, i.e. beatitudo exquisitissima, etc .” — In

Wahl, and yet more in Bretschneider, we find a still more ac

curate acquaintance with the Old Testament basis of the New

Testament ideas. In fact, Bertholdt , Keil , Ammon, and many

others, have in this respect done very much to prepare the way.

But in regard to the relation of these Old Testament ideas to

the sense of the words in the New Testament, these writers do

not seem to have formed for themselves any definite notion .

Sometimes they go back to the Old Testament basis ; and

sometimes also not ; compare in Bretschneider the words xóo

μος , υιος του θεού, But even when they do fall back upon the

Old Testament basis, still they do this, and especially Bret

schneider, without any definite plan. In Bretschneider xóquos

means “ incolae telluris ; et quidem de seculo quale erat tempo

ribus Jesu apostolorumque vitioso, the world corrupted by sin.

Notandum vero in pluribus horum locorum xoguov ita dici, ut

homines non emendatos, the not Christian, the unreformed

world , indicare videatur .” —Under Baoilsia toŨ we find

at first a copious account of the common Jewish view; butwhy
does he pass over , in making out the Jewish idea of the Mes

siah's kingdom , the traits which the more religious Israelites
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connected with it ? Compare the song of Zacharias, Luke I.

Afterwards he adds : " In evangeliis, ubi vel discipuli Jesu

vel Judaei loquuntur, βασιλεία του θεού haud dubie secundum

Judaeorum sententiam est intelligenda, ut etiam adeoque Serva

tor ipse, ubi loquitur cum Judaeis, haud rare ex eorum senten

tia loquitur ; Matt. 8 : 11. Luke 22:29, 30. Matt. 5 : 5 , 10. 19 :

28. 20: 21-23. In aliis autem locis certo definiri nequit,

quonam sensu Jesus Baochelav dixerit, ut Matt. 4 : 17. 5 : 10 ,

19 , 20. 7:21 . 16 : 19 , 28. 18 : 3, 4, 23. 12 : 28. et passim .

Certum vero est, Jesum etiam regnum sive felicitatem Christia

norum post mortuorum resurrectionem hoc nomine significasse.

Now it is very strange, first, that Bretschneider should suppose,

when Christ says, " The kingdom of heaven is at hand ," or

“ Not every one who saith unto me, Lord , Lord, shall enter in

to the kingdom of heaven ," that in these and the other passages

quoted , we cannot know at all what Christ means by Baob

dela tov ovqavov ! And secondly, he needs to be set right

when he says that Christ speaks several times of the Messiah's

kingdom, er sententia Judaeorum . With the passages which

he cites in support of this assertion the case is justthe same

as in all other passages, where the Redeemer speaks of un

earthly things ; he speaks every where in certain typical, fig

urative expressions,—a sort of costume,—which rest on an Old

Testament basis . Or, when in order to describe the common

enjoyment of eternal bliss, the figure of a feast with the pa

triarchs is employed, is this any thing more, than when future

woe is represented as a fire and as a worm ? or where it is

said that God sits in heaven, sits upon a throne ? In all this

the Redeemer does not so much condescend ad sententiam Ju

daeorum, as to the feeble powers of human conception in gene

ral ; just as we all even to the present day, without such cor

poreal figures, should be unable to comprehend eternal truth .

But on what then can the assertion rest,—when it has not

yet been at all determined , what Christ himself understood by

the kingdom of heaven , —the assertion : “ It is however certain

that Christ has also called the future happiness of Christians

paordsla " ? What is then with Jesus the fundamental idea ?

How does it hang together, that he has also called the future

state of happiness by this name ? A New Testament ground

idea has not been specified at all ; for now follows still a
caeterum . « Caeterum autem βασιλεία του θεού dicitur in

Nov. Test. a ) de re Christiana , quatenus per christianam
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doctrinam et ecclesiam colliguntur cives divini. b ) de vocatione

ad hoc regnum . c) de imperio, quod Jesus dominus hujus reg

ni exercet. d) de auctore regni Christo .” Of all these,

which are brought forward merely as subordinate significations,

that under a , somewhat modified, should have been given as

the fundamental idea of the phrase in the New Testament.

Modified it must be certainly ; for what is the res christiana, if

it is neither doctrine nor church, but is first by means of these

collected ? The meaning d we never expected to find again in

a second edition . The passages referred to it are Luke 17 :

21. Mark 11 : 10. But who would believe , when Christ

says “ The kingdom of God is among you,” that he means

merely : “ auctor hujus regni adest!” In this auctor regni the

very regnumitself hadappeared. Still more strange is another

meaning of Baoilsia adduced from Matt. 11 : 12 , “ The king

dom of God suffereth violence, " where Baochela is made to

mean, nuntii regni divini. "

The article under consideration is unquestionably composed

upon a better plan in Wahl. He prefixes a definition of the

Messiah's kingdom according to the Jewish notion ; but imme

diately subjoins, that from the words of Jesus it is evident, that

he did not in any way look upon himself as a Messiah in the

low Jewish sense ; and consequently, under the kingdom of the

Messiah he must also have understood something of higher in
port, viz. the peace, felicity, of his followers in this and the

future life. This definition, however, does not exhaust the sub

ject; and we also miss the point of connexion with the Old

Testament idea . The true definition would have been : Christ

designates by Baotlela rūv oupavőv the community of those,

who, united through his Spirit under him as their Head, rejoice

in the truth and enjoy a holy and blissful life ; all of which is

effected through communionwith him . " The article, as it already

stands in Pasor and Schoettgen, is good . — The article xóquos

is also treated better in Wahl. He begins with the definition of

ο κόσμος ούτος, e. g. ο αιων ούτος ; explains this correctly on

the basis of the Jewish notions, though without pointing them

out ; then makes the subdivisions plene and minusplene; and
takes κόσμος in the same sense as ο κόσμος ούτος. He needed

only to have gone on consistently , and derived the subordinate

bad sense which xóguos has in the New Testament from the

circumstance, that nóguos denotes what does not belong to the

Messiah's kingdom , and consequently that which is not chris
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tian, i. e . all which is not in relation with Christ. Instead of

this he has without any motive given the definition : " universi

tas hominum hujus mundi, imperfectionis, vitiositatis notione in

clusa.” But whence then, we may ask, comes this bad sense

of κόσμος ? The ground lies simply in the fact , that κόσμος

designates the world as opposed to the kingdom of Christ, the
αίων ούτος..

We are prevented by want of room from giving further de

tails of the samekind . We would gladly do it, and may per

haps resume the subject at some other opportunity.

Art. VII. INTERPRETATION OF JUDGES, CHAP. V.

THE SONG OF DEBORAH AND BARAK .

By the Editor.

In preparing the following article, I have made use of the

ordinary commentaries upon the Hebrew Bible at large ,-of

which that of Le Clerc, in regard to philology, is the best on the

book of Judges, -- and also of the followingworks on this portion

of Scripture in particular.

HIERONYMI in Canticum Deborae Commentarius, in Hieron .

Opp. Tom . II. Append. ed . Martianay.

C. F. SCHNURRER, Carmen Deborae, Iud . V. in Schnurreri

Dissertt. philologico - crit. Goth . et Amst. 1790 .

J. B. KOEHLER, Nachlese einiger Anmerkungen über das

Siegeslied der Debora, in Eichhorn's Repertorium , Th . VI.

p . 163. – Also, Nachtrag noch einiger Erläuterungen des

Liedes der Debora, in Eich . Rep. Th.XII.

J. G. v. Herder's Briefe das Studium derTheologie be

treffend, Th. I. – Also, Geist der Hebräischen Poesie, Th. II.

: - This is perhaps the best translation .

C. W. Justi, National-Gesänge der Hebraer, Marb. und

Leipz. 1803—18. Band II. p. 210.—Also in his Blumen alt

hebräischer Dichtkunst, Giessen , 1809. Bd. I. p . 14 .

G.H. HOLLMANN,Commentarius philologico -criticus in Car

men Deborae, Iud. V. Lips. 1818. The author was at the

time a pupil of Gesenius, and gives in general his views.

Other less important monograms upon this chapter may be

found in the work of Justi first above quoted.

p. 235.

VII.
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The following triumphal song belongs indisputably in the first

rank of Hebrew poetry, and is one of its most splendid and dif

ficult specimens. In the ecstasy and energy of inspiration, the

prophetess pours out her whole soul in (thanksgiving to God for

his divine aid ; and in gratitude to the people of Israel for their

patriotism in rising spontaneously to throw off the yoke of op

pression . Her strains are bold , varied, and sublime ; she is ev

ery where full of abrupt and impassioned appeals and personifi

cations ; she bursts away from earth to heaven, and again re

turns to human things ; she touches now upon the present, now

dwells upon the past; and closes at length with the grand pro

mise and result of all prophecy and of all the dealings of God's

providence, that the wicked shall be overthrown , while the

righteous shall ever triumph in Jehovah's name.

The circumstances which gave birth to this remarkable poem

are recorded in the fourth chapter of the book of Judges ; and ,

so far as they are necessary to our present purpose, are these.
The Lord had sold Israel , after the death of Ehud, into the

hand of Jabin , a king of Canaan, who reigned in Hazor, situat

ed not far to the N. W. of the lake Merom . This had been of

old a powerful city , and had been destroyed by Joshua about

one hundred and twenty years before, after a decisive victory

over Jabin its king and the kings of the vicinity ; Josh. 11 :

13. The present Jabin was also powerful; for he possessed

nine hundred chariots of iron,' i . e . armed with iron hooks and

scythes . His whole army seems to have been under the con

trol of Sisera, the captain of his host, ' whose head-quarters

were at Harosheth of the Gentiles, a city a short distance to the
south of Hazor. It is stated , that for the space of twenty years,

he mightily oppressed Israel. '

In the mean time, Deborah the prophetess, who had fixed

her habitation (probably in a tent ) beneath a well known palm

tree between Ramah and Bethel in Mount Ephraim , to the

northward of Jerusalem, “ judged Israel ;' i . e . was the organ

of communication betweenGod and his people, and probably,

on account of the influence and authority of her character,

was accounted in some measure as head ofthe nation , to whom

questions of doubt and difficulty were referred for decision .

From the tenor of her triumphal song, as well as from other

circumstances, the people would appear to have sunk into a

stateof total discouragement underthe severe oppression of

the Cannaanites ; so that it was difficult to rouse them from

No. III . 72
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their despondency, and induce them to burst the fetters of their

bondage . From the gratitude which Deborah expresses to

wards the people for the effort which they finally made, we are

warranted in drawing the conclusion , that she had long endeav

oured to instigate them to this step in vain. At length she sum

moned Barak the son of Abinoam from Kedesh, a city in

Naphtali, on a mountain not far from Hazor, and made known

to him the will of God, that he should undertake an enterprise

for the deliverance of his country . But such was his dishear

tened state of feeling, and at the same time such his confi

dence in the superior authority and character of Deborah, that

he assents to go only on condition that she will accompany him .

To this she at length yields consent . They repair both of

them to Kedesh , and collect there, in the immediate vicinity of

Hazor, ten thousand men, with whom they march southward and

encamp on mount Tabor. Sisera immediately collects his army,
pursues them , and encamps in the great plain of Jezreel or Es

draelon . Barak descends with bis ten thousand men from Ta

bor, attacks and discomfits the Canaanites , and pursues them

northward to Harosheth. Sisera alights from his chariot and

flees on foot, as far as to the tents of Heber the Kenite in the

vicinity of Kedesh , by whose wiſe he is slain .

In consequence of this victory , and probably for the pur

pose of an immediate triumphal celebration on account of it,

this song was composed. The situation was similar to that of

the people after the destruction of the Egyptian army in the

Red Sea, when Moses and the children of Israel sang the splen

did song of triumph : “ The horse and his rider hath he thrown

into the sea ;" to which Miriam and the daughters of the peo

ple responded ; Ex. c . xv . So also when Saul and David

returned from the slaughter of the Philistines after the death

of Goliath , the women came out from all the cities with sing

ing and dancing and instruments, chanting in response : “ Saul

hath slain his thousands and David bis ten thousands. " 1 Sam .

18 : 6 seq . In like manner, we may reasonably suppose that

Deborah indited her song of triumph to be sung on the return

of Barak and his warriors from the pursuit, laden doubtless

with spoil, and rejoicing in a victory obtained with the visible

assistance of Jehovah out of heaven. All the circunstances

tend to support this supposition ; and these will be more fully
discussed in the following notes .

After these preliminary remarks, we may trace the course
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and connexion of the thoughts in the poem in the following man

ner. In verse 2 the prophetess calls upon the people to praise the

Lord for the burst of patriotic feeling in the nation,which led them

to rise and avenge their wrongs. Verse 3 calls proudly on the

heathen kings, to listen to her song of triumph over their allies.

Verses 3—5describe the theophania or appearance of Jehovah

in a tempest for the help of Israel. In verses 6–8 she goes

back to describe the state of despondency and degradation into

which the nation was fallen ; and in verse 9, which is parallel to

verse 2, she again declares her gratitude to the rulers and the

people, for having thrown off this despondent feeling. Verses 10

and 11 are an invocation to all , both high and low, to join in a

song of praise and triumph with the returning warriors, who are

dividing the spoil ; and verse 12 is a vivid invocation to herself

and Barak to lead in this song .

Thus far all may be said to be only introductory ; for the ac

tual song of triumph properly begins with verse 13. In this

verse sherelates her appeal to the people and her invocation to

Jehovah for aid . In verses 14–18 the tribes who volunteered

are named and applauded , while those who remained at home

are censured ; and this the poetess has contrived to make one

of the most beautiful portions of the whole. In verses 19—23

the battle is most vividly described . In verse 23 the prophet

ess bursts away abruptly to invoke curses on the inhabitants of

Meroz ; and then by contrast goes on to pronounce blessings

on Jael, and describes the death of Sisera , verses 24–27. By

a master - stroke of poetical skill , the scene now changes , and the

mother of Sisera is introduced in anxious impatience for his re

turn , verses 28–30 ; and the whole concludes with the pro

phetic assurance, that they who love the Lord shall triumph.

In the following translation I have endeavoured to keep as

near as possible to the Hebrew, both in the choice and the po

sition of the words ; and to exhibit, as well as I could, the con

ciseness and abruptness of the original, so far as it could be done

without rendering the translation obscure. Without some spe

cial reason to thecontrary, I have also preferredto retain every

where the language of our English version. In many parts,

however, this latter is wholly unintelligible ; as are also the Sep

tuagint and Vulgate . This fault certainly does not belong to

the original Hebrew .
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TRANSLATION .

1. Then sang Deborah and Barak the son of Abinoam on

that day saying :

2 . That the leaders led in Israel ,

That the people willingly offered themselves,

Praise ye Jehovah !

3. Hear, O kings ;

Give ear, O princes ;

I will sing, even I, unto Jehovah,

I will celebrate Jehovah, God of Israel.

4. Jehovah, when thou camest forth from Seir,

When thou advancedst from the field of Edom,

The earth trembled, the heavens also poured down,

Yea, the clouds poured down waters.

5. Mountains quaked before Jehovah,

That Sinai , before Jehovah God of Israel.

6 . In the days of Shamgar, son of Anath ,

In the days of Jael , the ways lay desert,

And highway travellers went in winding by-paths .

7. Leaders failed in Israel, they failed ,

Until that I Deborah arose ,

That I arose , a mother in Israel .

8. They chose new gods ;

Then war was in their gates ;

No shield was seen, nor spear,

Among forty thousand in Israel .

9 . My heart is grateful to the rulers of Israel,

To those who offered themselves willingly among

the people ;

Praise ye Jehovah .
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10. Ye who ride upon
white asses,

Ye who recline on splendid carpets,

And ye who walk the streets ,

Prepare a song ;

11. At the voice of those who divide the spoil by the

watering-troughs.

There shall they celebrate the victories of Jehovah,

The victories of his princes in Israel ;

Then shall the people of Jehovah descend to their gates.

12. Awake, awake, Deborah ;

Awake, awake, utter a song.

Arise, O Barak ;

Lead forth thy captives, Son of Abinoam .

13. Then I said , Descend, ye remnant of the nobles

of the people !

Jehovah, descend for me among the mighty .'

14. Out of Ephraim came those whose dwelling is by

Amalek ;

After thee was Benjamin among thy hosts.

Out of Machir came down princes,

And from Zebulun those bearing the staff of a leader.

15. The princes of Issachar also were with Deborah ;

Yea, Issachar was the reliance of Barak,

They rushed into the valley at his feet.

Among the streams of Reuben,

Great were the resolvings of heart.

16. Wherefore didst thou sit still among thy folds,

To listen to the pipings of the herds ?

Among the streams of Reuben

Great were the revolvings of heart.

17. Gilead abode beyond Jordan,

And Dan , why remained he quiet by the ships ?

/
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Asher dwelt at ease on the shore of the sea ,

And abode tranquil by his havens.

18. Zebulun, that people, in scorn of life rushed upon death ,

And Naphtali, upon the lofty field .

19 . The kings came, they fought ,

Then fought the kings of Canaan,

By Taanach , on the waters of Megiddo ;

They took no spoil of silver.

20. They fought from heaven,

The stars from their courses fought with Sisera .

21. The river Kishon swept them away,

That stream of battles, the river Kishon .

O my soul , thou hast trodden down the mighty !

22. Then did the horses' hoofs smite the ground,

From the haste, the haste of their riders.

23 . Curse ye Meroz ! saith the angel of Jehovah ;

Curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof;

Because they came not to the help of Jehovah,

To the help of Jehovah with the warriors.

24 . Blessed above women be Jael,

The wiſe of Heber the Kenite ;

Above the women who dwell in tents let her be

blessed.

25. He asked water, and she gave him milk ,

In a lordly vessel brought she curdled milk.

26. She laid her hand upon the tent-pin,

And her right hand upon the workman's hammer ;

And she smote Sisera, she crushed his head,

And brake through and pierced his temples .

27. At her feet he sunk down, he fell, he lay ;
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At her feet he sunk down, he ſell ;

Where he sunk down, there he fell dead .

28. Through a window the mother of Sisera looked out,

And called through the lattice :

“ Wherefore delayeth his chariot to come ?

Why linger the paces of his chariots ? "

29. The wise among her noble ladies answer her,

Yea , she returneth answer to herself :

30. “ Lo, they have found, they divide the spoil ,

A maiden , two maidens, to each warrior ;

A spoil of dyed garments for Sisera,

A spoil of dyed garments, a vestment of divers colours,

A dyed garment, two vestments of divers colours, for

the neck of the spoiler. ”

31 . So perish all thine enemies, Jehovah !

But they who love him are as the going forth of the

sun in his strength.

And the land had rest forty years.

Before entering upon the notes to each verse in particular,

there are two points which I wish to notice, having reference to

the whole poem .

The first is the question in regard to its antiquity. This has

always been assumed without question or doubt, as being coeval

with the events which it celebrates. The poem has ever been

ascribed unhesitatingly to Deborah herself,by all interpreters ;

and they have moreover regarded it as arising naturally out of

the events narrated in chap. iv . The first and only interpreter

who has cast a doubt on this antiquity, is De Wette ;* who in

In his Lehrbuch der historisch-kritischen Einleitung ins A. T.

Berl . 1817. p. 199. Ilis language there is : “ Es fehlen bestimmte

Spuren seines Zeitalters . Cap . v . worin Ps. LxvII. nachgeahmt
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consequence of the theophania in verses 4, 5 , is inclined to

place the poem in an age later than that of David , inasmuch as

a similar description is found in Ps . LXVIII . He supposes,

therefore, that a later writer may have composed this song, and

inserted it here as a production of the renowned prophetess of

old .

This supposition of De Wette evidently rests solely on the

assumption that Ps. Lxviii . is the original poem, from which

the theophania in this chapter must have been imitated . If this

assumption can be shewn to be groundless, the whole of his

doubt must fall to the ground , since it has no other possible
foundation . Now that it is groundless, we may assert and

shew, first, from the fact, that neither he nor any one else has

brought forward a particle of proof in support of it ; and

secondly, from the circumstance, that the assumption is in itself

improbable. The theophania in Judges v. refers to recent as

sistance afforded by Jehovah ; he had even then helped Israel.

The sixty eighth Psalm , as De Wette himself allows in his

Commentary, refers to the solemn entrance of the ark in pro

cession into the temple, either originally, or, as he supposes,

upon its return after an important victory. In either case, what

more proper in a song of praise on such an occasion , than to

look back, as the poet evidently there does (Ps. 68 : 7 seq . ) to

a former instance of Jehovah's appearing for his people ? Be

sides, this description of the appearanceof Jehovah in tempest

and storm, is a sort of common property , whether imitation or

not, among the sacred poets. We find the same in Deut. 33:

2, in Ps . 18 : 8 seq . 144: 5, and in Hab. 3 : 3 ; (comp. also Ps.

29 ; ) the former of which instances I have as yet seen no

good reason to place later than the last days of Moses, its long

acknowledged author. I do not deny that there may be imita

tion in these cases . Indeed the comparison of Is. 2 : 2 seq .

with Mic . 4 : 1 seq . and of Is . xv. xvi . with Jer. xlviii . as also

ist , gehört in die Zeit nach David .” De Wette seems , however, to

have modified his first opinions ; for in the third edition of the

same work, Berlin 1829,p. 260, the passage stands thus : “ Es

fehlen bestimmte Spuren seines Zeitalters. Cap. v . enthält die

Spuren eines hohen Alters , vielleicht des gleichzeitgen Ursprungs;

vv . 6 , 8 , 14 , 15 , (comp. 4 : 6 , 10, ) 23 , 28." This was written after

the appearance of the Commentary of Hollmann , to which De

Wette refers.
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of several of the Psalms, shews that the inspired prophets

and poets did occasionally imitate each other. The relation

between Ps. lxviii . and the poem under consideration, would

then in my view be much better explained , by regarding the

passage in the Psalm as an imitation of that in the song of

Deborah ; or with still more probability, perhaps, of the theo

phania in Deut. 33: 2.

But apart from all this, there are in the song itself positive

marks of high antiquity. In the first place, it alludes to several

historical facts, which are not mentioned in chap. iv. nor any

where else in Jewish history ; and which are such as a later wri

ter would not have been likely to invent. Such are the men

tion of Jael in v . 6 , a leader apparently contemporary with

Shamgar (Judg. 3: 31 ), who is elsewhere entirely passed over.

So too, inchap. iv . only the tribes of Zebulon and Naphthali

are spoken of ( comp. 5: 18) ; but in v. 14, 15 of the song,

Ephraim, Benjamin, Manasseh, and Issachar, are represented

ashaving been present at the battle. In v. 23 the poetess in

vokes curses on Meroz, of which there is elsewhere no men

tion . All these are beyond the invention of a later poet ; at

least they give to such a supposition the highest degree of im

probability . So too the mention of the mother of Sisera prob

ably rests upon family circumstances , well known to the Israel

ites of the day ; while a later poet, in employing an ornament

of this kind, would have been far more likely to have introdu

ced the wife or children of the unfortunate chief, lamenting the

destruction of a husband or father . - In the second place, the

poem exhibits no allusion whatever to events of a later age, nor

any traces of a later language ; for the prefix w for v. 7 ,

which appears more frequently indeed in the later literature,

occurs also several other times in the book of Judges ; e. g .

6 : 17. 7 : 12. 8 : 26. It most probably belonged at first to the

language of common life, and was by degrees elevated into the

language of literature and books. On the other hand, there

are traces of the more ancient views in respect to God, which

in later ages were changed, e . g. God is represented as dwell

ing on Mount Sinai ; wbile afterwards Zion becomes his habi

tation. I am indebted for this last remark to a manuscript copy

of the lectures of Gesenius, which I have in my possession ;

though the force of the remark is weakened by the circum

stance that in Hab. 3 : 3 - at a far later period — we find the

same representation. Compare the notes on v. 4.- This dis

No. III. 73
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tinguished scholar also brings forward as another argument for

the antiquity of the poem , acircumstance which seems to me

to decide nothing ; viz . that the number of Israelites capable of

serving in war is stated in v. 8, at forty thousand . This, he

says, is contradictory to Num . 1 : 45 seq. where the number is

stated at more than six hundred thousand ; and since he re

gards the book of Numbers as a later compilation, his inference

is, that the latter number has been exaggerated by popular tra

dition , and thatthe former one is therefore more probablycor

rect. But without entering at length into the merits of the

question , it is sufficient for our present purpose to remark, that

v. 8 does not profess to specify the whole number of warriors

in Israel ; but simply gives a round number, and by poetical

amplification a very large one, among whom no arms were to

be found ; in order to indicate strongly the destitution of the

Israelites in this respect.

But leaving this argument out of the question, we may safely

affirm that the doubtsin regard to the antiquity of the song of

Deborah, as being coeval with the events therein celebrated,

have no solid foundation to support them .

The second point to which I have above alluded, regards the

poetical rhythm of the Hebrew in this song. As a general prin

ciple we must assume, that the poetry ofthe Hebrews had no

regular measure of words and syllables ; or at least, if it had

such a measure, all attempts to discover it have been in vain .

Still , we perceive in someof the Psalms, and especially in Ps.

cxx - cxxxii. or the so called Psalms of Degrees, a species of

rhythm , depending on the position of the words, or rather on the

repetition of an important word in one line at or near the be

ginning of the next line. The same feature we find to exist to

a very great extent in the Song of Deborah. Thus in verse 7 .

ילנֶהלֵאָרְׂשִיְּבןֹוזָרְפּולְלָה

הָרֹובְּדיִּתְמַקׁשדַע

:לֵאָרְׂשִיְּבםֵאיִּתְמַקַׁש

So also in vv . 19 , 21 , 23, 24. In v . 25 the second orixos is

wholly contained in the first; as is also the third in part. But

the most striking instance of this rhythm is in v. 30 .

לָלָׁשּוקְקַחְוּואְצְמִיאֹלֲה

רֶבְגׁשארְלםִיַתָמֲחָרםֵחַר
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אָרְסיִסְלםיִעָבְצלַלְׁש

הָמְקָרםיִעָבְצלַלְׁש

:לָלָׁשיֵראֵצְלםִיַתָמְקִיעַבֶצ

?

? %

Whether this constituted a fixed species of rhythm among

the Hebrews, and especially whether it is that which is designa

ted by the term nibynan now or Song of Degrees, is a question

the discussion of which does not belong here. Gesenius has

broached this opinion, (see bis Lex. art. 7 ; Allgem . Lit.

Zeitung, 1812, No. 205,) and De Wette has adopted it. The

only object ofmentioning the subject here, is to point out the

extent to which this feature is found in the poem under con

sideration .

1

Notes.

These words have been.2.לֵאָרְׂשִיְּבתֹועָרְּפַעֹורְפִּבVERSE .
a crux interpretum in every age. The Vatican copy of the

Septuagint has απεκαλύφθη αποκάλυμμα εν Ισραήλ , α revela

tion has been revealed in Israel, a version which certainly stands

in no connexion whatever with the context. The Hebrew

word yn does indeed mean to uncover, Deut. 5 : 18 ; and in

this respect sucha rendering is at least nearer to the original

than that of the Vulgate, which gives the sense of the whole

verse thus : qui sponte obtulistis de Israel animas vestras ad

periculum. In what way the idea ad periculum can be made

out from the Hebrew words aiynn vinna, it is beyond the
power of criticism to determine.

A somewhatnearer approach to a meaning resting on critical

grounds, is made in the version of Luther ; which is followed

also by Le Clerc, Michaelis, and Justi. In Luther it stands

thus : dass Israel wieder frey ist geworden . Le Clerc trans

lates : Israele in libertatem adserto ,or literally, cum liberaren

tur libertates in Israel. Michaelis has : dass Israel die Ban

den zerrissen . The ground of this version lies in the fact, that

the verb yp sometimes signifies to let loose, to free from re
straint, e. g . Ex. 32: 25. Prov. 29: 18 . But then this is

always in a bad sense ; and there is moreover no instance in

the Hebrew where the noun yo is employed in any cor
responding sense. The objection to this version is its harsh

ness ; and besides it does not suit the context.
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Another and still better supported meaning is that of our

English version, for the avenging of Israel. This comes from

the Syriac, which is also followed by the Arabic of the Poly

glott, and gives the sense according to the Aramaean usage of

ynn, i . q. 129, viz . to avenge ; llim ? :221; 120151039 , pro

vindicta qua vindicatus est Israel. This is also adopted by

Köhler. But here Israel is made the subject; which is not the

case in the Hebrew. In order to do this, the prefix must be
neglected , contrary to all critical rules. As it stands in our

English version , Jehovah is by implication the subject ; butthis

takes place only by an inversion of the whole verse. The ob

jection of Schnurrer, viz. that the subject must thus be sought

for in a subsequent clause, would here seem to be valid ; espe

cially as there is here an intervening clause with a different sub

ject.

We come then at last to the sense given above in the transla

tion , that the leaders led in Israel. This is expressed by Schour

rer thus : quod imperio fungi voluerint duces in Israële ; in

which he is followed by Hollmann : quod imperarunt impera

tores in Israël. Herder adopts the same sense in his “ Briefe" :

dass angeführet die Führer Israëls. Schnurrer was the first to

propose this version in modern times ; although it is found in

the Alexandrine Codex of the Septuagint, with which also

Theodotion coincides : εν τω άρξασθαι αρχηγούς εν Ισραήλ.

The propriety of this mode of rendering appears from the usus

loquendiin respect to both 972 and 977 ; from the suitableness

of it to the context ; and from the fact that the verse thus be

comes parallel to another passage in this very poem.

To begin with yon. This word occurs only twice in the

singular in the Hebrew Bible ; viz . Num. 6 : 5. Ez. 44 : 20 ;

and signifies in both instances the principal lock or locks of

hair ; derived probably from the sense of the verb, to uncover,

especially the head, by cutting or tearing off the hair, Num. 10:

6. 21: 10. In the plural the word occurs only twice , viz . in

the verse before us and in Deut. 32 : 42. In this latter passage

God says :

" I will make mine arrows drunk with blood ,

And my sword shall devour flesh ;

From the blood of the slain and of the captives,

From the heads of the nign of the enemy."

Here we must inquire, what are then the niye of the enemy ?
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a word_from,ןיִנָעְרּוּפofficers ,by,םיִרְטׁש.translatesthe Heb

isعرف

*

Assuredly not locks of hair, which would make no sense ; and

still less depilated, capitis nudati, which the Vulgate has, and

for which there is no authority whatever. Neither can it be

avengings, or revengings, as our English version has it, from

the Aramaean sense of a given above ; a meaning at utter

variance with the context. The antithetic nature of the paral

lelism evidently shows here, that niye designates the most

distinguished part of the hostile community,in contrast to the

slain and captives. We might therefore safely adopt the ren

dering of the Septuagint here, from the nature of thecase, with

out further inquiry, viz. äojovtes, leaders, rulers. Butwe are

not restricted by any suchnecessity ; for the analogy of the cog
nate languages supports this sense . In Deut. 16 : 18, Onkelos

. , , , a
5c !

the same root as niyap ; and in Arabic the noun is

summum et vertex rei, and signifies also caput et princeps familiae ,

populi.* We may remark too that the Hebrew name for the

Egyptian kings, 7572, Pharaoh, comes from the same root . This

word in the Coptic is orpo , and with the article , Norpo

gorpo, and significs king ; and the Hebrews doubtless

in adopting it into their own language, gave it a form which

preserved, as nearly as possible, the original signification of the
name; just as they have done with the name of Moses, and

many others, to which a Hebrew etymology has been thus

adapted.

From all these circumstances we are warranted in assigning

to niya in the case before us, the meaning rulers, leaders.

The plural here takes the feminine form ; as is frequently the

case in regard to the nomina muneris in Hebrew, as well as in

Syriac and Arabic.t

Having thus settled the meaning of niya, we might at once

assume that the verb sinn is to be taken in the same sense.

But here also we have the support of the Arabic, in which

or

& signifies summum cepit vel tenuit,superavit alios nobilitate,
pulchritudine, etc.

* See Hollmann in loc . + Gesenius Lehrgeb. p . 468. 879 .
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The usus loquendi of this clause having been thus made out,

we proceed to shew that the version above (given is suitable

to the context. Israel had long been sunk in despondency, and

was incapable of making an effort to throw off his chains.

Hence the prophetess begins with a burst of gratitude to God,

that the nation had once more roused itself to action . The

second clause refers, by common consent, to the people, who

spontaneously came forward to the war ; what then could be

more suitable or natural, than that the first clause should con

tain a reference to the princes and rulers of the people, who did

the same ? We see in the case of Barak how unwilling they

were to lead the way ; and the same fact is asserted in v. 7.

That this unwillingness was overcome, both on the part of the

rulers and of the people, the prophetess makes the opening

subject of her song of praise .

In this way too this verse becomes in a manner parallel to

v. 9 , which is to be regarded as a poetical repetition, serv

ing to shew strongly the former despondency and present ex

ultation of the prophetess. It is a safe rule in the interpre

tation of Hebrew poetry, that wherever a parallelism of differ

entmembers of the same poem can naturally be made out,

such parallelism caeteris paribus is to be assumed.

The remainder of the verse presents no difficulty. The form

37?n? is Inf. Hithp. which in Hebrew and in the cognate lan

guages expresses the idea to offeror presentone's self, particular

ly , for military service ; ormore literally to impel one's self to do

any thing, from the form of Kal, to impel, induce. The whole

verse then may be regarded as an exclamation to give praise to

God, that in the oppressed and afflicted state of the nation ,

both rulers and people had at length the boldness to rise and

assert the violated liberties of their country.

VERSE 3. The words by and burn , kings and princes,

may here be understood of the princes of Israel ; and then it

is merely a declaration to them, that the prophetess is about

to begin a song of triumph , in which it is implied that they

should join . This however would seem to be a feeble sense of
the verse. Much more bold and forcible is the strain , when

we refer these words to the kings of the Canaanites, the

inveterate enemies of Israel , over whom or whose allies the

people are now celebrating a triumph . The song then as

sumes a tone of loſiy defiance : - · I, even I , a feeble woman, cel

ebrate your overthrow .' These same Hebrew words are ap
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plied in like manner in Ps. 2: 2. The word 7 is the partici

ple of 717 , which occurs only in this form as an epithet for

prince, literally the weighty, honourable ; from win to be weighty.

VERSE 4. The theophania here described is by most inter

preters referred to the giving of the law on Sinai ; see Ex. 19 :

16. Even Schnurrer adopts this application. It is difficult to

see any solid ground for such a reference ; inasmuch as the

present victory had no connexion whatever with Sinai or the

events which there took place ; and because too it is no where

said, that God came to Sinai, but from it, Deut. 33: 2. More

over there is obvious and substantial reason , to understand

the passage in respect to God's appearing in behalf of Israel on

the present occasion. In v . 20 it is expressly said that the

stars, or the host of heaven, fought for Israel ; and in v. 21 the

brook Kishon is described as sweeping away the enemies ;

which could not well have been the case unless it had been

swollen by a great fall of rain . All this points to a stormof

thunder and lightning accompanied by torrents of rain , by

which Jehovah discomfited the enemy; in the same manner as

in Josh . 10: 11 the Lord is said to have “ cast down great

stones from heaven ” upon the enemy, which are immediately

afterwards said to be hailstones. That there was then such

a tempest on this occasion, we are authorized to assume ; and

Josephusstates the same fact, probably from tradition ; Ant. V. 5 .

4. This being the case, the difficulty in regard to the theophania

vanishes. It is the majestic and sublime description of Jehovah,

advancing in clouds and tempest and storm , to the help of his

people. The same general imagery is employed by David in

Ps. 18 : 8 seq. and is found also in Ps. 144: 5. ' In Deut. 33: 2,

Ps. 68 : 8 and Hab. 3 : 3, we have the same representation of

the approach of Jehovah from the south ; perhaps, as has been

beforesuggested, because the Hebrews before the establishment

of the ark in Jerusalem, conceived of God as dwelling on

Mount Sinai; just as he is afterwards represented asdwelling

upon Zion ; see Ex. 3: 1. 24: 13. Num. 10: 3 ; also Ps. 9 : 12.

In this case, as Herder suggests, Habakkuk must be regarded

as having simply imitated themore ancient representation,which

he found already clothed in poetical language, without choosing

to make such alterations as a change oftimes and opinions

would seem to have demanded .

Let us proceed nowto the consideration of the particular

1
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words; after exhibiting the parallel passages of Deborah and

the Psalmist.

Judg. 5 : 4 , 5 . Ps. 68 : 8, 9 .

? 8

:

ריִעֵׁשִמָךְתאֵצְּבהָוהְי4 ְךָּמַעיֵנְפִלָךְתאֵצְּבםיִהלֱא8

םֹודֱאהֵדְׂשִמָךְּדְעַצְּב :ןֹומיִׁשיִבָךְּדְעַצְּב

ּופטָלםִיַמָׁש־םַגהָׁשָעָרץֶרֶא ּופְטָנםִיַמָׁשףַאהָׁשָעָרץֶרֶא9

:םִיָמּופְטָנםיִבָעםַּג

הָוהְייֵנְּפִמּולְזָנםיִרָה5 םיהלֶאיֵנְּפִמ

יֵהֹלֱאהָוהְייֵנְּפִמיַניִסהֶז יֵהלֶאםיִהֹלֱאיֵנְּפִמיַניִסהֶז

:לָאָרְׂשִי :לֵאָרְׂשִי

:

? 5

!

:

The agreement and difference of the two passages is here

presented to the eye ; so thatno further remarks are necessary.

The pouring down of water from the clouds is omitted in v .9

of the Psalm ; but is spoken of immediately afterwards in v .

10. Indeed earthquakes and tempests are every where repre

sented , as accompanying the appearance of Jehovah in his char

acter of God of hosts.

Seir, y ,is that range ofmountainswhich stretches from the

southern extremity of the Dead Sea southwards towards the

Elanitic gulf. This region wasthe seat of the children of Esau or

Edom ; and is hence called here the field of Edom, the same

as the later Idumea . The tempest therefore on which Jehovah

sits enthroned, approaches from the southeastern quarter of the

heavens .

Verse 5. 75726977. The Vulgate, and most interpreters,

translate these words, montes diffluxerunt, mountains flowed

down ; and understand this metaphorically of the melting away

of mountains in terror before Jehovah . This figure is ofteu

adopted by the Hebrew poets ; and on this account there could

be no objection to this rendering here. But the word usually

employed to express this, is not 577 , but opz2 ; see Ps. 97 : 5.

Mic . 1: 4. The proper meaning of 37 ? is to flow, to run, as

water, Ps. 147 : 18 ; and it is never elsewhere used to express

the idea of flowing down, melting. It seems preferable there

fore, in the present instance, to regard the form 13 as the 3

pers . plur. praet. Niphal from the verb 325 , for 9577 , instead of

the usual form like 180. The meaning then will be : Mountains

were shaken, trembled , quaked, at the presence of Jehovah ; a

sense equally forcible and apposite as the other, and supported
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also by the Septuagint, which has ¿oadevonoav. The form

7372 instead of Ire (which occurs Is. 64 : 1 , 3 ,) is then similar

to "fut. 777 for 75.Gen. 11: 7. 721 for ni Gen. 11 : 6 ;

or in the praeter, opfor20 Ez. 41 : 7. 777; for 7237 Is.

19: 3.* In Is. 64 : 1, 3 , the English version has given also to

ast? the meaning to melt ; but this is against all authority. The

Arabic verb means to shake the earth, and the noun

Justin

3 í signifies earthquake.
After thus celebrating the majesty of Jehovah in his appear

ance for the overthrow of the hostile kings, whose remaining

allies she has just invoked to listen to her song, the prophetess

turns to describe the forlorn and degraded state to which Israel
had previously been reduced.

VERSE 6. All the historical notice we have of Shamgar is

contained in Judg. 3 : 31 . His victory over the Philistines

seems to have occurred eighty years after that of Ehud over
Moab. As to the interval which followed between him and the

oppression of Jabin, there is nothing specified . In this interval,

probably, we must place Jael, who is here spoken of along with

Shamgar, as a judge or deliverer of Israel ; but who is no

where else mentioned in the Jewish annals. The older inter

pretershave generally supposed this person to be the same with

the wife of Heber, mentioned below. There is however no

ground whatever for this assumption , except the identity of the
names ; and in the multiplicity of instances in which different

Hebrews boreone and the same appellation, this ceases to be

an argument for an identity of persons here. There are be

sides several considerations against this assumption.
The

wife of Heber is no where spoken of, except as the destroyer

of Sisera ; had she been formerly celebrated, there could hard

ly have failed to be some distinct allusion to it. Further, the

phrase ó na , in the days of any one, is no where employed
except in reference to persons who have made an epoch in his

toryby their character and distinguished standing ; e. g. Gide

on , Judg. 8: 28 ; Saul , 1 Sam . 17 ; 12 ; David, 2 Sam . 21: 2 ;

Samuel, 1 Kings 10 : 21 , etc.

* Gesenius Lehrgebäude, p. 372. Stuart's Heb. Gram. § 266.

No. III . 74
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-usuallymeans an eleהָביִתָנThe word-תֹולְקְלַקֲע-תֹוביִתְנ

it serves to designate the,תֹוּכַקְלַקֲעתֹוחָרֲאas opposed to the

7VERSE.ןֹוזָרְפּולְדָח has been theןֹוזָרְּפThe word

ning 737 , the highways ceased, sc. to be occupied , i. e.

the high road were abandoned by travellers, on account of the

many hostile incursions, by which they were rendered insecure.

The same idea is expressed in Is . 33 : 8, ay nap nibon nang

ngå , the highways are desolate, the traveller ceaseth.

-

vated, beaten road, from an, i . q . Ar. ujj elevatus fuit. Here,

,
open public roads, in distinction from the obscure and crooked

by-ways which travellers were now compelled to take.

.

subject of much difference of opinion , and of much contro

versy. The different manuscripts of the Septuagint exhibit a

great diversity . The Vatican codex has duvaroi ; and in a

similar sense, seven other Mss. and Theodoret have oi xpa
TOŪVTES. The Vulgate also has fortes with a like meaning ;

with which the translation above given agrees. The Alexan

drine copy of the Sept. gives simply goášov, retaining the He

brew word ; while the Complutensian and Aldine copies, and

also eight Mss. in Holmes, exhibit of xaroixoŪVTES, but without

any critical ground . The Chaldee translates it ????,

urbes villarum , unwalled cities or towns ; and so also the

Syriac and the Rabbins, whom Le Clerc and Köhler follow .

Our English version has also adopted this sense, as a collective

one, for the inhabitants of the villages ; and Luther exhibits the

same, Bauren, peasants. With these Herder also coincides.

This meaning accords well with that of the similar word nie,
Esth . 9 : 19, which undoubtedly signifies country -towns ; and it

would not be inappropriateto the context in the particular verse
before us . But it would be less suitable in y , 11 below ; and

as the meaning given in the translation is there still more appro

priate , and is also supported by the usus loquendi, I have pre

ferred to adopt it . The Arabic verb

separate ; and hence , as Schnurrer suggests, we have the nouns

yirga and 77 Hab. 3: 14, in the sense of the Hebrew upü ,

i. e . judge, ruler, leader. So also Dathe, Gesenius, and Holl

i signifies to divide

1. - The idea of the verse is, not that there were no leaders

in Israel; but that through despondency they had ceased to act

-had failed to rouse the people against their oppressors . Com

pare the conduct of Barak, Judg . 4: 8 .

mann.
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mazu 7. For the prefixed, see the remark on p. 577

above.

3870 ?? Ox . The prophetess here calls herself mother in

Israel, in the sense of benefactress ; just as distinguished men

are termed fathers of their country, or fathers in general ; Job

29: 16. Gen. 45: 8. Compare also the use of the term father

towards a prophet, 2 K. 6 : 21. 13 : 14 .

VERSE 8. DUTIE DIN 79. These words are suscep ,

tible of two interpretations : they chose new gods ; or, God

chose new things, i. e . new modesof deliverance for his people ,

e . g. by a female hand and not by military valour. The former

is the version of the Seventy, Chaldee, the Rabbins, the Eng

lish, LeClerc,Schnurrer, Herder, Dathe, Hollmann, and others ;

while the latter is exhibited by the Syriac , Arabic of the

Polyglott, Vulgate, Luther, etc. In favour of the former it

may be said, that Israel, which has been mentioned immediate

ly before, may with perfect ease and propriety be regarded as

the subject ; while moreover the choice of newgods,the turn

ing aside to idolatry , is throughout the Book of Judges assigned

as the cause of God's displeasure against his people and of

their consequent subjugation to their enemies ; comp. Judg. 2 :

11 seq. 2 : 20 seq . 3 : 7 , 8, 12. 6 : 1. 8:33. 10: 6 , 7. 13 : 1 .

Against the other interpretation we may also say, that although

2717 is used in the feminine in a similar meaning , Is. 42: 10.

48 : 6. Jer. 31 : 22 ; yet the sense thus obtained harmonizes

less with the context here, and is less supported by historical

analogy. Strictly speaking too, we may say with Schnurrer,

that on this supposition the subject of the next clause must be

the Israelites, and it must then refer to the wars waged bythem

against their enemies,—an interpretation which would do vi

olence to the sense of the whole passage.

nem ?, lit. warring of the gates, i . e . war in or around

the gates or cities; with reference , no doubt, to hostile incur

sions, in which the cities of Israel were surprised and plunder

ed ; comp. 1 Sam . 30 : 1 seq. The form om is for both

(which is found in some Mss.) like my for 727., etc. The

word may either be taken as a noun, or as the infinitive of Piel

used as anoun, to oppugnare. Gesenius prefers the former.

1787 E873?, no shield was seen . The word ox is here a

direct negative ; as also in Is. 22 : 14. 2 K. 3 : 14. Prov. 27:

24, where it is parallel with Ab . See Gesenius' Lex. under be ,

A. 6. This negative sense may here be derived from its use
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either as an interrogative, or as a particle of swearing. - In re

spect to the numberforty thousand, see on p. 578 above. The

clause may also refer to the dejection and apathy of the whole

people, who neglected to rise and employ even the arms which

they had , in behalf of their liberties .

VERSE 9. After this description of the bondage of Israel and

its effects upon the courage of the people, the prophetess now,

bya natural contrast, again repeats her exclamations of grati

tude to the princes and the people, that they at length had risen

and triumphed. The verse is thus parallel with v. 2 . The

preposition is to be supplied before bazana?; an omission

which is not unfrequent in poetic parallelism ; see Deut. 33: 4,

and comp. Prov. 27 : 7. 13: 18. etc. * She invites here further

the whole nation in general , to join her in this gratitude and in a

song of praise to Jehovah. The following verses are more

specific.

Verse 10. This verse specifies three classes of persons,

whom we may regard as including the whole people . The first

are those who ride upon white asses. These we may take to

be the nobles, princes, magnates ; first, because it is expressly

related that the thirty sons of Jair who judged Israel, and the

seventy sons and nephews of Abdon, who also judged Israel,

rode upon ass colts, Judg . 10 : 4. 12 : 14 ; a circumstance which

seemsto be mentioned as pertaining to their rank in life ;—and

secondly, because it is a well known fact that white elephants,

camels, asses, and mules, or rather those approaching to white,

have always been highly prized among oriental nations, and are

usually the property of princes. It is also proper here to re

mark, that the ass of warmer countries, as Palestine, and also

e . g. in Genoa, is quite a stately animal, and bears little resem

blance to his degraded brother in more northern regions . Comp.

Bocharti Hieroz. P. I. p . 476. or T. I. p . 529 , 543, ed . Ro

senmueller ; also p. 183, or p . 151 ed . Rosenm.

A second class of persons is described in the words an

7972 y . What is then 1977 ? The Septuagint, Vulgate, Chaldee,

the Rabbins , Luther, the English, Le Clerc, and others, take it

as if compounded from 77 ja ; and then render, those who sit

797 7 ? ? yin or for judginent,i . e . judges. Such a use how

ever of the particles sy and je is elsewhere unknown in He

* Gesenius Lehrgeb. p . 837. Stuart's Heb. Gram. 559. b.
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brew . Nor does it help the matter to write the word with

other vowels, e . g. 7'72 , for this would mean controversy and

not judgment. Michaelis has very arbitrarily translated , ihr

die auf Wagen fahren; probably for the sake of antithesis

with the preceding and following clauses. The easiest and best

supported interpretation is that which I have given, upon the

authority of Cocceius, Schnurrer, Herder, Dathe, Gesenius,

Hollmann, and others. In this 7979 is regarded as the less

common form of the plural , either of 72 , whence 1972 Ps. 109:

18 , and 172 Lev. 6: 3 ; or of the fem . 777 , whence nizza Ps.

133: 2 ; just as 72 from Job 12 : 11. Both of these

words come from 7772 , Arabic clo , in the sense of to extend,

spread out ; and they are spoken properly of any thing which

may be spread out, e . g . of carpets or coverings, and of the

large outer garments of the Hebrews, which they also used to

sleep upon at night, Ex. 22: 25, 26. Deut. 24 : 13.* Those then

who are here said to recline on carpets are the rich, the opulent,

in distinction from the nobles and the poor ;—the idea of cost

ly, splendid, being here implied , as in i K. 22 : 10 .

The third class are those who walk the streets or by the

way, i . e. the poor . Thus then we have the nobles, the wealthy,

and the poor, or the whole nation , to whom the invocation of

the poetess is addressed, to join the song of triumph.
I ought to remark here, that Schnurrer does not refer the

two last orixou to different classes of men. He supposes that

those who recline on carpets and those who walk the streets ,

simply designate persons of every class who are at leisure or are

engaged in business, i . e. the whole community ; and he com
pares Deut. 6 : 7, where the Israelites are commanded to talk of

the precepts of the law both while they “ sit in the house and

walk by the way. The rendering of the Syriac version and

Arabic of the Polyglott would rather support this view , viz.
sedentes in domibus . But it is well remarked by Hollmann,

that in the passage of Deuteronomy referred to, it is not so

much the object to include the whole community of persons,

as it is to cover every moment of time ; so that the point of
Schnurrer's comparison falls away.

The turn given to this verse by Jerome is somewhat amusing,

and as some perhaps may think, not wholly inapposite. 6 As

censores asinarum populus Israel dicitur ; asinae vero in quibus

* Jahn, Bib. Archaeol. § 122. Mod. Traveller, Palestine, p. 8.
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ascendunt, Doctores tribus Israel dicuntur ; super quorum doc

trina reliquus populus quasi super asinas ascendere dicitur, id

est , requiescere. Et ipsi asinae dicuntur, hoc est, gradientes

instar asinae in lege, sedentes super judicium, id est, super

legem, etc.?

Verse 1 ) . The prophetess has just called upon all the peo

ple to join in a song, and she now declares the occasion, at or

on account of the voice, or joyful cry, of those who divide the

spoil. It would be in vain here to attempt to enumerate the

different interpretations proposed of this verse. The difficulty

arises principally from the word b'xxn . The Septuagint has

από φωνής ανακρουομένων ; the Vulgate paraphrastically and

arbitrarily, ubi collisi sunt currus , et hostium suffocatus est exer

citus. Similar to these is Le Clerc . But the word unquestion

ably means either archers, or those who divide sc . the spoil.

If the former, it is a denominative in the Piel form from ym.,

arrow ; if the latter it is the Piel part. from yx to divide,

which probably derives its meaning from the oriental custom of

dividing by lot by means of arrows. The former sense is

followed by the Chaldee, the Rabbins, Luther, the English , and

also Justi ; to whose interpretation I shall recur again below .

I have preferred the sense to divide, on the authority of Schnur

trer, Herder, Dathe, Gesenius, Hollinann, and others ; and be

cause it seems to me to accord better with the context. In

this interpretation , the buxnn are the victorious warriors, who

return laden with booty to their various tribes, and halt at the

watering places to divide out the spoil . These, as is well

known, are the usual places of encampment and rest in the

east ; and the division of the plunder was also an occasion of

rejoicing and song ; see the description of such a scene, 1

Sam. 30: 16. In Is. 9 : 2 also, the joy of those who divide the

spoil is used by comparison to indicate great joy ; comp. Ps.

68: 13. 119 : 162. Is. 33 : 23 . In these rejoicings the pro

phetess now calls upon the rest of the nation to join ; also

around these streams and watering places to celebrate their tri

umph , the aid and victories of Jehovah ; and then to descend

in tranquillity to their several cities. Compare here verse 15 ;

and also Virgil Ecl . I. 51 , 52 :

hic inter flumina nota

Et fontes sacros frigus captabis opacum .

* Pocock . Spec . Hist. Arabum, p. 324. A. Schultens ad Job .

40: 25 .
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Should any one prefer here to render biza by more than the

voice of etc. expressing a degree of rejoicing greater than that

of those who divide the prey, I know not that there would be

any very valid objection . The remainder of the verse would not

be affected by such a mode of rendering .

Justi proposes still another version, which is not without its

merits. He takes bixxnr in the sense of archers, i. e . hostile

warriors, who were wont to seize upon the shepherdsand their

flocks when collected around the wateringplaces. Theprefix

za in bipza he would render by prae, loco, instead of. His ver

sion then is : instead of the noise of the [hostile] archers

around the watering -troughs, there they shall celebrate, etc. "

But to say nothing here of the force thus put upon the prepo

sition 7?, this interpretation , to my taste at least , has less of

elegance, and harmonizes less with the context, than either of

those discussed above.

170,77 mipy aan bw . The verb non is fut. Piel from the

root tan. The noun27 signifies not only righteousness,

but benefit, favour, and also deliverance, i . q . yw , and 1970 , Is .

45 : 24. 46 : 13. 51 : 6 , 8. 56 : 1 . Hence we may properly

translate it here favours, deliverances, victories, always perhaps

with the accessory idea of their having been righteously be

stowed , as against idolaters. The word 777 some have pro- ,

posed to read 7777 ; so Schnurrer and Dathë. But this is un

necessary ; because the praeter, when it follows a future, may

take of course a future sense.

VERSE 12. Having thus invited the whole nation to join the

song of victory, the prophetess now turns to herself and Ba

rak , the leaders and heroes of the triumph, in a tone of vivid

appeal and excitation. She calls upon herself to dictate a strain

descriptive of the preparation and the conflict, -- that strain to

which the nation shall respond ; and on Barak to lead forth his

captives and display them in triumph before his countrymen.

If we assume this to be the proper interpretation, then the re

mainder of the poem is the song which Deborab thus indites.

It is however only with hesitation that I have at length given

the preference to the above interpretation. Schnurrer proposes

a different connexion of the parts ; viz. to unite verse 12 with

the succeeding verses ; and to regard it as the appeal and in

* Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 794. Stuart's Heb. Gr. 9 503. e. 2 .
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vocation of Deborah before the battle ; comp. 4 : 14 . We

must then supply me , I said , before v. 12 ; and suppose

that she commences her narrative of the conflict by recounting

her original appeal to herself and Barak . - My reason for pre

ferring the other view is, that verses 9–11 are a series of in

vocations to the people of all ranks to celebrate Jehovah ;

which would very naturally be followed by an appeal of the

prophetess to herself to lead them in their song of praise ;

and because her original appeal to Barak and the people seems

to be contained in v . 13. — That such appeals to one's self

are not unusual in Hebrew poetry, is an almost unnecessary

remark ; see Ps. 42 : 6 , 12. 103 : 1-5. 104 : 1. et al.

Verse 13. According to the view we have taken, the pro

phetess here begins the song which she has called upon her

self to indite, by recounting her appeal to the people and her

invocation of Jehovah's help, before the battle. It is necessary

to supply here meafter 74 , instead of before v. 12 as is

done by Schnurrer. ' The omission of the forms of in this

manner is one of the most common features of Hebrew poet

ry ; see Cant . 3: 2, 3. Ps. 8 : 4. Is . 3: 6. 14 : 8. Job 8: 18.

9 : 19. Num . 23: 7. et al. saep .

Then [I said ), descend ye remnant of the nobles of the peo

ple. A much controverted clause, and one which has often been

rendered at random, without any critical authority ; as will be

obvious to any one who will look at the various versions of the

Scriptures . With Gesenius and Hollmann I take 77 here to

be 2 pers. imperat. from 79 ; to descend, instead of the regular

form 77 , for which we also find the form 777 Gen. 45: 9.
Such instances of a double future and imperative are not un

common in verbs Pe Yodh . Thus we find from way, the im

perative forms ? 1 K.21 : 15 and 1777; in pause with par

agogic, Deut. 33: 23 ; from Px ; the imp . P¥ 2 K. 4 : 41, and

pi? Ez. 24 : 3.7 – The word 7990 , remnant, is explained by

v. * . I prefer to take as here in the same sense as if it were

; .

ax , rows of stones ; Ruth 2 : 17 byip 704, an ephah or

barley ; see also the other instances adduced by Gesenius,f

justas.17:28םירוט we find in Ex;םיִרְדַאthe genitive after

* Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 850. Stuart's Heb. Gr. 5 555 .

+ Ibid . p . 383. Stuart ibid . § 246.

I Lehrgebäude p. 667.
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who supposes the latter noun is to be taken not so much in

place of a genitive , as of an accusative, or perhaps adverbially .

In the Septuagint the verse stands thus :

Τότε κατέβη κατάλειμμα τους ισχυρούς :

Λαος κυρίου κατέβη αυτω εν τοίς κραταιούς εξ εμού.

This evidently depends upon another reading of the Hebrew

; , .

instead of the present separation by the Athnach, as follows:

;

: ;

This division and mode of reading Michaelis and Schnurrer

have also adopted , and after them all modern commentators,

except Gesenius and Hollmann. They would then render the

םיִרְדַאְלדיִרָׂשדַרָיזָא

:םיָרּובְגַּביִלדַרָיהָוהְיםַע

passage thus :

1

Then a remnant descended against the valiant,

The people of Jehovah descended for me against the mighty.

It is not to be denied , that the reasons brought forward by

Schnurrer in favour of this interpretation are specious, particu

larly when taken in connexion with his views of v . 12. He

remarks, that the parallelism of the two parts of the verse are

thereby rendered much more striking ; that the connexion with

v. 12 (in his view of it) is more natural and appropriate ; that

it thus agrees with chap. 4: 14 , where Barak and his troops

are said to have descended from Tabor. But in opposition to

all this we may affirin , that there is no necessity whatever for a

change of the vowels, and therefore it is better to avoid such a

change ; and further, that the sense is much more forcible, and

more in accordance with the occasion and the whole tenor of

Deborah's mission, if we suppose her thus to have invoked the
presence and aid of Jehovah .

VERSE 14. pamaya – 972 The poetess now proceeds tore

view those who joined the standard of Barak. The word 1:72

is here the poetic form with Yodh paragogic for ya . Before

benz the relative as is of course to be supplied ; as also the
verb from the third clause of the verse . Root is here a

firmly established seat, dwelling ; compare the similar use of
the verb, Is. 27 : 6. Ps. 80: 10. Job 5 : 3. ut how could

Ephraim be said to dwell by Amalek, when this people, as is

No. III. 75

ּודְרָי
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the war .

well known, inhabited the country to the south of Palestine,

between Mount Seir and the Egyptian borders ? The answer

is rendered easy by a notice in Judg. 12 : 15, where it is said

that Abdon was buried “ in the land of Ephraim in the mount

of the Amalekites, P.7 7.72." It is hence probable, that

colonies of this people had formerly migrated into the country

of the Canaanites, and that one of these at least had maintain

ed itself among the Israelites of the tribe of Ephraim. It is

| the Ephraimites who dwelt near them , who thus come out to

Schnurrer supposes Amalek to be, both here and in

12 : 15 , only the name of a mountain ; but the other supposi

tion seems more probable .—Other explanations it would bea

loss of time to recount ; suffice it to say that they are mostly

not more intelligible than our English version : Out of Ephraim
was there a root of them against Amalek.

799232 797 7908, after thee [O Ephraim, came] Ben

jamin, among ihy people, hosts . Ephraim is addressed as if

present, comp. Is. 1: 29. Wemust presume the number from

Benjamin to have been so small, as not to have formed a distinct

corps .

oppin ? Machir was the son of Manasseh, and the
father of 'Gilead , Gen. 50 : 23. Num . 27 : 1 ; and is put here

for the tribe of Manasseh. The word beping is part. Poel

from PP17 , and signifies the same as OPPR in v. 9 above.

Sept.évtőooovtes, Vulg. principes.

So wur baun , they that bear the staff of a leader, sc.

in war, i . e . the staff of office. Most of theversions take 700

here in the sense of scribe , writer ; which is indeed its most com

mon meaning, but does not suit the connexion here. The word

is also applied to two great officers of state, viz . to the secretary

of state, who made out orders and decrees in the king's name,

2 Sam . 8 : 17. 2 K. 19 : 2. 22 : 3 ; and also to a high military

officer, who had the charge of raising and mustering the troops,

2 K. 25 : 19. Jer. 52 : 25. In the present passage it seems to

be taken nearly in this latter sense ; or rather, for a military

leaderor prefect in general . The verb ten to hold is constru

ed with before the object. Compare theGreek 6xnatoūzo ..

Verse 15. nip is here the unusual plural form from 7,

instead of bui like aia , Amos 7 : 1. 97 Zech. 14 : 5.*

There is therefore no necessity for changingthe vowel-points

* Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 523. Stuart's Heb. Gr. 9 325.
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to min as Schnurrer proposes ; nor for translating it my prin

ces , as Le Clerc and others have done.

The most obvious rendering of these words.קָרָּבןֵּכרָכשָּׂשִי

ܕ

ןּוּכ,

is, as Issachar, so Barak ; supplying the of comparison be

fore Issachar ; and they are so rendered by Gesenius in his

Lex . art. 72 , I. 2 d, as also by Luther and Le Clerc . But it

is difficult to see what connexion the words, taken in this sense,

can have with the rest of the verse. A far better solution is

proposed by R. Tanchum , as quoted by Schnurrer : quidam

putant 12 significare eos quibusnixus fuerit Baracus quosque

sequentes habuerit, ex illa significatione vocis . quam habet

Ex. 30 : 18. In this passage of Exodus, 7? signifies a support,

basis, on which anything rests; so alsoin i K. 7 : 31. et al.

I have therefore translated, Issachar was the RELIANCE of Ba

rak , i . e . his stay , support ; deriving 72 from 122 in the sense of

Most of the modern commentators prefer to derive it

from 792, in the sense of to cover, protect ; and translate it

praesidium, guard. This is not however supported by the usus

loquendi, and seems unnecessary . — The meaning of the verse

thus far. seems to be, that while the chiefs of Issachar were with

Deborah, the people of that tribe followed Barak .

1997 n . Literally, were sent down at his feet, i . e.

followed him into the valley, with the accessory idea of impetu

osity. Many refer this to Barak, who was sent on foot into the

valley. So our English version ; certainly without critical

ground or any very intelligible sense ; while in chap. 4 : 10 , the

very same phrase is translated correctly . The interpretation first

given, renders this clause parallel to the preceding one ; Issa

char closely followed Barak, and was his stay and support.

Thus far we have the catalogue of those tribes who took

part in the enterprise, viz. Ephraim , Benjamin, Manasseh, Zeb

ulun, and Issachar. Of these only Zebulun is recorded in

chap. iv. while Naphtali who is there mentioned, is here first
spoken of in v. 18 below ; where both Zebulun and Naphtali

are particularly celebrated . Probably they constituted the

chief portion of the troops and bore the bruntof the battle,

dwelling as they did in the more immediate vicinity of Jabin.

Thus they arenaturally the only tribes mentioned inthe brief
notices of history ; while on a triumphal occasion like the pres

ent, the deeds of all who were concerned in the battle, would

doubtless be placed in the strongest light.

13747 nap . With this clause commences the list of
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those tribes which failed to obey the summons of Deborah ;

and here v . 16 should properly begin. The tribe of Reuben

dwelt east of the Jordan and the Dead Sea , from the river

Arnon northwards, and possessed part of the plain of the Jordan,

which was every where well watered ,' Gen. 13 : 10. Their

country was celebrated for its rich pasturage, Num . 32 : 1.*

Among the streams of Reuben means simply in the well water

ed land of Reuben , its fertile plains and vallies.

27. The word PR signifies a decision, resolution ,

decree. The idea of the verse is , that the Reubenites at first

resolved to join their countrymen , and willingly to offer them

selves ;' but afterwards remained quiet at home. This conduct

the prophetess first describes in a tone of apparent praise, which

by a poetical artifice is converted into the keenest irony . She

pronounces their original resolution and purpose to have been

magnanimous; inquires why it was not fulfilled ,—why they

preferred to remain at home and listen to the piping of the
herdsmen ? She then repeats, as it were , her first declaration

of approbation ; but by the change of a single letter, ( 2. in

stead of PET , ) she pronounces their magnanimous resolution to

have been empty deliberation, resulting in cowardly indolence.

A similar species of paronomasia occurs in Ps. 49 : 13, 21 .

The word ondun here and in Gen. 49 : 14, is probably i. q .

dinou Ps. 18: 14, and means the folds, pinfolds, in which
flocks and herds in warm countries are during summer enclos

ed at night ; from now to place, sel , like stabula from stare .

It is every where spoken in reference to the ease and quiet of

pastoral life, in opposition to the toils and dangers of war.

The usual word is 7779. - This interpretation is proposed by

. ,

i. e. the ranges and folds of the flocks. The dual form proba

bly arises from the number of hurdles of which the enclo

sures were usually composed ; so also binigya Josh. 15 : 36.

The meaning more usually attributed to this word is drinking

troughs, i . e. for the cattle. This is illustrated at length by

Michaelis on Lowth, (p . 599. ed . Rosenm . Lips. 1815 ,) but

does not rest on sufficient grounds; see Gesenius' Lex. sub

.R:ןאצהתורדגותוכרעמםהםיתפשמהןיב, Sal . Ben Melech

VOC.

* The reputation of this tract for pasturage continues to the

present day; see Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, Germ. ed. with

notes by Gesenius , II . p . 628. Rosenmueller, Alterthumsk. Bd.

II . Th. I. p. 264.
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Verse 17. 322—7 . Gilead was the name of the son of

Machir , v. 11, and also the name of the mountainous country

east of Jordan , inhabited by the tribe of Gad and the half tribe

of Manasseh ; Deut. 3 : 15. Josh . 13 : 25 , 31. 22 : 9. It may

therefore here mean either that half of Manasseh, (the other

half having gone out to battle, v. 11 , ) or the tribe of Gad , or

both these. The latter is not improbable ; and it is certain that

Gad at least must be intended. Gilead is put directly for Gad,

Ps. 60 : 9. The verb je necessarily here implies to dwell at

ease, quietly, as in Ps. 16 : 9. 55: 7. Prov. 7 : 11. The mere

fact of residing beyond Jordan could surely be no cause of re

proach .

nin-777 . This clause is rendered by Michaelis, Schnurrer,

and others, and Dan, why feared he ships ? But the other

meaning of 727 , viz . to sojourn , dwell, applies much better here ;

first because of the parallelism with you and 20+ ; and second
ly, because we no where read of ' hostile incursions by sea

against the Israelites. That the verb in this sense must here

be construed with an accusative , is no objection ; for a decided

instance of the same construction occurs in Ps. 120 : 5. The

limits of the tribe of Dan included the haven of Joppa, Josh .

19 : 6, and also the coast farther south . This interpretation

moreover is supported by the Septuagint, Vulgate, Luther, and

the English version ; and was afterwards adopted by Schnurrer
himself. *

pis ?-Us. The same reproach is here brought against
Asher, that he remained inactive on his coasts. The noun gin ,

from 997 to wear away, signifies coast, sea coast, inasmuch as

this is continually wearing away by the water. So in Arabic,

bá , és, signify margin,sea coast. The plural ?

stands often in poetry in cases where in prose we find the sing.

D ?; e . g . Gen.49: 13. Job 6 : 3, compared with Gen. 32 : 13 .

41 : 49, etc. In the next clause, 6937 ? are properly rents,

fissures, sc . in the coast, from y to rend ; and hence bays,
harbours. The celebrated harbour of Acco or Ptolemais, now

St. Jean d'Acre , lay in the territory of Asher. Achzib also and

Tyre are mentioned as falling within the limits of this tribe ,

Josh . 19 : 29 .

םיִּבַר

* In his Notae ad Spec. Tanchumi Hicrosol. Tüb. 1791 .
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seq . 11 : 1

Taanach and Megiddo were cities of.ֹוּבִגְמיֵמ־לַעְךֶנֲעַתְּב

VERSE 18. Zebulun and Naphtali are here particularly

celebrated . They are the only tribes mentioned in chap . iv .

Jabin and Sisera dwelt in theirterritories ; and the oppression

would therefore naturally fall most heavily on these tribes. We

may conclude therefore, that they were more eager to throw off

the yoke of bondage ; that they indeed would rise in greater

numbers, and exhibit a more determined valour. Hence they

are said to have despised their lives even unto death , i . e. to have

rushed fearless upon danger and death . The Arabian poets

use similar expressions ; see the quotations in Schnurrer ad h . 1 .

-The lofty field is here probably spoken in reference to Mount

Tabor, on which the army of Israel was at first encamped ;

lit. the heightsof the field , perhaps also the more elevated parts

of the plain of Esdraelon.

VERSE 19. The prophetess now proceeds to describe the
battle . From the circumstance that kings are here spoken

of, we may with probability inſer that other allied kings took

the field with Sisera . Such confederacies were not unusual ;

see Josh. 10 : 3
seq .

.

the Canaanites, each of which had its own king. They are al

ways mentioned together, except in Josh . 21: 25 ; and the in

ference is that they lay near each other ; Josh. 12: 21. 17:11.

Judg. 1 : 27. 1 K. 4 : 12. i Chr. 7:29. In the division of the

land under Joshua, they were assigned to Manasseh ; although

it is expressly said that they lay within the territory of Issa

char, Josh . 17 : 11. For a time, however, the Canaanites were

not driven out of them , Judg . 1 : 27. Afterwards Taanach was

assigned to the Levites, Josh . 21 : 25. At a later period the

two formed part of one of the twelve districts over which Solo

mon placed purveyors, 1 K. 4 : 12. In 1 Chr. 7 : 29 they are

said to be inhabited by the descendants of Ephraim. Megiddo

was fortified by Solomon, 1 K. 9 : 15 ; and was afterwards the

scene of the death of Ahaziah, 2 K. 9 : 27, and of Josiah,

2 K. 23: 29. 2 Chr. 35 : 22.--We find also mention of the

plain or valley of Megiddo, 2 Chr. 35 : 22. Zech . 12 : 11 ; and

of the waters of Megiddo, in the verse before us. These

waters and the plain , of course, derive this appellation from
their immediate proximity to the city.

Where then were the cities of Taanach and Megiddo situat

ed ? Where are we to look for the plain and the waters of Me

giddo ? The whole context and the nature of the case shew,
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that they could not have been far remote from Mount Tabor ;

and as the Kishon is represented as having swept the enemies

away, the field of battle must have been upon the renowned

plain of Esdraelon . But to obtain a more definite idea of the

situation of these cities and of the battle ground, it will be ne

cessary to go more into detail .

The great plain of Jezreel or Esdraelon , (the latter being the

Greek pronunciation of the former,) lies within the ancient bor

ders of Zebulun and Issachar, and expands itself between the

Jordan and Mount Carmel, in a direction nearly from E. S. E.

to W. N. W. It is skirted on the N. by the mountains of Na

zareth and Mount Tabor ; on the E. by the mountains of Gil

boa, which form the western border of the Jordan valley ; on

the S. by the mountains of Ephraim or Samaria, and the hills

which stretch from these to Mount Carmel ; and on the S. W.

and W. by this latter mountain , and by bills which separate

the plain from the coast at the distance of seven or eight

miles from the sea ;* among which lies the lake Cendeviaof

Pliny, the source of the Belus . The line of mountains on

the north side of the plain is bold ; and through these enters

the ravine which conducts to Nazareth.t About two or three

furlongs further east, stands Tabor, projecting somewhat upon

the plain . Still farther to the eastward the plain extends about

three or four miles, on its northern side, to a line of hills ;

beyond thesouthern end of which hills, it is prolonged towards

the range of Gilboa . This range, which separates this tract from

the vale of the Jordan, rises into peaks, probably one thousand

feet above the level of that river . Between these are Wady's
or ravines which descend to the Jordan. Opposite to this pro

longation of the vale of Esdraelon towards the S. E. on a spot

where the ridge of Gilboa sinks down and forms a tract of

elevated rocky country , open to the west and descending to

* Shaw's Travels, p. 333 seq . French Transl. Tom . II . p . 13

seq.

+ Jowett's Christian Researches in Syria and the Holy Land,

Bost. 1826. pp. 128, 129.

| Dr. Richardson, in Mod. Traveller , Palestine, p. 248. Bost.

1830. The natives still name this ridge Djebel Gilbo. Most trav

ellers call the northern part of it Hermon, butimproperly ; see Ro

senm . Alterthumsk. Bd. II. Th. I. p. 135. The proper Hermon is

N. E. of Paneas.
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wards the Jordan, is situated the village of Bisan, the ancient

Bethshan or Scythopolis, at the distance of twenty four miles

south of Tiberias . Two or three miles south of Bisan , the

mountains rise again.* -On the south side of the plain also, the

mountains of Ephraim are penetrated by several valleys ; one

of which, entering by Gennyn ( the ancient Ginaea ), is the usu

al road from Nazareth to Nablous or Sychar, andJerusalem.

The plain of Esdraelon is computed by Dr. Jowett to be

about fifteen miles square, making allowances for irregularities,

and for its running out on the W. towards Mount Carmel, and

on the E. or S. E. towards the Jordan . Although it bears the

name of plain , yet it abounds with hills, which in viewing it

from the adjacent mountains, shrink into nothing.I Burckhardt

estimates the plain to be about eight hours long and four hours

broad . || It is now almost desolate ; although exceedingly fertile,

and capable of supporting many thousands of inhabitants.s

Mount Tabor, in Latin Mons Itabyrus, now Djebel Tor,

stands isolated and prominent above all the surrounding moun

tains. Its form is described by Burckhardt and others, as that of

a truncated cone ;IT the sides of which are not so steep but

that it may be ascended on horseback . Its altitude is estimated

by Volney at from four to five hundred toises , or from 2500 to

3000 feet.** The sides are covered to thevery top with fo

rests of oaks and wild pistachio -nut trees . The summit is an

oval plain , described by Pococke as half a mile long and a

quarter of a mile broad. · Maundrell makes it two furlongs in

length by one in breadth . On it are still to be seen the remains

of fortifications, probably of the time of the crusades . The

prospect from Mount Tabor is described by all travellers as one

of the loveliest on earth . The eye wanders over the mountains

and plains of Galilee, takes in the mountains of Ephraim , and

rests upon the excellency of Carmel’ ; while immediately be

* Richardson, ib . p. 246. Burckhardt, II . p. 592. Germ . ed . with

notes by Gesenius.

† Jowett, ib. p . 146. # Jowett, ib. and p. 222.

|| Burckhardt l . c . p . 579. The reckoning by hours is very un

certain. As a general rule , an hour's distance may be assumed to

be the space which a horse or mule will walk over in that time,

i . e . from three to three and a half miles.

§ Jowett, p. 222. Loc. cit . p. 579 .

** Voyage en Syrie, Tom. II . p . 212.
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low is the wide plain of Esdraelon, spread out like a carpet ;

through which the Kishonis seen winding its way and approach

ing gradually the base of Carmel.* During the greater part of

summer, the mountain is every morning covered with thick

clouds, which clear away towards noon.t

The united testimony of ancient authors and modern travel

lers , (with the exception of Shaw ,) makes the Kishon take its

rise near the foot of Tabor. In the plain , on the E. or N. E.

of the mountain , and at a short distance from the base, is a

Khan, called the Khan of the Fair,' from the circumstance of

a market being held there every Monday . Here are the ruins

of a castle, formerly belonging to the Knights of St. John ; it

appears to be the same in which Arvieux found a garrison in

1660. From this place Tiberias bears a little N. of E. at

about three and a half or four hours' distance. In the immedi

ate vicinity is a fine fountain , which Arvieux says is the source

of the Kishon. Its course is at first southerly ; and as it pass

es through the plain , it receives of course the waters of the cir

cumjacent mountains. There are also many springs in the

plain itself. Burckhardt saw several in passing from Nazareth to

Bisan , || besides crossing a brook soonafter entering the plain .

Dr Richardson, in travelling from Gennyn to Bisan, proceeded

along a fertilizing stream, which he crossed and recrossed sev

eral times. In four hours from Gennyn he came to its source,

where it issues in a large current from the rock, and is called

El Geleed , or the cold . In two hours more he arrived at

Bisan, having gradually withdrawnfrom the valley , and got up

on an elevated rocky flat.♡ MrKing also in passing from the

plain of Sharon (by Cesarea) to Nazareth, on entering the plain

of Esdraelon , among the hills which skirt it on that side, crossed

a small branch of the Kishon . I Maundrell also saw the traces

of many smaller brooks and torrents, falling down into it from

the mountains, which in winter or after rain must cause the

stream to swell greatly . At the S. W. corner of the plain or

valley, the Kishon reaches the foot of Carmel, and then flows to

• Arvieux's Travels , Germ. edit. II . p. 233.

† Burckhardt , p. 581.

| Loc. cit. p. 230. Burckhardt I. c. Jowett, p. 131 .

|| Page 590 . § Mod. Trav . I. c. p. 246 .

ſ Missionary Herald for 1827. p. 66 .

No. III. 76
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the N. W. between its base and the hills on the north ; there

being here, according to Dr Jowett, a prolongation of the valley.

Where the Kishon approaches the sea shore, it is described as

larger than the Belus, and as a considerable stream. When

Maundrell saw it, its waters were low and inconsiderable. Dr

Pococke forded it. In the beginning of September 1815, Otho

von Richter rode through the clear green water of the Mukat

tua (Kishon ), which at its mouth divides itself into several arms,

and irrigates several charming gardens. '*

After these geographical notices, which have not been col

lected without great labour, so deficient and often contradictory

is the testimony of travellers, and so utterly unsatisfactory the

statements of most geographers,—we may proceed to look
more nearly for the situation of the two cities of Taanach and

Megiddo. The testimonies, or rather hints, on the subject are

ſew, meagre, and indefinite ; and the exact position of these

cities can, of course, no longer be determined .

In regard to Megiddo, all traces of its site whatever have per

ished ; nor is there any hint respecting it in any ancient geog

rapher or traveller. All that we can arrive at, therefore, in re

gard to its site, is by way of deduction from other data . In

Zech. 12 : 11, the city of Hadadrimmon is said to be in the

vale of Megiddo. Jerome affirms, in the beginning of the

fifth century ,t that it was the same place , whichin his day was

called Maximianopolis and lay in the plain of Megiddo. The

author of the Itinerarium Hierosolymitanum , composed in

A. D. 333, places Maximianopolis at seventeen Roman miles

from Cesarea , and ten from Stradela or Jezreel ; which last, he

* Rosenmueller Alterthumsk . Bd . II . Th . 1. p . 204. - Brochard,

a monk who travelled in the 13th century, says that the waters

which flow from the eastern side of Tabor, form another Kishon ,

which runs into the Sea of Galilee . This has been repeated by

most modern geographers ; and has even been affirmed to be the

testimony of Eusebius and Jerome; which however is not the fact.

No modern traveller gives a hint of any such thing ; and the nature

of the country as above described , shews that it would hardly be

possible. The work of Brochard is appended to Euseb. Ono

mast. ed . Cleric . q . v . p. 176 .

+ Hieron. Comment. in Zach . XII. Adadremmon_urbs est jux

ta Jisraëlem , quae hoc olim vocabulo nuncupata est , et hodie voca

tur Maximianopolis, in campo Megiddon .
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says, is twelve Roman mileswestward from Scythopolis. We must

therefore infer, that Hadadrimmon in the vale of Megiddo, was

situated seventeen Roman miles or about five and a half hours

from Cesarea, and twenty two miles or about seven hours from

Scythopolis. As these two points are definitely known, this

causes us to place the site of Hadadrimmon , and of course

the vale of Megiddo, as well as also the city of Megiddo, in

the western or southwestern part of the great plain of Esdraelon.

Of Taanach , Eusebius in the beginning of the fourth cen

tury says, that it was then a village three or four Roman miles

(both are specified ) from Legio * This last is a place not

mentioned in the Scriptures, but rendered important from the

fact, that both Eusebius and Jerome make it a point of depar

ture for the distance of all the neighbouring places. In speak

ing of Nazareth, they say that Nazareth is a village over against

(artixou) Legio, about fifteen miles from it towards the eastern

quarter near Mount Tabor. Legio therefore is probably the

place called by Abulfeda Ladjunt and by Maundrell Legune.

The latter in his journey from Acre to Nablous, came upon

this place, which he describes as an old village with a large

Khan, about three hours and a half southward from the Kishon.

He probably means, that it was at this distance from the spot

where he crossed the Kishon . It lies near a small brook, and

from it one has a view over the whole plain of Esdraelon.

Maundrell remarks that he saw Tabor and Nazareth , at the dis

tance of six or seven hours in an easterly direction. I All this

tallies with the account of Eusebius and Jerome ; and goes to

fix the site of Legio towards the southwestern part of the plain

of Esdraelon. Taanach, we have seen , was three or four

miles distant from it.

The probable conclusion then is, that the vale or plain of

Megiddo comprehended at least , if it was not wholly composed

of, the prolongation of the plain of Esdraelon towards Mount

Carmel; that the city of Megiddo was of course situated here ;

and thatTaanach lay at a short distance farther east or south
east. It is also a necessary conclusion from these views,

that the waters of Megiddo are the stream Kishon in that

part of its course .

* Euseb . Pamph. Onomasticon Urbium et Locor. SS. rec. J.

Clericus, Amst. 1707 . + Tabula Syr. p . 8.

| Rosenm . Alterthumsk . Bd. II . Th . 1. p . 102.
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Here then we must suppose the fiercest part of the conflict

to have taken place ; whether we consider it as having begun

here ; or whether, as is more probable, Barak drove the enemy

before him from their first position on the plain into this narrow

er part of it, where in their efforts to cross the swollen stream ,

many were swept away. Indeed this last would seem to be

the necessary conclusion ; because in Ps. 83 : 10, it is said that

Sisera and Jabin, i . e . their host, perished at Endor. This city

lay in the plain , on a small stream , about three hours distance

east of south from Nazareth . *

I have dwelt thus long upon these geographical details, be

cause upon most of the modern and best maps of Pales

tine, from D'Anville to Butler and Klöden , Megiddo and its

plain are placed a short distance E. S. E. from Cesarea, in

what is properly the plain of Sharon. That this is a manifest

error, the whole of the preceding discussion goes to shew .

Whence the error should have arisen, I am utterly at a loss to

conceive ; unless it be because this city is said in Josh . 17 : 11 to

belong to Manasseh ; while they have not adverted to the fact,

that it is also there expressly said that it lay within the territory

of Issachar. Indeed all the maps are exceedingly unsatisfac

tory in this part of Palestine . That of D'Anville, from which

Butler's is mostly copied, is on the whole the best. Of the geogra

phers, Bachiene and Rosenmueller are the most full and cor

rect. The latter has copied largely from the former.

Michaelis objects to the application of the term watersof

Megiddo to the Kishon ;t chiefly because, as he affirms, the

words 17a ? 2 must be applied not to a living stream , but to
a lake. He understands therefore here the palus Cendevia,

the source of the Belus . But that we is not thus necessarily

confined to the waters of a lake, is apparent from the following

phrases ; 1717 ? na Num 20:13. Deut. 33:8. Ps . 81 : 8 ; 722
www Josh. 15: 7 ; and especially in a Josh . 16 : 1, spoken

of the brook near Jericho .-Hamelsveld , and also the transla

tor of Bachiene, inclines to favour the supposition of Michaelis,

on the authority of Shaw ; who however has evidently con

founded the two streams Kishon and Belus.I

Burckhardt p . 590 . † Suppl. ad Lexx . Heb. P. 339 .

| Biblische Geograph. Th. I. p . 521. Hamb. 1793. - Anmerk .

zu Bachiene Th. I. § 73, 74. - Shaw's Travels p. 331 seq. French

ed . II . p . 13. See on Shaw , Paulus' Anmerk. zu Maundrell ,

Sammlung von Reisen etc. I. P. 321.
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We return again from this discussion to the consideration of

the text. It will be found, however, that the above investiga

tions will contribute much to lighten our further labours.

997 * , lucrum , gain, here spoil, plunder. The enemy

had been accustomed to carry off much booty ; but now they

obtained none. Schnurrer and Hollmann prefer the Arabic

sense of the word , frustum , fragment, piece, on the authority

of R. Tanchum . They translate, not a piece, coin , particle of

silver did they take . This is however contrary to the Hebrew

usus loquendi, which it is not here necessary to lay aside.

VERSE 20. For the sense of this verse, see above v. 4. p .

583. The stars are here the host of heaven , 27xx, Is.

40: 26. Jer. 33 : 22. Deut. 17 : 3. 2 K. 21 : 3, 5. It is the

same as if we should say, the heavens fought, etc. Josephus

narrates ( Ant. V. 5. 4. ) that a tempest of hail, rain , and wind

discomfited the Canaanites . If this was not an historical fact,

handed down by tradition , we must at least suppose it to have

been a traditional interpretation of the passagebefore us in the

age of Josephus. It certainly accords well with chap. 4 : 15 ,

where it is said the Lord discomfited Sisera, etc. — The word

720 may herebe taken impersonally, they fought, for pug
natum est ; or by placing the Athnach on 672219 , that word

may be taken as the nominative here, and then understood

again before the next verb . The former mode seems the more

poetical.

VERSE 21. For the river Kishon , see on v. 19. The words

Draat 347? have sometimes been taken as a proper name ;sothe

Syriac, Vulgate, Theodotion, and Luther, but without sufficient

reason. It is more probably an epithet of the Kishon, and sig.

nifies either river of antiquity, or river of batiles. The first

meaning is adoptedby the Septuagint, and English ; the latter

by Schnurrer, Dathe, and most modern commentators. The

form on? 7 occurs no where else ; and we may derive either

signification from the verb bir and its cognate noun : The

latter meaning, especially, comes from the verb as used in Ps.

18 : 6 , 19. Both significations are in like manner supported by

the Arabic ; see Hollmann in loc . I have preferred the latter,

because the epithet ancient belongs just as well to any other

stream . Perhaps after all, the Chaldee presents the best sense,

uniting in a measure both significations : rivus in quo facta

* Gesenius Lehrgeb. p . 793 seq. Stuart's Heb. Gram. $ 500 .
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The prophetess in view of this destruction.זעיִׁשְפַניִכְרְדִּת.

sunt Israeli signa et fortia facta ab antiquis . The plain of

Esdraelon is well adapted to battles, and was the seat of many

conflicts in a later age ; e . g . of Gideon and the Midianites,

Judg. 6:33, coll . 7 : 1 ; of Saul and the Philistines , 1 Sam .

29: 1, coll. 31 : 1 ; of the Israelites and Syrians, 1 K. 20: 26 ;

of Josiah and the Egyptians, 2 Chr. 35 : 22. So Judith 7 : 18 .

It is still a favourite field of battle among the Arabs in their frays. *

It was therefore, in all probability, renowned of old for san

guinary conflicts ; like the plains of Saxony at the present day .

?

of the enemy, breaks forth into exultation : O my soul, thou

hast trodden down the mighty ! lit. the strong one, or strength.

Jerome remarks , that she speaks here in the person of all

Israel . The Vulgate takes this in an imperative sense, as an

exclamation of the prophetess at the time : conculca anima mea

robustos . Herder takes is adverbially : tritt , meine Seele, mit

Kraft einher ! In a similar manner Justi . But all these

interpretations are less direct and less simple, than the one

which I have adopted.

VERSE 22. A most vivid image of hasty and rapid flight

and hot pursuit ! The word 77728 expresses properly their

brave, valiant riders . The verb 1977 signifies to press for

ward rapidly ; so hat 010 Nah. 3 : 2. Hence the noun here,

haste, speed.

VERSE 23. The prophetess abruptly turns to curse the in

habitants of Meroz. Of the history or site of this city there is

no trace whatever. Wemay suppose it to have lain in the

territories of Issachar or Naphtali ; and that its inhabitants, hav

ing an opportunity to destroy the flying Canaanites , neglected to

improve it. Thus much would seem probable ; because the con

duct of Jael is immediately contrasted. The messenger of Je

hovah
may be here either an angel as usual ; or it may be

the prophetess herself; comp. Hagg. 1 : 13. Mal. 2 : 7. The

chief point is , that it is Jehovah who commands this curse.

VERSE 24. For the history of Heber and Jael, see 4 : 11 , coll.

1:16. Num . 10:29. 1 Sam. 15 : 6. For b'va 77am , compare

£úloynuévn év yuvaiši , Luke 1 : 28, 42. The phrase 382 ,

as applied here in reference to the wife of a wandering nomad

who had no settled place of residence, seems strictly to desig

Hasselquist's Reise nach Palaestina, Rostock 1762. p. 180 .
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nate women of the same class or character, viz. the women of

those tribes who dwell only in tents . The suggestion of Holl

mann, that it means women who remain at home, in opposition to

those who go abroad, seems in the present case to be without

any good support.

As to the morality of the action for which Jael is here ap

plauded, we have no right to bring it to the test of modern prin

ciples and occidental feelings. We must judge of it by the

feelings of those, among whom the right of avenging the blood

of a relative was so strongly rooted , that even Moses could not

take it away . Jael was an ally by blood of the Israelitish na

tion ; their chief oppressor , who had mightily oppressed them

for the space of twenty years, now lay defenceless before her ;

and he was moreover one of those, whom Israel was bound by

the command of Jehovah to extirpate. Perhaps too she felt

herself called to be the instrument of God in working out for

that nation a great deliverance , by thus exterminating their

heathen oppressor. At least Israel viewed it in this light; and in

this view,we cannot reproach the heroine with thatas a crime,

which both she and Israel felt to be a deed performed in accord
ance with the mandate of Heaven ,

VERSE 25. Compare 4 : 19. The word aan has usually

been translated butter; but this is entirely outof place here,

as well as in most of the instances where the word occurs.

The parallelism obviously requires that it should designate

something liquid. In Gen. 18 : 8, R. Sal . Jarchi says this

word means not butter, but cream, pinguetudo lactis quam de

ejus superficie colligunt. See also Vitringa in Esaiam 7:15. T.

1. p . 188. Niebuhr also informs us that the Arabs of the pres

ent day make use of cream, which they call cheimak . * I see

therefore no strong objection to adopt this as the sense of the

word here .—But on the other hand , the Arabic verb ha sig

nifies to coagulate, to curdle, as milk ; and according to this

etymology, we may translate, as I have done, curdled milk ;

which also answers well in the other passages where 777 is

used . I have preferred this interpretation , because we know

that sour or thick milk is a common and favourite beverage of

* Beschreibung von Arabien , p. 52. Comp. Michaelis Suppl.

in Lexx. Heb. p. 807.

A
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the Arabs ;* and because Josephus also affirms that Jael gave

to Sisera yola duqtopos non, milk already sour. It is not

however to be denied , as suggested by Gesenius, that 780

sometimes in poetical parallelism is probably not different from
an , milk .

R.Tanchum and D. Kimchi among the Rabbins, as also Mi

chaelis (ad 4 : 19 ) and Schnurrer, suppose that Jael gave him

sour milk , and especially camel's milk, as an intoxicating

drink, in order to produce a stupifying sleep. But there is no

evidence that such is the character of milk in this state ; and

the evidence of Niebuhr is directly the contrary, who says that

camel's milk is esteemed as more cooling than the milk of

cows. The Kurds do indeed prepare an inebriating drink

from milk , called cumyss ; but this is by distillation .

VERSE 26. n ' is the pin either of iron or wood, by which

the cords of the tent are fastened to the ground . The form

17; n , as it stands, is the 3 fem . plural, instead of the

singular . We must refer this to an anomaly of number,

where a nominative singular takes a plural verb ; as in Ex.

1 : 10. Job 17 : 16. Is . 28 : 3. Obad . 13 ; or we may either

read with Lud . de Dieu hon, as to her hand, she laid it,

etc. or regard the present punctuation as an irregular one, in

stead of this latter. ||

VERSE 27. 7. It is not necessary to understand this

word of the violentconvulsions of the dying chieftain, as Schnur

rer does. We have only to suppose, as is highly probable, that

he was sleeping on a bed or divan , elevated somewhat above

the floor, from which he would naturally fall upon the latter.

The word y signifies tosinkupon the knees, either in reve

rence, or as inchoative of falling ; so in 2 K. 9 : 24 9921

1997. , and he sunk down in his chariot.

VERSE 28. By a prosopopeia no less abrupt than beautiful,

the mother of Sisera is now introduced as looking from her lat

tice, in anxious impatience for the return of her lingering son .

* Jowett's Christ. Researches, Bost. 1826. p . 210. - Niebuhr,

Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien , II . p . 373.

† Ant. Jud. V. 5. 4. I Reisebeschr. I. 314.

Oedmann's Sammlungen aus der Naturkunde, Th. VI . p. 142.

|| Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 800. Hollmann in loc.
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She consoles herself with the idea , that his delay is occasioned

only by the division of the booty ; and here is shewn the deep

insight into human nature which the sacred writer possessed , -

an insight especially into the frivolity of the oriental female cha

racter. Her consolation springs not from the hope of his tri

umphant return as a warrior and conqueror, and public benefac

tor ; but arises from the slaves, the versicoloured garments , the

splendid ornaments and attire , which will fall to his share. *.

In the mouth of the exulting Hebrew poetess, this is a burst of

keen and scoffing irony against a foe who never dreamed of

defeat, and awaited only the spoils of victory and the rejoicings

of triumph .

sani, fut. from Piel 22., a word ärtat deyóuevov in Hebrew ,

but the same in Arabic, viz . o p clamavit, vociferatus est, etc.
It probably corresponds to the Hebrew words 727 and yupo ,

signifying to cry out, either in joy or sorrow. Here it is spoken

of the anxious inquiry or cryof the mother of Sisera ; hence

the Vulgate not improperly, ululabat.

SIN , through the lattice. The word aan occurs only

here and in Prov. 7 : 6. It comes from a root i.
q. Arabic

wit to be cool, spoken of the day, etc. and hence signifies a

lattice, blind, which admits the cool air. It is hardly necessary

to remind the reader, that in the east, the windows of all female

apartments are thus constructed with lattices.

wua, 3 praet. Polel from 23, lit. why does his chariot

shame [us] in coming ; i . e. why does it delay, linger. So also

: ; ;

: ; ? . :

VERSE 29. minu ningtz, These wordsmay properly be
rendered , her wise ladies, i . e. her noble female attendants ; as

51257 "PEX , strong shields, Job 41 : 7 ; 62:317, smooth

stones, 1 Sam. 17:41. The form 7yn , is 3 sing. fem . fut.

with fem . suffix, referring to a plural nominative taken distribu

tively . Several manuscripts read on , in the plural with

out a suffix ; but this is less well.

forּורֲחַא;80ומאis Piel forףרֶׁשֲאEx .32 : i . The form

+.7:51.Psיִנְתַמֲחנfor39:30;יִנְתַמֶחָי.Genּומֲחַי

* Compare Lowth's Lectures on Hebrew Poetry, Lect. XIII.

Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 170. Stuart's Heb. Gram . § 142. e. 2.

| Gesenius Lehrgeb. p. 678. Stuart ib. 425 .

11 Gesenius ib. p . 713. Stuart ib. $ 476, coll . 487.

No. IlI . 77
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here toאיהThe Vulgate refers.הָלָהיֶרָמֲאביִׁשָתאיִהףַע

Orביִׁשָּת we may here render

one of the attendants, who is supposed to utter the following

words. So also Michaelis and others. The word , however,

obviously refers to the mother of Sisera herself ; and so the

Septuagint has taken it; as also Schnurrer and most modern

interpreters. She recalls her former desponding exclamations ;

and proceeds to express brighter hopes, and a more pleasing

cause for Sisera's delay. By referring the suflix in 79 and

to the attendants collectively, we may translate : yea, she

also returns answer to them ; so Hollmann. But it seems to

me far stronger and more poetical to refer these suffixes to the

mother of Sisera, and render : yea , she returned her answer to

herself ; comp. Prov. 22 : 21. In this way this orijos becomes

parallel to the preceding one.

directly, she recalled, sc . her former words; compare Num.

23: 20. Esth . 8 : 5 , 8. This is preferred by Schnurrer.

VERSE 30. 237 , literally, is not ? and then through the

force of the interrogation, lo ! surely, etc. Gesenius Lex. art.

M3. - For the rhythm in this verse, see p. 578 above.-- The

spoils here spoken of are such as are accounted most precious

in oriental nations . Female slaves held the first place in the

estimation of the orientals, and also of the Greeks ; compare

Num . 31 : 18. Homer II. I. 111 seq. Stores of clothing form

ed too one of the chief articles of wealth and consideration ;

Judg . 14:12 . Is . 3 : 6 , 7 , where comp. Gesenius Comm . in loc.

? I ,

erned by the force of law implied. The verb bez signifies

both in Hebrew and Arabic to diversify, make variegated, sc.

in colour ; and is not necessarily applied to needle work .*

Hence 777? is any thing variegated, striped, etc. So also the

dual b?n??? is to be construed in the same way ; or both this

and yax, may be in apposition with the preceding 1 .

27. The best and most obvious interpretation here

is,to regard blueas put for 5 mm" ; an ellipsis of ordinary

occurrence. We may then translate : garments for the neck

(person) of the spoiler, i . e . Sisera . So the Syriac and Arabic

versions. The Septuagint and Vulgate give here words without

meaning. Schnurrer takes by inits proper sense for plunder,

* Hartmann's Hebräerinn III. p. 148. Gesenius Lex. sub voce .

+ Gesenius Lehrgeb. p . 648. Stuart's Heb . Gr. $ 444 , note.
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and understands captured animals, which he supposes to have

been usually led in triumph decorated with trappings and orna

ments upon their necks. In this sense of 3500 , it might perhaps
be better referred to the decorations of the female slaves. For

anuntenable suggestion of De Sacy, see Hollmann in loc .

Verse 31. The prophetess does not stop to say that all these

hopes of Sisera's mother were dashed to the ground ; but im

plies this in another abrupt apostrophe, in which she invokes

like destruction upon all the enemies of Jehovah . This ab

ruptness makes a far more vivid impression, than any language .

-The particle 72 refers, not to what is expressed, but to what

is thus implied, the frustrated hopes and wailings of the mother

and her attendants, over the slaughter of her son and the de

struction of their people. In the next clause the person is

changed ; although the Syriac, Vulgate, and two Mss. read

7378. For the attribute of strength here applied to the sun,

compare Ps. 19 : 5 , 6. - On the whole of this closing apostro

phe, see above on p. 569.

This last sheet was already in the hands ofthe printers, when

I received from Germany the first number of the Theologische

Studien und Kritiken for 1831 , conducted by Professors

Umbreit and Ullmann . This number contains an article by

Professor Köster of the University of Kiel , on the Strophes, or

Parallelism of Hebrew Poetry. His object is to show, that

“the verses of Hebrew poetry are regulated by the same law

of symmetry , as the members of the verses ; and that conse

quently this poetry is, in its essence, composed of strophes,

i. e. its verses are arranged in symmetrical divisions.” This po

sition he undertakes to demonstrate, by the exhibition of seve

ral Psalms and other poetical pieces, divided into their several

supposed strophes.

That this theory has some foundation in fact, is unquestion

able. Indeed the refrains in Psalms XLII . and XLIII . leave no

doubt on this point. But whether the theory is true to the ex

tent proposed by Professor Köster, we may be permitted to

doubt. In many instances he has made strophes, where, for

oughtwe can see, so far as it regards symmetry, he might just

as well have made them in any other place. I might rather

say, perhaps, that his theory, as he reduces it to practice, must

be true ; for he professes to make the strophes every where
coincident with the divisions of the sense ; and thus, leaving
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symmetry practically out of view, he gives the name of strophe

to that which we have been accustomed to call paragraph.

My only object in mentioning the article of Professor Köster, is

simply to remark, that he has also there given a version of the

Song of Deborah . The translation coincides in most particulars

with that which I have given . The only important difference
is , that he separates verse 12 from all connexion with either

the preceding or following verses ; just as I have separated v.

23. He supposes that these two verses are exclamations

thrown in by the poetess, which serve the purpose of dividing
the larger sections or strophes from each other. He thus

makes three larger divisions or strophes ; viz . verses 2-11,

the exultation of victory ; verses 13—22, the conflict and

triumph ; and verses 24-31 , the death of the hostile chieftain .

The two first strophes are composed of ten members each ; the

last only of eight. It seems to me, that a comparison of these

three so called strophes is sufficient to shew , that a theory

which applies to them the terms symmetrical, parallel to each

other, etc. must be founded in part at least on shadows. — The

suggestion of making verse 12 a separate exclamation or apos

trophe, strikes me favourably ; and had not the sheets been

already printed off, I should have made the change.

Note . It should have been mentioned on p . 568 , that the Commentary

on Judges V. there attributed to Jeromo, is supposed by the editor of his

works not to be genuine, and to have been composed not earlier than the
seventh century .
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

It was at first the Editor's intention to have closed his re

marks on the state of theological education in Germany, with the

article in the third Number of this work. When thatand the pre

ceding article on this subjectwere written, he sought in vain a
mong hispapers for the pamphlet, the title ofwhichis given in the

note on thenext page. He was obliged, therefore, to draw in

a great measure from his own recollections ; and thus, while it

was his endeavour to state nothing for which he could not vouch

from his own personal knowledge, he was perhaps led to pass
over some points, on which it would have been desirable to have

given information. The pamphlet alluded to has since been

found among the papers of a friend ; and as it was prepared and

published by the theological faculty in Halle , for the express

purpose of affording information to students of theology in re

gard to the general course of studies, the order and method in

which thosestudies ought to be pursued, the aids and encour

agements held out by the university, and the duties and obliga

No. IV. 78
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tions imposed upon them during a residence there, the Editor

has thought he could in no way so appropriately conclude the

whole subject, as by laying this pamphlet in a translation before

his readers. The object and contents of it are more fully spe

cified in the Introduction . The pamphlet itself is understood

to have come from the pen of the late Chancellor Niemeyer.

EDITOR.

Directions for THEOLOGICAL Students, etc.*

Introduction .

Experience has long taught, thatvery many persons commence

the study of theology, without bringing to it any clear idea of

its extent,of the mutual connexion ofits parts, and of thebest

method of becoming acquainted with each of those parts. Very
few , moreover , before their departure from the preparatory

schools, have any opportunity of acquiring this important pre

liminary knowledge . Hence we find so much uncertainty and

mistake in the choice of lectures ; so many instances of wrong

judgment in regard to what is more or less important ; so much

want of plan in regard to study, even in connexion with the

greatest diligence . Hence too the frequent complaints of stu

dents at the end of their academical years, that they have seen

too late, how very differently these years might have been

employed !

Besides this, many students are also too little informed in re

gard to the external aids, societies, and other regulations, estab

lished by law or custom ; or, in the prevailing carelessness re

specting the special objects of a university life, they becomeac

quainted with these only by accident ; so that they first perceive

all the advantages of them, and learn the obligations which de

volve on themselves, when it is now too late to reap the benefit

of the former, or to fulfil the latter.

All this induces us to place the following pages in the hands

* Anweisung für angehenden Theologen , zur Uebersicht ihres

Studiums und zur Kenntniss der vorzüglich für sie bestimmten
Bildungsanstalten und anderer academischen Einrichtungen auf

der königl . Preussischen vereinigten Halle- und Wittemberg

ischen Friederichs-Universität. Herausgegeben von der theolog

ischen Facultät. Halle, 1827 .
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of every theological student, whojoins this university. He will

find therein information on the following topics .

I. A brief enumeration of the particular sciences which con

stitute the whole course of theological study ; together with a

short specification of the object and extent of each and of their

relation to each other. In like manner, hints respecting the

auxiliary sciences chiefly to be recommended to a theologian ,

in reference to his future destination . All this with constant

adaptation to the usual arrangement of the theological lectures

in this university.

II. An account of the existing Seminaries.

III . Suggestions in regard to the other existing aids and in

stitutions, so far as theyare particularly important for theologi

cal students .

IV . Information respecting several academical arrangements

and regulations, and in regard to what is legally requisite in

particular cases , especially on entering and leaving the uni

versity.

I.

General View of Theological Study.

1 .

The study of theology, considered as a department of learn

ing , presupposes , like the other great departments, a variety of

preliminaryknowledge and a certain general cultivation of the

mind. These we may reasonably expect to have been already

acquired at the higher schools, ( and in this country, at the

colleges,] which, so long as they adhere to their original desti

nation , and are earnestly desirous of promoting a thorough

mode of study, limit themselves to instruction in languages, his

tory , and the mathematics. For the future theologian, the

study of the Greek, Latin , and Hebrew languages, and of his

tory in general, is a preparation so indispensable, that any neg

lect in regard to it forbids us to expect either a thorough or a

liberal course of theological study.

2.

These studies of the schools are continued at the university ;

but are regarded in a higher point of view , and are increased

by others . However different all these studies may be in their

nature, still they are all included , according to ancient academ

ical usage, under the name of the philosophical sciences, taken
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in the widest sense of this term ; and the teachers of them con

stitute the philosophical faculty. Most of the sciences in this

department, aside from the great interest which they must have

for every student, are of the highest importance particularly

for the theologian , partly as preparatory and partly as auxili

ary to his theological course. This is true especially of phi

losophy in its stricter sense , of philology, and of history.

3.

The great object of an academical course of the study of

theology properly so called , is no other than this, viz . to ele

vate that popular religious knowledge, which, for the sake of

its practicalinfluence, ought to be found in a certain degree in

every reflecting person, into a scientific department of knowl

edge. In this way teachers of religion are to be formed ; who

will indeed in future live and act in very different degrees of

standing and influence, but from whom without exception , if

they are to be held in any estimation, it may be expected , that

either as members of the learned community, oras teachers,

they will be distinguished by the thoroughness and scientific

character of their theological knowledge, from those who are

either destitute of all higher intellectual culture, or who have

devoted themselves to other departments of learning.

4.

But the science of theology , considered as a whole, is made

up of various subsidiary sciences and branches of knowledge,

which are all mutually connected with each other. A complete

view of all these, with an explanation of the notion, character,

extent, and object of each in particular, isgiven in the so called

Theological Éncyclopaedia ( Eyxvxhortaidela ) ; with which, at

the same time, it is usual to connect a courseof Methodology,

or advice in regard to the best method of studying the different

branches. With these two subjects it is proper that every one

should begin his theological course ; and opportunity for this

will hereafter be afforded at this university every semester.

Meanwhile we give here a brief description of the field of theo

logical learning, intended however only as a first glance at it ;

and the following may therefore be regarded as a brief outline

of such a course of Encyclopaedia, so important in its bearing

upon all the subsequent studies.
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5 .

The whole range of theological science may be conveniently

divided into four parts. Indeed theology itself, in accordance

with this division, has received a fourfold appellation, viz. exe

getical, systematical, historical, and practical theology.

6 .

Exegetical Theology embraces all those branches of knowl

edge, that are requisite for the correct understanding of the

writings of the Old and New Testament , in which are contained

the holy records of the Christian religion. This department is

also called biblical philology ( philologia sacra) , in distinction

from classical philology ; with which, in other respects, it coin

cides as to object, character, and method . The following may

be regarded as the principal subdivisions of exegetical theology.

I. The historico -critical Introduction to the books of the Old

and New Testament. This occupies itself with the history and

form , both of the whole collection of biblical writings , i . e . the

canon, and also of the particular books ; and contains investiga

tions respecting their age, origin , contents, and character. Con

sequently, the most appropriate place for this branch of study

also, is at the commencement ofthe theological course .

Note. The lectures on Introduction usually occupy half a year

on each part of the Scriptures. And since, for the most part, only

a small portion of the Old Testament can be explained in the exe

getical lectures, it is so much the more necessary to become ac
quainted, through these introductory lectures at least, with the con

tents of all the books of the Old Testament; inasmuch as a fa

miliarity with the contents of the whole Bible is presupposed in

all the departments of theology.

JI. Biblical Hermeneutics, ‘Egunvertixń, or Theory of Inter

pretation. This applies the general principles of interpretation,

which are common to all writers, to the biblical writings in

particular ; and derives also special rules from those circum

stances and characteristics which are peculiar to the Bible

and its particular parts. In close connexion with hermeneutics

stands also biblical criticism (critica sacra) ; in which it is usual

to distinguish verbal criticism , which occupies itself with the

judgment and restoration of the biblical text ; and the so called

higher criticism , which consists in investigations relative to the

authenticity of the several books of Scripture.
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Note. Both hermeneutics and criticism are treated of either

separately, or in connexion with the Introduction to the Bible.

When the lectures on the latter do not also include hermeneutics,

it is very important to study this branch by itself.

JII . Biblical Exegesis, 'Etnymous. This is the practical ap

plication of the principles of hermeneutics and criticism , to the

grammatico-historical interpretation of the original text of the

Scriptures.

Note. The thorough study of the contents of the New Testa

ment, must constitute the foundation of all theological knowledge.
Hence it is proper for young theologians to devote especial atten

tion to exegetical lectures upon the New Testament; and not merely

to content themselves with the regular course of two years .

In the Old Testament, the shortness of the academic course

commonly affords opportunity to explain in lectures, only the most

important of the historical , prophetic, and poetical books, viz. the

Pentateuch, Isaiah , the Psalms, Job, and portions of the writ

ings of Solomon . But the interpretation of these serves to point

out the way for the private studyof the other parts of the Old Tes

tament. The lectures on Introduction specify moreover the neces

sary aids.

A thorough knowledge of the Hebrew language, which is but

too often neglected, is also indispensable to the explanation of

the New Testament; at least when one wishes to know for

himself the grounds on which an interpretation rests . A gram

matical acquaintance with this language, may reasonably be ex

pected to have been acquired in the preparatory schools. For

such however as have neglected this study, there are lectures on

Hebrew Grammar and exercises in analysis and in the reading

of easy historical books of the Old Testament (Fundamen

tale Hebraicum ).

Whoever wishes to obtain a deeper knowledge of the He

brew , must not neglect also the kindred oriental languages, viz.

the Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic.

Lectures upon the Septuagint, or Greek version of the Old

Testament, and upon the Apocryphal books of the Old and

New Testaments,—as also the private study of these writings,

afford an excellent means for acquiring an accurate knowledge

of the peculiar character and idiom of the Greek style of the
New Testament.

7 .

Systematic Theology consists in the methodical and orderly

exhibition, investigation , and proof of religious truths and propo
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sitions, or those connected with religion ; all of which , when

collected from the Scriptures, in which they lie scattered, and

when united into one whole , constitute the System of the Chris
tian religion.

All these truths and propositions regard either objects of

knowledge and belief; or they regard that which is conforma

ble to duty in our affections and actions. Hence the following

distinction .

I. Dogmatic Theology or System of ChristianFaith ( Theo

logia dogmatica, thetica ); i . e. the systematic exhibition or dis

cussion of that which is taught in the Christian Scriptures and

according to the creed of the Evangelical Church, in regard to
God, his attributes, operations, and relations to us. In this

view also we further distinguish between biblical theology (bib

lische Dogmatik ) , which examines closely the doctrinal pas

sages of the Holy Scriptures , and derives the system of doc

trines exclusively from the Bible; and ecclesiastical theology

(kirchliche Dogmatik) , considered as the systematic exhibition

of the biblical doctrines according to the creed of the Evangeli

cal Church. Both these are usually treated of together, and in

connexion with critical investigations; but they are also some

times separately discussed .

Note. Lectures upon this science sometimes include also the

history of the various modes in which particular doctrines of re

ligion have been exhibited ( Dogmengeschichte, see p. 621) ; or

they undertake also to refute false exhibitions on the spot. This

last is called polemic or elenchtic theology. The history of doc

trines however, together with the generalhistory of Christian faith ,

and also polemics,are sometimes discussed as a science separate

from dogmatictheology. So also apologetic theology , or the de

fence and confirmation of Christianity in general ; which however

is more commonly united with the lectures on dogmatics.

II . Moral Theology or Christian Ethics (Ethica Christiana);

i. e. the systematic exhibition of that which is taught in the

Scriptures, and especially in the New Testament, respecting

the duties of mankind as it regards their affections and actions.

We must further make a distinction here, between the strict

ly scientific mode in which systematic theology is taught,

which puts in requisition all the aids of learning, in order to

illustrate and establish the positions which it discusses,—and

the manner in which the popular and practical doctrinal sys

tem is to be studied . This latter leaves out of view all that
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tical uses .

which cannot be apprehended without strictly learned attain

ments ; it avoids the technical language of the schools ; and

presents the doctrines of religion and morality in that light, in

which the future teacher of religion mustexhibit them for prac

At the sametime, in view of the great diversity of

religious opinions, as well as of religious wants, it applies the

general principles of wisdom in teaching to those particular doc

trines which have been most strongly controverted.

Note 1. In order to attend lectures with advantage on both

dogmatic and moral theology, the student must have acquired some

skill in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, upon which these

sciences are every where grounded. Hence the study of exegetical

theology should in all cases precede that of systematic theology.

Note 2. The study of dogmatics may be commenced with bibli

cal theology ; to which the ecclesiastical or scientific may then be

superadded ; as also the history of doctrines.

Note 3. To commence eitherdogmatic or moral theology in the

middle of a year's course , is wholly unadvisable .

Note 4. The philosophy of religion and of morals is of advan

tage, partly by way of preparation , and partly for confirmation.

Note 5. The popular and practicaldogmatic theology is so far

from rendering the scientific or systematic study of theology super

fluous, even for those who are to be simply pastors amongthecom

mon people, that without the latter the former can never be funda

mentally studied ,and can only make superficial theologians. But

on the other hand, not to become acquainted with the proper meth

od ofpopular and practical teaching in doctrinal theology ,can only

be followed by the most deplorableconsequences; especially in re

gard to the instruction, which is expected from future pastors and
teachers of the young.

8.

Historical Theology includes all those branches of knowledge,

which relate tothe history of religion in the widestsense of the

term, and of all that which stands in connexion with religion or

has originated from it.

A general history of religion would properly develope and ex

hibit all the remarkable changes in the religious ideas and opin

ions, as well as in the religious worship, of all ages and nations,

so far as they can be known.

For the Christian theologian the most important, by far, is the

history ofthe Christian religion, and of that community which is

united and governed by its influence, called the Christian church .

The history of the Christian church, or ecclesiastical history
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(Historia ecclesiastica ), is at the same time of the greatest im

portance for all the other parts of theology, especially the sys

tematical ; and it affords likewise a view of the situation of

theological science in every age. In consequence of the un

common abundance of materials, this branch requires a course
of at least a whole year.

Note . Under the name Ecclesiastical History of the Old Tes

tament, was formerly understood the general history of the Israel

ites ; because this is exhibited in the Old Testament in constant

connexion with religious ideas, and there are elsewhere no other

sources of this history which can be relied upon .

As particular subdivisions of historical theology,—the study of

whichno one, who does not confine his notions of theological

learning within very narrow limits, will ever regret,-we may

specify the following.

1. The History of Christian Doctrines (Historia dogmatum) .

In this the student is led to see for himself the gradual formation

of the system of doctrines held by the church. In a similar re

spect also an acquaintance with the history of the fathers, or

Patristics, and an attendance upon lectures having reference to

this subject, is strongly to be recommended.

2. Symbolical Theology, or the historico -dogmatical explana

tion and illustration of creeds and confessions in the evangelical

church (Libri symbolici) . This should at the same time in

clude a comparative exhibition of the systems of other Christian

ecclesiastical denominations .

3. Archaeology or Antiquities, partly for the illustration of

the biblical writings (Archaeologia s. Antiquitates Bibliorum );

partly also as an exhibition of the primitive constitution of the

Christian church (Antiquitates Ecclesiae Christianae) .

Note . With the Hebrew archaeology it is now customary to

connect also biblical history and geography.

4. Theological Literature or Bibliography. Without this a

theologian must remain unacquainted with the most important

works in his profession ; or at most will only acquire a knowl

edge of a few , and usually the most recent works; which for

this very reason are not always the most important.

9.

Practical Theology occupies itself with the whole circle of

studies dierectly preparatory to the exercise of the sacred office

No. IV. 79
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of a Christian teacher. It therefore presupposes a stock of

knowledge already acquired, which the instruction now to be

given is to work up, and bring into use, according to the differ

ent objects which students may have in view. For this rea

son , chiefly, practical theology belongs properly to the last year

of the academical triennium .

I. The general method of popular and practical religious

instruction , is usually taught in connexion with rules for a con

tinued discourse, as in sermons, i . e. Homiletics (Rhetorica sa

cra) ; and rules for catechetical instruction. In these connes

ions, it teaches the best modes of treating of dogmatical , moral,

and historical subjects ; and of the proper manner of using the

Holy Scriptures .

II. Pastoral Theology invites attention to the duties of the

pastor, and to that prudence of conduct which it becomes him

to maintain , in all the various business and occurrences of bis

office ; and especially in reference to the different classes of

persons in his congregation. It includes also the subject of

liturgies ( Liturgik ), and his duties as director of the external

worship or religious ceremonies ; and moreover instructs him in

the generalprinciples to be followed in regard to the liturgy .

III . Ecclesiastical Law includes generally, all the laws and

privileges having reference to religion, and in regard to the

sources of which all Christian denominations are agreed . Spe

cially it relates to particular ecclesiastical communities. Of the

latter, the canon law and the German protestant ecclesiastical

law are the chief kinds .

10.

All the sciences thus far enumerated, make out the circle of

theological learning . It is indeed not to be expected of every

student, that he should make equal progress in all these branch

es ; nor that every one should pursue for himself the study of

particular branches beyond what the lectures teach, up to the

original sources. This however is the appropriate calling of

every theologian, who wishes to form himself for an academical

instructor. But the future popular teacher of religion must also

not be wholly unacquainted with any of these sciences; and con

sequently none of the lectures above mentioned may be neglect

ed, out of indifference or as something superfluous. Every

student of theology, if he really regards the study as of any im

portance, ought to exercise his powers of mind in earnest in
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some department or other of this science. To develope and

excite those powers , is one great object of the universities.

11 .

From the very nature and subjects of the various particular

sciences, it is already evident, in what order they may most

appropriately be pursued ; although it is not possible to establish

any positive law on this point, because much is dependent on
accidental circumstances, collisions of lectures, etc. In gene

ral, however, it is obvious, that the first year may be most ad

vantageously devoted, first, to the Encyclopaedia, and then , to

the unremitted studyof the several philosophical and philolo

gical auxiliary sciences ; as also, in theology itself, to the study

of the Holy Scriptures ; that the second year should , in like

manner, be chiefly occupied with systematic and moral theolo

gy and ecclesiastical history ; and the third, devoted to practical

theology, and to some of the higher and more difficult studies of

philosophy and philology.

In all this however, it is to be understood as a matter of

course, that neither the mere hearing of lectures, and still less

the mere mechanical writing down of the words, can have any

good influence on the culture of the mind ; unless these are fol

lowed up by private diligence, reflection upon what has been

heard, eagerness for general knowledge, (which is precisely

what a university life is best adapted to promote, as being a uni

versitas literarum ,) frequent intercourse and interchange of ideas

among friends united in the pursuit of science, and often recur

rence to the private counsel of the instructor. It is a great mis

take, to heartoo many courses of lectures at once and merely

write them down, so as to be compelled to put off the careful

repetition and review of them till another period. The stu

dent must strive to obtain on every subject clear ideas both of

the parts and of the whole ; and mustoften take counsel, how

he stands in this respect in regard to their mutual relations and

connexions. An excellent opportunity for the trial and exercise

of the mental powers and skill, as well as for the review and

riper consideration of what has been heard , is afforded by the

Collegia examinatoria et disputatoria .* They cannot be suffi

ciently recommended . He moreover who is in earnest in re

N

* These are private exercises, held under the direction of a pro

fessor or private teacher .
Ed.
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spect to progress in knowledge and skill, will also do well, in

connexion with these, to take part in some literary society in

tended for the mutual investigation and consideration of literary

and scientific subjects.

Whoever thus pursues his course of theological study in ear

nest and with a definite plan , will never be in a situation to need

special preparation for his examination before the consistory ;

nor to have recourse to those miserable auxiliaries, by which

at the end of his course, he must strive to make up , through

mere mechanical memory, that which he has before indolently

neglected . By such a course of systematic and restless dili

gence, a student will have collected a far greater amount of

knowledge, than will ordinarily be required of him at his ex

amination .

13.

But at the same time, the theologian ought not to have refe

rence solely to his destination as a teacher of religion . During

his theological studies he ought never to leave out of view, that

before heshall become a pastor , he may for years perhaps be

usefully employed as an academical or family instructor. This

is indeed very desirable ; inasmuch as the teaching of youth is

the best possible preparation for the instruction of apeople.

14.

In orderproperly to fulfil this latter destination , it is necessa

ry constantly to connect with the more strictly theological stu

dies, those other studies also, which are expected from teachers

of youth , and of which the foundation has already been laid in

the schools. No semester ought to pass away, without atten

dance upon some one or more courses of lectures on these

subjects ; besides what private diligence may be able to do. It

is hardly necessary to remark , that the studies here to be chief

ly recommended,' are, theoretical and practical philosophy, phi

lology ancient and modern , civil and literary history, mathe

matics, natural science and history, aesthetics or the science and

culture of taste, cultivation of the mother tongue, and among

the modern languages at least the French , together with prac

tice in the fine arts, as music , drawing , etc. How far the stu

dent should venture himself upon the higher speculative sci

ences, for which only a small proportion even of the best heads

have the proper organization, every one must try for himself.

At any rate, no one should begin his course with these. In
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that case he will learn only words and forms ; the result of

which, as is shewn by dailyexperience, is only conceit and in

difference towards many kinds of knowledge that are indis

pensable.

15.

It is moreover easy to have collected a very valuable stock of

knowledge, without at the same time having the power to com

municate it in the proper manner to others. Consequently the

teacher of youth must be acquainted , not only in general, but

also in their details, with the different methods of instruction,

and be able to exercise a sound discretion and judgment in the

choice between different modes. For this purpose the science

of didactics, or the theory of teaching, gives the requisite di

rections.

16 .

The case is the same in regard to education ; which, howev

er much must first be learnedrespecting it from experienceand

practice, has nevertheless its general laws and principles, which

are also generally acknowledged, either aloud or silently, and

are more fully and systematically developed in the science of

paedagogics, or the theory of education. The very general in

terest which has been excited within a few years on this subject

among scientific men , would render it unpardonable in a person

who offers himself to parents or seminariesasone acquainted with

this department, if, up to the moment when he must reduce its

principles to practice, he has never reflected seriously either

upon the nature or upon the requisitions of such an employ

ment.

17.

To promote the practical application of the general principles

developed in the studies immediately preparatory both to the sa

cred office and to the employment of an instructor of youth,

is the chief object of the various seminaries. They are part

ly means of culture, and of previous exercise in that employ
ment which the student who has completed his university
course, expects to pursue as his calling and business in after

life ; and they act partly by exciting the student to independent

thought and labour ; from which the mere hearing of lectures
has a tendency to divert the mind.
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II.

Of the Seminaries.

1 .

The study of the humanities so called , i . e. ofphilology and

elegant literature, has ever been of the greatest influence in pro

ducing a fundamental and liberal method of studying theology.

In this view the seminary for classical philology is of the high

est importance, not only for the future academical or private in

structor, but likewise for every one who does not merely look for

ward to practical utility as a religious teacher, but has also some

regard for theological learning. The regulations of this semina

ry are sufficiently known and approved. It consists of twelve

members, was founded in 1787, and now stands under the

direction of Professors Schütz and Meier.*

The theological seminary has existed , in different forms, ever

since the establishment of the university . In later years, how

ever, the arrangement of it has been changed and enlarged ;

and since the new organization of the pedagogical seminary in

1826, with which it was formerly connected, it has been placed

on a separate and independent footing. It is divided at present

into five classes ; of which the first four are devoted to scientific

theology, and the fifth to practical. The first class occupies it

self with the exegesis of the Old Testament, under the direc

tion of Prof. Gesenius ; the second has the exegesis of the New

Testament, under Prof. Wegscheider ; the third, history of the

church and of doctrines under Prof. Thilo ; the fourth , system

atic theology under Prof. Tholuck; and the fifth, practical the

ology under Prof. Marks and Dr Wagnitz .

In order to be admitted into the first four classes, it is requi

site , that the applicant shall have pursued theological studies at

least one year at some university, that he submit himself to a

trial before the director, and thathe produce a certificate of his

standing and exhibit also a specimen of Latin composition.

Every member is at liberty to take part in several classes at the

same time; and he can also receive premiums in two classes,

but not in more, at once. He cannot however enjoy the reg

ular stipend as senior in more than one class . For admission

into the fifth or practical class , it is necessary to hand in a Ger

man dissertation upon some theological subject, and a certificate
of standing and of a two years' course at a university ; and

* To these Professor Bernhardy is now joined . Ed .
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further to undergo an examination before the director , in case

the applicant is not supplied with a testimonial of having been a

member, în good standing, of one of the first four classes. If he

be thus provided, he enjoys a decided preference before all oth

ers in cases of competition.

Besides the literary and scientific advantages which accrue to

the members of this institution, they enjoy also the following aids

and privileges, for their excitement and advancement in their

studies .

a) For stipends and premiums for the members of the exe

getical classes, there is set apart semi-annually the sum of 574

rix dollars ($40) ; for the same purposes in the other three

classes, the sum of 75 rix dollars ( $ 52 50) . Of these sums

the senior of the class for the time being receives 121 rix dol

lars ($8 75) as a half yearly stipend in advance ; and there

mainder is divided out as premiums to the authors of the best

dissertations; in such a way, however, that never less than

four, por more than eight , premiums are given in one class.

b) In the distribution of other stipends established by the

royal bounty, special regard is had to the members of the

seminary.
c) Upon the particular recommendation of a director of the

seminary, they can further have permission to visit the univer

sity library daily in the forenoon ; and they are then also re

lieved from the limitation to which other students are subject,

viz . that they can take from the library only one book at a

time. The library of the seminary is exclusively appropriated

to their use.

d) On leaving the university , their participation in the semi

nary and their contributions as members of it, are entered in

their testimonials under a separate head .

III.

Ofsome other Institutions for study and practice, either directly in

tended for Theological Students, or particularly useful to them .

1 .

The public worship of the university is held every second

Sunday during the continuance of the lectures, under the direc

tion of Prof. Marks, the university preacher.* Besides the

Prof. Tholuck has since been appointed second university

preacher , and officiates half the time . Ed.
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general object and tendency of this exercise, to promote the

common edification and the advancement of pure religion and

morality among all the students, it may also be considered as a

model and means of instruction for future preachers. In this

view too may be recommended the homiletic and catechet

ical society established by Licent . Franke, for the purpose of

exercise in these branches.

2 .

Since the year 1792 there has been read annually, by the

members of the theological faculty alternately, a course of pub

lic lectures founded by the deceased Lenz, Inspector at Horn

burg near Halberstadt, and called the Institutum Lenzianum .

The object of this course is to discuss such topics as lead to a

more accurate understanding, judgment , and defence of the

Holy Scriptures, and especially the historical part of them ; or

such also as have a near relation to the other courses of lectures.*

3.

For the excitement and reward of those theological students,

who are distinguished for diligence and extent of knowledge,

the theological faculty have, since 1800, given out subjects for

prize dissertations . These are selected with reference to exe

getical, historical, and systematic theology ; and are always pub

lished on the black boardt immediately after the 12th of Janu

ary and 12th of July, on which days the dean of the faculty is
changed . Up to the time limited, the dean receives the disser

tations that may be offered, which must be composed in Latin

and accompanied by a sealed paper containing the name of the

* Lenz had been a chaplain in the army, and was so struck

with the prevalence , among the common soldiers, of profane mock

ery and a perversion of the narratives of Scripture, that he after

wards left a small fund for a course of public lectures at Halle , the

object of which should be to prepare theological students to defend

the Scriptures against this species of attack . The fund, if I am

rightly informed,amounts to about $21 per annum. The spirit of

the foundation is however now so much neglected, that when Ge

senius read the Institutum Lenzianum in 1827, he took for his

subject Syriac Grammar . Ed .

+ This is a large board painted black , on which all public no

tices are exposed. This arrangement is common to all the univer
sities. Ed .
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writer. They are then examined bythe whole faculty, and the

prizes adjudged to the two best. The first prize is 30 ris dol

lars ($21) ; the second , 20 rix dollars ( $ 14 ).– At the same

time there is also a homiletical prize. The sermons are exam

ined by Prof. Marks, and the prize adjudged accordingly by

the faculty . - Besides these the king has established , since 1824,

a prize in each of the first three faculties, and two in the phi

losophical . The subjects are made known on the 3d of August

in each year ;* and the dissertations are to be given in by the

1st of the following May. The distribution of the prizes, each

of 50 rix dollars ($35) , takes place on the next 3d of August .
Should other dissertations be thought worthy of a smaller prize,

they may receive 25 and sometimes 15 rix dollars.

4 .

To the students of theology may also be recommended the

private societies established by several of the university teach

ers ; as that for philology_by Prof. Reisig ; for history by

Prof. Voigtel , and also by Prof. Kruse ;t and for mathematics

by Prof. Scherk .

5 .

Inasmuch as a knowledge of the French language is now

commonly required of private teachers in families, students

are recommended to attend the public lectures and exercises

of Prof. Blanc,f and of the Abbé Masnier the French in

structor. A certain number of students , in each semester, may

take part in these gratis.

6 .

In a similar view , the public instruction and exercises in the

arts of drawing and painting, under the direction of Professors

Prange and Weise, are worthy of attention . It is only necessa

ry to ask the permission of these professors. The latter also

exhibits the cabinet of engravings once a week.

* The birthday of the present king of Prussia. En.

+ Since the death of Reisig and the departure of Kruse to Dor

pat , the societies under their care, which were merely private un

dertakings, have been discontinued . Similar ones, however, are of

ten established by the professors and by private teachers. Ed .

| Professor of the modern European languages and literature .

No. IV. 30
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7 .

For the promotion of a direct personal knowledge of the

productions of nature, the cabinet of natural history under

the care of Prof. Nitzsch is exhibited once a week ; and in

like manner the cabinet of minerals , under the charge of Prof.

Germar.

8 .

For preparatory exercise in the instruction of the young,

there are few cities that present so many opportunities asHalle.

In the principal city school and in the German school of the

orphan house, between sixty and seventyteachers are constant

ly employed. It is moreover, in this latter case, not an in

dispensable regulation , that they must reside in the orphan

house . Besides this, whoever recommends himself to the di

rectors of that establishment by his diligence, extent of acquire

ments, and good habits, can in like manner obtain the privi

lege of giving one or more lessons daily, when vacancies occur

among the permanent instructors. — There are also several pri

vate institutions, in which quite a number of students find em

ployment.

9 .

For exercise in preaching there is frequent opportunity , bothin

the churches of the city and those of the adjacent country. For

this purpose, it is necessary to obtain the permission of one of

the Superintendents residing here, and submit to his inspection
the sermon intended to be delivered .

10.

Opportunity for acquiring a general knowledge of books, and

for the use ofthemore rare and costly works, is furnished here

by three public libraries .

1. The University Library. This is open twice a week,

Wednesdays and Saturdays, from one to three o'clock, P. M.

Whoever wishes to take out books, must write the title of each

upon a separate piece of paper [ of the octavo form and size)

and then apply to a professor ordinarius of one of the facul

ties, who knows him personally, for his signature and cavet

[ security ). He must then follow exactly the regulations, which

are fixed up at the entrance of the library.

2. The library adjacent to St. Mary's church , on the mar

ket place, is usually open on Mondays from 11 to 12 o'clock.
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3. The Orphan House Library. This is open twice a week

to all ; and public notice of the particular days is given every

semester. In order to take out books, whoever is not person

ally known to the librarian, must produce a permission from the

director of the orphan house. The libraryof the pedagogical

seminary is in the same room .

Opportunity is also presented for reading the literary and sci

entific journals; with which, in the present state of learning, no

one ought to be unacquainted . Indeed, no student can be consid

ered excusable, who does not regularly read at least one of the

literary gazettes and some of the theologicaljournals ; although

on the other hand , while his judgment is not yet ripe , he

should take care not to dissipate his mind by too great variety.

1

}

IV .

Information respecting several academical regulations and

institutions.

1 .

Most of the prescribed regulations and statutes of the uni

versity are, from the very commencement of the university

course, applicable alike to theological and to other students.

Such are the following.

1. Every student must be furnished with the regular testi

monial, from that preparatory school in which he has been
educated .

2. If for satisfactory reasons he has not undergone the regu

lar school examination, he must submit himself to an exami

nation before the commission in the university appointed by the

government ; inasmuch as any participation in the stipends, is

made to depend on the certificate of his qualifications.
The

time of this examination is made known publicly.

3. The student on his arrival reports himself, in the hours

designated upon the black board, to the dean of the philosoph

ical faculty, and receives the signum depositionis. He then

reports himself to the prorector of the university for matricu

lation ; from whom he receives a copy of the university laws.

In the case of those who come from other universities, the

former regulation falls away .

4. The academical triennium still remains fixed ; and all

* For the character of these testimonials, see No. II. of this

work , p . 207 . ED.
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the prescriptions formerly established in this respect, have
been renewed by the government.

5. Those students who wish to obtain access to a free ta

ble, * must follow the directions from time to time published by

the overseers of the same ; especially in regard to the certifi

cates of their indigence , diligence, etc. Towards the end of

each semester, theoverseers give public notice, at what time

Freytisch, a table , or sort of commons, supported by funds, or

charitable contributions, to which indigent students are admitted,

either wholly, or for a part ofthe time. The following is the usual

mode of living practised by the students, and also by such profes

sors and teachers as have not families of their own. In all the

university cities, there are furnished lodgings to be let in private

houses, consisting usually of a parlour and bed room . The fur

niture is sometimes quite handsome ; and a sofa is a necessary

part of it. Lodgings of course are of different prices, according to

their size and elegance; and in the smaller cities are commonly not

let for a shorter term than six months. In Berlin and Leipsic they

can be hired by the month. The price of good lodgings of this

sort in Göttingen is from $ 25 to $ 35 for half a year, including

the attendance of servants . In Halle, where the accommodations

are less good, the price varies from $ 15 to $ 25. In Berlin a good
room , etc. may usually be had for $ 10 a month ; and sometimes

at a less rate . The student is served with coffee every morning in

his room by the servants, at whatever hour he may choose ; and

also with tea in the like manner at evening. The servants are also

expected to do his errands. An account is kept of the cost of his

tea , coffee, etc. which it is usual to settle once a week . Din

ner is a separate affair. He may either have it brought from an

eating house, and so dine in his own room ; or he may go out to
dine, which is the more usual course. Restaurateurs, or eating

houses, are every where to be found ; and he may dine as he

pleases at an expense of from 8 cents up to $ 1 or more ; wine

however being included in the last estimate. A very usual charge

in ordinary but good houses, where one dineg regularly , is 4 gro

schen , or 121 cents. At the table hote in larger and more ex

pensive hotels, the price is 10 rix dollars a month, exclusive of

wine; or about 25 cents per day . The free tables above alluded

to, furnish of course only dinners.

The occupying of a room in a private house , in this way, brings

aperson into no sort of connexion with the family. The mode

of boarding in a private family, so common with us, is there al

most unknown ; and is a privilege granted only in extraordinary

cases, and as a very great favour. En.
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applications are to be handed in to the inspector ; and in like

manner the time of the examination, and also the subsequent

decision, are publicly made known ; and the regulations in re

gard to the free tables, are put into the hands of all those ad

mitted to them .

6. Applications for stipends and other pecuniary aids, are to

be made to the Curator Witzleben .* So far however as these

stipends or aids arise from Wittemberg funds, application is to

be made for them to Prof. Gruber. But the number of appli

cants is usually so very great, that all of them cannot be

received ; and very few can hope to obtain any important

aid .

7. For admission to the free table established, during the

winter months only, by the late Prof. Vater, application must

be made to Prof.Marks, before the beginning of the lectures.
None can be admitted here on any condition, except those

who, besides the certificate of their indigence, exhibit evidence

of their private diligence by taking part in some one of the
seminaries or societies above mentioned, where examinations,

disputations, or other exercises, constitute the objects of at
tention .

2 .

In particular reference to theological students , the following

are the regulations of law and custom .

1. On his arrival every theological student , after matricula

tion , reports himself to the deanof the theological faculty, to

have his name entered in the faculty register. On this occasion

he receives a copy of these directions gratis, in order to be

made acquainted with that, which every one ought to know at

the commencement of his course .

2. Whoever stands in need of a faculty certificate, in order

to obtain a stipend, writes upon a folded sheet of paper his

name at length , his residence, how long he has studied , and the

lectures he has already heard . This sheet he first brings to

the professors whose lectures he has heard , with therequest

that they will add their testimony in the margin. He then

brings it, with his Anmeldebogen,f to the dean of the theologi

* Since resigned . His duties are now performed by the prorec
tor and the university judge. Ep.

† This is the sheet on which all the lectures which a student

attends are entered , and certified by the respective professors. ED .
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cal faculty, who certifies the genuineness of the signatures and

adds the faculty seal .

3. When any student needs merely a private certificate, he

has only to bring to the instructor from whom he wishes it,

along with his Anmeldebogen , a sheet of paper on which are

written his full name, residence, time of his sojourn at the uni

versity, and the course or courses of lectures which he has

heard from the said instructor.

4. In regard to attendance upon the lectures, the following is

proper to be borne in mind.

a) Every one who wishes to hear any course of lectures, is

bound to make this known to the professor or teacher before the

commencement of the same, in the hours designated upon the

black board. Should he happen to arrive later, or be returning

from a journey, he is expected to call upon the professor in

like manner, before he begins to attend the course .

b) Those only who thus announce themselves at the proper

time, can expect to receive the professor's attestation of theirat

tendance.

c ) Private courses of lectures therefore, leaving the attesta

tion out of view, can be attended by those who have not thus

called on the professor, only until the subscription paper has

been circulated . By this previous annunciation and subscrip

tion , the student pledges himself to a regular attendance and to

the paymentof the fee, in case this latter is not remitted .

d) Those students who are compelled from indigence to ask

a remission in whole or in part of the professor's fee, must ap

ply for the same on their first visit to the professor, producing at

the same time the proper testimonials from the schools and also

in regard to their indigence ; and binding themselves moreover

to future payment, if required, by a note of hand .

e) The proper form and character of a certificate of indi

gence, is prescribed inthe printed regulations on this subject.

f) Whoever is not furnished with such a certificate must, ac

cording to the present regulations, pay the customary fee in ad

vance ; or he may request permission of the instructor to defer

it for three months. If it be not paid in this interval , the whole

* This takes place usually two or three weeks after the com

mencement of the lectures. The paper is laid before every person

present ; who is pected either to sign it , or no longer to attend

the lectures. ED.
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affair is put into the hands of the university quaestor; of whose

services, moreover, every professor is at liberty to avail himself at

the outset, if he pleases.

g ) The payment, delay, or remission of the fee, is also enter

ed on the Anmeldebogen ; and the making out of the final uni

versity testimonial presupposes and includes a conscientious ex
amination of this point.

5. In order to obtain the requisite testimonial from the faculty

at the end of the university course, it is necessary to hand over

to the dean a Latin curriculum vitae, a complete list of all the

courses of lectures attended under instructors in the theological

faculty, ( those of each instructorupon a separate sheet,) thecer

tificate of admission, and the Anmeldebogen on which are the

certificates of the several instructors . The dean lays all these

before the faculty ; who then make up their decision in regard

to the applicant, according to their personal knowledge of his

habits and diligence. It is necessary that the applicant appear

personally before the faculty, in order that each professor may

distinctly recognize him. Those instructors who are not mem

bers of the faculty, are requested to note down also their judg

ment in regard to the courses which the applicant has heard

from them . In accordance with all these results, the testimoni

um facultatis is made out, including a specification of these lat

ter lectures.

6. The course which a student must adopt at the end of his

university life, in order to obtain the academical testimonium

morum, and also the certificate of the philosophical faculty

which he mușt lay before the prorector, is pointed out in the

printed regulations above referred to (4. e) . In those regula

tions it is also said , that according to the express directions of

thegovernment, every application for the necessary testimonials

on leaving the university, must be made in person.

7. In order that the decisions of the faculty may not be too hur

ried, every student, except in extraordinary cases, must make a

written application at least eight days before the time of making

out the testimonials.

8. Should any student wish the support ofthe faculty, in an

application to the Ministry of Ecclesiastical Affairs for admission

into the theological seminary at Wittemberg, he must make his

wish known to the dean of the faculty, before the end of May in

order to enter at Michaelmas, and before the end of September

for admission at Easter.
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9. Whoever wishes to obtain , at his departure, a recommenda

tion for a place as an instructor in a public school or in a family,

will do well to apply in writing, some months beforehand, to

some member of the faculty, and state to him the course of

his university life, his supposed attainments in languages, sci

ences, and the arts, and in what manner he has prepared him

self for becoming an instructor of youth . Regard will then be

had to this application, according to the circumstances ; and

the opportunity for such a recommendation is seldom wanting.

10. Those who wish to undergo here the examen pro schola,

which is necessary in order to become an instructor in any

school of learning,must apply to the director of the commission
appointed by the government, from four to six weeks at least

previous to their departure from the university.

APPENDIX .

The Pedagogical Seminary, which was formerly connected

with the theological, retains for the present its usual organiza

tion. The object of it is the education of future teachers of

schools, either of the higher order , or for the middle and lower

classes . The director is the Chancellor and Senior Professor

Niemeyer, with whom Professor Jacobs* acts as assistant di

rector.

The director nominates the members. These are appointed

without any regard to their circumstances as to property ; but

are selected only with reference to their diligence, talents, and

unblemished moral character, as personally known to the direc

tor, or as certified to him by credible testimonialş.

The business of the seminary is conducted by the director

and his assistant, and consists alternately of theoretical lectures

and practical exercises . Questions relative to teaching are dis

cussed ; disputations upon doubtful points in the various meth

ods of education and instruction are held ; extracts from the best

writers are read and reviewed ; and exercises in declama

tion are also held and criticised . Whoever frequents the semi

nary two years, either as a member or candidate for member

* Both of these gentlemen are since dead. This seminary , and

indeed the subject of pedagogical instruction in general , consti

tuted a sort of hobby with the venerable Niemeyer. It is not

known , whether the seminary still exists in the same form . Ed.
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ship , will have the opportunity in this interval of taking part in

all these different exercises.

The director has also charge of the library of the seminary,

and it is his duty to see that it is well preserved and augmented.

At present it is in the same room with the library of the orphan

house, and open at the same hour. Books can be taken out

only by order of the director or his assistant.

The following are the regulations in regard to the members.

1. There are twelve ordinary members ; and also other pre

paratory members or candidates, auscultatores, whose number

is indefinite, and depends on the circumstance, whether there

are more or fewer who wish to join the seminary. All these

latter may take part in the exercises ; and have the preference

over other competitors for all vacant places, on condition of dis

tinguished diligence, skill , and good conduct.

2. The ordinary members can excuse themselves from no

species of exercises, which may be required of them by the di

rector or his assistant. The candidates have here more liberty .

But their actual reception into the seminary, depends mainly on

their voluntary labour and activity .

3. No one can be received as an ordinary member, before

the close of the first year of his university course.

4. There may be two seniors of the seminary. But these

places are only filled, when individuals are found who are partic

ularly distinguished as teachers of youth , and especially for the

extent and scientific nature of their knowledge in the depart

ment of education and instruction ; and who may thus hold out

the promise, either of being useful in promoting the further pro

gress of their fellow students, or of qualifying themselves to

become academical theologians, or principals of the higher

schools and seminaries for teachers; and on this account may

wish to prolong their residence at the university .

5. A senior receives 50 rix dollars ($35) a year, in quarter

ly payments . Members of the first rank receive 40 rix dollars

($ 28) annually ; and those of the second, 30 rix dollars ( $21).

6. 'New members can be admitted regularly only at the bé

ginning of a semester . If however a place becomes vacant in

the interval, it may be filled.

7. Two members, or candidates, are entitled to lodgings free

of rent in the house of the director or elsewhere.

No. IV. 81

1
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Art. JI . ON THE NATURE AND CHARACTER OF THE GREEK

STYLE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

By Henry Planck , Professor of Theology in the University of Gottingen . Translated from

the Latin by the Editor.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE .

The following article is a translation of the celebrated Com

mentatio de vera Natura atque Indole Orationis Graecae Novi

Testamenti ; which, in this short compass, has contributed more

to illustrate and fix the character of the New Testament Greek ,

than any other work that has ever appeared. It was first pub

lished in 1810, on occasion of the author's becoming Professor

Extraordinary in Göttingen ; and was afterwards reprinted in

the Commentationes Theologicae of Rosenmueller, Leips. 1825.

The author is the son of G. J. Planck, also a professor in Göt

tingen, who has long been distinguished in Germany as an ec

clesiastical historian. The younger Planck was born in 1785,

was educated in his native university, became afterwards Repe

tent at the same time with Gesenius, was made Professor Ex

traordinarius in 1810, and Ordinarius in 1823. The present

article then was written when he was twenty -five years of age ;

and a fairer pledge of future usefulness and celebrity has rare

ly been held out. It was the plan of the author to pursue

his inquiries farther, and to embody the results of them in a

work to be entitled : Isagoge Philologica in N. T. i . e . ' A

Philological Introduction tothe New Testament. After the

appearance of Gesenius' Hebrew Lexicon in 1812, his publisher

applied to him to prepare a similar lexicon of the New Testa

ment. This however he declined , thinking it more judicious

to confine himself entirely to the Old Testament ; but recom

mended warmly the younger Planck , as peculiarly qualified for

such a work. It was therefore proposed to him and under
taken ; and he has ever since been nominally engaged in it .

But the fair fruits of early promise have all been blasted by

repeated and habitual attacks of epilepsy, under which both

body and mind have sunk into decrepitude ; and it is only with

feelings of unmingled sadness, that one can behold him in his

lecture -room ; whence not unfrequently he must be carried out

in a fit. A few articles, as specimens of his projected lexicon,

have occasionally been published ; some of which we may here
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after present to our readers ; but the work itself has made lit

tle progress. The writer was informed by Gesenius, who

had recently seen the collections and preparations which the

author has made for it , that they all amount to little, and

would be comparatively of no value in other hands. Indeed,

Planck has published nothing of importance for the last ten

years.

This is not the proper place to enter into an account of the

contest, which was so long carried on in regard to the charac

ter of the Greek style of the New Testament ; which contest the

present article seems to have put completely at rest. It is how

ever within the Editor's plan , to give at some future time a his

tory of this controversy. In themean time the reader may
be

referred to Winer's Grammatik , 3d Ed . p . 11 seq . and p . 18,

Amer. Ed . Planck's Einleitung in d . theol . Wissensch . II. p . 43

seq. Morus' Hermeneut. ed . Eichstadt. I. p . 216 seq .

The way first laid open by Planck in the following essay,

has been followed out to a great extent by Winer, in bis well

known Grammar of the New Testament. Still the objects of

these two writers are different. It was the design of the for

mer to point out the elements of the later Greek as found in the

New Testament, so far only as they relate to single words and

formsof words ; and since he expressly excludes the Syntax,

it is obvious that his plan embraces only those points which be

long, not to grammar, but properly to the lexicon . Of course,

out of the eight classes into which he divides the traces of the

later language in the New Testament, only the third and fourth,

which embrace the differences of flexion and gender, fall with

in the province of the grammarian. The main object of

Winer was, upon the elementary materials thus collected by

Planck, and augmented by his own long continued researches ,

to erect a grammatical system of the later Greek as exhib

ited in the New Testament; including of course the deviations

as to the form and flexion of words, but having regard chiefly

to the syntax, or at least to the use of words in connexion, as

well as to the structure of sentences. The first work of Winer

on the subject appeared in 1823, and was translated and pub

lished by Prof. Stuart and the Editor in 1825. Another edi

tion of the original appeared in Germany in 1826 , which was
soon followed by a second volume of Excursus on sor of the

more important topics of the work . In 1830 a third edition

was published, in which both the former volumes are united,
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and the subjects reduced to their proper order. In this edition

the author has also given the further results of his continued

studies ; and especially those flowing from an attentive and sys

tematic perusal of all the later Greek writers. — It is not too

much to say, that the labours of Planck and Winer have pro

duced an entire revolution of opinion in regard to the language

of the New Testament ; and have placed the character of it in

a light so strong and definite, that its general features can no

longer be mistaken or perverted .

At the close of the following article are annexed, by way of

appendix, some remarks of Planck on the proper mode of con

ducting the lexicography of the New Testament. They are

too valuable not to be generally known ; while the programm to

which they are prefixed, is not of a nature to interest the public

generally. And in order to lay before the reader the whole sub

ject of the Greek language at once , I have inserted in a subse

quent article a spirited “ View of the Greek Language and its

Dialects," from Buttmann's larger Greek Grammar. It will

be seen that his views coincide with and elucidate those of

Planck and Winer. EDITOR .

ON THE NATURE AND CHARACTER OF THE GREEK STYLE OF

THE NEW TESTAMENT.*

Introduction .

There have been many writers on the subject of the Greek

style of the New Testament; but their works, of course, are

not all deserving of the same degree of estimation . Since the

time when Henry Stephens, in jest as it would seem rather than

* In regard to the marginal references appended to this article,

the Editor haspreferredtolet them remain as in the original. Since

the date of its first publication , the excellent edition of Phrynichus

by Lobeck, has appeared ; but as this is accompanied by a very

complete index, it was thought better not to change the references,

which are now adapted to the edition of De Pauw ; because, by

so doing, those who possess the earlier edition would have no good

clue to guide them , while those who have the edition of Lobeck

will find every facility in the index. So also with regard to the Etymo

logicum Magnum , and particularly Josephus; ofwhom there are per

haps more copies in this country in the Cologne edition , ( the one
quoted by pages , ) than in that of Havercamp or Oberthür . Ep.
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in earnest, pronounced the diction of the Scriptures of the New

Testamentto be pure Greek, and comparable in elegance even

with the Attic, theologians know that there have ever been philolo

gists, who have called in question this purity and inviolable chas

tity of the Greek of the New Testament. The contest has been

long and attended with various success on both sides. In the

course of the struggle, little attention has been paid to any cor

rect explanation of the thing itself in question ; for those who

have tried their strength on this arena , have always attempted to

shew, thatthe diction of the sacred authors was either wholly

good Greek, or wholly barbarous and mixed up with Hebraisms.

Those who maintained the former opinion , supposed they could

not better accomplish their purpose and repel the charge of He

braism , than by adducing from the profane writers , and chiefly

from the poets, those passages which , either in the sense of the

words, or in the composition, or in the construction, might seem

in some manner reducible to the same appearance ofHebrew

idiom. It was a more easy task for those who held the contra

ry opinion, to shew that the language of the New Testament is
corrupted by many Hebraisms. But they too satisfied them

selves, with merely pointing out in the sacred books that which is

foreign to the genius of good Greek , and which may be referred

to oriental usage. Hence it has arisen , that the whole contro

versy being thus brought to bear solely on the Hebrew colour

ing with which the diction of the sacred writers is tinged , the

point which is of most importance for the correct interpretation

of the sacred volume, was wholly left out of view, viz . the na

ture and character of that later Greek, which arose and flourish

ed from the time of Alexander the Great, and of which so many

traces are discoverable in the diction of the New Testament;

though not without the trouble of laborious investigation . There

are only three writers , who have treated of the common lan

guage of the Greek in the periods after the destruction of Gre

cian liberty, whose labourscan be cited with approbation. The

first is Salmasius, who in his Commentationes de Lingua Hel

lenistica, and other works, has discussed the subject at large and

elegantly . Fischer is the second, who deserves and receives

even at this day the thanks of all theologians, for the aid which

1 One work which Sturz quotes I have not been able to inspect,

viz. Ge . Guil. Kirchmaieri Dissert. de Dial . Graecor. communi, Vi
teb . 1709, 4to .
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he has afforded towards the correct interpretation of the sacred

books in his Prolusiones de Vitiis Lericorum N. T. To these

a third has lately joined himself, viz . the learned Sturz, in his

work De Dialecto Macedonica et Alexandrina , in which he has

collected with great diligence and judgment the remains of this

later language from the ancient sources .

Nevertheless — and I wish to say it without arrogance — the

subject in question seemsto me not yet to have beendeveloped

by these three writers, with all the accuracy and fulness of which

it is susceptible. For in regard to Salmasius, although he en

tered upon the right way, and well observed that after the sub

jugation of the Grecian cities by the Macedonians the dialects

which had formerly prevailed separately, now coalesced ; and

that thence there arose a mixed or common language, which

passed over also into the foreign provinces subdued by the Ma

cedonians ; yet, nevertheless, he paid little attention to the na

ture and character of this common language, which is the foun

dation of the sacred Hellenism ; but thought it enough to shew,

in opposition to the followers of D. Heinsius, who made of the

language of the New Testament a peculiar dialect, that whatev

er is common to all and brought together from all the dialects,

can no longer be regarded as being itself a peculiar dialect.

Fischer advanced farther. Following up the beginning of Sal

masius, he endeavoured to shew by examples , that the diction

of the Macedonians and Alexandrians, which after the times

of Alexander began to prevail in common life and intercourse,

differed much from the more ancient language, whose force and

elegance are still visible in the works of Attic writers now ex

tant. It is understood not to have been the purpose or wish

of this author, to investigate fully those things in the language

of the sacred writers, which approach nearer to the character

of this later idiom . This fuller and more accurate investiga

tion , although exceedingly desirable, could not well be expected

of him in accordance with his plan . But there is also another

thing wanting in him , which I would estimate as of no less mo

ment, viz . an historical exposition of the causes and progress

by which all the Grecian dialects became thus intermingled and

confounded ; for it is only by such an exposition , that the in

ternal character and the prevalence of this later idiom can be

rightly understood . In regard to the plan of Sturz, we have

2

Lips. 1808
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given our opinion in another place, which it is not necessary

here to repeat. He seems to us to have erred chiefly in this

point, viz . that he has endeavoured to reduce this later mode

of speaking to certain appearances characteristic of a dialect ;

and in this way has wished to constitute a peculiar Alexandrine

dialect ; an attempt which all see to be in itself impossible, who

have had any right perception of the nature and origin of this

common language.

There are also many other things peculiar to the later lan

guage ,which have notyet been noted by interpreters, and which

nevertheless are of such a nature , as to mark particularly the

difference between the later diction and the good or Attic Greek .

To this class we may refer, first, many words and forms of

words in the New Testament, in which the later usus lo

quendi prefers a remodelling or change of form ; examples of

which however occur nowhere in approved Greek writers, but

are often found in those authors who flourished after the times

of Alexander . In respect to such instances, although it may

not always be possible to judge with perfect accuracy in each

particular case, whether a word or form first came into use at

a later or an earlier period ; yet by examining all the sources

of which we are permitted to avail ourselves, we shall not be

altogether destitute of some criterion , by which to distinguish

with a great degree of probability the period , to which anysuch

word or form belongs .

Another characteristic of the common language, which in

like manner has been hitherto overlooked by all the writers on

the Hellenism of the New Testament, lies in the use of those

tenses and moods of verbs, which Attic writers have wholly

avoided ; either because of some harshness of sound by which

the ear was offended, or on account of some ambiguity of sense

by which they might interfere with other forms of similar sound,

or from other causes which this is not the place to treat of

more fully . Many examples of this kind might be adduced

from the New Testament, which are not found in approved

writers , e . g. έζησα, έγέννησα, ακούσω, αμαρτήσω, ελεύσομαι ,

doin, etc. and all these must be brought into the account , if

we would rightly understand and estimate the genius and char
acter of the later language .

Nor is less diligence and accuracy requisite in the investi

gation of the Syntar of the later diction ; in which, if we look

only to the use of the particles and to the employment of the
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moods and tenses of verbs, we shall find many things which

themore elegant writers have entirely rejected.

To have here suggested these things, is surely not superflu

ous . The interpreter of the New Testament who desires to be

regarded as prepared and thoroughly furnished for his work,

must be acquainted with all those particulars , in which the style

of the sacred writers differs from the pure Attic diction ; and

this he can never be, unless the character and usus loquendiof

this later language be ascertained with the greatest possible de

gree of accuracy . - I pass over other particulars of the same na

ture, especially new significations of words, which frequently oc

cur, and in defining which more attention and exactness are still

desirable .

All these things however would occasion less difficulty , were

it not for the almost incredible negligence of many interpreters,

who even to the present day have paid no regard to this whole

subject in their attempts to explain the usus loquendi of the

New Testament. Many are ignorant both of the origin and

nature of that Greek idiom , in which, in addition to the vestiges

of the Aramaean language, the sacred Hellenism principally
consists ; they are ignorant of the criteria and marks by which

it is distinguished from the Attic diction , which alone is taught

in the schools and in grammatical books ; they are ignorant in

short of the sources,-and are therefore incapable of estimating

them ,—whence that usus loquendi is chiefly drawn, to which,

as to a supreme law, all the grammatical relations of the New

Testament are to be referred .

I could bere easily multiply examples of such negligence,

were it not that I wish to spare time and paper. A few there

fore may suffice , which lie near at hand . "Doubts have very

recently been started respecting the authenticity of the first

epistle to Timothy ; and one ground of doubt among others

has been drawn from a multitude of words, which, except in

this epistle, are not found in the writings of Paul . How little

the epistle in question differs in this respect from the other epis

tles of Paul , we have abundantly shewn elsewhere ; but then

the author of this doubt would never have fallen upon this spe

cies of argument, had he sufficiently comprehended the nature

and extent of that later usus loquendi, of which a tendency to

to

F.

1

&

3 Schleiermacher, Sendschreiben über den sogenannten ersten

Brief an den Timotheus, Berlin 1807 .
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employ new words and forms of words must be regarded as the

chief characteristic. - Still greater errors have been committed

in regard to single words, and in establishing the sense of them ,

by interpreters who have failed to perceive the true character of

the sacred Hellenism . Thus the same learned writer, who has

called in question the genuineness of the first epistle to Timo

thy, has preferred to understand the verb naidevalv 1 Tim . 1 :

20 , in the sense of teaching, instead of chastising, punishing.4

But it was not only understood in this latter sense by the fathers,

but was thus employed throughout in the common idiom of the

later age, as is testified by Phavorinus and by all the books

now extant written in this common dialect. I pass over the sen

timent which the apostle intended to express, and which seems

to admit only the interpretation of the fathers ; but who would

doubt, even though the other explanation may not be without a

pertinent sense, that the usus loquendi of thelater period ought

to be preferred before that which the Grecian classic writers

have followed ?-In a similar manner Paulus has made a mis

take in his Commentary on the passage Mark 15 : 43. His

words are quoted below . It would seem hardly possible to err

more widely, than he has here done. Who does not see, that

the object of the Grammarians was to vindicate the more ancient

meaning of the word evoxnuwv, which obtained among Attic writ

ers, against the practice of the common people, who had begun

to employ it in reference to riches and wealth. The words of

Phrynichus leave no doubt: ευσχήμων" τούτο μεν οι αμαθείς

επί του πλουσίου, και εν αξιώματιόντος τάττουσιν. οι δε αρχαίοι

επί του καλού και συμμέτρου. « The common people apply

4 Ibid. p . 37, 59.

5 Commentar Th. III . p. 863. “ Evoynuov, not wealthy, (against

this are the express declarations of Suidas, Phrynichus, Etym .

Mag.) but rather respected, honestus, honourable, Rom. 13: 13.

Sept. Prov. 11 : 25 oux Evoxnuwv, who does not behave well." I

wonder how any one could write thus, who understands the man

ner of the Grammarians so well as Paulus does ; as appears from a

passage in the same Commentary, Th. II. p. 825. “ This very

judgment [of Eustath. ] induces us to prefer évvárny as the orthog

raphy of the Palestine Greeks ; just as any word which is marked

as inelegant by the scholiasts, so often quoted in this connexion by

Wetstein , is ever to be regarded as the regular one in the Alexan

drine Greek , and still more in the Palestine Greek of the New

Testament."

No. IV. S2
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Evoxnuov to one who enjoys wealth and consideration ; the an

cients used it of beauty and symmetry.' And that Suidas and

the author of the Etymologicum Magnum did not mean any

thing else, is clear in itself. Where then are we to rank the

sacred writers , and by what law are we to judge of their style ?

Are they not to be classed among the dualsis, whom Phryni

chus charges with having changed the primitive sense of this

word, and transferred it to other objects ? Hence it of course fol

lows, that their language is to be referred, not to the laws of At

tic diction , but to the later and common mode of speaking ; and

that we are to look in their writings not so much for what the

Grammarians may have approved, as for what they have disap

proved . In this example moreover, there is another considera

tion which serves to strengthen the charge of negligence against

the commentator. In the parallel passage, Matt. 27:57, we find :

άνθρωπος πλούσιος από Αριμαθαίας. Hence it is to be infer

red , that in the Aramaean gospel which the three first evangelists

seem to havehad before them , there was aword expressing the

notion of opulence, and therefore Mark could have applied evoyń

uav to Joseph in no other sense. — To these we may add a third

example, which occurs in the same Commentary. The words ta

yavédia Matt. 14 : 6 , the author chooses not to explain as mean

ing birth-day, because according to the Grammarians the Attics

used ta yevé'sha to express this idea. But there occur innume

rable instances in the writers of a later age, whom the Grammari

anscall τους κοινούς, where they employ τα γενέσια in the sense

of birth-day. There is therefore no sufficient reason , why we

Suidas : ευσχήμων' ουχ ο πολλα κεκτημένος και πλούσιος,

αλλ ' ο κόσμος και πειθόμενος τους νόμους και συνιστών. - Ειy

mol . Mag. ευσήχμων ο κόσμιος και πειθόμενος τους νόμοις. πα

ρα τούτο ρητέον , ούχ ο πλούσιος και πολλά κεκτημένος.

7 Paulus Commentar Th. II . p. 61 .

8 Phrynichus p. 18. Γενέσια ούκ ορθώς τίθεται επί της γε

νεθλίου ημέρας γενέσια γαρ' Αθήνησιν εορτή λέγειν ούν δεί , τας
yeva Olious nutoas, ñ yavégia. Thom. Mag. p. 186. Etym. Mag.

p. 225 , 230. Zonaras p. 430. Ammonius de Differentia Vocab.
h . v. Hesych. Suidas.

9 Alciphron III . Ep. 18 , 55. Dio I. 47. p. 385. I. 58. p . 688.

Xiphilin . p . 230. ta yeveola ; Joseph. Ant. XII . 4. 7. YEVéolos

ημέρα. The words of Phavorinus, οι δε Αθηναίοι καιγενέσια

λέγουσι, scil . for γενέθλια, are to be understood as spoken with ref

erence to the later asus loquendi.

6

LE
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should here recede from the usual interpretation of this word ;

an interpretation which, besides the aptness of the sense ,

would seem to be the more properly retained , because the same

usus loquendi is frequently exhibited by other writers of the
later age .

Thus far of interpretation . Nor have less important mis

takes been made, in regard to the criticism of the text of the

New Testament. These seem for the most part to have pro

ceeded from an ignorance of the later orthography, and of

several moods and tenses of the verb, which existed in the

common idiom . Compare Matt. 25 : 36 , where the received

text, which the edition of Griesbach as yet follows, exhibits

the reading 19ɛta, against the authority of the best manu

scripts, all of which have ñhgate. This mode of forming the

second aorist after the analogy of the first, is not only sufficient

ly frequent in the Septuagint ;11 but is also distinctly attributed

by the Grammarians to the later idiom . We know from Hera

clides,12 that it was in use among the Cilicians who spoke

Greek ; from whom, as Sturz!3 has already observed , it seems

to have passed in their mutual intercourse to the Alexandrians.

This single example, if there existed no other, is enough to ad

monish critics, how carefully they ought to investigate the na

ture and genius of the later language,and to collect all those

things which are shewn by the testimony of the Grammarians or

the constant usage of later writers, to have been peculiar to that

idiom, both in regard to the forms and the construction of words.

But there are not wanting other instances also, where for the

same reasons the readingof manuscripts is to be preferred to

the received text . In Acts 22 : 7, instead of the usual Recov,

the Codd . Alexandrinus, Laudianus, and some younger ones,

read čreoa, which Griesbach has not yet ventured to adopt.

Without any doubt, however, it ought to be received as the gen

uine text ; for the transcribers have very frequently changed un

usual forms of this sort, and substituted for them those which

were employed in a purer style. For this reason such manu

10 ABDFL. Mt. B.

11 1 K. 10: 14 είδαμεν. 2 Κ. 10 : 14 είδαν and έφυγαν. 17 : 20

εύραν. 19: 42 εφάγαμεν. 23: 16 έλαβαν, etc.

12 Cited by Eustath ad Od. F. p . 1759, 10.

13 De Dial. Alex . p.
62.
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scripts have no weight of authority, although their number may

be greater, if the vestiges of a more unusual reading are pre

served in others, even if they be but few . Hence also we do

not doubt but that in Acts 11: 28 we ought to read diuov usya

any instead of the common péyav ; for it is the reading of the

best manuscripts,14 and is more unusual; since it appears from

the Grammarians,15 that not the Attics but the Dorians made

riliuos in the feminine gender. And since many things have

evidently passed from this Doric dialect into the common lan

guage of the Greeks, the same judgment is also to be held in

respect to another passage, where in like manner an adjective of

the masculine gender is joined with hiuos, viz. Luke 15 : 14,

éyévero diuos loquoós, for which on the authority of manu

scripts16 io quod ought to be restored ; for, if you hold the re

ceived reading to be genuine, it is not possible to comprehend

how this other reading could have crept into the manuscripts.

In regard to the later orthography, we have a remarkable ex

ample in 1 Cor. 13 : 2 , where for the received oudév not only

very ancient manuscripts, but also some of the fathers, 17 have

ouiév eiur ; a mode of writing very rarely found among the

Attics, but frequent among the later Greeks, according to Phry

nichus18 and Thomas Magister.19 The same holds true of an

other passage, viz. Matt. 17:24, where several manuscripts,

written in large characters,20 have tà didoáyua ; which I hold to

be the genuine orthography on the authority of Thomas Magister,

who directs to write doaxunv, où dpayunv ;21 whence it appears,

that the latter was current in the common language. Interpret

14 AD** 27. 29. 40. Mt. d.

15 Phrynichus, p. 80. Την λίμoν Δωριείς, συ δε αρσενικως τον

hipov qar. Phavorinush. v. Etymol. Mag. p. 366, 10. Aelius

Dionys. ap . Eustath. ad Od. a. p. 1390, 56 .

16 ABDL. Veron . Corb. Vind .

17 ACI et alii . Clem. Ephr. Bas. Macar. Damasc. Oec.

76. Ούθεις, δια του θ, εί και Χρύσιππος και οι αμφ

αυτον ούτω λέγουσι, συ δε αποτρέπου λέγειν' οι γαρ αρχαίοι

dia 10ų 8 leyovou ovdeis. (See Lobeck ad loc .]

19 Pag . 661. In Thucyd. VI , 60 , 66 , many manuscripts exhibit

ουδείςinstead of the printed oυθείς.

20 DEGHL. alii . Veron . German . 1. For . Corb. 2. cet .

21 Page 250. Δραχμή, ου δραγμή.

18
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ers remark also, that it is found in Josephus,22 and in Hesychius

in the various readings under naxein. In regard to a third pas

sage, where the true reading depends on the later orthography,

I perceive that Fischer23 has already given a decision . It is in

Luke 2:24, where the received text hasdúo veoooous ; for which

that learned author properly supposes the reading of several

manuscripts24 voooous ought to be restored ; inasmuch as the

Grammarians shew, that the letter & was omitted in this word

by the later writers .

After these explanations, which are not far -fetched, but pre

sent themselves close at hand, it will easily be understood , that

a full and accurate discussion of the common or later usus lo

quendi of the Greeks, so far as the vestiges of it exist in the sa

cred books, can by no means be regarded as foreign to our

studies and object ; but may on the contrary be of the highest

use and advantage to those, who are occupied in explaining or

illustrating the usus loquendi of the New Testament. Hence

we have supposed it would not be inappropriate to the present

place and time, to offer here some views and observations upon

this whole subject. We propose therefore now to treat of the

nature and character of that later Greek idiom , of which very

frequent traces are found in the New Testament.

This discussion may be divided into two parts , viz . one, in

which the origin and progress of this language shall be investi

gated, at what time and from what causes it arose, and from

what sources it is to be made out ; the other, in which those

particulars in the diction of the sacred writers peculiar to that

language, shall be brought into view and reduced to certain

classes. Under each of these divisions we shall study the great

est possible brevity ; since the subject is of such importance,

that it would be utterly impossible to discuss it properly within

the bounds to which this essay is necessarily limited ; and since

also we intend at a future day to do fuller justice to it, in a par

ticular work to be entitled Isagoge Philologica in Novum

Testamentum . For these reasons, we shall here dwell chiefly

upon those things which have not been already noted by

Fischer and Sturz, and the way in which we suppose they

ought to be explained .

22 Page 622. C. 644. D.

23 Proluss. de Vit. Lexicor. N. T. p. 676.

24 BEGHS. alii .
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PART I.

Origin and Progress of the later Greek Language.

Those who have undertaken to treat of the nature and char

acter of the sacred Hellenism, ought in my opinion to have set

out with the position , that the books of the New Testament are

written , not in the cultivated and polished style of learned and

elegant authors, but rather in that which prevailed in daily use

and in the intercourse of common life. Nor would I except

even Paul ; for although by the reading of classic writers and

especially the poets, he would appear to have added something

of ornament and elegance to his style ; yet he seems never

to have paid sufficient attention to the grammatical study of

the Greek language, to be ranked among the authors of clas

sic reputation. In respect to the other sacred writers, the thing

speaks for itself. To them , besides the common mode of speak

ing to which they were accustomed , a better or more classic style

appears to have been unknown. Those then who have treated

of this topic , should have begun with this common idiom ; and

those who neglected to do so , could not but fall into error. In

deed , without a careful examination of this whole ground, it is

not possible to advance a step, either in theproper interpretation

of words, nor in the correct designation of the sources for de

termining the usus loquendi. We then , in attempting to give a

new exhibition of the style of the New Testament, must necessa

rily first of all turn our attention to this later language .

To investigate the nature of the Greek language of common

life, such as it was in ancient times , is a work of great diffi

culty. It was not a uniform language, but on the contrary dif

fered much among the different tribes ; nor are there sources

enough extant, from which a more accurate acquaintance with

it can be drawn. Except the occasional observations of the

Grammarians in which they mention the vulgar usus loquendi,

and fragments of comic poets who employed the diction of or

dinary life, we have only inscriptions and decrees of magistrates;

which although they have come down to us complete, do not

nevertheless illustrate every thing. Hence it has happened , that

among thosewho in modern times have written onthe diction

of the New Testament, there have been none who have treated

generally of the origin and nature of the common language pre

valent at the time when the sacred authors flourished . And if
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there have been any, who have observed in the New Testament

traces of a later usus loquendi, they have been contented, either

with adducing those passages of the Grammarians where a par

ticular word or form is attributed to the later idiom ; or with

simply noting those things, of which they were not able to pro

ducesimilarexamples from classic authors. In the outset , there

fore, we will here offer some general views in regard to this

whole subject.

The ancient Grammarians, who have given precepts respect

ing the Ionic, Doric, Æolic, and Attic dialects, are, by the com

mon consent of all , to be understood not of the common and fa

miliar language of those tribes, but as referring to the diction
of authors who cultivated their native dialects in their writ

ings. The Grammarians have enumerated four dialects, not be

cause the Greek language had no more diversities ; but be

cause they found these four only to be in use among writers.

All their arguments respecting the nature and difference of these

dialects , have been drawn from these writers. Hence it is a

mistake to suppose, that from their precepts concerning the dia

lects of Greece, any information can be derived in respect to the

language of the vulgar and its diversities. That many more di

alects of tribes existed , we know from the testimony of Hesy

chius and others ; who have noted many things appropriate to

particular states, both in the forms of words and peculiarities

of signification . From all this it is apparent, as several distin

guished writers of our times have already remarked, that the

names of those four nations, under which all the tribes of Greece

are frequently arranged, do not so much refer to the diversities

of language that were current among them, as rather to the dif

ferences of origin that were ascribed to them, to the different

methods in which their governments were administered , and to

the social ties by which they were bound together, either through

the bonds of relationship or the laws of the sovereign power.

But we can only suggest this thought in passing, without pursu

ing it any further.

After the times of Alexander the Great, there occurred great

changes both in the dialects of the tribes and in the language of

writers. I begin with these latter. Before the subjugation of

Greece, there were in all the tribes authors, who exhibited in

their works the dialects and idioms of their own districts , and

fashioned them for the general useof writers. I refer here to those

who wrote in prose ; for no one is now ignorant, that the poets,
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even from the earliest times, neglected altogether the use of

their native dialects, and adopted adiction which had been enno

bled by illustrious examples in any particular class of poetry ; or

that, if they condescended to employ the language of their own

district, they did not exhibit it in its purity, but augmented it

by forms borrowed from the other dialects. But at the period re

ferred to , the whole of Greece being now brought under the do

minion of one conqueror, almost all writers began also to con

form to one dialect. This was the Attic ; which at that time

was so remarkable for its elegance and for the multitude of dis

tinguished writers who bad employed it in their works, that it

had come to be accounted the most polished language of Greece.

Hence it was soon adopted as the general language of all writ

ten works ; and every author supposed himself unable to obtain

the praise of elegant diction , except in the Attic dialect.

· This community of use, however, so far from adding any thing

of elegance and splendor to the Attic tongue, was the source

whence, through the carelessness of authors, the greatest blem

ishes were contracted. Indeed it was not possible, that all

should follow with equal diligence and equal zeal the examples

of the best writers ; so as to avoid every thing which was pecu

liar either to the ancient dialects, or to the new usus loquendi

which had begun to creep into the usage of common life and fa

miliar intercourse. Hence the grammarians have given to this

later diction employed by writers after the times of Alexander,

the appellation η κοινή or Ελληνική ; both as beingin common

use among all, and as exhibiting a mixture and sprinkling of va

rious dialects and idioms of speech. But these things I pass

over, as being already well known. It was however requisite to

mention them ; because in estimating the sources from wbich the

usus loquendi of the New Testament is to be determined, those

writers whom the Grammarians call oi noivoi are of more weight

and authority , than those who have employed the pure and un

corrupted Attic diction . Nor, as we shall see in another place,

are they to be regarded as unprofitable sources for investigating

and defining the nature and character of the vulgar idiom , in

which is contained the element of the sacred Hellenism .

The other change effected after the times of Alexander the

Great, was in the dialects of the tribes ; and this is particularly

worthy of our attention , inasmuch as the whole investigation of

the sacred Hellenism depends upon the language used among

the common people. When Greece was deprived of its liber
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ties by the Macedonians, it was not possible but that the dialects

which had hitherto obtained separately among the different

tribes, should become intermingled with each other and corrupt

ed . What formerly, when Greece was free, would have

seemed probable to no one, viz . that states and cities entirely

dissimilar in manners and customs, as well as in the laws and in

stitutions inherited from their ancestors, should ever come to the

common use of one uniform language,—this was now effected,

along with the overthrow of the ancient forms of government,

by the dominion of a foreign people . Many causes may be

pointed out, as operating to produce this confusion of the dia

lects. First of all was the destruction of liberty ; which, so

long as it was preserved, contributed to prevent particular tribes

from coming to a unity of language or of government, on ac

count of their different rights, laws, and forms of public admin

istration. But as it had already been usual for any nation

which had obtained the sovereignty, to diffuse their own lan

guage among the subject tribes ;25 so now it was to be expected

that the Macedonians, having widely extended their empire,

would do the same thing . Alexander himself collected his ar

mies out of every tribe and nation ; and his successors in Eu

rope, by their continual wars and the destruction of the more

important states and cities, greatly augmented this confusion and

amalgamation of the dialects. Thus much in Europe ; nor was

the case different in the regions out of Europe, to which the do

minion of the Macedonians had been extended. Where every

thing was held by force of arms, the language of the victorious

nation in a short time necessarily prevailed ; by no means pure

indeed, but formed through this confluence and jumble of na

tions . Then too came the colonies recently established ; ei

ther by Alexander himself, as Alexandria ; or by his succes

sors in the sovereignty of Asia, as Seleucia, Ctesiphon, Anti

och . In these cities the Greek inhabitants were collected from

every people and tribe, and had lost their own peculiar dia

lects ; so that in Asia and Africa from this time onward, no

pure and distinct dialect can be regarded as having any long

er existed .

1

25 So Strabo VII . p. 388, speaking of the empire ofthe Dorians

in Peloponesus : σχεδον δ' έτι και νυν κατα πόλεις άλλοι άλλως

διαλέγονται: δοκούσι δε Δωρίζειν άπαντες δια την συμβασαν επι

κράτειαν..
No. IV . 83
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From these considerations it is obvious, what must have been

the nature and character of that common language, which pre

vailed throughout all the Grecian provinces after the time of

Alexander the Great. It had something from every quarter ;

and this variously compounded and mingled, according to the

diversity of places and external circumstances ; yet so that the

dialect or language which had formerly obtained in a particu

lar region , continued to serve as the basis of the new language

in that region , and might be regarded as a corrupt dialect, de

formed by many new accessions. So in Attica , where before

the fall of Greece, the Attic dialect was prevalent, the new lan

guage abounded most in Atticisms ; in Peloponesus and oth

er places where the Dorians had exercised dominion, it admit

tedmuch from the Doric dialect. In every region, however,

it had this common characteristic , viz . that it was composed

from several dialects . Hence it is apparent, that after the time

of Alexander, the term dialect, understood in its proper sense,

could no longer be employed ; and consequently there could

strictly be no Alexandrian dialect. At Alexandria the common

language was in use, tinctured no doubt by many peculiarities

both in its composition from the ancient dialects, and in certain

new accessions which it had recently adopted. But the na

ture of a dialect has been defined by learned men to consist

in this circumstance, viz . that it is a certain diversity or idiom

of a common language, employed in some certain place and

among some certain people, by which they are distinguished

from other tribes or nations ofthe same race .? So also the 'an

cient grammarians teach.27 ' This being the fact, it is apparent

that the language of the Alexandrine Jews, which a learned

author has recently wished to call a dialect in this sense,

not be properly brought under that name ; because the yapan

της εθνικός is altogether wanting to it . They who used it were

Jews by birth, not Greeks. But if, as likewise many have done

26

can

1

26 Sturz de Dial . Macedon . et Alex .
p.

18.

27 Schol . Aristoph. ad Nub. 317. Dodnextós doni qovñs yapax

της εθνικός ..

28 Sturz de Dial . Mac. et Alex . p. 22. Certum igitur est , Ju

daeos istos peculiarem quodammodo certisque finibus circumscrip

tum , et ab aliis populis distinctum populum Alexandriae fuisse ;

neque adeo dubitari potest, quin eorum lingua dici recte dialectus

possit."
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1

in our age, the χαρακτηρ εθνικός being wholly left out of

view, you apply the name of dialect simply to some diversity

of language, whatever it may be ; then truly there existed many

later dialects of the Greek ; more in number indeed than the

ancient ones ; because , under the Macedonian dominion , a new

idiom or usus loquendi arose in almost every place . But all

these diversities of the later language, as I have already said ,

always preserved this one point of mutual resemblance, viz . that

they intermingled every where the peculiarities of the ancient

dialects among themselves in the most diverse modes, and added

to them still new accessions. Vestiges of all the ancient dialects

are found in the common language, except the Æolic ; which ,

it is probable, was in that age no longer extant in ordinary life

and language . The fewest vestiges are found of the lonic ;

which seems at a still earlier period to have disappeared by de

grees from the daily intercourse of life, or to have coalesced

with the language of the Attics . But as this topic cannot be

fully developed without extensive preparation , I am unable to
pursue it further here.

In regard to the name of this later language, the Grammarians

have left us no information . Nor was this to be expected from

them ; inasmuch as in their commentaries their object was to

treat only of the language of authors and of the learned. In our

day, two names have been applied to this later idiom ;the one

by Fischer, who calls it the Macedonic and Alexandrian dia

lect ; 29 the other by Sturz, who prefers the appellation xolvý,

i . e. the common.30 As to Fischer, in the first place, he seems

to have thought the double name which he employs convenient,

partly because it was in consequence of the Macedonian domin

ion that the dialects of Greece were thrown into confusion,

which confusion gave birth to a new form of the language ; and

partly because the Jews of Alexandria exhibited this new idiom

in writings, with which we know the apostles and evangelists to

have been well acquainted . The Macedonians, at an earlier pe

riod, before their invasion of Greece , made use of a peculiar

language, having many coincidences with the ancient Doric dia

lect, as the Grammarians relate ; and hence the ancient Mace

donic language ought to be distinguished from the new or later

29 Proluss. de Vit. Lexicor. N. T. XXX. XXXI.

30 De Dial. Mac. et Alex. pp. 19, 29, 52.
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1

Macedonic. The appellation Alexandrian dialect is too circum

scribed ; and is not competent to express in its full extent that

which ought to be included . From this name one might easily

be led to suppose, what is in no sense true, that the common

language had taken its rise from Alexandria. That the Alex

andrine Jews did employ this idiom in written works is true ;

but we know that it was a style not accommodated to the use of

writers, but only to the common people ; and hence the name

cannot be made to depend on those few authors who have

employed it in their written works . Further, the name adopt

ed by Sturz, as it seems to me, is wholly to be rejected.

We have seen above , that the grammarians employed the term

η κοινή διάλεκτος in a different sense, viz. to designate not the

ordinary language of common life which came into use after

the time of Alexander ; but rather the language of writers , wbo

almost all endeavoured to conform themselves to the Attic.

We are not, however, solicitous about the name ; it is enough

to have explained the thing itself with perspicuity .

Thus far of the nature and character of the later language

in general . We turn now to the sources, whence a knowledge

of this later usus loquendi is to be derived . These we may di

vide into three kinds; according to their different use and im

portance, in enabling us to distinguish the character and pecu

liarities of the later tongue . The first embraces the writers

who are called oi xouvoi, i . e. those who wrote after the age of

Alexander, and among whom the first in order is Aristotle.

From all these, however, there is not much to be gained for the

illustration of the character and force of the later idiom , inas

much as they all are to be regarded as having written in the At

tic dialect ; though certainly not in its pure and uncorrupted

form , but in that , into which both many new words and many

new meanings of words had already been introduced from the

vulgar tongue. All these are indeed to be regarded as corrup

tions in the diction of the xowvol ; and are by no means to be

neglected, by those who wish to investigate and ascertain the

common usus loquendi. I omit to produce examples at pres

ent ; they will offer themselves spontaneously in another place.

I only add here, that these writers, oi mouvoi, are by no means

all of equal value, in regard to the fruit which is to be derived

from their writings for the illustration of the later idiom . So far

are they , indeed, from having all employed a similar style and

diction , that while some have formed their style with the great
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est diligence on the most approved Attic models, others on the

contrary have almost wholly neglected the precepts of a good

Attic diction, and have corrupted their language by the admis

sion of many new words and forms of expression. Of this lat

ter class, as all acquainted with the subject know , are Artemi

dorus, Appian, and others ; of the former, Arrian , Lucian ,

Aelian , etc. Of modern editors I know only one, who has noted

the traces of the later idiom which occur in his author, with the

proper diligence. I mean Irmisch , in his edition of Herodian .

In regard to all the other authors of this class, no one has hith

erto taken the trouble to register those things in them , which

are to be referred to the usus loquendi of the later language .
A second kind of sources, from which the character of the

later style is to be ascertained, is presented by those writers

who have treated expressly of this style . Here belong first, the

Grammarians, or Atticists ; as Phrynichus, Moeris, Herodian,

Thomas Magister, and others; who in their works have proſes

sed to correct in later writers those words and phrases which

are employed by them contrary to Attic elegance, and to exhib

it the corresponding expressions warranted by the pure Attic

dialect. Next to these are the Scholiasts ; in whose commenta

ries many things are preserved , that have reference to the later

idiom . Lastly, we may adduce here the Lexicographers , as

Hesychius, Suidas, Zonaras, Photius, Phavorinus; who have

explained many Attic words by others peculiar to the later lan

guage. In what manner all these differ among themselves,

and with what caution their testimony is to be examined , we

have here neither time nor place particularly to investigate.

The third kind of sources, which consists in the writings

which have come down to us composed in this later diction , is

more important than both the others. Such writings are the

Alexandrine version and the other Greek versions extant of the

Old Testament, the New Testament, the Apocryphal books of

the Old and New Testament, and the apostolical fathers ; to

which may also be added the remains preserved in inscriptions ,

on coins, in the decrees of magistrates, and in the fragments of

comic writers of the later ages.
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PART II.

Characteristics of the later Greek as found in the New

Testament.

We proceed now to the second part of our discussion , in

which we are to point out those traces of the later idiom which

are to be found in the New Testament . In making these il

lustrations we shall constitute certain classes, to wbich the par

ticular examples may be referred ; and shall then adduce, both

those things which appear to have passed over from the ancient

dialects into the later usage ; and also those which seem to be

of a more recent origin. We do not propose to bring forward

every instance ; but only to give single examples. On similar

grounds we also omit the syntax of the New Testament; be

cause, although the sacred writers have in innumerable instances

neglected the grammatical laws of the Greek syntax , this be

longs rather to style, and not to the idiom of the language which

they have employed. As therefore our business is solely with

the elements of their language, it does not fall within our pro

vince to include also their syntax.

In regard then to that common language, which forms the

basis of the Hellenism of the New Testament, its vestiges may

be reduced nearly to the following classes.

1. Words adopted into the Greek language from foreign

sources. This had already been done before the domination of

the Macedonians, and especially by the Athenians; who, accor

ding to the testimony of Xenophon, possessed a mixed language

made up from the languages of almost every Greek and foreign

people.31 What then had thus formerly happened , would hap

pen still more frequently, when the language of Greece had now

become widely diffused among foreign nations. The wars of

the Macedonians, and the new empires founded by them , intro

duced the Greek tongue into Asia and Egypt ; and in this

way it could not but happen, that among these new inhabitants

the Greek should become intermingled with many foreign words .

To this period succeeded the times of the Roman dominion ;

the influence of which went every where to conform the lan

guage of the subjugated nations to the Latin tongue. In the

ageof the apostles, we perceive that the common Greek which

they employed , had borrowed many words peculiar to the Ara

31 De Repub.Atheniens. II . 8. Comp. Pierson ad Moerid . p . 349.
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maean and Latin ; and some also from the Persian and Egyp
tian . Of all these, traces are to be found in the New Tes

tament ; and they are too obvious to require here examples.

II . Words peculiar in their orthography and pronunciation.

The ancient dialects of Greece were exceedingly discrepant in

this respect; and the causes of this discrepancy are also known .

The later idiom adopted very many of these differences ; and

also formed new ones, before unheard of. Of all these some

traces still remain in the New Testament ; although in this par

ticular very many changes . have been made by copyists and

grammarians; as must be obvious to every one who has him

self inspected manuscripts. Indeed transcribers have almost

invariably followed the orthography ofthe country in which they
wrote ; and hence Egyptian manuscripts exhibit one mode of

orthography, those of Byzantium another, and those of the west

a third. For this reason we claim as vestiges of the later lan

guage only those instances, which by the common consent of

the best manuscripts may be defended as the genuine readings,

and which also we know from the testimony of ancient Gram

marians actually to have existed in the common language.32 We

omit entirely all those as to which there can be doubt.

1

32 The Alexandrine orthography has been fully discussed by

Sturz, p . 116 sq . who has followed the authority of the Alexandrine

and Zurich manuscripts. Although the learned writer does not

deny, that in these manuscripts there are many things of this sort

which could have arisen only from the transcribers ; and although

he therefore would limit what he calls the Alerandrine orthography,

to that alone which differs with some appearance of constancy from

the orthography of other Greeks and from that of the ancient writ

ers ; still, I am not sure that his positions are even then correct ;

inasmuch as these manuscripts exhibit many things which unques

tionably belong to the orthography and mode of writing of trans

cribers, who cannot be placed higher than the sixth century. And

in regard to the books of theNew Testament, it is beyond all ques

tion , that they cannot properly be all reduced to the orthography of

any single Codex ; since the sacred writers obviously did not follow

one and the same standard of orthography ; but wrote , as no one

can doubt , according to the different places and countries in which

they were educated and lived , John in one way , Paul in another,

and Peter and James and others in still different ways, each em

ploying his own method . For this reason I have preferred to stop

short at those examples , which, by the consent of the best manu

scripts and the testimony of the grammarians, may be regarded as

peculiarities of the common language.
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We produce here some examples of the several varieties of

orthography. The most frequent are Atticisms; which is to be

attributed to the general diffusion of this dialect itself, and also

to the critical propensities of the transcribers. Of this kind are

valo 33 Rev. 21:18, and grain34 Rev. 5: 8 ; which words the

Ionians and Dorians write with ε , ύελος and φιέλη . So also αετός

Matt. 24:28 ; for which the other Greeks write aietós 35 Many

other examples occur of a similar shortening of the vowels ; but

we cannot go into the details.

The Doric orthography is preserved in slašo John 7 : 30 for

TÉSW ; 36 xauuveiv Matt . 13: 15. Acts 28 : 27, for rarauterv 37

xißavos Matt . 6:30 , for xoißavos; which form also was often

used by the xouvol.38 To the Doric also we must doubtless re

fer navdoyerov Luke 10: 34 , for which the Grammarians would

put navdoxčiov,39 a later orthography adopted by the Attics

from the Ionians .

Paul follows the Ionic mode of writing in paquos 1 Tim .

3 : 13, for which the other Greeks wrote Boouos ; 40 so also Luke

in avaßafuós Acts 21 : 35 , for ávaßaquós.41 To the same

Ionic method we may also refer επιφαύω Εph. 5 : 14 for επιφάω ,

which, so far as I know, is found only in the New Testament.

At least , in many other forms certainly, the lonians inserted the

letter υ after α ; as αυτάρ , δαυλός, ιαυχε, for ατάρ, δαλός, λαχε.41

There are many words which bear the stamp of a later or

thography. I pass over the forms γίνομαι and γινώσκω, for γίγ

νομαι and γιγνώσκω, of which Fischer and others have treat

ed, 43 as also νοσσός, νοσσίον, for νεοσσός , νεοσσίον, which Fisch

33 Thom . Mag . p. 862. ibiq . Hemsterhuis.

34 Moschopulus negi Ex. p . 120. Moeris p . 389. ibiq . Inttp.

35 Moeris p. 18. Etymolog. Mag. p . 51 , 49. Eustath . ad Il . a. p.
21 sq.

36 Etymol. p. 671 , 30.

37 Gregor. Cor . de Dial . p. 165. In another place, p . 290, he af

firms that this was also the Ionic form .

38 Phrynichus p . 76. Thom . M. p. 554. Athen . III . p. 110. C.

39 Phrynich . p . 134. Thom . M. p. 676. Hemsterhuis ad Aristoph .

Plut. p. 122.

40 Phrynich . p . 142. 41 Thom. Mag. p. 46.

42 Eustath. ad Od. p. 1654, 27.

43 Proluss. de Vitiis Lexicor. N. T. p. 674. Valckenaer ad Eurip.

Phoen. 1396 .
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er and Sturz“4 have noted; and will only adduce a few new ex

amples, which so far as I know, have not yet been noted in the

New Testament. Of this kind are rò didoaypov Matt. 17 : 24 ,

the true reading for το δίδραχμον; as to which I have already

quoted the testimony of Thomas Magister in note 21 above.

So galiots Rev. 18:22, for Gahrixtńs, the former being used

only by later writers, according to the testimony of the Gram

marians ;45 and also ougév 1 Cor. 13 : 2, for oudev, in regard to

which see the testimony quoted in notes 18 and 19 above. I

pass over other examples ; which however need to be more fully

investigated .

III . Peculiarities in the flexion of nouns and verbs, belonging

to the later language. As toflexion in nouns, there are in the New

Testament no traces of any of the ancient dialects, except the ,

Attic. This I suppose must be attributed , not to the fact that

the later language was in itself free from any such confusion of

the older dialects, but rather to the critical propensities of trans

cribers ; who here , as in innumerable other cases, have aimed

to preserve the Attic mode of writing. Of Attic forms of flex

ion in nouns, we have gen . toŨ , Anoda 1 Cor. 1 : 12 from the

nom . ' Απολλώς ; also accus, τον ' Απολλώ Acts 19: 1 ; την Κω

Acts 21: 1 ; triv vaŭv Acts 27:41, from the nom . vaūs for which

the Ionics wrote vnūs and the Dorics vās.46_The later idiom

is followed in the dative voi for vợ , 1 Cor. 1 : 10. 14 : 15 .

Rom. 7 : 25 , after the form of the third declension ; of which,

besides the New Testament, examples occur only in the fathers.47

So also the accus . vyiñ Acts 5: 11 , 15. Tit. 2: 8, from vyléa ; for

the Attics regularly contracted ea preceded by a vowel, notinto

ñ, but into ã; 48 as úgiã, not úyiñ. Other instances of later

usage have already been given by Fischer ; 49 such as the accu

sative plural of nouns ending in ευς , as τους γονείς , γραμματείς ;

44 De Dial. Alex.
p.

185.

45 Phrynich. p . 80. Moeris p . 354. Thom. Mag. 789. Compare

Theophr. Charact. c . 25. Lucian. Tom. I. p. 720 .

46 Compare Matthiae's Gramm. $ 85.

47 Herodian ap. Hermann . p.
303. Fischer Animadv, ad Weller.

II . p . 181 .

48 Moeris p. 375. Thom. Mag. p. 864. Eustath . ad Od. d .

p . 196 , 11. Heindorf. ad Platon. Charmid. p. 64.

49 In Proluss. de Vit. Lexicor. N. T. p. 666 seq .

No. IV . 84
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the dative plural dvol, instead of which the Attics employed the

dual dvoīv ; the contracted form of the genitive of the adjective

ήμισυς , viz . ημίσους for ημίσεος , etc.

In regard to the flexion of verbs, there is more variety. The

Attic dialect contributes here also the most examples ; the Do

ric affords some ; the Ionic none ; while of later forms there are

many. According to Attic usage,50 the sacred writers give to

the three verbs βούλομαι, δύναμαι , μέλλω, a double augment ; as

povanonu 2 John 12 ; viduvronoar Matt. 17 : 16 ; ñuehne Luke

7 : 2 ; although in other places the common flexion with a single

augment is also found , as ¿ Bovinon Matt. 1 : 19 ; dúvato 22: 46 ;

čudde Luke 10: 1. The peculiarity of the same dialect is also

followed in the second persons of the present Boulouat and the

future όψομαι, which the Attics contract into βούλει, όψει , and

not into Botan , own. So Luke writes ei Bouket, 22: 42 ; and

Matthew où ő wei,27: 4. To the same mode of flexion, if the

text is correct, is to be referred the form rapézet, Luke 7: 4 ;

for if this be taken in the second person , the connexion of the con

text is not interrupted ; which would be the case , if the writer be

supposed to pass from the third person into the first. But I am

disposed to discard this reading, on the authority of the best

manuscripts, which exhibit napéčn, according to the common

orthography.

To the Doric dialect the Grammarians52 refer the form doé'wv

tai for ágeiviai, which is found only in the New Testament,

Matt. 9 : 5 . 1 John 2 : 12. Others regard it as Attic ;53 to which

they seemto have been induced by the similarity of other forms,

in which the Attics prolong the perfect byinserting the vowel w ,

as είωθα for είθα, αγήοχα with a reduplication for ήχα. Το

this same analogy, I alsowould not hesitate to refer the form in

question , provided it could be proved by decided examples, that

it ever existed among Attic writers . - The Dorics, further, make

the imperative of the second aorist terminate in ov instead of € ,

after the analogy of the first aorist.54 So sinov, which is the

true reading, is found Acts 28 : 26 for ciné, unless — what un

50 Thom . Mag . p . 258. Fischer ad Well . p. 599 seq .

*51 Schol . Aristoph. ad Plut . 40. Valcken . ad Phoeniss. p.
216.

Brunck ad Soph . Oed . Col. 336. Ajac. 195 .

52 Eustath . p. 1077, 8. Suidas h . v . Phavorin . s . v . apeiza.

Etymolog. Mag. p . 107, 1. Pharorin . s . v . aq durtai .

54 Koen . ad Gregor. Cor. p . 157. Fischer ad Weller. II . p . 382.

53
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doubtedly seemsto be nearer the truth - you choose to regard

it as put for the imperative of the first aorist elma. They em

ployed also, in the imperative present of ciui, the form öro for

toiw , according to Heraclides ; 55 which same form occurs also

once in Plato.56 It seems to have arisen from še , iétw . In the

New Testament Paul uses this form , 1 Cor. 16:22 ; comp. Ps.

104: 31.–The second person present of the passive ending in

gai is preserved in the New Testament, in xavgaoai Rom. 2:

17, 23, for xavyo ; 57 and óduvãoalLuke 16:25, for oduvõ. This

termination is retained by the Attics only in the perfect and

pluperfect, and also in verbs in ul . It is manifest that this

cannot be regarded as a new form ; but as more ancient even

than the Attic, which is shortened from it . We may therefore

perhaps not improperly assign it to the Doric dialect .

To these peculiarities of the ancient dialects , thus mixed up

and confounded , there are superadded several new forms of flex

ion in verbs, which were first introduced in the later idiom , and

of which the vestiges are not rare in the books of the New Tes

tament . The Grammarians have noted many of these ; and in
some instances have specified the place, where they suppose

these new forms of verbs to have first arisen . We cannot in

deed suppose that they were every where in use ; but that va

rious changes and modifications arose in various regions. The

style of the New Testament exhibits many things, according to

the different writers, which cannot be alone referred to the usage

of those who spoke Greek in Palestine ; but which were in

troduced from other sources into the language of the apostles .

We can here exhibit only the more important examples.

And first of the termination av , which the common language

first introduced , in the third person plural of the perfect, for aoi ;

as έγνωκαν for έγνωκασι, John 17 : 7 ; είρηκανfor είρηκασι, Rev.

19: 3. This form is found much more frequently in the Alex

andrine interpreters ; e . g. iogaxav Deut. 11: 7; napornxav
Jer. 5 : 29 . It is easy to seewhence the form arose ; the pe

culiarity of the aorist is transferred to the perfect. The Gram

marians affirm that this metaplasm was current at Chalcisss and
at Alexandria.59

55

Apud Eustathium p. 1411 , 22. 56 Republic. II . p. 215 .

57 Moeris p. 16. v . dxpoa. 58 Tzetzes ad Lycophr. 252.

59 Sextus Empiricus adv . Grammat. 213. p. 261. Fabr.
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The common or later language affected also in another way ,

the termination of the third plural, both in the imperfect and the

second aorist, viz. by inserting the syllable oa. Of this form the
New Testament exhibits but one instance, ¿dollojoav Rom . 3:

13, for idolioūv. The Septuagint however presents it much

more frequently ; comp. Ex. 15: 27. Ps. 47 : 4, 19ocav. Ex.

16: 24 , κατελίπoσαν. 18: 28, εκρίνoσαν, et alia . Heraclides at

tributes this form in qorñ'Aolavñ ;60 Phavorinus calls it Do

ric ;61 others refer it to the usage of the inhabitants of Chalcis,62

whom Aristotle mentions, nepi inv'dolav ;63 and that itwascurrent

at Alexandria is also testified in the passages cited. Hence we

may draw the not improbable conjecture, that this widely diffused

mode of speaking was perhaps first introduced by the Macedo

nians into the common language . Besides this too, as Fischer

has well observed ,64 , verbs in ui exhibit almost the same forma

tion ; and therefore this form is properly to be derived from the

most ancient language of the Greeks.

The inhabitants of Cilicia are said by Heraclides65 to have

formed the second aorist after the model of the first ; nor was

this usage unknown also to the Alexandrians, since it frequently

occurs in the Alexandrine version ; e. g . sidapev 1 K. 10: 14 ;

είδαν andέφυγαν 2 Κ . 10: 14 ; εύραν 17 : 20 ; εφάγαμεν 19: 42 ;

et alia . In the New Testament I have no doubt that in many

places this form ought to be restored , instead of the printed read

ing ; not only according to the general authority of antiquity, but

also by the consent of the best manuscripts ; e . g . in Matt. 25:

36 , n .fata ; Luke 7 : 24, išńhgate ; 11:52, cionāgata ; Acts 2: 32,

ανείλατε ; 7: 10, εξείλατο ; 7: 21, ανείλατο ; 12: 11 , εξείλατο ; 22 :

7, EOQ ; et alia.

To these examples, which Sturz has already noted in the

Alexandrine language, I subjoin several others in the singular of

some verbs. First, the future éxy Acts 2 : 17 , found also in

the Septuagint Ez. 12 : 14. Ex. 30 : 19. 4 : 9. 29 : 12 ; from

the theme ixy /w ; which form belongs properly to verbs having

2 , M , v , o for their characteristic, but ishere transferred by met

aplasm to those who have not this character. Hence however

60 Apud Eustath . p . 1759, 35 . 61 Sub voce έφύγοσαν..

62 Tzetzes ad Lycophr. 21 et 252. Aristophanes apud Eustath.

p . 1761 , 30.

63 Polit. IV . 3. Proluss. p. 681.

Apud Eustath . p . 1759, 10.

61

65

1
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it is plain, as Buttmann has also observed, 66 how the Gramma

rianswere led to assign a place to the second future in the para

digm of the regular verb .

The use of the second person of the present indicative dúvy

for duvadai, is condemned by the Atticists.67 It occurs Rev. 2:

22 ; also in writers called oi xouvoi; 68 and is found in the Sep

tuagint, Job 33: 5. Esth. 6 : 13. Attic writers employed it only

in the subjunctive.69

There remains further the augment in voiše, John 9: 17 , 21 ;

nvoiyon, Acts 12: 10 ; nivoiyn, Rev. 11 : 19. 15: 5 ; for which

the Attics employed the double augment ; as ανέωξα, ανεώχθην,

aveøynu. 0 In the Apocalypse we find this verb twice with a

triple augment ; viz. 4 : 1, θύρα ήνεωγμένη. 20: 12 , ήνεώχθη.

I subjoin here another observation , which seems to have been

overlooked by all who have treated grammatically of the lan

guage of the New Testament. It has reference to some tenses of

several verbs ; which, although they exhibit nothing anomalous

in their formation, are yet never found in use among approved

writers. The cause of this seems to lie in the circumstance,

that these tenses had in them something either unpleasant to the

ear, or difficult in pronunciation ; or else, from some similarity

of sound with other forms, admitted a certain ambiguity of the

sense ; all of which the more ancient writers studied as much

as possible to avoid . Such however was not the endeavour in

the common language, nor among the later authors ; in whose

writings the Grammarians have noted many things of this kind ,

from which the classic authors entirely abstained . In the sacred

writings, in like manner, there occur not a few things, which

must be placed under the same category ; and in which the

style of the New Testament differs from the pure Attic . We

adduce here some examples ; with reference chiefly to the fu
tures and aorists .

The future čleúdouar was never used by the Attics, either

simply or in composition ; but for it they employed tſut, eo.71

66 Griech. Gramm . p. 175. 4th Ed . [ $ 95. Anm . 16. p. 153. 13th
Ed. 1829.]

67 Phrynich . p . 158. Thom . Mag. p . 252.

Synes. Ep . 80. Diog. Laert. p. 158. E.

69 Plato in Phaedon .
P.

132 . 70 Thom . Mag: p. 71 .

71 Phrynich. p . 12. Moeris p . 16. Thom. Mag . p . 88 , 336. Sui
das V. έξειμι et άπει .

68
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It is found only in Homer and some of the later writers.72 It

occurs in both ways in the New Testament; e. g . Matt. 9 : 15

ελεύσονται . 25: 46, απελεύσονται. 2 : 6, εξελεύσεται, etc.

The Grammarians give the same directions in regard to the

futures άξω for άξομαι,73 Acts 22 : 5. 1 Thess. 4 : 14 ; καθίσω ,

Matt. 25:31 , for which the Attics preferred the contracted form

καθιω,74 as they did in almost all verbs in ιζω ; σαλπίσω for

σαλπίγξω ,75 fromthe old theme σαλπίγγω, 1 Cor . 15:52 ; χαρήσο

μαι for χαιρήσω ,76 Luke 1: 14. John 16 : 20, 22 ; πράξω for πράξ

ομαι, 7 Acts 15 : 29. 16: 28 ; παύσομαι for πεπαύσομαι,78 1 Cor.

13 : 8 . Other instances also, which the Grammarians have

passed over in silence, have been noted in a course of careful

observation ; e. g . ακούσω, Μatt. 13 : 14, 15 ; γελάσω, Luke 6:

31 ; επαινέσω, 1 Cor. 11 : 23 ; σπουδάσω, 2 Pet. 1 : 15 ; αμαρτή

σω, Μatt. 18: 21 ; κλαύσω, Luke 6: 55 ; κλέψω, Μatt. 19: 18 ;

ρεύσω, John 7 : 38 ; καλέσω, Luke 1: 13 ; κερδήσω, 1 Cor. 9: 19 ;

for all of which the Attic writers' employed the middle forms

ακούσομαι, γελάσομαι, επαινέσομαι, σπουδάσομαι, αμαρτήσομαι,

κλαύσομαι, κλέψομαι, ρεύσομαι, καλούμαι, κερδανω.

In like manner also the aorists, of which the sacred writers
exhibit several unusual forrns . The Grammarians condemn

γενηθείς for γενόμενος,80 Ηeb. 6: 4 ; εγέννησα for εγεννησάμην,81

Μatt. 1: 2 seq. έθρεψα for έθρεψάμην,82 James 5: 5 ; εγανάκ

τησα for ήγανακτησάμην,83 Μatt. 20: 24 ; ημάρτησα for ήμαρ

τον, Rom. 5: 14, 16 ; ήρπάγην for ήρπάσθην, 5 2 Cor. 12: 2, 4.
Here belongs also έβλάστησα for έβλαστον, 86 Μatt . 13 : 26 .

72 Josephus B. Jud . VI . 6. 3. Chion . Ep. ad Platon . Chrysost.

Οr . ΧΧΧΙΙΙ. p . 410. Maxim. Tyr. Diss . ΧΧΙV. p. 295 ..

73 Thom . Mag. p . 7. Moeris p. 38. But Euripides has it, Iphig.
in Taur. 1124 .

74 Moeris p . 212. Thom. Mag. p. 483.

75 Phrynich. p . 82. Thom . Mag . p. 789.

p. 403, Thom. Mag. D. 910.

77 Moeris
p. 293. 78 Moeris I. c .

79 Buttmann Gr. Gram . p. 299. 4th Ed. [$ 113. 4. Anm. 7 .

p . 259. 13th Ed . ] Μatthiae Gr. Gram . και 184.

80 Thorn . Mag. p . 189.
p .

416.

76 Moeris

81 Ιbid .

83 Ibid .82 Ibid .

84 Ιbid . 85 Ιbid . p . 424. Moeris p. 182 .p . 420 .

86 Matthiae Gr. Gram . § 227.
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James 5 : 18, which is found only in the later writers ; and

iyaunoa for synua, Mark 6: 7 , of which, out of the New Testa

ment, no example is to be found, except 2 Macc. 14 : 25 .

There remain many other instances of the same nature, which

we here cannot pursue in detail ; as the imperative xosov for xá

θησο ;87 the perfect οίδασι for ίσασι ;88 the optative δώη for

δοίη ;89 the participle απολλύων for απολλύς ;90 etc.

IV. A fourth class is constituted by words that are heterogene

ous, or employed by the later language in a different gender.

The ancient dialects employed many nouns with a difference of

gender ; from which circumstance a great variety of usage was

introduced into the later tongue. Thus the sacred writers use

both ó oxótos in the masculine, Heb . 12 : 18 ; and also to oxó

tos in the neuter, Matt. 4 : 16. 6 : 23. 8 : 12. Both were also

in use among the Attics; the other Greeks had only the neu

ter. This promiscuous usage in the common language there

fore, is to bederived from the Attic dialect. From the Doric

comes heuós, famine ; for which the other Greeks said ó 26

uós.92 In the New Testament it is twice found joined with an

adjective of the feminine gender, viz . Luke 15 : 14 heuos ioyu

pá ; Acts 11 : 28 luov usyainv; which reading both Valcke

naer93 and Fischer4 have judged to be preſerable to the printed

one, in which the adjectives are of themasculine gender. The
Attics also said o Botos, bramble , in the masculine ;95 the

writers of the New Testament with the other Greeks use it in

the feminine gender, Mark 12 : 26. Luke 6: 44. 20:37. Acts

7 : 35 ; which usage is also found in the xouvoi.16 — The Gram

87 Thom. Mag. p. 45. Ibid . p. 474.

89Phrynich. p. 152. Moeris p . 117.

p. 12. Thom. Mag. p.98.

91 Scholiast . ad Eurip. Hecub. 1. Inttp . ad Moerid . p. 354 .

92

Phrynich . p. 80. Etymolog. Mag. p. 566. Ael . Dionys . apud

Eustath. ad Od. 6. p. 1390, 56. The feminine is employed bythe

Megarean in Aristophanes , Archanens. 743. Hence we need not

listen to Sextus Empiricus when he affirms, (adv. Grammat. p .

247 ,) that the Athenians employed την στάμνον, θόλον, βώλον,

λιμόν, θηλυκώς i. e . inthe feminine gender.

93 Specimen Annott. crit. in locos quosd . N. T. p. 383 seq.

p .
672.

95 Moeris p. 99. Thom. Mag . p . 148. Schol . ad Theocr. I. 132.

Theophr. Hist. Plantar. III. 18. Dioscorid. IV. 37.

88

90 Moeris

94 Proluss .

96
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marians disapprove of tous deguoüs, because the Attic writers

employ tà dequá.97 That the former is an Ionic form , we may

perhaps not improperly infer from the fact, that Homer had al

ready exhibited this word in the masculine.98 In the New Tes

tament both are found ; the Attic form in Luke 8 : 29. Acts 16:

26 ; the lonic in the writings of Paul, Phil. 1 : 13. - Thus far

in regard to idioms derived from the more ancient language ;

but the later usage also introduced other like examples, before

unknown. We have a remarkable instance of this in the noun

theos, which is employed by all Greek writers in the masculine ;

but stands as neuter in the New Testament, Luke 1 : 50, 78 .

1 Pet . 1 : 3. Rom . 9 : 23 ; in the Alexandrine version , Gen.

19: 9. Num . 11 : 15 ; and in the ecclesiastical writers .

V. The fifth class of vestiges of the later language in the New

Testament, is constituted by the peculiar forms of words ; not

only such as have passed down from the ancient dialects into

the common language ; but also those which were coined anew

either according toprevious analogy , or in other ways. Seve

ral of these have been noted by the grammarians; but many

more may be discovered by personal observation . To begin

with the source first mentioned ; the style of the writers of the

New Testament is distinguished by many forms of nouns and

verbs, derived from the ancient dialects . The nouns áhéxtop for

άλεκτρυών, σκοτία for σκότος, βασίλισσα for βασιλίς, were

adopted into the common language from the Doric ; as has

been shown by Fischer99 and Sturz.100 I add also ri oinodoun,

for which the Attics, according to the Grammarians, employed

oixodóunua.101 It is used in the New Testament by Matthew ,

24: 1 , and by Paul, Rom . 14 : 19 ; also in the Septuagint,

Ez. 17 : 17. i Chr. 26 : 27. In other Greek writers it is rarely

found ; and only among the xouvoi.102 I am disposed to refer

it to the Doric on the authority of Syidas, who quotes a very

ancient Laconic proverbial imprecation in these words : oixodo

μα σε λάβοι. The word οικοδεσπότης is a compound noun un

98
99

97 Moeris p . 127. Thom. Mag. p. 204. Phavorin . v . degua.

Eustath . ad Od. a. p. 1390, 56.

Odyss . 9. 296. Proluss. p. 673.

100 De Dial . Mac. et Alex.
p. 151 seq.

101 Phrynich. p. 186. Thom. Mag . p . 645.

102 Philo de Monarch . T. II. p. 223.
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reta .

.

known to the Attics ; 103 but Pollux testifies,
104 that it was em

ployed by Alexis, a poet of the middle comedy, a native of

Thurium ,έν Ταραντίνοις, and also by Theano , γυνή Πυθαγό

PELOS, a female disciple of Pythagoras, in an epistle to Tima

From these circumstances we may withreason conjec

ture, that it was current among the Dorians. It occurs Matt.

13:27. 20: 1 , et al . and also in Plutarch , 105 Sextus Empiri

cus,, 106 and others . — To the Ionic dialect we may refer the verb

župaw, Acts 21 : 24. 1 Cor. 11 : 5 ; which Thomas Magister107

banishes from the Attic dialect, and establishes Evpeo in place

of it. It is found frequently in Herodotus,108 and also in the

xouvo1.109 That the Ionians often exchanged verbs in ew for

those in éw , it is hardly necessary to mention. The same

is the case with the present of the verb ónoow, which the

Grammarians affirm should, according to Attic usage, be önyv

110 The form onoow is found Mark 2 : 22. 9 : 18 ; in the Sep

tuagint 1Chr. 11 : 31 ; and in Homer ;111 whence we may draw

theconclusion, that it was a form belonging to the Ionic dialect.
Thus far the forms from the ancient dialects. We turn

now to those of later origin. That in process of time new

forms of words should have come into general use, no one

can wonder ; for this is the common lot of all living languages.

But it is a remarkable circumstance, that we find in the later

tonguemany nouns and verbs , formed after an analogy which

was unknown in all the diversities of the ancient dialects, or

which at least occurred very rarely ; and that too, when other

forms of the same signification were already extant.
Re

specting the causes ofthis formation, little is or can be known ,

We may indeed suppose that formerly, in the language used by
the common people, there already existed forms similar to those

which we now find in books written in this vulgar idiom . And

103 Phrynich. p. 162. Thom . Mag. p. 645 .

104 Onomast. X. 21 .

105 De Placit. Philos. V. 18. p. 908. B. Probl. Rom . 30. p.

271. D.

106 Physic. I. 122.

108 II . 65. 121 .

109 Palaephat. p. 84. 180. ed . Toll. Lucian . Cynicus, T. III .

107

Page 642.

p. 547.

111 Niad o. 571 .110 Moeris p. 337. Thom . Mag. 788.

No. IV . 85
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much that must now be left unexplained, might doubtless be

far better illustrated, did we but possess any full and certain in

formation respecting the nature and character of that ancient

idiom , which was the current language of the Grecian common

people . Indeed , it is scarcely to be doubted , that far more

was adopted from this popular idiom into the later language,

than from the idiom employed by authors ; of which alone the

knowledge has come down to us established by sufficient docu

ments. For these reasons we are able to exhibit under this

category only the differences of the later tongue ; without be

ing able to assign the ultimate grounds of them . The following

are examples .

I begin with substantives. Some less important variations

occur only in single examples ; as metoixeria Matt. 1 : 11 ,

comp. Jer. 29: 19. Ez. 12 : 11 ; for which we find in Plato

μετοίκησις,112 and in Eschylus μετοικία.113 The verb μετοικίζειν

occurs in Thucydides,114 from which it is derived after the same

analogy as δοκιμασία115 from δοκιμάζειν ; which seems in like

manner anciently to have had the form doxeun.- The form pa

Intoia Acts 9: 36 , is reprehended by the Grammarians;116

who direct us to use uaintois instead of it . The former occurs

in Diogenes117 Petrus Siculus,118 and Palladius.119 I am not

sure whether this termination in tola was ever heard in the an

cient language. ' Ορχήστρια for ορχηστρίς is in like manner

noted by Moeris.120 Butexamplesof this formation among the

ancients do not occur to me. It might perhaps have been

coined after the analogy of the Latin magistra, sinistra, etc.

with the insertion of the letter 1 ; which could not be omitted

without subjecting such words to be confounded with others of

a different meaning ; as ooznoroa, nahalotoa, etc. — There is

more certainty in regard to the form of the noun xaúynois,

which is several times used by Paul , Rom . 3 : 27. 15: 17 , al .

and once by James, 4 : 16. Except in the Septuagint, Jer . 12 :

13. Ez. 16 : 12 , it scarcely occurs in any other writer.121 To

112 De Legib. VIII. c. 113 Eumenid. 1016.

114 Lib. I. c . 12. 115 Aeschin . in Timarch.

116 Moeris p . 263. Thom. Mag. p. 593.

117 Lib. IV . c . 2. VIII . c . 42. 118 Hist . Manich . p.
52.

119 Histor . Lausiac. p. 146.

121 I have found it in the Etymolog. Magn . p . 400, 38.

120

Page 279.
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this fact is also to be added the authority of the Scholiast on

Pindar,122 who affirms that it was not in use among the Attics,

but that they employed rather the form xavxń. Similar forms in

the ancient language cannot fail to occur to every one ; e . g .

αυξή 123 and αύξησις,124 βουλή125 and βούλησις,126' and others,

to the analogy of which the later form may be easily referred .

But especially to be noted is a class of nouns, which occur

very frequently in the sacred writers ; viz. nouns ending in ua,

of which very many are not found in the ancient language, but

instead of them, forms in 7, Ela, ous, with almost entirely the

same signification. The following are the principal nouns of

this kind in the New Testament.

Katádvua, Luke 2 : 7 , deversorium , inn ; for which the

Attics said satayoylov, according to Moeris127 and Thomas

Magister.128 There is also no example of theformer extant in

Attic writers ; but only in the xouvoi. But in precisely the

same signification Euripides129 uses xarákvow ; as also Plato

in his Protagoras.130 The verb xatahúer is found in Thu

cydides.131

Avtanódoua occurs in the New Testament in the sense of

retribution, compensation ; both in a good sense, as Luke 14:

12 ; and in a bad one, as Rom . 11 : 9. Except in the Alexan

drine interpreters, as 2 Chr. 32 : 25. Ps. 28 : 4. Ecclus. 12 : 2 ,

this word is no where else to be found ; it is not mentioned by

the Grammarians, the Lexicographers, nor the Scholiasts.

Thucydides132 has dvranódoors in the same sense ; as also Po

lybius.1 There can be no doubt, but that it is of a later age.

But similar instances of double forms with the same significa

tion , are also extant in the earlier writers ; as žvdevyua and čv

133

125

122 Ad Nem. IX. 17.

123 Plato Phaedr. p. 1211. D. 1225 B.

124 Xenoph. Oec. V. 1 . Xenoph. Hellen. VI. 4. 35 .

126 Eurip . Andron . 703. Thucyd. VI . 69. 127 Page 241.

128 Page 501. Pollux places this among the Attic words ( I. 73 ) ;

but in many manuscripts the word is wanting, so that it may not

improbably be a gloss.

129 Elect. 393. 130 Page 220. D.

131 Lib. I. c . 136 . 132 Lib. IV. c. 81 .

133 Lib. VI . 5. 3. XX. 7. 2. XXXII. 13. 6.
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later ages .

δειξιςinDemosthenes;134 φρόνημα and φρόνησις in Euripides ;135

rauain Thucydides 136 and lasis in Sophocles ; 137 ounua138 and

cognois, which last according to Thomas Magister139 was the

poetical form ; Sýrnual40 and Surnois ; 141 and also others.

Airnua, postulatio, petition , Luke23: 24. Phil. 4 : 6 ; comp.

Judg. 8 : 24. Ps . 105: 16. Phavorinus after Suidas : airnua

ζήτημα και η επιθυμία. It is cited only from the Epistle of

Pseudo Socrates 14 , and from the mathematical writers of the

The form airnois is enumerated among Attic

words by Pollux, IV . 47 .

Avrhnja in John 4:11 , denotes haustrum , a bucket. It is

found in no Greek Grammarian or Lexicographer . I have met

with it only in Dioscorides IV. 64 , και το άντλημα δε αυτών αν

tantiv unvonolóv ioti. Manetho, or whoever is the author of

the ' Αποτελεσματικά, uses τον άντλον for it , V. 424 άντλοις ύδωρ

popéovtes ; and this word , although it does not occur in this

sense in the earlier writers, is nevertheless used in another sig

nification by the Attics ; e. g . Eurip. Hecub . 1040 .
Atévnua, infirmity, weakness, is used by Paul,Rom . 15: 1 .

It is no where else extant. The Attics said ασθένεια ; e. g.

Eurip . Herc. Fur. 269.

Hrnua, claudes, inferior state, worse condition ; so 1 Cor .

6: 7 ; and Septuagint, Is. 31 : 8. In Thucydides we find noca,

III. 109. VII. 72; in Xenophon ätta, Cyrop. III. 1. 11. A

similar analogy we have had above ( p. 668 ) in the noun oixo

dóunua, which the Attics made by prolonging the ancient oixo
douń, which is found in the Doric . ' In like manner aúnn and

aörnua, both of which occur in Pindar Nem . XI. 38. Pyth.

Ι. 127. So also καύχη and καύχημα, ibid.

Anoxqua is employed by Paul,2 Cor. 1 : 9 , in such a way,

as to denote a sentence of condemnation ; which other Greek

writers usually express by xatóxpeja. It is, as it were, the re

sponse of thejudge ; and therefore in its primitive meaning does

not differ from drióxquois, which is used by Attic writers, e . g.

Eurip. in Fragm. 131. Isocrates, Plato in Philob . p . 76. A.

Theformer word, besides this passage of the apostle, is found

134 P. 423 , 23. 505 , 24. Ed . Reiske.

Supplic. 862. Tem. Fr. 13. 136 Lib. II. 51 .

137 Electr. 876 . 138 Eurip. Troad . 991. Sophoc. Elect. 266 .

Page 370. Eurip. Bacch . 1137.

141 Thucyd. I. 20. VIII . 57.

135

139 146

1
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only in the glossaries of Suidas, Hesychius, Zonaras, and in the

commentaries of the fathers ; on which see Suicer.

Vevoua, a falsehood, Rom. 3: 7. Thomas Mag. p . 927

ψεύδος λέγε, ου ψεύσμα, ει και ο αυτος εν τω αυτω άπαξ , gay

ψεύδος , not ψεύσμα, although the same writer uses it once in the

same place.' He means here Aristides, whose words are quot

ed from his Opp. T. II. p . 335. Interpreters on this passage

have supposed , that Thomas has without sufficient reason con

demned a word which is found in the best writers . But the

passages which they cite are all taken from writers of the

later age; e. g . Lucian T. I. p. 94. Joseph. Antiq. XVI. 10.

7 sub fin. Philo p . 409. Symmachus, Job 13: 4. Ps. 60 : 3 .

Aquila and Theodotion, Prov. 23: 3. There remains only

Pollux, who has enumerated this among Attic words, Onomast.

VI. 38.

But enough of this . We might indeed produce many more

similar examples from the Alexandrine version ; but our plan

comprehends only those traces of the later language which are

found in the New Testament. We now pass therefore to ad

jectives. Among these also there occur single examples, in

which the later usage has only slightly changed the form ; as

uneipastos, intentatus, and then also qui tentari nequit, James
1:13 . This is elsewhere extant only in Suicer, who quotes

from Ignatius on Philippians, and Zonaras who explains it by
adoxiuastos; in which latter place I should prefer to read with

the Dresden Codex απείρητον, or with Kulencamp απείρατον,

since it is evident from the interpretation , that the author of the

gloss did not refer to the epistle of James. The earlier Greeks

said anelpatos, with an elision of the o , as Demosth . p . 100.

Pind. Olym . XI. 18. Nem . I. 33 ; or after the lonic manner,

ánciontos, which is found in Homer, Iliad u. 304. Of the

same kind is the word Blaots Matt. 12 : 12 ; which orthogra

phy, besides the ecclesiastical writers, occursonly inPhilo, de

Agricult. p. 314. In Pindar we have Blatńs, Nem . IX. 130.
Both the above forms, however, as all those acquainted with the

subject know , are to be regarded asancient, although they do

not occur in Attic writers . They are formed in the manner of

verbal adjectives from the aorists žrtevodo Inv from the theme

TELOOSW , Homer Od. 6. 281 , (although I find éneLodognu only in

Ηeb. 11 : 37, elsewhere επειράθην,) and έβιάσθην from βιά
Geofai, Xenoph . Hellen.VI. 1. 4 BicoGÉVTES. As very frequently

happens, they were not employed in the language of books, and
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were preserved in use only among the common people ; whence

we may properly reckon them among the vestiges of that

common idiom , which have passed into the New Testament.
The Attics retained the double form in yorós Soph. Oed. Tyr.

396 , and yvosrós ibid . 361. Xenoph. Cyr. VI. 3. 2 ; in adéul

tos Eurip. Ion . 1093, and áttuotos Xenoph. Cyr. I. 6. 6.

Other examples of adjectives in which the primitive form is

changed, are αμαρτωλός for αμαρτηλός, and έγκυος for εγκύμων ;
which it is sufficient to have mentioned .

In like manner also new forms of adjectives have arisen by

composition ; e . g . oxatanovoros, unceasing, indesinans, which,

except in 2 Pet. 2 : 14 , isfound only inthe xouvoi, Polyb. IV .

17. 4. Plutarch Opp. T. VI. p . 436. The Attics used änav

OTOS, as Thucyd. II. 49, äravotos diwa. So too the adjective

dotiyévvntos, i Pet. 2 : 2 ; elsewhere extant only in Lucian,

Dial. Marin . 12. 1 Boegos ...doriyévvntov . Pollux, Onomast.

Π . 8 , directs to say βρέφος νεογενές, αρτιγενές, αρτίγονον, αρτί
Toxov, all of which occur in Attic writers. There are other

similar examples, which it is not here necessary to enumerate.

There are also certain adjectives, which the Gramınarians

reject from the Attic language , as having been introduced in

to use at a later period . An example of this occurs in the case

of some oxytones in evos, formed from nouns or particles with

which there is connected a notion of time . Such in the New

Testament are the following.

Kainuspivós, quotidianus, daily, Acts 6 : 1. Moeris P:
45 .

Thom. Mag: p. 44. Galen .de Different. Febr. II. 8 , tò yao

καθημερινον όνομα την αρχήν ουδ' έστιν ευρεϊν παρά τινι των

Ελλήνων γεγραμμένον. αμφημερινών δε το πράγμα το καθ' εκά

στην ημέραν ωσαύτως ονομάζουσι “the epithet καθημερινός is

not to be found in any ancient Greek writer ; that which hap

pens every day they in like manner called αμφημερινός In

stead of it also Sophocles has xainuéolos, Electr. 1414. It is

employed only in the mouvoi, as Plutarch T. VI. p. 533. Poly

aenus IV. 2. p . 216. Josephus p . 72 and 409. ed . Colon .

OpTowós, matutinus, in the various readings Rev. 22 : 16 ;

for which the Grammarians direct to use Quos. Phrynich. p .

16, ορθρινός ουκ, αλλ' όρθριος. Thom. Mag. p. 656 . But

oo Joivos is also found in Antipater Sidonius in Brunck's Ana

lecta T. II . p . 12. No. 26 ; and in other writers, who are noted

by Sturz , De Dial . Alex. p. 186 .

llowivós, matutinus, in the best readings, Rev. 22: 16. This
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word indeed is distinctly condemned by no Grammarian ; nor

yet does it occur except in writers ofthe later age, as Plutarch

Tom . VIII. p . 899. Athenaeus I. The more ancient writers

employed rootos and tooluos, as Xenoph. de Vectigal . I. 3 .

Oecon. XVII. 4 .

That all these words belong to the later periods, is shewn by

theusus loquendi and by the authority of the Grammarians.

Still there was not wanting an analogy in the more ancient lan

guage, according to which these and other words of the kind

are formed. Galen and Thomas Magister approve of auonus

ρινός asAttic ; ημέριος and ημερινός are extant in Xenophon

Oec. XXI. 3. Cyrop. I. 6. 19 ; fepivos in Pindar Pyth . III.

87 ; uponußorvos in Theocritus Idyl. I. 15. X. 48.

Other instances of later usage exist in the degrees of com

parison. Fischer142 has treated of the form tágiov for fãtrov.

Compare vidús, ñdiov, which was not unknown in the Attic style ;

as appears from Xenoph . Cyr. VIII . 3. 16. We may add also

octiorós, which was not used by earlier writers . Thom. Mag.

p. 794 OITEUtos, uévtoi, ou aitiotós. Herodian p. 473. ed .

Pierson. σιτευτους όρνιθας, ους νυν σιτισιστους λέγουσι. is

read Matt. 22 :4 ; and also Joseph . Ant. VIII. 2. 4. Athen.

XIV. p . 656.E. It is derived originally, no doubt, like other

words of the kind , from an obsolete adjective oirós ; of which
however no traces are now extant.

Wecome now to verbs, and to the changes which arose in

their forms. In these also analogy is the great law, by which

every thing is regulated ; and only a very few occur in regard

to which some certain analogy, either as to form or signification,

is not found. This will not surprize us, if we bear in mind,

that the Greek language even before the dominion of the Mace

donians was cultivated to such a degree, and enriched with such

a variety of forms, that there would not easily be found wanting

some particular form , by which any certain kind or species of

idea ought to be expressed .—Of the innumerable examples

which occur in the sacred writings, we can adduce here only a

few . The Grammarians condemn bojoitew Luke 21 : 38 , and

prescribe opfasveiv instead of it ; Moeris p . 272. Thom . Mag.

p. 656. The Alexandrine interpreters have it, Gen. 19 : 2 .

20 : 8. et al . and also the later Greek writers. Similar double

forms are not wanting in the earlier Greek ; as μοχθέω , μοχθί

142

Proluss. p. 672.

i
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Sov ; oqué'w , oquitw ; and the like. But in this case the analo

gy does not hold good ; because oogpitelv is used in an intran

sitive sense for opgeva , which from its very termination is

an intransitive verb ; while verbs in 15w with few exceptions

are almost always employed transitively.–So to employ yonyo

pelv for åyonyoosiv is forbidden by Phrynichus p . 46, and Eu

stathius ad Od. v. 6. p . 1880, 26 . His words are these :

"Ομηρος μεν τετρασυλλάβως οίδεν, εγρηγορω οι δε ύστερον, και

γρηγορώ τρισυλλάβως, όπερ ου φιλείται τοίς ρήτορσιν. In the

New Testament yonyoosiv is found many times, Matt. 24 : 42.

25: 13. al . and also in the Septuagint Jer. 5 : 6. 31 : 28. We

may compare éléhetv and Jéhelv, both in the best writers ; as

Xenoph. Cyr. I. 4. 10. Hellen. III . 4. 5. - In like manner the

Grammarians condemn deoucīv, Moeris p. 22. Thom. Mag. p .

821 , whose words Phavorinus also adopts. The gloss of Hesy

chius : δεσμείν τας δεσμός των σταχύων sc. δεϊν , refers to Luke

8 : 29 , where the word is found in the New Testament ; but it

occurs no where else except in Etymol. Mag. p . 693, 38, and

in Aquila Job 40:20. The verb dequeúsuv is frequent in the

Attic writers in precisely the same signification ; as Xenoph. de

Re Equest. V.5. Memorab. I. 2. 50. Hiero VI. 14. Eurip.

Bacch. 616. The form dequeīv was the more ancient, but had

become obsolete ; whence it is properly to be referred to the

common language .

The verbs Evrvisiv and áveráŠEL seem also to be instan

ces of new composition. The former is distinctly condemned by

the Grammarians ; who recommend αφυπνίζειν or διυπνίζειν

instead of it . Phrynich. p. 96 , [ urvioinvai ou xori héyelv,

anda águnvuoanvas. Moeris p. 61. Herodian p . 448. Thom .

Mag. p. 134. Except in the Scriptures, where it is read John

11: 11. 1 K. 3 : 15. Job 14 : 12, I have found it only in Plu

tarch , Opp. T. X. p . 75.- The latter verb exists in none of

the earlier writers, who always employedčFETOŠELV instead of it ;

as Herodot. III. 184. Xenoph. Cyrop. VI. 2. 11. Memor. III.

6. 10. Oecon. VIIJ . 15. Luke uses it in Acts 22 : 24, 29 ; and

the Alexandrine writers, 2 Macc. 7 : 37. Hist. of Susann. 14.

Of a different character are the verbs αλήθω, κνήθω, νήθω,

which are prolonged from the forms αλέω, κνέω, νέω, after the

analogy of the verbs nhé'w , throw ; which last is used by Hero

dotus II. 173. Sturz has already treated of the former, adniw ;

(De Dialecto Alex . p . 145 ;) the testimony of the Grammari

ans respecting the two others , remains to beexamined . To be
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gin with xvntw ; Moeris says (p. 234 ) that it is‘ Elinvixcūs,xvčiv

Attixõs; and so also Thomas Magister, p . 538. Hesychius

has it in the explanation of xvɛīv. It occurs only in writers of a

later age, Aristotle, Lucian, and others . In the New Testament

it is used once by Paul, 2 Tim. 4 : 3. - On the third word ,vňow,

Pollux gives his opinion, VII. 32, oi ' Attixoi yao to vặtalv

veiv héyovoiv. Rightly, for the prolonged form is read only in

later writers ; in the New Testament Matt. 6 : 28. Luke 12:

27 ; in the Septuagint Ex. 35 : 25 ; and in the Anthol. II.

32. 17 .

The Greeks of the later age seem to bave had a particular

propensity to employ forms of verbs ending in ów ; of which not

a small number might be adduced from the New Testament

alone . The cause of this is perhaps to be sought in the circum

stance, that the Macedonian tongue was distinguished for many

forms of this sort ; according to the analogy of which many new

ones were coined . That the Doric language, at least, delighted

especially in these forms, we may gather even from Pindar, who

uses many verbs in a double form , ending both in ów and in

other terminations ; as δαιδάλλω and δαιδαλόω , φαρμακεύω and

φαρμακόω, χαλκεύω and χαλκόω. In the New Testament the

following are of this sort.

Avaxaivów, 2 Cor. 4 : 16. Col. 3 : 10 ; elsewhere found only

in the ecclesiastical writers . Isocrates has ávaxarvitsiv, Areop.

c . 3. This mode of formation is not foreign to Atlic usage .

Compare other Attic forms, as oxotów Soph. Aj. 85, andoxo

TIĞw Eurip. Oenei Fragm . 5,2 ; fevów Xenoph. Agesil. VIII.

5, and gevićw Cyrop . V. 4.7. — Hence also comes the noun

ávaxaivwois, Rom . 12: 2. Tit. 3: 5 ; for which Suidas has

ανακαίνισις ..

Aquavów, änatdeyóuevov, Luke 8 : 23. It is found in the Sep

tuagint only in the Aldine edition ,Judg. 5:27. There is no doubt

but that it belongs to the later age . Attic writers frequently have

équiviśw , e.g.Eurip . Rhes. 25 ; and this is also enumerated among

the Attic forms by the Grammarians, Moeris p. 61. Phrynichus

p . 56. Thom. Mag. p . 134. We find once naturvów in Xeno

phon, Memorab. II. 1. 30.

dexatów, twice read in the New Testament, Heb. 7 : 6 , 9 .

Septuagint Neh. 10 : 37. A word wholly unknown to the more

ancientwriters, who used for it dexateverv, Xenoph. Anab. V.

3. 10. Hellen . VI. 3. 9. Harpocration adduces it from the

86No. IV,
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rhetoricians. Pindar abounds in such forms, as we bave just
said above.

' Anodexatów is referred by Fischer ( Proluss. p. 696 ) to the

Alexandrine dialect ; because, besides the Alexandrine version ,

Gen. 28 : 22. Deut. 14 : 22. al . and the books of the New Tes

tament, Matt. 23: 23. Luke 18: 12 , it is used particularly often

by Philo. A form unodexarxúo , so far as I know, is no where
extant.

' Eşovdevów , found once in the New Testament , Mark 9 : 12 ,

but very often in the Septuagint Judg. 9 : 38. Ps . 53 : 6. 15 : 4 .

al . To this use of it the gloss of Hesychius refers : toudévo

σας, απεδοκίμασας. It is elsewhere found only in the Etymolog.

Mag. p . 350, 24. Plutarch has ččovdevišeiv, Opp. T. VII. p .
228 .

Koataloo from xoatacós, used by Luke 1 : 80, and Paul,

1 Cor. 16 : 13. Eph. 3 : 16 ; elsewhere extant only once in the

Septuagint 1 Sam . 4 : 9. The Attics used xoaróvo in the same

sense ; comp. Eurip. Hippol . 1282. Bacch . 659.

Xapów is not to be employed , but oalow ; so says Thomas

Magister, p . 789. So also Moeris p . 356, vaigslv, Attixos

Cagouv, 'Eranvexos. It is found in Luke 15 : 8. Matt. 12 : 44.

Sturz has also noted it in Pamphilus in Geoponn. 13, 15,4 ; and

in Quintilius, ib . 14 , 6 , 5. 1 subjoin Lycophron in Cassandr.
309, and Etymol. Mag. p . 276, 29. 407, 27. 708, 56 . Σαί

perv is frequent in Euripides, as Hec. 363. Andr. 166. Jon.

115. 121. 795. Cycl. 29 .

Elevóo, except in the glossary of Hesychius, is found only

in the New Testament, i Pet. 5 : 10. The Attics employed

otevkiv in an intransitive sense ; as Aristoph. Plut . 912. Eurip.

Hecub. 295. The compound dotevow occurs in Xenophon,

Cyrop. I. 5. 3 .

These examples are sufficient. Of the rest, as žvduvauów ,

Župców , and others, I shall speak in another place.

There remain the adverbs ; and in respect to these we may

be brief. We find new forms both simple and compound .

Fischer hasalready spoken of εξάπινα for εξαπιναίως or εξαπί

vns, in his Proluss. p . 674. It is very rare in the later Greek

writers ; I have found it only in Zonaras VII . 25. X. 37. It

occurs in the New Testament, Mark 9 : 8 ; and in the Septua

gint Josh . 11 : 7 . Num . 6 : 9.—The form tavoixí is condemn

ed by the Grammarians ; Moeris p . 320 , πανοικησία, Αττικώς.

navoixi, ' Elinvixūs. Thom . Mag. p . 676. Hesychius has it in
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a gloss : nascúowsãodnv, navoixi. The gloss of Suidas, which

Phavorinus hascopied, relates to the NewTestament : navoixi,

olą orxo). It occurs Acts 16:34 ; and in the Alexandrine writers,

Ex. 1 : 1 . 3 Macc. 3: 27. It is also adduced from Josephus,

Ant. IV. 4. 4. Philo de Joseph . p . 562. Æschines Socr. Dial .

II . 1 , and others ; all of whom however are not to be accounted as

having beenmasters of the pure Attic diction . Herodotus has
Tavoixią, VIII. 106 ; Thucydides navoixnolę, II . 16. III . 57 .

-A third example is indagógev John 10 : 1 ; comp. Esth . 4 :

13. Thom. Mag. p . 37. άλλοθι, άλλοθεν , άλλοσε, δοκιμώτερα

ή αλλαχόθι , αλλαχόθεν, αλλαχόσε. Moeris is more moderate,

as it would seem; p. 11 , άλλοθι, άλλοσε, άλλοθεν, ' Αττικώς

αλλαχόθι, αλλαχόθεν, αλλαχού, καινότερον 'Αττικής και Ελ

Anvixos. But that it belongs to the later Atticism I do not

doubt ; since only writers of a later age are found to have

used it , as AelianVar. Hist. VI . 2. VIII. 7. Galen de usu Par

tium IX. Simplicius in Epictet . p. 255. Appian Punic. p .

129. Plutarch Fab. p . 178. Themistius p . 15. C. Eustathi

us ad Iliad . % . p . 719, 31 .

Of new compound forms, a particular one is távtote for čxar

Tótɛ, respecting which Sturz has already adduced all that is to

be said , de Dial . Alex . p. 187. 59.

VI. The sixth class comprehends words, either peculiar to

the ancient dialects, which have been brought together in the

common language, or those altogether new, which have been

first introduced by the later Greeks . The occurrence of both of

these, is consistent with the nature of the subject under investiga

tion . New words and new modes of speaking spring up in ev

ery tongue, so long as it flourishesin daily use and as a living
language. That the style of the Greek tongue was particular

ly diversified by peculiar words, or idioms, according to the va

rious countriesin which that language was spoken, is unknown

to no one who has in the slightest degree considered the nature

and mutual relation of the dialects . The confusion and inter

mixture of the tribes was followed by the confusion of the dia

lects ; so that what was before peculiar to a singledialect, was

now employed promiscuously in the later language. This is man

ifested in the books of theNew Testament, inthe Alexandrine

version , and in the other works written in the common idiom ;

in all of which Ionic , Doric, and Attic words are promiscuously

used . The following are examples. One is čxtowua 1 Cor.

15 : 8 ; which was used only by the Ionics and writers of the
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later age ; while the Attics said išduploua,according to Phry
nichus, pp. 88 , 129. The different writers in whom it is found

are accurately noted by Fischer, Proluss. p. 701 , and Sturz,

p . 164.- Toyuterv John 7: 32. Matt. 20:11 ; yoynuouos John

7 : 12, and the same in Phrynichus p. 158; where he says

they are Ionic, and adduces a passage from Phocylides of Mile

tus, who uses the compound replyovyúčelv,while the Attics, he

Says , employed τoνθρύζειν and τoνθρυσμός. With this agree

Thomas Mag. p . 856, Suidas, Hesychius, Phavorinus, who all

explain this verb by rovi quceiv. Pollux , Onomast. V. 89 , re

fers these words to the cooing of doves ; which seems to have

been the proper signification. They occur only in the xoivoi ;

e . g . yovruceiv in Lucian Opp. T. X. p. 94. Antonius de se

ipso l. fin . II . 21. Arrimann Epict . III. 26 ; and yoyquouos in

the same Antonius l . c . IX. 37. Nicetas in Andronic. Coinnen .

1. 11. Add Sept. Num . 14 : 1. Ex . 16 : 7. The writer of Jude,

v. 16 , calls false teachers yoyyuotai, an example of which word

I find cited only once, viz . from Theodotion, Prov. 26 : 21.- To

the Ionic dialect also we may refer the verb oxopaíseir John

10 : 12. 16 : 32 ; of which Phrynichus says, p. 94, oxoonitetai

Εκαταίος μέν τούτο λέγει 'Ιώνων' οι δ' " Αττικοί σκεδάννυται

φασί.. The other Grammarians do not note the word ; with

the exception of the author of the Etymologicum Mag. p. 719,

17. Valckenaer remarks that it came into use after the time

of Alexander the Great . The simple verb is found nowhere,

except in the Alexandrian version 2 Sam. 22 : 15. Ps. 17 : 16.

al . Several compound forms occur ; but only in writers of the

later ages. So diaoxopriteLv, besides in the New Testament

Matt. 26 : 31. John 11: 52, and Sept. Zech. 13 : 7 , is also read

in Aelian Var. Hist. XIII. 46. Polyb. I. 47. 5 ; for which So

phocles has diaoxedávvvul, Oed . ' in Col. 620, 1341 . Also

anooxopnišeiv, 1 Macc. 11 : 55 ; xoxooniquos Plutarch T. VII .

1

p. 507.

Thus far the Ionic words ; nor are others wanting, which ap

pear to have been adopted from the Doric dialect. Koodolov and

x01.l.vbioríís, as wehave seen above, are referred by the Gram

marians to the Macedonians. To these we may add ayoléhalos,

Rom . 11 : 17 , 24 ; which the Grammarians affirm to be put

with less elegance for xótivos. Moeris, p. 237, xótivos, At

τικώς άγριέλαιος, Ελληνικώς. Thorm. Mag. p. 551, κότινος ,

oux dypiemaios. So also Aelius Dionysius in Eustath . ad Od .

y . p . 818. The Grammarians explain other words by this, as
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if it was common and well known to all. Hesychius : notivos

ayovéhalos; and so Suidas . Pollux I. 241 , v dè ayouélula xó

tivos naheitai; and so even Dioscorides himself I. 137 , ayoué

λαια, ήν ένιοι κότινον καλούσιν. Τheophrastus also has it, Hist .

Plant. II. 3 and 4 , and several others ; but all of the later ages. It

appears to be Doric ; as we may gather from the fact of its be

ing used by Theocritus, Idyl. XXV. 21. - We may reasonably

conclude, that many other words extant in the New Testament

were in like manner adopted into the later language from the

ancient dialects ; although, from the silence of the Gramma

rians, we are not able to refer them to their proper origin .

We come now to words entirely new , and which first began

to be used in the later language. These may be reduced to

three kinds. The first sort embraces those, which the ancient

Grammarians have expressly asserted to be peculiar to the com

mon language. The second kind are those , which, although

not expressly condemned by the Grammarians as not admissible

in a good style, are nevertheless found only in the later writers,

tois noivois. The third sort includes those, which are extant

only in those authors who have in their writings employed the

language of common life ; as the apostles, the Alexandrine in

terpreters, the writers of the Apocryphal books, the ancient fa

thers, the authors of glossaries, etc. It is obvious, however, in re

spect to the whole class of words in question, i.e. new words, that

they must not all be regarded as having been formed and intro

duced into the language after the time of Alexander the Great.

By no means. Many of those words which the Grammarians

reprehend, may already have long existed in the language, un

employed indeed by good writers, but by no means discarded

from the usage of common life. Many of those, moreover,

which are no longer found in Attic writers, but only in the xoc

voi, are unquestionably to be considered as ancient and of ap

proved authority. Although , indeed , they do not occur in the

earlier writers, still the cause of this may probably lie in the fact,

that we no longer possess all those authors who wrote in the

earlier ages. The same is true also of the third species of words

above mentioned ; among which there probably are many that

were anciently known and approved of. Nevertheless , it would I

think be of great utility , if in reference to these three divisions,

interpreters would endeavour accurately to ascertain what be

longs to the language of more ancient writers, what to those of

a later age, and what to the usage and idiom of common life.
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We should then not only have something moredefinite in re

spect to the sources of the usus loquendi of the New Testament

writers, which we have so often seen to be either wholly neglected

or improperly applied ; but should then also be able to gain some

more perspicuous views of the nature and character of the style

of the New Testament ; in which , hitherto, no accurate distinc

tion has been made, between what was to be regarded as Attic,

what as appropriate τη κοινη διαλέκτω, and what as peculiar

to the idiom of the common people . Indeed , the study of the

Greek language in general would unquestionably be much pro

moted, if the character and usus loquendi of the mouvoi were ac

curately ascertained and described, so as to mark how far and in

what respects they have departed from the Attic diction . But

this can only be accomplished by taking up all the authors one

by one, and investigating the style of each writer separately ; so

as to shew in detail what is Attic , and what is not Attic. Our

plan is limited to the books of the New Testament ; in respect

to which we will endeavour accurately to determine what is ap

propriate to each of these three divisions.

To return then to the point whence we have digressed — to

those words which were first used in a later age, either by

writers of learning, or by those who employed the language of

common life. That many of these were then newly formed, no

one will deny. This is manifest from the analogy of all languages,

which, so long as they remain living tongues, are continually

augmented by the addition of new words. Nor are there wanting

here certain criteria, by the application of which the old may with

sufficient probability be distinguished from the new. We may

establish three such criteria . The first has respect to the thing

to be expressed. If this appear to be new, and unknown to the

men of former days , then the word also is probably of recent

origin. So αλλοτριοεπίσκοπος, 1 Ρet. 4: 5 ; ανθρωπάρεσκος,

Col. 3 : 2 ; doxiouvéyoyos, Luke 8: 41 ; donetɛlovns, Luke 19 :2 ;

dodex_qulov, Acts 26 : 7 ; eidolutoia, 1 Cor. 10: 14 ; sidola

tons, 1 Cor. 10: 7 ; and the like . That these words are new ,

no one can doubt, who recollects that the things which they were

invented to express, were peculiar to the Jews and unknown to

the Greeks. The second criterion has respect to words which

designate things not unknown to the ancients , but which had

other names in the ancient language . Μερισμός and διαμερισ

uós are condemned by the Grammarians ; the latter by Pollux

VIII . 136 , o yao drauspiouosvnogavlov ; the former by Thom
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as Magister p. 49, αναδάσασθαι, ουκ αναμερίσασθαι. Και ανα

daquos, où uepouós. Correctly, as I suppose ; for they are
both extant only in the κοινοί, viz. μερισμός in Josephus Ant.

VII. p . 249. Theophr. de Caus. Plant. I. 13. Hist . Plant. I.

2. Polyb. IX . 34: 7 ; and diamenlouós in Plutarch , T. VIII.

p . 592. Diod . XI. 47. Earlier writers employed daquos and

ůvadaouós. So ayatosúvn, which Paul uses Rom . 15 : 14. Gal .

5 : 22 , I find in no other author, except the Alexandrine inter

preters and the ecclesiastical writers . The Attics said χρηστό

της, according to Thomas Magister p . 921 , χρηστότης, ούκ άγα

fórns, oud ayatoovn. So in very many other examples; as

αποκεφαλίζειν for καρατομεϊν, κράββατος for σκίμπους , σαρούν

for σαίρειν, εξυπνίζειν for αφυπνίζειν. - The third criterion of

a later origin I refer to those words which, either in their forma

tion or signification, follow an analogy wholly new and unknown

to the ancient language . Ofthis kind is oρθρίζειν for oρθρεύειν,

which I have noted above , p. 675. Another example is duva

nów , used by Paul Col. 1 : '11 ; comp. Ecc. 10: 10. Dan. 9 :

27 ; which according to analogy ought to be derived either from

a noun of the second declension in oς, as δουλόω from δούλος ;

or in oν , as πτερόω from πτερόν ; or from the genitive ofthe third

declension, as πυρόω from πυρ, πυρός. Butthere is no root of

this kind extant from which to derive either duvauów or the

compound xvduvquów ; which , like the simple verb, is found

only in the writers of the New Testament and in the Alexan

drine version , as Heb. 11 : 34. Phil. 4 : 13. Ps. 51 : 7 . To

these we may add onhayqviseogai, which appears to be a verb

of recent origin from its signification ; since the earlier Greeks

did not use ra onláyxva in the sense of misericordia , but this

usage passed from the Hebrews to the Jews who spoke the

Greek language. It is found Matt. 9 : 36. al . and in Symma

chus, Deut. 13 : 8. The Septuagint has the compound ne

σπλαγχνίζεσθαι, Proν . 17: 5. Here too belongs πολύσπλαγχνος

James 5 : 1 ; which seems to be no where else extant.

The modes in which new words could be formed, were of

course not uniform , but exceedingly various. Some arose in

connexion with new and unknown things ; examples of which

have been given above, and of which innumerable instances oc

cur in the later writers. Others again , although not employed to

express new ideas , owed their origin to some regular analogy,

by which the men of a later age were guided in the formation of

them. Words of this kind appear 'every where. Thus no an
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cient author would have written yatalahia, according to Thom

as Magister , p. 565 ; while λαλία and προσλαλία and προλαλία

were of approved authority. We find this word in 2 Cor. 12 :

20 ; but elsewhere only in the Alexandrine writers,Wisd. 1 : 11 ;

and in the fathers , as Clem . Alex . p . 556. Basil T. II. pp . 247,

497. The verb xatalahtiv occurs in Aristophanes, Ran . 752 .

So αγαθοσύνη and μερισμός have just been noted (p. 683) ; in

which there is nothing contrary to good analogy .--Others still

would seem to be formed after the manner of foreign languages.

Such are avdústatos, Acts 13 : 7 ; áriunateuw , Acts 18: 12 ;

άλεκτοροφωνία, Mark 13 : 35 ; προσωπoληπτέω, James 2: 9 ; προσ

orodnins, Acts 10 : 34 ; 1000w Oinvía , Rom. 2 : 11 ; in all

of which the traces of the Latin and Hebrew languages will be

apparent to every one . In others, lastly , conciseness of expres

sion would seem to have been the object, and they would ap

pear to have been formed by way of compendium ; as aizuaha

Titelv Rom . 7: 23, and passive aizuahwriteotai Luke 21 : 24 ;

for which the Grammarians direct to use αιχμάλωτον ποιείν or

aizuáhorov yiveogai, as Phryn. p . 192. Thom . Mag. p. 23. So

ávaotato ūv , Acts 17 : 6 . Gal. 5:12, which, although the Gram

marians are silent respecting it, is yet no where found except in

the versions of the Old Testament, Ps. 58 : 11. Is. 22 : 3 , and

in Harpocration who explains the verb avaoxeváoaogar by the

verb αναστατωθήναι. Τhe Attics appear to have said ανάστα

TOV noixiv, as Xenoph . Hellen . XI. 5. 35. Sophoc . Aptig. 687.

Trach . 39. Isocrates Panegyr. c . 31. We may also perhaps

properly refer the verb Bebniów to the same genus; wbich, be

sides Matt. 12 : 5. Acts 24 : 6 , is found only in the Alexandrine

interpreters ; as Ex . 31 : 14. Ez. 43 : 7. al . Whether the

Greeks said Béßndov noielv or something similar instead of it, I

am not able certainly to affirm . Indeed this whole subject can

be treated of only in single examples ; in which we can here no

longer delay .

VII . The seventh class of vestiges of the later language oc

curring in the New Testament, consists in those significations

of words, which, not being found in the more ancient language ,

appear to have been either later introduced , or not of good au

thority. It is the duty of an interpreter of the New Testament

to be master of all the sources of the usus loquendi; but this

cannot be done, unless the new powers and meanings of words,

both in the works of later writers and in the language of com

mon life, are accurately noted and distinguished . To note all
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these properly is a matter of no little difficulty ; not only in avoid

ing to assume as a new signification that which is in fact only a

new sense* ; but also in developing the connexion in which the

new power of a word stands related to the usual meanings of

it. In this particular branch there remains yet very much to

be done in order to arrive at accuracy . - In my view, new sig

nifications of words may arise in a twofold manner; either

by amplification or transfer. Amplification takes place, when

you superadd to the notions or ideas already expressed by a

word, another notion , which bitherto has not been connected

with them . The following examples will illustrate this. The

verb παρακαλεϊν is said to be used incorrectly in the sense of

asking, beseeching ; since the earlier and purer writers employ

it particularly in the sense of exhorting ; so Thomas Mag. p.

684 ; and with him coincide Suidas, Phavorinus, and Hermoge

nes nepi uetódov devót . c . 3. p . 519. ed . Laurent . The case

is just this ; the ancient writers did not yet refer, as was done

in a later age, the kind of exhortation expressed by this verb to

those things, which we wish to have doneby others for ourselves

and for our advantage. There arose out of it in this way an ex

hortation to do that which corresponds to our prayers, i. e. a real

petition, which, conceived of in this manner, might easily be call

ed παράκλησις. The verb παιδεύω furnishes another example ;

which, according to Thomas Magister, is found in the sacred

books only in the sense of chastising. The following are his

words, p. 729, ωσαύτως ουδε παιδεύειν αντί τουκολάζειν, αλλα

παρα μονη τη θεια γραφη τούτο ευρίσκεται . See Heb. 12 : 7 .

Luke 23: 16. How this signification came to be attributed to

the word , is easy to be conceived, if we recollect that ed

ucation was connected with chastisement. Frequently too that

which is newly added in the thought, is also distinctly ex

pressed in the words. So zoóvov noteīv, Acts 15 : 33. 18 :

23 ; in which phrase we find a use of the verb noteiv un

known to the more ancient language ; which never refers it

to time, but employs diareißer in this sense . All these are

instances of new significations from amplification. Others a

rise also from transfer. I call that transfer, when we attribute

to words a new power or meaning derived from a foreign lan

guage, which meaning these words do not originally possess

1

* See the Appendix to this article, no. 2. p. 690.
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in the vernacular tongue. Instances of this sort are innumera

ble in the writings of the New Testament. Many Greek words

have there received new significations after the model of the

Hebrew ; in such a way, namely, that if a Greek word coin

cides with a Hebrew one in some certain signification, we find

also the other significations of that Hebrew or Aramaean word

transferred to the same Greek word . I purposely omit exam

ples ; as they must be familiar, in all the parts of speech, even

to those who have paid the slightest attention to the subject.

Besides the writers of the New Testament, the Alexandrine

interpreters have also transferred from the Hebrew usus loquen

di new significations to many Greek words . The cause of this

some have supposed — and not without a semblance of truth

to lie in the poverty of the Hebrew ;143 whence it has happened,

that since one word in that language often serves to express sev

eral ideas , the same variety of signification has been transferred

to a Greek word, which perhaps properly corresponded to it

only in one signification. But if we consider the subject atten

tively , tbis mode of explanation will appear to be true only in part.

It is indeed true that the Hebrew language, when compared with

the Greek , contains very few words. But, on the other hand

this very fewness of words shews, that the ideas which the He

brews had acquired by reflection and which they expressed in

words, were also circumscribed within far narrower limits than

among the Greeks ; and that therefore it was not possible in

this manner, to hide as it were a variety of things under this pov

erty of language. All this will be surprising to no one who re

flects upon the history of this people, and their disinclination to

all intercourse with other nations . Nor is it easy to understand,

why the sacred authors should be induced by the poverty of

their vernacular tongue , to despise the riches of the Greekand

prefer to use Greek words in a foreign sense, rather than to em

ploy instead of these, other words in their proper sense. We

must therefore look for some other and more probable reason,

which operated to produce this transfer of signification ; and I

think we shall not err, if we look for it in a certain negligence ,

and in the little accurate knowledge which the apostles had of

the Greek language. This seems indeed to have been the sole

cause ; and it sprang from their erroneous modes of thinking ;

since they seem to have taken it for granted , that the same

143 Leusden , De Hebraismis N. T. p. 32. ed . Fischer.
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force and the same power were inherent in the Greek words,

which they had found by experience to exist in their vernacular

ones. They were unacquainted with grammatical studies, and

could not therefore be accurately skilled in the Greek language,

nor familiar with its nature and character. – From all these cir

cumstances it is obvious, that new significations of this kind ,

which thus arise by transfer or translation , do not enrich but

rather corrupt a language ; and that they cannot be introduced,

except by authors who are only slightly versed in the grammat
ical structure of languages.

VIII. It remains in the eighth class to treat of the instances

where the usus loquendi, and this alone, has been subjected to

change. The usus loquendi is defined to be the custom of er

pressing a certain thing by a certain word.144 To this I think

it would not be out of place to subjoin , that this usage is intro

duced both by writers and the study of them, and by the inter

course ofcommon life. Hence theusus loquendi of books may
be one thing ; and that of common life another. From this law

however we find the later Greeks to have widely receded , both

in their writings and in their language of common intercourse ;

employing many words to express things, in connexion with

which the ancient Greeks never used those words. In regard

to the language of books, this is testified by the monuments of

antiquity ; in respectto the language of common life , although

direct testimony is wanting, yet wemay well assume the fact,

inasmuch as this species of language is in itself variable and fixed

by no certain laws. In the style of the New Testament, the usus

loquendi of both the earlier and later writers, ought to be care

fully distinguished from that of the common spoken language ;
because if this distinction be overlooked , we cannot treat in any

proper manner ofthe sources of the usus loquendi. Fischer and

Sturz have already collected many examples under this head ;

and there remain other instances still unobserved . But it has

hitherto been the common fault of all interpreters, with the ex

ception of these two individuals, that in determining the usus lo

quendi of the sacred authors, they have very rarely had regard

to the kind of writers from whom they drew parallel passages ;

whether they were of approved authority, or whether of a later
age , when the purity and chastity of the earlier Greek diction was

no longer preserved undefiled . Hence it has happened , that they

144 Morus Hermeneut. I. p . 34. ed . Eichstädt.
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have frequently attributed senses to words, which a reference to

time would shew that they could not possibly have. Some ex

amples are given above ; and I subjoin here some others, in

which the vestiges of the later idiom have not yet been noticed.

Almost all the Atticists affirm that the word uduun is not used

of a grandmother, but of a mother ; Phryn. p. 52, uduunu,

την του πατρός ή μητρος μητέρα ου λέγουσιν οι αρχαίοι, αλλα
τίτθην. μάμμην μέν ούν και μάμμιoν την μητέρα. αμαθες ούν

triv uauunv éri tñs tirons leyelv. Dionys. Ael . ap. Eustath .

Moeris p. 258. Thom . Mag. p . 846. Helladius ap. Phot. Bibl.
p. 1579. Schol.ad Aristoph. Acharn . 39. Photius p. 180. But

Hesychius and Suidas, who explain it by την μητέρα των γονέων

and του πατρός ή μητρος μητέρα, have express reference to

the New Testament usage, andare not to beregarded as inter
preters of the Attic diction . The same may be affirmed of

Pollux , who says Onomast . III . 7 , i od tatoos ñ unipos

μήτηρ τήθη και την μάμμην δε, και μάμμαν, επί ταύτης παρα

anati'ov, which words I suppose are to be understood rather

with reference to his own time, than to antiquity. Paul uses

this word for grandmother, 2 Tim . 1 : 5 ; a usage acknowledg

ed only by the xouvoi ; Plutarch Tom . I. pp. 797, 804. T. II.

p. 704. Philo p. 601. Josephus p . 351. — The verb suyagi

orxiv Pollux rightly observes, Onornast. V. 32 , was only employ

ed επί τω διδόναι χάριν, ουκ επί τω είδέναι, i . e . in the sense

to gratify, and not in the sense to give thanks (Lobeck ad

Phryn. p. 18 ); and to this precept must we reduce the opin

ions of the other Grammarians, e. g . Phrynich. p . 8 , suyao

στείν ουδείς των δοκίμων είπεν , αλλά χάριν ειδέναι. Τhom. Mag.

p . 913. Many citations have been heaped together by Kypke,

Alberti , and others ; but the authors from whom they quote

are of the later age, and are therefore not of an authority suf

ficient to do away the censure of the Grammarians. The word

is used in the former sense by Demosthenes pro Coron . p.

122 ; in the latter by the writers of the New Testament,

Matt. 15 : 36. Luke 27: 16. 2 Cor. 1 : 11. – Of the verb Boe

χειν the same Grammarians affirm , that the Attics never used it

in reference to rain , for which they said veiv ; Phrynich . p .

121. Phavorinus. Thom . Mag. p. 171, Boézel, oudeis tov do

χαίων είπεν επί υετού, άλλα ύει. Ρhrynichus cites a certain Tel

eclides, a comic writer, as having used it in this sense ; but

seems to be in doubt about the real author of the fable , from

which the example is quoted. I have not been able to find it
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2.

166

in this sense in any approved prose writer . The passage of

Anacreon245 which Triller has adduced in order to weaken the

authority of Thomas Magister, is entirely consistent with the

precepts of the Grammarians; for βρέχομαι and βραχείσα are

there used passively, which passive use of the verb seems not

to be reprehended by them . There remains the passage in

Pindar,146 where the active form is once employed in reference

to snow ; but it is hardly necessary to remark, that the usus lo

quendi of poetry and of prose are often very different. I omit

other examples ; which could not well be explained without

going largely into particulars.

N. B. For an Index to this article , see the end of the volume.

I.

Para

APPENDIX.

기

On the Lexicography of the New Testament. *

There are three things, a careful and accurate distinction of

which is essential to the full illustration of every word.

1. The first regards the history of a word , and its age. The

latter must be distinctly specified, on account of the different

mode of treatment which will be required , according as the

word is known to have been already in use among the earlier

Greeks, or to be peculiar to the later language . Those of the

145 Od. III. 12.

Βρέχομαι δε , κασέληνος

Κατα νύκτα πεπλάνημαι..

Also a little farther on , v . 26 .

Βλάβεται βραχείσα νευρή..

BE

146

Olymp . VII. 63.

ένθα ποτέ

Βρέχε θεών βασιλεύς ο μέγας

Χρυσαϊς νιφαδεσσι πόλιν.

* The following are the introductory remarks to a Programm

published by the author at Pentecost, 1818, reprinted in Rosen

mueller's Commentationes Theologicae I. p. 171 . The body of

the Programm consists of three lexicographical articles on the
words αγάπη, αγιασμός, πνευμα. See the Preliminary Remarks

above, p . 640.
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former kind do not need to be further taken into the ac

count in an historical description of the later Hellenism ; for

they come down, of course, quite to the commencement of

the κοινή διάλεκτος, and on this account require no farther

explanation than the mere statement of their ancient significa

tion and use ; the testimonies and sources of which have been

collected with great diligence, and are extant in other works, ac

cessible to all who pursue the study of the language. Those

of the latter kind , on the contrary, both the words themselves

and their later forms, require a wholly different mode of treat

ment; since neither the history of them, nor the appropriate

meaning and usage, has hitherto been determined ; but is still to

be investigated and established by the authority of competent

witnesses. Hence, not only the sources in which the first traces

of such words occur, but also the senses and significations which

seem to be the most ancient, ought to be fully and accurately

described . The complete exhibition of the significations of a

word , depends very frequently on a full exhibition of its history ;

inasmuch as in this way only is its real origin and primitive

sense to be correctly recognized .

2. The second important point to be regarded in treating of

a word, is a true and perfect exposition of its signification .

This depends, in the first place , in my judgment, very much on

a close and accurate distinction of the primary notion of a word

from those significations, which have arisen either from a later

usus loquendi, or from its being variously transferred and appli

ed to express other objects. And in the next place, the same

method should be followed in regard to the derived significa

tions, which should be illustrated in a similar manner, and their

consistency and correspondence with the ultimate root, under

every variety of usage, be pointed out and established . In this

way the error into which interpreters of every age have hither

to very frequently fallen , may be most certainly avoided , viz.

the failure to distinguish between the signification and the

sense of words . In a language where religion and religious

things are the chief subjects of discourse, there is of course

the greatest danger of committing errors of this sort ; since

every thing relating to God and to the divine nature, can

be apprehended, either in thought or external expression,

only when represented under some imagery ; and the choice

of this imagery and the method of transferring it to express

that which is divine, affords perpetual occasion to give a
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new sense to words; which, however, is something very differ

ent from a new signification. This latter arises and assumes its

place in the language, when the thing which it designates is it

self new, and is not merely employed by way of comparison,

as an image , to signify some other thing. On the other hand, a

new and different sense arises in words, when they are not em

ployed to designate things in themselves new, but are only

transferred and applied to a new comparison of that whichthey

have hitherto designated, with something else . These two things

ought certainly in no language to be more carefully distinguish

ed , than in that which relates to religion ; because here the ob

jects to which all the signs of language refer , remain immutable,

and only the forms and images under which they must be ap

prehended by the mind, can be subject to novelty and change.

Hence, therefore, they present occasion for the rise of new sen

ses, but not of new significations.

3. The third point which requires particular attention in the

explanation of words in the later Hellenism, has regard to the

anomalous use of words, either by themselves, so far as they

suffer any change in sense , or as standing in connexion with

other words . Whatever is found in either case, contrary to the

usual rules of grammar and sense as they obtained in the more

ancient language , may be much more conveniently treated of

in a Lexicon than in the Grammar ; since it can refer only to

single examples, and not to the circle of the whole language.

That a multitude of such anomalies have migrated into the dic

tion of the sacred writers, can be matter of doubt to no one who

is thoroughly acquainted with the history and nature of the

Jewish Hellenism . There is besides another cause, which can

not but be followed by similar anomalies and departures from

good usage . I mean the particular usage, both as to grammar

and sense, of individual writers. This could not well have been

otherwise ; since they appear to have been regulated by no com

mon law, but rather by accident and individual taste, in thus

transferring the usus loquendi of their own tongue to the Greek

language . For these reasons I propose, after giving under every

word areview of its significations, to add in the third place a

brief illustration of its use, both in general and by particular

writers, so far as it may seem to deviate from the customary

rules of the language.

(
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Art. III . GENERAL VIEW OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE AND

Its Dialects.*

From Buttmann's Greek Grammar. Translated by the Editor.

1. The Greek language ( quvri Elanvixń) was anciently spread

abroad not only over Greece, but also over a large portion of

Asia Minor, Southern Italy , Sicily , and still other regions, where
there were Greek colonies . Like all other languages, it had its

various dialects (did extor), all of which however may be re

ferred back to two principal ones, viz. the Doric ( Awpixń ,

Awols) and the Ionic (vilarinn , ' lás), which belonged to the

two great Grecian tribes of the like names.

2. The Doric tribe was the largest, and sent abroad the most

colonies . Hence the Doric dialect prevailed in the whole inte

rior of Greece, in Italy , and in Sicily. It was harsher, and

made upon the ear, in consequence of the predominant long a , an

impression which the Greeks call sharelaguós, broad pronuncia

tion . It was on the whole a less cultivated dialect. «A branch

of it was the Aeolic (ń Aiohırń, Aiohis ); which , particularly in

the Aeolic colonies of Asia Minor and the neighboring islands

(Lesbos etc.) arrived early at a considerable degree of refine

ment. This however did not probably extend beyond the lim

3. The Ionic tribe in the earlier ages chiefly inhabited At

tica, and sent out from thence colonies to the coasts of Asia

Minor. These colonies took the lead both of the mother tribe

and of all the other Greeks in general improvement ; and hence

the names Ionians and Ionic came to be applied chiefly and

at last exclusively to them and their dialect ; while the origi

nal Ionians in Attica were now called Attics and Athenians.

The lonic dialect is the softest of all , in consequence of its many

vowels . The Attic ( ń Artixń, ' Aigis) which also was afterwards

cultivated , soon surpassed in refinement all the other dialects ;

avoiding with Attic elegance and address both the harshness of

the Doric and the softness of the Ionic . But although the Attic

its of poetry.

p. 640.

* See the Preliminary Remarks prefixed to the preceding article,

The following article has been already translated and

published by Professor Patton, as an Appendix to his edition of
Thiersch's Greek Tables.
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tribe was the real mother -tribe, yet the Ionic dialect of these

Asiatic colonies is regarded as the mother of the Attic dialect ;

inasmuch as it was cultivated at the period when it varied least

from the old Ionic, the common source of both .

Note 1. The elegance and address of the Attic dialect is most vis

ible in the Syntax, where it is distinguished , not only above all the

other dialects, but also above all other languages, by anappropriate

conciseness, by a most effective arrangement ofthe constituent parts,

and by a certain moderation in asserting and judging, which passed

over fromthe polite tone ofsocial intercourse into the language itself."

Note 2. Other minor branches of these dialects, such as the

Boeotic, Laconic, Thessalian , etc. are known only from single

words and forms, and through scattered notices, inscriptions, etc.

* Another source of the charm ofthe Attic language lies , where

very few look for it, in its individuality ; and in the feeling of af

fection for this andfor nationality in general, which the Attic

writers possessed. However well adapted for the understanding ,

and for the internal and external sense of beauty a language may

be, which every where exhibits a correct logic, follows a regular

and fixed analogy , and employs pleasing sounds, still all these ad

vantages are lifeless without the charm of individuality. This how

ever consists wholly in occasional sacrifices of these fundamental

laws , especially of logic and general analogy, in favour of idioms or

modes of speech which have their source partly in certain traits of

national character, and partly also incontestably in an apprehen

sion of those ground rules, not exactly conformed to the usage of

the schools. In this way anomalous forms of expression had arisen

in the Attic , as in every other language ; and these the cultivat

ed writers did not wish to change,out of respect to antiquity and

for the ear of the people which had now become accustomed to

such forms and turns of expression ; and also, as above remarked,

out of a cherished regard for individuality. When in other languages

irregularities of style occur, wesee at once that they result from in

accuracy or want of skill ; while among the Attics, who are so dis

tinguished for address and skill , we perceive that they did not wish

to make the correction. Indeed they felt, that by removing anom

alies they should deprive their language of the stamp of aproduc

tion of nature , which every language really is ; and thus give it the

appearance of a work of art, which a language never can become.

It follows here of course , that intentional anomalies, by which a

language is made to assume the appearance of a mere plaything,

can never be taken into the account ; however ready the older

grammarians often were with this convenient mode of explanation.

No. IV . 88
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4. As the common source of all the dialects, we must assume

an ancient original Greek language ; of which, however, it is

only through philosophical investigation, that any definite forms

of words can be made out, or, to speak more correctly, presup

posed . Each dialect naturally retained more or less out of this

ancient language ; and without doubt, each for itself must have

continued to possess from it much that was by degrees lost in

the others. In this single consideration we have at once an

easy explanation , how the Grammarians can talk of Doricisms,

Aeolicisms, and even Atticisms, in the old Ionic Greek of Ho

mer. Generally, however, it was customary to call that which

was usual or frequent in any one dialect, by the name of that

dialect ; even when it happened to occur in the others. In this

way must be explained , e. g. the so called Doricisms in Attic

writers, and the Attic forms in writers who otherwise did not em

ploy the Attic dialect . *

5. To the same ancient language belong also , for the most

part, the so called poetic forms and licenses. It is indeed true

that the poet contributes to the formation of a language ; and

that through him a language first becomes cultivated, i . e . is

formed to a melodious, expressive, copious whole. Neverthe

less , the poet does not derive the innovations, which he finds ne

cessary , simply from himself; for this would be the surest way

to displease. The earliest Greek bards merely selected accord

ing to their wants from the variety of actual forms, which they

found already existing. Many of these forms became obsolete

in common usage ; but the later poet, who had these old bards

before his eyes, was not disposed to yield his right to these trea

sures . In this
way, that which was originally a real idiom of the

language, came to be poetic peculiarity or the so called poetic

license, and is therefore properly to be reckoned among the dia

lects.t

* E. g . The Doric future in connai, čoquai; the Attic form of

declination in ws etc. the ' Attic' fúv for oúv,and the like.

+ This is however not to be so understood, as if every single word

which occurs in the older poets, was also once used in common life.

The privilege , which also the modern poet even in the most copious

language retains, of forming new words and of remodelling old

ones , must have belonged in a still wider extent to the ancient

bard in those times of poverty. His only restriction was , that the

material from which , and theform in which he modelled his inno
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6. In all cultivated nations, some one of their dialects usually

becomes the foundation of the common written language, and of

the language of good society . Among the Greeks this was not

at first the case. They began to improve in culture, while they

were yet divided into several different states, separated both by

geographical position and by political relations. Hence, until

about the time of Alexander, each writer employed the dialect in

which he had been educated , or that which he preferred ; and

thus were formed Ionic, Aeolic , Doric , and Attic poets and

prose writers , of whose productions more or less are still extant .

Note 3. Only the great works of poetic art, which excited univer

sal attention , such as epic and dramatic poetry, constitute here an

exception . The first authors in these walks, it is true ,made use of

the dialect of their own country ; but still , an imitation of them in any

other dialect, —not to say that this would have required an almost

equal degree of creative talent,—would not have been successful;

because the Greeks of all the tribes were now familiarised to these

sounds in this species of composition , and were no longer able to

separate the one from the other. That dialect therefore in which

the first master -pieces of any particular species were written , re

mained the dialect of that species. See Text 10, 11 .

NOTE 4. To the Ionic dialect belong the earliest poets, Homer,

Hesiod, Theognis, etc. whose language nevertheless has more of

that apparently mixed character, which approaches nearest to the

ancient language, and which afterwards continued to mark the

language of poetry in most of its species. The proper though

later Ionic dialect is found in the prose writers, of whom Herodo

tus and Hippocrates are the principal ; though both were of Doric

origin . The Ionic dialect had already in their time acquired , in
consequence of its peculiar softness and early culture, a certain

degree of universality, especially in Asia Minor, even beyond the
limits of poetry.

Note 5. Among the poets of that period the lyric writers were

at home in all the dialects . The earliest and most celebrated were

the Aeolic lyric poets ; and of these the chief were Sappho and

Alcaeus ; from whom however only a few fragments have come
down to us. Anacreon sung in Ionic ; of him also we have only

a few remains, and these partly mere fragments, and partly of

vations , must be drawn not from himself, but from the existing

stores and analogies of the language. Of course also the right of

softening down the usual forms, which belongs even the man of

common life, cannot be denied to him in whom melody is a duty ,

and who is moreover fettered by metre .
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doubtful authenticity . The other lyric writers were mostly Doric ;

and each created at will , as it were , his own language out of the

copious variety of forms in this widely extended dialect. Or these

last, Pindar is the only one from whom any thing entire has come
down to us.

Note 6. Of Doric prose there is very little still extant , and that

chiefly relating to mathematics and philosophy . – For the Attic

writers, see the following notes.

7. In the mean time Athens had raised herself to such a

pitch of political importance, that for a while she exercised a

sort of sovereignty ( riynuovia) in Greece ; and at the same time

became the centre of all literary and scientific culture . The

democratic constitution, which was no where else so pure, se

cured to the popular eloquence of Athens, and to the Attic stage,
entire freedom ; and this it was, in connexion with other advan

lages, which raised to the highest point of perfection not only

these two branches of literature, but also the sister ones of his

tory and philosophy ; and at the same time gave to the Attic

language a completeness and comprehensiveness, to which no
other dialect attained .

Note 7. The principal prose writers of this golden period of At

tic literature are Thucydides, Xenophon, Lysias, Isocrates, De

mosthenes, and the other Orators. For the Attic poets, see 10

and note 11 .

8. Greeks from all the tribes repaired now to Athens to obtain

an education ; and even in those parts of literature which were

most cultivated, the Athenian master -pieces were yet considered

as models . The consequence was, that the Attic dialect, which

now took rank of all the others, became, in those kingdoms

which arose out of the Macedonian monarchy, both the court

language and the general language of books ; and was hence

forth almost exclusively employed by the prose writers of all

the Grecian tribes and countries. This language was now also

tauglit in the schools ; and the Grammarians decided , accord

ing to those Attic models, what was pure Attic , and what was

not. The central point of this later Greek literature , however,

formed itself under the Ptolemies at Alexandria in Egypt.

9. Along with this universality of the Attic dialect,began also

the period of its gradual decay. On the one hand , writers min

gled with the Attic much that was derived from the dialect of

their own country ; on the other, instead of anomalies peculiar

to the Atheniansand expressions which seemed farfetched , they
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employed the natural and regular formation ; or, instead of a

simple primitive word which had fallen more or less into disuse

in common life, they introduced a derived one which was now
more usual .* This the Grammarians (this class of whom are

called Atticists) sought to hinder, often indeed with pedantry

and exaggeration ; and proposed in their books , over against

those expressions which they censured or accounted less ele

gant, others selected from the older Attic writers. And thus

arose the usage, that the term Attic was understood to include

only that which was sanctioned by the authority of those early

classic writers, and , in a stricter sense, that which was peculiar

to them ; while, on the other hand, the ordinary language of

cultivated society , derived as it was from the Attic, was now

called souvň,common , or Emanvixń, Greek , i.e. common Greek ;

and even the writers of this later period were now called oi xoc

voi or oi " Emanues, in opposition to the genuine Attics . Here

however we are never to imagine a peculiar dialect ; for this

xoevn dialextos, in all its principal characteristics, was and con

tinued to be the Attic ; and consequently every ordinary Greek

grammar has the Attic language for its chief object.

Note 8. It is easy to conceive, that under these circumstances

the appellation xolvos, zorróv,became itself a term of censure ; and

that although it strictly signifies that which was common to all the

Greeks, the genuine Attics themselves included , yet in the mouth

of the Grammarians it designated that which was not pure Attic.

On the other hand, however , that which was called Attic, was not

all for that reason exclusively of the pure Attic form , not even

among the genuine Attics themselves. Many an Attic idiom was

not entirely usual even in Athens , but alternated with other forms

in general use, e . g . φιλoίη with φιλοί, ξύν with σύν. Many Ionic

forms were also not unusual among the Attics, (e . g . uncontracted

forms instead of contracted ones,) of which therefore the writers,

who every where consulted their ear, could avail themselves. Nev

ertheless , this approach to the Ionic furnishes the chief criterion of

the earlier Attic in the strictest sense ; in which e . g. Thucydides

wrote ; while Demosthenes belongs to the later Attic, which forms

the transition to the mouvoi.

Note 9. To draw an exact and appropriate line of division, we

must make the later period, or the xoivoi, begin with the earliest of

those authors who wrote Attic withoutbeing themselves Athenians.

Here belong Aristotle, Theophrastus, Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch,

* Ε. g. νήχεσθαι for νείν to swim, άροτριάν for άρουν τοplough
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and the other later writers ; among whom nevertheless were many

who strove with great diligence to make the earlier Attic language

their own ; as was the case particularly with Lucian , Aelian, and

Arrian .

Note 10. Among the dialects of the provinces, which mingled

themselves to a considerable degree with the later Greek , the Ma

cedonian is particularly conspicuous. The Macedonians were a

nation related to the Greeks , and reckoned themselves to the Doric

tribe. As conquerors, they therefore introduced the Greek culture

into the barbarous countries which they ruled. Here also the

Greek language was now spoken and written ; but not without pe

culiarities, which the Grammarians designate as Macedonic forms;

and as the principal seat of this later Greek culture was in Egypt

and in Alexandria its capital, the same forms are included also un

der the name of the Alexandrine dialect .—Moreover the other inhab

itants of such conquered countries , who were not Greeks by birth ,

began now also to speak Greek ('Elanvitelv ); and hence an Asi

atic, Syrian , etc. who thus spoke Greek , was called ' Elanriotrs.

From this circumstance has arisen the modern usage , according to

which the language of such writers , mixed as it is with many forms

that are not Greek and with many oriental idioms, is called the

Hellenistic language. It is easy to conceive, that the chief seat of

this language is to be found in the Greek works of Jews and Chris

tians of that age , viz . in the version of the Old Testament by the

Seventy, and in the New Testament; whence it passed more or

less into the works of the Fathers . — New barbarisms of every kind

were introduced in the middle ages, when Constantinople, the an

cient Byzantium, became the capital of the Greek empire andthe

centre of the contemporary literature ; and hence arose the lan

guage of the Byzantine writers, and finally the present modern
Greek .

10. In this general prevalence of the Attic dialect, however,

poetry formed an important exception . Here the Attics were

models only in one department viz . the dramatic. Since now

dramatic poetry in its very nature, even in tragedy, can only be

the elevated language of real life, it was natural that on the Attic

stage only the Attic dialect should be admitted ; and this was

afterwards retained by all the other Greek theatres.* The dra

matic poets moreover, in those parts of the drama which consist

ed of dialogue, and especially in those composedof trimeters of

senarii , allowed themselves , with the exception of a freer use of

apostrophe and contraction, only a very few of the so called

poetic licenses and exchanges of forms.

* See note 3 above.
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Note 11. The comic poets did this least of all , as one would

easily suppose. On the other hand , the tragic senarius readily

adopted many Homeric forms. It is however to be remarked , that

in the department of the drama, only the works of genuine and

early Attic writers have come down to us ; viz . the tragedians Æs

chylus, Sophocles, Euripides ; and the comic writer Aristophanes.

11. For the remaining species of poetry, especially those

which were composed in hexameters, as the epic, didactic, and

elegiac , Homer and the other old Ionic poets who were read in

the schools, continued to be the models ; and along with them,

the old Ionic or Homeric language continued also in vogue, with

most of its peculiarities and obsolete forms. This became there

fore, ( just as the Attic for prose, ) the prevailing dialect or uni

versal language for these species of poetry ; and remained cur

rent even in the Alexandrine and later ages, when it was no

longer understood by the common people , but a learned educa

tion was necessary to the full understanding and enjoyment of

such poetry. All that belongs under this head maybe best in

cluded under the name of epic language ; since ittook its rise

wholly from epic poetry.

Note 12. The most celebrated poets of this class are, in the Al

exandrine period, Apollonius, Callimachus, Aratus ; and later, Ni

cander, Oppian , Quintus , etc.

12. In the mean time, the Doric dialect was not entirely ex

cluded from poetry, even in the later periods . It maintained

itself in some of the minor species, especially in rural and

sportive poems ; parıly because there were even here certain

earlier models ; and partly also because, in many of these poems,

it was essential to imitate the tone and language of the country

man and of the lower classes, whose dialect was almost every

where the Doric , in consequence of the very general spread of

the Doric tribe . Comp. 2 above.

NOTE 13. Hence the works of the idyllic writers, Theocritus,

Bion , and Moschus, are Doric ; but their later Doric differs much

from that of Pindar . The ancient epigrams were partly Ionic,

partly Doric ; but the Doric was here far more simple and dignifi

ed , and confined itself to a small number of characteristic Doric

forms, which were familiar to the educated poets of every tribe.

13. It remains to observe, that the language employed in the

lyric parts of the drama, as the choruses and passages of deep

emotion, is also generally called Doric. This Doric however

consists of little more than the prevalence of the long a, espe
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cially for n, which belonged generally to the old language, and

was retained in solemn poetry on account of its dignity, while

in common life it remained current only among the Dorians. *

In other respects this lyric dialect approached also, in many par

ticulars, to the epic language above described .

Art. IV. GENUINENESS OF Isaiah, Chap. XL . - LXVI.

From Hengstenberg's “ Christologie des Alten Testaments .” Translated by the Editor .

GENERAL INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The second part of the Book of Isaiah is one of the most

splendid ,and for us most important portions of the Scriptures of

the Old Testament. No part of these Scriptures contains so

little that is local and temporary ; none sets before us so dis

tinctly the connexion between the preparatory institutions and

the grand ultimate dispensation ; none dwells with such delight

on the descriptions of the time , when , after the great separation

between the impious and the godly portions of the ancient cove
nant people, the latter shall be united with Gentile nations into

one consecrated and happy people of the Lord ; none presents

the sublime founder of the new covenant--a covenant not lim

ited like the old to a single people -- both in his state of hu

miliation and of exaltation , so clearly to our view . I

We have seen in the General Introduction to the whole book

that Isaiah probably lived for a time under Manasseh . If we

* See 2 above. Doricisms in the strict sense , however, are not

to be found in these theatrical choruses ; viz . infinitives in ev and

nu, accusatives plur. in ws and ov , and the like.

# For a notice of Prof. Hengstenberg, see No I. p. 21. This

article is inserted in the present number, to the exclusion of two

others (one of them original) already prepared, in order to accom

modate particularly the studies of the Junior Class in the Theolo

gical Seminary.

| Jerome says, with particular reference to the second part,

Praef. ad Jesaiam : “ Non tam Propheta dicendus est, quam Evan

gelista . Ita enim universa Christi ecclesiaeque mysteria ad liquid

um persecutus est , ut non putes eum de futuro vaticinari, sed de

praeteritis historiam texere ."
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assume that Isaiah composed this second part during these last

years of his life, then the character of this portion of his pro

phecies becomes more easy of comprehension , and all its pecu

liarities susceptible of easy explanation .

1. In this way we may account for the different modes of rep

resentation, which are obvious in the first and second parts. Be

tween the second part and the latest prophecy of the first part ,

there lies an interval of 14—20 years. But in the progress of

years, there is always a change, not only in a person's views and

feelings, but also in his mode of writing. And although the

second part is in no way inferior to the first in the beauty of the

representations ; yet the whole exhibition is more flowing, and

the tone softer and more gentle . Instead of the compactness and

conciseness of the former part , where the writer seems to strug

gle with language, and , merely pointing as it were to his figures,

passes rapidly from one to another, we have in the latter part an

agreeable diffuseness ; all the pictures are completed , and paint

ed with the loveliest colours even to their minutest details.

There exists an essential unity amidst the greatest diversity of

allusions and objects ; and in this respect the difference between

the first and second parts, is analogous to that which exists be

tween the book of Deuteronomy and the other books of the

Pentateuch ; or between the epistles of John, which he proba

bly wrote in his old age, and his gospel.

2. On this supposition we may also explain the point of view ,

or station in time, which the prophet has taken . In his old age,

we may presume that Isajah left all active exertions in the the

ocracy to his youngerassociates in the prophetical office. He

himself transferred his contemplations from the joyless present

into the future; he now lived only in and for the future; cer

tain that the period would one day arrive, when the legacy

which he should leave to future times would bear the fruits,

which he, in his own personal exertions for the present, had so

often failed to realize . He takes bis station therefore in the pe

riod so clearly foretold by him in former prophecies, when Je

rusalem has now been already conquered by the Chaldeans,

when the land is now desolate, and the people from the dis
tant regions of Babylonia sigh for their native home. He

thinks, feels, and acts, only in this period ; it has become to

him like the present , a point from which he contemplates the

nearer, more distant , and remotest future ; but still in such a

way, that his view not unfrequently wanders back and fixes

No. IV . 89
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itself upon the real present. He directs his language to the

unhappy people in exile ; he warns, reproves, and also consoles

thein, by laying open a prospect of a happier futurity.

3. We mayalso in this way explain the arrangement of the

second part. The first part is madeup of those prophecies, which

Isaiah uttered during the period of his activity in behalf of the

present. These are single prophecies, published at different

times and on different occasions, afterwards indeed brought to

gether into one collection , but still marked as distinct and sin

gle , either by the superscriptions or in some other obvious and

known method . But in the second part, which was occasioned

by no external circumstances , it is not so easy to distinguish in

like manner between the different parts. The whole is more

like a single gush of prophecy. The proof of the unity of the

second part, lies in the mere exhibition of its contents. The

objects of prophecy are in general the same throughout. Even

the language and modes ofrepresentation have far less diversity,

than in the pieces of the first part. And although it may be,

that the prophet did not receive and commit to writing, at one

and the same time, all the revelations contained in this second

part ; still it is certain that no great length of time could have

intervened between them ; and the prophet doubtless did not

publish to the people these communications singly, but preferred

to leave the whole together as a legacy to posterity.

To the prophets, all was exhibited in vision , and not revealed

in words ; to them therefore all seemed to belong to the pres

ent; the time of fulfilment, whether remote or near, was in gen

eral not known to them . Hence it comes, that events connect

ed by some intrinsic resemblance , although they may in reality

be separated by long intervals of time, often seem in the prophets

to border closely on each other, or even to flow into one anoth

er ; and these therefore must be separated by the interpreter,

who is able to compare the prophecy with the fulfilment, and

can thus distribute to the different periods to which it respec

tively belongs, that which was exhibited to the prophet bim

self without any of the relations of time .
Whoever shall ap

proach the interpretation of the second part of Isaiah, without
having first laid as the foundation of his efforts this remark , so

deeply grounded in the nature of the whole range of prophetic

vision, will find throughout nothing but darkness, where, if guid

ed by this principle, the clearest light would break in upon him . *

* See the note on p. 709 below .
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The prophecies of the second part refer chiefly to a twofold

object. The prophet first consoles his people by announcing

their deliverance from the Babylonish exile ; he names the

monarch whom Jehovah will send to punish the insolence of

their oppressors, and lead back the people to their home. But

he does not stop at this trifling and inferior deliverance. With

the prospect of freedom from the Babylonish exile, the prophet

connects the prospect of deliverance from sin and error through

theMessiah . Sometimes both objects seem closely interwoven

with each other ; sometimes one of them appears alone with

particular clearness and prominency. Especially is the view of

the prophet sometimes so exclusively directed upon the latter

object, that filled with the contemplation of the glory of the

spiritual kingdom of God and of its exalted founder, he wholly

loses sight for a time of the less distant future . In the descrip

tion of this spiritual deliverance also, the relations of time are not

observed . Sometimes the prophet beholds the author of this

deliverance in his humiliation and sorrows ; and again , the re

motest ages of the Messiah's kingdom present themselves to his

enraptured vision ; when man, so long estranged from God, will

have again returned to him ; when every thing opposed to God

shall have been destroyed, and internal and external peace uni
versally prevail ; and when all the evil introduced by sin into the

world , will be forever done away . Elevated above all space and

time, the prophet contemplates from the height on which the

Holy Spirit has thus placed him , the whole development of the

Messiah's kingdom, from its smallest beginnings to its glorious

completion .

1

GENUINENESS OF ISAIAH , Chap. XL . - LXVI.

Throughout all ages hitherto, the second part of the Book

of Isaiah hasbeen regarded as the indisputable propertyof that

prophet, both by the Jewish synagogue and by the Christian

church. In the last quarter of the 19th century, for the first

time , the attempt was made to render his title to it questionable.

The first hint to this effect, which however was little regarded,

was given by Koppe, who remarked (on c. 50) , that Ezekiel,

or some other prophet who lived during the exile, might per

haps have been the author. A definite suspicion against the

genuineness of the whole second part, was first utteredby Doed
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erlein . * The most full and complete effort to establish this

opinion was made by Justi ;t and from this time onward , it be

came generally prevalent. It stood in necessary connexion with

the view of the moderns, that the prophets enjoyed no immedi

ate divine influence, and could therefore know nothing more of

the future, than what might be deduced beforehand , by men of

intelligence and political sagacity, from the events of their own

times ; and which was therefore, thus far, eagerly seized upon by

the prophets. Among the supporters of this opinion we may

name particularly Eichhorn, Rosenmueller, Paulus, Bauer, Ber

tholdt, De Wette, and Gesenius.I But these scholars are in

this respect divided , that some of them assume several writ

ers, while the rest ascribe the whole to one author. The latter

opinion, however, seems now to be the generally prevailing one .

Jo regard also 10 the time when the second part was com

posed , there is a diversity of opinion . But these writers all

agree thus far, that the prophecies of this part cannot have been

committed to writing , before the last years of the Babylonish

exile. Gesenius, to whom , without regard to earlier opponents,

it is necessary almost solely to have reference, calls the second

part the work of an anonymous prophet towards the end of the

exile ; who directed these wordsof comfort, of exhortation , and

of reproof, probably in writing in the manner of all later proph

ets, to his contemporaries still living in the Babylonish exile ; so

that it constitutes a prophetical epistle or letter missive to the

exiles .

Among the defenders of the genuineness of the second part

of Isaiah, we may name Piper,|| Beckhaus, T Hensler,**

* Auserlesene theol. Biblioth. Bd. I. Heft 11. p. 832.

+ In Paulus Memorabilien IV . p. 139 sq. Also in his own Ver

mischte Abhandlungen üb. wichtige Gegenstände der theol. Ge

lehrsamkeit, Bd . I. p. 254 sq. II . p. 1–80.

| See the literature in Bertholdt's Einleitung , IV . p . 1371 .

$ The same view is given by Rosenmueller in Gabler's Neuestes

theol. Journal II . 4. p. 334.

||Integritas Jesaie a recentiorum conatibus vindicata. Greifsw .

1793.

Die Integrität der prophetischen Schriften des A. Test. p .
152 sq.

** Anmerkk. zu seiner Vebersetzung des Jesaias .
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Jahn,* Dereser,t Greve, I and lastly J. U. Moellery of Copen

hagen, in a separate work on this subject. By means of this

acute and learned work , the investigation of the subject has

been greatly advanced ; and it is only to be regretted ,that the

author should have so much weakened the impression of his

solid arguments, by too often giving himself up to conjectures

not only uncertain in themselves, but contrary to all sound exe

getical judgment and taste.

We cannot here wholly pass by this investigation ; inasmuch

as the different results of it essentially affect the judgment to be

formed, in regard to the Christology of Isaiah . We will endeav

our therefore , as briefly as possible , first to state and refute the

grounds relied upon by opposing critics , and then to exhibit the

positive grounds by which the authenticity may be established .

In doing this we shall thankfully make use of what is tenable in

the work of Moeller; the grounds of the opponents we shall cite

mostly in the words of Gesenius, who has subjected them to a

revision, and has thus spared us the trouble of paying any regard

to several futile arguments advanced by former opponents.

1. “ All the historical allusions to the situation of the people,

point to the times of the exile — not to those of the prophet .

Jerusalem is in ruins, the land laid waste, the people rejected of

God ; the kingdom of the Chaldeans, so little powerful in the

days of Isaiah , is now at the highest summit of its power, but

still is already near to its destruction by Cyrus. All this how

ever is not described as something future, but as the real posi

tion of the prophet in thepresent ,as the actualpresent situation

of the nation and the adjacent countries ; with which situation

too the prophecies in regard to the future stand connected.

According to the analogyof all other prophetic oracles, Isaiah

must of course set out, or take his departure, in this manner

from the present, and then connect therewith his prophecies re

specting the future. Besides, the remotest possibility that Isaiah

* Einleitung. This is also done in part by the author of the

Exeget. Handbuch p. xxii. sq . Comp. Angusti Einl. ins A. T.

$ 204.

† Einleitung zu seiner Bearbeitung des Jesaias als Fortsetzung

des Brentano'schen Bibelwerkes.

| Prolegom . to the work : Ultima Capita Jesaiae. Amst. 1810.

Ato .

De authentia oraculorum Jesaiae c . 40–66. Copenh. 1825 .
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could have been the author, is taken away by the circumstance,

that the exile is not announced, but the station of the prophet is

in it ; just as that of Isaiah is in his own times. "

This whole objection owes its existence to a want of proper in

sight into the nature of prophecy . The knowledge of the pro

phets is conceived of as dependingon intelligence; whereas it was

in fact intuitive , i.e. arose from vision , as is sufficiently indicat

ed by the name Seer.* The prophets, to whom , as we have

seen in the general Introduction , all revelations were imparted in

vision , became greatly excited and were in an ecstacy (Exota

ois) ; they lived in the midst of the things which they. an ..

nounced, and these things existed in them . They either took

their station in the present, and looked from thence upon the

less distant future ; or they took their station in the less distant

future, and looked from thence upon the more remote. In the

latter case, the less distant future is represented or assumed by

them as the present ; from whence they contemplate as past,

that which in the reality is perhaps still to come ; and this less

distant future lies before them in such clearness of vision , that

theyseem to live and act in it . From the mass of examples

which serve to confirm this observation , we select only a few.t

The prophet Hosea had in c . 13 announced to the Israel

ites severe punishments from heaven , the desolation of the

land , and the carrying away of its inhabitants by mighty ene

mies. In 14: 2 sq. he transports himself in spirit into the time,

when these punishments shall have already been inflicted. He

anticipates the future as having already taken place, and ex

horts not his contenaporaries, but those upon whom such mis

fortunes have been sent, to sincere repentance : “ Return, O

Israel , unto Jehovah ; for thou hast become wretched (min

praet . ) through thine iniquity .” In verse 5 he again represents

the blessingsof Jehovah as still future. The prophet Micah

says 4 :8, “ And thou , O tower of the flock, hill ofthe daugh

ter of Zion , unto thee shall come and arrive the former domin

ion , the dominion over the daughter of Jerusalem.” Wben the

#

See the note on p. 709 below.

+ Striking proofs are also afforded in the farewell song of Moses,

Deut. c . 32. comp. ver. 7 and ver. 30. On the latter verse Le

Clerc remarks : “ Haec quasi praeterita cantico deplorat Moses, quod

ea ita futura praevideat, et quasi in illas aetates futuras se animo

transferat eaque dicat, quae tum demum debebant dici."
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prophet, who was contemporary with Isaiah, here speaks of a

former dominion, and announces that it shall again return to the

house of David, he transports himself in spirit out of his own

times , when the royal line of David still existed and flourished ,

into the times of the exile of which he had just been speaking,

and during which the dominion of the house of David should

cease . In verse 9 he
says : 66 Wherefore dost thou now cry

out aloud ? Hast thou no more a king ? or are thy counsellors

perished ? Yea, pangs have taken hold on thee as of a woman

in travail .” Here the prophet addresses the Jewish people in

exile. The time of their being carried away into exile consti

tutes for him the present ; their deliverance from it, the future ;

compare verse 10, “ Then shalt thou be delivered ; then shall

Jehovah redeem thee.” In 7 : 7 Micah introduces the people

already in exile as speaking, at the same time acknowledg

ing the justice of the divine punishment, and expressing confi

dence in the divine compassion. In 7: 11 also, the answer of

Jehovah presupposes the destruction of the city as having al

ready taken place ; for he promises that her walls shall again

be built. — Isaiah himself also , in the prophecy against Tyre

c. 23, looks out upon theimpending distress of this city through

Nebuchadnezzar, as if already present ; and describes as an

eye -witness the flight of the inhabitants, the impression made by

the intelligence of their calamities upon their allies, etc. Thence,

from this less distant future which has thus become to him the

present, he casts his view upon the more remote futurity . He

announces, that after seventy years, to be reckoned not from

the real but from this imaginary present, the city shall again re

cover ber ancient greatness. His view now extends itself still

further into the future, and he beholds how at last in the days of

the Messiah, the inhabitants of Tyre will receive the true re

ligion. In c. 53 the prophet takes his station between the

sufferings and the glorification of the Messiah ; the sufferings

appear to him as past, the glory he represents as yet to come. -

These examples, which might easily be increased by a multi

tude of others, may suffice to refute the assertion , that it is con

trary to the natureof prophecy, that the prophet, taking his sta

tion in the nearer future, should regard that as the present, and

from thence look forward into the more distant future.

Bertholdt admits, " that other prophets also have often trans

ported themselves in spirit into later times, and especially into
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the ideal times of the Messiah ; " * and thus he essentially gives

up this ground. He argues only from this circumstance, that

other prophets return back to their actual station in the present,

while Isaiah remains fixed in the future. But we shall see here

after, that the latter also, in numerous passages, passes over from

his imaginary present into the real one.

II. “ Before Isaiah announced a return from exile, he would

most naturally have foretold the carrying away.'

To this we may reply, that it is an act of presumption to pre

scribe to God what revelations he shall impart to his prophets ;

that Isaiah might well take it for granted , that the impending de

portation to Babylon was already sufficiently known from the

declarations of other prophets , and especially from those of his

contemporary Micah ; that moreover the second part of Isaiah

does actually include the carrying away into exile, as well as the

return from it, only the carrying away appears as something

past, because the prophet takes his station in the times of the

exile ; and lastly, that we certainly do not possess in our collec

tion all the prophecies of Isaiah , and therefore he may actually

have prophesied much respecting the exile, which has not come

down to us. If then it could even be shewn, that there was in

the first part no clear prediction of the carrying away of the na

tion , the objection under consideration could afford no satisfac

tory proof. But such predictions do actually exist. We refer,

first, to c . 39 , where the prophet in clear and express words,

unsusceptible of any other possible meaning, announces to Hez

ekiah the carrying away to Babylon . The suspicion expressed,

though doubtfully, by Ġesenius, t that this prediction may have

been written at a later period , and thus have been more defi

nitely expressed after the event, is wholly arbitrary, and does not

even render the service expected from it ; it does not set aside

the fact, that at that very time an event had already been pre

dicted , which lay wholly out of the political horizon of the age,

and could not have been foreseen by any human sagacity ; for

Micah announces with equal definiteness (4 : 9 , 10) the carrying

away to Babylon and the deliverance from exile , 150 years be

fore the event, and while Babylon as yet stood in no hostile re

lation whatever towards Jerusalem . There are moreover seve

ral other prophecies in the first part, which can only with the

greatest violence be understood of any thing else, than the de

* Einleitung p. 1384 . + Commentar p. 1006 .
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vastation of the country and the carrying away of its inhabitants

by the Babylonians ; and in which at the same time the return

from exile 'is also announced . So c . 5 and c . 6 : 11–13 ; the

genuineness of which passages is universally acknowledged .

III . “ The prediction of events so reinote, would have been

unintelligible to the contemporaries of Isaiah, and therefore

without object.”

This objection is in itself of little importance, inasmuch as it

is altogether a priori. It springs, moreover, from an entirely

false conception of the purpose and object of the prophetical

office. We might indeed admit , that these prophecies were not

entirely clear and intelligible to the contemporaries of the pro

phet ; for this in general was not essential to prophetic oracles,

which were first to receive their full light through the details of

history . ' Even the prophet himself, in his ordinary state, might

not be able to make to his own mind an entirely clear represen

tation of the contents of his prophecy.* Still , such a prophecy

cannot, on this account, be said to be without object. Even if

the contemporaries could obtain no wholly clear understanding

of it, still they had such a comprehension as was sufficient to

accomplish the moral object of the prophecy. No contempo

rary of Isaiah, for example, could readthe second part of his

prophecies, without recognizing in it both the penal justice and

* The admission here made, as well as the whole answer to the

first objection above (p . 706), depends upon the writer's view of

the nature of prophecy, which he has unfolded at large in a pre

vious chapter of his book. It is the Editor's intention to present

this article to his readers in the next number of this work . The

concession made in the text above, may soem , at first sight, to be

in contradiction to the views advanced by Professors Hahn and

Stuart in No. I. of this work . The difference however is apparent

rather than real. The latter writers are speaking of interpretation,

and refer only to the words ; while Prof. Hengstenberg has regard

not to language, but to things. Thus in the prophecy respect

ing Cyrus, Is. 44: 28. 45: 1 sq. the language expresses now just

what it did when uttered by the prophet, and just what it was then

understood to mean by hiscontemporaries, and no more ; while

we, who live after the fulfilment, have an understanding of the

things or events predicted in it , many times clearer than it was pos

sible for the contemporaries of the prophet to obtain . On this point

some further observations may be expected from Prof. Stuart in the

next number. Compare also below , on p. 728. VI. EDITOR .

No. IV . 90
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the divine love of Jehovah, in accordance with which he would

give his people a prey to their enemies and again grant them de

liverance. The point of time in which the prophet takes his

stand , would be to him so much the less obscure, inasmuch as

the same prophet had just before announced the Babylonish

exile as yet to come. In regard to the manner of the carrying

away and of the deliverance, and as to the person of Cyrus, etc.

much would of course ever remain to him obscure. In like

manner every one who did not voluntarily shut his eyes upon

the light, would distinguish in c . 53 the atoning death of the

Messiah ; although the particular circumstances connected with

this event would of course not be unfolded. Indeed , the pro

phecies were not even all intended chiefly for the present. They
were even not all openly published by the prophets. The whole

of the second part of Isaiah, for instance, was probably never
publicly recited. Committed to writing by the divine com

mand, they were destined for future generations; who would

receive a clearer insight into them from the circumstance, that

the less distant future in which the prophets had taken their sta

tion , was now become for posterity thereal present . The Jews

during the Babylonish captivity must have been, through the

definite prediction of their return , preserved from utter despon

dency and strengthened in their confidence in God, and thereby

induced to render themselves worthy of the promised deliverance

by penitence and fidelity towards Jehovah . And just as these

and other prophecies served to strengthen the faith of the people

of the former covenant, so also do they afford the same benefits

in a still higher degree to us, who can now every where com

pare the promise with the fulfilment, and perceive the exact ac

cordance between them . Although indeed our faith in God
and Christ does not rest solely on this foundation , still it may

here receive a firmer support and consistency ; and whoever

thinks he is in want of no such aids, be it is who needs them

most of all .

IV. “ The prophet appeals to former prophecies respecting

the return of the people from their exile, which were already in

a course of fulfilment, and to which he now subjoins new ones.

See 42 : 9. 45 : 19. 46 : 10. 48 : 5 , 6. This presupposes a

later prophet, contemporary with the events themselves. ”

This objection is by no means clearly expressed. How then

could prophecies respecting the return from captivity be already

fulfilled or fulfilling, while the exile still continued ? ' According
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to Gesenius, moreover,the prophet published his prophecies be

fore the end of the exile . - Gesenius also falls into an inconsis

tency , when he finds here allusions to the predictions of more

ancient prophets, who had formerly prophesied respecting the

exile and the deliverance from it . Hemust then admit, what

he nevertheless denies, that there actually were prophecies, in

which future events were announced so definitely and so long

beforehand, as to afford a certain proof of God's omniscience .

How little the passages cited in the objection serve to prove

that which they are adduced to shew, will appear from an im

partial examination of them . In c . 45 : 19 and 46: 10, Jehovah,

in order to shew his preeminence above the nothingness of idols,

appeals to his omniscience ; which is demonstrable from the cir

cumstance, that the annunciations of his servants the prophets

receive a fulfilment. These declarations of Jehovah are given

in general terms ; they refer both to former prophecies already

fulfilled, e. g. to the prophecies of Isaiah himself respecting the

destruction of the Assyrians ; and also to present prophecies,

whose fulfilment will one day evince the omniscience and omni

potence of Jehovah . - In c. 42: 9 and 48: 5, 6 , Isaiah appeals

to former prophecies, which are already fulfilled, and the ac

complishment of which affords a pledge to the people, for the

fulfilment of the predictions respecting the return from captivi
ty, which he now imparts to them . Let it then be here as

sumed, that the prophet, in appealing to prophecies already ful

filled, has also appealed to those which had reference to the

carrying away into exile ; this he might well do, when we con

sider that he iakes his station , as to time, not in the real present,

but in thefuture, which becomes to him as the present. In
c . 39 Isaiah had foretold the Babylonish exile. When now in

spirit he transports himself into those times, and directs his lan

guage to the people already in exile, he looks on that as already

fulfilled, andcan appeal to it as such, which in the reality was

indeed yet unfulfilled ; but which, when fulfilled , would afford to

the people in their exile a pledge for the accomplishment of

those other prophecies, which had reference to still future

events .

V. “ What the prophet says of the present, is correct, and is

carried out into minute details. What he says of the future is

ideal , the expression of joyful and excited hopes, to which the

reality by no means corresponded. Were thework really from

Isaiah , it must have been written with the divine cooperation.
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of the pro

Then however the writer must have known the future as it

would be. But what a contrast between the condition of the

miserable colony under Ezra and Nehemiah , and the prophet's

splendid descriptions of approaching prosperity ?"

In the first place it is not correct, that in that part

phecy which refers to the condition of the people in the Baby

lonish exile, there occurs any thing (the mention of the name

of Cyrus excepted , of which hereafter) so specific as to shew ,

that the prophet had any more correct knowledge of that period,

than he had of later times . The mention of the name of Cyrus

is at least counterbalanced by the passage c. 44 : 27. Gesenius

himself ( p . 88) finds in this passage, a distinct allusion to the

laying dry of the bed of the Euphrates near Babylon, in the exe

cution of the well known stratagem of Cyrus.* He must there

ſore here admit a prediction, which cannot be explained on any

natural grounds ; since he himself places the composition of the

second part before the taking of Babylon by Cyrus. It is not to

be mistaken nor denied, that the author of the greater and high

er deliverance , the great Servant of God, the Messiah, is still

more definitely and clearly described , than the author of the

first deliverance, Cyrus ; and every impartial mind must also

acknowledge that the prophecies of the second part, which have

personal reference to the Messiah, are in no sense whatever

mere ideal descriptions, but have found an accomplishment even

to the minutest circumstances.— The objection, that whatever

relates to the times after the exile, remained for the most part

unfulfilled, is certainly applicable to those who, like Jahn and

others, seek for the full accomplishment of all the promised

prosperity in the times immediately after the exile. Gesenius is

right when he observes, that it would be a very arbitrary mode

of proceeding, to attempt to exhibit the whole contents of these

prophecies asfulfilled during that period. So soon however as

we assume two distinct objects of promise in the prophet's vis

ion , not always clearly defined, and often represented under the

same figures, viz . the return from the Babylonish exile, and the

bliss of the Messiah's reign ; this objection loses all its signifi

cancy. There is then nothing more to be said of ideal descrip

tions and excited hopes ; but we await from God , with right, the

ſulfilment of the yet unaccomplished part of these prophecies,

without however overlooking their figurative character ; we

* Herodot. I. 185, 190. Xenoph. Cyrop. VII.
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await this fulfilment from that God, who has manifested the di

vine origin of these prophecies by the accomplishment of a great

portion of them , and has confirmed it by the entirely corres

ponding prophecies of the New Testament respecting the later

ages. At least , opposing critics should hesitate to employ this ar

gument, until time shall haveshewn the nonfulfilment of the pro

phecies. Adhuc sub judice lis est . That, moreover, these pro

phecies are forthe most part with perfect right referred to the

times of the Messiah, is shewn by a comparison of themwith

other passages, which the opponents themselves interpret of the

Messiah ; e . g . with c . 9 and c . 11. As the promise of delive

rance from the Assyrians is there followed by a prospect of the

Messiah's reign, so here the same prospect is subjoined to the

annunciation of deliverance from the Babylonians. The pro

phet describes the scene presented to him in vision, without re

gard to the determination of times and seasons . That the times

of the Messiah would immediately succeed those of the Baby

lonish exile, is no more said here, than it is there said that the

corporeal deliverance from the Assyrians would be immediately

connected with the promised spiritual deliverance.

VI. “ It may be assumed with certainty, that the oracles thus

ascribed to Isaiah were not yet extant in the time of Jeremiah.

Otherwise this latter prophet, who suffered such mistreatment in
consequence of his prediction of the exile , would without doubt

have appealed to such a predecessor."

This argumentum a silentio, which in and for itself proves

nothing, would, if it proved any thing, prove too much . It would

prove, namely, that the first part also of Isaiah was not yet ex
tant in the time of Jeremiah ; indeed , it would even prove that

all those prophetic writings, which refer at all to the carrying
away into exile, ' were not yet in existence ; since Jeremiah

speaks only of a deportationin general, and not definitely of the

carrying away into the Babylonish exile . In fact, Jeremiah

could with much greater propriety have appealed to the prophe

cies respecting the exile contained in the first part, namely to

c . 5, and to the most definite of all in c . 39 , than to those now

in question in the second part, where the carrying away into ex

ile is no longer announced, but presupposed ; and which too

are far more occupied with joyful hopes than with threats. And

it was on account of these latter only, that Jeremiah (c . 26)

was assailed , and defended by his friends through an appeal

to the similar prophecy in Micah 3 : 12. It might be assert
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ed with the same right, that at that time the still more defi

nite prediction in Mic. 4 : 10 was not yet extant; because

otherwise the friends of Jeremiah would not have omitted an

appeal to it. That Jeremiah or his defenders appealed on

other occasions to the prophecies of Isaiah , who indeed can

assert, but who also will undertake to deny ? We shall see

however further on , that Jeremiah's acquaintance with the sec

ond part of Isaiah cannot be the subject of doubt ; inasmuch

as he has both used and imitated it.

VII . “ Although the style ofthe writer is in generalpure, still

he exhibits several traces of Chaldee and later idiom .'

In reply to this, we may urge the following considerations.

The proof drawn from supposed later words and phrases is of

very doubtful authority. We have too few written monuments

of the Hebrew literature , to enable us to distinguish and limit

exactly the stock of words, which belongedto each several age.

If a word first occurs in later writers, still this is no proof at

all , that it was not also earlier in use. It is of more weight,

when forms of words occur, which seem to belong to a later

Chaldaizing dialect. But even in this case, there must also

be other and stronger grounds present, in order to afford suffi

cient proof of later composition . We know too little when the

Chaldee began to have an influence upon the Hebrew, to be

able to determine, whether a single Chaldee form might not, be

fore this or that time, have found its way into the Hebrew.

The chief influence of the Chaldee took place, it is true, in

the period not long before the exile. But since the two na
tions had already stood in connexion with each other at a far

earlier period , it was certainly possible for single Chaldee forms,

to have passed over in earlier ages into the Hebrew language.
But how difficult it is to give even the appearance of force

to this argument, is shown by the fact, that most of the oppos

ers of the authenticity of the second part, have entirely passed

it by. Paulus asserts that the language in these chapters is, at

least, as pure as in those of Isaiah himself. Bertholdt candidly

admits (Einl. p. 1363 sq . ) that not a single trace of later idiom

is to be found in these chapters. Eichhorn also has adduced

no examples of later idiom . Gesenius, aware how strongly it

would speak for the genuineness of the second part, if, in respect

to the siyle, it should appear to belong to the first age of the

language ; and althoughhe admits that not much of a later char

acter is to be found ; has nevertheless brought forward some few
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things, which he supposes to arise from the later idiom . Among

the examples cited, however, there is scarcely one, which can

be proved to have belonged to the later usage.

First of all, we must abstract from these examples all those

which the second part has in common with other writings, the

age of which has indeed been attacked by modern critics ; but

on grounds so little satisfactory, that they themselves must re

gard it as a reasonable requisition , that for the present at least

the supposed later idiom of these books, shall notbe brought for

ward as a proof of later idiom in other books. If thenwe ab

stract that which the second part of Isaiah has in common with

such writings, and especially with the book of Job, a very im

portant part of the examples quoted immediately falls away.

The remainder we will consider separately .

The verb 7an, 47 : 13, is said to have its prevailing Chaldee

signification, surgere, i. q. cap . But this signification is here

arbitrarily assumed ; for in v . 13 the verb 72y can have no

other meaning than that which it has in the same connexion

in v . 12, where Gesenius himself renders it not by auftreten,

stand
ир, but by beharren , stand firm , persevere ; just as he also

translates it by stand in the parallel passage 44 : 11. In all

these passages the appropriate signification isStand halten , i. e .

stand fast, be constant ; in which meaning the verb also occurs

Amos2: 15. — A second Chaldaism is found in the meaning of

, : But first, it is probable that the mean

ing here assigned to this verb , viz . to try, prove, did not be

long to the Aramaean alone, but also to the Hebrew, since the

verb occurs in the same signification in Job ; and secondly, it is

quite uncertain , whether the verb in this place actually has this

signification. The best interpreters, with the exception ofGe

senius, retain the usual meaning. The verb an occurs so

frequently in these chapters in the sense to choose, that it must

be regarded as very improbable, that the prophet should have

used it, in this single instance, in a different signification . The

sense : “ I chose thee in the furnace of affliction,' i . e . I loved

thee even while I suspended refining punishments over thee, is

entirely appropriate to the parallelism . - It is said also to be a

later idiom, when in 54: 15 the particle 70 signifies if, instead of

the earlier meaning lo ! But this particle occurs in this sense at

least four times in the Pentateuch, e . g. Lev. 13: 56 ; comp.

Gesenius sub voce. Only the more frequent use of it can

belong peculiarly to the later age ; but in Isaiah it occurs in

theרַחָּב,10:48. verb
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this sense only in the single passage above cited ; and not even

there with certainty . — The expression ' nations and tongues,'

66 : 18 , is said to be wholly Chaldaic. But tongue already

stands for language in Gen. 10 : 5 , and in other places ; and

how, in this very natural connexion of the two words, which in

Isaiah occurs only once and has nothing at all of a fixed charac

ter, there can be any thing Chaldaic, it would be difficult to

comprehend. In the passages of Daniel , to which Gesenius refers

(3 : 4 . 7 : 14) , the two words here in question, bria and nianza

do not even occur in connexion, but the three words xizmas,

, , :

the meaning very, exceedingly, i. q. the Chaldee gon . But

Gesenius himself on this passage acknowledges, that this is not

a necessary sense, and that the word may be taken as a

noun in the sense of abundance. So also Rosenmueller : 777 ;

est nepuogóv, quod abundat. Should however any one prefer to

taken as an adverbial accusative in the sense abundantly,

still there could be no question of Chaldaism ; since the phrase

in sy occurs in the same meaning Ps. 31 : 24, where howev

er the use of the preposition makes no difference .-- In c . 61 :

10 the verb 7.72 , which elsewhere means to be or become a

priest, is said to assume the Syriac signification to make rich ,

splendid. But there is certainly no sufficient ground for attrib

uting to the verb 7.72 , which in all other places is a denomina

tive from zo's , priest, a different signification in this single in

stance. Kimchi and Jarchi,* after the example of the Chaldee

;
manner : 'As the bridegroom makes priestly his turban ,' i. e. puts

on a turban of priestly splendor; and Gesenius brings forward

nothing against this mode of explanation. Or even if one pre

fers to assume the meaning proposed by Gesenius, still, accord

ing to the general remarks above (p. 714 ), he does not need to

admit here a Chaldaism. -The confounding of mix with na

which occurs in two passages , is said never to take place in the

earlier prophets. It is however sufficient, if it occurs in any ear

lier writers ; and it is so found in Gen. 34 : 2. Josh . 14 : 12,

and in other places ; see Gesen . sub voce. Here also at the

most, it is the more frequent occurrence only that can be consid

ered as belonging to the later idiom ; and it is not necessary to

assume, with Jahn, a mistake in writing ; which however might

* In Rosenmueller's Scholia in loc .
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SO

precededby.םֵסְמְרָא. the fut

very easily arise, where the difference is so purely orthographi

cal .-Examples of the position of the verb after the object, as

in c . 42 : 24. 49: 6, which is assumed as Chaldaic, are also

found in no less number in earlier books ; comp. Ewald's Gram

matik p. 635. — The verb p in the meaning to preach, an

nounce, c. 42 : 2 , does not belong to the later idiom . It is found

in the same sense Joel 4 : 9, oriaa net ne?? , proclaim ye this

among the Gentiles ; and also Lev. 25 : 10 :—The noun xin

the sense of military service, besides in the book of Job, is found

also several times in Numbers, e. g. 1 : 3. — The use of I as a

relative in the single passage c. 56 :3, isnot exclusively peculiar

to the later idiom , but occurs also in Josh . 10: 24. Judg. 13 : 8 .

1 Sam. 9 : 24. - There is then only one solitary form of a word,

viz . En for me? 63 : 4 , which can probably with justice

be regarded as Aramaean, and which Jahn supposes to be an

error of the transcribers for the fut. 7 , inasmuch as it is

. .

But taking it for granted, that even a few other traces of

Syriac and Chaldaic idiom could be detected by an attentive

observer ; what would this prove ? The Aramaean was already

so generally known, that the officers of king Hezekiah (Is. 36 :

11 ) could propose to carry on a conversation in the Syriac lan

guage. Bertholdt therefore is so reasonable as to admit, that

Isajah in the delivery of his prophecies might well intermingle

occasionally an Aramaean word or form . He says (Einl. p .

1374) : “ Thus much must be conceded, that in the times of

Ahaz, Hezekiah, and Manasseh, the condition of things was

such, that any writer, unless he directed his attention particular

ly to this point, might easily lose something of the purity of his

Hebrew mode of expression."

The preceding argument therefore is destitute of all force ;

first, because the examples cited partly rest upon false inter

pretation, and partly, with a single exception , do not belong ex

clusively to the later idiom ; and secondly , because single in

stancesof Chaldaism were already characteristic of theage in

which Isaiah lived .

VIII. “ The style, the circle of words, and the phraseology

in these chapters, have much that is peculiar, with which the

genuine Isaiah is unacquainted.”

Here again it has been thought that much was proved, when

a few words and phrases were adduced which seem to be pecu

liar to the second part. But in this way it is a matter of per

No. IV. 91
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fect ease, to prove the spuriousness of any part of any writing .

Who would demand of an author, that he should every where

employ the same words and phrases ? Indeed, what writer of

any intelligence would always repeat his former expressions, and

never intermingle new ones ? especially, when his earlier and

later productions are separated by so long an interval, as may

be assumed in the case of Isaiah ; and when also the change of

subject almost necessarily brings with it the use of new words

and phrases. This argument may with the same right be in

verted . If in any suspected portion of a writer , we should

find only the same circle of words and phrases that appear in

other genuine and acknowledged parts, it might be said with

justice, that this very uniformity only indicates an anxious and

slavish imitator ; who, in order to pass off his production as

that of the author in question , and to hide the want of internal

coincidence, has been cautious to produce an exact external

correspondence.

Among the examples adduced, we will here touch only upon

those, which have some appearance of plausibility. The first is

the appellation -71.7 79 , servant of Jehovah. In the mere

occurrence of this appellation, in and for itself, there is surely

nothing to scrutinize. It not only occurs frequently in the other

books of the Old Testament ; but also in the first part of Isaiah ,

e . g . 20: 3 as an appellation of the prophet himself, and 22: 20

as applied to another pious Israelite appointed to office under

the theocracy. But the occurrence of this appellation would

indeed be of weight, if it were really applied (as Gesenius

supposes) to designate the whole body of the prophets taken col

lectively. This however, as we shall see on c . 53, is an as

sumption which rests on no sufficient grounds.-- The word by

in the signification distant lands, is also found in the first part c .

24 : 15 . That however in the passages of the second partwhere

it occurs, the prophet had not always floating before his imagi

nation the indistinct and to the Hebrews immeasurable west,

and consequently that here also he has not always employed

in a sense absolutely indefinite-is remarked by Gesenius

himself, s. v.

Another peculiarity of the second part is said to lie in the

use of the nouns P7 and 7777 , in the sense of prosperity,

help, deliverance, triumph, i. q. you and how ? But Gese

nius himself takes back in part this assertion, when he doubts

( II . p . 136 ) whether pry is any where thus employed without
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some reference to the fundamental idea of the word , and

whether therefore it could stand for the prosperity and tri

umph of the wicked . A careful comparison of the passages

cited by Gesenius also shews , that in them all, the ordinary

meaning righteousness, justice, combined sometimes with the

accessory idea (so common in the Hebrew mode of conception)

of the consequences of righteousness, is fully sufficient ; and ac

cordingly the earlier interpreters have every where retained it .

In c . 41 : 2 , the words 1377 1.7977 : P7¥ are to be translated :

“righteousness comes to meet him at his foot," i . e . wherever

he goes . The sense is, righteousness will be bis inseparable

companion ;' the figurebeing taken from a faithful servant, who

does not wait to be called , but voluntarily presents himself for

service. In v. 10 the words " P.7* 727213 are not to be render

ed my victorious right hand, but rather my righteous right hand.

The righteous right hand of Jehovah , is that with which he exe

cutes his righteous purposes, and with which he here rescues

the Jews from their unrighteous oppressors. — Neither in c. 45: 8

are we compelled to forsake the usual signification ; where the

sense is , that through the blessing of Jehovah, righteousness

and prosperity will be diffused over the earth .' This is repre

sented , as if the heavens would send down righteousness like a

refreshing rain or dewafter long drought, and asif the earth

thus fertilized would bring forth a rich harvest of righteousness

and prosperity. Comp. Ps. 85 : 11 , 12 and Ps. 72: 3, where

righteousness and prosperity are connected in the sameman
ner .* For c. 45: 13, compare on c . 42 : 6. - In c . 46 : 13 the

righteousness of Jehovah is his fidelity in the fulfilment of his

promises and of the obligations into which he has entered .-- In

c. 48: 18 it is only necessary to connect with the principal idea

of righteousness , the accessory idea of its consequences; which

in a certain sense are identical with it , since righteousness itself

is happiness. In c . 51 : 5 righteousness is parallel with delive

rance (ww.) ; it is the righteousness which will be imparted from

above to Gentile nations, in which and in its consequences

their salvation will consist.—On c. 54 : 17 Rosenmueller justly

remarks : 0727% , h. e. quod iis ex sententia justi judicis debe

tur. In c . 56: 1 the righteousness of God is again his fidelity

in the fulfilment of his promises. — The phrase 777 DPR,

58 : 2 , does not mean ordinances of deliverance, but ordinances

1

1

* See Rosenmueller in loc.
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of divine justice.-- In c. 62 : 1 , 2 also, we shall not find occasion

to forsake the meaning righteousness, if we call to mind, that to

draw a conclusion of guilt from suffering, and of innocence from

prosperity, was at that time the prevailing custom ; and conse

quently , in the deliverance and prosperity of the people, lay at

the same time their justification in the eyes of their enemies.

All the remaining examples—which however are far less im

portant than those we have now examined - are correctly and

fundamentally refuted by Moeller in his work above referred to,

p . 188 sq. Several phrases which often recur, the frequent

doubling of the words, the custom of subjoining to the name

of Jehovah a greater or less number of predicates, -- all these

are only results of the general features of the mode of rep

resentation in the second part , marked as it is by a character of

diffuseness and repetition, which is easily and satisfactorily to be

accounted for. All these peculiarities therefore do not re

quire to be examined and justified in detail.

IX. “ The style is here throughout light, flowing, clear ; has

however a tendency to diffuseness and repetition ; while, on the

contrary, the style of the genuine Isaiah seems far more concise

and energetic , full of implied thought and imagery, but also

barsher and more incorrect. "

This difference of style, which however is not so great as is

represented by the opposers of the genuineness of the second

part, we have already conceded above ; but, at the same time,

have also specified the chief cause which occasioned this dif

ference. Other less important causes were, the difference of

the subject and of the emotions of the prophet. Where the

prophet reproves and admonishes the present age, his mode of

representation must be different from that with which he would

address the future with consolations and promises. But wherev

er the subject is the same, there we find a striking coincidence

of representation between the first and second parts. So espe

cially in the descriptions of the times of the Messiah, where

even the minutest circumstances correspond to each other. Thus

e . g . in 65 : 25 as well as in 11 : 6, the circumstance is rendered

prominent, that the wolf and the lamb shall feed together. The

tone of punishment and threatening, which is peculiarly charac

teristic of the acknowledged pieces of Isaiah, recurs also in c .

56 : 9-57: 12. 58 : 1-7 . 59 : 1-8. 65 : 11-14.

X. “ But if all other grounds of objection should signify

nothing, still the mere mention of the name of Cyrus, c. 44:
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28. 45: 1 , is a sufficient proof of spuriousness. The prophets

are accustomed to describe the persons, whose future appear

ance they announce, by their qualities and characters ; but
never do they name their names.”

We present in answer to this objection the following conside

rations. The name Cyrus is, with the greatest probability, an

appellative, which was employed as the title of the Persian

kings; just as Pharaoh was the title ofthe kings of Egypt, and

Abimelech, of the Philistine kings. In Greek writers * this pame

is every where explained by the sun, and this correctly ; since

even to the present day the word jgs in Persian signifies the

sun.t According to the accounts of Strabo, Agradatus, and

according to Schickhard, Cyrus before his accession to the

throne was called also by the surname as was also a

later Persian monarch Bahram . When therefore Isaiah here

predicts deliverance through Koresh,the prophecy is in no re

spect more definite than those of the first part, (c . 13, 14, 21 ,)

in which he foretels the destruction of the Babylonish mon

archy by the Medes and Persians. That Cyrus afterwards

usually bore this appellation , so that his own proper name was

wholly superseded by it, took place in consequence of his great

actions ; he was called xar' toyńv " the great king . ' Through

the special guidance of divine Providence, Isaiah wasled to
employ this name; which he might have learned from Persian

merchants, or , according to Hensler, from Medes who served

in Sennacherib's army.s

Against these considerations the opponents have no solid ar

gument to produce. But even if we grant, that the name Ko

reshwas really a proper name, and that there could be no other

prophecyadduced in which a later personwas mentioned_by

name, still even this would afford no proof of spuriousness . For

who will prescribe to Jehovah the rule which he shall follow in

his revelations ? who will say that he shall never do that, which

1

* Ctesias. Plutarch in Artaxerxe 1 .

+ Comp. Gesenius s. voce . Von Bohlen Symbol . ad Interp. Sac.

Cod . ex Lingua Persica p. 20. Reland de vet. Lingua Persar.

p. 166 sq.

$ Tarich p. 123. See Gesenius, 1. c .

ŞHensler's Jesaias pp. 247, 363. Jahn's Archaeol. II . 2. p. 286.
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ordinarily he does not do ? Just as he ordinarily revealed the

future to the prophets without any determination of the time, but

in occasional instances pointed out definitely the number of

years which should pass away between the prophecy and its

fulfilment; so might he also in a single instance reveal the pame

of a future person, who was to have an important influence upon

the destinies of his kingdom . The mere mention of a future

name surely does not pass more widely beyond the bounds of

nature , than does the previous annunciation of any historical cir

cumstance whatever, as in c . 44 : 27.

But further, the assertion of the opponents, that not a single

analogous case can be produced , is by no means correct. We

have the same case in i K. 13: 2. There a prophet foretels to

Jeroboam , who had built an idolatrous altar, that a son shall be

born to the house of David , who will bear the name of Josiah ,

and he will offer upon the altar the priests of the high places,

who burn incense thereon . If then the name of Josiah is there

mentioned more than 300 years before his existence, how can it

surprise us to find here the name of Cyrus about 150 years be

fore his appearance ? Should however the opposers here under

take to say , that the name of Josiah in the book of Kings is

the mere gloss of a later interpolator, the assertion would be

wholly an arbitrary one . In this way no proof whatever could be

brought against them . But then also they must give up their

appeal here to the name of Cyrus. For what could they have

to object, if we were to assert, that the name of Cyrus in both

these passages is also the gloss of a later interpolator ? And al

though we are very far from doing this, still there would be in it

nothing more arbitrary, than in the course which they thus take

in regard to the book of Kings, or in that by which, as we shall

presently see, they declare all the characteristic peculiarities

which the second part has in common with the first, to be the
work of a later assimilating hand.

These are all the grounds brought forward by the most re

cent and able opposers of the authenticity of the second part of

Isaiah. They are here conscientiously quoted in the very words

of their authors ; and the weakness of them is not to be com

pensated by the confidence, with which the spuriousness of the

work in question is asserted .

We now pass to the exhibition of the positive grounds, by

which the authenticity of the second part may be maintained .
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I. It is a principle of higher criticism, that both whole works

and the single parts of the same, must be regarded as the pro

duction of the author to whom they are attributed, so long as it

is not shewn by internal and external grounds, that he could not

have been the author. That this has not been done in the
pres

ent case, we have already shewn ; while the second part is fully

attributed to Isaiah by the circumstance, that it is found in the

collection to which his name is prefixed . That Isaiah was uni

formly acknowledged in the Jewish synagogue as the author,

may be shewn by unimpeachable witnesses. The most ancient

is that of Siracides, c . 48: 22 sq. " Isaiah the great prophet,' it

is there said , “ filled with the Spirit, looked forward into the re

motest future, and comforted the mourners in Zion . This can

refer only to the second part ; as Gesenius himself concedes.*

In the New Testament Isaiah is always named as the author,

whenever a passage from the second part is cited . It may in

deed be said, that the writers of the New Testament have only

followed the prevailing modes of citation , without thereby ex

pressing any opinion as to the authenticity. But passages like

Rom . 10: 20 shew , that they regarded Isaiah as the real author

of the second part. Josephus and Philo also acknowledge

Isaiah as the author of the whole collection .

II . The fact assumed in regard to Isaiah, when it is asserted

that a number of heterogenous portions are intermingled with

his genuine writings, is without any demonstrable analogy in
the Hebrew literature . An appeal is made to the book of

Canticles ; but the view of thosewho find in this book a series

of poems of different authors, is in recent times almost wholly

abandoned, and the oneness of the author acknowledged . An

appeal is made to the Proverbs ; but here also the supposition,

that Solomon is only a collective appellation is unfounded. In

the prophetical literature, the attempt has not even been made,

to show any thing analogous. It is acknowledged, that all the

pieces in the collections under the names of Jeremiah and Eze

kiel , belong to them as the authors : and in the minor prophets

also there is no similar appearance, except thatsomecritics, on
very feeble grounds, have assailed the latter half of Zechariah.

It is true that this absence of any analogy can itself decide

nothing ; the case of Isaiah might still be the only instance of

the kind . But nevertheless this want of analogy serves at least

* Th. I. p . 37.
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to shew us, how strong the grounds must be, which shall com

pel us to yield assent to theassertion of our opponents.

Besides these considerations, the opponents are also pressed

by the difficulty of pointing out any object, which the compiler

could have had in such a proceeding . In one point all these

critics are united, viz. that the compiler was aware that these

pieces were not from Isaiah . This indeed they are compelled

to admit ; for their assumed compiler and the author of the

second part must have been contemporary. According to Eich

horn , the genuine pieces of Isaiah did not fill out a roll. But

who tells us, that large rolls only were employed ? And if any

one had wished thus to connect anything with Isaiah, why

should he not have distinguished it from the genuine writings of

Isaiah by a space and superscription, just as the minor pro

phets are distinguished, although they constitute but one collec

tion ? To this it cannot be objected, that the name of the pro

phet could not be given , because it was not known ; for the

name of so distinguished a prophet could not be unknown to

the compiler, especially as the race of prophets had then become

almost extinct.--Others, as Doederlein, assume that the author

of the second part also bore the name of Isaiah ; and that thus

his prophecies came to be received among those of the elder

Isaiah . But that a second Isaiah, son of Amoz, lived during

the time of the exile, is a supposition drawn merely from the air,

confirmed by no historical testimony whatever, and would indeed

be a most remarkable coincidence. But even admitting the

supposition to be true, still the coincidence of the name could

have afforded no ground for the compiler, to join together the

productions of both without the slightest remark . - Others speak

here of a pia fraus of the compiler; he is said to have had

the purpose of procuring for the prophecies of a contemporary

a greater authority, by causing them to be attributed to İsaiah.

But a pia fraus of this nature could not have remained unde

tected ; if the writer lived in the time of the Babylonish exile,

he could not, in his preeminence, but have been as well known to

thosewhom the compiler thus wished to deceive, as to the com

piler himself.--Another class suppose, that the threatening pro

phecy in c . 39, was the occasion of subjoining the consolatory

predictions contained in the second part . But,on the one hand,

such a strange proceeding of the compiler can be supported by

no analogous example ; and on the other, no reason can be as

signed , why this second part of Isaiah might not then just as
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well have been interpolated in some other collection of prophet

ic writings, since several other prophets had also foretold the

Babylonish exile ; why, especially, it might not have been ap

pended to Micah or to Jeremiah, both of whom speak of the

exile with the utmost definiteness.- Gesenius, aware of the diffi

culties of all these suppositions, regards the whole as the work

of chance. This however is only an admission, that the fact

itself is inexplicable . As a possibility Gesenius asserts, that the

mere connexion of this anonymous oracle with those of Isaiah

in one roll, might have been ground enough for a later possessor

of this roll, to ascribe to Isaiah all that was contained in it .

But the very point in question is, how the compiler came to join

them both together in one roll.

III. There are in the second part of Isaiah many peculiari

ties of style, which it has in common with the first part, but

which are very seldom , or not at all , found in the other books

of the Old Testament. Of these both Jahn and Moeller have

made a diligent collection .* We cite here only two examples.

, ? ,
Holy One of Israel, which occurs throughout the whole book,

and just as often in the second part, as the first. This name

is found elsewhere only five times in the whole of the Old Tes

tament, viz. Ps. 71 : 22. 78 : 41. 89 : 19. Jer. 50: 29. 51 : 5 .

In both these last passages, moreover, it doesnot strictly even
belong to Jeremiah, but to Isaiah, whom Jeremiah has in these

chapters imitated . How entirely the use of this name was pe

culiar to Isaiah, is also apparent from the fact, that it is also

found in 2 K. 19: 22 in the address of Isaiah ; while it occurs

no where else in the books of Kings. The second peculiar

idiom , which was first pointed out by Gesenius himself , is, that

in the second part, as well as in the first, the verbto be named

or called is very frequently employed instead of to be. These

idioms have occasioned great difficulty to the opponents. They

admit of themselves, that these idioms cannot possibly be acci

* Jahn l . c. p . 460 sq. Moeller p. 59 sq .

† E. g. Is. 1 : 26. 4: 3. 9: 5. 19: 18. 30: 7. 35: 8. 44 : 5. 47:

1 , 4, 5. 48: 8. 56 : 7. 58 : 12. 60: 14, 18. 61 : 3, 6. 82: 2 , 4, 12.

63: 16. These are all the examples specified by Gesenius, Comm .

Th. III . p . 29. Ed.

No. IV . 92
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dental.* The solution which they adopt is a violentone. They

affirm , that these idioms have arisen from an assimilating hand,

which was also active in the general shaping of the whole. But

this assertion is wholly arbitrary. There can then, in general,

no question whatever of higher criticism be decided, on the

grounds of style and language ; for the same liberties which the

opposers of the genuineness of any piecepermit to themselves,

they must also permit to its defenders. It is a supposition en

tirely unnatural and at variance with the spirit of that period ,

even as the opponents themselves represent it, that the com

piler, or whoever else it might be , should have set bimself down

and collected single words and phrases out of the first part,

and then have substituted them for others in the second part .

What object could be have had in this ? It was only by accident ,

as the opponents themselves affirm , that the second part was

joined to the first. Consequently , he could not have had the

purpose, to enable himself thereby to pass off the second part

with greater plausibility as the work of Isaiah . And even if he

did entertairthis purpose, he could not, from the character of

the readers of that age, expect to accomplish bis object. For

who at that period had a taste for the critical comparison of va

rious idioms, in the manner that it is now practised ?

IV . Against the opinion , that the second part of Isaiah was

composed during the exile, an argument by no means to be con

temned is furnished by its style. During the Babylonish exile ,

the influence of the Aramaean language upon the Hebrew,

which had already existed in some degree, naturally became

very important. Even before the end of the exile, the Hebrew

began to be a learned language. A Chaldee element quite

important is already contained in the writings of Jeremiah, who

lived before the exile and at the commencement of it, not at

Babylon but at Jerusalem ; and one still more important is found

in those of Ezekiel, who passed his life in exile. But in the

style of the so called Pseudo - Isaiah, we ought to expect a far

greater measure of Chaldaic influence. According to the de

termination of opposing critics, he must have prophesied at Ba

bylon towards the last year of the seventy years captivity . Of

course he was never in Judea ; he had lived from bis youth up

ward among a foreign people. We find in him , however, a dic

Compare De Wette Einl. p. 231. Gesenius Einleitung zu

dem zweyten Theil , p . 29.
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tion, which, according to the admission of the opponents them

selves, is parallel in purity and beauty to the productionsof the

most flourishing periods of the Hebrew literature . That the

Pseudo - Isaiah had retained the purity of his language, cannot

with propriety be affirmed, with our opponents ; for what he

never possessed , could not well be retained ; and that he had

formed his style after the model of more ancient writings, cannot

well suffice for the explanation of the fact in question . It does

not seem possible, in times so unfavourable for learned studies,

to avoid so entirely the influence of surrounding persons and

objects, that this influence should no where become visible in a

work of such extent. When an appeal is made to a similar

case in the book of Job, the later age of this oldest among all

the productions of Hebrew literature is unjustly presupposed.

When again it is affirmed, that many Psalms, written in a style

either wholly or at least tolerably pure, belong to the times of

the Babylonish exile, it is still the case that most of those also

are arbitrarily assigned to this period. Those Psalms which

really belong to this period prove nothing ; since in a poem con

sisting of only a few verses, many Chaldaisms cannot of course

occur. Nor can an appeal be made to the books of Kings; for

in them , on the one hand , there are found not a few Chalda

isms ; and on the other, in the composition of them , older con

temporary documents were literally transcribed .

V. The first and second parts have also , in other respects,

many peculiarities in common. Both delight in appending

hymns of thanksgiving to the prophecies. Examples of this

kind are found indeed in other prophets; but still by no means

so frequent in proportion. In both parts visions and symboli

cal actions occur only seldom . The first part contains only one

vision , c . 6 ; the second also only one, c. 63. Both have the

same simplicity and artlessness, and not the overloaded manner

which prevailed among later writers. - Of symbolical actions

there are only two in the first part, c . 8 and 20 ; and in the

second part only one, c . 62 : 6 ,where the prophet declares that

he will set watchmen, who shall pray upon the walls of Jerusa

lem ; which may strictly be regarded rather as a figure, than as

a symbolical action. This peculiarity, as being common to both

parts, is in itself very striking ; but it speaks so much the more

for the authenticity of the second part, because if the time of its

composition be assumed during the exile, we should naturally
expect many visions and symbolical actions. At least these
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are very prominent inthelater prophets, as in Jeremiah, Eze

kiel , Zechariah, and Daniel . On the other hand , it is indeed

brought as an argument, that the prophets Haggai and Malachi,

who also lived at a late period , have no visions nor symbol

ical actions . But this is by no means demonstrative evidence ;

since the prophecies still extant of the former consist of only

two chapters, and those of the latter of only four. – Finally,

there occur in the second part , throughout, the same imagery,

the same thoughts, the same historical illustrations, which are

also peculiar to the first part . Single examples by themselves

cannot, of course, here be considered as demonstrative ; but as

suredly the collected examples, as exhibited by Jahn, Beckhaus,

and especially by Moeller ( p. 71 sq . ) cannot but serve to

strengthen in an important degree the unprejudiced mind, in the

conviction already gained from other sources, of the authenti

city of the work in question .

VI. If the author of the second part lived towards the end

of the Babylonish exile , it is matter of surprise that we find in

him so few particular allusions to this period, and that so much

is not at all touched upon, which, it would seem , he must ne

cessarily have taken notice of. Even in regard to Cyrus, how

enigmatically is all expressed ! Without the actual fulfilment, it

would be impossible to obtain a clear view , who this Cyrus

should be, and in what manner he would act for the delive

rance of the Jewish people. And if the prophet really prophe

sied at the time, (as is said ,) when the Medes and Persians were

already on their march against Babylon, what could have induc

ed him to pass over in silence the names of these nations, which

had already been mentioned by Jeremiah, c . 51: 11 , 28 ?

VII . On the other hand, there are a multitude of allusions,

which do not suit at all the situation of things towards the close

of the Babylonish exile , but necessarily presuppose the age of

Isaiah , or at least the period before the exile . If Isaiah was the

writer, these passages are of easy explanation. He had indeed

transported himself in spirit into the time of the exile , and this

had become to him in place of the present . But still it would

be to us cause of suspicion, if the real present did not some

times assert its claims , and draw the view of the prophet upon

itself. Such is also actually the fact. The prophet often turns

away from the scenes of vision, and casts his view upon the re

lations of his own time . Now he has before his eyes the situa

tion of the unhappy people in exile ; and again, the Jewish
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state, as still existing in his time, but internally torn in pieces by

idolatry and rebellion. These apparent inconsistencies can be

explained in no other way, than on the supposition that Isaiah

was the author. We must here go more into detail .

For the most part, Jerusalem appears to the prophet as al

ready destroyed, as also the other cities of the land , the land

itself as laid waste. But on the other hand, in c . 40 : 9 it is

said : “ Zion, ascend upon a lofty mountain ; say to the cities of

Judah , Behold your God ! ” and c . 41 : 27 it is also said : “ I

am the first who saith to Zion, Behold it is there ; and give to

Jerusalem messengers of joy . ” Here Jerusalem and the cities

of Judah are spoken of, as being not yet destroyed . Gesenius,

in order to avoid the force of this argument, prefers to under

stand these passages of the former inhabitants of Jerusalem

and the cities of Judah . * But granting that Zion could stand

for the Zionites in exile , still it is difficult to comprehend, how

Zion could speak to the cities of Judah, when these had been

now a long time destroyed ; while , on the contrary, it is easy

to conceive, if Isaiah was the author, how he could fall back

out of the situation into which he had in spirit transported him

self. But even the first supposition , that Zion may stand for

the Zionites in captivity, is not susceptible of proof, and by no

means follows from the passages, Jer. 51: 10. Zech. 2: 10,

cited by Gesenius. For c. 51 of Jeremiah was composed in the

fourth year of Zedekiah, when Jerusalem was not yet wholly

destroyed; t while the prophecies of Zechariah were first writ

ten after the rebuilding of the city.

In c . 43: 22 sqq. Jehovah declares thathe will have compas

sion on his people, although by their conduct they have not de

served his help. He reproaches them , namely, with the fact,

that they have failed to yield him that internal service required

by the law, and to honour him with real holiness ; yea,

have discontinued even their external homage by sacrifices.

“ Thou hast not brought me the lambs of thy burnt-offerings;

thou hast not honoured me with sacrifices, etc. But how

could Jehovah reproach the people in exile with the omission

of a service , which, according to his own laws, they could per

form only in their own country, and in the temple consecrated

to him, but then destroyed ?

* Comm . Th. III.
p.

31 .

+ Compare Bertholdt Einl . IV . p . 1432.
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In c . 48: 6—8 the prophet affirms, that the fall of Babylon

and the deliverance of Israel had not been foretold by any pro

phet before him . In c . 41 : 26 also, he appeals to the fact, that

he is the first to prophesy these events, of which no one else

had had a foreboding . How could this be said by a prophet,

who livedinthe last year of the captivity, when Micah (4: 10)

had long before foretold in express words, not only the carrying

away into exile, but also the deliverance from it ; when Jere

miah had already published his still more definite prophecies

(c . 50, 51 ) , in which not only the fall of Babel and the delive

rance of Israel are announced generally, but also the very nations

are named by whose agency these events shall be brought about,

and even the particular circumstances connected withthem are

specified ? Gesenius seems to refer this passage merely to the

mention of the name of Cyrus .* But, on the one hand, this

does not immediately precede; and on the other, it is not easy

to conceive how a prophet, who prophesied immediately before

the taking of Babylon , after the earlier prophets had distinctly

foretold that the destruction of that city should be accomplished

by a Medo-Persian host, and after Cyrus atthe head of such

a host bad gained many victories and subdued many nations,

could , without making himself ridiculous, boast in many words,

that God had revealed to him how Cyrus should deliverthe

covenant people out of the power of the Babylonians. This

every one might know , since Jeremiah had even distinctly spe

cified the time. It is the position of Gesenius himself,t that

" the station of the prophet in time is no other than the period

when, from the splendid victories of Cyrus and his advanceto

wards Babylon , there arose by degrees in the minds of the He

brews the fixed hope and even the conviction , that this storm

would shortly descend upon Babylon, and at the same time

prepare the way for the freedomfor the freedom of the people.”

In c . 52 : 4 it is said : “ Thus saith the Lord Jehovah , My

people went down at the beginning into Egypt to sojourn there;

and Assyria did them violence at the end." This could have

been written only by Isaiah , and not by the Pseudo-Isaiah, to

whom the Assyrian oppression was not the last. The prophet

here places together the first deliverance of the people from the

Egyptians , and the last or that from the Assyrians, which had

been accomplished in his own days . Gesenius, in order to re

* Th. III . p . 32 . # L. c. p. 33.
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festlyהָנׁשאִרָּב. in antithesis with

move this stone out of the way , translates ODNO by without

cause, absque ulla causa , as the Vulgate has it. But this qual

ification does not suit the context at all, and DNA stands mani

.

In c. 57 the Israelites are threatened with punishment on ac

count of their idolatry , and in v. 5 they are addressed as those

“ who burn for idols under every green tree , and slaughter the

children in the vallies ." In thesewords there is a distinct allu

sion to the days of Isaiah , in which children were slain in the

vallies in honour of idols. That this took place under Abaz is

evident from 2 Chr. 28: 3 ; and also under Manasseh, from

2 Chr. 33: 6. All the other passages of the Old Testament,in

which such sacrifices are spoken of,reſer also to the time while the

Jews were still in Palestine ; e. g. Jer. 7 : 32. 19 : 5. But with

the carrying away into exile, this horrible custom was discon

tinued . The exile produced this effect upon the Hebrews, viz .

that while they perceived in the exile a punishment for their

idolatry, and on the other hand hoped by a faithful attachment

to Jehovah to be restored to their former prosperity, they held

the worship of idols in utter abomination . To this detestation

of idol worship, which was thus produced by the Babylonish

exile, all the writings of the later Jews bear testimony ; e. g.

the books of Ezra and Nehemiah and the books of the Macca

bees. It is also apparent from the fact, that hell itself was nam

ed after the valley, in which theworship of Moloch was former

ly practised . — On this topic Gesenius reasons in a complete

circle. “ Wherefore this constant warfare against idolatry ,

he asks, “ if the greater part of the people were not devoted to

it ?” This is indeed the very point in question, whether such a
controversy against idolatry in the time of the exile is conceiva

ble ; and whoever maintains this, must further shew, that at this

period idol worship, and especially ( what is still more incredible )

the burning of children in honour of idols, was actually practis

ed . When Gesenius further affirms, that "nothing else could

be expected from people devoted of old to idolatry, and now

living wholly among idolaters," he sets aside the historical tes

timonies, in behalf of probabilities which are wholly without

foundation . For, to say nothing of the religious excitement

which had been produced by theexile in the minds of the He

brews, national pride and hatred against their oppressors would

naturally prevent them from any approach or imitation. While

the Jews, so long as they continuedto be a separate and inde
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pendent people, eagerly adopted every mode of foreign worship ;

the whole earlier and later history of their dispersion among

other nations, presents only a constant example of their inflexi

ble attachment to their paternal religion . - Several even of the

opposers of the genuineness of the second part, have been com

pelled to acknowledge the weight of the argument drawn from

this passage . De Wette admits, that this passage seems to point

back to the age of Isaiah .* Eichhorn concedes,f that the

portions c . 56 : 10—57: 21 , and 66 : 1–17, on account of the

punishment there threatened against idolaters, could not have

been first written during the exile, but belong to the time of

Manasseh . But since, according to the proof adduced byGe

senius himsell ,f the whole second part of Isaiah is bound to

gether by an inseparable unity, it follows that the whole second

part must also necessarily belong to an earlier period, if this is
demonstrable of a single portion of it .

The Israelites are reproached , c. 57 : 9 , as having sinned

against Jehovah, not only by their idol worship , but also by the

fact, that instead of placing their hopes alone in Jehovah, they

have, by embassies and costly presents, sought for help from

distant kings . This is a reproach which Isaiah often brings

against the people in the first part ; but it is one which would be

without meaning in the time of the Babylonish exile, when the

people, oppressed as they were, and having lost their national

independence, could nothave adopted such a measure, even if
they would .

Jehovah declares , c . 57 : 11 , that he has long borne with

great forbearance the sins of the people ; but that the people,

instead of being thereby induced to return to him , have been

strengthened in their sins. But how does this suit the times of

the Babylonish exile, when the people now sighed under the

judgments of Jehovah, and had experienced, not his forbear

ance, but already for seventy years his punitive justice ?

Finally, the whole contents of c . 66 go to shew that the

second part was composed at a time when the temple was still

standing, and when the Mosaic rites, and idol worship along

with them, were still practised . In this chapter the prophet

* Einleitung ins A. T. p. 232.

+ Hebräische Propheten Bd . I. p . 415.

$ Commentar Th . III . p. sq .

|| Compare Rosenmueller T. III . p . 441 .

5
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contends against those , who thought by external observances,

by sacrifices and the like, to obtain merit in the sight of God .

But in the time of the exile this forbidden by -way could no longer

be extant ; since both the temple worship and all the sacrifices

had ceased ; and the prophet would therefore only beat the air.

We have here adduced only that which can be refuted by no

opposing remarks whatever, with any appearance of plausibility .

Besides all this ,there are also many other particulars, which can

be referred to the time of the exile only with the greatest vio

lence .

VIII. The assertion, that the author of the second part pro

phesied in the last year of the exile, is refuted by the circum

stance, that Jeremiah (c. 50, 51 ) has undeniably used and im

itated his writings . Jahn has shewn this (T. II. p . 463) by a
careful comparison ; and the counter remarks of Bertholdt and

Gesenius, are not adapted to overturn the results established by
him . In the writings of other prophets, also, distinct traces

may be pointed out of imitation of this part ; but we cannot
here enter further into the subject.

ART. V. ON THE MEANING OF KIPIOE IN THE NEW

TESTAMENT.

PARTICULARLY ON THE MANNER IN WHICH THIS WORD IS EMPLOYED BY

PAUL IN HIS EPISTLES .

By M. Stuart, Prof. of Sac, Lit. in the Theol. Sem . Andover.

The above subject was suggested to me by a remark in
Winer's Supplement to the second edition of his Grammar of

the New Testament .* In speaking of the Greek article ( o ) as

standing before xúolos, or being omitted, he observes, that

“ Paul usually calls Christ, the Lord ( rov xvolov) ; and this ap

pellation is given [by him ] to God, only in quotations from the

Old Testament, or where the apostle is speaking in reference to

* Grammatische Excursus, p. 38 .

No. IV . 93
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them . " The author, however, does not pursue the subject any

farther, but promises a particular Commentatio upon it .*

A careful reader of the New Testament will allow , that the

subject is one of deep interest to the critic and the theologian ;

much deeper than might at first be suspected . On this account

I have undertaken to discuss it , according to the measure of my

ability, and at least to satisfy myself as to the meaning and de

sign of the apostle, in bestowing so frequently upon the Saviour,

the appellation of κύριος and ο κύριος.

I limit myself to the writings of Paul , because in them I find

the appellation more frequently given than elsewhere, and be

cause it is more convenient in an investigation of this sort, to com

pare the same writer with himself. One may easily believe, also,

that it is more probable he will obtain a definite and consistent

view of the usus loquendi in this way, in respect to any particu

lar word . Possibly, at some future time, I may extend the in

vestigation to all the writers of the New Testament.

The method which I propose in the following investigation is,

to inquire into the following points, viz .

I. The meaning of xúolos as employed by the classic hea
then writers .

II . Its use by the authors of the Septuagint version .

III. Its proper meaning in general, as applied to God or to
Christ , in the New Testament.

IV . The manner in which Paul actually applies it, in his

epistles.

The two first heads of inquiry are merely a preparation for

the third ; and the third is essential to the satisfaction of every

intelligent reader, before he proceeds to the fourth. The radi

cal idea conveyed by any word, its fundamental, essential , and

* After I had made out the plan of the present dissertation , and

nearly completed the leading parts of it , I obtained , through the
kindness of the Editor of this work , a copy of Winer's Programm or

Disputatio de Sensu vocum xúolos et ó x úolos in Actis et

Epistolis Apostolorum , Erlang. 1828, a pamphlet of 26 small

quarto pages, very sparsely printed . Some valuable hints are con

tained in this Programm , as indeed in almost every thing which

Winer writes that has respect to the philology of the New Testa

ment ; but my plan and purposes are so different from those which

this author had in view , that I have not changed any part of them

in consequence of reading his Disputatio, and haveconducted the

whole inquiry merely by the aid of my concordance.
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usual meaning, must be well understood, before we can advance

with pleasure or profit, to inquire into the particular manner in

which any individual writer applies it .

Its proper

etc.

1. Classic Meaning of Kógios.

I take the word , in its proper origin , to be an adjective ;

which, like many other words originally of the same nature,

came by usage to be employed as a mere noun .

theme or original root seems to be rūgos ; from which, in a

manner common to the Greeks, the adjective xuquos was form

ed . Kūpos, as employed by the classic writers, ( it does not oc

cur in the New Testament, ) means the principal thing on which

all depends, power, consequence or respect, principal efficiency,

authority, confirmation, security, key-stone (e . g. of an arch ),

The verb xvgów, (a denominative springing from xūpos, )

has significations that correspond with these, viz. to confirm , to

render valid, to authorize, to make a law, choice, etc. to de

termine or decide.

From these words, by a very easy and natural derivation ,

comes xúolos, la, lov, an adjective, which, when applied to

persons, means one who is lord, master, or owner of anything,

one who has power over it to dispose of it as he pleases. Kúpiós

Tivos was a common expression among the Greeks, to designate

a relation of this nature.

When the word , as an adjective, was applied to things, then

its meaning was kindred with that of the noun from which it is

derived . That was called xúolov, on which any special power,

efficiency, or operative force depended. Hence it signified, pre

eminent, principal, significant or expressive, authoritative ; also

valid, firm , lasting:

Besides this, it has a technical use in rhetoric. When em

ployed to characterize a mode of expression , it means proper or

literal, in opposition to that which is tropical and figurative.

As allied to this last meaning, the Greeks also said xuqlov ovoua,

in order to designate the proper name of any individual.

The use of κύριος or ο κύριος as a noun, falls in with the

use of the adjective xúquos as applied to persons. Consequent

ly it means, as has been remarked above, lord, master, owner.

It also designates the head of a family, the head of a house. In
reference to the relation between husband and wife, the Greeks

called the former κύριος γυναικός. In reference to the rela
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tion between father and son, they called the father xuolos viou .

In reference to the relation between master and slave, the Greeks

usually expressed this by calling the master deonórns, which

means lord or master in the most absolute and unlimited sense,

one clothed ( as we say ) with despotic power ; for such, in Greece

and Rome, was the power of a master over his slave.

In the New Testament, however, this classic use of suguos

and deonórns is not adhered to . For example ; we find xúOLOS

employed to designate a master in relation to servants, in Col.

4 : 1. 3 : 22. Eph. 6 : 5 , 9 , and a great number of the like cases

elsewhere ; while in 1 Tim . 6 : 1. Titus 2 : 9. 1 Pet . 2 : 18 , the

word deonórns is employed for the same purpose. Whether it

is accidental or designed, that the apostle in his epistles to the

Colossians and Ephesians calls masters by the mild and honour

able name of xúploi, can hardly be determined , atthe present

time . Whether indeed the usage among the Greeks, which

made such a distinction between κύριος and δεσπότης , is gene

ral or universal, has not perhaps been sufficiently investigated.

I have made the statement above, on the authority of Passow

in his lexicon . One thing is certain , viz . that the Septuagint

does not observe the distinction noted by Passow ; inasmuch as

the master of a servant is frequently named xúolos ; e . g . Ex.

21 : 4 , 5 , 6 bis, 8 , 32. Gen. 24 : 9 , 10, 12 , 14 , 27 , 35 , 36 , etc.

Among the Greek poets, the gods were often called xúplot.

From the fact that the word was employed in such an honorary

way, and for the purposes of distinction, it came at last to be

employed in common usage as a term of respectful and polite

address, applied by men to each other, and especially by infe

riors to superiors. In the same way the Hebrew 717ş is em

ployed in the Old Testament ; and in like manner, Sir, Sire,

Monsieur, Monseigneur, Signore, Herr, etc. are employed

by the present nations of Europe. This latter usage is most

abundantly illustrated in the New Testament; e. g. John 4: 11 ,

15, 19. Luke 5 : 12. Matt. 8 : 2 , 6 , 8 , 21 , 25. 13 : 27 , 51 .

18 : 26, et al. saepe.

Such are the various meanings of xúolos and its correlates,

as employed by the Greek classic writers.

II. Meaning of Kúolos, in the Septuagint Version.

I shall be very brief here, because the same ideas are, the

most part, to be repeated when we come to the New Testament

usage of the word .
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itןֹודָאandלַעַּב. is employed like the Hebrew

1. Kúpios, then , means, owner, possessor ; e. g. Ex. 21 : 28 ,

Ο κύριος του ταύρου, Εx . 21 : 29, 34 .

2. It signifies husband, lord, in the sense of being the head of

a family ; e. g . Gen. 18: 12 , ó zúgós uov nQEOPúte os. Here

.

3. It is used as an appellation of respect and civility ; Gen. 23:

5 , xvole, addressed to Abraham by the children of Heth. Gen.

23: 11 , 15, et al . saepe.

4. Kúolos is very frequently employed to designate the rela

tion of a master to his servants or slaves ; e. g . Gen. 24: 9, 10,

12 , 14, 27 , 35 , 36, et al. saepe . In this sense is the word em

ployed many scores of times in the Septuagint ; as may be

seen in Tromm's Concordance. Indeed , so far were the Sev

enty from recognizing the usual classic distinction between deo

mtórns and xúquos, as stated by Passow, that they have scarcely

used deonórns at all in the sense to which I now advert. I

find only Prov. 30: 10 ( found under chap. xxiv . in the Septua

gint) , 17 : 2, and perhaps 6 : 7 , where it is so employed. In the

few cases in which the Seventy use this word, it corresponds

mostly to the Hebrew 717x and 37 %, as designating Jehovah.
5. It is employed, in numberless instances, to designate the

only living and true God, the King of kings and Lord of lords,

as the supreme ruler, governor, master, owner, and rightful lord

and possessor of all things ; having them all under his control ;

possessing almighty power and a sovereign right to dispose of,

order, and arrange them, as seems good in his sight , without any

obligation whatever to give to any one an account of his pro

ceedings.

In this sense, it is used one hundred and fourteen times as

the translation of 1978 , one of the appropriate and exclusive

names of Jehovah .' In the same sense, it is employed twenty

nine times, to represent 77 78, which the Hebrews read

(as the vowel points indicate) "b975 1978. In forty -one in

tances it represents ; in twenty-two, 3 ; in eighty-five,

75 ; in twenty,M.Jah ; and in more than fifteen hundred in

stances it stands for the Hebrew 71.7 . It is plain , therefore,

that what was occasional and poetic use among the Greeks,

viz. the employment of xúquos to designate a divinity, a di

vine being, is the commonand altogether predominant usage in

the Greek Scriptures of the Old Testament.

These classifications of meaning I have gathered from the

Concordance, and a comparison of the examples there noted ,
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with the Septuagint and the original Hebrew Scriptures. This

one is obliged to do, who wishes to know the full extent of the

Septuagint usage of xuocos ; for the article under xuquos in

Schleusner's Lexicon of the Septuagint, is nothing more than a

chaotic mass, thrown together without skill, order, perspicuity,

or any other quality which such an article ought to exhibit.

It is a remarkable fact, that the Seventy have almost uni

formly rendered the Hebrew 1717 by xúolos. In no one in

stance have they attempted here to give us the pronunciation of

this word, as they do that of other proper names. Whether it

was known to these translators or not, we are unable now to tell.

The word itself occurs, as has been stated above, in more than

fifteen hundred instances in the Hebrew Scriptures, and is in

most cases read by the Jews, and has been so read from time

immemorial , as 78. It has the same vowel points as this

word , excepting that the composite Sheva under the Aleph in

378 , is exchanged for a corresponding Sheva simple under the

Yodh in 1717 : In the few cases where the wordom occurs as

joined with 77, the Jews point the latter word in , and read
.

From all this it appears, then , that the name 717 , has nev

er been written with its original vowels, in the Hebrew Scrip
As the vowel points , beyond all reasonable doubt, were

not introduced until after the fifth century of the Christian era ;

itםיהלא.

andיָנֹדֲאandםיִהֹלֱא as the vowels confessedly belonging to

have always been appended to the word 71.7 ever since these

vowels began to be written ; so we cannot now determine

what the original sound of the word 77.77 was. Critics have

been divided between 17172, (which has a majority in its fa
vour,) 79.7 ", 17., and 59.7 . See Michaelis Supp . ad Lex .

Heb.p. 554.

Theantiquity of the usage, which substitutes the reading "178

or bzb for the original sounds attached to 79.7", is altogeth

er certain from the Septuagint manner of translating ; for this

almost always represents 10' , as has been already stated , by

xúolos. This fact makes it quite clear, that at least some three

hundred years before the birth of Christ, the custom of substi

tuting 7 for .777 " , was common, or rather universal among

the Jews. " . How much older than this such an usage was, it is

impossible for us now to determine.

Be this however as it may, it is clear that xuocos, in the view

of the Seventy, expressed the name of the only living and true
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God , in the highest sense in which they could express it.

Osós is indeed often employed by them to translate , 15 ,

and more than two thousand times as the version of 478. "It

is occasionally used, also, to translate 77777; e. g . Gen. 4 1 , 4 .

Ex. 4 : 1. Num . 23: 3, 16, etc. and also for 77 Is . 26 : 4 .

But as xúolos is immeasurably the predominant word in trans

lating 71.7 , and as 797 was the highest and most sacred

name (όνομα ανεκφώνητον, άρρητον, άφραστον, άλεκτον , άφθεγκ
tov, anópontov) ; so it is clear, that xúquos was considered by

the Seventy as a name of as high an order, when applied to the

divine Being, as any one which the Greek language afforded .

Besides the evidence afforded by the manner in which the

Seventy have translated in , that very early the true pronun

ciation of this word was lost, or at least that the common peo

ple abstained from uttering it, there are other early testimonies

that cast light on this curious fact. Theodoret, in his Questio

XV in Erodum , speaking of the name 711 says, toùto de

παρ Εβραίους άφραστον, απείρητον γαρ παρ αυτοίς δια της

yaortns nooOQEQELv ' this is not uttered by the Hebrews, nor

do they attempt to pronounce it with the tongue.' To the

same purpose Eusebius ( Praep. Evang. XI. ) says, ähextóv ti

τους πολλούς και απόρρητον· « it is something which cannot be

spoken or uttered by the multitude. He is here speaking of a

σύνθεσιν μιάς τινος απορρήτου προσηγορίας, “ the composition

of a certain unutterable appellation ,' ην δια τεσσάρων στοιχείων

παϊδες Εβραίων σημαίνουσι, which the Hebrews designate by

four letters.' Again he says (in the same chapter), toŰ JEOÜ

κύριον όνομα άρρητον είναι και άφθεγκτον, ουδε φαντασία δια

volas Anatór the proper name of God is unutterable and not

to be spoken, nor is it even to be conceived in idea by the
mind . '

These testimonies of early fathers, are plainly confirmedby

hints both in Philo and Josephus. In his treatise De Vita

Mosis, when speaking of the high priest's mitre, Philo says :

“ A golden plate was made like a crown, having four engraved

characters of a name, και μόνοις τοις ώτα και γλωτταν σοφία,

κεκαθαρμένοις θέμις ακούειν και λέγειν εν αγίοις, άλλω δε ου

devi to ragánav ovdauoũ, which it was lawful only for those

whose ears and tongue were purified by wisdom , to hear and to

utter in the sanctuary, but for no one at all in any other place. ”

In like manner Josephus Antiq . II . 12. 4, nai ó geoS avto

[ η ] σημαίνει την εαυτού προσηγορίαν, ου πρότερον εις αν
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θρώπους παρελθούσαν περί ης ού μoι θέμις ειπείν' and God

made known to him his own name [177.7"), which before had not

been disclosed to men ; respecting which it is not lawful for me

to speak . '

Observe that Josephus does not say , that he did not know

it ; for being a priest, he doubtless had heard it in the temple.

The extract above from Philo, shews that it was pronounced

there, but no where else ; and what Josephus says, implies that

he was acquainted with it . These considerations serve to ren

der it probable, that when the temple was destroyed , the name in

question ceased any longer to be pronounced , and was finally lost.

From what quarter the Jews borrowed this custom , it would

be difficult to say. I find nothing that prescribes it in the Old

Testament . Indeed , it is plain from Ex. 3 : 13—15. 6 : 1—3,

that this name was intended to be known to the Jewish people

in general . It is not unnatural therefore to suppose, that in pro

cess of time, reverence for the peculiar and appropriate name of

God led the Jews to adopt the custom of other nations, in keep

ing the most mysterious name of the divinity from vulgar tongues

and ears , in order to avoid its profanation. We are told that the

Egyptian Hermes said , Θεον νοήσαι μέν έστι χαλεπόν, φράσαι

di aduvatov, to understand God is difficult, to speak of him im

possible ; and again, ου το όνομα ου δύναται ανθρωπίνω στό

jati hainonvai, whose namecannot be uttered by the mouth

of man .' See Drusii Tetragrammaton in Crit. Sac. Lond . VI.

p. 2152. So the Delphic Apollo, when asked what God was,

replied , oú to ovoua undè loyoy yogouuevov, whose name can

not be contained in language . (ibid . ) Champollion has also

read an inscription on the temple of the goddess Neith (Isis) in

Egypt, which runs thus : “ I am all that has been, all that is,
all that will be . No mortal hath raised the veil that conceals

me ; and the fruit I have produced is the sun . ' (Greppo's Essay

on Hieroglyph. p. 227. ) The same thing is mentioned by Plu

tarch, in the following words, viz . żya ciui nãv tò yeyovos, xal

όν, και έσομένον, και τον εμον πέπλον ουδείς θνητος απεκάλυ

WE. Plutarch de Iside.

I add only, that the expressions in the Apocalypse, “ a new

name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth

it," 2 : 17, and “ he had a name written , that no man knew but

himself ,” 19 : 12, seem plainly to refer to the well known usage

of the Jews respecting the όνομα άρρητον , in the days of the

apostles.
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םש

Every reader must be struck with the resemblance between

the inscription on the temple of Neith , as quoted above, and the

passage in Rev. 1 : 4, which contains a species of translation of

the word .79.7 , or at least a paraphrase of it : “ Grace and

peace to yoυ , απο ο ών και ο ήν και ο ερχόμενος. Ιn Hebrew

the name 1 is indeclinable. John has made the Greek par

aphrase of it here equally so, putting o öv x.t... after the pre

position ano , which demands the genitive case .

What shall we say now to this ? Did the Egyptians borrow

their sublime description of Neith from the Hebrews ? or did

Moses transfer the idea contained in such a description, from

their theology to that of the Hebrews, and appropriate it to Je

hovah , because it belonged to him only and truly ? This ques

tion we cannot satisfactorily answer ; for antiquity has covered

with obscurity the evidences on which the true answer must

depend .

But I must return from this digression ; which , however, I

would hope may not be without some interest and profit to the

readers of the Hebrew Scriptures, who so often meet with the

word 79.7 " furnished with vowels that do not belong to it, and

who need some particular information to satisfy their minds re

specting this matter. It has an important bearing, also , on the

import of the word núolos, as employed by the Hellenistic

Jews in almost numberless instances.

The way is now prepared, so that we may advance to our
next inquiry.

1

III. In what senses is the word xúolos employed in the New
Testament ?

A general answer might be given to this ; which would be,

that it is often employed in the same way as in the Septuagint.

1. It designates the owner or possessor of any thing ; as

Matt. 20: 8, ò xúgios toŨ dunedôvos. Matt. 21 : 40. Gal. 4 : 1 .

2. It signifies the head or master of a family or household ;

e . g. Mark 13 : 35. Matt. 13 : 27, et al. saepe.

3. It is used as an appellation of respect and civility ; Matt.

18 : 21. 20: 30, 33. 21:30, et al . saepe.

4. It is employed as designating the relation of a master to a

servant or slave ; Matt. 24: 45, 46 , 48, 50. Eph. 6 : 5, 9. Col.

4 : 1. 3: 22, and often elsewhere.

5. It means master or lord over any thing, i. e. as having the

No. IV . 94
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absolute right to dispose of it, or make any arrangement re

specting it , as one pleases; e. g . Matt. 9:38.Luke 10: 2. Matt.

12 : 8 , the Son of Man is xvQLOS TOű oaßßátov .' Mark 2 : 28.

It is easy to see, that all these specific meanings arise rather

from the particular relations of the word niqos to other sur

rounding words, than from any essential variation in the princi

pal meaning of the word itself. The idea of being a complete

owner or possessor of any thing, and of having it at one's dispo

sal ; the idea of being master of it in such a sense that it is en

tirely underone's control , and subject to any disposition or ar

rangement that he may please to make respecting it; lies at the

foundation of all the specific meanings that have been noted ;

and these are specific, merely because xúquos stands in con

nexion with different objects, to which it must, from the nature

of the case, hold a relation specifically different.

The transfer of the essential idea which ruolos thus desig

nates , (when it is used as related to the various objects already

named , and applied to men or human beings as xuplov , ) to a

Being of the highest and most exalted order, is very easy and

natural . It has also the Greek usus loquendi in its favour. We

have already seen, that the Greek poets called their supreme

gods, xuquoi. Paul doubtless alludes to this usage, when he

says 1 Cor. 8 : 5 , εισι λεγόμενοι θεοί, θεοι πολλοί και κύριοι

πολλοί. It is no more objection to κύριος being employed by a

New Testament writer, because the heathen employed the word

to designate his false gods, than it is that teos should be used

by such writer ; since gros was also employed by the heathen

to designate a false god. In such a case, the idea suggested by

Jaos to the mind of a Hebrew who understood the Greek lan

guage , would be one that was in unison with the characteristics

of Jehovah, as portrayed in the Hebrew Scriptures, and not ac

cording to the views which a heathen Greek cntertained in re

spect to the gods whom he worshipped. The same is the case

with xúquos. The Hebrew who was acquainted with the Greek

Scriptures of the Old Testament, would of course there find

xúolos employed times almost without number, in order to trans

late 71.7 , the “incommunicable name” of the true God . Of

course he would attach to xúOLOS, when it referred to the God

head, the same ideas which he attached to the 71.7 , Tag ,

Dx, etc. of the Old Testament. All words of such a na

ture, when employed by a foreign nation, are used in a modified

sense ; and although they designate some general idea that is
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1

common both to them and the nation to whom the words are

vernacular, yet there must of course be a specific difference be

tween the same words as employed by the one nation and the

other. Every critical reader well knows how plainly this is the

case with a multitude of words in the New Testament, which,

in passing from a heathen to Christian use, bave become modi

fied ; so that they may be fairly said , and in a very intelligible

sense too , to have acquired a new meaning.

Such was the case with xúolos ; and this in a way of necessi

ty. In designating the true God , the Hebrew who wrote in

Greek, musteither use a word foreign to the Greek language,

e. g. the Hebrew 1717 , 78 , 78, etc. or else he must

employ such words as the Greeks had already coined in order

to designate their own divinities , and trust to the reader to mod

ify the meaning of this, as he himself did in his own mind while

writing, according to the analogy of the Jewish Scriptures. The

latter was the plainest and most obvious course ; and according

ly the writers of the New Testament have followed it through

out , almost without exception .

We can easily see , then, how xúquos came to be employed,

to designate the only living and true God, by the writers of the

New Testament. They found it every where so employed in

the Septuagint version of the Hebrew Scriptures ; and the natu

ral and obvious meaning of the word , considered in an etymo

logical point of view , rendered it exceedingly well adapted to

express the idea which they wished to express, when they con

ceived of God as the sovereign ruler, proprietor, and disposer

of all creatures, all events, and all worlds.

It is proper to stop here, for a moment , in order to inquire

whether there is any specific difference between the appella

tions θεός and κύριος. Ιn answer to this inquiry it may be

said , that both refer to the same Being ; both designate the

only living and true God ; both are also employed for the pur

poses of other designations. Neither is a proper name, in a

Jehovah seems to have been so, among the He

brews . But trós and xúgios are names designatingquality or

condition, and were employed by the Greeks, in like manner as

we employ such designations of God as the Almighty, the Eter

nal, the Omniscient, etc. when used alone, to indicate the Su

preme Being . The etymology of gɛós has indeed been a sub

ject of dispute . But still, I cannot help thinking that Clemens

Alexandrinus (Stromat . I. ) has developed it in a way which

true sense.
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hardly admits of reasonable doubt. “ God,” says he, “is call

ed θεός, παρά την θέσιν και τάξιν, την διακόσμησιν, be

cause of disposition and arrangement, or setting in order."

The grow here plainly refers to rionut, which means pono,

dispono, colloco , constituo, etc. The old root or theme of this

word is féo , which appears to have been laid aside, because
another verb, written with the same characters, was employed

in the sense of running, flying, moving swiſily. If szós be a
derivative of si'w in the sense of dispono, colloco, etc. then it

very naturally designates the Godhead as the founder, author,

or creator of the world ; as him who arranged all things in their

present order, and made a disposition of them so harmonious
and consistent.

On the other hand xúpos would designate the same Being

as the governor, ruler, head, and disposer of the creation thus

brought into being and orderly arranged. To the mind then of

a person who uses the designations of grós and xúolos intelli

gently, they would convey distinct ideas ; the first, that of crea

tor, author, founder of the universe ; the second , that of gov

ernor, controller, sovereign proprietor and disposer of it. God

may be designated in either way, or by either characteristic.

Both belong to him , and to him exclusively .

We may now proceed with our investigation , under the ad

vantage of having a more definite understanding of the meaning

of uvolos as applied to God, and of the ground or reason of

giving him such an appellation .

6.O xúolos then is often employed to designate God, the

supreme God, simply considered'; 'e. g . Matt. 1: 22. 2 : 15 .

5 : 33. Luke 1 : 6, 29. Mark 5: 19. Acts 7 : 31. James 4 : 15,

et al. saepe . So also often in quotations from the Old Testa

ment ; e. g. Rom . 10 : 17. 11: 3 , et al . saepe. The same is

true of xvolos, without the article ; e . g. Rom . 4 : 8. 9 : 28.

Matt . 27 : 10. Mark 13 : 20. Luke 1 : 58, et al . saepe. Such

is the case also in the Septuagint ; for xúolos, both here and in

the New Testament, has by usage the license of a proper name

in respect to the article, and can either take or reject it, at the

pleasure of the writer.

7. Kúpos is used in special reference to God the Father ;

e. g . Christ in his thanksgiving says Matt. 11:25, náteo, xÚQUE

του ουρανού και της γης. Luke 10 : 21. 20: 42 .

8. Most frequently of all , is xúcios an appellation given to the

Saviour, especially by John, Luke, and Paul. Matthew and
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Mark do not themselves apply this to Jesus, as designating his

supreme dominion, excepting after his resurrection . But in

the other writers named , the appellation abounds beyond all

others, and seems to have been the most common of all among

the primitive disciples .

As a simple acknowledgment of respect or a title of civility,

it could not thus be employed ; for this would be confined to

direct address, when in the personal presence of the Saviour.

It remains therefore to inquire, in what sense Christ is called

xúgios by the writers of the New Testament.

I design to be brief here ; for a few texts will cast all the light

on this subject which we can well expect, in our present im

perfect state .

Omitting earlier notices of Christ as a prince, I advert, first

of all , to the declarations made by David respecting him , in the

second Psalm . “ Yet have I set my King upon my holy hill

of Zion. . . . Ask of me, and I will give thee the heathen

for thine inheritance, the uttermost parts of the earth for a pos

session . Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron , ſcrush

them i . e . all thine enemies, with an iron sceptre,] thou shalt

dash them in pieces as a potter's vessel, ” Ps . 2 : 6, 8, 9. Here

the supreme and universal dominion of the Messiah in the earth,

and his irresistible power over all his enemies, are plainly and

distinctly marked . And this accords well with what Nathan

the prophet was commissioned to tell David, in the name of the

Lord : “ I will set up thy seed after thee ... I will establish

his kingdom ... thine house and thy kingdom shall be estab

lished forever before thee ; thy throne shall be established for

ever,” 2 Sam. 7 : 12, 16. This latter passage does indeed con

tain promises of a temporal nature also ; but there seems to be

no good reason why we may not suppose , that both temporal

and spiritual blessings were promised to David , as they were

also to Abraham, Gen. 17 : 1–8.

In Ps. xlv. which the apostle (Heb. 1 : 8 ) says is addressed

to the Son of God, the kingdom of Christ is described as eter

nal ( v.-6 ), and he is represented as a most glorious and all con

quering king (vs. 3—5), and as superior to all others who bear

this name, v. 7 .

In Ps. cx. Jehovah is represented as saying to him whom

David calls his Lord : “ Sit thou at my right hand, until I make

thine enemies thy footstool. ... Rule thou in the midst of thine

enemies ; " j . e . be thou ouvipovos, népedpos with me, a part

1

.

1

1
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ner of my throne, whilst all thine enemies are utterly subdued .

The many and laboured comments which have been made on

this Psalm, in order to wrest it from being interpreted as having

relation to the Messiah , remind one of the perplexity of the

Pharisees, when Jesus asked them : “ What think ye of Christ ?

Whose son is he ? They said , The Son of David .” “ How

then,” replied Jesus, “ doth David in spiritcall him Lord ? ...

If David called him Lord, how is he bis Son ? " The conse

quence of this question was, that the Pharisees were put to si

lence . “ No man was able to answer him a word ; neither durst

any man, from that day forth , ask him any more questions."
Matt. 22 : 41 sq .

It was indeed a confounding question, which Jesus asked,

viz . How David could call Christ Lord, when at the same time

be was his own Son ; for among the Hebrews, children could

never be entitled to such deference on the part of a parent who

held the highest rank himself. The question was unexpected

and confounding, therefore, to the Pharisees, who do not appear

to have once thought that the Messiah must be something more

than the Son of David , in order to be entitled to such honour.

It must be remembered, however, that they had not the sagacity

of modern critics , who have made the discovery, that David , or

whoever wrote Ps . cx . had no reference to the Messiah ; and

that Jesus adverted to this Psalm as having respect to him

self, merely because the Jews erroneously believed it to be

Messianic . Whether they would not be as much embarrassed

to defend the honesty and integrity of Jesus in so doing, as

the Pharisees were toknow how David could call him Lord, is

a question which has not yet been cleared up .

I return to my more immediate purpose . ` In Is. 9: 6, 7, is a

very striking passage respecting the kingly authority of the Mes

siah . After stating that he should be called “ Wonderful, Coun

seller, the mighty God , the everlasting Father (perpetual Guar

dian], Prince of Peace,” the prophet goes on to say, that " of

the increase of his government and peace [prosperity ), there

shall be no end ; upon the throne of David and upon his king

dom [over it shall be be] , to order it and to establish it with

judgment and with justice, from henceforth even forever. The

zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this . ”

These are sufficient from the many passages which the Old

Testament Scriptures afford . Do these harmonize with the

representations of the New Testament ?
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I shall select but a few passages, for more will not be need

ed , in order to answer this question. When the birth of Jesus

was announced by the angel Gabriel, it was declared by him ,

that he, Jesus, “ should be great, that he should be called the

Son of the Highest, and that the Lord God should give him the

throne of David his father, and that he should reign over the

house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there should be no

end , ” Luke 1 : 32 , 33. So Daniel had said before, when he

saw “ one like the Son of Man, coming in the clouds of heav

en to the Ancient of Days ... and there was given to him

dominion , and glory , and a kingdom, that all people, nations,

and languages, should serve him ; his dominion is an everlast

ing dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that

which shall not be destroyed,” Dan . 7: 13, 14 .

Peter, in his sermon to the Jews on the day of Pentecost,

says : “ Let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God

bath made that same Jesus whom ye have crucified, both Lord

and Christ , " i . e . king over all , and king anointed by God,

viz . one duly constituted by his authority, Acts 2 : 36. The

same apostle, in addressing the Jewish magistrates, says of

Jesus, “ Him hath God exalted at his right hand, to be a

Prince and a Saviour, ” Acts 5 : 31 .

The Jews expected their Messiah to be a King. “ Rabbi,”

said Nathanael to the Saviour, “ Thou art the Son of God ;

thou art the King of Israel, ” John 1 : 49. The beloved disci

ple delights in presenting Jesus to us in this capacity. He be

gins the Apocalypse, by calling him “ Prince of the kings of the

earth ," 1: 5 ; he represents him as sitting down with the Father

on his throne , 3 : 21 ; he presents the heavenly world as offer

ing him the same praise and worship as to the Father, in as

cribing to him “ blessing and honour and power and glory,"

5 : 13 ; he calls him “ King of kings, and Lord of lords," 17 :

14 (comp. Deut. 10: 17) ; which he repeats in Rev. 19 : 16,

and which is a title that is given to “ the blessed and only Po

tentate,” in 1 Tim . 6 : 15 .

Peter speaks of Jesus as being at the right hand of God,

and of angels, and authorities, and powers, being made subject

to him ,' i Pet . 3 : 22 ; and he tells us also of “ the everlasting

kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,” 2 Pet. 1 : 11 .

What other sacred writers thought and wrote, in earlier and

in later times, relative to the dominion, kingdom , or lordship of

Christ, we have now briefly considered ; but it is more directly
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still to our present purpose, and altogether apposite to the de

sign of this essay, to inquire what the views of Paul were rela

tive to this same subject.

In writing to the Philippians this apostle says, that after

Christ Jesus had “ humbled himself and become obedient un

to death, even the death of the cross . . . God highly exalted

him , and gave him a name which is above every name; that at

the name of Jesus every knee should bow , of things in heaven,

and things in earth, and things under the earth ; and that every

tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord (xúqlov ), to the

glory of God the Father,” Phil . 2 : 8—11 . Accordingly Paul

tells the Ephesians that they bave “ one Lord,” as well as

“ one faith and one baptism ,” Eph. 4 : 5. So also he tells the

Corinthians ; " to us ... there is one Lord , Jesus Christ, by

whom are all things, and we by him , " i Cor. S : 6. To the

same church he says : “ There are diversities of administra

tions, but the same Lord,” i Cor. 12 : 5. What Lord is here

meant, is determined by the preceding context, in which he

says : “ No man can say that Jesus is Lord, but by the Holy

Ghost,” v. 3 .

What particular idea the apostle attached to the term Lord,

is not expressly indicated by the passage quoted above from

Phil. 2 : 8—11 ; but it is very clearly exhibited by another

passage , or rather by several passages, in the epistle to the

Colossians. In chap. 1 : 15—19, he calls Christ “ the image

of the invisible God , the first- born of every creature;" and

after asserting that “ all things were created by him, in heaven

and earth, visible and invisible ”... that they were created

by him and for him ,”... and that “ by him all things consist ;"

he goes on to say, that “ he [Christ] is the head of the body”

[the Lord of the church ], that “he is the beginning, (aoxn ,

ruler, prince,] the first-born from the dead,” i . e. he who being

raised from the dead, is exalted to preeminence over all. “ For,"

adds the apostle, “ it pleased the Father, that in him all fulness

should dwell. ” What this fulness is, a subsequent passage in

the same epistle defines : " In him [Christ] dwelleth all the ful

ness of the Godhead bodily, " 2 : ğ, owuatixos, corporaliter,

substantially, essentially, really, truly ; so the context leads

us to interpret rouatıxüs; for in v. 16 , the apostle speaking of

holidays and ordinances respecting meats and drinks, says :

“ They are a shadow (oxid) of things to come, but the sub

stance or reality ( o@ua) is Christ . ” The reader will bear pa
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tiently with me, if I add here, on this important and difficult

word, that strong confirmation of the sensegiven above to ow

Matixas is not only deducible from the nature of the writer's

own design and his usus loquendi in the context, but also from

two passages in Josephus, where gaua has most clearly the sense

of substance, reality ; e . g. Bell. Jud . II . 2. 5 , oxav airncóue

νος βασιλείας, ής ήρπασεν εαυτο το σώμα, “ asking the shadow

of a kingdom , of which he assumed for himself the substance.'

Bell . Jud. Proem. 5 , tò gua rñs ioropias, true narration, in

opposition to that which is fictitious; history respecting realities,
not romance.

Paul assures us in 1 Cor. 15 : 25 , that Christ must “ reign ,

until he hath put all things under his feet.” In Rom . 9 : 5 , he

tells us that Christ “ is over all , God , blessed forever.” In the

epistle to the Hebrews he tells us, that “ all things are put un

der the feet ” of Christ ; that God has “left nothing which is

not put under him , ” himself only excepted , Heb. 2: 8. Ac

cording to the same epistle, Jesus, after having made expiation

for our sins, “ sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on

high,” 1: 3 ; he “ was made bigher than the heavens," 7:26 ;

he “ is set on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in

the heavens,” 8 : 1. 10: 12 ; he “ is set down at the right hand

of the throne of God ," 12 : 2 .

It were easy to increase the number of texts selected from

the epistles of Paul, of the like tenor with those already pro

duced. But it would be superfluous in respect to my present

design ; which is only to illustrate the reason why Paul has

so often given the appellation of rúgos to the Saviour. And

surely, after examining the texts already produced, there can be

no doubt remaining in the mind of any impartial reader who is

capable of judging , that Paul believed and taught that Christ

was indeed the LORD OF ALL, universal Potentate, or (as Jolin

calls him) King of kings and LORD of lords.

One question , however, still remains ; a difficult and delicate

one it is also , and one which I approach with a sacred awe.

Never do I feel the imperfection of human foresight and under

standing, more than when I revolve in my mind the various in

quiries to which this question gives birth. The main topic to

which I now refer is this , viz. Of what nature is the xvolóins

so often ascribed to the Saviour by Paul and the other writers

of the New Testament ? Is it original or conferred ? Is it

limited or perpetual ? In a word, does Christ as Messiah, and

No. IV. 95
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in this capacity as Lord of the church and of all things, possess

original or delegated dominion ? Is his xvpiórns temporary or
eternal ?

The latter question is intimately connected with the former ;

for if the xvpiórns which he has as Messiah , is one simply of

original and divine right, then it can neither be a delegated

dominion , nor a temporary one. The immutable God , simply

considered as such , must of course be “ the same yesterday ,

to-day , and for ever.” His dominion was not conferred, for

who gave it ? It cannot cease , for to whom shall it be given ?

But “ God manifest in the flesh ;" “ God in Christ reconcil

the world to himself ;" the eternal Móyos who “ was with

God , and was God,” but “ became flesh and dwelt among us ; "

in a word , God -man, he who was šv pogon D800, and yet

took on him the form of a servant, and humbled himself and be

came obedient unto death , even the death of the cross ; this

compler person , ( if I may so express myself because the pover

ty of language will not supply me with phraseology,) might have

a xvpiórns that was delegated or conferred, and which in itself

would not in some important respects be eternal . Was this in

fact so ? Have Paul and his coadjutors taught us such doctrine ?

These questions I feel myself obliged to answer in the affirm

ative . The apostle , in Phil. 2 : 5-11 , states it as a ground of

Christ's exaltation to be Lord of all , that “ he became obedient

unto death , even the death of the cross ; " for when he had

made mention of this obedience he immediately adds, dio xai

*. t. d. wherefore, i . e . because he was thus obedient , he was

exalted to a throne of glory . Consequently, the dominion in

question was the rewardof obedience , i. e . it was conferred, be

stowed, and not original .

In exact accordance with this is the passage in Heb. 2 : 10,

which represents Christ as tehelduévov,perfected in glory, ad

vanced to the highest honour and happiness, as a consequence

of his sufferings.

Of the same tenor, also, are all those passages which speak

of Jesus as exalted to the right hand of God , after his resurrec

tion . So testifies also the beloved disciple : “ Even as I [ Christ)

overcame, and am set down with my Father on his throne,

Rev. 3: 21 ; i . e . his xvocórns or being enthroned was the con

sequence of his overcoming, viz. overcoming the temptations
and trials of life, overcoming his spiritual enemies , and perse

vering even to the end in a course of entire duty and holiness.
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Again : “ Jesus knowing that the Father had given all things in

to his hands,” John 13: 3 ; “Thou [ Father) hast given him

[the Son) power over all flesh ,” John 17: 2 ; * The Father lov

eth the Son, and bath given all things into his bands,” John

3: 35 ; “ The Father ... hath given the Son to have life in

himself, and hath given him authority to execute judgment also,

because he is the Son of Man ,” John 5 : 26, 27 ; “ The Father

judgeth no man, but hatb committed all judgment unto the

Son , " John 5 : 22 .

With this testimony agree the declarations of Jesus as record

ed by another disciple : “ All things are delivered unto me of

my Father,” Matt. 11: 27 ; “ All power is given unto me in

heaven and on earth, ” Matt. 28 : 18 .

These are only a few of the many texts which speak plain

ly on the subject of the Messiah's conferred dominion . It is

impossible to set them aside . Whatever dominion he possess

es as Messiah, as God-man, as Mediator, as head of the church

militant, it is one which is bestowed ; promised it was indeed

from everlasting, but it was actually bestowed in time, i . e . after

his resurrection and ascension to glory.

• But how can he be Lord of all in this capacity ? If he be

God as well as man , then as God he has dominion original

and underived ; how then can we speak or conceive of his do

minion as bestowed or derived ? '

Questions that have often been asked , and which involve , of

course , the mystery of the incarnation , and the teavioonia of

the Logos. I can only say here, that human language is too

imperfect to represent such a subject in any other than an im

perfect manner. How can words, framed by men for their own

limited purposes, and according to their own very limited views,

ever express the mystery of the incarnation , except in a faint

and imperfect manner ?' It is impossible ; and we must there

fore be
very cautious here how we reason and conclude, merely

from terminology or particular forms of expression.

After all the difficulties of the subject, however, so much is

clear, viz. that if the incarnation of the Logos “ who was God,

be matter of fact, then this compler person, (the imperfection of

this phraseology I again acknowledge, but how shall I render it

more perfect ?) is and must continue to be different in some im

portant respects, from the Logos in his preexistent state . Human

nature becomes, by this newunion , a partner in the throne of

the universe. So the apostle expressly intimates, in Heb. 2:

1

*

1

!
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5—10. The dominion given to this complex person as such,

may be a conferred dominion ; for to the human nature must be

imparted or given whatever belongs to it . In a sense which

may now be understood , Jesus speaks so often, as related by

John, of all things being given to him of his Father ; ” and in

unison with this, speak all his other disciples. When the fact is

once allowed, that " the Logos became flesh, and dwelt among

us," that he " who was šv poovn OsoŨ took on him the form of

a servant, xui xxévore {avrov," then the possibility of a conferred

dominiou can no longer be denied . And that such is the do

minion of Jesus, as Mediator and Messiah , needs no further

proof than that which has already been exhibited .

• But the continuance of this dominion-is it ever to have an

end ?'

I know of but one passage that fully and unequivocally as

serts this ; which is in i Cor. 15 : 24–28. In this same epis

tle there are two other passages whichseem to imply the same

thing ; or at least they imply a subordination to the Father in

respect to the mediatorial kiugdom ; e . g . 1 Cor. 3 : 23, “ Ye

are Christ's, and Christ is God's ;" 11 : 3, “ The head of Christ

is God.” In a like sense Christ says of himself, Jolo 14 : 28,

My Father is greater than I. " How this can be true, seems

to be developed in 1 Cor. 15 : 24–28, where the apostle ex

plicitly declares, that when “ the end of all things is come,”

Christ shall “ deliver up the kingdom to God , even the Father ;

: : . when “ all enemies are put under his feet ... and all

things subdued to him , then shall the Son HIMSELF BE SUB

JECT UNTO Him that put all things under him , that God MAY

BE ALL IN ALL.” In other words, when the office of Media

tor is fully completed ; when there shall be no more sinners to

be reconciled to God, or saints to be guided and defended ;

when all the ends which Infinite Wisdom had in view in the

mission of the Son of God to this world of sin shall have been

consummated ; when the world itself shall come to an end , and

there shall no longer be any rational beings placed in a state of

probation and capable of being redeemed ; in brief, when every

end of the mediatorial office is fully accomplished, and nothing

more remains to be done ; then the office itself, the power with

which the Mediator was clothed, the dominion that was conſer

red in order to render bim competent to fulfil the design of his

office - all these will of course cease, and God will then reign

simply as God , and not by the Vicegerent (so to speak ) who has
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so long wielded the sceptre of his kingdom , in consequence of

authority conferred upon him .

All this , indeed , we are obliged to express in merely human

language ; and how easy it is , therefore, to raise questions of

difficulty, if one will carry forward, in a literal way, human

analogies to divine things, every person must know who has had

any experience in the subtilties of disputation . But after all

the objections which may be raised , thus much seems to be sub

stantially true , viz . that the mediatorial dominion as such, which

had been bestowed on Christ as Mediator, will cease at the day

of judgment,and God will no more govern by a Vicegerent, but

directly and immediately as God.

A thousand fearful questions start up at once. . What then is

to become of this complex person , God-man , no longer occupy

ing the throne of the universe ? What is to be the future state

or condition of the human nature of the Saviour, thus giving

over his exaltation to the Divinity, and resigning the authority

with which it had been clothed ?"

I answer at once, that I do not know . The apostles have not

Jesushas not revealed any thing relative to this . The

glory that he had with the Father before the world was, ” he

will doubtless have after the world shall be no more. . But is

none to be given through eternal ages to the Messiah ?' Paul

does not deny this . He only says, that the xupiórns of the

Messiah will be resigned , at the final consummation of all things ;

in other words, that the duties of his office as Mediator being

fully consummated, the office as such is no longer retained.

But the glory which results to him as the Redeemer of count

less millions— the praise of salvation purchased by his blood

are these to cease ? So the beloved disciple does not seem to

teach us ; for he represents the same honours as being paid to

the Redeemer, in heaven, which are paid to the Father, and

“ blessing , and honour, and glory , and power," as being ascrib

ed by worshippers before the throne of God, not only to Him

“ who sitteth on the throne,” but “ to the LAMB FOR EVER AND

EVER,” Rev. 5 : 13. When will there be a time in heaven ,

that the hearts of the redeemed will cease to beat high with

gratitude for atoning blood ? And when will the time come, in

which they will no longer be inclined to express this gratitude ?

But I must stop . Here is a boundless ocean , and I dare not

launch any farther upon it . It is easy to ask a thousand ques

told us.
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tions, which none but the redeemed in heaven , or God himself,

cananswer ; but what profit would there be in doing this ?

One other difficulty I must just touch . How does the pas

sage in 1 Cor. xv. which represents Christ's dominion as coming

to an end, comport with the very many passages which assert

his dominion to be everlasting ? For example: “ He shall reign

over the house of David forever, and of his kingdom there

shall be no end ?"

I answer, that both may be true ; that is, it may be true, that

his kingdom in certain respects will come to an end at the final

consummation of all things ; while in certain other respects, i.e.

in relation to his moral reign simply considered as such, it may

continue forever . That dominion which was employed in sub

jugating enemies, and in guiding and protecting friends, may

come to an end , when enemies can make no more struggle, and

friends need no more protection ; but the moral sceptre (so to

speak ), the throne of the Son in this respect may be, as it is de
clared in Ps. xlv. that it shall be, FOR EVER AND EVER .

But I must dismiss this and all other questions connected with

the inquiries that I have just been making, in order that I may

apply myself to the object more immediately before me.

Wehave seen the ground or reasons,why the writers of the

New Testament speak of Christ so often as xúquos and as

King. “ He is Head over all things to the church .” He is

“ Lord of all." But he is so, as Messiah, in virtue of a dele

gated authority , and one which will be resigned at the final

consummation of all things. Kuolos he will then no longer be,

so far as this appellation is given him merely in relation to the

office which he will resign. But xúquos in another sense , as

“ God over all , and blessed forever,” he will always be ; and

xuolos, in the moral sense , as the Lord, Master, Redeemer, and

Benefactor of the blessed, he must forever continue to be .

These relations can never cease to exist, so long as the parties

who sustain them shall live.

Thus, inmy imperfect way, have I touched on these fearful

questions, from which the mind almost instinctively shrinks back

w th awe. I hope that I have not put my own presumptuous as

sertions or declarations in the place of the divine word, nor at

tempted to unveil what God has chosen should remain a mys

tery to us in our present state. The proper attitude of mind for

a solicitous inquirer here, is one which receives implicitly what

is revealed , and waits with submission and humility for further
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disclosures, until the veil that covers all mortal things shall be

removed, and the disciple sees his Lord and Master “ face to

face.”

One consideration I cannot help suggesting, before I pass to

that part of my investigation which still remains . This may be

distinctly brought before the mind , by the following question :

If the office of Mediator comes thus to an end , at the day of

judgment, and Christ ceases to exercise any more authority in

this way from and after that period ; how are the impenitent in

the world of woe to be reconciled to God ? What is the proba

tion or arrangement which is to bring them into the kingdom of

God withouta Mediator ? Does the Bible propose any such

method of salvation ? And if not, who can assure us that such

an one exists ?

These are questions of truly awful import ; and it does be

hove those who are placing their hopes on being redeemed in

a future world , to ask who the Redeemer is to be, after Jesus

has resigned his office, and completed in it all the duties which

he had to perform .

The way is now prepared to advance to our last inquiry .

IV . In what manner does Paul apply the word xúolos in his

epistles ?

We have already seen in what sense xúolos is used when ap

plied to God, and in what sense when applied to Christ , by the

writers of the New Testament in general, and particularly by

Paul. It remains only to inquire now, how frequently Paul has

applied the epithet in question to God or to Christ, and in what

manner or under what circumstances this application is made.

The inquiry may not seem at first to promise much fruit. We

shall have reason , I trust , to see in the sequel , that it is connect

ed with some exegetical questions and principles of an impor

tant nature .

My design is to pass in review all the examples which Paul's

writings afford of the use of xúolos, so that we may have a dis

tinct recognition of the idiom of this apostle in respect to the

word under consideration .

So far as the word is applied to Christ, the examples of its use

may be divided into two great classes ; I. Those where xvotos

is joined with 'Ιησούς, Χριστός, Χριστός Ιησούς , or 'Ιησούς

Xolotós ; where, of course, the application is plain and certain .

1
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II . Those where no such union of appellations is exbibited ,

but where xvolos alone is the designation employed .

I. Kvoios united with other usual appellations of the Sa

viour. These may be divided into several classes, as follows.

1. Where ó xuolos with the article is preceded or followed

by 'mooûs without the article . E. g. Rom. 4 : 24, 'mooūv tov

κύριον ημών. 1 Cor. 5 : 5, του κυρίου Ιησού. 1 Cor. 6: 1 .

11 : 23. 2 Cor. 1 : 14. 4 : 14. Gal. 6:17. Eph. 1 : 15. 1 Thess.

2 : 15. 2 : 19 where Xoloro after ' Incoő is of doubtful authority.

3:13, XQuoto doubtful . 4 : 2. 2 Thess. 1 : 7. 1 : 8 , XOLSTOU

doubtful. 1 : 12, XolotoŨ doubtful. 2 : 8. Philem . v. 5. Heb .

13 : 20. In all eighteen examples, if we include the cases which

are attended withsome little doubt .

2. Where ó xúgos with the article, is followed by Xoco

τός without the article . Rom. 16: 18, το κυρίω ημών Χρισ

Tợ. Only one example.

3. Cases in which ó xúolos with the article follows 'mooūs

Χριστός or Xριστος 'Ιησούς without it . Rom . 1 : 4, 'ησού Χρισ

Toù toŨ xvolov nuôv. Rom . 5:21 . 6:23 . 7 : 25. 8 : 39. I Cor.

1 : 9. 9 : 1. 15 : 31. Eph. 3: 11. Pbil. 3 : 8. Col. 2 : 6 , where

Xolotós has the article. 1 Tim . 1 : 2. 2 Tim. 1 : 2. Thirteen

examples in all .

4. Cases in which zúglos without the article, precedes ' In

gous without it . Rom . 10: 9 , xuqlov ' Incouv. Rom . 14: 14 .

1 Cor. 12 : 3. Phil . 2 : 19. Col. 3: 17. 1 Thess . 4: 1. In all,

six cases.

5. Cases in which ó xuquos with the article, precedes 'Inooūs

Χριστός ο Χριστός Ιησούς without it . Rom. 5 : 1 , του κυρίου

ημών Ιησού Χριστού . Rom. 5 : 11. 13 : 14. 15 : 6. 15:30 . 16 :

20. 1 Cor. 1 : 2 . 1 : 7 . 1 : 8. 1 : 10. 5 : 4 bis . 15 : 57. 16 : 22.

16 : 23. 2 Cor. 1 : 3. 8 : 9. 11 : 31. 13 : 13. Gal. 6 : 14. 6 : 18 .

Eph. 1 : 3. 1 : 17. 3: 14. 5 : 20. 6 : 24. Phil. 4 : 23. Col. 1 :

3. 1 Thess. 1 : 3. 3: 11. 5 : 9. 5 : 23. 5 : 28. 2 Thess. 2: 1 .

2 : 14. 2 : 16. 3 : 6. 3 : 12. 3 : 18. 1 Tim . 6 : 3. 6 : 14. 2 Tim.

4 : 22. Philem . v. 25. Forty three examples.

6. Cases in which xúolos without the article , precedes or fol

lows Ιησούς Χριστός Or Χριστος Ιησους without it . Rom. 1 : 7,

κυρίου Ιησού Χριστού. 2 Cor. 4: 5, Χριστόν Ιησούν κύριον.

1 Cor. 1 : 3. 8 : 6. 2 Cor. 1 : 2. Gal . 1 : 3. Eph . 1 : 2. 6 : 23.

Phil . 1 : 2. 2 : 11. 3: 20. 1 Thess. 1 : 1 bis 2 Thess. 1 : 1. 1 :

2. 1 : 12. Tit. 1 : 4. Philem. v. 3. Eighteen cases in all .

Besides the examples above exhibited, there are several oth
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ers of doubtful authority, and some that are contained in the

Textus Receptus, which are omitted in the critical editions.

a ) Of doubtful authority, is xúquos in Rom . 6 : 11. 2 Cor. 4 :

10. Col. 1 : 2. 2 Tim . 4 : 1. I mean to say , the authority

is so far doubtful, that they cannot fairly be enumerated as legit

imate examples of the useof xúolos. There are some other ca

ses of a different nature, which are comprised under no . 1

above. I follow the edition of Knapp, in my critical estimate of

these texts. Four cases, then , are of doubtful authority .

b) Rejected from the text, is xúglos in 1 Cor. 10: 28. Col.

3 : 16. 1 Tim . 1 : 1 . 5:21 . Philem . v. 20. Five instances in

the Textus Receptus, are rejected in the critical editions of the

New Testament.

In my estimate, therefore, of the number of times in which

Paul applies xúgios to Christ, in a manner that admits of no pos

sible doubt, the instances in a and b are omitted .

From thepreceding view it appears that xúolos is an appel

lation very frequently given to the Saviour by Paul ; for the

number of instances in which this is certain , because it is con

nected with one or more of the proper names of Jesus, amounts

to no less than 99 in the sum .

We come now to a more difficult part of our task . Paul em

ploys the word xúolos alone , i . e. unconnected with any of the

proper names of the Saviour, more frequently than he does

when connected with them . This leads to our second head of

inquiry, as proposed above on p. 755 sq.

II. Use of xúolos when not accompanied by other appellations.

It will render our investigation more easy, if we first separate

those examples of such a use, which plainly and certainly are

applied to God, in the same way as xuquos is applied to him

in the Septuagint version of the Old Testament.

These are contained in the quotations made by Paul from

the Old Testament Scriptures ; in regard to which no reason

able doubt can be urged , that in most cases xúolos is to be taken

as it is in the Old Testament .

The examples are, Rom . 4 : 8. 9 : 28. 9 : 29. 10: 13. 10:

16. 11 : 3. 11 : 34. 12 : 19. 14 : 11. 15 : 11 . 1 Cor. 1 : 31 .

2 : 16. 3 : 20. 10 : 26. 14 : 21. 2 Cor. 6 : 17. 6 : 18. 1 Tim .

6 : 15. 2 Tim . 2 : 19 Heb. 1 : 10. 7 : 21. 8 : 2. 8 : 8. 8 : 9 .

8 : 10. 8 : 11. 10: 16. 10 : 30. 12 : 5. 12 : 6. 13 : 6. In all,

thirty -two cases.

No. IV. 96
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In some of these instances indeed , the passages quoted are

applied directly to Christ. For example ; in Rom . 10: 13 the

apostle says : “ Whosoever shall call upon the name of the

Lord , shall be saved ; " where a reference to vs. 9–11 makes

it quite clear that Christ must be meant, and of course that

núolos is here applied to him , in like manner as it is applied to

Jehovah in the Old Testament .

So again in Heb. 1 : 10 , it is clear by a comparison with v. 8,

that xuous here is intended by the apostle to designate the Son ;

and to him is ascribed not only the same name, but the same

works, as to 71,7 or xúquos in Ps. 102 : 25 sq.

I pass by instances, however, of this nature, because I do

not wish to lay any stress , for my present purpose , on examples

of this class. Some of them are indeed fraught with important

instruction . In the two instances just quoted, how could the

apostle apply to Christ the name and the works which are as

cribed to Jehovah in the Old Testament Scriptures, provided

he did not believe that this ascription could be justly and truly

made ? And on the supposition (sometimes proposed) that he

accommodated the Old Testament language to the expression of

his views in regard to Jesus, how could he, as a prudent and

honest man, employ language in a way that was so very liable to

be misapprehended by his readers?

But my present object is not to urge these questions, nor the

subject with which they are connected. I proceed to note a

few other instances, in which Paul uses the word xúquos in the

common secular sense, as denoting the master of servants. Thus

Rom . 14 : 4. Eph . 6 : 5. 6 : 9. Col. 3 : 22. 4 : 1 , are plain in

stances of this nature; and I may add, these are among the

very numerous class of examples in the Septuagint and New

Testament, which go to shew that the classical distinction made

between deonórnsand xúolos was not at all regarded by the

Hellenistic writers.

Once only is xúpou applied by Paul to designate the hea

then divinities, in the samemanner as their own writers applied

it ; viz. in Cor. 8 : 5 , εισί θεοί πολλοί, και κύριοι πολλοί .

To designate a possessor, owner, or rightful proprietor and

disposer, xúpos is once used by Paul, in Gal. 4 : 1.

All the remaining examples apply to Christ or to God. We

come now to the consideration ofthese ; which was the original

and particulardesign of the present disquisition .
For convenience sake I shall divide the examples of this na

1
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ture into two classes; viz. (A)Those which seem to be clear and

fairly incontrovertible ; and ( B ) Those about which more or less

doubt may arise in the mind , and concerning which critics have

entertained different opinions.

(A) Cases where the application of xúpos to Christ, when

standing alone, seems to be plain and incapable of being fairly
controverted .

1. Rom. 10: 12, “ o avròs xúolos návrov, abounding (in mer

cy ) to all who call upon him .” The apostle had just said, v. 9,

“If thou shalt confess with thy mouth xúquov'Innoūv;" and he

says again v. 14 , “ How shall they call on him , in whom they

have not believed ." That Christ is here the object of belief

and confession , and he on whom Jews and Gentiles are to call,

admits of no rational doubt ; and of course, the ó autOS XULOS

in v. 12 must designate the Saviour. Comp. Acts 9 : 14 , 21 .
7:59. 22: 16. 1 Cor. 1 : 2. 2 Tim . 2 : 22.

2. Rom . 14: 6-8, “ He who regardeth the day, regardeth

it to the Lord ; and he who regardeth not the day, to the Lord

he doth not regard it ; " i. e . for the Lord's sake, out of consci

entious obedience to what he believes to be agreeable to the

commands of the Lord, he omits to regard it. “ Hewho eateth ,

eateth to the Lord ; ... and he who eateth not, to the Lord

he eateth not. . . If we live, we live to the Lord ; and if we

die, we die to the Lord ; whether, therefore, we live or die, we

are the Lord's." The application of this is quite clear, from

the sentence which the apostle immediately adds : “For to this

end Christ both died and revived, that he might be Lord

(XVQiEvon) of the dead and the living,” v. 9. The mention of

Christ's xvpiórns here, in respect to the dead and the living ,

renders entirely explicit whatwas before said , viz. “Whether

we live, we live to the Lord ; or whether we die, we die to the

Lord ,” for • living and dying we are his . ' Why ? Because he

died and rose again, in order that he might be Lord of his

followers, whether living or dying. Of course the application of

Xúquos in these seven instances isclear.

3. Rom. 16 : 2, “Receive her ( Phebe] {v xvpio in a man

ner worthy of the saints . ” In all the examples of the like na

ture, where xv xuolo is added as descriptive ofthe state or con

dition of any one, or as designating the manner in which he is to

act, there can be no doubt that xvoig refers to Christ. I cannot

go here into a full explanation of the phrase itself, which in some

cases involves difficulties, and has given rise to controversies
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among critics. In general the meaning of it is to be made out

by a reference to the fact, that believers are, in a spiritual

sense, “ members of Christ's body ,” of “ his flesh , and his

bones,”,” “ one with him . ” Thus they are iv xvoim . In conse

quence of this, they are to live and act as it becomes those to

do, who hold such a relation, i . e. as we should now say, in a

manner worthy of Christians. Sometimes ¿ v xvoiy describes

the condition of persons ; in which case it designates them as

being Christians. In the case before us , it may qualify either

προσδέξησθε or αυτήν. In the first case the meaning is, Re

ceive her in such a manner as those who are Christians should

do ;' which would here be only a repetition, however, of the idea

that is contained in the agius tov aylw that follows. In the

second case, which seems to be the true one, the idea is, 'Re

ceive her as being {v uvolo, i. e . as being a real Christian, and

worthy of your confidence and kindness."

4. Rom. 16: 8, Αμπλίαν ... έν κυρίω ; 16: 11 , τους όν

τας έν κυρίω; 16: 12, Τρύφαιναν και Τρυφωσαν, τας κοπιώ

σας εν κυρίω - Περσίδα ... ήτις ... εκοπίασεν εν κυρίω;

16 : 13, Ρούφον, τον εκλεκτών εν κυρίω ; 16: 22 , ασπάσο

μαι υμας εγω Τέρτιος... έν κυρίω, I Tertius professing

the Christian faith ; are all cases of the same nature as is de
scribed in no. 3, and admit of no doubt that xupio applies to

Christ. The reader will take notice that the article is wanting

in all the formulas of this nature.

5. 1 Cor. 2 : 8 , “ For had they known it, they would not

have crucified τον κύριον της δόξης. ” There can be no mis

take here, as the allusion to the crucifixion must necessarily pre

vent it.

6. 1 Cor.4:4,5, “ He whojudgeth me,xupós éotw. There
fore judge nothing before the time, when o shall come.”

The very numerous instances in which the coming of Christ is

spoken of by Paul and others, and his coming to judgment, ad

mit no well grounded doubt that xúolos here means the Lord

Jesus.

7. 1 Cor. 4:17, Teuotíov ... Alotov Év xvolo ; see pos. 3, 4 .

8. 1 Cor. 6:13, 14 , " The body is not for fornication , but for

το κυρίω, and ο κύριος for the body ; for God both raised up

töv xúglov, and will raise up us by his power.” The reference

here made to the resurrection of the Xúquos, makes the sense

of it clear.

9. 1 Cor. 6 : 17, “ He who is joined to xvpio, is one spirit.”

(.

3

tt

9

SO
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The apostle had just been saying ( v. 15) , that Christians are

members of Christ, of course the phrase in v . 17 refers plainly

to him..

10. 1 Cor. 7: 22, « For he who is called εν κυρίω as a ser

vant, is the freed - man κύριου ; and he who is called as a free

man, is the servant of Christ.” Here it is plain that κύριος de

signates Christ ; first, from the phrase įv xvolo ; and secondly,
because xúquos in the first part of the verse, is plainly interchang

ed with Χριστός in the last part..

11. 1 Cor. 7 : 32, 34, 35 , 39 , μεριμνά τα του κυρίου,

πως αρέσει το κυρία" .... μεριμνα τα του κυρίου ... εύπάρε

δρον τω κυρίω ... μόνον εν κυρίω. Taking all these passages

together in their connexion, it is quite clear that súpros here

designates the Saviour.

12. 1Cor. 9: 1, 2 , το έργον μου... έν κυρίω. .. η σφραγίς

της έμής αποστολής ... έν κυρίαν ; see nOs . 3, 4.

13. 1 Cor. 9 : 5, αδελφοί του κυρίου ; 1. e. plainly of the
Lord Jesus.

14. 1 Cor. 10: 21, 22 , ποτήριον κυρίου τραπέζης

κυρίου ή παραζηλούμεν τον κύριον, most plainly refer to

Christ.

15. 1 Cor 11 : 11 , “ But neither is the woman without the

man , nor the man without the woman, ¿ v xvoim ; " see nos.

3, 4 .

16. 1 Cor. 11 : 23, ' Εγω παρέλαβον από του κυρίου, viz.

that “the Lord Jesus, in the night in which he was betrayed,

took bread , etc.” The nature of this revelation , the very fre

quent declarations which Paul makes respecting his being in

structed by Christ himself, Gal. 1 : 12. 1 Cor. 15: 3. Εph.

3: 2 , 3, and the immediate mention of κύριος Ιησούς in the

sequel, all concur in making this a plain case as to the meaning

of κύριος.

17. 1 Cor.1: 26 , 27, 29 , θάνατος του κυρίου... ποτήριον

του κυρίου ... του σώματος και του αίματος του κυρίου ...

το σώμα του κυρίου, are unequivocal examples.

18. 1 Cor. 12 : 6, και αυτός κύριος. That this means Christ ,

seems to be made quite clear from the clause which succeeds ;

for here και αυτος θεός is used in the way of distinction from it.

19. 1 Cor . 15 : 47 , ο δεύτερος άνθρωπος, ο κύριος εξ ου

ρανού, an example which needs no comment.

20. 1 Cor. 15 : 58 , « abounding in the work του κυρίου.”

The apostle had just said, in the preceding verse, " Thanks be
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unto God,who giveth us the victory, through our Lord Jesus

Christ !” This seems to make the meaning of work of the Lord,

quite plain .---In the same verse, we have in the same sense,

ο κόπος υμών ... έν κυρίω, which being plain of itself (comp.

nos . 3, 4 ), makes the above expression plain, because it is a
mere equivalent for it .

21. 1 Cor. 16 : 10, tov čoyov toŨ xvpiou, the same as in the

preceding number.

22. 1 Cor. 16 : 19, ¿ v xvpios ; see nos. 3, 4. The same for

mula also occurs in 2 Cor. 2 : 12 .

23. 2 Cor. 3: 16, 17, 18, επιστρέψη προς κύριος
o de

κύριος το πνεύμα εστιν ου δε το πνεύμα κυρίου, εκεί ελευθε

ρία...την δόξαν του κυρίου... καθάπερ από κυρίου πνεύμα
TOS,—all maniſestly relating to one and the same Xúquos. Who

this is , seems to be disclosed by v. 14, in which the apostle as

serts, that the veil on the faces of the Jewish nation , ¿v Xoco

to xatagyeitai. Then he adds in v. 16, “ When it [the Jew

ish nation) shall turn rigos xúolov, the veil shall be taken away,

Tepialoerai.” As he is here speaking of the conversion of the

Jews to Christianity, so turning noos xuovov means, turning to

Christ. The last phrase, xvpiou nevetuatos, does not mean the

Spirit of Christ, but the Lord who is a Spirit ; for so the pre

ceding phrase , ó xugios to reveðuá xotiv , leads us to explain it,

Christ being here called avɛūua as he is in Heb. 9 : 14, and

perhaps in i Pet. 3: 18. Rom . 1: 4. In regard to tveữua xv

piov, compare Job 16 : 7, 14, 15.

24. 2 Cor. 5 : 6 , 8 , 11 , εκδημούμεν από του κυρίου ...

švonuñoal noos töv xuplov, ( to be absent from the Lord, and

to be present with him) , refers clearly to Christ ; for in the im

mediate sequel the apostle says, “ Whether present or absent,

we are strongly desirous to be acceptable to him .” To whom ?

The next verse tells “ For we must all appear before the

judgment-seat of Christ , thateach one may receive according to

the deeds done in the body, " etc. That is, • We are strongly

desirous to be acceptable to the Lord Christ, for he is to be our

final judge ; on whom our eternal condition depends. In v. 11 ,

ειδότες ούν τον φόβον του κυρίου, manifestly refers to the same

Xúpos who is to be our final judge .

25. 2 Cor. 8 : 5, “They gave themselves first toộ xvpio, "

i . e . to the Lord Christ, as the clause which follows seems plain

ly to intimate ; which runs thus : “ then to us by the will of

God.” If Jaoû here were the same as xvpio in the preceding

us ;
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clause, autoū would of course have been put in its place, so

that the whole clause would then have run thus : “ They gave

themselves first to the Lord, and then to us by his will." But

as it is , xvpio seems evidently to refer to Christ.

26. 2 Cor. 10: 8 , “ If I should glory somewhat in this pow

er which ó xúolos has given me." He had just before said ,

that if any were confident they belonged to Christ, so was

he confident of the same thing, i. e. that he was acting under a
commission or by virtue of authority derived from him. Ο κύ

plos is therefore, in this passage, only another designation in

stead of Xquotós. Comp. Rom . 1 : 1,5. Tit . 1 : 1–3. 1 Tim.
1 : 12.

27. 2 Cor. 11 : 17 , ου λαλώ κατά κύριον, I do not speak

by revelation or command of the Lord, i. e. of Christ ; comp.

v. 10, αλήθεια Χριστού ; ν. 14 , αποστόλους Χριστού; ν. 22,

διακόνους Χριστού ; all of which shew that as an apostle he is

recognizing, by the expression sarà xúolov, his relation to the

great Head of the church. Comp. also Rom. 1 : 1 , 5. 1 Tim.
1 : 1 .

28. 2 Cor. 12 : 1 , " I will come to visions and revelations

xvolov. " Vs. 7 , 8, “ Lest I should be exalted above measure, a

thorn in the flesh was given me...on this account I besought

toy xuqov thrice ," etc. That the Lord whom Paul besought

was Christ, is plain ; for a part of the answer to the apostle's

supplication was, “ My power is perfected in those who are

weak .” To this the apostle immediately rejoins, “ Most gladly

then will I rejoice in my weaknesses, that the power of Christ

may rest upon me. " The power of Christ is then the power of

that Lord whom the apostle besought. And this, standing in

such an intimate connexion with the preceding verses, makes it

quite probable that anonahúyEls xvpiov in v. 1 , means ' revela

tions made by Christ to his apostle.'

29. 2 Cor. 13: 10 , “ according to the power which ó xúplos

has given me. The same as in no. 26.

30. Gal . 1 : 19 , “ James the brother toũ xvplov ;" which ex

plains itself.

31. Gal . 5 : 10 , “ I am confident in respect to you év xvpio ; "

see nos . 3 , 4. Eph. 2 : 21. 4 : 1 , 17 : 5 : 8 , xv xupio, have all

the same meaning.

32. Eph. 4: 5 , čís xúquos here is said by way of distinction

from eis feos in v. 6 ; and of course it refers to Christ.

33. Eph. 5 : 10, avágeotov To supio stands in such imme
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diate connexion with źv xvolo in v. 8, that there can be no

reasonable doubt that Christ is meant.

34. Eph. 5 : 17 , “ Understanding what is the will toữ xvplov."

The writer had just said , “Christ shall give thee light." He

here says, then, Mark well or understand the instruction or

light which the Lord (Jesus) gives.'

35. Eph . 5 : 19 , “ Speaking among yourselves in psalms and

hymns and spiritual songs, singing andmaking melody in your

heart to xvolo .” The clause which follows, runs thus : “ Giv

ing thanks always for all things in the name of our Lord Jesus

Christ, to God even the Father.” I understand this here in

the way of distinction . I do not mean to say, that the apos
tle intends to describe two separate kinds of worship, differing

in manner, and , if I may so speak, in degree. The singing

of psalms etc. is one method of thanksgiving ; the direct ex

pression of thanks in prayer is another. The writer means to

say, that Christ is to be praised and thanked ; and that God the

Father is to be praised and thanked ; and he merely express

es this by a reference to different ways in which Christians

were wont to utter their thanks. - In confirmation of this, one

might appeal to the account which Pliny (Epist. 10. 97) gives

of the primitive Christians. 66 Soliti sunt ...carmen Christo

dicere quasi Deo .” Why should not the church on earth do

what angels and the spirits of thejust in heaven do ? See Rev.

5 : 11–14. Koppe, Gabler, Winer, and others, have expressed

the same opinion in respect to xúquos in the passage above.

36. Eph. 5 : 22, “ Ye wives, [he subject to your own hus
bands, os to xvolo ." In vs. 23, 24, Christ is said to be the

head of the church, and the church to be subject to Christ ;

Christ then is the xúgios to whom reference is here made.

37. Eph. 6 : 1 , } v xvpio ; see nos . 3, 4. In v. 4, raidela

και νουθεσία του κυρίου seems evidently to refer to the same
XULOS which is mentioned in v. 1 .

38. Eph. 6 : 7 , 8 , “ Heartily and with a willing mind per

forming service, ως το κυρίω και ουκ ανθρώποις.” The δούλος

toŨXolotoũ in v. 6 appears to explain xvqos here. So in v. 8,

“ He shall receive this (the reward of obedience] napà xúqov ,"

i . e . from Christ their master, in whose service they are engag

ed. Kúpos in v. 9 refers to the same master. Comp. Col.

3 : 22—24 .

39. Eph. 6 : 10, 21 , xv xvplq ; see nos. 3, 4. The same in

Phil . 1 : 14. 2 : 24. 2 : 29. 3: 1. 4 : 1. 4 : 2. 4 : 4. 4: 10. In
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3, 4 .

Col. 1 : 10, áčlos toũ xupiou is of the like nature ; for the mean

ing is , . Worthily of those who are iv xvpio, or worthily of those

who profess the Christian religion . Col. 3: 18. 3: 20, ¿v xv

pio.

40. Col. 3 : 22,23, 24, φοβούμενοι τον κύριον... έκ ψυχής

εργάζεσθε, ως το κυρίω... από κυρίου απολήσεσθε την ανα

πόδωσιν ... τω γαρ κυρία Χριστώ δουλεύετε. The last clause

of course makes all the rest plain . Comp. Eph . 6 : 7, 8. — Col.

4 : 1 stands in the same connexion, and therefore vueīs šXETE

κύριον is clear..

41. Col. 4 : 7. 4 : 17. 1 Thess. 3: 8, év muoio ; see nos .

42. 1 Thess . 1 : 6 , “ Be ye imitators of me and oftoữ xvgiov, '

which plainly refers to the Lord Jesus. In v. 8 , bóyos toŨ xú

plov seemsas plainly to mean, the gospel of Christ .'

43. 1 Thess. 3 : 12, " ó xúquos make you to abound in love, "

etc. In the preceding verse, ο κύριος 1 Χριστός is mentioned ;

and to this the ó xúgios of v. 12 plainly refers.

44. 1 Thess. 4 : 15, 16, 17, εν λόγω κυρίου ... την παρου

σίαν του κυρίου ... αυτος ο κύριος ... είς απάντησιν του κυ

plov ... ouv xvpiq , are all plain examples of xúquos applied to

Christ. And, as standing in immediate connexion with this,

n riueoa xvolov in 1 Thess. 5 : 2 seems of course to be the day

of the Lord Jesus.

45. 1 Thess . 5 : 12 , åv xvoio, is plain .

46. 2 Thess. 1 : 9, ano noooonov toŨ xvolov has reference

to the του κυρίου ημών Ιησού of the preceding verse.

47. 2 Thess. 2: 13, dyannuévoi uno xvplov, i . e . beloved of

Christ, or dear to Christ ; comp. v . 14 .

48. 2 Thess . 3 : 1 , ó lóyos toữ xuplov, the gospel of Christ.

And in this same connexion , “ ó xúolos is faithful,” etc. (v. 3,)

seems evidently to refer to Christ. Therefore v. 4, nenOIOQuev

¿ v xvolo refers to the same Lord ; all of which is plain from

v. 5 , where it is said , “ ó xugos direct your hearts to the love

of God.” In v. 6 also, toữ xvolov I. Xolotoũ is fully named.

49. 1 Tim . 1 : 14 , vi xdois toũ xvgiov, i . e. of the Lord Jesus

Christ , as is plain from comparing v . 12 , where the apostle ex

presses his thanks for the yaouv thus received from Christ.

50. 2 Τim . 1 : 8, το μαρτύριον του κυρίου ημών, the gospel

of Christ.

51. 2 Τim. 2 : 24 , δούλον κυρίου is equivalent to δούλον

No. IV . 97
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Xoloroữ ; an appellation which the apostle so often gives him
self and other Christians.

52. 2Tim . 4 : 8 , " A crown of glory, which the Lord will

give me.” “O xúolos here is immediately called the righteous

judge ; and the apostle , in the next clause , speaks of “all those

who love his appearing,” viz. the appearance of the righteous

judge, or of the Lord ; which of course refers to Christ.

53. Philem . v. 16 , ¿v xvoio ; see nos . 3 , 4 .

54. Heb. 2 : 3 , “ Which (word) began to be spoken Úno toù

xvplov , " i . e . by Christ, as all must agree . Equally plain is

Heb. 7. 14 , “ Our Lord sprang out of Judah .”

The result of the preceding investigations is, that we have , in

the whole of the epistles of Paul , ninety-nine examples in which

xvoros is united with one or more of ihe proper names of the

Saviour, excluding from this reckoning the four doubtful in

stances, and the five rejected ones , mentioned on p . 757 under

a and b . In addition to these, we have one hundred and sixteen

instances, in which xúoros seems manifestly to designate the Sa

viour ; making in the whole two hundred and fifteen instances

in which this designation is applied to Christ ; while, on the

other hand, we have only thirty-three clear instances in which

xúolos is applied to designate Jehovah or God absolutely consid

ered , and these are all in quotations made from the Old Testa

ment . Theexamples may be seen on p . 757 above. Whether

Paul uses xúolos in more instances than those just mentioned,

in the simple sense of gros or 7777?, remains for examination
under our next head , which is made up

that are more

or less doubtful .

I would not be understood here to say , that in all the one

hundred and sixteen cases above mentioned , included under the

class which we have just been examining, there are none which

have not been doubted or called in question by some critics.

This is far from being the case. What I mean to say is simply

this, viz . if the instances produced are examined maturely, and

in the light which the context and the usus loquendi of Paul af

fords, they will appear, as I must believe , to all impartial and

adequate critics , at the present time, as falling under the head

where I have ranked them . We pass now to the remaining

class of examples.

( B ) Cases, which have a fairer claim to be placed upon the
list of doubtful ones .

of cases
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I shall be as brief in my examination of them , as will be con

sistent with the nature of the undertaking.

1. 1 Cor. 3 : 5 , “ Who then is Paul, or who is Apollos, but

ministers by whom we have believed , evenas ó xvolos hath

given to each ? ” The frequency with which Paul calls himself
απόστολος Χριστού , δούλος Χριστού, etc. the frequency with

which he ascribes the qualifications of Christian ministers to

Christ, who by bis Spirit furnishes them with gifts ; and I may

add , the harmony of this with the gospel economy, as disclosed

in the words and promises of the Saviour, John 15 : 26. 14 : 16 ,

17. 16 : 13, 14. 16: 7 ; together with the general usus loquen

di of Paul; seem to create a strong probability that o núolos
here is meant to designate the Saviour. Διάκονοι in the pre

ceding clause seems evidently to mean διάκονοι Χριστου; and

if so , then ó xúolos means Christ.

2. 1 Cor. 4: 19, “ I will come to you quickly , av ó xuolos

Jednon, and will know ," etc. In itself this might apply either

to fós (comp. James 3: 15) , or to Xplorós. But the applica

tion to the latter seems more probable here, because the apostle

had just said (v. 17) , “ I have sent Timothy to you . . , sorov

έν κυρίω, who will make known to you τας οδούς μου εν Χρισ

too. " Odoús here means, all his labours and toils for the cause

of Christ. Now the mention of Timothy as niotov {v uvoio ,

and of oδους εν Χριστώ, seems very naturally to presupposethat

the same xúquos was in the mind of the writer, when he penned

the next sentence in which ¿av ó xúolos occurs . The applica

tion of it to the Saviour, then , appears probable.

3. 1 Cor. 7 : 10 , 12 , “ Those who are married I command ,

yet not I, but ó xugos ...To others I say, our ó xuptos.” Gen

eral analogy pleads here in favour of referring this to the great

Head of the church ; and particularly so, as soon after (v. 17)

the writer speaks of o núgios as distributing gifts, conferring

talents, and directing the affairs of the church , in distinction from

grós. I can hardly doubt here, that Paul meant to refer to the Sa

viour. 'O xúolos in v. 17 , must be considered as liable to very

little doubt , if any , on account of the distinction made by ó geos

which follows. In v . 25, iritaynv xvolov of course follows on in the

train of ο κύριος in vs. 10, 12 ; and ηλεημένος υπό κυρίου in the

same verse, must naturally be construed in the same way. An

other instance of the same nature, is in 1 Cor. 9 : 14 .

4. 1 Cor. 11:32, “ But being condemned , we are chastened

vrò xvplov . " The preceding context speaks of the cup of the
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Lord — the body and blood of the Lord — the body of the Lord '

-all having reference to offending him , by eating and drinking

unwortbily at the sacramental table. It seems natural, then , to

refer xvolov ( in v. 32 ) to the same Lord ; especially as there

can be no doubt that Christ does punish offending Christians;

comp. Rev. chap. 1. — UJI.

5. 1 Cor. 14: 37 , “ Let him know that what I write unto

you , are commands xvpiou." General analogy only can settle

the question here. In the preceding verse, the apostle men

tions dóyos Taoû, which, however, means the gospel in general .

But evromai nuplov has a special meaning, and refers to the par

ticular directions which Paul had been giving to the Corinthi

ans. These he refers, as it seems to me, to Christ ; see no.

3 above, which should be compared with the passage under ex

amination.

6. 1 Cor. 16 : 7 , “ I hope to stay with you some time, čův

Οκύριος επιτρέπη.” The application may be either to θεός οι

Xolotós; but for reasons given under no . 2, it seems more

probable that it refers to the latter.

7. 2 Cor. 8 : 19. “ Chosen to travel ... with this present,

which is supplied by us to the glory of the same xvplov ," i. e.

the Lord of both us and you . But who is this ? Can wewell

doubt that it is the same Lord who is spoken of in v . 5 of the

same chapter, to whomthe churches of Macedonia had given

themselves ; the same Lord Jesus, who, though rich, became

poor for our sakes ? v. 9. If so, and this seems the most prob

able construction , then v. 21 , “Providing things honest not

only in the sight of the Lord , but also in the sight of men ,” re

fers of course to the same Lord .

8. 2 Cor. 10: 17, 18, “ He that glorieth, let bim glory {v

xvolo ; for it is not he who commendeth himself that is approv

ed , but whom o xúquos commendeth . ” I have not ranked this

passage under the quotations from the Old Testament, exhibited

on p . 757, as I might have done . I omitted it because although

the reference to Jer. 9 : 23, 24 seems quite certain ; yet it is not

equally so , that the writer meant siinply to quote. But howev

er this might be, the reference is so plain ( comp. I Cor. 1 : 31 ) ,

that there can scarcely be a doubt, that núgios in both these

cases is equivalent to geo's or -71.7 .

9. Eph. 4: 17, “ This I say, and testify xv xvpio .” The
meaning is somewhat obscure ; but the phraseology is so conso

nant with that in A. 3, 4 , that I can hardly persuade myself to

foster any doubt concerning its reference to the Saviour.
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10. 1 Thess. 4: 6, “ Defraud not ... for ó xuquos is an

avenger of all such things . ” Connected withthis is Othnua toő

θεού in v. 3, and oυ εκάλεσεν ημάς ο θεος επί ακαθαρσία κ.τ.λ.

in y . 7 . From the connexion here then , we must on the

whole recognize this as an instance of xúolos being applied in

the simple sense of fɛós or 71.7 , independently ofa quotation

from the Old Testament.

11. 1 Thess. 5 : 27, opwiśw vuãs röv xúolov, i . e. the Lord

Jesus. Comp. no . 9. Analogy is not wanting to confirm this

interpretation; see Rom . 9 : 1. Yet the majority of instances,

in such appeals of Paul, are of a different kind ; e . g . Rom.

1 : 9. 2 Cor. 1 : 23. 11:31. Gal. 1 : 20. Phil . 1 : 8. The prin

cipal reason why I refer xvolov as above to Christ, lies in the

fact, that the apostle had just mentioned (v, 23) the coming

of the Lord Jesus Christ. Comp. 2 Tim. 2: 14 .

12. 2 Thess. 3 : 16 , “ The Lord himself of peace give you

peace always and in every way ; the Lord be with you

Comp. John 14 : 27. 16 : 33. A comparison also of vs. 12

and 18 here, renders it probable that Christ is the Lord to

whom reference is made.

13. 2 Tim. 1 : 16 , 18, “ ö xúolos grant mercy to the house of

Onesipliorus ... ο κυριος grant mercy to him παρα κυρίου, in

that day .” The first xuotos in the latter clause I understand

here as referring to Christ, the second to God ; so Winer.

Others compare Gen. 19: 24, " Jehovah rained down ...brim

stone and fire from Jehovah out of heaven ;" where both names

refer to the same Jehovah . But as this is an änas leyóuevov

in the Bible, and as xúquos in v. 18 above is susceptible of a

more easy and natural interpretation, I prefer the turn which

has been given to it. “O xugios in v. 16, if v . 18 is interpreted

rightly, must refer to Christ.–Of the same tenor is 2 Tim. 2 : 7 ,

δώη γάρ σοι ο κύριος σύνεσιν εν πάσι;3 : 11, εκ πάντων με έρ

δύσατο ο κύριος ; 4: 14 , αποδώη αυτώ ο κύριος κατά τα έργα

αυτού ; 4 : 17, ο δε κύριός μοι παρέστη; 4: 18 , ρύσεται με ο κύ

plos. The general tenor of Paul's epistles speaks in favour of

applying o xvqios in all such instances to the Saviour. Comp.

2 Cor. 12 : 8, 9. 5 : 9–11 .

14. 2 Τim. 2 : 14 , διαμαρτυρόμενος ενώπιον του κυρίου ; see

no. 11. I am inclined to believe that xvolov here refers to

Christ, in the same manner as in 1 Thess. 5 : 27.

15. 2 Tim . 2 : 22 , “Follow righteousness ... meta tov

rahovuévwv tov xúpcov . ” Comp. Acts 9 : 14, 21. 7:59. 22 : 16 .
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Rom. 10 : 12. 1 Cor. 1 : 2 . The usus loquendihardly permits

one to doubt here, that xúolov means the Lord Jesus.

16. Heb. 12 : 14, “ Without holiness no one shall see tov xú

piov.” Comp. Matt. 5 : 8 , also 1 Cor. 13:12 . 1 John 3 : 2 . I

am inclined to believe that xúocos here is the same as 71,77 or

7. To see God, is an expression which means to come into

his presence in the heavenly world , Ps. 16 : 11. 17 : 15. The

special sense of muquos is not needed in Heb . 12 : 14 .

I have now gone through the examination of all the instances,

in which xuolos is found in the writings of Paul . Under this

last class of doubtful cases , i. e. in which it is doubtful whether

κύριος means 'Ιησούς or θεός, I have ranked thirty-one exam

ples. I have not put all of these, however, under the class of

doubtful cases, because of my own persuasion respecting them ;

for in many of the examples just cited, it does seem to me that

there is no reasonable ground of doubt. It is because these

cases have most of them been more or less controverted, and

made the subject of doubt by others , and been differently classed

by them , that I have arranged them as above ; and on the same

account I have made them the subject of particular examina

tion . Whether others may accord with me or not, in the classi

fication to which I am now adverting, is not material in respect

to the general subject of discussion . And even in case they

should differ in their persuasion, with respect to some of the ex

amples, whether xúpios designates God or Christ, (which it is

very possible they may do, it will not alter the conclusion to

which we must all come, in regard to the general use of xvQLOS

by Paul. This is , that in nearly all of the two hundred and

forty -six instances in which xúpios is used by Paul to DESIG

NATE Christ or God, independently of quotations from the

Old Testament, it is APPLIED TO THE DESIGNATION OF Christ.

According to the view given above, there are not more than

five instances in which the application of xúolos in the sense of

Frós is very probable, viz. 2 Cor. 10 : 17, 18. 1 Thess. 4 : 6 .

2 Tim . 1 : 18. Heb. 12 : 14. Of these, two are by good right

to be excepted , because they are cither quotation , or directly

dependent on quotation, from the Old Testament; see B. 8.

above. We come then to the very small number of THREE le

gitimate and pretty clear examples, in which Paul, when using

his own language, applies xúgios to God, and not to Christ.

These compared with 241 instances of a different nature, or

(abstracting some twelve or fifteen of these as doubtful) with
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some two hundred and twenty - eight or two hundred and twen

ty -five instances, can leave no doubt on the mind as to the over

whelming evidence, that rupios familiarly and habitually, in the

mind of Paul, was the chosen designation of the Lord Jesus.

Enough of detail. Let us turn our attention , now, to some

of the results of this investigation, in respect to criticism and

theology.

I shall doubtless be met here with the question from many a

reader, Cuibono ? And many will insist too, that some im

portant good should come from a process so long and tedious,

as that to which they have been subjected in the preceding

pages. But if they are wearied in the reading of this discussion,
after the subject is classified and presented in such an order as

to make the conception of it clear and plain ; what will they

think of the labour of making out this classification ? Yet this

labour, severe as it is , is more than compensated by the views

relative to the subject of examination , which the pursuit of it
has afforded .

I. An examination of the instances in which xuqos is used , has

served to correct the error into which some critics of distinguish

ed namehave fallen, in respect to the use of the article before this

word . Gabler, in his Neueste Theol. Journal, IV . p. 11-24

( comp. III. p . 501 ), has maintained that ruolos means God, and

ò núgios Christ ; i.e. that the New Testament writers make

such a distinction by virtue of the article. Even Winer, accu

rate and thorough as he is in New Testament grammar, acced

ed in general to the correctness of this statement, so lately as in

the second edition of his Grammar, p. 56 . He has indeed cor

rected this error in his third edition ; but this was in consequence

of his writing a monogram on the word xúolos, cited on p. 734,

in which he came of course to the correction of his mistake .

One who investigates for himself the New Testament in re

gard to the Greek article, or any thing else of this nature , will

do well to look carefully to those critics who are afraid of Con

cordance labour. For example in the case before us ; the ar

ticle is used with xúolos, signifying God, in Rom . 15:11. 1 Cor.

10 : 26. Heb. 8 : 2. 8:11 ; all indubitable examples. In 2 Cor.

10 : 18. 1 Thess. 4 : 6. Heb. 12 : 14, it is altogether probable

that xúolos refers to God, and yet it has the article.

On the contrary, xupos as meaning ' inoous, is without the arti

cle in Rom. 10 : 9. 14 : 14. 1 Cor. 12: 3. Phil . 2 : 19. Col. 3:

17. 1 Thess . 4 : 1 ; where the use of theword is certain , since it is
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joined with 'Incoūs. Again, there are 18 cases in which xúolos

without the article is united with ' Inooūs Xocotós, as may

be seen in no. 6, p . 756 above . Besides these, there is a multi

tude of examples of the same nature ; e. g . all the numerous

instances in which ¿ v xvoia occurs, and also others mentioned

under no . 2 , p . 759 above . All these examples occur in the

writings of Paul only. How it ever could have been suggested,

that xuquos always means God, and ó xúquos Christ, it is indeed

difficult to see . The very first opening of a Concordance dissi

pates the whole illusion, and shews that the presence or absence

of the article, has little or nothing to do with the designation of

the meaning which xúquos bears .

The same is the case in the Septuagint, for there xúquos with

out the article very often corresponds to the Hebrew 7 or

2717 ; e.g. Ex. 34 : 10. 1 K. 3 : 10. 22 : 6. Ps . 29 : 3, 4, 5 , 7,

9, 10, 11, et al . saepe. The numberless instances of ó xugos,

as applied to Jehovah, render specific examples altogether un

necessary

On the whole nothing is plainer, than that xúquos (like tɛós)

did , by usage among the sacred writers, attain to the same li

cense as proper names are wont to do ; and this because it was

usuallyemployed in the capacity of a proper name. No care

ful reader can help observing that teós occurs in numberless

cases without the article, in the Septuagint and in the New Tes

tament . In the like way, and on the same grounds, xúgios is

employed where ó xuoios might have been used .

It is laid down as a general rule in nearly all our Greek

Grammars and workson the philology of the Greek language,

that the article is employed before a definite, well-known, mona
dic subject ; e . g. ο ήλιος, ο ουρανός, η γη, ο θεός, κ. τ.λ. This

is undoubtedly true ; but then he who believes and trusts to this

as being all the truth concerning the matter, will be greatly mis

led. It is equally true, that the very definiteness of such mona

dic subjects, is a reason why the article may be sometimes dis

pensed with ; because the writer very justly apprehends that the

reader will of course not misapprehend the proper nature of

these subjects, for the very reason that it is so well known to him .

Thus in proper names, which of course are altogether definite ,

the article may be inserted or omitted at the pleasure, as it would

seem , of the writer. This is well known, and generally ac

knowledged . But the same is true in such cases as those noted

above. For example ; ndios without the article, Matt. 13 : 6 .
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Mark 4 : 6. Rev. 7 : 2. 16 : 12. 22: 5. 1 Cor. 15 : 41. Luke

21 : 25. Acts 27 : 20. So ovpavos; for is oúpavāv and it ou

pavoő is the usual formula ; see also Acts 3: 21. 17:24. 2 Cor.

12 : 2. 2 Pet. 3 : 5, 12 , 13. Rev. 21 : 1. We have yñ instead

of r yñ in 1 Cor. 15 : 47. Eph. 3: 15. 2 Pet. 3 : 5 , 10 , 13 .

Acts 17: 24. Luke 2 : 14. Heb. 6 : 7. 8 : 4 , 9. Mark 13: 27,

et al . saepe. As to feos, the instances in which the article is

omitted are too numerous to need any mention .

Nor is this New Testament license only. The Greek clas

sic writers practise the same, or the like omissions ; as may be

seen in the third edition of Winer's excellent Grammar of the

New Testament.

The truth is , that there are two ways in which a noun may be

made definite ; the first is , by adding the article to it , in which

case definiteness of somekind or other is designated ; the second ,

by adding some pronoun , adjective, noun , etc. i . e . some quali

fying circumstance, which serves of itself to distinguish it and

make it definite. In this last case, the article may be employed

or omitted ad libitum scriptoris in many cases ; and we find

abundance of examples in accordance with this . But this is a

part of Greek syntax which is yet very imperfectly illustrated ,

and which needs the skill of some criticverydifferent from Mid
dleton , and who has not, like him , a favourite theory to support

and to render tolerable in all cases, even of the most refractory

nature.

I cannot go farther into this subject at present. But I must

not quit it without cautioning the young interpreter, not to lay

much stress on the presence or absence of the Greek article, in

his reasonings either of a philological or theological nature.
The

ground is yet too slippery, and too imperfectly surveyed. There

is scarcely a rule laid down for the article, which does not ad

mit of numerous exceptions ; and in very many if not most ca

ses, it seems to have been a matter quite at thewriter's pleasure,

whether he inserted or omitted it . How can we hazard the

proof of an important theological doctrine, then, upon such

ground as this ? ' Let the correction made above, as to xúolos,

and ó xúgios, serve as a warning against such argumentation or

criticism . Should it serve this purpose , it will prevent many a

false argument and unfounded criticism among those, who are

accustomed to make their appeal to the Scriptures in the original

Greek.

No. IV. 98
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II. The doctrinal views which stand connected with the sub

ject of our investigation are truly important, in respect to the

character of the Saviour, and the duty of his followers.

1. The Lord Jesus is the Lord on whom Christians call,

i . e . he to whom they direct their petitions and their praises ;

comp. A. 1, 35. B. 15. pp . 759, 764, above.

2. The Lord Jesus is the Lord to whom the primitive Chris

tianslooked in a peculiar manner for guidance, for consolation,

for illumination, for success in their work, and for victory over

their spiritual and temporal enemies. Him they regarded , in a

peculiar manner , as " Head over all things to his church ;" as

« King of kings and Lord of lords,” for the express purpose of

accomplishing the work of redemption. Hence their frequent

supplications for his grace and favour ; their desire for his ben

ediction ; their deep sense of dependence on his protection and

his mercy. To cite the proofs of this, would be to cite a great

part of the examples which have been already produced in the

preceding pages. No attentive reader should overlook the in

struction afforded by such examples.

It is indeed ordained of God, that " every knee shall bow to

Jesus, and every tongue confess that he is Lord .” He will

surely “ reign until all enemies are put under his feet.” But is

it not equally true, when “every knee shall bow to Jesus, and

every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord,” that this will be to the

glory of God the Father ? ” So thought Paul , Phil. 2: 11 ; so

then we ought to believe. But when the proper idea of the

xvgiórns of Christ as Mediator is once well understood, the ex

planation of this seeming paradox becomes much more easy .

The xvpiórns in question is delegated ; see p. 750 sq. above. It

will cease at the end of time, 1 Cor. 15 : 24–28 . But who

delegated the mediatorial dominion to Christ as Messiah ?

The texts cited on p . 751 shew that it was the Father. To

the Father, then , glory will redound, when “ every knee shall

bow, and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord .” Why

should it not ? « God so loved the world, that he gave his on

ly begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him should not

perish, but have everlasting life .” “ Thanks be unto God, then,

for his unspeakable gift.” Glory and praise be unto him for ev

er and ever, for his boundless mercy !

But is glory due to him who said, “Lo I come, my God , to

do thy will ?” So thought and said the apostles ; so the re

deemed in heaven are represented as declaring, Rev. 5 : 13.

Why should the one exclude the other ? Why should the glory
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which redounds to God the Father , because that every tongue

confesses Jesus to be Lord, detract from the glory which is to

be given to this same Jesus as Lord ?

But you will say, perhaps , that the glory to be given to Je

sus is inferior and secondary praise . Be it so then , so far as

that xupiórns is concerned which is delegated, and which will

come to an end . But is there not something more than the

praise of this xvpiórns due to “ Him who was in the beginning

with God , and “ who was God ;" who is “ GOD OVER ALL and

blessed for ever ;" who is “ OUR GREAT God and Saviour,” who

is “ the TRUE God and eternal life ? ” The humble Christian

will pause , at least, before he decides against this .

One remark more, and I have done . It pertains to the prac

tical part of our subject. " Shall we separate, in our own minds,

between the homage we pay to the Saviour as being Lord by

delegation , and in our nature, and that which we pay to him as
the eternal Logos ?

How can we do this ? For myself, I have made the attempt

in vain . Others may be more successful; but I cannot reach

such a point of abstraction in my own views and feelings. Am

I required to do it? I can find nothing in the New Testament

which imposes this upon me. I find in the ascriptions to the

Saviour, which John represents the redeemed in heaven as mak

ing, that he is praised and adored in the same words and by the

same actions,which are employed in order to praise the Father,

Rev. 5 : 13. If worshippers in the temple above do not separate

the objects of their worship , by the manner and matter of ren

dering homage, then worshippers on earth may dispense with

such a separation. I doubt whether it is practicable. I am

fully persuaded that it is not expedient . It would disturb the

thoughts of the worshipper ; it would give him a low instead of

an elevated flight. If I am wrong here, most cheerfully will I

submit to correction . If I am not, then let the humble Chris

tian apply to practice the principle which I am endeavouring to

confirm .

All this, however, does not hinder us from knowing and fully

believing, that Christ as mediatorial xuplos, is in some important

respects to be distinguished from Christ as muquos in the charac

ter of Joyos and 71.7 . The whole of this mystery we cannot

explain ;it isdeeper than we can fathom . I feel this to be true;

and from the bottom of my heart I acknowledge it. But how

can this be otherwise ? God manifest in the flesh ,' we have

good authority for believing, “ is a great mystery ; ' one which
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perhaps the light of heaven itself will never fully unfold . But

ihen , even granting this, I would forever say, “ Let me believe

and adore," and not “ wonder and perish ! "

ART. VI. FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE .

The following extracts of letters received from distinguished

individuals abroad, are presented to the readers of the Reposito

ry in the belief, that nothing can be more acceptable to them ,

than thus to learn from time to time the views and feelings, as

well as the occupations and prospects, of persons whose names

and characters are well known to the American churches , but

whose works are as yet little circulated among us . Indeed , one

great object of the present work, and in the Editor's view one of

the most important, is, so far as opportunity may arise, to com

municate information of this kind ; in order thus to bring Chris

tians of different countries into more intimate acquaintance with

each other, and enable them better to appreciate and honour and
love the Christian character and exertions of each other . To

the sentiments of fraternal affection expressed in the following

extracts, the heart of every American Christian cannot but

warmly respond .
EDITOR.

1. Extracts from a Letter to Prof. Stuart, from the Rev. EBE

NEZER HENDERSON, D.D. Prof. of Theol. in Highbury Col

lege, near London.t

London , Feb. 22, 1831.

MY DEAR SIR,

* *

I cannot proceed further, without tendering you my best

thanks for the copy of the new edition of your Hebrew Gram

mar ; I was already well acquainted with it , and quite agree

with you as to the importance of the more condensed form in

Even as it is, it is, however, I am sorry towhich it appears .

+ Dr Henderson is the well known traveller in the northern parts

of Europe and Iceland , as the agent of the British and Foreign
Bible Society ED.
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say, too formidable for most of my countrymen ; who have got

so spoiled by the habit of learning the language without points,

or with them so superficially, that I fear few copies will be in

demand.

You have greatly the advantage of us, in having the young

men that come to Andover already initiated into the elemental

parts of the (Hebrew] language. With us all is to begin ; and

that with theTheological Tutor. I am happy to say however,

that at Highbury College, (to which I removed last July, the

Mission College having been given up on the ground of the dis

proportionate expense, I have succeeded in getting Hebrew

begun at the commencement of the second year ; during which

I find I can take the students through the Grammar and Genesis

at least ; the third year we can master the more important of

the other Mosaic books and the Psalms ; and this leaves us time

in thefourth year to go through Job , Isaiah, or the minor Pro

phets. I have now a class that began Job last September, and

have read the whole of it,—all the Chaldee portions of the Old

Testament, and two long chapters of Jonathan's Targum. For

merly the students only got a mere smattering, and never having

got fairly over the threshold, could not enjoy the scenes within .

It grieves me to think that I cannot devote more time tothe pro

secution of Biblical researches, for the immediate benefit of my

Hebrew classes ; but when I tell you that with the exception of

a course on Biblical Criticism (already prepared ), I have still in

a great measure to get up lectures on Biblical Antiquities, Di

vinity, Church History , and Pastoral Theology, you will not

wonder that it should be the case. In the preparation of my

divinity lectures , it is my object as much as possible to make

them exegetical, that the students may have the means of judg
ing whether any view is contained in the book of God, or not,

and what is the exact amount of evidence which any particular

passage may furnish in its support.

Aspecimen I wish to send you with some other things. It is

a defence of [the reading] God manifest in the flesh , brought

out to meet the temporary exigency occasioned by an attempt

on the part of the Socinians, to persuade the public that Sir

Isaac Newton had proved a corruption of the passage.t

+ Of this little work the Archbishop of Canterbury says, that it

is “ a valuable specimen of critical ability, successfully exerted in

the investigation and discovery of truth ." It will be reprinted in

the next number of this work . ED.
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The review of your work on the Epistle to the Hebrews) in

the Eclectic greatly vexed me.—However, you have this com

fort, if you required it, which you do not, that this periodical

is very much gone down in the estimation of the public ; which

I the more regret, ( I mean this in reference to the cause,) as it

is the only ostensibly literary production published by the Dis

senters in this country. It was peculiarly ungracious, on the

ground that we should, instead of carping and endeavouring to

depreciate the productions of the two countries, do every thing

in our power to mutually bring them forward. *

We have a communion of labour. Our aims are the same.

We serve the one Great Master. We endeavour in the strength

of his grace to consecrate our energies to the advancement of

his word and cause in the world . Let us persevere. " In due

time we shall reap if we faint not. Commending you and your

various and important labours to his blessing, I remain

Your's, very fraternally,

E. HENDERSON.

2. Extract from a Letter to Prof. Stuart from the Rev. John

PYE Smith, D. D. Prof. of Theol. at Homerton near

London .

HOMEBTON , NEAR LONDON, APRIL 7 , 1831.
MY DEAR SIR,

I have not yet seen the works constituting the Course of

Hebrew Study, which you have so kindly sent to Dr Hen

derson ; but I have no doubt of being favoured with the in

spection of them . He teaches Hebrew at Highbury College,

upon the solid principles to which you are giving currency and

effect. In our College the arrangement is different. The He

brew tuition belongs to the Classical Tutor's office. I lament

to say that Mr Walfort, an inflexible man , who has sustained

that office for seventeen years, has followed the baseless scheme

of Parkhurst, which you so justly denominate “ without form

and void .” He has, under heavy mental affliction , very recently

resigned . My new colleague, the Rev. Daniel Godfrey Bishop,

has long entered , and most cordially, into your principles ; and

he will zealously and ably act upon them . Our number of stu

dents does not average more than about sixteen ; at Highbury,

they have usually double that number, or more . The term of

study with us is usually two years longer than theirs. Our insti
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tution consists of two foundations, the one having commenced

about 1690 ; the other, to which the property belongs, in
1730.

Yours, most truly ,

J. PYE SMITH.

3. Extracts from a Letter to the Editor from the same.

HOMERTON, MIDDLESEX , APRIL 16, 1831 .
MY DEAR SIR,

I cannot but feel myself greatly favoured in your kind atten

tion , in additionto those of your distinguished fellow Professors

Dr Woods and Mr Stuart.

In my letter to Professor Stuart, I forgot to advert to a topic

which gave me considerable pain . May I trespass on your kind

ness to mention it to him ? It is , what appeared to me the un

kind and unjust manner in which his Commentary on the He

brews was treated in the Eclectic Review. I am ignorant who

the author of that article was, and I do not wish to know.

An equally unknown reviewer also, I think in the Congrega

tional Magazine, while in other respects he wrote with com

mendable fairness, made a very unreflecting objection to the

constant adducing of the Greek text in the Commentary ; a

circumstance of so much convenience to that class of readers

for whom the workis principally intended . The editor of the

Eclectic Review is Mr Josiah Conder ; that of the Congrega

tional Magazine, the Rev. John Blackburn of Pentonville, near

London ; both excellentmen . But in such publications, haste,

and infirmity, and the diversity of writers, will produce things

occasionally that excite regret.

From your long residence in Germany, I cherish the hope

that you will communicate to the British and American Chris

tian public a more accurate , discriminating, and just account of

the state of real religion in the different German states than

has been yet done. In this country there are some, yet I be

lieve not many, who have imbibed the spirit, in its worst power,

of the German rationalists. These are partly among the open

and honestly avowed Unitarians, and partly in the established

church, notwithstanding the “ binding force of its articles and

liturgy ; of which “binding force" my worthy friend Mr Rose

is so enamoured. In his book, of which the second edition is a
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great improvement upon the first, on “ The State of the Pro

testant Religion in Germany," he has brought forward a mass

of materials, but to a considerable degree , I fear, incomplete as

data .—Mr Pusey, Hebrew Professor at Oxford, appears to me

to have a more perfect acquaintance with the case ; but, I fear

that his candour and benevolence have betrayed him into mistakes

of a kind the reverse of Mr Rose's. Yet I can speak only of his

first edition ; the second , I am told , is much improved . I feel

an ardent desire to knowyour opinion of Schleiermacher . One

finds in his writings a daring and a rashness mounting up to ab

solute impiety ; and yet, in some, the apparent breathings of

vital religion.

Do me the favour of making my most respectful regards to

Dr Woods and Mr Stuart. That the best of heavenly blessings

may rest upon you and them , is the cordial prayer of,

My dear sir,

Yours, in the sacred bonds of faith and love,

J. PYE Smith.

4. Ertracts from a Letter to the Editorfrom the Rev. SAMUEL

LEE, B.Ď. Prof. of Arabic and Hebrew in the University of

Cambridge, Eng.

LONDON, JUNE 5, 1831.

MY DEAR SIR ,

I am very much obliged to you for your kind letter of Jan.

20th , which came duly to hand, and for the first number of your

“ Biblical Repository.” — It will be a great satisfaction to me to

open a correspondence with you , and to contribute all the encour

agement, advice, etc. I can , to your praiseworthy undertaking.

It delights me and all my Cambridge and other friends to find,

that our American neighbours are really outstripping us in the

cause of Biblical literature. May He whose cause you are la

bouring to promote, strengthen your hands an hundred fold ! I

am quite sure you will find no unholy rivalry here, although I

do hope, you will find us endeavouring to keep up the race, as

well as the contention necessary to secure that crown, which
fadeth not away.

I have seen a copy of the [new edition of Prof. Stuart's]

Grammar ; and the industry of its author is new matter for my

admiration of him . Of my own Grammar, which differs a lit

tle in principle from Mr Stuart's, a very large impression has
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sold entirely off, and I am now printing a second , and am about

half way through it. I have a considerable quantity of new

matter, which I am sure you will duly appreciate, and I am not

without hopes will closely criticise. My doctrine of the tenses

of the verb , I consider as established . M. de Sacy, with whom

I am now engaged in controversy on that and some other points,

has, to all intents and purposes, given this up . He only now

contends for the venerable conversivum . In my next reply, of

which I shall send you a copy, I expect to satisfy him on this

point also . The other points I allude to as lately made out by

me, are, the use of the apocopated present tenses, the useof the

- paragogic, and of the aepenthetic and paragogic. These I

find all in constant use in the Arabic, and their offices laid down

by the native Grammarians ; and that in no case do these rules

disagree with Hebrew usages. But on this subject you will

make up your mind, when you see the works alluded to.

I send you herewith two works which I have lately publish

ed . One on the interpretation etc. of Scripture generally, and

of prophecy in particular. The results I came to in the latter

case , were such as I did not expect, but which I found myself

quite unable to get rid of.- I can only say of myself, that my

aim is truth ; and in so saying, I can perhaps also affirm ., that I

am willing to give up the views there advanced, when it shall

be shown thatthey are unsound . You will find a considerable

quantity of other curious matter in the book, and among this,

some which has induced me to think more lightly both of Ger

man learning and of German divinity than I have been used to

think . But this I leave . The other work I send you consists

of some Latin prefaces prepared for a small Polyglott published

by Mr Bagster, of which you have no doubt heard . You will

find someoriginal matter in this , although the work is not long.

Since I wrote last to America , I havebeen elected to the He

brew professorship in our university. In consequence of this,

I have sent out à general Prospectus of Lectures, a copy of

which I send you. * So, my dear sir, you will see that I mean

not to sleep at my post. Mr Skinner and several others at

Cambridge are working with me very cordially, and I hope we

* The following is the Prospectus here referred to . Ed.

CAMBRIDGE , Feb. 1831.

The Regius Professor of Hebrew gives notice, that it is his in

tention , early in the next October Term , to commence (with a view

No. IV. 99
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shall recover the honour of our country, which had been allow

ed to fade in this respect.

I bave in the press too , a new Hebrew Lexicon, of which I

to publication ) acomplete Course of Lectures on the Hebrew Scrip

tures, of which the following is an outline .

I.

1. The Philology and Rhetoric of the Hebrews.

2. Their Archaeologia or Antiquities .

3. Jewish , i . e . Rabbinic and Karařte Literature, and tho influence it has

exercised on the exegetical interpretation of the Scriptures .

4. On the Oriental Dialects, viz . the Arabic , Syriac , Chaldaic, Samaritan ,

Ethiopic , Persic , Coptic , -their use , and abuse, etc.

5. The authority , use , etc. of the Ancient Paraphrases and Versions of the

Scripturus , viz . the Chaldee Targums , the Septuagint and other Greek
versions , tho Latin Itala and Vulgate, the Syriac Peschito and Versions

from the Greek, the Ethiopic, and Coptic .

6. How far the Commentaries,Apologies, and Homilies, of the Fathers of

the Church ,may be relied on as means of Scriptural Interpretation .

7. Modern Grammars, Lexicons, Commentaries, Homilies, Ephemeral

Reading , etc.
II .

1. The language of Prophecy , whether purely verbal , symbolical , or mixed.

2. The single and double sense considered .

3. Examination of passages cited from the Prophets in the New Testament.
4. On fulfilled and unfulfilled Prophecy ; the opinions of the ancients and

moderns, whether Christians or Jews, considered .

5. The Prophecies analyzed , read , and construed .

III .

1. The Book of Psalms analyzed, read , explained , and applied.

2. The citations given in the New Testament from this Book examined,

with respect to both their grammatical and exegetical interpretation.

IV.

The Historical and Doctrinal Books of the Old Testament considered,

read, and construed , in the following order.

1. The Book of Genesis , with respect to its character and authority, both as

areligious and historical code ; its coincidences with the Fragments of

Chaldean, Egyptian,Phoenician,and other antiquities ; its predictions, etc.

2. The remaining books of the Pentateuch , with regard to their religious

and historical character, authority, predictions, etc.

3. Historicalsketch of the Theocracy, its duration , and fate. Difficulties

occurring in the Biblical narrative , and particularly those which have

been adduced as grounds of objection to the authority of the Scriptures.

4. Citations of the New Testament adduced and considered .

5. The doctrinal books, viz . Job, Proverbs , Ecclesiastes, analyzed , read, and

construed ; citations from these found in the New Testament, examined ;

their general character and authority considered .

It is not pretended that this course will be completed in one

year ; the intention is , merely to give an outline of the plan propos

ed , subject however to such alterations as the nature of each case

may require ; and to bring the whole to a close as early as the ex

tent and variety of the subjects will allow .

1
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shall send you a copy when it is published, as indeed I intend to

do of every thing else. When these come to hand , remember

I wish my friendStuart to be partner with you, in remembrance

of his former tokens of friendship , and to shew you how much

I desire to see you flourish in these good inquiries .

Yours, most truly,

SAMUEL LEE.

In connexion with the preceding letter from Prof. Lee, the

Editor is induced to subjoin the following account of his early

life and studies, contained in a letter from himself to Jonathan

Scott, Esq. LL. D. formerly Oriental Professor of the Royal

and Military East India Colleges, published byBishop Bur

gess, in his little work entitled “ Motives to the Study of He

brew ," Lond . 1814. It will be found to be a very interesting

account of genius and industry in humble life, struggling with

and surmounting all external obstacles, and at length elevating

their possessor to one of the most important and conspicuous

stations in the literary and Christian world . EDITOR.

A Letterfrom Mr Samuel Lee to Jonathan Scott, Esq.

Sir,

In conformity to your request, I now proceed to give you a de

tail of my pursuits in languages, with some circumstances of my life
connectedtherewith .

The first rudiments of learning I reccived at a charity school , at

Longnor,* in the county of Salop,where I was born , which is a vil

lage situated on the Hereford road, about eight miles from Shrews

bury. Here I remained till I attained the age of twelve years,

and went through the usual gradations of such institutions , without

distinguishing myself in any respect ; for as punishment is the only

alternative generally held out, I, like others, thought it sufficient to

avoid it. At the age above mentioned, I was put outapprentice to

a carpenter and joiner , by Robert Corbett, Esq. in which , I must

confess, I underwent hardships seldom acquiesced in by boys of

my age; but as my father died when I was very young , and I knew

it was not in the power of my mother to provide better for me, as

she had two more to support by her own labour, I judged it best to

submit.

About the age of seventeen I formed a determination to learn

the Latin language ; to which I was instigated by the following
circumstances. I had been in the habit of reading such books as

* Founded and endowed by the family of Corbett , owners of that

estate.
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happened to be in the house where I lodged ; but meeting with

Latin quotations, found myself unable to comprehend them . Being

employed about this time in the building of a Roman Catholic chap

el , for Sir Edward Smith , of Actonburnel, where I saw many Latin

books, and frequently heard that language read , my resolution was

confirmed . I immediately bought Ruddiman's Latin Grammar, at

a book -stall, and learnt it by heart throughout. I next purchased

Corderius' Colloquies, by Loggan, which I found a very great as
sistance to me, and afterwards obtained Entick's Latin Dictionary ;

also soon after Beza's Testament, and Clarke's Exercises. There

was one circumstance, however, which, as it had some effect on

my progress, I shall mention in this place. I one day asked one of

the priests, who came frequently to us, to give mesome information

of which I was then in want ; who replied, that “ charity began at

home. ” This was very mortifying, but it only served asa stimulus

tomy endeavours ; for, from this time, I resolved , if possible, to ex

cel even him . There was one circumstance , however, more pow

erful in opposing me, and that was poverty . I had, at that time,

but six shillings per week to subsist on , and to pay the expenses of

washing and lodging; out of this , however, I spared something to

gratify my desire for learning, which I did , though not without cur

tailing myself of proper support. My wages were, however , soon

after raised one shilling a week, and the next year a shilling more ;

during which time I read the Latin Bible, Florus, some of Cicero's

Orations, Caesar's Commentaries, Justin , Sallust, Virgil , Horace's

Odes, and Ovid's Epistles. It may be asked, how I obtained these

books ? I never had all at once, but generally read one and sold

it , the price of which , with a little added to it, enabled me to buy

another, and this being read , was sold to procure the next.

I wasnow out of my apprenticeship, and determined to learn the

Greek . I bought therefore a Westminster Greek Grammar, and soon

afterwards procured a Testament, which I found not very difficult

with the assistance of Schrevelius' Lexicon. I bought next Hun

tingford's Greek Exercises, which I wrote throughout, and then ,

in pursuance tothe advice laid down in the Exercises, read Xeno
phon's Cyropaedia, and soon after Plato's Dialogues, some part of

the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer, Pythagoras's Golden Verses, with

the Commentary of Hierocles, Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead, and
some of the Poetae Minores, with the Antigone of Sophocles.

I now thought I might attempt the Hebrew , and accordingly pro

cured Bythner's Grammar, with his Lyra Prophetica; and soon after

obtained a Psalter, which I read by the help of the Lyra. I next
purchased Buxtorf's Grammar and Lexicon , with a Hebrew Bible ;

and nowI seemed drawing fast towards the summit of my wishes,

but was far from being uninterrupted in these pursuits. A frequent

inflammation in my eyes, with every possible discouragement from

those about me, were certainly powerful opponents ; but habit , and
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a fixed determination to proceed , had now made study my greatest

happiness ; and I every day returned to it , rather as a source of

rest from manual labour ; and though I felt many privations in con

sequence, it amply repaid me in that solitary satisfaction, which

none , but a mind actuated as mine was, could feel. But to return ;

chance had thrown in my way the Targum of Onkelos ; and I had

a Chaldaic Grammar in Bythner's Lyra, with the assistance of

which and of Schindler's Lexicon, I soon read it . I next proceed

ed to the Syriac, and read some of Gutbir's Testament, by the

help of Otho's Synopsis , and Schindler's Lexicon . I hadalso oc

casionally looked over the Samaritan ; but as the Samaritan Penta

teuch differs little from the Hebrew, except in a change of letters, I

found no difficulty in reading it, in quotations, wherever I found

it ; and with quotations I was obliged to content myself, as books

in thatlanguage were entirely out of my reach.

By this time I had attained my twenty-fifth year, and had got a

good chest of tools, worth I suppose about L25. I was now sent

into Worcestershire , to superintend, on the part of mymaster, Mr

John Lee, the repairing of a large house, belonging to the Rev. Mr

Cookes. I began now to think it necessary to relinquish the study

of languages ; as I perceived , that however excellentthe acquisition

may have appeared to me , it was in my situation entirely useless.

I sold my books and made new resolutions. In fact, I married ,

considering my calling as my only support ; and some promises and

insinuations had been made to me, which seemed of a favourable

nature in my occupation . I was awaked, however, from these

views and suggestions by a circumstance, which gave a new and

distressing appearance to my affairs ; a fire broke out in the house

wewere repairing; in which my tools , and with them all my views

and hopes, wereconsumed. Iwas now cast on the world without

a friend, a shilling, or even the means of subsistence. This , how

ever, would have been but slightly felt by me , as I had always been

the child of misfortune, had not the partner of my life been im

merged in the same afflicting circumstances. There was, howev

er, no alternative, and I nowbegan to think of some new course of

life, in which my former studies might prove advantageous. I

thought that of a country schoolmasterwould be the most likely to

answer my purpose. I therefore applied myself to the study of

Murray's English Exercises, and improved myself in arithmetic.

There was, however,one grand objection to this; I had nomoney
to begin , and I did not know any friend who would be inclined to

lend. In the mean time the Rev. Archdeacon Corbett* had heard

of my attachment to study , and having been informed of my being

in Longnor, sent for me in order to inform himself of particulars.

Nephew and successor to Robert Corbett, Esq . before men

tioned .
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To him I communicated my circumstances, and it is to his good

ness that I am indebted for the situation I at present fill, and for
several other valuable benefits which he thought proper generously

to confer. My circumstances since that time are too well known

to you to need any further elucidation . It is through your kind as

sistance I made myself thus far acquainted with the Arabic , Per

sian, and Hindoostanee Languages; of my progress in which you,

Sir, are undoubtedly the best judge.

I am, Sir,

With every possible respect,

SAMUEL LEE.

Blue School, Shrewsbury,

, .

Note by Mr. Scott. Mr Lee was introduced to me by Mr

Archdeacon Corbett. The assistance he so gratefully speaks of,

from myself, was chiefly in the loan of books, and directing him in
pronunciation ; he wanted no other. In the course of a few months

he was able not only to read and translate from any Arabic or Per

sian manuscript, but to compose in those languages. Since myre

siding at Bath, he has sent me translations, into Arabic and Per

sian , of several of Dr Johnson's Oriental Apologues in the Ram

bler , and of Addison's Vision of Mirza, in the Spectator. They

are wonderfully well done ; and in this opinion I am not singular,

as they have met also the approbation of Mr James Anderson,

whoseabilities as an Orientalist are sufficiently established to ren

der his applause highly satisfactory. Mr Lee, in addition to his

knowledge of the dead and Eastern languages, has made also con

siderable proficiency in French, German , and Italian . With his

amazing facility of acquiring languages he possesses taste for ele

gant composition , and has no slight poetical talents , of which I

have seen some specimensin English and Latin ; also a Parody of

Gray's Ode to Adversity, in Greek Sapphic verse, which I am in
formed by judges, for Iam myself no Grecian , is a surprising effort

of self instructed genius. His present situation is that of Master

of a small Charity Foundation in Shrewsbury ; but he also attends

two schools as teacher of arithmetic , and at a few private houses as

instructor , in Persic and Hindoostanee, to the sons of gentlemen ,

who expect appointments in the civil or military service of the Hon

ourable East India Company ; and the progress made by his pupils

shews, that he has the talentof conveying knowledge to others, an

art not always possessed by the learned.

[ Mr Lee was afterwards employed as Orientalist to the Church

Missionary Society , where he so much distinguished himself, as to

receive not long after the appointment of Professor of Arabic in the

University of Cambridge. Ep.]
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HEBREW AND GREEK WORDS ILLUSTRATED.

הָוהְי,

1. Hebrer .

738 sqq.

םיִמָי,יֵמיִּב,585,

םיפי,597.

לַע,85.

דַמָע,715,

תֹובְצַע,91.
592 .

יִּתְלָאְגֶא,717.

יֵריִּדַא,87.

לֶהֹא,לֶהֹאָּב,606.

םייא,'718.

םא,587.

סֶפֶא,סֶפֶאְּב,731.

בָנְׁשֶא,6095

.60s,דַחי

רָח,716,
ןֹוזָרְּפ,586.

.sq579,עַרָּפ,עַרֶפ

4 , 104 .

רחָּב,715,

עַצֶּב,605,

ד

רַהְּב,רהד,606.

דֹובָּכ,97.

ןֵהּכ,716.

סּוּכ,94,

תוילכ,95.

ןֵּכ,595,

עַרָּכ,608.

ל

אָבְצ,717,605.

.sq718,קֶדֶצ

.sq718,591,הקדצ

ק

םיִמּודְק,605,

םישודק,86.

אָרָק,717.
; , 79.

ןֵה,715,

ז
590 .

לַכָז,584. >

מ

רמ,ןיִדמ,588.

םיִצְצִמ,

יֵמ,604

םָּתְכִמ,76.
יִּבמ,593.

תָנְמ,94.

םִיַתָּפְׁשִמ,596.

לַזָג,ּולְזָנ,594.

הָביִתְנ,586.

רֶפס.594.

לֶגֶר,ולְגַרְּב,595.
.sq582,ןֶזר

םָקָרהָמְקר,610.

ש

ריעש,534.

יַרָׂש,594.

לֶבֶח,94.

ףוח,597.

הָאְמֶח,607.

הָסָח,81.

ְךיִדיִסֲח,106,100,

ץֵצָח,590.

קֶקה,596.

רֶקֵח,596.

ג .577,prefixש

לֹואְׁש,99.

תַחׂש,107,99.

ׁשֶרש,593.

ְךיִמֹוּת,94.

רָּב:,609.בֵּבַיְּת,609. הָוהְידֶבֶע,718.

II. Greek.

A A axazdrauotos (drauotos), 674.

eyalostum (gomotorms), 683 , exuv, 477.

dyovelauos ( x0tuvos),680. [654. arous (axouroact), 643, 666 .
deros (ciet0s ), 660 . dlextonogami , 684.

docuitos, do& utor09, 674. dakitoo (dlexroudy), 668.

auitmud ( ditmous ), 672. da9euv , 676.

2eatov Toueil, ylveotal), 477, damorguodiloxonos, 682. [666.
684 .

danaotion (duaptoouet), 643,
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αμαρτωλός (αμαρτηλός), 674. Γ

αμαημερινός, 675. γελάσω (γελάσομαι), 666.

αναβαθμός (αναβασμός), 660 . γενέσια (γενέθλια ), τα, 646.

ανακαινόω (ανακαινίζω ), 677. | γενηθείς( γενόμενος), 666 .

ανακαίνωσις( ανακαινίσεις), 677. | γεννήματα, 477.

αναστατούν ( άνάστατον ποιεϊν), γίνομαι (γίγνομαι), 660 .

ανείλατε , ανείλατο, 664. [684. | γινώσκω ( γιγνώσκω), 660 .

ανετάζειν (εξετάζειν ), 676. γνωτός, γνωστός, 674.

ανθρωπάρεσκος, 682 . γογγύζειν, γογγυσμός, ( τoνθρύ
ανθυπατεύω, 684 .

ζειν, τονύρυσμός, ) 680.
ανθύπατος , 684.

γονείς , τούς , 66i .

ανταπόδομα ( ανταπόδοσις),671. | γραμματείς, τούς, 661 .

άντλημα ( άντλος), 672. γρηγορείν (έγρηγορεϊν), 676 .

άξω (άξομαι ), 666.

απαρχή, 401 sq.

απείραστος (άπειρατος, απεί- δεκατόω (δεκατεύω), 677 .
δαυλός (δαλός), 660 .

ρητος), 673.
δεσμείν (δεσμεύειν ),676.

απελεύσομαι, 666 . δεσμοί , οι, ( τα δεσμά), 668 .

αποδεκατόω, 678 . δεσπότης, 736, 758 .
αποκαραδοκία, 373 . διά, 170.

αποκεφαλίζειν (καρατομείν)683. | διαμερισμός, 682 .

απόκριμα (κατάκριμα , απόκρι- διασκορπίζειν, 650.

σις), 672. διδάσκαλος, διδάσκειν, 466 .
απολλύων (απολλύς), 667. δίδραγμoν (δίδραχμον),648, 661 .

Απολλώ, του, τον, 661.
δίκαιος , 477.

αργον δήμα, 481.
δοκιμασία (δοκιμή), 670.

αρτιγέννητος, 674 . δύναμαι, δύνη, εδυνήθησαν, έδύ

αρχισυνάγωγος, 682 .
δυναμόω, 683 . [νατο, 662.

αρχιτελώνης, 682 .
δύνη (δύνασαι), 665 .

ασθένημα (ασθένεια ), 672. δυσί (δυοϊν), 662.

αύξη (αύξησις) , 671 .
δωδεκάφυλον, 682 .

αυταρ (άταρ ) , 660. δώη (δοίη), 643, 667 .
αύχη, αύχημα, 672 .

E

αφέωνται( αφεϊνται), 662 .
έβλάστησα (έβλαστον), 666 .

ασημερινός, 674 , 675.

αφυπνόω (αφυπνίζω ), 677. εβουλήθη, 662.

Εβραϊζειν, 549 .
B

βαθμος (βάσμος) , 660. εγάμησα (έγημα), 667 . [ 666.

βασιλείατων ουρανών, 557,565. έγέννησα(έγεννησάμην)643,666.
εγανάκτησα ( ήγανακτησάμην),

βασίλισσα (βασιλίς), 668.

βάτος, 667.
έγκυος (εγκύμων,) 674.

βεβηλόω (βέβηλον ποιεϊν), 684. δολιούσαν (έδολιούν), 664 .
έγνωκαν (εγνώκασι ), 663 .

βιαστής ( βιατής), 673. Αδύνατο, 662 .
βουλή ( βούλησις ), 671.

βούλομαι, βούλει, ήβουλήθην, έθρεψα(έθρεψάμην), 666 .
έζησα, 643.

εβουλήθη,662. είδαμεν, είδαν, 664 .

βρέχειν ( υεϊν), 688 .
ειδωλολατρεία, -άτρης, 682.
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I

είπόν (είπε, ειπά), 662. ηρπάγην (ήρπάσθην), 666 .

είρηκαν (είρήκασι), 663 . ήττημα (ήσσα, ήττα) , 672.

είωθα, 662 . ήτω ( έστω), 663 .

εισήλθατε, 664 ..

έκρίνoσαν ,664 .

έκτρωμα ( εξάμβλωμα), 679.
θεός , 743.

εκχέω, 664.
θερινός, 675 .

έλαβαν, 647.

έλεος, 668 . ίαμα, ίασις, 672.

ελεύσομαι, 643 , 665 . καυχε (ιαχε), 660 .

Ελληνίζειν, 548. K

έμελλε, 662. καθημερινός( καθημέριος),674.

ένδειγμα, ένδειξις, 671 . καθίσω (καθιω) , 666.

ενδυναμόω, 683. κάθου (κάθησο), 667.

εξάπινα ( εξαπιναίως,-ίνης ),678. | καλέσω (καλούμαι), 666.

εξείλατο, 664. καμμύειν (καταμειν) , 660 .

εξήλθατε, 664 . καταλαλία (λαλία , προσλ. προλ. )

εξουδενόω (εξουδενίζω ), 678. 684.

εξυπνίζειν (αφυπνίζειν , διυπ.), κατάλυμα (καταγώγιον, κατά

676 , 683. λυσις ) , 671 .

επαινέσω (έπαινέσομαι), 666 . κατελίπoσαν, 664.

έπεσα (έπεσον), 647, 664. καυχάσαι (καυχα ),663 .
επιφαύω (επιφάω ) 660. καύχη, καύχημα, 672.

έρχεσθαι ,169. καυχησις, 670.

έσθημα, έσθησις, 672 . κερδήσω (κερδανώ), 666.

εύραν, 664. κλαύσω ( κλαύσομαι), 666.

ευσχήμων, 645 . κλέψω ( κλέψομαι), 666.

ευχαριστεϊν , 688 . κλίβανος (κρίβανος), 660 .

έφαγαμεν, 664 . κνήθειν (κνεϊν ), 676.
έφαγοσαν, 477. κοινή διάλεκτος, οι κοινοί, 473 ,

έφυγαν, 664. κολλυβιστής, 680. [652

εώρακαν, 663 . κοράσιον , 680.

Z κόσμος , 567.

ζήτημα, ζήτησις, 672 . κράββατος (σκίμπους ), 683 .

Η κραταιόω (κρατύνω), 678.

ήβουλήθην, 662 . κύριος, 733 sqq. εν κυρίω , 759 .

ηδυνήθησαν, 662. κτίσις , 373 sq.

ήδύς, ήδιον, 675. Κω, την, 661 .

ήλθατε ( ήλθετε ) , 647 , 664 . λ

ήλθοσαν, 477, 664. λιμός, 648 , 667.

ημάρτησα (ήμαρτον ), 666 . λόγος, 478 .

ήμελλε, 662. M

ημέριος, ημερινός, 675 . μαθητρία (μαθητρις), 670 .

ημίσους (ημίσεος ) του, 662 . μάμμη, 688.
ήνεωγμένη θύρα, 665 . μέλλω, ήμελλε, έμελλε, 662.
ηνεώχθη, 665 . μερισμός (δασμός, αναδασμός),

ήνοίγη,ήνοιξη, ήνοίχθη, 665 . 682, 684.

No. IV. 100
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μεσημβρινός, 675 . προσωπoληπτέω, -λήπτης, Αλη

μετοικεσία (μετοίκησις, μετοι ψία , 684 .

κία ), 670 . πρωινός ( πρώιος, πρώιμος),674.

N
P

ναύν, την, 661.
ράπισμα, 477.

νήθειν ( νεϊν), 676, 677.
δεύσω ( ρεύσομαι) , 666 .

νοί (νω), 661.
ρημα αργόν , 481.

νοσσός, νοσσίον, (νεοσσός , νεοσ- οήσσω ( ρήγνυμι ), 669 .

σίον, ) 649 , 660 . ούμη, 477.

σαλπιστής (σαλπικτής), 661 .

ξυράω (ξυρέω) , 669. σαλπίσω ( σαλπίγξω), 666.
O σαρβηθ σαρβανε έλ, 332.

οδυνασαι ( οδυνα), 663 . σαρουν (σαίρειν), 678, 683 .

οίδασι (ίσωσι), 667 . σθενόω (σθενέω), 678.

οικοδεσπότης, 668. σιτιστός ( σιτευτός), 675.

οικοδομή (-όμημα), 668 , 672 . σκορπίζω, διασκορπίζω, ( σκε

οργή, 466. δάννυμι, διασκεδάννυμι),απο

όρθρίζειν (άρθρεύειν), 675,683 . σκορπίζω, εκσκορπισμός ,680.

ορθρινός (άρθριος), 674. σκοτία ( σκότος), 668.

ορχήστρια (ορχηστρις) , 670. σκότος, 667.

ουδείς (ουθείς ), 648, 661. σπλαγχνίζεσθαι, επισπλ. 683 .

ουθέν ( ουδέν), 648, 661. σπουδάσω (σπουδάσομαι), 666 .

όψει, όψομαι , 662 . σωματικώς, 748 .

II T

παιδεύειν, 645. τάχιον ( θάττον ), 675 ..

πανδοκεύς , 477. τεθέληκα, 477.

πανδοχείον (πανδοχείον ), 660. Υ

πανoικί ( πανοικησία), 678. υαλος ( ύελος ) , 660.
πάντοτε ( έκαστότε ) , 679 . υγιή accus. 661 .

παρακαλείν, παράκλησις, 685 . υιοθεσία, 403 .

παρεμβολή, 477. υπό, 169.

παρέξει (παρεξη) , 662 .

παρέστηκαν, 663 . φάγεσθαι, 477.

παύσομαι (πεπαύσομαι), 666. φιάλη (φιέλη), 660 .

πειράζω, επειράσθην, επειρά- φρόνημα, φρόνησις, 672 .

θην, 673 .

πιάζω ( πιέζω), 660. X

πλήρωμα , 560. χαρήσομαι (χαιρήσω), 666.

πνεύμα, 490. χρόνον ποιείν (διατρίβειν), 685.

πολύσπλαγχνος, 683 . Ψ

πράξω ( πράξομαι), 666 . ψευσμα, 673.

προσκοπή, 477. ψηλαφήσαισαν, 477.

φως , 490.
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Genesis.

18 : 8. - 607.

32: 12. - 85 .

Deuteronomy.

32: 42. - 580 .

Judges.

Chap. 5. - 568 sq .

Job.

17 : 14.-107.

Psalms.

Ps . 16. - 51 sqq.

55 : 24.-107.

Ecclesiastes.

9 : 4.487.

Isaiah.

8: 21 sq . - 522.

9: 1–6. - 522.

9 : 2.-101 .

11 : 6 sq . - 385 .

32: 1. - 87.

40 : 19. - 729.

41 : 2, 10.—719.

41 : 27. - 729 .

43: 22. - 729 .

44 : 27. — 712.

45 : 8.-719.

46: 13.-719.

47: 13.-715.

48 : 10. - 715 .

48: 18. - 719 .

51 : 5 .--719 .

52 : 4 .--730.

54: 15.—715.

54 : 17.-719.

56: 1.-719.

56 : 12.—716.

57; 5.—731 .

58: 2.-719.

61 : 1 , 2.—720.

61 : 10.-716.

66 : 18. – 716 .

TEXTS ILLUSTRATED .

Jeremiah.

4 : 19–26 . - 521.

Matthew .

12: 33. - 485 .

12: 36. - 481.

14 : 6. - 646 .

17: 24. - 648 .

25 : 36. - 647.

Mark.

15: 43. – 645 .

Luke.

2: 24. - 649.

7: 4.-662.

John .

4 : 24.–490.

10: 32. - 171.

Acts.

3 : 16.-171 .

11 : 28.648 .

22 : 7.-647.

Romans.

2: 21 .--466.

3 : 25.-172.

4: 25. - 172.

5: 14. - 136 .

8: 18–25 . - 363 sq.

10: 12.-759.

10: 13. - 758 .

14: 6-8. — 759.

16: 2.-759.

1 Corinthians.

2 : 4 sq . – 462.

3: 5.-767.

4: 19 .-- 767.

7: 10, 12.-767.

8: 2.-172.

11 : 32. - 767.

14: 37 .-- 768 .

15 : 24 sq . - 752

16: 7. - 768.

2 Corinthians.

3: 11. - 172.

3 : 16-18 . - 762.

5 : 6, 8. - 762.

8: 19. - 768 .

10: 17, 18. — 768.

Galatians.

4 : 19 sq . - 133.

Ephesians.

1 : 7. - 469.

4 : 17. - 768.

5: 19. - 764.

Colossians.

1 : 24. - 563.

2: 9 .-- 748 .

1 Thess.

4 : 6. 5: 27.-769 .

1 Timothy.

1 : 20 .--645 .

2 Timothy .

1 : 16, 18 .-- 769.

2: 14, 22 .-- 769.

Hebrews.

1 : 10 .-- 758.

11 : 19.-137.

12: 14 .-- 770 .

James.

1 : 19. - 466 .

2: 18.485 .

3: 1. - 466 .

3 : 6 .-- 485 .

5: 6-485 .

2 Peter .

1 : 3.–171 .

3 : 5.-172.

Revelation.

1 : 4.-741 .

1 : 5, 6 .-- 173.

2 : 17.-740.

19: 12.-- 740 .

21 : 1 sq. - 384.
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SUBJECTS , ETC.

A. and Calvin , 240--accused of Pelagi

Arabic Lexicon of Freytag, 197 . anism , 241 - publishes his lectures

Aramaean Language of Babylon , its on Rom . ix. 241 - corresponds with

rise , 318 - introduced into Pales- F. Junius, 242 - elected professor of

tine by the Chaldeans,320 — by the divinity at Leyden , 243 — his lec

Persians, 321 - maintains itself un- tures on predestination opposed by

der Alexander the Great, 323 — un- Gomar, 243 — applies to the States

der the Greek - Egyptian sovereigns General , 244–-publishes theses a.

323 - not necessarily changed un- gainst the Pope, 245-summoned

der the Syro -Macedonian kings, to appear before the States General,

325 — several inscriptions in Pal- 247 — his death, 248 --eulogies com

myra composed in this language , posed on this occasion , 248 - his

327 — was the common language of views of predestination , 269, 293

the regions of Parthia and Mesopo- of the providence of God, 270 - of

tamia , 323 — inaintained its ground man's free will , 271 --of God's grace ,

under Antiochus Epiphanes, 329– 272 — of the perseverance of the

was the common language of the saints, 272 — of the assurance of sal

army of Judas Maccabeus, 330– vation , 273 — of man's ability to

coins struck in this language, 331 keep all the commandments of

-used by Christ in teaching, 340 God , 273--of the divinity of Christ,

-by writers in the first centuries 274 - of justification, 278 — of spe

after Christ, 341 - used by the Jew- cial grace, 280 — of regeneration,

ish princes, who resided at Rome , 282_his views ofregeneration sim

347 - no essential difference in the ilar to those of Beza and Dr Owen ,

language spoken by Christ, and 289 — his views of original sin , 290

that spoken in the times of Ezra , -remarks on his character, talents,

351 - not spoken with equal correct- etc. 299 .

ness by all the inhabitants of Pales- Anquetil du Perron, and Zend -Avesta,

tine, 355 . 407 .

Arminius, public opinion respecting
B.

him erroneous, 227 - sensitiveness

respecting his doctrine, 227 - his Beza , his advice to Arminius, 232–

birth , 229 - by whom educated , 229 his notes on Rom . 9:11 , 17 , 240—

-enters the family of P. Bertius , his views of regeneration,285.

230 - sent by the senate of Amster- Biblia Hebraica , various, 186 .

dam to Geneva, 230..--hisattach- Book Trade in Germany, 431,

ment to the philosophy of Ramus , Bretschneider, review of his lexicon
230 - goes to Basle , where he de- 554 – commended for bis regard to

clines a doctorate in theology , 231 the true character of the New Tes.

--returns again to Geneva , 231– tament language , 561 - in gram

goes to Italy, 233 — suspected of be- matical arrangement inferior to

ing favourable to popery, 234 - set- Wahl, 562-remarks on his defini.
tled as a pas at Amsterdam , 235.- tion of βασιλεία του θεού, 565.

his popularity, 235 - his doubts re- Buttmann, general view of the Greek

specting certain positions of Beza language and its dialects, 692.
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C.

on ,

Calvin , his commentary on Ps. XVI .

53—his view of predestination ,236

-his commentary on Rom . 9 : 18,

238 - on Rom . 9 : 17, 239—a supra

lapsarian, 239.

Catechetical Instruction in Germ . 423.

Le Clerc, his views of Ps . xvi . 57—

character of by Michaelis, 73 .

Correspondence, Foreign, 776 .

Course of Study at the German uni

versities, 201.

D.

Deborah, Song of, see Interpretation .

Diodati, on the language of Christ,

etc. 314 .

Directions to theological students , 614 .
See Halle.

Doepke, Hermeneutik der n.t. Schrif.

steller, 193.

Dort, Synod of, 253. See Synod.

Double Sense, remarks 63 .

E.

Eclectic Review , 778, 779.

Encyclopaedia, 213, 616 .

Episcopius, his birth , education, etc.

252 — appears to make his defence

before the synod of Dort, 253 — dis

claims its jurisdiction , 254 — is ban

ished with his companions, 258.

Ernesti, on the lang. of Palestine,315 .

Esdraelon, plain of, 599 .

F.

Forced Interpretation. See Interpreta
tion .

Francke, his character, 28 — founder

of the orphan house, 30 - statue,32 .

Freytag's Arabic Lexicon , 197.

G.

Genuineness of Isaiah, chap . XL.

LXVI.700 -- introduction , 700 — when

first questioned , 703 —-objections

considered , 705 — positive grounds

of its authenticity, 722.

Germany, general love of antiquity,

4-of history, 5-fondness formu

sic , 427 —-neglect of public wor

ship, 442 — of family worship, 444 ,

-of the Sabbath , 444 -want of

united Christian effort, 447 .

German Churches, constitution

of, 202 — their dependence upon the

civil power, 422 -- their inactivity,
439 — few new churches, 440 - evils

of church and state , 450 .

German Clergy, examination for

license to preach, 415 – examina

tion pro ministerio, 417 – entrance

to the ministry , 419-religious cat

echetical instruction, 423 — relig.

ious worship, 427 - neglect of for

mer writers , 429_libraries, 430-

learning of the clergy, 434 - pro

fessional intercourse , 437 .

German Students, their freedom

at the universities , 16 , 223 ---method

of taking notes, 17---causes of their

diligence , 44 - preparatory course at

thegymnasia, 15 , 205 .

German Theological Seminaries,
218, 626 — other institutions for the

ological students, 627 --academic

regulations, etc. 631 - pedagogical

seminaries ,636 - directions for the

ological students, 614 --- general

view of theological study , 615.

See Halle.

German Universities, the faculties

which they comprise , 7 - found

ed by and dependent on their re

spective governments, 8 — benefits

of the arrangement of instructors,

10 --their lectures, 12 —-students

must go through a preparatory

course at the gymnasia, 15, 205–

their freedom at the universities,

16 , 223—method of taking notes,

17 - university of Berlin , 19—-its

number of students, 21— library,

22 - university of Bonn , 23 — Bres

lau , 24 - Erlangen, 24 - Freiburg,

25 — Giessen , 25 -- Göttingen, 25–

its library, 27 — Greifswalde, 28 %

Halle, 28 - Heidelberg , 31— Jena,

33 – Kiel, 34 – Koenigsberg, 34–

Leipsic, 34 —-Marburg, 35 — Mu

nich , 35 — Rostock , 36– Tübingen ,

36 --Würzburg , 36-Austrian uni

versities, Vienna, Prague , Pesth,
and Innsbruck , 36 - universities on

the German plan , Basle, Strasburg ,

Dorpat, Copenhagen, 39 — reasons

for the success of the German pro

testant universities , 40 — diligence

of the students, 44-causes of this

diligence , 44-evils of the univer

sities , 47—course of study , 2014

ceremony of matriculation , 207–

advantages to an American stu

dent , 208-students in the theolog

ical department not examined in

respect to their motives for entering

the sacred office, 211 - introductory

lectures , or Encyclopaedia , 213

theoretical, 214 - practical, 217
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abstract of lectures in the univer- tion of interpretation, 139 —-his

sities of Halle and Berlin, 219.– Lehrbuch , 193 - extract of a letter

university degrees, 410. from , 408 .

Gesenius, his great literary acquire- Halle, directions for theological stu

ments , 29 — his view of P's. xvi . 59 dents entering the university, 614

-of Isaiah xh . sq . 705 --his Hebrew --general view of theological study,

Lexicons , 187 -- translation ofIsaiah eregetical, 617--systematic, 618–

2d ed . 190 .
historical, 620 - practical, 621 - or

Gomar, his attack upon a lecture of phan house , 30 .

Arminius, 243-disclaims the au. Hebrew Bibles, 186 — Heb. literature ,

thority of the States General , 244 neglected in this country and in

-challenges Martinius to a public England , 492—prejudice against its

contest, 206 . study, 493 --mistake with regard to

Grammatical accuracy of the writers the Jews , 493-- the allegation, that

of the New Testament, 160 . their language was poor and bar.

Greek Language, spoken extensively barous , refuted, 494—this language

in Asia, 532 - edicts in Tyre , Si- radically the same with the Syriac,

don , and Askelon in the Greek and Chaldee, and Arabic , 495 — many

Latin language, 533 —-Greek in- of the Hebrew writings lost , 496–

scription in a temple on Mount remarks on the originality of the

Lebanon , 535 — this language spo- language , 496_objection with re

ken by the Roman governors in spect to its limited extent, answer

Palestine, 541 - spoken by the Ro- ed , 498 — mischief done by an erro

man emperors, 542 — the Jews per- neous method of instruction , 501

mitted to compose books in this the claims of this study on intelli

language, 543--to write a bill of gent youth in general, 503 — the

divorce, 544—this language first Hebrew Scriptures a collection of

forbidden , when Titus threatened valuable relics of antiquity , 504-

Jerusalem , 544 -- proof that this lan- they contain much useful history,
guage was understood in Palestine 506 - are lessons of moral wisdom ,

from a scene in Paul's life , 546- 506 --character of the Hebrew poe

of the Hellenists who resided at try , 503-- the style of the Hebrew

Jerusalem , 547--results of the argu- writings, 512 ---inspiration their

ment that this language was spoken grand excellence, 517-remarks on

in Palestine , 550 - origin and pro- their divinity, 517 - an objection

gress of the later Greek language, against introducing them into a

650--general view of the Greek course of education not strictly

language and its dialects , 692. theological , answered , 526 —-con

Greek Style of the New Testament, 473 nexion between the study of the

640 — its characteristics , 643—neg . Old and New Testaments, 528—

ligence of interpreters, 644 --mis- course of Hebrew study at Highbu

takes in criticism , 647 -- nature and ry and Homerton, 776 sq .

character of the Greek idiom found Heinsius, his testimony respecting

in the N. Testament, 649 - origin Arminius , 259 .

and progress of the later Greek Hellenists , definition and remarks re

language, 650—its sources, 656– specting them , 358, 547 - difference

its characteristics,viz . from words, between them and Hebrews, 548.

658 — peculiar orthography, 659- | Henderson, Dr Ebenezer, letter to

peculiar inflection , as nouns and Prof. Stuart , 776.

verbs, 661 - heterogeneous words. Hengstensberg , notice of, 21 - on the

667 — peculiar forms of words , 668 genuineness of the latter part of

-words peculiar to ancient dia- Isaiah , 700 .

lects , or altogether new .679 — new Herod, places Greek inhabitants in

signification of words , 684 . Jewish towns, 537 — favours the

H. Greeks , 540_builds a theatre in

Hahn, brief notice of, 111-his Leip
Cesarea for the Greeks , 540 .

sic disputation, 112-on interpre. Highbury College, course of Hebrew
tation , 117-remarks on his defini- Study , 777.
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Homerton , Hebrew study at , 778 . Josephus, his testimony relative to the

Hug , Greek lang. in Palestine, 530 . Jewish language in the time of

I. Christ, 344 ,542.

Inspiration of the prophets, not in
K.

compatible with their voluntary Kant, notice of, 114-his proposed

agency, 143, 147--the prophets method of interpretation, 118 .

knew the import of what they ut- KYP103, meaning of, 733 — its clas

tered , 144-nature of this inspira- sic meaning, 735 — meaning in the

tion , 702, 706. Septuagint, 736 - its senses in the

Interpretation, characteristics ofa cor- N. Testament, 741-senses as ap

rect theory , 125 - erroneous meth- plied to Christ, 745 — as used by

odsofinterpretation,traditional, 127 Paul , 755 — results, 771 .

--- philosophical,128 --allegorical, 130 L.

—oftypes,135 -- simplicity of inter- Language, its laws, 166 --causes which
pretation , 452—its definition, 454 effect a change, 333.

necessary interpretation, 455– Language of Palestine , in the time of

simplicity in the interpreter , 457—- Christ ; importance of this subject ,

forced interpretation, 464 --its defi- 309 — its bearing on the sources of

nition , 465 — its characteristics, 469 interpretation , 310 - origin of the

--its causes, 470 . belief in the Hebrew original of

of Ps . XVI.---difficulties Matthew's gospel , 311 - Greek lan

attending this Psalm , 53 -- Calvin's guage spoken by the Roman gov

commentary, 53—- views of Le ernors in Palestine , 541 — the Jews

Clerc and Ruperti,57 — views of permitted to compose books in this
Rosenmueller and Gesenius , 59 language, 543.

of De Wette , 60 - of Eusebius,61 Lee, Prof. letter to the Editor , 780—

remarks on the double sense , 63— letter to J. Scott , Esq. 783 - pros

this Psalm prophetic of Christ, 65 pectus of lectures, 781 .

-the apostle Peter's quotation , 67 Lexicographers of the New Testament,
-Paul's quotation, 69 --- view of must have a good acquaintance

Michaelis , 73 – translation of the with exegetical learning, 562 — al

psalm , 75 — its interpretation, 76– so with the peculiar connexion be

objections answered, 105. tween the Old and New Testament

of Rom . viii . 18 --- 25 , 363 ideas , 564 - must remember the his.

--general design of the passage, 366. tory and age of a word , 689 — must

ofthe Song of Deborah give a perfect exposition of its sig.
and Barak , 568 — the circumstances nification, 690 -- regard must be had

which gaverise to this song, 569— to the anomalous use of words , 691 .

analysis ofthe song , 571 - ils trans

lation, 572 - remarks on its antiqui
M.

ty: 575_ -on its poetical rhythm, Maccabees, coins of, 331 .
578— notes on the translation , 579 Megiddo, where situated, 598 ,602.

Isaiah, Ch . XL. - LXVI. See Genu: Michaelis, his view of Ps.xvi.72 – his

ineness .
character of Le Clerc , 73 .

Italian education , 182 — universities,
N.

183 — duties of their professors, 184 Neander , his merits as an ecclesiasti

-theol . literature , 177 — interpreta cal historian , 21 .

tion of the Scriptures little studied ,
182.

Oriental translation committee , ob

J. jects and proceedings of, 194 — ori

James I. takes part in the dispute be- ental literature at St. Petersb . 197 .

tween Arminius and Gomar, 252-- Orphan house at Halle, 30.
burns the book of Vorstius , 252. Owen, Dr. views of regeneration ,285 .

ehovah, never written in Hebrew P.

with the proper vowel-points, 738 Palestine, language ofin the timeof

-pronunciation unknown, 739 Christ , 539,550 --its character, 351-.

a sacred mystery, 740. cities peopled with Greeks, 535, sq .

0.
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1

Palmyra, inscriptions at , 327 , 532. result of its deliberations, 257---re

Paul, addressesthe Jews in the later marks respecting this synod, 258.

Hebrew dialect, 344, 546.

Persian manuscripts, at St. Peters
T.

burg , 197 . Taanach , where situated , 598, 603 .

Plainof Esdraelon , 599. Talmudists, their declaration con

Planck , Henry , notice of, 638 - his cerning the language of Palestine ,

Essay de Indole , etc. transl . 640 sq .
348 .

Poetry , Hebrew , character of, 508--- Targums, when prepared , 332 --- Tar

improved by David , 510 . gums of Jonathan and Onkelos,

Predestination , Calvin's views of, 236 337.-- Aramaean Targums lie at the

-views of Arminius, 269, 293... foundation of the Alexandrine ver

difficulties respecting the views of sion , 337---quoted by Christ and

Arminius , 270 ---danger of specu his apostles, 338 .-- used by Josephus

lating on predestination, 295. in the composition of his history ,

Prophets, knew the import of what 339---reason why they were pre

they uttered, 144 --- differed in re- pared , 350.

spect to their knowledge of the fu- Testamentum Novum Graece, cur.

ture , 520 . Scholz. 190---cur . Knapp , Ed . 4ta .

Psalm XVI. interpretation of, 51 .
192.

Sue Interprétation. Theological Education in Germany,

See Germany.

R. Theological Seminaries in Germany,

Ramus, when and where born , 231 ... 218 , 626. See Germany.

attacks the philosophy of Aristotle , Tholuck, notice of, 29.-- on Italian the

231 ---accused of sapping the foun . ological literature , 177 ---- critique

dations of religion, 231 ----made on the lexicons of Wahl and Bret

royal professor of philosophy and schneider, 554 ---his view in respect

eloquence at Paris , 231 --massacred , to κτίσις , 380 .

231. Tittman , J. A. H. notice of, 160 , on

Reinhard's Plan of the Founder of grammat. accuracy of N. T. 160----

Christianity , 194 . simplicity of interpretation, 452...

Remonstrants, 251. forced interpretation, 464.

Romans VIII. 18 .--25, interpretation

of, 363. See Interpretation .
Rosenmueller , his views of Ps . xvi . Universities. See Germany.

59. -Scholia in Proverbia , 190 . V.

De Rossi, J. B. on the language of Vossius on the language of Palestine,

Christ , etc. 315 . 313 .

S. W.

Sabbath, view of in Germany , 443. Wahl, the superiority of his lexicon ,
Schleiermacher, Christl. Glauben , 193 554 .--remarks on the logical ar

--as a catechist, 423--- character rangement of the new edition , 554

of his writings, 780 . ---disadvantages of an unyielding

Simplicity of Interpretation, defined, adherence to system , 556 ---refe

454 . rence to the article suordeia, 557...

Smith , Dr John Pye , letter to Prof. his care inselecting proof passages

Stuart , 778 --- to the Editor, 779. fromthe classics , 559--- remarkson

Song of Deborah and Barak, interpre his definition of βασιλεία του θεού,,

tation of, 568. See Interpretation.
567 .

Students. See German Students. De Wette, Translation and Commen.

Sublapsarianism , 235 . tary on the Psalms , 3d ed . 190 .

Supralapsarianism , 235. Wiseman , notice of, 181 – his Horae

Synod of Dort , of whom composed , Syriacae, 181 .

253---debars the remonstrants from 2.

all attendance, 255 --- publishes the Zend -Avesta, 407 .

U.
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